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Set started in assembly language PLUS 

(omplete listing and assembler on disk 

Assembler: page 241 

• DIY HARDWARE REPAIRS! 

Amiga not working? We show you bow to 

fix tbe most tommon faults yourself 

DIK^Repairs: page 56 

SPECIAL DISK ISSUE 

Seven utilities, an assembler and linker 

patkage and all tbe soune tode in the mag 

7 
i 

i 

What! Your cover disk 

has disappeared 

down a black hole? 

Better ask your 

newsagent for 

^%:/,fit an internal hard 

drive to your A600 or 

%4 200 - step-by-step 

instructions sfai 

^ CM.-       ram - 

Let our experts solve your Amiga problems. 
Whether your hassle is with hardware or 
software, turn to page 33 for the answers Your guarantee of value 



Amiga 600 

■The compact Amiga 
■ 1MB of RAM 
■ Built-in TV modulater 
■ IDE Hard disk controller built-in 
■ PCMCIA Card slot 
■ Includes Power Mouse Mat 
■ Includes Apache joystick 

Amiga 600 .......£285 
Amiga 600 & 40MB HD  £455 
Amiga 600 & 60MB HD  £493 
Amiga 600 Si BOMB HD ,£549 

Amiga 1200 

■32-bit computer 
■ 68020 microprocessor 
■ Optional 68881/68882 floating point unit 
■2MB RAM 
■PCMCIA Card slot 
■ 16.S million colour palette 
■ Displays up to 256,000 colours on screen 
■ Includes Power Mouse Mat 
■ Includes Apache joystick 

Amiga 1200 , £390 
Amiga 1200 & 40MB HD  £560 
Amiga 1200 & 60MB HD  £604 
Amiga 1200 & 80MB HD £654 

Internal Hard Drive 

40MB Internal hard disk £199 
BOMB Interna! hard disk .^£269 

Blizzard Turbo 

■ A50Q/A5Q0+ 
■ Expand up to 8MB (OK installed) 
■ Memory and 68000 CPU run at 1428MHz 
■ Fast 68000 processor installed on-board 
■ Fully auto-configuring 
■ Optical 512K shadow RAM on extra 

memory bank for shadowing the operat- 
ing system out of ROM or from disk 

Blizzard Turbo, £129 
Blizzard Turbo 2MB RAM...., £185 
BTurbO 2MB RAM - 25BK Shadow RAM £199 

Amiga 4000 

■ 32-bit computer 
■ 68040 microprocessor 

25MHz clock speed 
■2MB 32-bit chip RAM 
■ Built-in 3.5" high density disk drive 
■ 16,8 million colour palette 
■ Display up to 256,000 colours on screen 
■ High resolution graphics 
■ AGA Custom chip set 
■ VGA or multiscan monitors 
■AmigaDOS 3,0&CmssDOS 

Amiga 4000 & 120MB HD £2329 

A3000 

■ 68030 microprocessor with coprocessor 
■2MB RAM 
■ Hi-Res graphics with 1MB graphic RAM 
■Built in SCSI interface 

Hard disk as standard 
■T is Tower version 

Amiga 3000 & 52MB HD .,,..£1439 
Amiga 3000 & 105MB HD .,£1569 
Amiga 3000T 1Q0MB HD 5MB RAM £2349 
Amiga 3000T 200MB HP 5MB RAM .£2936 

PCMCIA Memory 

■ Ultra slim memory cards 
■ 1MB & 2MB 
■ For A600/A1200 

1MB Memory card £POA 
2MB Memory card..... . £POA 

Amiga Accessories 

A2300 Genlock £57 
A2065 Ethernet Card £245 
A2232 Serial Card £104 
A2320 Display Enhancer .£163 

Commodore I960 

■ Multisync monitor 
■ For use with Flicker Fixers 
■ Very high quality 

Commodore Tnsync monitor £479 

Educational discounts 
available 

m 
Power Computing Ltd 
Unit 8 Railton Road V 
Woburn Road Ind. Estate 
Kempston Bedford j sf\ 
MK42 7PN  \ ' \! 

Tel 0234 843388  Fax 0234 840234 
Technical 0234 841882 

48 Hr delivery £2JO 24Hr delivery £4,50 
Parcel post delivery £1 (U.K mainland only} 

Spnc "itMTinns & prices arc subject ta change without nutice 
All trademarks acknowledged. VAT included 

Home Music Kit 

■ ThQ complete music kit for the Amiga 

Digital Studio III 

■ Transform your Amiga into a digital 
sound studio 

■ Create your own music 
■ Re-mix songs 
■ Piece together various songs 

Real Time Sound II 

■ Add special effects to music 
■ Over32 special effects 
■ Echo effect 
■ Can work with MIDI instruments 
■ Each effect can be modified 
m Make your voice sound robotic 
■ Allow your music to sound like it's being 

played in a concert hall 

Stereo Sound Dtgjtiser 

■ Convert your desired sounds into digital 
signals 

Other Features 

■ Maximum sampling rate 900 KHz 
m Dynamic filtering 
■ Anti-aliasing filter 
■ Stereo gain control by software 
■ Microphone volume scale 

Home Music Kit . £49.95 



WELCOME 

0 / / v r r 'i i 

AT A GLANCE 

GUIDE 

To help you find what you want 
quickly and easily, this is a cross- 
referenced list of all the products 
and subjects covered in this 
month's Amiga Shopper. The 
subjects covered in Amiga Answers 
are detailed on page 33; the many 
PD programs covered on page 119 
are listed there. The page numbers 
given are for the first page of the 
article in which the subject is 
mentioned. 

Adventure games 74 
Advertisers' index 136 
AmigaDOS 2.1 7 
AmigaDOS 83 
AMOS 74 
Animation programs 52 
Answers 33 
ARexx 110 
Assembly language 24, 50 
Business 98 
C programming 114 
Caiigari 11 
Chaos 88 
Code clinic 50 
Colour scanner 64 
Communications 92 
Competition 138 
Deluxe Paint AGA 7 
Desktop publishing 64 
Disk pages 14 
DlY hardware repairs 56 
Education 52 
IDE drives 14 
Installing a drive 14 
Julia set 88 
Letters 12 
Mail order 103 
Mice 56 
(vlorphing 70 
Music 80 
News 7 
Power supplies 56 
Printers 114 
Product locator 132 
Public domain 119 
Reader ads 112 
Relational database 98 
Sampling 80 
Screen packing 74 
Startup-sequence 83 
Subscriptions 122 
Time codes 80 
User groups 117 
User-defined functions 110 
Video 70 

Are there any products or 
subjects you'd like us to 
take a look at? Well, just 
drop a line to: 

Amiga Shopper, 
30 Monmouth Street, 

Bath BA1 2BW. 

WELCOME 

We're always extolling the virtues of 
hard drives here at Amiga Shopper, 
and with good reason too, Those of 
you who, like me, can remember 

using home computers with cassette tape-based 
storage will also remember the amazing difference 
that first disk drive made. Believe me, your first 
hard drive is a similar advance in productivity. 

ltTs all very well for owners of the A500 and 
A2000t who can buy plenty of drives off the shelfr 

but finding a drive for an A600 or A1200 is a little 
more complicated, or has been until now. Starting 
on page 14 is an article that will put paid to this - 
it tells you everything you need to choose, fit and 
use an IDE hard drive. 

The hardware theme continues with the new 
series on page 56, DIY Hardware Repairs. Let's 
face it, with your warranty out of date and your 
machine broken you could be tooking at a nasty 
repair bill. But why pay, when the chances are it's 
a simple fauit that you could easily fix yourself? Go 
on, take a look... 

It's not all about hardware this month, of 
course. We've finally bowed to public demand and 

A FISTFUL OF FISH 
There are thousands of Amiga programs which are 
available for little more than the price of a disk. And 
many more which allow you to try the software free 
before you buy. Each month in Public Domain World 
we examine the best of these programs and explain 
how to get hold of them. 

We take another trawl through the latest in the 
Fred Fish collection this month, looking at, among 
other things, an excellent 3D graphing program, 
Public Domain World or 

For a few fish more 
as we call it this month, starts on page 119 

printed an assembly 
language tutorial It 
assumes a basic 
knowledge of 
programming, nothing 
more, and whisks you 
right along until you're 
opening libraries and 
moving sprites. 
Complementing it is a 
public domain 
assembler and linker on 
the cover disk, along with source code for the 
examples, naturally. In fact, we've saved you quite 
a bit of typing this month, since just about every 
example program appearing in the magazine is 
also on the disk, and that's not to mention all the 
lovely, lovely utiiities we've crammed on as well. 

Enjoy the ish! 

Editor 

8 PAGES DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO 

ANSWERING YOUR QUESTIONS 

Every month In Amiga Answers our panel, 
comprised of experts from each of the fields of 
Amiga computing, answers more genuine reader 
questions than any other Amiga magazine. And in 
the Com Clinic any errors In programs you send In 
will be corrected as well! 

We answer questions every month on 
Workbench * The CU * Comms * Programming * 
DTP • Video • Business software » And more! 

THE ANSWERS START ON PAGE 33 

FOR A FULL LIST OF CONTENTS, TURN THE PAGE 

This magazine comes from Future Publishing, a 
company founded just seven years ago, but which 
now sells more computer magazines man any 
other publisher in Britain. We offer: 

Better advice. Our titles are packed with tips, 
suggestions and explanatory features, written by 
the best in the business. 

Stronger reviews. We have a castiron policy of 
editorial independence, and our reviews give clear 
buying recommendations. 

Clearer design. You need solid information, and 
you need it fast. So our designers highlight key 
elements in the articles by using charts, 

Your guarantee of value 

diagrams, summary boxes, annotated 
photographs and so on. 

Greater relevance. At Future, editors operate 
under two golden rules; 
• Understand your readers' needs. 
• Satisfy them. 

More reader interaction. We draw strongly on 
readers' contributions, resulting in the liveliest 
tetters pages and the best reader tips. Buying one 
of our magazines is like joining a nationwide user 
group. 

Better value for money. More pages,, better 
quality: magazines you can trust. 

uiure 
PUBLISHING 

The home of Britain's finest computer magazines: 
Amfga Shopper ■ Amiga Format 

• Amiga Power * Commodore Format 
• PCW Plus • PC Plus 

ST Format ■ Your Sinclair ■ Sega Power 
Amstrad Action ■ PC Answers • PC Format 
TotaJ! • Super Play * Mega • Gamesmaster 
- and masses more coming at ya in 93 too! 
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CONTENTS 

INSIDE THIS ISSUE 

News 7 
AmigaDOS Release 2.1 is now available to all PLUS news 
of releases dedicated to the A1200 and an exciting show 

Talking Shop 12 
Readers give their thoughts on the state of the Amiga art 

Installing a Hard Drive     14 
Complete instructions for buying, fitting and using an 
internal IDE hard drive in your A600 or A1200. Save 
yourself some money with our fully illustrated guide 

THE COVER DISK 22 
Get the most out of your cover disk. Our Shareware 
Collection Volume It is packed with utilities and all of 
the programs listed in this month's issue 

Start in Assembly Language 24 
Learn how to use the fastest, most efficient language 
available on the Amiga. To help you along, we've included 
a complete assembler development package and plenty 
of example source code on the cover cfisk 

Amiga Answers 33 
The expert panel swings into action once again to solve 
all your queries on Amiga hardware or software 

Education 52 
A look at a couple of golden-oldie animation programs - 
your guide to picking up a bargain! 

DIY Hardware Repairs 56 
Don't get stung with big repair bills for little faults - we 
show you how to ffx them yourself in our brand new series 

Desktop Publishing 64 
Is Power's colour hand scanner the bargain it seems? 
Jeff Walker tells a colourful story 

Video 70 
An in-depth comparison of ClneMorph and Morph Plus - 
which will give you the visual effects you need? 

AMOS Action 
How to write a game and compress a screen PLUS 
answers to all your AMOS programming problems 

Music 80 
There's a new sampler on the block, but can it compete? 

AmigaDOS 83 
AmigaDOS 3's startup-sequence is explained line by line 

Chaos 88 
This month we delve into the infinite depths of the 
Mandelbrot set's close relation - the Julia set 

Communications 92 
A look at four handy utilities that will prove indispensable 
while you're on-line 

Business 98 
Mark Smiddy has all the information on Order, a relational 
database from South Hams Software 

ARexx 110 
It's the hot new language for the Amiga, and this is your 
chance to learn all about it. This month: functions 

Reader Ads 112 
The perfect place to buy or sell Amiga kit 

C Programming 114 
We explain the use of pointers, one of the most powerful 
facilities of this powerful language 

User Groups 117 
Get in touch with other Amigaholics in your area 

, 'S: JcGraph Cj 
The Shareware Arriga busine^ grapher. $■10 '^DN   Jem-Clvislaohf Cfewl *    ~       sii. nog j. V. - l*i(r>. Cwtaf.  XM-mjtJMDAl  

Public Domain World 119 
A trawf through the sea of Fred Fish low-cost and no- 
cost programs yields some interesting specimens, 
including a three-dimensional graphing program 

Product locator 132 
Your at-a-glance guide to the best in Amiga software 

74   Win Morph Plus 138 
We have four copies of ASDG's Morph Plus to give away, 
each worth £179.99. Get working at those questionsl 
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of Hampshire Established 7 years 
UleSerue 

Amiga Workstation 
/Expansion System 
Monitor stand with shelf for drives etc. 
Strong metal construction made from 
14SWG steel epoxy coated. No Cables 
or mouse are included. 

Special price £27.50 

New Citizens 

Swift 240 
24pm Colour* 

Advanced 24pin printer, (Swift 24E 
replacement). Phone for a data sheet 
•optional colour. Price with cable & paper 

240 Mono £245 
240C Colour £265 

Swift 200 
24pin Colour* 

Enhanced 24pin printer, (Swift 224 
replacement.) Phone for a data sheet 
•optional colour. Price with cable & paper 

200 Mono       £1 95 
20QC Colour      £21 9 

Citizen's Print Manager 
These advanced printer drivers transform colour printout's to laser type quality 
Version 1 (224 & 24EJ  £5 
Version 2 (Swift series 2} £10 
Drivers 1 i2 price if bought with a printer 

Printer Drivers 
Canon BJ-10e/ex  £5 
Deskjet 500 Colour  £10 

Citizen 1 20D + 
with cable c * p.Q & paper L I U» 

AH Citizen printers have 
2 year warranty 

Citizen Swift 9 

with cable Mono £155 
&paper     Colour £179 

Panasonic 

KXP1123 
Probably the best 24ptn mono 
printer available. With cable & paper 

£169 

Panasonic/Epson 
KXP1170 Spin  134 
KXP1124i 24pin  215 
KXP2180 9pin Colour.... 189 
KXP2123 24pin Colour... 229 
Epson LX400 Spin   119 
Epson LQ570 24pin  265 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Naksha Scanner 
with touch up   p 1 f\Q 

software      L 1 

Naksha Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga    rni   c r\ 

with house & mat 1 . □ U 

Squik Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga   £13. 90 

k   ■ 

Midi Interface 
4 channel Midi £1 Q 
Interface for Amiga 

Dr Ts Midi Music S/w CA qc (A500 only not Plus) E-H-.»0 

Deskjet 500 
HP 3Q0dpr Inkjet printer. Laser 

quality at dot matrix price. 
3 year warranty. n o C 

With cable & paper LOZO 

Deskjet Colour 
300dpi colour inkjet printer. 

Colour laser quality at 1 /10 of the cost 
3 year warranty. r* A 1 n With cable & paper      £41 9 

New HP 

Deskjet 550C 
300dpi colour inkjet printer. 

Colour laser quality, with colour 
and black cartridges resident. 

3 year warranty. P R 9 Q 
With cable & paper L9^3 

Printer Packs 
AU printers are supplied with a printer pack consisting of printer paoer and n connection 
cable.    — , , 

Free of charge 
A stand is £5.00 extra (with a printer) 

Printer Dust Covers 
most types in stock 

from £4.70 

Canon BJ-10ex 
360dpi Inkjet printer 
with cable St paper 

£199 

New 

Star SJ-48 
360dpi Inkjet printer 
with cable & paper 

£199 

Star LC100 
9 pin colour with cable & paper 

New £159 

Star 
LC20 Mono 9pin  119 
LC200 Colour Spin  175 
LC2420 Mono 24pin  185 
LC2410O Mono 24pin .... 175 
LC2420O Colour 24pin 249 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Kickstart Upgrades 
Commodore 2.04 full upgrade 79.00 
Kickstart ROM only v2.04 .... 41.50 
Kickstart ROM only v1.3 ..... 29.00 
Phoenix rom sharer „„,..„,... 24.95 
Keyb'd operated rom sharer 24.95 
VXL30 25MHz Accelarator ..239.00 
Fatter Angus custom chip ...37.50 

New Prices 

GVP Series 2 

forABOO H^dDisks 

40Mb Hard Disk £319 
80Mb Hard Disk £369 
120Mb Hard Disk £419 
80Mb A530 Combo £649 
120Mb A530 Combo £749 
for A1500 
40Mb Hard Disk £299 
80Mb Hard Disk £329 
120Mb Hard Disk £399 
Controller (no disk) £134 
GVP ram £29 per 1Mb 

Ram Upgrades 
A500 IMram + clock  £24,90 
A500 IMram no clock .. £19.90 
A500 + IMram + clock  £39.90 
A600 IMram + clock  £49.90 

Citizen ProCM 
14" Super High res, Multisync 

Colour monitor, dot pitch 0.26mmf 
suitable for A3000 or A4000 
with cable £349 

Philips CM8833MK2 

Rebadged as AKF17 
14" Stereo Colour Monitor. 

Dot pitch 0.42mm.  Medium Res. 

£165 
without cable 

£169 
with cable 

Commodore 

1084SD 
14* Stereo Colour Monitor. 

Dot pitch 0.42mm.   Medium Res. 

£179 £175 
with cable without cable 

Price valid for current stock only 

Philips CM8833 MK2 

UK, 240V   £2 1 9 with cable 
+ game      £215 without cable 
If game not required reduce above 

prices by £5.00 
Price valid for current stock only 

Accessories 
3M Joystick/Mouse lead .... 3.75 
A500 Printer cable  7.95 
Modulator/Disk Extension 10.95 
23way Plug or socket .......... 2.95 
A500 Oust Cover  4.70 
Mouse Mat (thick soft type) 4,95 
Mouse House  2.95 
1M internal 3,5" drive  49.00 
A500 replacement PSU 39.00 
A590 replacement PSU  49.00 
Rocgen Plus - Genlock +- .. 129.00 
Disc Wallet for 32 disks  7.95 

Floppy Drives 

Cumana CAX354 
CAQ qn 1M external 
L*fa. »U      While stocks last 

Commodore 
A101 1 1M external 

White stocks last £48 

Roctec/Zappo 

New All Amigas A500-A1200 
1M external drive £49.90 

Amiga A1200 
5x faster. Workbench v3, 2M ram. 
Custom graphics 255K colours from 
i™0, £35g 

Amiga A4000 
25MHz 6Mram 
Wb3 120Mb Hd £2099 

Amiga A600 
Standard A600 single floppy 
£265 £259 

with game without software 

Amiga 600SD 
(D.Paint III, Grand Prix, Puttyr Pushover! 

Wild Weird 
& Wicked ' £299 

Amiga 600HD 
(Trivial Pursuit, Epic, Rome, Pushover) 

Epic Pack 

SONY 

DISKETTES 
SONY branded 
{lifetime warranty} 

{100% certified error free) 
lOx   3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  7,50 
50x   3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  32,30 
100x3.5" DS/DD I35tpi  59.93 
250x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  141.00 
Ikx   3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  540 50 

DISKETTES 
SONY/DYSAN bulk 
(lifetime warranty} 

(100% certified error free) 
10x   3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  5.95 
50x   3.5" DS/DD I35tpi  21.36 
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  39.60 
250x3 5" DS/DD I35tpi  94.88 
Ikx   3.5* DS/DD 135tpt  379.53 
40 x 3.5" Disk box with lock...,*. 5.49 
100 x 3,5" Disk box with lock,... 7.50 

Carriage on 50+ disks £3,53 

True Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga   £15.90 

Happy Mouse 
for Atari ST & Amiga   £1 4,90 

Q Phone for our 70 page catalogue. AH prices include 7 7.5% VAT 
o EDUCA TIONA LAND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME 
S All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty. 
J Prices are subject to variation without prior notification. 
^ Please phone for express clearance of cheques, 
o Established 7 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11. 
£ Free parking. Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 Saturday 
=> Postage 94p or £3.53 Securicor £6.46 (£5.50 +■ VAT) 

UleSerue 
Larger items delivered 

by Securicor 

Amiga/Shopper Dept. 
40-42 West Street 
Portchester Hants 
P016 9UW 
Tel: 0705 647000 

0705 647000 New Telephone Number 0705 647000 



NEWS 

FUTURETECH CONSUMER 

ELECTRONICS-REPORTS 

GREATLY EXAGGERATED... 
Contrary to a story in the January 
edition of Amiga Format magazine, it 
appears that Futuretech Consumer 
Electronics of Newport Pagnell has 
not gone into liquidation and is 
trading as normal. 

NEW STRUCTURED 

DRAWING PACKAGE 
Soft-Logik has released Art 
Expression, a structured drawing 
package that looks likely to be in 
direct competition with Gold Disk's 
Pro Draw. 

Art Expression enables the 
illustrator to produce resolution- 
fndependent images with the aid of a 
host of tools and pre-defined basic 
shapes, It can also be used to create 
typographical effects, such as 
mapping text to curves. File formats 
which can be read by Art Expression 
include those of Professional Draw, 
Aegis Draw, ProVector and Adobe 
illustrator. Illustrations can be saved 
out as Encapsulated PostScript or IFF 
DR2D files. 

Also included with the package is 
BME1.1, a bitmap editor, and Trace, 
a program which will convert 
standard Amiga bitmaps to 
structured drawings that can be read 
by Art Expression. 

The product is distributed in the 
UK for £144,99 by Micro-PACE TT 
0753 551 888, Soft-Logik is on * 
0101 800 829 8608, 

CORRECTION 

Last month we inadvertently printed 
the wrong telephone number for 
Think Limited. The correct number is 
« 021 384 4168. 

New software arrives to take full advantage of the AGA chip set 

A1200 Programs begin to roll 

Programs are now beginning to 
appear that are written specifically 
with the A1200 and A4000 in mind. 

By the time you read this 
Electronic Arts will have released the 
latest version of its acclaimed paint 
program, modified to take advantage 
of the extra colours available to 
A1200 and A4000 owners. 

Called Deluxe Paint IV AGA, the 
package enables users to create 
pictures in both 256-colour mode and 

afso in HAM-8 mode, which offers up 
to 262,000 colours. 

The package sells for £99.99, 
although upgrades for owners of 
earlier versions are available. An 
upgrade from version IV will cost 
£20, along with the return of the 
original purchase disk to Electronic 
Arts as proof of purchase. Version III 
or II owners can upgrade by sending 
£65 or £75 respectively along with 
the front covers from their manuals. 

Electronic Arts can be contacted 
on » 0753 549 442. 

Also taking advantage of the new 
Amigas' graphics modes is Gold 
Disk's PageSetter. Now in its third 
version, the entry-level desktop 
publishing package comes complete 
with a word processor and a paint 
package capable of handling up to 
256 colours, PageSetter costs £49 
and is distributed by Silica Systems 
H 081 309 1111, 

AmigaDOS upgrades 

—~~~~       The advantages of the 
latest release of AmigaDOS are now 

available to all with Commodore's Enhancer packs 
Users wishing to take advantage of the extra features of 
AmigaDOS Release 2.1 can now do so. 

Commodore has made two versions of the upgrade 
available to general users. One {serial number AS216) 
comes with the software on disk and relevant 
documentation, for which users will need the 2.0 Kickstart 

available 

ROM (as supplied in the A500 Plus and the A600)r while 
the other also includes the new ROM. The latter's serial 
number is AS215. 

The upgrade kit contains the Amiga Hard Drive User's 
Guide and Install Disk, so it will be of particular interest to 
A600 owners who wish to fit an IDE hard disk (see page 
14 for further details). Also included are guides to ARexx, 
AmigaDOS and Workbench 2.1, The software comes on 
five disks: Workbench, Extras, Fonts, Install Disk and 

Locale. This last item is the software that gives Release 
2.1 its multi-lingual capabilities. 

Other advantages conferred by Release 2,1 include 
direct support for the PostScript printer language and the 
ability to directly read disks formatted on the IBM PC. In 
fact, Release 2,1 is very similar to the operating system 
supplied with the A1200 and A4000. 

The Commodore Release 2.1 Enhancer without ROM 
costs £55; it costs £89 with ROM, It is available from all 
major Amiga dealers. 

NEW LASER PRINTERS FROM STAR 

Star Micronics has announced the 
availability of three new laser 
printers. 

Each is capable of printing up to 
five pages per minute, at a resolution 
of 600 by 300 dots per inch. The ink 
cartridges are capable of printing up 
to SOOO pages. Control is simplified 
by the inclusion of a two-line, 32- 
column LCD screen and two 
non-volatile user-definable setup 
memories. Each printer has both 
serial and parallel ports; by using 
menu selection to switch between 
the two, it's possible to share the 
printer between two machines. 

The entry level printer, the LS-5, 

costs £938.83. Based on the same 
processor as the Amiga, the 68000, 
it comes with 0.5Mb of memory, 
expandable to 4,5Mb. 14 resident 
bit-mapped fonts are supplied with 
the printer, but if that's not enough 
for your needs, you 11 be pleased to 
hear that Star and HP font cartridges 
can also be added. 

The Hewlett Packard Series 11II 
compatible LS-5 EX is the mid-range 
machine. For the price of £1173.83, 
the printer is supplied with 1Mb of 
memory as standard, which is 
expandable to 7Mb, Like the LS-5, 
the LS-5 EX is supplied with 14 
resident bit-mapped fonts, but it also 

has eight 
scalable Agfa 
Intel I tfonts. Star 
and HP font 
cartridges can be 
added, and the 
printer can be 
upgraded for 
PostScript 
compatibility. 

Finally, the LS-5 TT comes in at a 
price of £1467.58. PostScript 
compatibility is supplied as standard, 
as is 2Mb of memory which is 
expandable up to 8Mb. In the fonts 
department it has 14 bit-mapped 
onesT eight scalable Agfa fonts and 

Three new laser printers from Star 
should appeal to the burgeoning 
Amiga desktop publishing market 
35 PostScript fonts. A slot is 
provided for the addition of an HP or 
Star font cartridge* 

Star Micronics » 0494 471111. 
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NEWS 

LOW COST COLOUR PRINTING Books for Beginners 

Seikosha has launched what it 
claims to be the cheapest 24-pin 
colour printer around. 

The 3L-95 breaks the 
recommended retail price point of 
£250r coming in at £249. It 
comes with Epson LQ860 and 
IQ850 emulation modes, and 
can print at up to 64 characters 
per second in letter quality mode or 
240 cps in draft. Nine fonts are 
supplied as standard. 

The SL-95's 12-month warranty 
may optionally be converted to an on 
site maintenance warranty at the 
additional cost of £10. For more 

Seikosha's 
latest offering is designed to give 
other 24-pin colour printers some 
stiff competition 

information, you can contact 
Seikosha « 0753 685873. 

Bruce Smith Books has launched the 
1 first in a new series of books aimed 
firmly at beginners. 

The insider Guide Series kicks off 
with insider Guide A60Q? a 256-page 
book that explains the basics of the 
A600 and A600HD, Including 
Workbench, Utilities, Preferences and 
Amiga DOS. 

One of the book's key features is 
a set of graphical step-by-step 
instructions dedicated to each 
important action that the beginner is 
likely to want to carry out. 

The insider Guide A600 costs 
£14.95 from Bruce Smith Books B 
0923 894355. 

More speed from IYS 

The latest in the line-up of Amiga accelerators conies 
from Interactive Video Systems. Called the Vector, it is a 
6S03Obased card that fits either the A1500 or A2000. 

Vector is available with either a standard 68030 
processor or the cheaper 68EC030 which lacks a memory 
management unit. Both the processor and the 68882 
maths co-processor are socketed and may be upgraded in 
the future. The processor may be clocked at either 251 33 
or 40MHz, depending on the version of the board chosen. 

Up to 32Mb of memory may be added on board using 
industry standard 1MX8 or 4Mx8 SIMM modules. Up to 
8Mb of this may be used by the Amiga's 68000 standard 
processor when in 'fall-back' mode (that is, when the 
accelerator is not in use). 

Vector also comes with a high-speed SCSI controller 
and a SCSI pass-through connector for the addition of 
more than one SCSI device. The port may also be used to 
join Amigas together into a network, enabling them to 
share SCSI peripherals and data. As with the board's 
memory, the SCSI controller is available to the Amiga 
when in 68000 fall-back mode. 

Further features of the board include a Commodore 
2630 expansion bus for the addition of further memory* 
and the ability to re-map the Kiokstart ROM into 32-bit 
RAM, thus speeding up operating system calls, 

Prices for the IVS Vector start at £599.95. It is 
distributed in the UK by Micro-PACE, who can be reached 
on w 0753 551 888. 

GET COOKING 

WITH AREXX 

PremierVision this month publishes a 
book aimed at ARexx enthusiasts. 
The book, called The ARexx 
Cookbook, uses a tutorial approach 
along with plenty of useful example 
programs to bring the Amiga 
beginner up to proficiency in ARexx. 

The book itself costs £24. It can 
also be bought with one or two 
companion disks. The first contains 
the programs from the book itself, 
while the second is full of utilities to 
be used in conjunction with ARexx, 
as well as various commercial 
programs such as Directory Opus, 
TurboText and Art Department 
Professional The book with 
Companion Disk 1 costs £29.95; 
with both disks it costs £35.95. 

PremierVision « 071 274 4407. 

INK REFILLS 

AVAILABLE 

Care Electronics has announced the 
availability of ink refill kits for Hewlett 
Packard Deskjet and Canon 
Bubblejet cartridges. The cartridges 
are available in two sizes: the Care 3 
Pack for £14.95, and the Care 6 
Pack for £24.95. The Care 3 Pack is 
available in a wide variety of colours, 
while the Care 6 Pack is only 
available in black. Care Electronics 
are on * 0923 894064. 

The Spitfire exposed 

Nearly 50 years on and the Spitfire still looks good. Now you can find out all 
about it on your Amiga thanks to Greendell Technologies 

Three disk-based books have been 
released by Greendell Technologies, 

Written using Gold Disk's 
Hyperbook program, the books are 
described by Greendell as 'interactive 
information applications1. They deal 
in detail with specific subjects and 
are expected to appeal to dedicated 
enthusiasts. As an added bonus, the 

pictures within the books may be 
used separately as clip-art. 

The three hyperbooks currently 
available are Spitfire!, Messerschmitt 
Bfl09 and (somewhat incongruously) 
Your First Pony. For more information 
write to: Greendell Technologiest 25 
Woodieaves, Hollywood, Birmingham 
B47 5BW. 

SCALABLE FONTS FOR DTP AND VIDEO 

Agfa has released two font packs for the dedicated desktop publisher and 
videographer. Both packs contain scalable outline fonts which use Agfa's 
Intellifont technology, as supplied with Workbench 2 and above. 

The Amiga Start Pack ti is aimed at DTP and word processor users. At a 
price of £52.85, the pack contains 12 fontsr including CG Times and CG 
Triumvirate, as well as Park Lane, Brush, Futura and Shannon Extrabold. 

The Video Unlimited pack costs £76.38 and contains 25 fonts as used in 
the advertising and broadcasting industries. 

Agfa says the packs are part of its policy to make its entire library of 
Intellifont typefaces available for the Amiga. The company can be contacted on 
^ 081 560 2131. 

GET ON COURSE FOR AMIGA TUITION 

Those of you wishing to extend your working knowledge of the Amiga may be 
interested in a number of seminars and courses being organised by 
PremierVision. 

The seminars, which are likely to cost £49.95 per person and will each run 
for half a day, are intended to demonstrate the Amiga s wide-ranging abilities. 
Seminars are already scheduled to deai with the following topics: Introduction 
To The Amiga; Deluxe Paint Masterclass; Interactive Multimedia Design and 
Mastering Presentation. 

The courses each run for two days. They will be held in Central London for a 
price of £295 per person, which includes refreshments and lunch. Designed to 
give practical tuition to a small number of participants, the first two courses will 
concern the use of Deluxe Paint and Interactive multimedia design. 

Further information can be obtained from PremierVision * 071 274 4407. 
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NEWS 

SILICA'S NEW YEAR SALE 

Silica Systems has announced a 
number of price cuts on the products 
it distributes and sells. 

The company has knocked HOC 
off Commodore's A570 CD-ROM 
drive for the A500 and A500 Pius. 
The drive now sells for £249, and is 
supplied with a free copy of the 
game Sim City CD. 

The company is also selling the 
old Cartoon Classics packs, 
containing an A500 Plus, Deluxe 
Paint til and a number of games, for 

the reduced price of £249 - an 
attractive purchase, perhaps, for 
those on a tight budget wanting to / 
get into Amiga computing. / 

Silica has also announced a L 
price reduction on GVP's 8-bit / 
sound sampler, called DSS. The / 
package, as well as the 
sampling hardware, is supplied with 
two programs: a sample editor and a 
sequencer or'tracker', DSS now 
costs £39,95. 

Silica tr 081 3091111. 

The A570 
CD-ROM drive is now 
available at a sensible price, 
courtesy of Silica Systems 

Brother is offering, the opportunity to 
extend on-site warranties. 

Brother equipment ordinarily comes 
with a 12-month warranty. This can now 
be extended for a further one or two 
years. The price for this depends on the 
value of the equipment: a year's 
extension for a dot matrix costs £45, 
while £130 is the price you'll have to 
pay if you own a HL-10DV laser printer. 

Brother tr 061 330 6531. 

DIARY DATES 
MarcPi 6 7: Computer Shopping Spectacular. 
Telford Exhibition Centre, Telford, Neiton 
Exhibitions » 0474 536535* 
February 19-21: 7th International Computer 
Show. Wembley Exhibition Centra, London. 
Westminster Exhibitions * OBI 549 3444. 
April 23-25:4th MIDI and Electronic Music 
Show. Wembley Exhibition Centre, London. 
Westminster Exhibitions * 081 549 3444. 

SOURCE FOR 

HARD DRIVES 

New Horizons Computers is another 
company now offering IDE hard drives 
for A600s and A1200s. 

The drives come pre-formatted 
with two partitions, one to hold the 
operating system and the other, 
larger one, to be used as workspace. 
Drives for the A600 come with 
Workbench 2T whereas drives for the 
A1200 have Workbench 3 installed. 
Four mounting screws and an 
appropriate cable are supplied with 
each drive. Fitting instructions are 
provided» or you could use this 
month's feature on page 14, 

Typical prices for the drives are 
£180 for 40Mb and £250 for 80Mb, 
New Horizons Computers are on 
■a 0989 750260. 

HOOKED ON 

MIDI CLASSICS 

Words 8i Music has released four 
new disks of MIDI sequencer data to 
add to its classical music range. 

The sequences can be used 
immediately with the Rofand Sound 
Canvas modules, the Yamaha TG100 
and the Korg 03R/W. They may 
easily be modified for use with other 
types of sequencers. 

Volume 4 contains music by 
Mozart, Purcell, Tchaikovsky and 
Mendelssohn. Volume 5 has ditties 
from Satie, Debussy, Vivaldi, Handel, 
Beethoven and Schumann, Volume 6 
contains music by Mozart, Bach and 
Chopin (Hurrah! -Ed,}. The fourth 
new release is devoted to Bach's 
Well-Tempered Clavier. 

The disks are £10.95 each from 
Words & Music   091 5294788. 

A GUIDE 

TO AREXX 

Yet another guide to using ARexx 
makes an appearance on the Amiga 
book scene this month. 

Mastering Amiga - ARexx is 
published by Bruce Smith Books. It 
contains 336 pages dealing with 
such topics as how to install ARexx, 
its main features as a language, how 
to use it to control applications and 
details of ARexx's built-in functions 
and support libraries. A disk is also 
included, which contains programs 
from the book. 

Mastering Amiga - ARexx costs 
£21.95 from Bruce Smith Books, 
who can be reached on = 0923 
894355. 

Show Business 

Yep, it's springtime - and, what's more, it's showtime! 
Our sister mag Amiga Format is set to put on the sort 
of hugely exerting show that you've come to expect 

It s going to happen in May, and it's going to be devoted 
entirely to the Amiga, Future Publishing's decision to host 
another major Amiga show comes after the massively 
successful Amiga Format World Of Commodore Show in 
1991 and, though we say it ourselves, the hugely 
enjoyable Amiga Shopper Show of last year. 

This one is going to be attended by everyone who's 
anyone in the Amiga world - all the big names in hardware 
and software will be there, And not a few surprises are 
planned in the way of special events, which our friends on 
Amiga Format tell us will be like nothing you've ever seen 
at a computer show before. 

You can rest assured that the Amiga Shopper crew will 
be present, ready to offer advice and tips, so do come 
along if you'd like to meet us in person! And, seeing as 
it's Amiga Format behind the whole thing, no doubt there'll 
also be a few of those game thingies for those of you 
looking for relaxation. 

We'll have more details for you next month. 

EDUCATION FOR SCIENTISTS 

LCL is to launch a new 
software-based system for 
students studying the 
compulsory Integrated 
Science course. 

Aimed at older primary- 
school children and GCSE 
students, as well as those 
adults wishing to improve their 
understanding, Micro Science 
consists of 24 individual 
programs, a book and a 
manual. 

It closely follows the 
guidelines of the National 
Curriculum, dealing with 
aspects of physics, chemistry, 
biology and the environment. 
The course includes suggestions for 
practical experiments, and a 
graphical adventure game is included 
to help liven things up. Graphics are 
also used extensively to aid in the 
teaching of biology, such as an 

as IP 

-'.'4i 

kill 

WARRANTED 

LCL's Micro Science alms to present 
science with a smile 

animated simulation of a person 
eating and digesting food. 

Micro Science costs £24 from 
LCL * 0491 579345. 
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US NEWS 

In those rare moments of quiet 
solitude and contemplation, 
It's nice to be able to look to a 
higher authority when seeking 

wisdom. This month, your reflective 
and studious correspondent was 
privileged to review The Context 
Bible Concordance, a thoughtful and 
serious product for the Amiga, from 
Neurallnk (USA). 

The folks at Neuralink are 
committed to serious Bible students 
as well as the ordinary Amiga user. 
For the past two years they have 
provided the Bible in Thinker 
hype rtext fo rm at.  
Their latest aid to ™B"^™ 
Bible study is The 
Context Bible 
Concordance, which 
provides fast word- 
and phrase- 
searching for finding 
the verses you need 
to enhance your 
study and writing. 

The Context 
Bible Concordance contains the 
entire text of the New International 
Version of the Bible, and can output 
to a printer or file in four reference 
formats, with or without text and/or 
translator's notes. And it's fast: a 
search showing all of the 237 verses 
in the Bible which contain both Jesus 
and Christ takes less than one 
second on an unaccelerated Amiga, 

SPIRITUAL GUIDANCE 
Using The Context Bible 
Concordance is easy, for either Bible 
study or sermon notes. Teachers or 
ministers will find it helpful for 
lesson preparation, printing 
handouts for students, class or 

"Ihe Context Bible 

comes with a two- 

year money-back 

guarantee" 

Checking the prices I discovered 
that the New International Version 
Context Bible Hypertext with Thinker 
and Concordance is $150. The New 
International or King James Version 
Context Bibie with Hypertext and 
Thinker is $100. The New 
International Version Hypertext by 
itself is $50, while you can get just 
the New international Version 
Concordance for $50. 

If you still can't make your mind 
up about which one you need, then 
write to Neuraiink and ask for the 
free demo disk. It includes a demo 
 version of Thinker, 

^™ the entire book of 
Ephesians, the 
help fffe, and the 
Hyperbook tutorial 
for the 
Concordance. I'd 
send along a few 
International Reply 
Coupons to help 

   with the return 
mail, not because 

they are required (they aren't) but 
just to be nice. Tell Tem that the 
Amiga Cowboy suggested it. 

You can contact: Jack Seay, 
Neuralink, PO Box 16311, Lubbock, 
TX 79490 USA tr 0101 806 793 
0423 or 0101 800 657 8822. Or for 
Australia or New Zealand pricing, 
contact Mark Sims, 2 Pygmalion 
Place, Hamilton, New Zealand. 

24 BITS ARE BEST 
Onward down the trail... NothinT 

excites an old cowboy like Amiga 
graphics, and the pictures coming off 
my monitor screen nowadays are 
even better than before - thanks to a 
new program. 

A Bible Concordance 

and a 3D modelling 

program are two hot 

new products from the 

US* Boh Liddi! renders 

unto the Amiga mmm 

This could be your chance to Introduce your Amiga to the Good Book, with 
The Context Bible Concordance from Neuralink (USA) 

home use. As might be expected 
from someone presenting a Holy 
Work, The Context Bibie comes with 
a two-year money-back guarantee. 

Also included is an interesting 
and thought-provoking book, God's 
Work in God's Way by William S 
Dillon. This volume is certainly a 
welcome bonus to an already well- 
endowed package. 

Octree Software has introduced 
the latest version of Caiigari, titled 
Cafigari24. Unlike older programs, 
Caiigari rs direct manipulation actually 
mirrors the everyday world. Objects 
can be moved, rotated and scaled by 
simply pointing the mouse, so 
there's no menus to access 
("HoorayP shouts the Cowboy). And 
everything happens in real time. 

Caiigari24 will run on all Amiga 
models with a minimum of 2Mb of 
RAM, although 3Mb or more is 
recommended. A hard disk isn't 
strictly necessary (unless you want to 
do photorealistic rendering), but 
you'd have to be loco to try using 
Callgari24 without one. An 
accelerator for 32-bit and floating 
point operations is strongly 
recommended as well, permitting 
Caligari24 to operate at substantially 
higher speeds, 

Caiigari24 outputs 
up to 736 by 482 
resolution in NTSC 
video or 736 by 575 
for PAL with up to 32 
bits per pixeL It reads 
and writes Videoscape 
and Lightwave 3D 
object formats. 
Additionally, it reads 
Scuipt 3D, Imagine 
and Autocad DXF3D 
object formats. 
Rendition, IFF and 
DCTV images can be 
used for texture 
mapping. Several 
other programs such 

as Pixei 3D, Broadcast Fonts-'and 
AdPro also support the Caiigari 
format. The package includes a 
comprehensive manual and a tutorial 
on video tape. 

Almost all registered Caiigari 
users should be eligible to upgrade 
to Catigari24. The total cost of 
upgrading, which includes shipping 
and handling, is a very reasonable 
$109.00 for US users and $129 for 
international users. 

By the way, Octree Software is 
also distributing DynaCADD, a 
leading CAD/CAM package, to its 
Caiigari users. The costs are $509 
for US orders and $529 for 
international orders. Maybe I could 
design a reasonable starship with 
DynaCADD, or perhaps an improved 
navigation system for the QEII to 
keep her off Cape Cod Rocks? 

For more information, you should 
contact: Octree Software, 1955 

"Caligari's direct 

manipulation 

actually mirrors the 

everyday world" 

Landings Drive, Mountain View, CA 
94043 USA * 0101 415 390 9600, 
or 0101 415 390 9755. 

Now it's time for your Amiga 
Cowboy to meander off into the 
sunset, blithely pulling cactus spikes 
out of my posterior parts. (The cord 
to my Amiga pulled me off my horse* 

I was trying to rope cattle and edit 
my startup-sequence at the same 
time!) But I would like, before I go, to 
put out a request for mail. What 
would you ail iike to know about 
Amiga in the USA? Would you like a 
discussion of Amiga bulletin board 
services, for example? Help me out 
with this, couldja? Meanwhile, until 
next time, it's whoopie-tie-yi-yea and 
so long, pardners! fT$ 
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Welcome to the Amiga world's liveliest letters 

pages! - the place where you get the chance to 

speak your mind. So join your host/ the Editor, 

Cliff Ramshaw, for some more no-holds-barred 

bantering. And remember, all you have to do to 

be included is send your missive to: 

'Talking Shop', Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth St, 

Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. So get to it! 

THAT NEW AMIGA 
I noticed in the January Issue that 
one of the retailers had a 1400 
Amiga computer in their price list. 
The 1200 and 1500 were else listed 
so It seems unlikely that it was a 
mistake involving these two 
Amigas. If this new machine does 
exist I wonder if you have any 
official specs; on the other hand If It 
is a mistake you'd better inform the 
advertiser in question. 

I have also noticed that seme of 
the response to the new 1200 has 
been a little negative. I admittedly 
was unsure about the 1200; after 
all, where was the improved sound, 
HD drive and '030 chip? But, as 
Commodore mentioned, it is net 
possible to have these features on a 
machine priced at £400. People 
have also criticised the exclusion of 
a SCSI but the wide majority of 
people only use this Interface for a 
hard drive. Though SCSI drives are 
faster you can pick up a 120Mb IDE 
hard drive for £260. This has to be 
considered as a big benefit and, to 
be honest, how many people really 
have tape streamers that they use 
with their Amiga? 

Commodore has just released a 
machine that delivers better 
graphics than either a PC or a 
Falcon, with performance similar to 
that of a 386SX. It's not a perfect 
machine but I am sure if 
Commodore had intended it to have 
a £500 to £600 price tag they 
would have included the above 
features (all of which I believe 

Commodore will offer in the form of 
expansion cards or in the mythical 
1500/2000 replacement). 

Shoa Ming Fung 
Tottenham, London 

I imagine the A1400 was a misprint 
for the A4000, Commodore has 
issued no details of a new Amiga, 
but we strongly believe that a cut- 
down version of the A4000, with a 
less powerful processor, will soon be 
appearing, As for your remarks on 
the A1200, I agree - I think it's a 
wonderful machine* 

STRENGTH IN NUMBERS 
I run a small PD library which was 
originally put together after some 
friends and I felt "ripped off' by 
seme of the larger PD libraries in 
this country. By 'ripped off' I mean 
that between twelve of us we have: 
received virus-infected disks, 
programs without docs, disks that 
were only 15% full, shareware disks 
with the authors' details erased, 
had cheques Gashed with no goods 
sent and been charged exorbitant 
prices. Rather than just sit back 
and slowly steam about this, I 
decided to put together the kind of 
library that I personally would use. 

We are now compiling what we 
hope will be a comprehensive listing 
of any and all user groups, together 
with any other interested 
commercial listings. The final 
compilation will be In a database 
format and released as PD under 
the title AUGIR, the Amiga User 

Group International Register. We 
are particularly looking for groups 
outside Europe. 

Entry for all user groups will be 
totally free. For commercial listings, 
however, there will be a one-off 
payment of £5,00. 

The information we require is: 
• A contact name and address for 

each group. 
• Level of acceptance: learners 

welcome, elite only, or whatever. 
• Bulletin board information: baud 

rateT fees, times... 
• Number of members. 
• Particular interests: demo coding, 

swappers, DTP, and so on. 
We regret that at this time 

individual users cannot be entered 
in the compilation. 

Any group who wishes to be 
registered should contact the 
following address: AUGIR, Computer 
& Design Services, Dept PD, 24 
Blackmoor Croft, Tile Cross, 
Birmingham B33 OPE, England. 

Bob Powell 
Birmingham 

Well, Amiga users of the world, this 
is your chance to unite, 

MOTOROLA'S NEW 
GENERATION 
In the accelerator article In the 
December issue, Toby Simpson 
speculated about future members of 
the 68000 family and concluded 
that the next member (68050 or 
68060) would be the last one. Allow 
me to set the record straight. 
• 68050 - This Is actually a special 

version produced for (I believe) 
Ford. It is a 68040 running at 50 
MHz and will probably not be 
released to the public. 

• 68060 - Development Is under 
way and first samples should 
appear early 1994. This will most 
likely continue the theme of 
'better, stronger, faster'. 

• 68070 - Philips pinched this 
name years agol MP and XP are 
the code names for the next two 
68000 series devices Motorola 
has promised, although it is not 
giving any clues as to what these 
will be (68080 and 68090?) or 
what form they will take. 

There are two more points In 
your January edition which I wish to 
discuss. 

Firstly, In your reply to AS 
Cuddwell, you said that it would be 
possible to unplug the A1200's 
68020 and plug in an 030 or '040. 
How do you unplug a surface- 
mounted chip and plug In another 
chip (possibly with a different 
pin-out)? 

Secondly, the cover disk 
contained some useful utilities, but 
if I may quote Ian Wrigley on page 
158 (regarding a disk he reviewed 
which contained ReOrg, as also 

supplied on your disk): 1 think that 
any utilities disk which includes a 
defragmenter should also be forced 
to contain a backup program too." 
Need I say more on this one?! 

Keith Noble 
(via e-maii) 

Thanks for the info on Motorola's 
plans, Keith. 

As regards replacing the 
Al2001s processor, it is actually 
done by plugging a processor board 
into the trapdoor slot. And as to 
your point about the hard disk 
backup program... er, it s on this 
month's disk! 

And by the way, anyone else who 
ends their letter with words to the 
effect of "I bet you do not print this 
letter" will guarantee just that. 

DISK DISCUSSION 
Sometime ago I advertised a 
Workbench replacement disk to 
readers; the response was pretty 
high. "So what?" you say. Well as a 
competitor of yours sells one at 
£4.50 (most programs are still 
shareware)f why don't you 
construct an Amiga Shopper 
Workbench as a cover disk? It 
would need the following things: 
• Easy-to-use directory utility 
• Icon manipulator 
• Cruncher 
• Easy-to-use editor 
• Disk opt I miser 
• Disk repair 

Benefits of this are that 
beginners would improve and more 
experienced users would find it a 
useful tool. Add 'how to' tutorials to 
this and you have a winner. 

Speaking from experience, no- 
one complained about my 
compilation. What about it Cliff? 

James Abram 
Wolverhampton 

Not a bad idea at all, James - I'll 
give it some serious thought. If, In 
the meantime, anybody out there has 
any other ideas for the contents of 
the cover disk, please don't hesitate 
to drop me a line. 

DECISIONS ON DRIVES 
In February's issue you stated that 
there would be an in-depth article in 
next month's Issue about how to 
choose, fit and use an internal hard- 
drive for the A600 and A1200* Are 
you really forgetting the A500 
already? Several suppliers sell 
internal hard drives for the A500. So 
why not Include the A500 in your 
article? There are many more A500s 
than A600s and A1200s. 

Douglas V Griffiths 
Saxllby 

The reason we chose to concentrate 
on the A600 and A1200, Douglas, is 
that owners of these machines 
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'I CAN LARF 

ABOUT IT NOW 

Have you teamed a valuable lesson 
from the trials and tortures 'of 
experience, or overcome some mind- 
boggling problem through incredible 
ingenuity or even sheer fuck? Then 
let us know and win yourself a fiver 
into the bargain. Just send your post- 
embarrassed tomes to 7 can larf 
about It now', Amiga Shopper, 30 
Monmouth Str Bath BA1 2BW> 

Here's possibly the first recorded 
successful use of Disk Doctor: 

READY TO OPERATE? 
I know I am supposed to make back- 
up copies of important disks but I did 
not on one particular occasion - and 
it happened to be the disk that 
contained all my word processor files 
since April 1392. 

After purchasing and playing 
Team 17's Assassin, I saved the high 
score table on the above-mentioned 
disk. Everything was OK until I came 
to load in some files I had been 
working on in Protext, when, horror 
of horrors, the Amiga did not 
recognise the disk and apparently all 
my files had gone. 

After giving it a bit of thought I 
decided to put the disk through Disk 
Doctor and, hey presto, all my files 
were replaced and Protext was able 
to load every single one! Most people 
think Disk Doctor is a bit severe for 
the purpose it was designed for, but 
it certainly saved my sanity. 
Needless to say I have a backup of 
this disk now. 

Martin Kaminski 
Horsham, West Sussex 

currently have no other option but to 
fit internal drives, if they want a hard 
drive they have to go through the 
process described on page 14, 
whereas A500 owners have the far 
easier method available of fitting a 
drive to the expansion port. Fear not, 
we haven't forgotten the A500r and 
an article on internal drives may well 
be coming up in the future* 

NOT A HAPPY CHAPPY 
I am afraid to say that I am not 
impressed. I sent you Issue one of 
my disk magazine Dual Impact 
about 11 months ago, and it took 
about five issues to get reviewed. 
When it was reviewed I was 
extremely pleased because, without 
your review, I would only have got a 
total of one sale. 

As soon as you had reviewed 
the first issue, I set to work on a 
second and sent it to you about five 
months ago now. I was expecting it 
to be reviewed pretty soon, and 
when I saw in Issue 20 that you 
were planning to do a disk magazine 
round up in 
Issue 21, I 
expected that 
it would be 
reviewed then, 
Unfortunately 
Dual Impact 
Issue two was 
not included. I 
wouldn't mind 
the amount of 
time it takes to 
get PD 
reviewed in 

Sorry you're not happy Chris; let's try 
and answer your points. Firstlyt there 
is no preference given to larger PD 
libraries - the contents of the 
section are determined by Ian, who 
bases his decisions on those 
programs that most interest him. 

It's a shame that Dual Impact 
had to wait so long to be reviewed, 
but this happens with many 
products, not just PD - there just 
isn't the space to review absolutely 
everything as soon as it comes out; 
we have to decide what will be of the 
most interest to our readers. And I 
think your argument about us being 
the equivalent of a newsagent to you 
a little contrived: after all, 
newsagents make a profit from 
selling copies of Amiga Shopper. 

Sadly Dual impact did not make 
it into the round-up in Issue 21, but 
I'm sure there were several other 
disk magazines that also weren't 
included for reasons of space. 

The idea of expanding the PD 
section is of course attractive, but I 
would have to carefully consider the 
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Here's a gratuitous plug for Chris Aubrey's Dual Impact disk 
magazine, just to show its exclusion was nothing personal 

your magazine but, when I look at 
the issue with the review of my disk 
magazine (which by that time was 
five months old), there are reviews 
of public domain software that isn't 
even a month old. These programs 
all seem to be supplied by the big 
PD libraries, and frankly this just 
isn't fair. 

People like me rely on your 
magazine to get a review, and thus 
some publicity- If you think about it 
your magazine is like a newsagent 
to me: if there weren't any 
newsagents your magazine wouldn't 
sell nearly as well as it does, 

The disk magazine section only 
comes up every now and again. I 
think It should be Just as regular as 
your utilities section, or your demos 
section. Please make it a more 
regular section, as it will help me 
and many others who take a lot of 
time to write disk magazines. 

I also don't regard your PD 
section to be anywhere near big 
enough, totalling about four pages 
each issue. I am sure you get plenty 
of programs to review each month, 
probably enough to fill about ten 
pages - so do itl 

Chris Aubrey 
Sheffield 

value of PD to the readership, as 
compared to the value of something 
else that would have to be dropped 
to yield the space. I'll bear your 
comments in mind, 

PULLING THE CLAWS OF 
THE FALCON 
I read with interest Mr Thomson's 
letter In the February issue of Amiga 
Shopper. Although, as you said, he 
did make some valid points, I felt 
that he came down rather hard on 
the A1200 (the machine I am 
currently writing this letter on). 

From his comments I would say 
that Mr Thomson was getting his 
information from a certain 5T 
magazine. I, too, read the article in 
this magazine; they made some 
interesting 'omissions'! 

Firstly, although the Falcon 
does have a more powerful CPU, 
what Mr Thomson forgot to mention 
was what has always been the 
Amiga's real strength, the custom 
chips. The AG A chip set is 
effectively 64-bit and has a blitter, 
graphics co-processor and excellent 
sprite hardware. The Falcon's 
answer to this Is Its own Witter, and 
that's it. No sprites (a fact that 
Atari fans like to keep hidden!) and 

no graphics co-processor. Is Mr 
Thomson trying to say this 
incredible power will not make any 
difference? 

He should really come and see 
how I can drag around a backdrop- 
laden screen several times the 
physical size of my TV using 
Workbench 3 - smooth does not 
begin to describe itl 

Secondly, an awful lot of people 
seem to be making a tremendous 
fuss over the high-density floppy 
drive on the Falcon. Although this is 
a very nice floppy drive, it is the 
only floppy drive we will see fitted 
to the Falcon. Another little-known 
fact about this * wonder' machine is 
that you can't fit any more floppies 
to ft. I will be able to fit another 
three to my machine when third- 
party developers get going. 

Thirdly, what is this business 
about the Amiga not being able to 
manipulate its enhanced graphic 
modes as well as the Falcon? This, 
too, is straight from the ill-informed 
pages of a certain ST magazine. 
What then is AG A for, just 
displaying nice HAM-8 pictures? 
Atari are seemingly very proud of 
the fact that the Falcon possesses 
true 16-bit colour (not using 
methods such as HAM) but it 
follows that true 16 bit colour 
requires 16 bit planes. HAM-8, on 
the other hand, as Its name 
suggests, uses only 8-bit planes to 
deliver 256,000 colours, 

Now, if the Falcon, using a 32- 
bit blitter, has to shift twice as 
much information as an Amiga using 
a 64-blt blitter, which machine is 
going to come out on top? it beats 
me how the Atari fanatics came up 
with that one. If It is because 
animations are done using 
differences between each frame, 
then yes, this shifts the balance 
slightly in the Falcon's favour as the 
differences are likely to be greater 
using HAM, but twice the 
information Is still twice as much. 

The next part of Mr Thomson's 
Interesting letter I'd like to address 
is the "100 developers beavering 
away with ... er... developments". 
Exactly. Who are these developers? 
What are they developing? The ST 
magazine printed this propaganda, 
with no details, to increase 
confidence in a machine seriously 
behind its launch-date. The Amiga 
scene is buzzing. I can already buy 
2 and 4Mb PCMCIA cards, CO 
drives and an FPU for my machine. 

Finally, quite apart from the fact 
that the Falcon ships with only 
1Mb, it has no concept of Chip and 
Fast RAM. This, as you rightly 
pointed out, will cripple the 
machine's CPU and blitter as each 
tries to access the memory. 

Ian Miguel 
Lockerbie 

This is positively the last letter I'll 
print about the Falcon, unless 
someone has something new and 
incredibly constructive to say. 

There is still the problem of 
misinformation regarding the Falcon. 
When we originally compared its 
specs with those of the A1200, we 
were going on information that 
couldn't be confirmed because no- 
one at the time had seen a Falcon 
(hence the mistakes that crept in 
and which some of you have written 
to correct). 

Similarly, no doubt, the writers of 
the ST magazine you refer to don't 
really understand the Amiga's 
strengths. 

WORTH A TRY 
Re: your letter in the Feb issue - I 
am not J Doig, P McKeown or H 
Owens, but I enclose my address 
and I would like some money, 

C Shea 
Swansea 

No... next? £Q 
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So, you want to save yourself 
some money and install 
your own hard drive? Well, 
before you start, it's 

important that you know at least a 
little about hard drives in general. 
That should extend as far as 
knowing what one is, what it would 
do for you, and why you would want 
one. If you are not really sure about 
any of these, then this upgrade is 
not for you. But, if you do know 

expensive damage to your precious 
Amiga - and that is the very last 
thing we want! 

Installing a drive yourself is 
cheaper than getting someone else 
to do it, but is still going to set you 
back a fair sum. For a 20Mb drive 
you re talking about a total cost of 
about £80 or less, depending on the 
price and availability of drives. You're 
also looking at a great deal of time. 
It's not simply a matter of buying a 

OUT ON YOUR OWN 

Adding a hard drive to your Amiga is reasonably straightforward, but 
because it involves taking your computer apart, it Is not recommended for 
the faint-hearted. Following this guide will invalidate your warranty, and 
you could potentially cause expensive damage to your computer. 

If you are not sure about what you are doing, then by all means get the 
job done by someone who is, preferably a respectable dealer. Amiga 
Shopper can accept no responsibility for any damage or loss of data 
occurring as a result of information in this article. 

about hard drives, are handy with a 
screwdriver and have a great deal of 
patience, then there is no earthly 
reason why you shouldn't install one 
yourself into your A600 or A1200. 

This article describes in detail 
how to install a hard drive into your 
A600 computer. There is also a 
section which specifically applies to 
the A1200, and shows how to 
perform the same operation on this 
slightly different machine. In, addition 
to gen era E knowledge about hard 
drives, you'll need to be familiar with 
the operation of your Amiga, which 
includes being able to operate the 
Shell, and Workbench applications. 
Last but not least, you must also be 
prepared to follow the instructions 
carefulEy. Read every section before 
trying to carry any of them out. If you 
get something wrong, you can cause 

drive and plugging it in - for evidence 
of this, just flick through the 
following five pages to see how long 
this article is! Depending on what 
bits you need, the whole process 
could take you a week or more. Let's 
go over exactly what you need to 
install a drive in an A600: 

• One A600, without a hard drive. 
That's the easy bit, 

• One 2,5-inch IDE bard drive of 
suitable size. These drives are 
commonly found in portable 
computers, such as the notebook 
IBM-PC compatibles. 
Consequently, they are widely 
available, and are good value for 
money. They come in a variety of 
sizes ranging from 20Mb to 
around 160Mb. I recommend 

looking at the 40Mb or 60Mb 
devices if you can afford it, as 
20Mb fills up very quickly indeed. 

\ Kickstart 37.300 or higher. This 
is extremely important, as it 
dictates whether or not you can 
simply plug in a drive into your 
machine and go. To find out, boot 
your A600 off the workbench disk, 
and select 'About..1 from the 
Workbench menu. If it reads 
"Kickstart version 37.299", then 
you will need to replace your 
Kickstart ROM in order to use a 
hard drive. If it shows 'version 
37300% or higher, you will not 
need to obtain a new Kickstart. 

> Hard disk installation software, In 
particular, you will need a program 
called HDToolBox which will enable 
you to format and partition your 
drive for use, At the very least, you 
absolutely must get HDToolBox in 
order to use your hard drive once 
you have installed it. 

► Two small screwdrivers - a flat 
bladed and a cross-head one. 

should know what this is for, One 
specific piece of advice I d offer is; 
don't drink too much coffee before 
starting. Your hands will shake! 

Now we've established what you'll 
need, let's discuss the operation in a 
bit more detail Your A600 computer 
comes complete with a hard drive 
interface for IDE-type hard drives. It 
contains enough space for one 2.5- 
inch IDE drive to be mounted 
internally, which can be powered 
from your A600 without the need for 
any external cabling, or additional 
power supplies. 

There are a few different drive 
types around, and it s important that 
you don't get them confused. 
Currently, the most common types 
are known as 'IDE' and JSCSI\ SCSI 
is a faster and more advanced hard 
drive system. It s more expensive 
than IDE, and is commonly found in 
higher end machines such as the 
A2000 and A3000. 

IDE, on the other hand, is Eess 
advanced. As a result of this, it is 
cheaper. Because of this, 
Commodore could afford to put an 

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE 

A1200 owners! Please make sure that you read the section on the A1200 
at the end of this article before you rush off to try following the 
installation guide that appears over the next few pages. 

The installation procedure differs slightly for A1200 owners, while some 
drives are known to be incompatible with this newer machine. 

i An IDE cable to connect the drive 
to your A600Ts motherboard. 
Consult the list on the facing page 
for suppliers of these, 

i A great deal of TLC ('Tender 
Loving Care') and patience. You 

IDE interface in every A600 
computer. For some reason they also 
put IDE into the A4000, but who are 
we to argue with their choices? IDE 
is not compatible with SCSI and vice 
versa. You cannot connect a SCSI 
drive to an IDE interface, and you 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING • JARGON 

HDToolBox - A special program on 
the Amiga which enables you to 
install and partition a hard disk. 
It's also quite handy for verifying 
the contents of your hard disk, 
and enables you to bypass any 
errors that might appear. You 
can literaily map out the faulty 
parts of the hard disk and the 
Amiga will ignore them, 

IDE - Integrated Drive Electronics. A 
type of hard disk. The A600, 
A1200 and A4000 computers 
come with (DE hard disk 
interfaces built in. These drives 
are most commonly found on 
IBM PCs and compatibles. 

Motherboard - The main PCB 
('Printed Circuit Board' - see 
next entry) inside your computer. 

PCB - Printed Circuit Board, The 
board with all the components 
mounted on it inside your 
computer. 

PCMGJA - This is the slot on the 
left-hand side of your Amiga 
1200 or 600 which accepts 
industry-standard cards. More of 
these are becoming available, 
and they are a convenient way of 
expanding your RAM. As they 
become more popular, prices will 
drop. They are used a lot in the 
portable PC market as a smaller 
floppy-type storage device, the 
difference being that they have 
no moving parts, are more 
reliable and require less power 
to operate them. 

Partitioning - Making a large hard 

disk pretend to be severaE 
smaller ones. 

ROM - Read Oniy Memory. This is 
memory that is permanent, You 
cannot write to it, and it retains 
its contents if you switch your 
computer off. The ROM inside 
the Amiga contains the Kickstart 
which makes your computer 
work. This is different from RAM, 
Random Access Memory, which 
you can read and write to, and 
loses its contents on a reset or 
loss of power. 

SCSI - Small Computer Systems 
Interface. Compared to IDE, this 
is a faster and more advanced 
type of hard disk. It is more 
commonly found in higher end 
machines, such as the A2000 

and A3000. Don't ask why they 
didn't put SCSI in the A4000, as 
I have no answer for that! 

TLC - Tender Loving Care\ This is 
where you make an extra special 
effort to take extreme caution 
with something. It's where you 
think twice before plugging 
something in and make sure it's 
the right way round, it's where 
you check everything at least 
three times, and it's the most 
easy way of guaranteeing that 
the job you1 re doing will actually 
be a success. In the long run, 
TLC ensures a job is completed 
sooner than hurrying, as when 
you hurry, you make mistakes, 
and they take time to fix. 
Honest. I've blown up an A3000 
by ignoring my own advice! 
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cannot connect an IDE drive to a 
SCSI interface. I cannot stress this 
enough. Many of you will have SCSI 
drives for A5Q0 computers, and are 
maybe thinking that you can add 
these to your A600, Quite simply, 
you can t - until someone builds a 
SCSI interface for the A600. 

how many floppy disks' worth of 
information you want to put on your 
hard disk. Multiply this total by 2. 
That is the size, in Megabytes, you 
will require. Clearly this Is a very 
rough way of doing it, but it will give 
you sensible answers in most cases. 
The most common sizes of 2.5-inch 

WHAT WILL WORK ON MY MACHINE 

AND HOW MUCH WILL IT COST? 

Approximate prices of suitable IDE drives for your A600 are listed below. 
Four sizes are included in the list, 20, 40, 60 and 80Mb and prices are for 
the 2.5-Inch versions. No other sizes will fit inside the A600. For each of 
the four categories, up to two known working drives are listed. 

Size: Approx Cost: Suitable brands: 
20Mb £120 Conner CP2024 
40Mb £180 Seagate ST9051A, Seagate ST9022A 
60Mb £200 WDA8260, Seagate ST9077A 
80Mb £250 Seagate ST9096A 

Having said that IDE is slower, it 
is important to put this comment in 
some sort of perspective. By 
'slower', I do not mean that the drive 
crawls along at, say, the same pace 
as a floppy disk, In fact, IDE requires 
more of your computer's time to 
process the data. Consequently, 
when you are using the multi-tasking 
abilities of your Amiga computer to 
its fullest and trying to access your 
IDE hard drive, it is likely that you 
may notice some reduction in speed. 
The 2.5-inch IDE drives themselves 
are the height of modern technology, 
and are certainly nice and quick. 

Another point worth considering 
is that once you have a hard drive 
installed, you will have slightly less 
memory available - this may affect 
some programs that you use. This is 
discussed in greater detail later onT 
where some suggested expansion 
devices are also listed. 

NO TURNING BACK 
Think very carefully before embarking 
on this job. If you can afford it, or 
don't want to risk the damage, get a 
dealer to upgrade your A600 for you. 
Also, Commodore is likely to bring 
out its own hard drive kit for the 
A600 at some time in the near 
future, and you may prefer to wait for 
that if you are not in any particular 
hurry. But then again, you could end 
up waiting forever! 

When you have decided that you 
want to do it yourself, there are 
several more things you should think 
about - apart, of course, from 
resolving to follow each instruction to 
the letter. First, you should consider 
the size of drive you will require. If 
you just want it to do a little word 
processing, and that's all, then 
20Mb will almost certainly be 
enough, A nice simple formula to 
work out how much hard disk space 
you will probably need is this. Count 

IDE drives are 20Mb, 40Mbr 60Mb 
and 80Mb. I would strongly 
recommend the 40 or 60Mb drives 
for general work and data storage, 

Users out there who want to 
carry out tasks such as ray tracing, 
programming, DTP and other disk- 
intensive occupations really do need 
40Mb - at least. I would only 
consider the 20Mb drive if you're on 
a tight budget, or as I mentioned 
earlier, have simple requirements of 
your upgrade. 

And finallyt this might also be a 
good time to consider selling your 
A600 and getting an A120Q, If you're 
not just a games player and use your 
machine seriously, it may be worth 
taking this opportunity to upgrade, 
especially if you would benefit from 
the extra speed. The A1200 has 
more memory (2Mb), better graphics 
and expansion potential - and 
Workbench 3 of course. 

GETTING THE EASY BITS 
The 'easy bits' are the drive, the 
cable, the screwdrivers and 
(hopefully) the patience and the TLC. 
Consult the list of suppliers just to 
the left, and buy yourself a 2.5-inch 
IDE drive and suitable cable. If 
there's any doubt as to which cable 
to order, order an 'IDE cable suitable 
for connecting a hard drive to the 
Amiga A600, internally." Also, get 
yourself a couple of screwdrivers, 
your A600 and you're almost ready. 

AN D THE NOT- 
SO-EASY BITS 
As with just about 
everything in life, 
there is a catch. 
In this case 
there are two 
catches, 
and both 
fall under 

• 2.04 Hard Disk Install Disk, 
containing the HDToolBox 
application. 

Your local dealer may be able to help 
you on both counts. Once you have 
obtained these bits and pieces, you 
are all ready to get installing. If you 
do need to put in a new Kickstart 
ROM, this is explained in Step 2. 

READY FOR ACTION 
I honestly can't say this enough, so 

this should be 
the 

Thanks to IDE technology, it's 

surprisingly easy to add a hard 

drive to an A600 or A J200. Toby 

Simpson takes you step-hy-step 

through the wfio/e procedure 

the category of Commodore. If you've 
discovered that you have an 
incompatible Kickstart version 
(37.299), then you will need a 
suitable Kickstart ROM, Either way, 
you will need Commodore's 
HDToolBoxlo be able to use your 
A600 hard drive. Both these items 
can be bought from Commodore's 
spares department. You II need: 

• Kickstart 37.300 ROM chip for 
the A600. 

fourth or fifth time you have read 
something like it in this article. It 
may sound patronising, but - be 
careful! Your cheap hard disk 
upgrade can turn into an expensive 
nightmare if you hurry. But that's 
enough of the preaching - on with 
the practical What you'll find over 
the next four pages is a six-step 
guide with diagrams, explaining the 
complete task ahead. Get yourself a 
well-lit surface, get all your bits 
together and away we goE 

SUPPLIERS • SUPPLIERS • SUPPLIERS • SUPPLIERS • SUPPLIERS 

There are a number of suppliers of Evesham Cornwall TR1S 2SP 
Amiga-compatible IDE drives and Worcs WRil 6XJ a 0736 331039 
cables. Here's a good selection to 9 0386 765354 
get you started: 

Brian FowJer Computing 
3 Hedgerow Close 

New Horizon Computers 
High Hope 
Lea 

Watford Electronics 
Jessa House 
250 High Street 
Watford WD1 2AN 
s 0923 237774 Crediton Ross-on-Wye 

Devon EX17 1DB Herefordshire HR9 7LN 
0363 775400 ^ 0989 750260 For general information, and other 

Evesham Micros Software Demon hard drive-related products: 
Unit9 PO Box 90 Commodore Business Machines 
St Richards Road Penzance (UK) s 0628 770088 
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\ OPENING THE MACHINE 

Picture A: The A600 positioned face-down on your working surface. To get it 
apart, first undo the four screws along the bottom and right-hand edges 

Picture B: Now turn the A600 the right way up again. Next, you need to 
separate the six clips which are still holding the case together 

Unplug everything, Then turn your 
A600 upside down, and undo the 
fixing screws shown in Picture A. 
Don't get carried away unscrewing 
things - you only need to unscrew 
these four. At the risk of patronising 
you a little more, don't lose the 
screws] (Of course, you wouldn't do 
that - would you?) Once you have 
removed the screws, you have the 
fun (and slightly scary) bit to look 
forward to. 

Turn the machine back up the 
right way - don't worry, it won't fall 
apart. Then turn it the right way 

around so that the keyboard is facing 
you. Six clips are holding the case 
on: four along the back where the 
connectors are; one on the right 
between the 3.5-inch disk drive and 
the '2 .GAME' joystick port; and one 
on the left at the far end of the 
PCMCIA slot. They are indicated in 
Picture B. 

PRISE PERFORMANCE 
Your small flat-ended screwdriver 
should do the trick with these clips, 
or if all else fails, use a sharp knife, 
Start with the clip next to the disk 

drive and work around the back, It's 
handy to have a friend around to stop 
them all from clipping back, Gently 
prise each clip apart, all the while 
exerting a little pressure to pull the 
two halves of the A600 apart at the 
keyboard front end. 

Be extra careful here, as by the 
time you've done a few clips, the 
case will literally fall apart - unless 
you1 re holding onto it, you can 
damage the keyboard connector. Lift 
the top of the case up about an inch 
and put it down two inches to the 
left. Your A600 should now look like 

Picture E on the following page. 

INTERNAL AFFAIRS 
You should be able to see a bit of 
the drive, and more pmportantly, the 
keyboard power connector at the 
bottom right. Disconnect this, 
remembering that the black wire was 
at the right-hand disk drive side. You 
may need to slide a screwdriver 
underneath it in order to get it free. 
Now tip the keyboard half way over 
so that it is upside down. Your A600 
should now look pretty much like the 
one in Picture C. 

LOCATING THE DRIVE POSITION 

Picture C: The Ins ides of the A600 revealed. The drive cradle (arrowed In this 
picture) is where the new IDE mechanism will go. If you have an old version of 
the Kickstart ROM, you'll need to install a now one of these as well 

Now you've removed the casing, you 
should familiarise yourself with 
where everything is, especially noting 
the drive cradle, as shown in the 
photo. It's quite fun to have a good 
look around anyway. Note also the 
large 40pin chip at the bottom left of 
the PCB. This Is your Kickstart ROM, 
If you have had to buy a new one, 
this is where it goes. If you have not, 
skip the rest of this section and 
proceed directly to Step 3. 

First, you have to remove your 
old Kickstart ROM. This is in a 
socket, so it is a reasonably 
straightforward procedure. Place a 
flat-edged screwdriver under the left- 
hand side and rock it lightly left and 
right to prise up one end of the chip 
slightly. Then repeat this on the 
other side. After a couple of goes, 
you should be able to grip the ROM, 

with one finger at each end, and lift it 
out, Put this somewhere safe as an 
emergency back-up - in case you 
damage your new ROM by accident. 

KIND BUT FIRM 
Now, ensuring that the ROM is the 
right way up (with the tittle notch 
pointing towards the PCMCIA slot on 
your A600)r line up the pins with the 
holes, and carefully exert pressure 
evenly over the surface until it pops 
into the socket. Now press it down 
firmly and check around the sides 
that each pin has gone in correctly. If 
one hasn't, remove it and start 
again. You may need to bend the 
particular pin inwards slightly. 
Remember that chips can be 
damaged by static electricity, so 
always handle them with carer and 
avoid touching the pins if you can. 

16 
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New Horizon Computers 

The Hard Drive Specialists 

A600 & Al 200 

Hard Drives 

The ESSENTIAL add on for all 

SERIOUS Amiga users. 

Upgrade your A600 or A1200 with a brand new 

internal IDE Hard Drive. AH our Special Installation 

Kits come complete with fully formatted IDE Hard 
Drive, cable, mounting kit and fitting instructions. 

All New Horizon Hard Drives are sourced from Brand 

Name suppliers and have been fully tested for 100% 

compatibility with the Amiga A600 and A1200. 

UNBEATABLE PRICES 

★ 
* 
★ 
★ 
★ 

20 MEG 
40 MEG 
60 MEG 
80 MEG 

120 MEG 

£120.00 
£180.00 
£200.00 
£250.00 
£330.00 

A600's & A1200?s & PCMCIA CARDS 

NOW IN STOCK 

PHONE FOR LATEST PRICES 

SPECIAL OFFER 

For A600 & A1200 Owners 

New Horizon wilt collect your machine, fit the drive of your 
choice and return your machine by overnight carrier to any 
mainland UK address for a fully inclusive price of only 
£38.50. Offer lasts till Feb 20th 1993 only. Phone our Sales 
Hotline for further details. 

A60QHD Owners - Upgrade to a bigger drive Phone 1 

Hard Drives fitted by us are delivered formatted and partitioned. 

Installing a Hard Drive will invalidate your Commodore Warranty so 
all Computers fitted with a New Horizon Drive are covered by our 
own Full 12 Month RTB Warranty from date of purchase. 

HOW TO ORDER 

(D 1. By Phone 

FREE next working day delivery 

on all items shown and for 

Credit Card orders placed 

before 3pm (UK Mainland only). 

Saturday delivery add £10.00. 

2. By Post 

Send a cheque or bankers 

draft made payable to "New 

Horizon Computers" and post 

with your order to : 

New Horizon Computers, 

Mail Order Oept 

High Hope, Lea, 

Ross on Wye, 

Herefordshire HR9 7LN. 

Remember, when you buy 

from New Horizon 

Computers you receive: 

* Fully Inclusive Prices 

* No Hidden Extra's 

* Free Next Day Delivery 

* Full Technical Support 

* Full After Sales Service 

VISA 
CREDIT CARDS 

WELCOME 

New Horizon Computers, High Hope, Lea, 
Ross on Wye, Herefordshire, HR9 7LN 

Tel: 0969 750260 Fox : 0989 750337 

750260 TECHNICAL HELP 0989 750337 



HARD DRIVES 

POSITIONING THE DRIVE 

Picture D: Remove the cradle from the computer (It should come away quite 
easily), then screw the drive to it. Then you need to link up the connecting 
cable. Make sure this is firmly attached, as well as the right way round! 

Now screw the drive to the cradle. 
You should remove the cradle from 
the machine in order to do this - it is 
not screwed down and will come out 
easily if you pull it Attach the cable 
to the drive first, and then to the 
PCB. The cable can only be attached 
in one way - if you try any other way, 
it won't fit when you attempt to re- 
seat the cradle. You should find the 
cabfe has a mark down one side of 
it. This is the 'Pin 0 indicator * On 
most cables, it's a coloured strip of 
red or black. Locate this, and ensure 
that it points to the Kfckstart ROM, 
This will help you to get it the right 
way around. 

Once you've done that, make a 
careful comparison between what 
your A600 looks like now and Picture 
D. They should look the same. 

Double check everything, but 
especially make sure that: 

NHHiHHIil^HHH 
1, The cable is firmly attached to 
each end of the drive.SMH 

2, Both the cradle and the drive are 
the right way around, 

3. If you've had to install a new 
Kickstart ROM, check it's the right 
way around, and that all the pins are 
in the socket. 

4. Now check ft again, and compare 
it against Picture D, 

5. If you have not checked it 
thoroughly enough, HI probably find 
you back here again in about five 
minutes' time! 

4 CONNECTING EVERYTHING UP 

Picture E: Carefully fitting the A600 back together again 

Pi ace the drive cradle back in its 
original position over the PCB, this 
time with the IDE drive firmly 
attached to it. Take care not to 
knock or drop the drive mechanism 
while you are doing this. 

With the cradle back in place, 
it's now time for you to put your 
A600 back together. Gently position 
the keyboard on top of the lower 
casing so that it looks like Picture E, 
Make sure that you also reconnect 
the keyboard power connector with 
the black wire at the right-hand side. 

BACK TOGETHER AGAIN 
Now put the two parts of the case 
back together, and snap the clips at 
the rear, left and right back in place. 

SUP 5 
SWITCHING ON AGAIN 

Be carefut not to trap the keyboard 
cable outside the box by accident - 
it's quite easy to dof If the case 
doesn't fit back together easily, then 
den t force it - check to make sure 
that you haven't got anything trapped 
somewhere inside, When the casing 
has clipped back into place* turn 
your A600 upside down again, and 
put the four screws back in. It's just 
like doing Step 1 again, only this 
time in reverse. 

Having totally re-assembled your 
A600, turn it the right way up again, 
and reconnect the mouse, video, and 
power connectors. If you have any 
other peripherals, don't plug them in 
just yet. You are now all ready to 
switch on* 

Take a deep breath - the moment of 
truth is at hand, First switch on your 
monitor or TV, and then your 
computer. If everything has gone 
according to plan, it should go 
through the usual reset cycle, and 
prompt you to insert a Workbench 
disk as normal. You should notice, 
however, the noise of the drive 
accelerating, and a faint noise 

coming from the A600, sounding 
rather like a small fan. This is the 
sound of your brand-new hard drive, 
and hopefully something you'll 
become quite accustomed to in the 
near future. 

If you cannot hear this, or your 
machine is not working, don't panic. 
Switch everything off, and go back to 
the start, making sure that you check 

and double-check even/thing. If your 
keyboard isn't working (check by 
pressing the [Caps lock] button) 
then you did not connect the 
keyboard properly, as in Step 4. 

THE LIGHTS ARE ON, 
BUT NO-ONE'S HOME 
Your hard disk light (underneath the 
floppy one) should also have lit up at 

some point during the reset 
procedure. This was your A600 first 
of all checking the drive and 
secondly trying to boot from it. It 
won't have been able to do this, 
however, as the drive has probably 
been sold to you blank, Just like an 
unformatted floppy disk, the 
computer can t use the hard drive 
until you have prepared it. 
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HARD DRIVES 

k SETTING UP, PARTITIONING AND 

V INSTALLING YOUR HARD DISK 
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HDToolBox will be indispensable for setting up your 
hard disk - unless of course the drive was already 
formatted and partitioned when you bought It 

When 
you've copied the 

Partitioning your hard disks has all kinds of contents of your system disks to 
advantages. It gives you safer and more convenient your hard drive, you'll be able to boot straight into 
data storage, especially on large-capacity drives Workbench without all the usual hanging around 

Boot your computer from your 
Workbench disk. Once you've arrived 
at the Workbench prompt, you will 
need to run HDToolBox. Insert the 
disk with it on in dfO:, and run the 
program. This should look like the 
picture above. Don't be alarmed by 
the fact that HDToolBox proudly 
states that you have just installed a 
SCSI drive into your machine - it s 
not being entirely truthful. This is a 
trick by Commodore so that software 
works properly. The SCSI device 
software inside your A600 is capable 
of talking to IDE drives. Click on 
'Change Drive Type . Now, ensuring 
that 'SCSI' is selected at the top, 
click on 'Define New Drive Type'. 
Now click on 'Read Configuration 
From Drive1* If all is well, the drive 
light should flicker, and information 
about the drive is sent to HDToolBox, 
Now that HDToolBox knows about 
your new drive, you are able to 
partition it. 

PART AND PARCEL 
It's a good idea at this stage to sit 
down with a pen and paper, and 
think about this over a coffee (let's 
face it - if you've got this far, you 
deserve a cup!). Partitioning is where 
you get your large hard drive to 
pretend to be lots of little ones. 
There are a number of advantages to 
this: speed is one, and security is 

another, if, for example, you 
accidentally reset while the hard 
drive is working, then you should only 
damage data in one partition. Most 
people have at least two partitions, 
one holding the Workbench software, 
and another for all their programs 
and data. If you have a large drive 
(more than 20Mb), I would 
recommend at least three. Use one 
for the Workbench software of more 
than 2Mb, and put your Extras, 
Workbench and other files in there. If 
you intend to install Workbench 2.1, 
or 3.0 at a later date, make sure this 
partition is at least 6Mb in size. Then 
you could have one called lData' for 
your data files, and one called 
'Programs' for all of your applications 
software, This is just one suggest ton 
- it's worth devoting some thought to 
this, as it's a real pain to have to re- 
partition at a later date, 

It's not the purpose of this 
article to be an entire instruction 
manual for HDToolBox, as that 
should have come with the program. 
But just to give you a quick outline; 
having set up your drive as indicated 
abovet go to the 'Partition Drive' part 
of the program. See the centre 
picture above for an example of this. 
Make the first partition Bootable, 
This is vital. If you forget to do it, 
then you can t boot from your new 
hard disk. Name the partitions 

sensibly. Gone are the days where 
we called hard disks DHO: and DH1;. 
We can be more imaginative, and call 
them names that mean something, 
like 'Programs:' and 'Work:'. Once 
this is done, select 'Save Changes to 
Drive' from HDToolBox's main menu. 
The program will ask you to confirm, 
and the partitioning Information is 
then written to the hard disk. Now, 
click on 'Exit'. If HDToolBox does not 
reset your A600 for you, do it 
yourself, and then boot from your 
Workbench disk again. 

This time, you should see some 
additional icons on your Workbench 
screen, one for each partition. These 
are not formatted yet, and probably 
appear as 'BAD'. Select your first 
partition, and format it as you would 
a floppy drive, making sure that you 
format it as 'fast file system*. This 
will take some time. Once this is 
done, repeat it for every one of your 
partitions. 

ALL SYSTEMS GO 
You are now ready to install your 
System software. Without 
Commodore's official Install diskT 
this is a bit laborious, but it is still a 
straightforward affair that requires a 
little knowledge of the Shell. 

Get all your disks together, By 
this I mean your Workbench disk, 
Extras and other disks that came 
with your A600 (except games of 
course!}. Open up a shell, and type: 

copy dfO:#? wb2: all clone 

Repl ace wb2: with the name of your 
system partition. Now press 
[Return], and all the contents of dfO: 
(your Workbench disk} will now be 
copied to the hard disk. This should 
look rather like the right-hand picture 

above. When this has finished, 
remove your Workbench disk, wait a 
few seconds and then reset your 
machine - this time, without a disk 
in the drive. 

If you 've done everything 
correctly, your hard disk light should 
flicker rapidly, and soon you should 
be looking at the Workbench screen. 

If you've got this far, pat yourself 
on the back: you're very cleverl Now, 
you have to repeat the procedure 
with all of your other system software 
disks in order to copy your tools and 
other items across onto the hard 
disk. This won't take too long. Now 
you're in a position to start installing 
all your own personal software. I 
strongly recommend that you keep 
your own programs out of the 
Workbench partition, and in your own 
section where they belong. This 
makes upgrades to new operating 
systems that little bit easier in the 
future. With Workbench 2.1 just 
around the corner, and Workbench 3 
upgrades also likely soon, it's worth 
keeping this in mind* 

EVERYTHING'S JUST FINE 
All being well, you now have yourself 
an A600 or A1200 with a hard disk 
and everything is working as it 
should, tf you have problems, then 
it's best to consult your local dealer 
- although you may have to pay if you 
have caused any damage to the 
computer. We can't enter into 
detailed correspondence with 
individuals about the procedure, as it 
would take too much time, But, if 
you're in a real fix, then write to the 
Amiga Shopper Answers panel, and 
we'll try and sort out the problem 
right here in the pages of the 
magazine, where everyone can 
benefit from it. 

GETTING THE RIGHT SOFTWARE TOOLS 

Those of you wondering how you oan get hold of Commodore's hard disk 
Installation software will be pleased to learn that the company has 
released version 2,1 of the operating system as an upgrade. 

Without the ROM (not needed if you have Kickstart 37.3 or higher}, it 
costs £55 and contains Commodore's HDToolbox and Install software. 
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Omega Projects (europe) Ltd. 

OMEGA HOUSE, 83 RAILWAY ROAD, LEIGH, LANCS WN7 4AD 
HARDWARE SALES 0942 682203/4 • SOFTWARE SALES 0942 682205 • QUERIES AND FAX 0942 682206 

OMEGA PROJECTS 
SOUND ENHANCER PLUS 

The original sound enhancer now comes with 
bass enhancement making it even better value 

for money. 
£39,95 

Omega Projects 
KickSwttch ROM Switcher 
Easy installation, keyboard controlled, audible 
switch over, fully automatic, 

£24.95  Bare 
£44.95 inc. v23ROM 
£49.95 inc. u2xROM 

Amiga 600 & 600HD 
This machine is the ideal solution for those of you 
on the move, due to its size and internal modulator 
Comes complete with 1 Meg of RAM, mouse, power 
supply and hard drive interface. 1 year on site 
maintenance FREE! 

A600  £299 95 
A600HDLsk, 20Meg Drive 
 £44955 

Amiga 1200 
32-bit power and 24-bit graphics. Available with or 
without a hard drive, 

from £39995 

A600/1200 Upgrade Drives 
These 2.5" drives will fit neatly inside your Amiga 
600 or 1200. 

20 Meg  £139.95 
60 Meg  £229 95 
80 Meg  £299.95 

Fitted free 
for callers I 

ICD Novia Drives 
These fully internal hard drives do NOT require the 
removal of DFO. 

60 Meg  £339 95 
80 Meg  £389.95 
120 Meg  £479,95 

GVP Series II Hard Drives 
Size A500O) A1500 
52 Meg £359.95 £259 95 
105 Meg £479 95 £399 95 
120 Meg £499.95 £429,95 
170 Meg N/A £599.95 
240 Meg £799 95 £699 95 

GVP Combo Cards 
(A1500/2000) 

25MHz,O30 & 1 Meg £569.95 
40MHz'O30 & 4 Meg £899.95 
50MHz'030 & 4 Meg £1449-95 

GVP A530 Turbo 
Complete with 40MHz 68O30 and 1 Meg of 32-bit 
RAM. 

52 Meg drive £699.95 
120 Meg drive £799.95 
240 Meg drive £1039.95 

Bare SCSI and IDE Drives 

Quantum 52 Meg £199 95 
Quantum 105 Meg £329 95 
Quantum 170 Meg £449.95 
Quantum 210 Meg £639-95 
Fujitsu 44 Meg £179 95 
SCSI Case inc. PSU £109.95 

SCSI Tape Streamers 
Internal £449 95 
External £54995 

The ultimate backup device! 

Syquest Removable 

Hard Drives 

44 Meg inc cartridge £-399-95 
88 Meg inc. cartridge £499.95 

CUMANA COM201 
HARD DISK INTERFACE 

fits into the trapdoor of your A500 and gives you a 
51 2K RAM expansion and enables you to connect 

an ST-506 hard drive to your machine, 
SPECIAL OFFER £39.95 

AmiBack V2.0 
The ULTIMATE hard disk backup system. Backs up 
to 4 floppy drives or to tape streamer without the 
need for additional software. Has a built-in schedu- 
ler, selective backup or disk image Guaranteed to 
be the fastest and most reliable! 

Amiga DOS 2.0 compatible 

£39.95 

Supra RAM 500RX 
External memory expansion for A500(+) 

1 Meg  £119 95 
2 Meg  £149 95 
4 Meg  £199.95 
8 Meg  £349-95 

200 Watt Power 
Supplies 

Complete with A500 power cable. Can power hard 
drive as well with optional cable. Ready to plug 
and go) Fan cooled! 

£79.95 

Opal Vision 
Amazing 24 Bit Graphics card for the A1500/2000. 

Now in stock! 

£699-95 

Vortex Golden Gate 
386 Bridgeboard 

Turn your Amiga 1500 into a 25MHz 386SX PC! 

£459.95 

MBX 1200 
Add a maths co-processor to the trapdoor of 

your Al 200 and make it up to fen times faster 
than a standard A500. Also has the capability 
to add up to 8Mea of 32-bft RAM. Available 
as either 14MHz 68881 or 25MHz 68882. 

14MHz 
14MHz 
14MHz 
14MHz 
25MHz 
25MHz 
25MHz 
25MHz 

& 1 Meg.... 
cUMeg.... 
& 8 Meg  

& I Meg.... 
cUMeg..., 
&8Meg.... 

 £169,95 
 £249.95 
 £349.95 
 £449.95 
 £219,95 
 £299.95 
 £399.95 
 £499.95 

Ml cheques, postal orders etc, should 
be made payable to: 

Omega Projects Ltd 
We also take Access, Visa, 

Mastercard, Eurocard and Switch 

Alt prices include VAT® 17.5% 

CSA ACCELERATORS 

NEW CSA DERRINGER 
This is the latest accelerator from the States and 
offers a qualify board at an affordable price. It 
comprises a ZSMHz 68030, and gives you the 

ability to add a maths co-processor up to a 
speed af 50MHz, as well as up to 16Meg of 

32-bit RAM, 
With 1 Meg £299.95 

2 Meg £349.95 
4 Meg £449.95 
8 Meg £549.95 
16 Meg. £799.95 

Co-processors from £149.95 

CSA Mega-Midget 
Racer 

This is CSA's long established 68030 accelera- 
tor. It lias proven time and time again to be 
the best. It offers 25, 33 or 38MHz clock 
speeds, a socket for a maths co-processor up 
to 50MHz, It has a 68000 socket on board 
for complete fallback comparability. Add up 
to 8 Meg of 32-bit RAM and 512K S RAM, 
Shadow the operating system into memory 
for even more power than an A3000 and 
excellent overall performance! 

25MHz EC68030  £349.95 
33MHz EC68030...,. £449-95 
25MHz MC68030  £449.95 
33MHz MC68030 £549,95 
25MHZ EC & 68882  
Special Offer ,£349-95 
33MHz EC & 68882 £599-95 
Static RAM (512K)  £99.95 
2xMeg 32 bit RAM £219 95 
4 Meg 32 bit RAM £399-95 
8 Meg 32 bit RAM £599 95 
25/25 & S RAM & 2 Meg £718.95 
33/33 & S RAM & 2 Meg £S7995 

CSA 40/4 Magnum 
The CSA 40/4 Magnum is the best 68040 
accelerator available for the Al500/2000. 28 
or 33MHz available. High speed serial and 
parallel ports. 4 Meg of 32-bit RAM as stan- 
dard expandable up to 65 Meg of RAM in 
total. High speed SCSI 1 and 2 on board. 
Faster than an A4000! 

from £1699.95 

You Get What You Pay For! 

As the ONLY official ILK. dis- 
tributors for CSA, tve can 
offer you a 50% buy back 
policy, therefore if you 
decide to upgrade you won *l 
be stuck with a thing f 

Open Monday to Saturday 
9.00am - 530pm 

Why not call us now! 



HARD DRIVES 

SUP i 

Most of this is fairly obvious, but I'll 
go through it briefly nevertheless. I 
hate to say it, but most of you will 
eventually be victims of a hard disk 
error, either caused by a software 
crash, or by you resetting your 
machine at the wrong time. There are 
two types of hard disk user: HUser A' 
backs up all their data, and so an 
error like this is just a minor 
inconvenience. But 'User B' is very 
upset and swears a lot because he 
or she has no backups. There is a 
moral to this story - back up your 
data or you will be sorry! It's a good 
idea to buy a proper hard disk 
backup program, such as AmiBack 
2.0 or QuarterBack 5.0. Both of 
these programs are excellent and 
very reliable. They don't cost too 

A LITTLE ADVICE ON YOUR A600HD 

much, around £30-40. Either will give 
you a suitable helping of peace of 
mindh safe in the knowledge that 
your data is backed up securely. Or, 
of course, you could use Kwikbackup 
- on this month's cover disk! 

It's good backup procedure to 
have two backups, to keep them in 
separate places, and to alternate 
between the two. This way, if 
something goes wrong while you are 
backing up, then you aren't left with 
no reserve copies whatsoever. 

Also, you should try and keep 
your hard disk organised, neat and 
tidy. Finding something you want in a 
drawer full of floppy disks is bad 
enough - it's even worse on a nearly- 
full 120Mb hard disk when you don't 
know where to start. 

HDTooiBox has a verify data on 
drive option. This checks every single 
block on your hard disk for errors and 
reports them if it finds any, It's a 
good idea to do this once in a while - 
every month or so should be more 
than enough. If you take care of it, 
your hard disk will certainly out-last 
your A600. 

Hard disks are delicate, and 
don't respond well to knocks and 
bashes. Although you're not probably 
in the habit of throwing your 
computer at walls, bear this in mind. 

One final thing: with your hard 
drive installed, you will find that 
suddenly you have less memory 
available from the Workbench than 
before. This is because your new 
hard disk takes up a certain amount 

of memory in order to work. So, if 
you have an unexpanded A600, you 
might find yourself running very short 
indeed, Fortunately, you can use the 
'early boot' menu [obtained by 
holding both mouse buttons down 
when you reset) to disable your hard 
disk if you want to use floppy 
software that needs more memory. 

I recommend that if you only 
have 1Mb, you should install a little 
more. Commodore's A601 costs very 
little and fits in the trapdoor slot 
underneath your A600 to give you an 
extra 512K. PCMCIA cards can give 
you up to 4Mb of additional memory. 
Several third-party manufacturers sell 
A600 memory expansions, which are 
often very cheap (often less than 
£40, or as low as £25 for 512K). 

DOING IT TO THE A1200 

Picture F: You have to undo slightly more screws in order to get an A1200 
apart, but other than that, the machines are surprisingly similar in design 

Picture G: It's very straightforward to identify the hard drive cradle inside 
the A1200 - it's one of the few Internal components you can get at easily 

Sol You have an A1200, You are a 
lucky person. Unfortunately, you also 
have Workbench 3 on floppy disks, 
which is a slow experience to say the 
least. Adding a hard drive to your 
A1200 makes an incredible 
difference. The good news about 
adding a hard drive to the A1200 is 
that you don11 have to worry about 
Kickstart versions, as A600 owners 
do, since the A1200 comes 
complete with a ROM which can work 
with hard drives straight away. You 
still need to get hold of HDTooiBox, 
however, in order to format your 
drive. Commodore recommends that 
you use the special Workbench 3 
version of HDTooiBox on your A1200, 
as supplied with the A4000 

computer. Having said this, in our 
tests the A600 version worked just 
fine. If you1 re worried about this, 
contact Commodore direct and ask 
about getting hold of the Workbench 
3 hard disk installation disk. 

The instructions for instaH;ng a 
drive in the A1200 are much the 
same as those for the A600, The two 
photographs above will help you to 
identify the differences between the 
A600 and A1200. Photo F shows the 
various screws you will have to undo 
on your A1200 to take it apart, and 
Picture G shows where the hard drive 
is mounted. 

For some reason the A1200 is 
slightly more fussy about drives than 
the A600, and also requires a little 

handiwork inside HDTooiBox. You will 
need to set the 'MaxTransfer' rate 
to, at most, '0x20000s with most 
drives. Some drives are known not to 
work property. You should steer clear 
of the following, as they have been 
tested and have shown some 
unreliability problems on the A1200 
{though they work fine on the A600). 
If you're still not sure, buy a drive 
from an Amiga dealer, such as one 
that advertises in Amiga Shopper. 
They will be able to recommend 
drives that are known to work. 

30Mb Conner CP2034 
40Mb Quantum GO! Drive 4080 
60Mb Conner CP2064 
80Mb Conner CP2084 

For those who are particularly 
interested, the reason for these 
problems is that the Amiga is more 
powerful than the PC. There - you 
knew that already! More specifically, 
the Amiga uses advanced features of 
IDE drives that PCs don't, and this 
reveals bugs and errors inside the 
hard drives themselves. 

Once you have installed a hard 
disk inside your A1200, you will have 
to install your software in much the 
same way as the A600, only there 
are more disks this time. What you 
really need is the Workbench 3 Hard 
Disk Install disk, although this isn't 
a va i I a b I e se pa rate ly. Pes te r y o u r 
dealer, or Commodore, (or both) to 
get hold of this disk. © 
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COVER DISK 

GETTING ATTHE PROGRAMS 

This disk is not autobooting. What 
this means is that you must load up 
Workbench first and open a Shell 
before you can make any use of its 
contents. The reason for this is 
that it saves space, and therefore 
allows us to pack more Information 
onto the disk. 

If you1 re running on a system 
without a hard drive or a second 
floppy, then you'd be advised to 
copy a few things into your RAM: 
drive before continuing. Doing so will 
ensure you have to swap disks as 
seldom as possible. Type the 
following at the Shell prompt (with 
your Workbench disk still in dfO:): 

copy ci copy ram: 
copy c:dir ram: 

Now, whether or not you have a 
second drive, insert the cover disk 
and type: 

copy AS_Shareware_VolIl ! J 
c/lha ram; 

Many of the programs on the 
cover dish are archived. Archiving is 
a method of grouping several related 
files together into one large file. It 
also compresses these files so that 
they take up less space. The 
disadvantage of this method is that 
you need to use a de-archiving 
program on the files of interest 
before you can use them. 

The archiver supplied in the c 
directory of the cover disk is LhA, a 
very powerful one. Full 
documentation for its use can be 
found in the LhA archive, held within 
the disk's utilities directory. 

Before you unarchive anything, 
you have to decide where you are 
going to put rt. If you have plenty of 
memory to spare, then there's no 
problem: simply unarchive everything 
to the RAM disk. If you have a hard 
disk then again you'll find life easier 
- you can unarchive everything to 
this. If neither of the above apply, 
you111 have to format another floppy 
disk ready to receive the programs. 
Bear in mind that you won t be able 
to fit all of the programs onto one 
floppy, so you will have to have 
several standing by. 

Once you have found an archive 
of interest, then the procedure for 
getting at the programs it holds is 
simple. The command lha is used, 
followed by a switch which is a 
shorthand way of telling it that you 
want it to decompress information. 
After this comes the name and 

location of the archive you want, 
followed by the place where the 
archiver is to put the de-compressed 
files. Supposing that you wanted to 
take a look at the Virus Checker 
program, then the line to type into 
the Shell would be as follows: 

lha x as_sliareware_J 
volil utilities/ J 
vc620.1ha MyDisk: 

The vc620.itia should be 
replaced by the name of the archive 
you are interested in. All of the 
archives have Una1 at the end of 
their name. Other programs are 
ready to use as is. The final part of 
the command, My Disk:, is the 
location that you want the un- 
compressed files to end up in. In 
this case it is the name of a floppy 
disk that you have already 
formatted. The name can be 
anything you like, but it's best to 
avoid including spaces. 

If you were de-archiving to your 
RAM disk then you would replace 
the name of the disk with the word 
ram:. Similarly hard disk users 
should replace it with the name of a 
partition, such as dti0:. 

Once you've performed this 
process, you'll find (using the dir 
command) that just about every 
archive contains, aside from the 
utility program itself, a 
documentation file, usually calted 
readme or with a filename ending in 
.doc. This can be read with a text 
editor or text display program. With 
the above example, assuming you 
had de-archived onto a disk called 
My Disk:, you would be able to read 
the program's documentation by 
typing the following; 

more MyDi sk: vi rus_J 
checkeEvdoc 

Instead of the more command 
you may prefer to use ed or the 
name of your favourite editor. Either 
way, youll find that you'll have to do 
some disk swapping so that 
AmigaDOS can find the text program 
in question. It's a good idea to read 
these documentation files: that way 
you can be sure of getting the most 
out of the programs on the disk. 

As far as the rest of the 
programs on the disk go, you'll find 
that they are ready to use 
immediately. Alternatively, for 
convenience you may wish to copy 
them to another work disk using the 
AmigaDOS copy command. 

Welcome to Volume Two of our 
Amiga shareware collection. Hoi 
only does this one contain some 
amazing shareware and public 
domain utilities, including a 
valuable hard disk back-up program, 
but also a complete assembler 
package and listings from Just 
about every programming column In 
the magazine, For instructions on 
how to retrieve the programs from 
their special archived format, please 
read the panel to the left. Now for a 
run-down on those superb utilities: 

ALERT 
All Workbenches 
Full size: 9,840 

Alert is a handy tool for 
programmers. It converts Guru 
numbers {long and difficult-to- 
understand error codes given by the 
system when a program has 
crashed) into meaningful messages 
which should help you track down 
any errors in your program* 

The program is run from the 
Shell or CLI. If it's in your current 
directory or your c directory, then you 
can use it by typing: 

alert XXXXXXXX 

where 'XXXXXXXX5 represents the 
Guru number in hexadecimal, just as 
it is displayed in the flashing 
message (note that the section of 
interest is the part of the message 
to the left of the full stop). 

CYCLE TO MENU 1.10 
Archive name: ctml 10.lha 
Workbench 2 and above 
Archived size: 6,047 
Full size: 10,865 

Cycle To Menu is a commodity 
program which will create pop-up 
menus that use the standard gad- 
tools cycle gadgets, making menu 

Before going any further 
you should make a copy of 

your disk, All further work should 
then be done with this copy. Then, 
if the disk somehow gets damaged, 
you can refer back to your original, 

To make a copy, first move the 
write-protect tab on your cover disk 
(the small black square on the top 
right of the disk) so that the hole it 

selections even easier than they 
already are. 

To use the program, simply drag 
Its Icon (once it has been 
un arc hived, of course) into the 
WBStartup drawer. 

KWSKBACKUP 
Archive name: kwikbackupJha 
All Workbenches 
Archived size: 22,523 
Full size: 61,437 

Kwikbackup is a very handy program 
that those of you following the hard 
disk installation article on page 14, 
or indeed any of you with hard disks, 
would be well advised to use- 

It enables you to make a 
complete backup of all the 
information on your hard disk onto a 
group of floppies. Once you've grown 
used to a hard disk, you soon come 
to think of it as being immortal. This 
impression continues until the day it 
crashes, at which time you realise 
you have lost a great deal of valuable 
data - as well as programs which 
you have no copies of. 

Regular backing up of a hard 
drive is essential to guard against 
this eventuality. Hard disks don't fail 

DISK CONTENTS 

The Amiga Shopper Shareware 
Collection Volume Two holds a 
number of useful utilities which are 
detailed In the main text. 

Their names are: 

• alert 
• ctmllOJha 
• kwikbackup.lha 
• lha!38Jha 
• rqtls21.lha 
• snoopdoslT.Iha 
• vc620.lha 

These can all be found in the 
utilities directory of the disk. 

We've also included a complete 
assembly language development 
package, along with a couple of 
example programs to get you started. 

It is stored in a directory called 
assembler and details of how to use 
it can be found on page 24, 

The rest of the disk is taken up 
with source code from within the 
magazine. These program files are 
as follows: 

• Chaos - In the directory called 
chaos are two programs, one called 
chaos.ambas and one called 
chaos.ascll. Both are the Julia set 
generator listed on page 88. The first 
can be loaded directly into Amiga 
BASIC, the second will be of use after 
small modifications with other 
versions of BASIC. 

• AMOS - in the directory of the 
same name is a program called 
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COVER DISK 

covers is revealed. This means that 
nothing can be written to the disk, 
and nothing can be deleted from it. 

Next, open a Shell or CLI 
window from your Workbench disk. 
Now type the following: 

diskcopy from dfO: to dfO: 

You may modify this fine if you 
have more than one floppy drive. 
You will be asked to insert the 
"source' disk - this is the cover 
disk. After you do sot the Amiga will 
read some of the information from 
it. Then you'll be asked to insert the 

destination disk. This is the disk 
that is to become your copy. Insert 
a spare disk and wait for the Amiga 
to write to it. You II soon be asked 
to replace the 'source' disk. The 
process of swapping disks will 
repeat a few times before the entire 
disk has been copied. Once it has, 
make sure you put your original 
away somewhere safe* 

if you find that your cover disk is 
corrupt, please return it, with an 
SAE. to Discopy Labs, Unit 2+3, 
Amiga, Technology Centre, 
Drayton Fields, Drayton NN11 FR1. 

disk or modem much easier. Brief 
instructions for using LhA can be 
found in the 'Getting at the 
programs' panel; full instructions are 
contained within its own archive, 

REQTOOLS 2.1 
Archive name: rqtls21.lha 
Workbench 1.3 and above 
Archived size: 308,437 
Full size: 698,365 

ReqTools simplifies the building of 
standard requesters during the 
writing of applications programs, and 
as such means that the 
programmer can spend 
more time on the 
essentials of his or her 

All Workbenches 
Archived size: 37,565 
Full size: 95,360 

SnoopDOS will give information on 
any Amiga DOS function calls made 
by currently running applications 
programs. It's handy for sussing out 
why programs won't work properly* 
Often they are looking for other files 
or programs that they can't find, 
SnoopDOS will tell you what they're 
looking for. 

It will tell you about AmigaDOS 
function calls, as well as calls to 
libraries, devices and even searches 

for fonts. 

Avoid those hard disk failure blues with Kwtkbackup. It's 
easy to use, and it could be a life-saver 

Shown is just one of the requesters - 
requester - that ReqTools supplies 

the palette 

Virus 
Checker - a 
small, inoffensive program 
to guard against small, offensive ones 

The Amiga Shopper 

Shareware Collection 

scrpack.amos. This is the screen 
packing program, listed on page 77 
of the AMOS column, 

• AmigaDOS - in this directory you 
will find an archive (see "Getting at 
the programs5 for details) containing 
some of the best AmigaDOS scripts 
from Mark Smiddy's Cracking The 
Shell series: error (see page 86), 
errors (source code for error), fail 
(see page 86), fail.s (source code for 
fail), gensum.rexx, hexcon.rexx, 
hexlfy, Istoo, Istoo.s, compress, 
uncompress (see page 90 of Issues 
19 and 20 for details of these 
programs), warn {see page 86), and 
warn.s (source code for warn), 

• CProgging - the three example 
programs used in the C Programming 
column starting on page 114. They 
are called programl.c, program2.c 
and programs.c. 

Volume Tvio^f 

very often, but they certainly do fail. 
Using Kwikbackup will take some of 
the pain out of the laborious process 
of making backups, 

LHA 1.38 
Archive name: ha 138,1 ha 
All Workbenches 
Archived size: 102,399 
Full size: 240,262 

This is the latest version of Stefan 
Boberg's immensely versatile 
archiving program. We've included an 
unarchived version of the program 
itself on the disk's c directory so that 
you can get at all the other 
programs, but this archive contains 
the complete thing. 

An archiver is used to collect 
together lots of rotated files into one 
single file, which is then compressed 
to save space. It makes the process 
of transferring information via floppy 

Read on to find out 

exactly how to get at all those 

wonderful programs packed 

onto this month's disk 

program rather than worrying too 
much about the user interface, 

The utility can be used with a 
variety of programming languages 
and compilers. It provides a 
multitude of requester types. 

Also, by following the instructions 
contained in the RTpatch directory, 
any user can install the RTpatch 
program. This means that any 
programs they run use the more 
attractive requesters of ReqTools 
rather than the standard ones. 

SNOOPDOS 1*7 
Archive name: snoopdosl7Jha 

VIRUS CHECKER 6.20 
Archive name: vc620.lha 
AH Workbenches 
Archived size: 49,443 
Full size: 102,726 

The latest version of one of the most 
powerful anti-virus programs. 

If you have Workbench 2 or 
higher, then drag the Virus Checker 
icon into your WBStartup drawer. 
Otherwise copy it to your c directory 
and add the following line to your 
startup-sequence; 

c:Virus_Checker €9 
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USING YOUR ASSEMBLER SYSTEM 
On the cover disk you'll find alf the files 
necessary to get started with assembler. 
They're located in the 'assembler' directory. 
These, along with the program ed" supplied 
with your Amiga, are all you need for a 
development system. 

You may want to copy them all on to a 
special floppy disk designated as your 
assembler work disk, but you can In fact copy 

ASSEMBLER ***** l**a 

This month Tve got the 
chance to answer in detail 
many of the questions we 
get about coding in 

assembly language on the 68000 
(or J68K'f as we like to call it for 
short). But first, let's get one thing 
straight - there is no way in the 
world that I can provide anything 
like the full details of the 68000 
chip and the Amiga's operating 
system. To do so would take every 
page in every issue for the next 
twelve months. Compromises have 
therefore had to be made on some 
topics, although this tutorial should 
nevertheless provide enough basic 
explanations to get you started. 
Perhaps best of all is the fact that 
since you'll find all the example 
code, plus Charlie Gibb's AS8K 
assembler and the Software 
Distillery's Blink linker on disk, 
everyone will have everything they 
need to assemble and run the 
examples for themselves! 

I suppose the first stop in this 
whirlwind tour should be to explain 
what an 'assembly language1 actually 
is, so here goes: computers like the 
Amiga are built around an integrated 
circuit known as a microprocessor 
chip. These devices have their own 
instruction set' - a collection of 

logic and arithmetic instructions, 
which cause the chip to perform 
various tasks. At the end of the day 
it is sets of these instructions, 
stored in memory, which constitute 
the 'programs' executed by the 
computer system, 

NUMBERS TO NAMES 
The language that the 
microprocessor understands is 
based on binary numbers. Given 
suitable hardware (a processor chip, 
some memory, some input/output 
facilities, and al! the associated 
electronic support), one way of 
programming such a system would 
be to enter suitable binary numbers 
directly into system memory and 
then get the microprocessor to 
execute the instructions. This 
'machine coder programming 
approach was used to create and run 
programs in the early days of 
computing. However, it was a far 
from ideal way of programming 

ssemb 

bits 31 16 15 

DATA REGISTERS 

bits 31 16 15 

ADDRESS REGISTERS 

STACK POINTER REGISTER 

dO 

dl 

d2 

d3 
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aS 

afi 

a7 

(This actually functions as two separate stack pointer 
registers for the 'user' and 'supervisor' modes.) 

PROGRAM COUNTER REGISTER PC 

FLAGS 
bits IS 

XNZVC 
432 10 

STATUS REGISTER 

A schematic model of the registers in the 68000 microprocessor 

because the numbers representing 
particular processor instructions 
didn't have any obvious connection 
with the instruction being performed. 

The solution was to give the 
instructions meaningful names (well, 
as meaningful as possible) - names 
like ADD, MOVE, SUB and so on. 
Since these instruction names 
helped programmers to remember 
the purpose of the underlying 
processor instructions, they were 
called mnemonics. The next step 
was to automate the process of 
converting mnemonics back to the 
numbers which represented the 
actual processor instructions. 
Translation programs effectively 

"learning an 

assembly language 

is not in itself a 

difficult task" 

'assembled' the runnable program 
from the mnemonic instructions, so 
they were called 'assemblers'. And 
that is how assembly language 
programming was bornf 

Over the years microprocessors 
and development software have 
become more sophisticated, but 
these assembly languages (each 
microprocessor has its own) are 
always close to the actual machine 
and its underlying hardware. It is for 
this reason that you may hear them 
referred to as low-lever languages. 
Since the Amiga uses the Motorola 
68000 chip, it's 68000 assembly 
language you'll need to learn in order 
to program the Amiga at the 
m EC roproces so r I eve I. 

Now, learning an assembly 
language is not in itself a difficult 
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everything you need to your RAM disk for 
speedy operation. 

To do this, first boot up with Workbench 
and open a Shell. Then type the following: 

copy c:copy ram: 
copy c:dir ram; 
copy c:ram: 
copy c:cd ram: (this last line won't be 
required for Workbench versions 2 and above) 

Now insert your cover disk and type: 

copy as_shareware_vt)lii t J 
assembler/a68k ram: 
copy as_shareware_yolii: J 
assembler /blink ram: 

You'll also have to copy across the 
example files you wish to assemble. See page 
31 for instructions on how to use them. 

conjunction with this month's 

ver disk, Paul Overaa presents 

i introduction to programming / 

the Amiga in 68000 assembly 

language. It's faster than BASIC, 

but nastier than C, and you ft 

soon be speaking it likejarnativel 

task. But, unfortunately, 
microprocessors do not work in 
isolation. On the Amiga the 68000 
processor chip is just a small part of 
a complex system which involves 
specialist hardware and a very 
sophisticated covering shell of 
operating system software too. If you 
are intent on programming the Amiga 
using 68000 assembly language 
then some knowledge of this 
operating system is needed right 
from the start. This produces an 
immediate stumbling block because 
books which just deal with 
programming the 68000 do it in an 
operating-system-independent way, 
making it difficult for the would-be 
68000 Amiga programmer to relate 
what they are learning about to the 
Amiga environment. In many ways, 
newcomers to assembly language 
(no matter how enthusiastic they 
might be) have been left high and dry 
in this area - the purpose of this 
tutorial is to try and put some of 
these omissions right. 

MAKING A START 
All that is needed to start assembler 
programming on the Amiga is a 
simple conceptual model of the 
processor and its facilities. 
Understanding about how the 
hardware works (for instance, how 

the processor physically 
communicates with memory and the 
outside world) Is almost irrelevant. 
So, first of all, let's build up a picture 
of the 68000 chip... 

All microprocessors have a 
number of registers - places where 
they can store data. The 68000'$ 
internal registers are split into two 
basic groups, address registers and 
data registers. Each group's 
registers are numbered from 0 to 7, 
Data registers are therefore labelled 
as dOT dlT d2~. d7 (or Dlr D2... and 
so on), while the address registers 
are labelled as aO (or AO) up to a7. 

Address register a7 has a 
special purpose, in that it serves as 
the microprocessor's stack register 
This means that it is set up to point 
to an area of memory that is used to 
store information on a last-in-first-out 
basis. There are in fact two different 
68000 stack pointers - this stems 
from the fact that the processor can 
operate in two modes: 'user mode1 

and supervisor mode'. Since it is 
convenient for each mode to have its 
own stack, the 68000 has been 
designed so that register a7 (which 
can also be referred to by the 
mnemonic 'sp') behaves like two 
separate registers, storing both a 
user mode stack pointer and a 
supervisor mode stack pointer. 

Each 68000 register can hold a 
4-byte (32-bit) number. Among its 
other facilities, the processor is able 
to move these numbers between its 
internal registers, or between a 
register and a memory location (and 
vice versa), The 68000 can also 
move 'external' data held in memory 
from one location to another 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 
One of the most distinctive features 
of the 68000 is the flexibility of its 
registers. Although they can hold 32- 
bit (or 'long word'} values, the 
processor can use the address 
registers to work with 16-bit values 
('words') for many operations, while 
the data registers 
can in fact work 
with either 32-bit, 
16-bit or 8-bit 
values. Similarly, 
there are few 
restrictions on 
what you can, or 
cannot, use the 
contents of these 
registers for. If,   
say, you wish to 
copy the contents of a data register 
into an address register, the 68000 
will let you do it* 

Having said that, it is usually 
better to use address registers for 
storing and working with memory 
addresses and data registers for 
d ata-o rie ntated operations, simply 
because each of the groups are 
better suited to their design-chosen 
purposes. When working with 
instructions that may involve byte, 
word or long word values it is often 
necessary for the assembly language 
programmer to identify the size that 
should be assigned to a given value 
(the 68000 mnemonic conventions 
work by placing \b', \w' or M5 after 
the particular instructions), 

Because of its Internal 
architecture, the 6S000 does have a 

"execution... can 

jump from one part 

of the program to 

another" 

limitation on the address values that 
it uses when accessing word or long 
word addresses - the address must 
be 'word aligned1 (or, in other words, 
it must be an even number), 
Assemblers take care of much of the 
word-alignment problems 
automatically, which means that if, 
for example, you set aside space for 
a long word variable, the assembler 
will usually ensure that it gets 
allocated an even address. 

The 68000 also contains a 32- 
bit program counter which is a 
register used by the microprocessor 
to determine the address of the next 
Instruction to be executed. Under 
normal conditions the program 
counter is automatically incremented 
as instructions are read and acted 
upon, and so instructions contained 
in memory are executed in sequence, 
one after another. However, an 
important part of microprocessor 

programming 
revolves around a 
number of 
instructions which 
can alter the 
contents of the 
program counter 
and this has far 
reaching 
Implications. 

By changing the 
program counter 

address it is possible to cause the 
microprocessor to get its next 
instruction from anywhere in memory 
(as opposed to just getting the next 
instruction in memory). The result is 
that the execution of the program 
can 'jump' from one part of the 
program to another. The fact that 
these jumps can be made 
conditional on the state of various 
processor flags means that the 
processor can make 1 intelligent' flow 
control decisions based on the data 
with which it is working. A program 
might, for instance, compare two 
numbers andT on the basis of the 
result, execute (or not execute) a 
particular set of instructions. 

Another important 68000 
register is the 'status' register. This 
is divided into two 8-bit registers, 
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known as the 
system byte and the 

user byte. The system 
byte is only accessible in 

supervisor mode and contains a 
number of system related 

'bitfields' (such as interrupt masks) 
which we will not be concerned with 
here. The user byte, on the other 
hand, is vitally 
important because HMMMM^^^HI 
it contains the flag 
bits whose values 
are set and 
cleared according 
to the resu lts of 
particular 
instructions. 

Five flags are 
available, providing 
single bit true-or- 
false detection of the processor 
conditions known as carry (C)f 
overflow (V), zero (Z), negative (N), 
and extend (X). The carry bit holds 
the carry result from the most 
significant bit produced by bit-shifting 
or arithmetic operations, although 
like many processors the 68000 

"The user byte,,, is 

vitally important 

because it contains 

the flag bits" 

these source and destination 
addresses to be specified. 

With the 68000 there are eleven 
basic addressing schemes and for 
the sake of completeness here are 
their names: inherent, register, 
immediate, absolute, address 
register indirect, address register 
indirect with displacement, address 

register indirect 
^^^^"^tmm with postincrement, 

address register 
indirect with 
predecrement, 
address register 
indirect with index 
and displacement, 
program counter 
relative with 
displacement, and 
program counter 

relative with index and displacement. 
Inherent addressing means that 

the instruction itself implies the 
location of the operand, Register 
addressing implies that the operand 
resides in one of the 68000's 
internal registers. Absolute 
addressing means that the address 

LISTING 1 • LISTING 1 

Listing 1: A typical piece of 68000 code has four main fields. 

OPEK_pOS: lea dos_jv»ne,al        place library name in al 
inove.1 #Q,dQ any vera ion will do 
CAiiLSYS OpenLibrary,_^ysBase   macro (see later) 
Eiove*l dO,_DQSBase store returned value 
beq EXIT quit if call failed 

inverts the carry bit after subtraction. 
The zero flag is set high (that is, set 
to 1) when an operation produces a 
zero result - if, for example, the 
result of subtracting one number 
from another produced a zero, then 
the 68000's zero flag would be set 
to 1. The negative bit (sometimes 
called the sign bit) always takes the 
value of the most significant bit of 
the result. And finally, the 68000*3 
overflow and extend flags are used 
primarily for arithmetic applications. 

Now, for the 68000 processor to 
do anything useful it needs to collect 
data from somewhere, manipulate it, 
and make the results available to the 
outside world. From the processor's 
viewpoint this 'outside worldr 

includes the RAM and ROM memory 
chips which form part of the 
computer system. Most processor 
instructions work on a piece of data 
(called the 'operand'), so obviously 
this data not only has to be stored 
somewhere but the processor also 
needs to know where it is stored and 
how to access it. Many instructions 
will use some real or implied source 
address, do something, and then 
transfer the result to its destination 
address. It is a set of Inbuilt 
'addressing modes' which enable 

of the operand is located just after 
the instruction in memory, whereas 
immediate addressing implies that 
the operand itself is located just 
after the instruction in memory, 

Indirect addressing is a very 
powerful concept - on the 68000 a 
variant called register indirect 
addressing is used, In short, 
something called an 'address 
register' is used to specify the 
address of the operand. In addition 
to these straightforward addressing 
modes, it is possible to specify 
displacements and to auto-increment 
or auto-decrement an address by 
1,2, or 4 bytes, 

INSTRUCTION CLASSES 
The 68000 instruction set is large 
and almost all sensible addressing 
modes can be used with any 
instruction. Again there's no way we 
can talk about, or even just list, each 
instruction - so here is a very brief 
outline of the type of things the 
68000 can do: 

# Data movement 
The 68000 has a large number of 
instructions for the transfer of data 
to and from memory and/or the 
68000 microprocessor's internal 

registers. For example: 

move.b dl, d2 

transfers the lower 8 bits of data 
from register dl to register d2. This 
is an example of register addressing. 

On the other hand: 

move.l #0, 62 

places a zero value in register 
d2. The hash # sign indicates an 
operand source addressing mode 
known as 'immediate' addressing - 
in terms of the final 68000 
instruction this means that the 
operand (in this case a 32-bit zero 
value) is stored immediately after the 
"moveJ' instruction code, 

Data can also be moved to 
memory locations- To move the full 
32-bit contents of register dO to a 
memory location which has been 
given the symbolic name 
_D0SBase\ you would use; 

fEGrve*! dO, _DOSBs.se 

Faster move instructions - 
'moveq' ('move quick') - are allowed 
for certain types of data, and a 
number of specialist instructions are 
also available. The lea' instruction, 
for instance, can be used to load an 
address register with a particular 
operand address. For instance: 

lea dos_name,ai 

might be used to load the start 
address of a string. The string would 
have been defined using a 'dab' 
(define constant bytes) assembler 
directive - like this: 

doa_name dc.b 'doe.library', 0 

The string "dos.library', plus a 
terminal nuli (0} character, would 
have been placed 
into part of the 
program space, 
and the 1eaT 

instruction would 
load the start 
address (the 
address of the first 
byte J of that string 
into register al. 

Yet another ^^^^^_ 
specialised 
instruction, 'movem', enables the 
contents of multiple registers to be 
moved to (or from) memory with a 
single instruction. 

• Arithmetic and logic instructions 
The 68000 supports a standard set 
of logic and arithmetic operations 
which allows it to perform addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and 
addition. As well as this, it also 
supports all of the common logic 
operations (ANDT OR, XOR and so 

"Assemblers can do 

far more than 

translate machine 

code instructions," 

on), As an example, the instruction: 

add.l dO, dl 

adds the full (32-bit) contents of 
data register dO to the contents of 
register dl. 

• Row control facilities 
Without flow control instructions, a 
processor would only be able to 
execute program instructions 
sequentially. The ability to select and 
execute different parts of a program 
under different conditions is 
obviously important, so the 68000, 
[Eke all other processors, provides a 
variety of flow control mechanisms. 

The 68000 provides both 
conditional and unconditional 
branch/jump type instructions for 
transferring control from one part of 
a program to another. One such 
instruction is called 'beq' (Branch on 
EQual to zero) and this is a flow 
control branch which is only taken if 
the 68000's zero flag is set. To use 
this instruction to conditionally 
branch to a symbolic address called 
EXIT, one would write: 

beq EXIT 

Unconditional branch/jump 
instructions are also available, as 
are subroutine-based branch and 
jump instructions. These 
automatic ally store a return' 
address on the stack mentioned 
earlier. After a subroutine call has 
been executed this return address is 
used to transfer control back to the 
main part of the program. 

• Other Instructions 
Instructions are provided which allow 
the 68000 to test, set, and clear 
individual bits and to rotate and shift 
operands. There are powerful 
address calculation instructions, 

automated loop 
™™**""*"*""> instructions, and 

even instructions 
which allow data 
areas to be 
allocated within 
stack space as 
subroutine calls are 
made. A variety of 
instructions are 

  also available for 
comparing 

particular operand values (these set 
the appropriate status register flags). 

PUTTING IT TOGETHER 
Assemblers can do far more than 
translate machine code instructions, 
A whole range of assembler 
directives (or 'pseudo-ops') can be 
used to define symbols, designate 
areas of memory for data storage, 
place fixed values in memory and so 
on, Directives also exist for more 
mundane operations such as 
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Buying an AMIGA was 

your first great decision 

Now go even further: these Amiga periph-    the versatility, speed and storage capabili- 

erals and hardware products will maximise   ties that your Amiga promises. 

if* 

vorf 

PC EMULATORS 
Emulate an IBM compatible in your Amiga 
2000/3000/4000 with the 
vortex Golden Gate. 

• Built-in IDE interface 
• Optional floppy drive controller 
• 386 expandable to 8MB RAM 
• 486 expandable to 16MB RAM 
• Use Windows 3 on your Amiga! 
Golden Gate 386sx 1399.95 
Golden Gate 4S6slc £699.95 

MONITOR 

SWITCH BOX 
This monitor switch 
box for the vortex 
Golden Gate 
automatically 
identifies when PC 
or Amiga graphics 
should be 
displayed. 
Monitor 
Master £99.95 

INTERACTIVE VIDEO SYSTEMS 

ACCELERATOR 
Speed, control and expansion in one 25MHz 
accelerator card - the Vector for the Amiga 
2000. 

Y^CTOR 

* Socketted 68EC030 
* Includes high speed SCSI interface 
* Expandable to 32MB RAM 
* 8MB RAM and hard drive can be 

used under 68000 mode 
Vector 2000 
25MHz Accelerator £599,95 

HARD DRIVE 

CONTROLLERS 

Here are two fast and cost-effective 
controllers for your Amiga. 

TRUMPCARD 500 AT 

• IDE interface 
• Expandable to 8MB RAM 
• For Amiga 500/500+ 
Trumpcard AT £149.95 

GrandSlam!2000 
• For Amiga 2000 
• High-speed SCSI 

interface 
• Includes extra 

parallel port 
• Expandable to 8MB RAM 

GrandSIam! 2000 £179.95 

MicroBotics, Inc. 

A1200 EXPANSION 

Ray trace, morph, calculate, animate - fast - 
with the MBX 1200 Maths co-processor and 
32bit RAM expansion for the Amiga 1200. 

• Socketted 68881 or 68882 
* Expandable to 8MB of 32bit RAM 
MBX1200 starting from £145,95 

ACCELERATOR 
Here is a two-part accelerator solution for any 
Amiga 500/2000. Begin with the VXL*30... 
• Socketted 68EC030 
• 68882 socket on board 

...add the VXL*32   a 32bit 2MB RAM ex- 
pansion that 
connects to 
theVXl*30. 
VXL*30 
£275,95 
VXL*32 
£199.95 

Ready to make your next great decision? 

Contact your local dealer or ring Micro-PACE 

on (0753) 551 888 for the dealer nearest you. 
fflicro-PflCE UK, IM. 

D       j       S       T       R       I        1       V      TT       ©      m 3 
Unit 10, Perth Trading Estate. Perth Avenue, Slough, Berkshire UK 
SU 4XX Res No. FC1659J, Ail prices are RRP and include VAT. 
All Amiga 2000 products are A1500 compatible. M93Q1 



COMMODORE 
1084S STEREO 

MONITOR 
Including FREE Lead 
ONLY £199.00 

1 PHILIPS 8833 MKII! 
i STEREO MONITOR i 

Including FREE Lead 

ONLY £229.00 

KCS POWERBOARD 
PC EMULATOR 

FOR AMIGA A500 

ONLY £159,00 

I 

Open Monday to J~ 
Saturday 9am - 6pm. 

Callers and Mail i 
Order Welcome I 

I 
, J 

"GOLDSTAR 
MULTIMODE HIRES 

MONITOR WILL 

HARD DRIVES 

THE AMAZING 
AMIGA 1200 
Only £369.00 

Easy Parking [ ACCEPT AMIGA AND 
i VGA INPUTS £249.00 

GVP SERIES II 
1500/2000 

80Mb Quantum 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£319.00 

GVP SERIES II 
1500/2000 
120Mb Maxtor 

Space for 8Mb RAM 
£379.00 

GVP SERIES H 
1500/2000 

120Mb Quantum 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£405.00 

GVP SERIES II 
A500 

80Mb Quantum 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£369.00 

GVP SERIES II 
A500 

120Mb Maxtor 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£405.00 

GVP SERIES n 
A500 

120Mb Quantum 
Space for 8Mb RAM 

£425.00 

AMIGA A6oo FUN PACK —i 
Amiga A600, Mouse, Modulator. Manuals, Workbench, Joystick, Disk Box, 10 

Disks, Dust Cover, Dpaint 3,1Mb RAM, PLUS 11 GAMES, Honda RVF, Datastorm, 
Grand Monster Slam, Dungeon Quest, Powerplay, E-Motion, Kid Gloves, Soccer, 

Shuffle Puck Cafe, Tower of Babel, Kick Off 2 
ONLY £329.00 inc VAT 

COMMODORE 
386 x 20 

Bridgeboard 
£399.00 

Amiga A600 
Amiga A600 Wild, Weird, Wicked Pack, .£335 ! 
Amiga A600 Cartoon Classic Pack £299 ( 

Amiga A600 Epic Pack £479 I 
Amiga A600 Standard Pack „.„___£279J 

SOFTWARE 
HARDWARE 

FINAL COPY 2 £64,99 AMOS PROFESSIONAL ... .£45.00 
AMOS + EXTRAS £32,00 QUARTERBACK V5 £39.00 
BROADCAST TITLERII £139.00 PRO-WRITE V3.2 £69.00 
HOT LINKS £68.00 IMAGEMASTER £119.00 
KIND WORDS V3 £39.00 PHOTON PAINT 2 £25.00 
LATTICE C V6 £199.00 FINAL COPY 1 £39,00 
PAGESETTER V3 £52.00 DESIGN WORKS £59.00 
PAGESTKEAM V2.2 £125.00 DOS 2 DOS £28.00 
PAGESTREAM FONTS £49,00 OTBACK TOOLS £42,00 
X CAD 3000 £239.00 WORDWORTH 2 £72,00 
CROSS DOS V5 £39.00 SUPER JAM £69. GO 
SCENERY ANIMATOR £53,00 REAL 3D BEGINNERS £99.00 
ADORAGE Effects genterator £68.00 
PEN PAL Excellent easy to use word processor £53.00 
IMAGEMASTER 24 Bit Image Processing, includes effects £119.00 
ART DEPARTMENT PROFESSIONAL £119.00 
DIRECTORY OPUS £29.95 
DIGI-VTEW MEDIA STATION ..,.£39.00 
BARS + PIPES PROFESSIONAL £179.00 
MORPH PLUS £149.00 
MIRACLE Piano tutor (Hardware/Software) . ...£245.00 
IBM EMULATOR Emulates a PC on the Amiga £39.00 
VISIONARY Adventure creation language £53.00 
MINI OFFICE Integrated package £39.00 
REAL 3D TURBO/PROFESSIONAL £199.00 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE V2.1 with tutorial video £115.00 
PROFESSIONAL PAGE V3.0 New Version £129.00 

, COMMODORE 386 Bridgeboard FOf 1500/2000... 
1 ROM V2.C4 AND ECS UKNISK  

 £399.00 
..each £29.00 

..£289.00 

..£299.00 | A570CDROMforA500.. ■ MBX 4Mb 32 bit ram with 6BBB1 co-pro for A1200  1 PCMCIA Card 2Mb for A600 or A1200 (16 bit) £129.00 
I PCMCIA Card 4Mb for A600 or A1200 (16 bit) £189,00 ■ GVP PC EMULATOR (for GVP A500 hard drives) 16Mhz £195.00 
: A530 40 MHz Accelerator with 120 Mb hard drive with 1 Mb ram £749.00 
I DCTV 24 Bit Graphics Board,. 
| GOLDEN GATE 386/25 Bridgeboard for 1600/2000/3000.. 

..£399.00 

..£425.00 
jjV TUNER foi Philips and Commodore monitors £69,00 j 

PRINTERS 
J STAR LC24/100 Mono.. .24 pin inc free lead £195.00 1 STAR LC100 9 pin colour inc, free lead £175.00 
I STAR LG20 9 pan mono inc. free lead £132.00 
| CITIZEN PROJECT Inkjet mono printer inc. free lead £359.00 
I HP DESKJET bbO COLOUR inkjet inc free lead £569.00 

CITIZEN SWIFT 9 COLOUR 9 pin colour printer inc free lead £175,00 
CANON BJ10 EX bubble jet printer inc free lead , £219.00 

I STARJET SJ48 bubble jet printer inc free lead £225,00 
\ HP DESKJET 500 inkjet inc free lead £349,00 
I HP DESKJET 500 COLOUR inkjet inc free lead £479.00 

CITIZEN 200 COLOUR 24 pin printer inc free lead £239.00 1 CITIZEN 240E COLOUR. 24 pin printer inc. free lead £275.00 

AMIGA A1500 

The A1500 inc. Philips or CBM 1084s or 5 monitor, Twin drives, Dpaint 3, 
Trie Works Platinum, Home Accounts, 3 Games + Joystick 

ONLY £739.00 
AMIGA A500 part exchange available - please phone 

ACCELERATORS 

MEMORY 

SUPRA RX500 8Mb RAM BOARD FOR A500/500+ 
With 1Mb £92.00    With 2Mb £117.00 
With 4Mb £185.00    With 8Mb £285.00 

A500 512K With Clock £29.00 
A500+ 1Mb £32.00   A600 1Mb £47.00 
ROM 1.3/2.0 Sharer With Switch (Rom 1.3 £22.00) £12.00 
ROM 1.3/V 2,0 Sharer by Keyboard reset (Rom 1.3 £22.00) £22.00 

I 
I Microbotics Accelerator VXL-30, 25MHz £222.00 | 
I Microbotics Accelerator VXL-30, 40MHz , £351.00 | 
I Speed Merchant Doubles Amiga Speed £129.00 1 
I GVP 68030 25MHZ WITH 1 Mb RAM £545,00 I 
1 GVP 68030 40MHZ WITH 4 Mb RAM £779.00 1 
I GVP 68030 50MHZ WITH 4 Mb RAM .„, ... £1090.00 1 
I  1 

MODEMS & FAX 
Supra 14400 Fax Modem v32 bis inc, comms software £315.00 
Tornado 9600 Fax/Modem (Throughput 38000) £399.00 
Supra 9600 v32 Fax/Modem inc. comms software £239.00 
Supra 2400 Plus Fax/Modem £149.00 
Supra FAX MODEM SOFTWARE £29.00 
Supra 2400 Plus Internal Modem for A1500/B2000 £99.00 

[Tornado 14400 Fax Modem (Speeds up to 57000)  ■- -£1?L°2. 

HOW TO ORDER: 
Either call our number 
below with your credit 
card details, or send 
cheque/PO or credit 
card details to our 

address. Cheques made 
payable to 

THE 16 BIT CENTRE 
Prices subject to- change without 

notification. 

All prices include VAT and Courier Service 

16 BIT CENTRE 

Units 15-17, 

Lancashire Fittings Science Village 

Clara Road, Harrogate HGl 4AF 

Tel (0425) 531822/526322 

EXTENDED WARRANTY 
AND MAINTENANCE 

CONTRACTS AVAILABLE 
ON ALL ITEMS. PLEASE 

CALL FOR FURTHER 
DETAILS, 



ASSEMBLER 

controlling the listing and error 
reporting facilities of the assembler. 
The conventions used vary from 
assembler to assembler but are 
always well documented* 

The EQU' - Equate - directive is 
a particularly important one. It 
enables the programmer to define a 
label with a specific numerical value, 
For instance: 

LF EQtT 10 

After the above definition the 
programmer can use 'LP (for 'line 
feed1), instead of 
the less intuitive 
real value, 10. 

There are also 
a range of 
important storage 
allocation 
directives. It is 
usually possible to 
specify bytes, 
words or long word 
allocations by 
appending \b'p \w 
directive. A 'dsh ( define storage') 
directive will, when written as 'ds.r, 
allocate space for a number of four- 
byte (long word) values. So, to 
reserve four bytes of uninitialised 
space for a variable called 
_D0SBase, we could use: 

_DOSBase ds.1 1 

Directives will also be available 
for placing constant values in 
memory. An example of this is the 
creation of the 'dos-library' string 
mentioned earlier. 

THAT'S JUST TYPICAL 
An assembly language program 
consists, in the main, of statements 
which can contain up to four fields: a 
label, a mnemonic code, 
operands/addresses, and, last but 
not least, comments. 

Labels are used to identify 
particular places in the program - in 
other words, they provide symbolic 
names which make the program 
more readable. The mnemonic codes 
and the operand/address fields are 
the parts of the instructions we've 
talked about, and the comments are 
used to provide in-fine program 
documentation. An example appears 
in Listing 1, which can be found in 
the box on the preceding page. 

Most of the instructions in this 
example fragment have already been 
explained. The first statement, for 
instance, loads register al with the 
start address of the DOS library 
name (this name has been stored as 
part of the program's static data). 

The next instruction places a 
zero in register dO. Now, you may be 
asking; why is this done? ltTs an 
Amiga system convention - we are 
using an Exec system call called 

"The system call, 

like a great many 

Amiga system tails, 

may not succeed" 

, or J,T to a 

OpenLibrary and this function 
(documented in books like the Amiga 
RKM manuals) requires the start of 
the library name (the address of its 
first byte) to be in register al, and 
the version number to be in register 
dO. A zero value indicates that we 
are happy to use any version of this 
particular library. 

The third line, CALLSYS 
OpenLibrary, is not a 68000 
instruction - it is an assembler 
pseudo-instruction which identifies a 
group of real instructions known as a 
'macro'. In this example, the real 

instructions would 
be defined 
elsewhere and the 
assembler just 
inserts them 
automatically. 

The OpenLibrary 
system call, like a 
great many Amiga 
system calls, may 
not succeed. So, 
when the program 

ru n s two pos s i b i I i ti e s pre sent 
themselves: 

1. The OpenLibrary cail succeeds - in 
which case register dO will contain a 
valid 'base address' for the library 
(this return value again stems from 
documented system conventions). 

2. The OpenLibrary call fails - here 
system conventions dictate that on 
return from such a call, dO will 
contain a zero 'failure indicator'. 

The program must take account 
of these eventualities and this is 
what the example fragment does. 
The code stores, using a 'move.r 
instruction, the contents of dO in a 
memory location which has been 
given the symbolic name _ DOS Base. 
As the data is moved, the zero flag is 
modified to reflect the value of the 
data item. A Jbeq' (Branch on EQual 
to zero) instruction is then used to 
decide whether or not the library was 
successfully opened. The result of all 
this bra ncb-b a sed jiggery-pokery is 
that whether the EXIT branch is taken 
or not depends on whether the library 
call was successful at the time the 
program runs. With the later, 
runnable examples In this tutorial, I'll 
be using this same type of scheme 
to ensure that a library is only closed 
if it was successfully opened in the 
first place. 

CREATING AN ASSEMBLY 
LANGUAGE PROGRAM 
The first step in writing an assembly 
language program is to use an editor 
program to prepare a source code 
file, This file will simply be an ASCII 
text file which contains the program 
instructions that you've written. You 
will of course be able to list and print 
the contents of such a file, just as 

you would a letter or any other piece 
of stored text. Most commercial 
assemblers come with their own 
editor programs, but if you prefer it is 
also possible to use an alternative 
editor or word processor program* 

The only proviso with the latter 
option is that it must be possible to 
prevent the word processor from 
inserting additional control 
characters into the text. This is 
because these characters would as 
likely as not cause the assembler 
program to come to a grinding halt 

in other object code 
modules (such as the 
start-up code used to 
allow programs to run from 
the WorkBench). A third stage, 
known as 'linking', attempts to fill 
in the gaps created by these 
unresolved references. The Amiga 
linker, Blink, is able to combine the 
various items to produce a runnable 
program file. 

Libraries on the Amiga cause a 
few headaches for the beginner, 
primarily because the term is used in 

LISTING 2 • LISTING 2 

WRITEDOS MACRO 
mo vera. 1 ai~d3,-(sp) preserve registers dl-d3 
move,1 \2,dl DOS output file handle 
move.I #U,d2 start of message 
rnove. 1 #M_SI3EOF,d3 size of message 
CALLSYS Write, __.DOSBa.se-i DOS call to write message 
iDoveni. 1 (sp) + ,dX-d3 restore registers dl-d3 

LISTING 3 • LISTING 3 

The WRITE DOS macro is expanded like this: 

movem. 1   dl™d3, - (ep} preserve registers dl-d3 
move-1     _stdout, dl DOS output file handle 
move * 1     ^message,d2 start of message 
move.1     #mes sage_SIZEOF,d3 size of message 
CKLLSYS   Wr it e r _DOSBase DOS call to write message 
movem-1   (sp) + , dl-&3 restore registers dl-d3 

as it unsuccessfully tries to interpret 
them, ED and MEM ACS are two text 
editors which have been provided as 
part of the Amiga system software 
for some time, so all Amiga users 
should have access to at least these 
text editors, 

Once a source file is available 
the next step is to get the assembler 
program to convert it to the 
appropriate 68000 instructions. We 
will be using the A68K assembler to 
create a 
standardised 
intermediate form 
known as an 
object code file. 
This is not a 
runnable program 
- although the 
object file will 
include the 
translated 68000 
instruction-related 
material, the code itself will 
unfortunately not be in the right 
format to be loaded by Amiga DOS, 

In fact most programs at this 
stage still contain references to 
unresolved (unknown) items, such as 
library routines, or variables that 
have been specified as being present 

"libraries on the 

Amiga cause a few 

headaches for the 

beginner, 

a number of different ways. The 
Amiga's run-time libraries are 
collections of shared routines that, 
by virtue of the Amiga's operating 
system, can be made available to all 
programs which need them during 
the times that they are actually 
running. They are accessed by 
placing the base address of the 
library in register a6 and then 
performing an indirect subroutine call 
using a displacement value called 

the Library Vector 
Offset (or'LVO'). 

The libraries I 
am talking about in 
the context of the 
linker discussion are 
rather different. 
Linker libraries are 
sets of pre written 
system or utility 
routines which will 
be tagged on to the 

code you write during the linking 
stage. If you use a linker library 
function within your program then the 
linker will automatically find and 
include the right piece of code in the 
finished program, providing you 
correctly specify the name of the 
library which holds the routine. 
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On occasion things 
may not go well - you 

may find that as the 
assembler attempts to 

translate your source file it 
reports any number of errors, 

Whatever the cause (syntax errors, 
illegal instructions, or whatever), 
these faults will have to be 
corrected, This may mean that, in 
the early days, you'll pass through 
the edit/assemble cycle quite a few 
times before you succeed in creating 
a program that assembles 
successfully. Even once you're past 

have to incorporate some equivalent 
macro definitions in our own 
'include' files. Similarly, we ll have to 
avoid any dependence on the use of 
the lamiga.lib' library because, again 
for copyright reasons, we are not 
able to supply the library on disk. 

In addition to this there are of 
course a few self-written macros that 
can be used to make the example 
code easier to understand. The 
bottom line is that before getting to 
some real examples we need to take 
a more detailed look into the world of 
68000 macro programming. 

move, 
ENDM 

LISTING 4 • LISTING 4 

Listing 4: The CALLSYS macro Is Itself expanded to give the following. 

movem.l dl-d3i - (sp) 
move p 1 _stdout t dl 
move. 1 #roessa.ge,d2 
move. 1 #mesjgage_S IZBOF, 63 
LINKLIB _LV0Write, _jDG£Sase 

.1 (sp)+,di-d3 

preserve registers dl-d3 
DOS output file handle 
start of message 
size of message 
DOS call to write message 
restore registers dl-d3 

that stage of the proceedings, you 
may then find that the linker reports 
additional errors (mis-speliing library 
routine names or not specifying the 
correct location of library files are 
commonly-seen linker errors), These 
errors must also be found and 
eliminated before a runnable version 
of the program can be created. 

TRY IT FOR YOURSELF 
The best way to get to grips with all 
this mumbojumbo is to set up your 

"type in, assemble, 

link and run some 

examples that have 

visible output" 

disk containing A68K and Blink, then 
type in, assemble, link, and run 
some examples that have visible 
output. The AG8K and Blink usage 
options themselves are well 
explained in the associated 
document files (these are also on 
the disk) but, for the purposes of my 
examples, only simple command 
lines are going to be used. 

There is, however, a small 
problem - we need some example 
code that is conventional as far as 
Amiga 68000 programming style is 
concerned, but which is not 
dependent on having access to the 
Amiga include files (which, for 
copyright reasons, we can't supply). 
These files provide a Sot of 68000 
macro support, so to ensure that our 
code keeps its Amiga flavour' we'll 

MACRO MAGIC 
Motorola-style macro definitions start 
with a label followed by the 'MACRO' 
keyword and end with the 'ENDM' 
keyword (the lower case 'macro1 and 
'endmT are also accepted). The basic 
macro format therefore looks 
something like this: 

niy_macro_name MACRO 

<ntain body of macro code> 

ENEM 

Macro parameters are specified 
using the backslash (JY) character 
followed by an any alphanumeric 

Workbench Screen 

New Cli Window: 

1) d nw, 
l> testi 
Anisa Sfioppei1 rules OK! 
i> I 

Programs which use standard I/O 
facilities can help you avoid the 
Initial complexities of Amiga 
features such as Intuition 
character. As an example, the 
following macro code: 

LINKLIB MACRO 
move.1     a6,-(sp) 
move»1 \2,aG 
jsr M(a6) 

would, if used in conjunction with 
the following line of a program: 

LINKLIB JLVODisplayBeep, J 
JLntui t ionBase 

generate this sequence of 
instructions: 

move,1 a6,-(sp) 
move.1 _intuitionBase,a6 
jar _LVODisplayB©ep{a6) 
move.1 (sp)+,a6 

There is incidentally a reserved 
assembler symbol, NARG, which 
takes as its value    
the count of the 
number of 
parameters 
passed. When 
used in conjunction 
with the assembler 
directives IFGT (if 
greater than) and 
FAIL it becomes 
possible to add ^_ 
parameter count 
error-checking to a macro. For 
instance, the above example could 
alternatively be written as: 

LINKLIB MACRO 
IFGT NARG-2 

FAIL     ftoo many J 
arguments 
SNDC 
move.l     a6,-(sp) 
move,1     \2ta6 
jsr U(a6) 
move-1 (sp)+fa6 
ENEM 

This particular macro is actually 
already present in the system's 
'exec/libraries.i' include file and is 
used to generate library access 
code. LINKLIB is the officially-offered 
macro, but many programmers, for 
reasons of improved readability, 
prefer to extend this so that the 
_LV0 prefix is added automatically. 
We can write a macro to do this job 
very easily: 

CALL3YS MACRO 
LINKLIB _LVO\l,\2 

"Writing text., is 

obviously a useful 

thing for a program 

to be able to do" 

If you include this macro in your 
code, you 11 then be able to create 
the appropriate library opening code 
using this simplified scheme: 

CALLS YS OpenLibrary, SysBase 

So, macros resemble 
subroutines in the sense that they 
provide a shorthand reference to a 
frequently-used set of instructions. 
However, it should be obvious from 
the above discussion that macros 

are not subroutines themselves. The 
difference between them is as 
follows. The code for a subroutine 
will occur only once within a program, 
and program execution branches to 
the subroutine, On the other hand, 
each time a macro is used the 
assembler will insert a copy of the 
appropriate instructions (with any 
para mete r-s pec i fied a I te rati ons), 

OUTPUTTING TEXT 
Writing text messages back to the 
CLI/Shell is obviously a useful thing 
for a program to be able to do and 
luckily it's not too difficult either. 
First you need to identify the 
standard output handle (a value used 
to represent the CLI/Shell output 
  stream). There is a 

? DOS function called 
'OutputO' that can 
retrieve this data 
for us - once the 
handle is available, 
another general 
DOS function, 
called 'Write()\ can 
be used to send 

  data to the 
specified stream. 

The full specification for WrlteO looks 
like this: 

Function Name: WriteQ 

Description: Writes data to a file 

Gall Format: length_written - 
Writeffile, buffer^p, datajength) 

Registers: DO, 01, D2, D3 

Arguments: 
file 
buffer__p 

datajength 

file handle 
pointer to buffer 
holding the data 
length of the data 

Return Value: iength_writtenT the 
number of bytes actually written 

Notes: A length_written value of -1 
will indicate an error. 

You'll see from the above 
description of Write() that the 
function needs to know how much 
data is being written. This means 
that to use WriteQ to send text 
messages to the CLI/Shell window 
you'll need to know how long each 
text string is. Static program text is 
usually set up using define byte 
('dc.b') assembler directives along 
the lines of the following: 

message deb 
rules OKIT 

■Amiga Shopper J 

One way to work out the number 
of characters is to actually count 
them - in the above example this is 
easy enough to do, With larger 
pieces of text this approach can 
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becomes tedious and error-prone - 
there is in fact a far better way of 
doing the job. You just place an 
additional label at the end of the 
text, and then use the EQUate 
directive to set it to a value based on 
the current assembler location 
counter value minus the start of the 
original string, like this; 

message deb "Amiga J 
Shopper rules OKI * 
message_SlSEOF EQU *-message 

The result is that the assembler 
automatically sets the second label 
to the size of the preceding string, I 
adopt a convention whereby the 
sizes of all message strings are 
represented with a label formed by 
taking the original string label and 
adding _SI2E0F to It. Why? Well, it is 
then possible to create a macro that, 
given the string label, can form the 
size label automatically. Since WriteQ 
uses registers dl-d3 it is useful to 
preserve those registers on the stack 
before loading them with the data 
needed by the DOS call. The macro 
shown in Listing 2 does this, sets up 
dl-d3 as indicated earlier (note how 
my _SIZEOF convention is used to 
put a string size in d0)s makes the 
DOS call, and then finally reinstates 
the contents of registers dl-d3. 

With this macro available the 
assembler programmer can create 
the necessary code by writing a 
statement like this: 

WRITEDOS <text_label>, J 
<dos_handle> 

in the above 
text message 
example the line 
needed is: 

'messy' details of the function calls. 
In effect they are allowing us to write 
68000 assembler code at a much 
higher level than would otherwise 
have been possible. 

THE REALLY GOOD NEWS 
Because the Charlie Gibbs A68K 
assembler is a macro assembler, we 
are able to use all manner of system- 
defined and user-defined macro 
goodies in our Amiga programs. In 
fact, if I take the macro definitions 

sitting in the RAM disk waiting for 
you to run it! 

The Amiga's library arrangements 
are quite complex, but once you have 
learnt how to make one library 
function call, you have essentially 
leamt how to make any library 
function call. The scenario is always 
the same: load up the appropriate 
registers with the data required by 
the function, make the function call 
using the indirect scheme that we've 
already discussed, and then collect 

[U   kbenoh release* G 54624 free netiory 

Ml . 
X 
<3 M /\ RAM Di-ik 
4 M 
H PAO 
O 

As the example on the cover disk shows, hardware sprites are also quite easy 
to use from assembly language - when you know how! 

WRITEDOS 
message, 

J 
stdout 

which gets 
expanded to the 
code shown In 
Listing 3. 

Obviousfy the CALLSYS macro 
gets expanded in a similar fashion 
with CALLSYS itself causing the 
_LV0 prefix to be added to the 
'Write' label and generating a further 
reference to the system LINKLIB 
macro, as shown in Listing 4. 
LINKLIB is also expanded so the final 
code produced by the assembler 
looks like that shown in Listing 5, 

The advantages of this macro- 
orientated approach are quite clear - 
three generally-useful macros have 
allowed us to create all of the above 
code by simply writing: 

WRITEDOS message,_stdout 

Already the macros are doing a 
good job of hiding the somewhat 

"The advantages of 

this macro- 

orientated approach 

are quite clear" 

discussed so far and place them in a 
header file (which We called 
'testl.i1), along with some LVO 
values needed for the Exec and DOS 
function calls, then I can create a 
header file that can be used to 
devastating effect. I've done this for 
the first example program and 
coupled the header to a short piece 
of code which puts all of the ideas 
Tve been talking about together, The 
following example opens the DOS 

library, sets up 
_stdout, and then 
prints a message 
on the screen* It 
needs no other 
include files except 
'testl.i' (which I've 
included on the 
disk along with the 
program itself), 

i——™**^_„ needs no finking 
with 'amiga.lib', 

and it doesn't even need to have 
the standard startup code tagged on 
by the linker, providing you are going 
to run it from the C LI/She 11 window. 

This means that if you load the 
program testes, the file testlJ, 
A68K and Blink into your RAM disk, 
and make ram: the current directory 
(using the command 'cd ram:')r then 
this example can be assembled and 
linked using these two commands: 

a68k testl.s -otestl.o 

followed by: 

blink testl.o to testl 

The result? The assembled, 
runnable program ('testl') will be 

and/or test the results that are 
relumed. The key of course is to 
have proper documentation for the 
libraries and their functions - books 
such as the Addison Wesley Includes 
and Autodocs ROM Kernel Manual 
are invaluable in this respect. 

Many of the library functions 
involve the use of large numbers of 
inter-related system structures which 
are defined in the Amiga include 
files. For this, and a number of other 
reasons {such as the need to get 
involved with I DC MP message 
handling), it is virtually impossible to 
provide a proper Intuition-based 
example that can be assembled as 
easily as our first one, Even opening 

scenario is 
understood. 

The format of the 
program ltest2.s' is similar 
to the previous example, but 
this time the graphics library is 
opened as well. Once this has been 
done, a graphics library call is made 
to JGetSprite()\ This function 
requires the address of the 
SimpleSprite structure defined in my 
header file in register aO, while the 
-1 in register dO signifies that I want 
the next available sprite. Either a 
sprite number will be returned in dO 
or, in case of error, a value of -1. 
Providing a sprite is obtained, I then 
install the sprite data using a call to 
'ChangeSpriteO'. 

The 4MoveSprite()' function is 
then used as part of two loops to 
move the sprite across the screen 
and back, You'll notice that the DOS 
'Delayf)1 function is used to slow 
things down. Before closing the 
libraries and quitting, register dO is 
re-loaded with the sprite number and 
a call made to the graphics library 
TreeSprite()' routine. This just lets 
the system know that we've finished 
using it (it can then, if required, re- 
allocate it). 

You will find the source and 
include file for this example (plus the 
runnable version) on the disk, As 
before, it can be assembled and 
linked using just two commands; 

a68k test2 -s -otes12,o 

blink test2*o to tests 

Well, that's about it for now. 
68000 assembler on the Amiga does 
take a while to get into, but take it 
from me - everyone who perseveres 
gets there in the end. Hopefully 
tutorials like this help to make some 
of the initial problems a little easier 

LISTING 5 • LISTING 5 

Listing 5: The final code produced by ihe macro assembler, 

mo vein* 1 dl-d3,-£ep) preserve registers dl-33 
move,1 _atdont,dl DOS output file handle 
move.l #message,d2 start o£ message 
move.l #mes sage_S IZEOF, d3 size of message 
move.1 a6, -(sp) preserve contents of a6 
move.l _DOSBase, a6 base address of library 

_LVOWrite(a6) indirect subroutine call 
move.1 (sp)+,aG restore a6 
movem.l <sp)+,ai-d3 restore registers dl~d3 

custom screens and windows 
requires that you either re-create or 
use the Amiga header files. The 
second piece of example code is 
therefore relatively unambitious, but 
ft does use the DOS and graphics 
libraries. Also, ft should at least 
show how easy it fs to use various 
functions once the general library-use 

to get to grips with, Incidentally, as 
far as the examples go I have (as far 
as possible) stuck to using 
instructions similar to the types 
discussed earlier. However, you 
should be aware that there are more 
elegant ways of handling things like 
loops and so forth - but we'll save 
those for another time! 1^ 
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AMERICA'S LARGEST 
SUPPLIER OF AMIGA CUSTOM 

CHIPS + UPGRADES 
• MIC ROC A RD 601 FAST RAM PCMCIA MEMORY CARD • 

Microcard 601 by Microworks Ltd. offers up to 4 additional megabytes of FAST RAM via the 
A60O/A120O PCMCIA slot. This credit card sized memory module auto-eon figures at hoot 
time, leaving most of the internal chip RAM free for image processing. No hardware or 
software configurations are needed and recognition is automatic. 
Microcard 60] is available as PCMCIA memory modules in 2 anil 4 mi'^ ai ihc lowest price 
available anywhere. 
2 megabyte upgrade PCMCIA card...,..,... ,  ^w £105*00 
4 megabyte upgrade PCMCIA card £145.00 

• ADVANCED AMIGA ANALYSER • 
by Wikom Australia Ltd, 

A complete diagnostic hardware and software analyser for all Aniigas. Gives display status of 
all data transmission/signals, the ability to test the integrity of any disk drive, cheeks all ports, 
buffer chips, alignment and joystick/mouse. Reads diagnostic status of any read/write errors 
from track 0 to track 79. Software automatically tells what errors are found and the chips 
responsible. 85% to 90% of the problems presented to sen ice centers are found with this 
analyser. Tt will save you lots of money on repairs. No repair shop can afford to be without 
one. Don't be fooled by its low cost. Simply plug the cables into any Amiga port. This is a 
sophisticated diagnostic unit used by Amiga repair centers worldwide £52.50 

• SWITCH ITT * 1.3/2.0 ROM SELECTOR • 
TOP SELLING electronic ROM selector by Global Upgrades, Inc. allows for compatibility of 
ALL your software. Automatically switch between 1.3 or 2.0 ROM from your keyboard. 
Built-in speaker. Does not overlap the 680UO chip. No soldering. Lowest priced keyboard 
switch available. Instructions included .£19.00 
• Buy the Switch Itt with the 1.3 ROM upgrade @ £33.00 
• Buy the Switch Itt with the 2.05 ROM upgrade @ £39.00 
• The Ultimate Deal: Buy the Switch Itt with the L3 and 2.05 @ £55.75 

* 2J5 ROM CHIP* 
NEW. latest revision for high density drives* PCMCIA slot+ etc. Just released ....£26.50 

■ AMIGA TROUBLES HOOTER • 
Released Jan. 1993, a unique troubleshooting guide for the Amiga 500/2000 with a cure rate 
of over 95 percent. This diagnostic tool will truly save you lots of money and down time by 
showing you which plug-in chips to change. It's quick and easy to use > ♦ £10.50 

• AMIGA CHIPS • 
1.3KickstartROM  £16.50 
8520 CIA (2MH? i £6.55 

6570-036 keyboard control chip £6,55 
8373 Super Denise £19.75 

VISA 
DEALERS ■ SEND YOUR LETTERHEAD FOR SPECIAL PRICING 

THE GRAPEVINE GROUP INC. 
3 Chestnut Street, SufTern, New York 10901 US,A 

International Fax; 0101-914-357-6243 
Customer Order Line: 0101-914-357 2424 

Telephone Hours: Ipm to 11pm Mon-Fri, Britkh time 
Price.* ■iubjcL-l tn change. 1 citernul iim^il Ordersr N' your order is over 140 

send or fax front of credit card. Shipping St Handling £9.00 

FOUR GREAT GAMES 
and all this Maths revision... 

Times Tables 
Addition 
Subtraction 
Multiplication 
Division 
Fractions 
Decimals 
Using calculators 
Shape & Space 
Money proolems 
Measurements 
Number patterns 

22 
sggpi 

MATHS 

ADVENTURE 
N ation*] Curriculum Maths tor Ages 6 -14 

> 8 «l 

SUPER FREE GIFTi only for Kcswos ntorfi of&er eusiomflrs f 
CASIO SOLARl 
CALCULATOR] 

AMIGA MATHS ADVENTURE 

For ages 6-14 Price £25.99 inc. VAT 
Now available from your dealer or direct from Kosmos* 

Write or telephone for our new FREE 16-page colour brochure of 
Educational and Leisure software (Please state computer type) 

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed) 
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR 

Telephone 0525 873942 or 875406 
tin VISA 

AiiAnAnAnAnAnAnAiiAiiAnAnA HAnATiAnAiiAiiAnAriAiiAn 
AUTHORISED DEALER FOR * AMIGA * STAR * 

I AMIGA (UK MODELS ONLY) 
Amiga 1200 with iew AA chip set & GSOJO CPU   £369.00 Amiga 1500 PLUS with Kickslarl £VWB 2 & SAWARE  Amiga 600 Lemmings Pack + DPain! til   £489.00  £269-00 Amiga 600 WiW. Weird & Wicked Pack   £319-00 CDTV Dynamic Total Vision    £379.00 CDTV Multimedia Pack + Free Software Pack  GVP 9Mb RAM Board tor A2WW Pop Zf4/6/8Mb  A60Q/1200 Smartcard FASTRAM 2:4Mb  A120DRAM+ FPU4/BMb  

 JH3M9&251/307  X. I         1 33  £205/415 
PRINTERS Star LC-20   £129-00 Slar LC-fOO Colour ,.   All printers...  £169.00 Slar LC-20D Colour   include a   £195.00 Slar LC24-20   parallel caWe...  £199.00 Slar LC24 100    £169.00 Star LC24-200   £219.00 Star LC24-20O Coloir    £269.00 Star StarJet 5J-4& B ubble Jet   Near Laser Quality!  ...£219.00 Hewlett Packard Deskjet 550G Colour fr.k Jet NMEW1   _£5Afi33 
MONITORS 
Phi line Hfln.U l Rama i Hnmo Main*                                                                                All Unnlfore               f)» ftfl 
Commodore 1064S   .Include... Commodore        Tri-Sync Hi Res  ,....,,,„ ,  
DISK DRIVES Zappo External 3,5" , ,  

 Amiga Leads., 
 p&p £2... 

 £435.00 
 £49.95 A500 or A2QQQ Internal 3.5" Drives   pSp £2...  -£59.95 GVP A500V2000 Hard Disk Drtv&S   PHONE 

MISCELLANEOUS ROM Sharer - MOUSE CONTROLLED   free p&p...  £19.99 Commode                          iicer ,  KCS PC Board tor A500/A500P .   pip E2„,  pip £2...  £219.00 £179/179.00 KCS PC Board lor ASDD  Vjdi Amiga 12 Frame Grabber,   pap E2...  pip £2...  £199.00  £95.00 
CHIPS 
Kickstart V2.04 ROM for A5O0/20OO   .free p&p...  £25.00 
Kickstaft V1.3 ROM tor A50&/200D  — free p&p...  £27,00 
Super Denise 8373 (For New Graphics Modes}   free p&p...  £35.00 
1 Mb Fat Agrius    Iree p&p...  £37.00 
CIA Chip 8520..,   free p&p...  £12.00 
1Mbyte SIMMs ,„  „ , Iree p&p.,.  £35.00 
1 Mbyle 1 Mbit x 1 or 256Kbit s 4DIPa   .Iree p&p...  £35.00 

Amiga 600 Pack 1 
Wild, Weird & Wicked pack £329 

Push Over + Grand Prix + Putty + DPaint III 
Space Ace + Kickoff 2 + Pipemania + Populous 

Carry Case + T-Shirt 
Mouse + TV Lead + Workbench + Manuals 

Amiga 600 Pack 2 
Wild, Weird & Wicked pack £339 

Push Over + Grand Prix + Putty + DPaint III 
Zool + Striker + Pinball Dreams 

Transwrite Word Processor with Spell Checker 
Mouse + TV Lead + Workbench + Manuals 

Amiga 600 Pack 3 
Epic Pack with 20Mb Hard Drive £469 
Epic + Rome + Myth + Trivial Pursuits 

Amiga Text + DPaint III 
Space Ace + Kickoff 2 + Pipemania + Populous 

Carrry Case + T-Shirt 
Mouse + TV Lead +■ Workbench + Manuals 

Amiga 600 Pack 4 
Epic Pack with 20Mb Hard Drive £479 

Epic + Rome + Myth + Trivial Pursuits 
Amiga Text + DPaint ill 

Zool + Striker + Pinball Dreams 
Transwrite Word Processor with Spell Checker 

Mouse + TV Lead + Workbench + Manuals 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 1 
Prices subject to change 

{All A600 prices include Home Maintenance) 
7.5% VAT. CARRIAGE £7 
without notice. E, & O. E. 

Ill 
8 Ruswarp Lane, WHITBY, N. Yorks Y021 1ND 

TEL/FAX: 0947 600065 (9am - 7pm) 
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OUR EXPERTS TACKLE YOUR REAL-LIFE PROBLEMS 

A N J E R S 

You thought no one could hear you stream 

but we <an and we're here to help 

THIS TIME IT'S WAR 

SO WHAT DO ALL THOSE ICONS MEAN? 

Beginners: 
this icon 
will appear 
next to any 

questions which are 
'basic' in content. 

Printers: 
this icon 
denotes a 
query 

about printers, printer 
drivers and so on. 

General: 
this icon is 
used for 
any 

general Amiga-related 
queries, 

Technical: 
any 
queries 
about 

programming will have 
this icon next to them. 

Caution: 
be sure 
that you 
fully 

understand the answer 
before trying it out. 

Danger: 
the answer 
to this 
question 

could well invalidate 
your warranty - or you! 

about using your Amiga 
with video hardware. 

Music: this 
icon is for 
questions 
about 

MIDIT sampling, 
synthesizers and so on. 

Hardware: 
this icon is 
used to 
denote 

questions relating to 
general hardware. 

Programs: 
any 
program- 
specific 

queries have this icon 
next to them. 

\1 Buying 
advice: we 

icon if the 
question asks us for 
buying advice. 

Comms: if 
your 
question 
relates to 

comms, this is the icon 
that we'll use. 



WHATEVER YOUR PROBLEM WITH THE 

That's the task we have set ourselves in giving you the best 
possible support for your Amiga, We are confident that our experts 
can cope with any technical questions you can throw at them. If 
they don't already know the answer to your problem, they will find It 
out for you. 

We are prepared to deal with any problem you have with the 
Amiga, from general enquiries about AmlgaDOS or Workbench, 
through questions about specific pieces of software and hardware, 
to advice on what you need to buy to do a particular task. If it's to 
do with the Amiga, we will help out. What we cannot do is offer this 
service over the telephone - do not phone us with your enquiries, 
but write to us at the address below. 

We also cannot enter into personal correspondence - all 
enquiries will be dealt with in the pages of the magazine. This does 
mean a bit of a delay In solving your problem, but you'll just have to 
be a little patient and wait for It to appear in print. You won't get a 
personal reply even if you enclose an SAE with your letter, so please 
don't bother. 

Send your question on the form below to: Amiga Answers, Amiga 
Shopper, Beauford Court, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. 

The Amiga Answers panel consists of our consultant editors 

AMIGA, WE ARE HERE TO SOLVE IT 

Mark Smlddy and Jeff Walker - and, of course, our editor Cliff 
Ramshaw. We will also be calling on the services of all our other 
contributors, so you won't be able to catch us napping - whatever 
the subject of your query. 

Each panellist will be dealing with queries In their own specialist 
area(s) so It would help us greatly If, when writing, you label your 
query envelope with the name of the expert who can solve your 
particular problem. 

Below is a list of areas of expertise. It's a list that we will add to 
and update every month, so you will know who to write to about any 
subjects not mentioned here. 

Gary Whiteley - Video 
Paul Overaa - Programming, music 
Toby Simpson - Programming, hardware 
Jeff Walker- Desktop publishing, programming 
Mark Smlddy - AmigaDOS, business, CDTV, hardware projects, 

hard and floppy disk drives 
Jason Holborn - Public Domain, AMOS 
Jolyon Ralph - Programming, hardware, CDTV 
Cliff Ramshaw - AH the other bits and pieces 

■ f you send in a question for the Amiga Answers experts, please fill 
I in and include the form below (or a photocopy if you don't want to 
I cut up your magazine). And please also make sure that you include 

all the relevant details - version numbers of software and so on - 
so that we have the best chance of helping you, Send your form and 
question to: Amiga Answers, Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath 
BA1 2BW. Sorry, but we cannot personally reply to any questions - even 
if you include an SAE. 

Name:  

Address: 

Hard disk: Mb as DH : Manufacturer 

Extra RAM fitted - type, size in Mb and manufacturer. 

Details of any other hardware which could help us to answer your question: 

Now, use this space to describe your problem, Including as much relevant 

Information as possible. Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary. 

Your machine: 

A500 □ A50O Plus Q A600 Q AI000 □ A120O Q 

A1500 □    A2000      Q    A3000 Q   A4000 □ 

Approximate age of machine:  

Klckstart version (displayed at the Insert Workbench' prompt) 

1.2 □ 1.3 □ 2.x □ 
Workbench revision (written on the Workbench disk) 

1.2 □ 1.3 □ 1.3.2 Q 2.x □ 3.0 □ 

PCB revision (if known). Do not take your machine apart just to took 

for thlsl  . 

Total memory fitted (see AVAIL In Shell for 1.3 Workbench)   

Chip memory available (see AVAIL In Shell)  

Agnus chip (if known) _  

Extra drive #1 (3.5Y5.25") as DF : Manufacturer  

Extra drive #2 {3.5"/5.25") as DF : Manufacturer .  
AS 23 
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NO PROBLEM! 

Welcome again folks to Amiga Answers, the 
section of the magazine where we endeavour to 
straighten out your hassles with that wonderful 
but occasionally stubborn machine, the Amiga. 
Every month we devote more space and apply 
more resources than any other Amiga magazine 
to solving your problems. We receive something 
like 100 queries a week, so the service Is 
obviously appreciated. 

It's my job to co-ordinate the whole thing: 
sorting through the questions and sending them 
off to the relevant chappies for the kind of in- 
depth answers you've come to expect; and 
compiling them into the lovingly crafted pages 
which you see before you. 

I call on a variety of expertise to make sure 
you get the answers you need, which is why 
Amiga Answers is so successful. There's Mark 
Smlddy, Industry guruT AmigaDOS-tamer and 
business applications wizard; Jeff Walker, 

probably the most knowledgeable Amiga desktop 
publisher there Is; and Jason Holborn, long-time 
AMOS explorer and PD sampler, as well as good 
all-rounder (or should that be all round good 
guy?); and Toby Simpson, lead programmer for 
Millennium and accelerator expert. 

If it's a question about video, l'fl pass it on 
to Gary White ley, our professional videographer 
for whom the word 'genlock' means 'mixing 
Amiga graphics with video for magical results' 
and for whom the word 'snipwirrar means nothing. 

Programming queries are dealt with by Paul 
Overaa, who's not afraid to code in any 
language, and who doubles as a MIDI maestro to 
solve your sequencing slip-ups. 

Our hardware guru is Jolyon Ralph. This man 
knows just about everything about disks, both 
hard and floppy, and what he doesn't know about 
memory he's probably forgotten. Communication 
breakdowns are fixed-up py Pave Winder, while 

general Amiga queries are dealt with by the 
Indefatigable Wllf Rees - all In all, a formidable 
team. Let's face it, If we can't answer your 
question, it's probably one of the Mysteries of 
the Universe. 

Advice on printing scans, installing 
Workbench's Fountain program and using a 
recoverable RAM drive with a Fatter Agnus are 
just some of the delights awaiting you in these 
pages. And don't forget the Code CVmic, In which 
Toby Simpson exterminates your coding bugs. 

Keep sending us those problems - the 
solutions are just around the corner. 

Cheers, 

PINCHING AN INCH 
After buying an 
Amiga $00 3 months 
ago I am now looking 
for an upgrade hard 

drive. After opening the case of my 
Amiga to fit a ROM-switcher, I saw 
that I could easily fit a 3.5-Inch hard 
drive Instead of the more expensive 
2.5-inch type inside my machine. 

a) Could I use the Quantum 
IMP52AT with my Amiga? If it is 
incompatible could you recommend 
some alternative drives? 

b) Would the power supply be a 
problem? I have one extra drive and 
I'm thinking of getting a RAM 
expansion (1Mb). 

c) I understand that the hard 
drive would have to be set up before 
it could be used. Where can I get 
some installation software? And 
how would I set it up? 

d) I know hard drives are fast, 
but I'd want it to boot very fast, in 
about five seconds. I want it to load 
like Workbench, but after looking at 
the startup-sequence (about two 
pages of it), I was left wondering 
whether it is all necessary? 
Couldn't I shorten it to just the 
most important things? 

R Longworth 
Poulton-le-Fylde 

Lanes 

Commodore only recommend 2.5- 
inch hard drives for good reasons. 
Firstly, only 2.5-inch hard drives can 
be mounted properly in the Amiga 
600, and secondly 2,5-inch hard 
drives use far less power than their 
3.5-inch counterparts. 3.5-inch hard 

drives need both 5V and 12V power 
lines, whereas the 2.5-inch drives 
only require 5V. 

Thirdly, 2.5-inch and 3.5-inch 
drives have different connectors, 2,5- 
inch drives have a 44-way 
high-density connector, and 3.5-inch 
drives have a 40-way data connector 
and a separate 4-way power 
connector. Although it could be 
possible to wire up most lines 
directly, the absence of a 12V line on 
the Amiga 600 fDE connector will 
cause major problems. 

If you are going to get an internal 
hard disk then an extra 1Mb of RAM 
is essential. Adding the hard drive 
takes away 200K of Chip RAM which 
will prevent many 1Mb programs 
from running. 

The software you require to set 
up your hard drive is HDTooiBox. This 
FS not sold separately, but if you 
have a friend with an A600HD, or an 
Amiga 500 with an A590 hard disk, 
they may be able to lend you their 
Hard Disk install disk for a few hours 
to do the job. Failing that, you could 
order your hard disk from a company 
which is able to format and prepare 
the drive for you before installing. On 
the general subject of finding and 
installing IDE hard disks, you're in 
luck, because this month's cover 
feature is on this very topic - turn to 
page 14 to find cut more! 

With the original 1,3 Workbench, 
many people changed the startup for 
their systems, editing the s:startup- 
sequence to add or remove 
commands. Under 2.04 and above, 
the s:startup-sequenee should never 
be changed. Every line is in there for 

a reason and removing one line 
could later cause problems with 
software that you will find difficult to 
solve. A new Hie, s: user-startup, is 
provided for you to add things toT so 
that the startup-sequence file can be 
replaced when new versions of 
Workbench are released without 
disturbing your system. On a hard 
disk the startup-sequence is 
executed very fast, so do not worry 
too much about this. JR 

FOUNTAIN OF PROBLEMS 
Since I have had my 
Amiga 500 Plus, I 
have attempted to 
Install Fountain 

numerous times using the methods 
shown In various magazines. One 
says copy 'dlskfont .library' from 
Extras or Amigafonts to Workbench 
hut there is insufficient space on 
the WB disk to do this. I am no 

computer expert so would be 
grateful If you could explain from 
the start how to get this to work. 

Mr AD Ormston 
Carterton 

Oxon 

Firstly, to explain in fullt Fountain is a 
utility for creating bitmap fonts of any 
size (like those used with Dpaint) 
from an outline font source, such as 
a DTP program. It does this by 
converting an Agfa Compugraphic 
font into a format that it can utilise. 
Fountain will not work unless it sees 
a particular version of the 
diskfont.library in the libs: directory 
of your Workbench disk. The correct 
version of this library lies in the libs; 
directory of your Extras disk. To copy 
it over, type: 

Copy Extras2,0ilibfl/diskfant* J 
library to workbench2.0:libs/ 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Font - the group of letters, numbers and special characters that comprise 
one variation of typeface: 12pt Times, 12pt Times Bold, 12pt Times 
Italic, and so on. Sometimes (mistakenly) used in desktop publishing to 
refer to a type family. 

RAM - Random Access Memory, so called because any part of it can be 
accessed immediately, rather than having to search through it from the 
start of memory to the point of interest. RAM is used to hold programs 
while they are being executed and temporary data. The contents of RAM 
are lost when the power is switched off. 

Startup-sequence - a program which is executed every time the Amiga is 
switched on and after every reset. It sets up the system so that it is 
usable from Workbench, and may be customised by those who have 
unusual hard or software requirements. 
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COMPUTER 

SUPPLIES 

Suppliers of Discount Soft ware since 1984 

Educational, Local Authority and government orders 
welcome. European orders please call or write for a 

quotation. All goods subject to availability, prices subject 
to change without notice, E&GE. 

Prices include VAT and delivery by post. 
Courier delivery available on request. 

Please allow 5 days for cheque clearance. 
TO ORDER: Credit card orders can be 

placed by calling the telephone number 
below - or send a cheque/POs made 

out to MJC Supplies to: 
NIJC SUPPLIES (ASH) 

Unit 2 The Arches, Icknield Way, 
Letchworth, Herts. SG6 1UJ. 
Tel: (0462) 481166 (6 lines) 

MJC 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 

AMIGA COMPUTERS 

NEW - AMIGA 1200 

The very latest Amiga computer- now offers 
twice the processing speed at 14.9Mhz, 2 Mbyte 
of Chip Ram as standard, the new AA enhanced 
chip set offering up to 16 million colours, a full 
96 keys with numeric keypads, Workbench 3,0 

and 12 months On-site warranty, 
MJC PRICE £CALL 

(price includes free courier delivery) 

AMIGA 600 
The "portable" Amiga, features surface mount 

technology for greater reliability and Workbench 2, 
Comes complete with 12 months on-site warranty. 

MJC PRICE £259.00 
Amiga 600 & Zoo I games pack £275.00 

{price includes free courier delivery) 

AMIGA 600 HD EPIC PACK 
Amiga 600 with the choice of a 20 or 40 Mbyte 
genuine Commodore hard drive fitted. The Epic 
pack comes complete with four games, Deluxe 
Paint 3 and an Amiga Easy Text Word Processor 

AMIGA 600 EPIC PACK WITH 20MB HARD DISK £350.95 
AMIGA 600 EPIC PACK WITH 40MB HARD DISK £309.95 

{price includes free courier delivery) 

PLEASE NOTE:- All the above computers are 
genuine UK models with nothing taken out of the 
packs, All come with 12 months On-site warran- 
ty and free courier delivery. 

AMIGA STARTER PACK 
Includes:-10 disks, 40 capacity disk box, joy- 

stick, dust cover and Mouse mat 
MJC PRICE £19.95 

(Or just £15.95 if purchased with an Amiga) 

AMIGA 600 CONTROL CENTRE 

Manufactured by Premier Micros these are made 
of sheet steel and epoxy coated to exactly match 
the 600, They are precision made to fit the 600 
and offer a perfect base for a monitor and a shelf 

for your extra disk drive or peripherals, 
MJC PRICE £34.95 

(Or just £29.95 if purchased with an Amiga 600) 

A600 1 MEGABYTE EXPANSION 
Increase your memory to 2 Mbyte, 

Includes Clock. 
MJC PRICE £44.95 

(Or just £39.95 if purchased with an A600) 

THE FUN SCHOOL RANGE 
Probably the best selling educational software 

for the Amiga. Fun School 3 and 4 also conform 
to the National Curriculum 

£15.95 
£15.95 
£15-95 
£15.95 
£15.95 
£15.95 

KOSMOS SOFTWARE 

Fun School 3 for Under 5 
Fun School 3 for 5-7 years 
Fun School 3 for over 7 
Fun School 4 for Under 5 
Fun School 4 for 5-7 years 
Fun School 4 for Over 7 

FUN SCHOOL SPECIALS 
In response to consumer demand a range of 

FUN SCHOOL SPECIALS have been developed to 
help children with specific areas of learning. 

£17.95 
£17.95 
£17,95 

Kosmos software produce a superb range of educational soft- 
ware including the Answerback Quiz programs and four foreign 
language aids as well as the hugely popular Maths Adventure. 

£14.95 
£14.95 
£7.95 
£7.95 

£14-95 
£14.95 
£14,95 
£14.95 
£17.95 

Answerback Junior Quiz (6-11 years) 
Answerback Senior Quiz (12 to Adult) 
Factfile Spelling (requires Junior Quiz) 
Factfile Arithmetic (requires Junior Quiz) 
French Mistress 
German Master 
Spanish Tutor 
Italian Tutor 
Maths Adventure 

Merlin's Maths 
Spelling Fair 
Paint and Create 

LAUGH AND LEARN WITH ADI 
The AD I series is aimed at being fun to use as well 
as being a serious educational tool. Each package 

is specifically designed to follow the National 
Curriculum for a particular school year. 

ADI - English 11/12 years £17.95 
ADI - English 12/13 years £17,95 
ADI - English 13/14 years £17.95 
AD J - Maths 11/12 years £17.95 
ADI - Maths 12/13 years £17,95 
ADI - Maths 13/14 years £17.95 
ADI - Maths 14/15 years £17.95 
ADI - French 11/12 years £17-95 
ADI - French 12/13 years £17.95 
ADI - French 13/14 years £17.95 
ADI - French 14/15 years £17.95 

LCL SOFTWARE 
Primary Maths Course (3-12 years) £18.95 
Micro Maths (GCSE Level) £18.95 
Micro French (GCSE Level) £18.95 
Micro English (GCSE Level) £18.95 
Micro German (GCSE Level) £18.95 
Reading & Writing Course (3 years+) £18.95 

COOMBE VALLEY SOFTWARE 
This is a range of excellent educational adven- 

ture games for various ages. 
Maths Dragons (5-12 years) £12.95 
Cave Maze (8-13 years) £12,95 
Reasoning With Trolls (5-12 years) £12,95 
Fraction Goblins (8-13 years) £12.95 
Picture Fractions (7-10 years) £12.95 
Tidy The House (5^9 years)        £12.95 

NODDY'S PLAYTIME 
A complete entertainment and learning package for 
young children. Contains 10 exciting programs which 
include a full Junior Art package, Noddy's Paint Pot, 
Post Office, Market Place and many more. 
1Mb required, MJC PRICE £18.95 

AMIGA SERIOUS SOFTWARE 

AMOS - THE CREATOR 
Easy Amos ■ Simple but powerful £22.95 
Amos vl ,2 The original language £31,95 
Amos Compiler £18.95 
Amos 3-D £2L95 

NEW-CLARITY 16 

NEW - AMOS PROFESSIONAL 
An enhanced version of the very popular Amos pro- 

gram. Contains over 200 new commands, 650 page 
brand new manual and many more new features. 

MJC PRICE £44.95 

The first low cost 16 bit stereo sampler for the Amiga. 
Contains an Editor, Midi Functions, Sequencer and 
Realtime Special Effects.  MJC PRICE £105.00 

WORD PROCESSORS 
Wordworth V2 
Pretext V4<3 

£74.95 Kindwords 3 
£39.95 Pen Pal VI ,4 

£32.95 
£37.95 

MINI OFFICE AMIGA 
Great new integrated package featuring a Word 

Processor, Database, Spreadhseet, Graphics 
and Disk Utilities, 

MJC PRICE £39.95 

NEW - VIDEOMASTER 
Videomaster combines a Video Digitiser and a Sound Sampler in 
one low cost unit. Digitise monochrome quarter screen pictures 

at speeds up to 25/30 frames per second. Can digitise in 
colour using filters supplied or an additional RGB splitter [not 

provided). Record sound tracks using the Sound Sampler to ore- 
ate your own short films or demos. 

(Amiga 500/500+ Only) 
MJC PRICE £49.95 

MISCELLANEOUS 

VIDI AMIGA 12 

Vidi Amiga 12 is the latest low cost colour digitis- 
er from Rombo, RGB Splitter is built in and 

colour images can be captured in less than a 
second. Mono images are grabbed in real time. 
Features multi tasking software, composite or S- 

VHS Input HAM, EHB and overscan. 
MJC PRICE £75.95 

Pro Midi Interface 
Stereo Master 
Rombo Megamix Master 
Rombo Take 2 
Pagesetter 2 (requires 1 Mbyte) 
Hisoft Devpac 3 
Hisoft Highspeed Pascal 
Final Copy 2 
Deluxe Paint V4/1 

FINANCIAL 
Home Accounts 2 
Personal Finance Manager Plus 
Maxiplan 4   

£19.95 
£29,95 
£28.95 
£39.95 
£39.95 
£49.95 
£69.95 
£65.95 
£54.95 

£36.95 
£29.95 
£34M 

AMIGA ACCESSORIES & ADD-ONS 

ACTION REPLAY MK 3 

MJC PRICE £54.95 

NAKSHA UPGRADE MOUSE 

280 DPI quality replacement mouse - Pack Includes 
Mouse house, Mat and Operation Stealth game. 

MJC PRICE £22.95 

ZYDEC SECOND DISK DRIVE 
Excellent value external drive for the Amiga, 

Includes free Virus X utility, 
MJC PRICE £52.95 

ROBOSHIFT 
Auto sensing joystick/mouse switch box. 

MJC PRICE £13.95 
SQUICK REPLACEMENT MOUSE 

Great value replacement mouse. 
MJC PRICE £12.95 

VISA 
^MBI^^^^^^^^^^^^HBWP^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^™^ Access 

Remember - prices include VAT & delivery! 



Put the FONTS: disk in any drive 
and with a bit of luck, Fountain 
should run normally. WR 

WHICH COMPILER? 
I've decided to leam 
C and I would like 
some advice on 
which package to 

buy. After looking at various adverts 
I've come up with the following 
sorts of prices: 

Lattice € v6 £179,99 
Lattice C++ £159,00 
(what's the difference?) 
Aztec C Developer £124.95 
Aztec C Professional £134.95 

Which do you recommend? Are 
there any other C compilers that are 
better? By the way - would you do a 
regular assembler column? 

Mark Harris 
Kirriemuir 

C++ is a C-flavoured' object- 
orientated language. Conceptually, 
C++ is a very different language from 
C and you really have to be 
competent with C before you can 
even think about learning C++. 
There's absolutely no doubt that 
LaWce/SAS v6 is the package that 
you should go for - it is absolutely 
brilliant and, if you are serious about 
learning C, you II find it worth every 
penny of the asking price! 

We are getting lots of people 
asking for help with 68000 coding. 
So, by public demand, there's a big 
feature on getting started with 
assembler starting on page 24 of 
this issue. PAO 

FANTASTIC FOUR 
I am considering a 
major upgrade to the 
A400Q. but there are 
a few questions I'd 

like answered first. I have read (In 
another magazine) that the A4000 
comes with a 68EC040, and not the 
usual 68040. The MMU I can live 
without (though It would be nice to 

run Enforcer), but the FPU? How 
easy and expensive would It be to 
put a real 68040 In it? Can you just 
switch chips, or do you need to 
swap boards? 

My second question concerns a 
monitor. I'd obviously need a 
multisync to get the new modes, 
but would the old ones work? Your 
advice please! 

Geoff Hack worth 
Ruddington 

Notts 

I'm afraid that you have been 
misinformed. The A4000 comes with 
a real 68040, and it has both the 
FPU and the MMU, The MMU is 
essential for a number of reasonsh 
one being that it is necessary to get 
the Commodore A2091 SCSI card to 
work in the A4000. So you can run 
Enforcer, and do lots of floating point 
maths' There was originally a chance 
that CBM would do a cheaper version 
of the A4000 with the EC040, and 
the manual describes how to 
upgrade, I can only assume that this 
is how the confusion you describe 
came about. 

You do not, strictly speaking 
require a multisync to display new 
modes. You only require the multi- 
sync if you want to display 
flicker-fixed modes, such as 640 by 
512. You can display 256-colour 640 
by 256 quite happily on a 1084$. All 
your old modes will work, however, 
with a multisync monitor. Please 
make sure you don't accidentally buy 
a cheaper VGA onfy monitor - you 
need a real multisync on the Amigaf 
such as the Taxan 775, or 
Commodore A1960. TS 

DOCTOR WHO? 
Can you please 
explain to me how to 
repair my disks when 
they become faulty. I 

already have Fix Disk, Last Mope 
and DiskDoctor, but all they do is to 
report errors. What I would like to 
know Is what I am supposed to do 
with these errors. Could you please 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

C - a compiled language designed primarily for systems programming, it 
was used to write much of the Amiga's operating system, and is used in 
the writing of many Amiga applications. 

Compiler - a means of translating a program to render it understandable to 
the computer. A compiler translates the whole thing into machine code 
before it is run. The compiled program is generally much faster than its 
interpreted counterpart. 

HAM - HAM (Hold And Modify) is an Amiga graphic mode which allows a 
maximum of 4,096 colours to be displayed on screen at once, subject 
to certain restrictions. 

SCSI - short for Small Computer Systems interface, this is the standard 
used for connecting hard drives, CD-ROM drives and tape back-up units 
to computers. 

WHIRE ARE MY TOOLS? 

I bought my machine for Christmas and worked through the 
tutorial (without making a copy of the Workbench). I think I 
must have altered something because when I try to load 
something It states; "The Icons have no default tool". This 

Is followed by a message: "program Unnamedl has not returned, should I 
wait some more?" If f cancel the request Workbench continues as normal 
- but how can I get rid of the problems? (If they are problems!) 

JR White, Bugbrooke, Northampton 

First and foremost: never, ever work on your original disks! This is a sure way 
to cause yourself problems. In my opinion Commodore should supply a set 
of blank disks with every machine so people won't have an excuse not to 
back up. That is academic now, but what intrigues me is your address - is 
there realiy a place caiied Bugbrooke? 

What I suspect you have done, although I don't have a copy of 
Workbench 2.05 to try this on, is made a new drawer and dropped it into 
your WSStartup drawer, (When t tried this on Workbench 3 nothing 
happened, but that could be a bug fix.) 

New drawers are aiways called 'Unnamed#' so that explains the name. 
Although you didn't specify this in your letter, what you describe only occurs 
after booting the disk because any programs located in the WBStartup 
drawer are executed, If you had a drawer in the re H Workbench 2.05 might 
assume that was a 'Project' icon and try to execute its default 'tool' - an 
application program. Since drawers don't have tools attached, that would 
give rise to the first error: "The icon(s) do not have a default toor. 

The second error is also a bug in Workbench. Since it has attempted to 
start an application (Unnamedl) and not realised that nothing actually 
happened, rt was stiil waiting around for the program to complete, hence the 
second error message. 

Solution: open your WBStartup drawer and drag ali the contents out. If 
there's anything in there you don't want, delete it. Problem solved. In future 
though, please work on a copy. MS 

explain in very simple terms hew to 
rescue the files on a faulty disk? 

Ted Pittaway 
Wednesbury 
W Midlands 

It seems to me that the mistake that 
you're making is to assume that 
once a disk has been corrected by 
DiskDoctor, you can carry on using it 
as if nothing had happened. Dont 
believe it - DiskDoctor (and indeed 
all the other disk repair programs 
that you mention) simply attempts to 
make a faulty disk as usable as 
possible, allowing you to extract the 
files that you need. As soon as you 
run a disk through DiskDoctor, you 
should transfer its contents to 
another disk and then throw it away. 
Don't use Diskcopy, though - use 
the AmigaDOS command Copy dfO: 
dfL: all instead, JH 

PAINT TROUBLE 
After several months 
working with Vista 

if     I Pro, Scenery 
Animator and Real 

3D, I find that various problems 
have regularly arisen that you might 
be able to help me with. 

The first is that I find it 
horrendously boring loading Real 3D 
frames (HAM Interlace) Into Deluxe 
Paint tV frame by frame to create an 
animation. The use of 'wildcards' 
may indeed hold the solution to my 
problem, but I am unfamiliar with 

their operation. The word 'pattern' 
shows up when the DPaint IV load 
requester appears, but I can find no 
reference to loading sequences of 
frames without the monotonous 
task of loading each individual 
Image Into successive frames of 
an animation. 

The next problem is that after 
I've loaded in ail the frames they 
look perfect - until I actually run the 
anlm (using ShowAnlm from one of 
Tobias Richter's si ides hows) and 
then I get the most appalling anti- 
aliasing on all but the first frame. I 
must point out that this problem is 
intermittent and I suspect that It 
may be caused by 'memory 
fragmentation' - which the DPaint 
manual mentions but doesn't 
explain - or perhaps the fact that 
Vista Pro uses the two colours from 
DPalni's menus and requesters in 
Its palette. 

Thirdly, when using Vista Pro 2 
and Real 3D, to my horror the same 
old requester "Not enough memory" 
appears - even though I have 4.5Mb 
of memory on board. Is this caused 
by lack of Chip RAM and, If It Is, 
why doesn't the program use Fast 
RAM Instead? 

My fourth problem Is with 
printing frames rendered by the 
above programs on my Honeywell 
Bull A3 colour Fro printer. All the 
pictures come out very dark even 

continued on page 40 
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AMIGA 1200 

Probably the home computer of the decade, 
the A1200 is the latest addition to the Amiga 
family. Incorporating a new internal engine and 
many more exciting and powerful features, this 
machine truly takes the Amiga family into the next 
generation!!!!!!!!! 

FEATURES INCLUDE; 
68020 Processor Running at 14 Mh2 - 2Mb Chip RAM 
(expandable! 256 colours on screen from a I6.fi million 
colour palette • Full Amiga Key board (with Alpha 
numeric key pad). ___^ 
Phoenix Price Only  £3/9.99 
GVP/1200 Hard drive Upgrade 
85 Mb ultra last Maxtor 2,5" dive • GVP 
Formatting software • installation manual • 
All neccesry screws and cables 
Phoenix Price £284.99 
Please ADD £20 if you require Phoenix to fit the drive. 

PHOENIX Al 200 HARD DRIVE 
UPGRADES - Now Available! 

• Lighniitg fast access times * Highgrade 2.5" 
Connor hard drives * Fuity fitted and tested by 
Phoenix technicians * 1vr< warranty en aii models 
20 Nil 40 Mb GO Mb 00 Mb 120 Mb ZOO Mb 

Call top the lowest prices In the U.K. 
A1200 -PCMCIA Fast RAM Expansion 
Credit card memory now available 
2Mb £129.99 
4Mb £199.99 
A1200 32-Bit Trapdoor RAM Expansion 
includes 16 Mhz 68881 co-processor M 
Microbotics MBX 4 Mb £299.99 
Microbotics MBX 8 Mb 1424.99 
A 1200 ACCESSORIES 
Control Centre (inc. FREE cables) ...£36.99 
Dust Covers £5.99 
Multi-Sync Monitor adaptor cable....£9.99 

AMIGA'S 

CARTOON CLASSICS PACK' 
It's Back and it s bad - the pack they tried to kill 
returns for its final mission - don't miss this golden 
opportunity to acquire one of the best ever home 
computers, features include: 1 Mb of RAM Workbench 
2.04 * TV modulator * Lemmings * Captain Planet * The 
Simpsons• Deluxe Paint III — AAI 
Phoenix Price £249.99! 
'THE WILD, THE WEIRD & THE WICKED' 

1 Mb A 600-as standard and includes the excellent 
value Software titles: De'uxe Paint III • Formula One 
Grand Prix* Putty ■ Pushover      i^UCt Afll 
Phoenix Price ... m  W LO I 9.99! 
A GOO 2Mb One!, above software}...  £359.99 

tPJOLANGUAGE PACK' 
1 Mb-A 600 as standard and includes Z0WIB HARD 
DRIVE the excellent value Software titles: Deluxe 
Paint III* Trivial Pursuit»Epic ■ Myth * Rome 
Phoenix Price.. £399.99! 
A 600 2Mb+20 Mb Hard Drive ....£439.99 ftx>tt> indvde the stove fataHed software) 

A 600 -The stand-alone A 600 is 
compact semi portable, fully featured 
and can be purchased in the following 
configurations; M-JA tin 
A6DO  £2/9.99 
A 600 2Mb £314.99 
AMIGA 1500 
2,04 Workbench Includes: Deluxe Paint 3r Platinum 
Works, Home Accounts, Toki, Puzznicr x Elf, Amiga 
Format Book and Joystick f\f\ 
AMIGA 1500 Mffl7 £479.99 
AMIGA 1500 + 52 Mb hard drive....£689,99 

ACCELERATORS 

500/500+/1500/2000 
32-Bit technology at a price | 
you can afford. Ray tracing an 
image that takes 24-hrs on a 
standard Amiga takes Just 1 hr 36 mins. with an 
A5Q0QH FREE maths co-pro included with both 
A^BBOGO accelerator cards, 
A5000 + 1MB 16.67 Mhz ,.£159.99 
A50D0 + 2MB 16.67 Mhz £198.99 
ASOOfJ + 3MB 16,67 Mhz £234.99 
A5000 + 4MB 16,67 Mhz £269.99 
B5000 + 1MB 25.00 Mhz £282.99 
B50QO + 2MB 25.00 Mhz £329.99 
B500D + 4MB 25.00 Mhz £424.99 
B5000 + 8MB 25.00 Mhz  £604.99 

HARD DRIVES 

GVP IMPACT SERIES II Hard Drives, the fastest 
Hard Drive/Con trailer for the Amiga. Features 
Game Switch, external SCSI port, FA A A STROM 
SCSI Driver, GVP's custom VLSI chip and internal 
RAM expansion up to 8 meg! Units use high 
specification fast-access QUANTUM Hard Drives 
coming with 2 yr. guarantee. 
500/500+ 
A500-HD8+ 42 Mb £329.99 
A500-HD8+ 80 Mb £389.99 
A500-HD8+ 120 Mb £499.99 
A5O0-HD8+ 213 Mb £662.99 
A5O0 HD8 controller only  £179.99 
1500/2000 
Series II Hard Disk Controller/RAM card . £122.99 
Series II 42 Mb Hard Disk arid RAM card.I309.99 
Series II 80 Mb Haid Disk and RAM card £379.99 
Series II 12fl Mb Hard Disk and RAM card,!454.99 
Series II213 Mb Hard Disk and RAM card £614.99 

EXTRA MEMORY-Only £29.99 per Mb. 

ACCELERATOR- 
HARD DRIVES 

500/500+ 
GVP COMBINATION ACCELERATORS & HARD DravES-The 
ultimate expansion product for the Amiga 500! 
A530 Comhi 40MHz + 42Mb Hard Drive £709.99 
A530 Comhi 40MHz + 80Mb Hard Drive.,£804.99 
A530 Combi 40MHz + 120Mb Hard Drive £879.99 
A530 Combr 40MHz + 213Mb Hard Drive £1039.99 
A530 68882 Co-Processor £219.99 

1500/2000 
GVP G-Force 03O-25MHz + 1Mb £474.99 
GVP G-Force OSMOMHz + 4Mb  £757.99 
GVP G-Force 030-50MHz + 4Mb ...£1136.99 
GVP G-Force 040~33MHz +4Mb £1419,99 

GVP Accelerator RAM 
1Mb Simm-32 Bit GO Nanoseconds .£65.99 
4Mb Simm-32 Bit 60 Nanoseconds £182.99 

L 
GVP PC 286 16MHz ...£239.99 
KCS Powerboard A600... ..£165.99 line ver4/5 Software which includes sauidfalssler Adlib Emulationf 
KCS Powerboard A5O0/50O+ ..£146.99 
KCS adaptor for 1500/2000...» £57.99 
Vortex A Tonco Plus 286 <IGMHZ)...£214.99 
DOS m ...£POA 
Vortex GOLDEN GATE'    i/ £419.99 
Suitable for the 15DO/Z0GO and 30DO/3O0OT 

MONITORS 
I 

All monitors are supplied 
with a FREE cable for 

connection to your Amiga. 

PHILIPS 8833Mk II LtLUB £224,99 
Colour Stereo Monitor now including 'Lotus 
Turbo Challenge*, and 1 years on-site warranty. 
COMMODORE 1084 STL. mm £199.99 
Brand new high quality Monitor with built in Tilt 
V Swivel monitor stand 
MONITOR ACCESSORIES■ 
W Dust covers. £4.99 
14" Tilt & Swivel stand ...£13.99 
Anti-Glare filter screen £19.99 
A4Copy Holder £12.99 

MEMORY EXPANSION 

500/500+ 
SUPRA 50QRX the ultimate in Fast Ram 
expansion units.f*Uses256x4 Zips} 
8 Mb pop to 1 Mb* £99,99 
8 Mb pop to 2 Mb*... ....£124,99 
8Mb pop to 2 Mb ...£14999 
8Mb pop to 4 Mb £209.99 
8 Mb pop to 8 Mb £309.99 

A 500+ 
A PHOENIX RAM 
modulo can expand 
your chip RAM up to 
2 Mb by using tho 
trapdoor expansion 
port. Extra RAM is 
necessary to unleash the incredible 
graphics capa bilities of your Amiga. All our 
hoards carry a full 2 year no quibble 
replacement guarantee. It's never been 
cheaper to upgrade! 
1Mb Fully populated &<%m AA 
RAM board... fMWWIW £34.99 
1 Mb unpopulated RAM hoard ..£16.99 
V2 Mb inc. clock £29.99 

A 600 
Phoenix PA 601-populated-IMb £44.99 
Phoenix PA 601 -unpopulated-0Mb...£24.99 
PA 6020 2 Mb PCMCIA card £129.99 
PA 6020 4 Mb PCMCIA card £199.99 

PRINTERS 

EMULATORS 

CHIPS 

REGISTERED DEALER FOR 
STAR* CITIZEN • 

HEWLETT PACKARD AND CANON 

PH0EMIH PRINTER PACK 
Supplied with ALL printers containing 1.8m std. 
printer cable, printer ribbons/cartridge and 250 
sheets of paper absolutely FREE 

STAR 
LC-100 Colour  77^ £164.99 
9 PIN colour printer with paper parking, eight fonts 
and electronic DIP switches. 
LC24-ioo ..zzsra £189.99 
24 PIN with compressed data mode, 16 K buffer and 
10 letter quality fonts,{ with Star printer driver onlyf. 
LC-20 , £132,99 
LC-200 Colour  £199.99 
LC24-20 £199,99 
LC24-200 Mono £219.99 
LC24-200 Colour ...£279.99 
XB24-200 Colour £379.99 
SJ48 Bubblejet /MMM £219.99 
Star printers come with one year warranty, 
CITIZEN 
Swift 240 Colour M£2SHS £264.99 
Swift 240 Mono.  mss £254.99 
Swift 200 Colour »/3MSW £214.99 
Swift 200 Mono  £ffl £187,99 
Swift 9 Colour      f^MmJ £169.99 
Citizen printers cerne with 1 year warranty. 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
Deskjet-550C (colourprinter}.... /Tim? £559.99 
30D dpi laser quality output • sharp blacks and 16 
million colours available * six built in type faces-4 
scalable ■ improved media handling * several 
paper sizes * FOUR TIMES FASTER than previous 
H.P. Deskjet range. 
Deskjet 500.. MMWiM £329,99 
Deskjet 500 Colour £449.99 
HP printers come with 3 year warranty, 
HP black ink cartridge , £24.99 
HP colour ink cartridge £29,99 
AUTO SHEET FEEDERS 
STAR LC20...  
STAR LC200  
STAR LC24-200  
STAR LC24-20  
STAR S m  

AMIGA CUSTOM CHIPS 
Kickstart 2.W ROM.. , £34.» 
Kickstart 13 ROM....£27.99 Falter Agnus 8372A..£34M 
NEW Super D»ni».£29.99 CIA &G20A IBM 

MEMORY CHIPS 
4 Mb x 9 {-70) Simm... £9939 1 Mbx4 (-801 Zip.. ,,,'£29.99 
1 Mb x 9 {-80| Simm .£27.99 256k x 4 {-GO} Zip *£29.99 
2S6k x 9 I-B0) SimnL..£12.99 1 Mb x 1 DRAM..... £3.99 
256k x 4 DRAM  *Tiiis price is for 1 Mb of RAM 
These chips caver practically every popular memory 
expansion or Hard Drive system on the market for the 
Amiga ie GVP, SUPRA, MICROBOTICS, COMMODORE 

BUBBLEJET 

CANON BJ lOeX £214.99 
Upgraded version of BJlOe, the worlds biggest 
selling portable inkjet printer. 
CANON BJ 20 £319.99 
More Features than the BJ1Q, includes Auto sheet 
feeder. Top selling-Mighly Recommended 
CANON BJ 200 inm £349.99 
Feature include: 3D0 dpi. * Min 80 page Auto sheet 
foeder • minimum 3 pages per minute SUPER VALUE! 
CANON BJ 300 .£374.99 
BO column bubblejet provides laser quality output 
CANON BJ 330 £499.99 
136 column bubblejet 
CANON Bubblejet cartridges £17.99 
BJ lOeX Autosheet feeder... £49.99 
PRINTER ACCESSORIES 
We have a large range ol high quality printer 
accessories for all the printers we sell including: 
dust covers from £2.99 * Ink cartridges from 
£13,99 * Mono ribbons from £3,50 * Colour 
ribbons from £7.99 • Printer stands from £7.99 
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prod Mnpherals^ 

DISKS SOFTWARE 

focus on some of the best 
for the Amiga. 

PHOENIX 1Mb A600 UPGRADE I 

Simply 

the 

Best! 

This printer boasts an ultra compact 
design and generates 300 dpi 
resolution output giving you near 
laser quality. With draft quality print at 
up to 240 CPS.(3 pages per minute), high 
quality print at 170 CPS and a built in 80 
sheet auto sheet feeder this is the 
ultimata" BJ! 
Phoenix price, £341 SB 

AMOS PROFESSIONAL 
The most eagerly awaited software package of 
the year, has just received an award of 97% in 
CU AMIGA. Francois Lionet's sup eft) creation 
has now evolved to include numerous new 
features developed from Amiga users ideas 
and feedback. Don't miss this six disk 
Bonanza! 

Phoenix price £44.99 

MICE & TRACKBALLS 

Roctec Mouse . £13,99 
GOLDEN IMAGE 
Mega Mouse £12.99 
(Has just received 90% Amiga Format Gold Award} 
Optical Mouse ..... £29,99 
High precisian, pointing device. 
Crystal Trackball  „£37.99 
Infrared-Cordless-Mouse... SUST £47,99 
(Rechargeable top selling innovation J 
Optical Pen Mouse tTflffl £39.99 
High Quality 6mm mouse Mats..... £3.99 
AUTO MOUS^/JQYSTICK SWITCH £15.99 
Don't damage your Amiga's portslThis 
device saves wear and tear makes 
switchover FAST, and does NOT require 
power unlike many others. 

This famous super slim drive has now 
been upgraded to include Anti-click 
and  virus checker - We have 
reluctantly had to raise the price of this 
product due to the variance of the 

ucoi :     | dollar rate, However to soften the blow 
I we will include a FREE disk head 
I cleaner worth £3.99 

••£44.99 I Phoenix price £64.99 

FINAL COPY 2-UK VERSION 
^igg This   powerful, unique 

WYSIWYG word processing 
package is the best value choice for I 
your Amiga, sharing many of the I 
features of full-blown DTP packages 

Phoenix price. £l 
Be safe in the knowledge thai yon are buying 
the official UK version of the product from 
Phoenix. BEWARE of dealers offering _ 
"Latest version' of Final Copy. This may be 
American product and should not bo sold in _ 
the UK* 

POWER SCANNER v3,0 
Powerful image processing tools 
for the office or the home 
environment. 
Power Features include: 100-400 dpi» 
64-Greyscales Thruport to printer * 
FREE VERSION 3.0 SOFTWARE 

Phoenix price 009,99 

SCANNERS 

Powerful image processing 
fools for the office or the home 
environment. 
POWER-Features include: 100-400 dpi * 64- 
Greyscales Thruport to printer • FREE Editing 
software. 
Power Scanner v3.0.. ssm £109.99 
Includes FREE upgraded editing software. 
Power Scanner Colour,. £234.99 
GOLDEN IMAGE-Hand Scanner Series 
Features: 400 dpi * 256-Greyscale * Touch up 
and Merge it software, 
AlfaScan £124.99 
AlfaScan Plus .,..£149.99 
AlfaScan OCR fine OCH Software).. fZIB.SB 

AMIGA MUSIC 
y 

Attention all you music lovers! Phoenix have 
kept this unbeatable music deal running for you into 
the New Year 

MUSIC-X Jnr ...onm CICfM 
When purchasing either a ^| UsUU 
Phoenix Stereo Sampler er Pro Midi 1 Interface 
Please Note; this is a limited offer only while stocks last! 

STEREO SAMPLER Lmwrn? £29.99 
Combines ease of use with state of the art analogue to 
digital conversion technology.jinc. FREE sample editing 
software +audio leadf 
PRO-MIDI 2 INTERFACE £24.99 
This fully featured professional quality midi interface is 
very flexible giving semi-patch bay facilities. It has five 
ports ior out, thru and two switchable outfthru. (inc. FREE 
midi lead J 
GVP DIGITAL SOUND STUDIO. £54,99 
High quality sound sampler for all Amiga Computers 
Amiga Music Made Easy-Only from Phoenix! 

AMIGA RELEASE 2 

Now Only.. £79.99 
The popular upgrade kit for 12 /13 owners from 
Commodore is in stock and selling fast! 

PHOENIX ROM SHARERS 
Keyboard ROM Sharer £29.99 
Standard ROM Sharer £24.99 
Rev 3.5 ROM Sharer £27.99 
1.3 ROM £27.99 
z.o ROM £34.99 

Don't confuse these quality disks with others 
currently available, 3.5" 100% certified error-free 70% 
clip. All disks include FREE high quality Phoenix labels. 
10 -.£4.99 zoo £72.99 
25 £12.99 500 ..£174.99 
50....... £22.99 750, £259.99 
too £39.99 IOOO £339.99 
Dysan Branded disks- High performance 
media from the experts-box 10 with labels and 
FREE 10 Cap plastic storage box 
10.... .... £5,99 100 £52,99 
50 ..£26.99 soo. £249.99 
1000 Phoenix Disk Labels £9.99 

DISK DRIVES 

All drives feature super slim design, enable- 
disable switch, thru port and come with a 1 year 
replacement guarantee! 
Phoenix Deluxe Drive £49.99 
Roctec Roclite ^^£64.99 
This famous drive has now been upgraded to 
include Anlichck an;; Virus Checker 
Disk head cleaner .£3.99 

LEADS & CABLES 

Midi-Midi 2m„ £3.99 Modulator est .£9,99 
Midi-Midi 3m....£4.99 Amiga-Scan £9.99 
Midi-Midi 5m £5.99 Amiga-&833Mkll£9.99 
Disk Drive ext..£9,99 Joystick long ext.£4.99 
Mouse/Joystick ext. £4.99 
Mouse/Joystick splitter £4.99 
'Serial/Modem cables....... £9,99 
* Amiga-Multisync Jrom£9.99 
*Amiga-Microvitec £9.99 
*Amip-CPC monitor £9,99 
* Amiga-RGB/TV..,. , £9.99 
'SCSI Cable various ......£9.99 
Printer 1.8m... £5.99 Printer 2.0m RQ..£7.99 
*For full details of these cables or 
information regarding the right cable for 
the job call 0532-311684. Custom built leads 
are no problem. 

ACCESSORIES 

Control Centre.,.. £34.99 
Heavy duty construct! on .rubber edging, 
perfect colour match, makes an ideal 
workstation for the A500/A500+ A 600 
control centre now available. 
Phoenix Stereo speakers 1714771 £37.99 
Superb sound and excellent dynamics. These two- 
way stereo Hi-Fi speakers are an Amiga standard- 
Excellent companions on any gaming soiree! 
DATA SWITCHES-?^/! D type} 
2 way £15.99 
3 way £17,99 
4 way,.... , £19.99 
STORAGE: 
90 Capacity BANX £11.99 
150 Capacity POSSO... £16.99 
Disk Box 10 Cap £1.99 
Disk Box 25 Cap... .£2.99 
Disk Box 50 Cap £4.99 

MULTI-MEDIA 

Rombos Vidr Amiga 12 is the re placement for their 
complete colour solution bringing you the world's 
first mass market colour digitiserfor under £100. 

VIDI-ANIIGA 12, ,.. sa? £79.99 
Outstanding features and plenty erf YFM'-fVsyue 
for mD^e^Highly Recommended. 
ROCGEN Plus £129.99 
Quality features and performance-Recommended. 

A 570 CD ROM 

This Amiga essential heralds the dawn of 
mulli-media-suitable for A500/A50O+/A570. 
Phoenix price... Mm £299.99 

NEW TiTLES.,..ST0P PRESS ..NEW TITLES... 
Art Expression £139,99 
Clarity 16........ £107.99 
Video Master,...,...,,.,. .£52.99 
Pagestream Bussiness Forms £29.99 
Morph Plus £149.99 
Image master . £129.99 
Big Alternative Scroller v2.0 £59.99 
Amiback vZ.O,, .-£42.99 
Techno Sound Turho £29.99 
System 3E,....,.,.„. £49.99 
Deluxe Paint 4.5 {AA} . £69.99 
Hotlines vl.1 £62.99 
WORD PROCESSING / DTP 
Kindwords 3...,, £36.99 
Final Copy 2 ^5  £69.99 
Professional Page 3 mm£\29.99 
Pagestream v2.2 £126.99 
Pagestream Font pack 1 £44.99 
Pen Pal 1.4 HtfWWHW £39.99 
Hot Links ,„„ £52,99 
Wordworth V 2.0 £5227 £72.99 
now includes f 7 Compugraphic fonts! 
INTEGRATED PACKAGES 
Gold Disc Office 2 ....£59.99 
Mini Office  17mm £39.99 

Professional Draw 3 imwwim £79.99 
Intro CAD Plus .£74.99 
X CAD 2000 , .. ...£99.99 
X CAD 3000 £269.99 
UTILITIES 
Lattice T v6 £214.99 
A~Talk 3 £44.99 
Cross Das v5 fine, Cross PC Emulator), £29.99 
Diskmaster 2 £43.99 
Dos 2 Dos  ...■....■.£29.99 
Opus Directory v4.0  £49.99 
Xcopy £36.99 
Quarter Back £45.99 
Quarter Back Tools Vs 5 .£49.99 
DATABASE 
Superhase Pro 4 £164.99 
Superbase Pers 2 Ll'/MV/W £39.99 
VIDEO PRQDUCTIONfTITLING 
SCALA 500  £79.99 
SCALA Professional ...£219.99 
Big Alternative Scroller ...£35.99 
Broadcast Titler 2 ......£179.99 
Font Pack 1 for Broadcast Titler 2 £88.99 
Font Enhancer for Broadcast Titler 2...£88.99 
TV Show Pro.... £51.99 
TV Text Pro , ,,.£84.99 
FRACTAL AND SPECIAL FX 
Race Trace /7MT£BZ32 
Deluxe Paint 4 £63.99 
Deluxe Video 3 £71.99 
Image Finder ... £44.99 
Pro Vista £71.99 
ANIMATION 
Take 2 .....£42.99 
Image Master .£129.99 
3-D Images £36.99 
Amos £36,99 
Amo s P rof essi 0 n a I 171*7% £44.99 
{97% in CU Amiga-Software release of the year) 
Amos Compiler £21.99 
Amos 3D £25,99 
Easy Amos £22.99 
Deluxe Paint 4 £63,99 
Director v2 ..£71.99 
Imagine v2 , £MmW £189.99 
Map master for Imagine £59.99 
Presentatinn Master   ....£169.99 
Surface Master for Imagine --£29,99 
Showmaker..,. , , £142.99 

Art Department Pro Conv. Kit £57.99 
Can Do It V.I.G £94.99 
Hyper Book £44.99 

Personal Finance P       SSSSS £29.99 
Arena Accounts £83.99 
Home Accounts 2 ...£39.99 
System 3 , £43.99 
Cashbook Combo £57.99 



JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Assembler - a program which converts an assembly language program 
written in words (wed, almost) into the machine code numbers that the 
Amiga's 68000 processor understands. Writing programs in assembly 
language ensures that the best possible speed and memory efficiency is 
gained from the machine. 

Emulator - a device, either hardware or software, that enables programs 
written for another machine to be used on the Amiga, The emulator 
makes the Amiga take on all (or most) of the characteristics of the 
foreign machine, and is transparent to the programs running under it. 

Fatter Agnus - a newer, although now superseded, version of the Amiga's 
custom chip which deals with graphics. The main difference this chip 
has over its predecessor Is the ability to access 1Mb of Chip RAM 
instead of 512K. 

continued from page 37 

though I have fiddled around with 
Preferences. Is there any way I can 
alter the contrast of an Image after 
it has been rendered by, say, Vista, 
to make it lighter? 

Lastly, is there any method of 
getting more than 40-odd HAM 
frames of animation onto a 3.5-Inch 
floppy disk. I cannot afford a hard 
drive at the moment and so my 
animations must, by necessity, fit 
onto a disk and still leave room for 
a method of showing them (such as 
ShowAnim) from self-booting disks, 

I use a 1.3WB Amiga 500 with 
a 4Mb Cortex RAM expansion. 

Gareth Arlett 
Barnstaple 

Devon 

The Deluxe Paint iV loading problem 
is easy to solve. If you examine the 
picture Load' requester you'll see 
the words w# of frames" with a box 
next to it. After selecting the 
directory and name of the fi rst 
picture you wish to load, type in the 
total number of images you have and 
press return. DPaint will then load 
the required pictures, making a new 
animation frame for each one 
automatically, and when they're all 
loaded you can play the whole lot 
back. There are a few rules though. 
Ail the pictures must be in an 
identical resolution and mode (all 
HAM lo-res, for instance) and one 
which DPaint IV can handle. They 
must be sequentially named - Testl, 
Test2...Test42, for example - and 
naming should preferably follow the 
DPaint convention - TestOOl, 
Test002... Test042 - or you'll find 
that frames will sometimes be 
loaded out of order. Use Reverser 
(£10 from Alternative Image n 0533 
440041) if you need to rename 
loads of Images, though in this case 
the Vista naming convention 
CPicOOOOx') seems to work OK. 

Tbe 'funny colour1 problem arises 
because Deluxe Paint cannot handle 
sequences of images with different 
colour palettes - the results you 
describe are indicative of this. You 
need to make sure that all the 
images use the same palette - in 
other words, that the pafette is 
locked' after the first frame. If you 

cannot instruct the rendering 
software to make this happen 
automatically, you'll have to adjust 
each image after rendering. This can 
be done in DPaint but requires a lot 
of messing around to remap each 
image to one with a fixed palette. 
Fortunately, clicking the 'LockP' 
button in Vista Pro 2 forces the 
palette to be locked. There is also an 
excellent PD program called Rend24 
which can process animations from 
sequences, lock palettes and more. I 
think you'd find a copy very handy. 

I'm not certain about your third 
problem, but I suspect that it is 
caused by your Amiga only having 
0.5Mb of Chip RAM, which is special 
RAM dedicated to screen display 
purposes and, as such, cannot be 
substituted for by Fast RAM (though 
many of us wish it could). 

Although it might only be a quick 
fix, try painting over your image in 
DPaint fVwlth a white colour while 
you have translucency set to 
something like 80%. I mention this 
because you already have DP IV. But 
really you should try to find a suitable 
driver for your printer, Otherwise 
you'll need some kind of image 
processing software - you could try 
Pixmate for starters. 

Finally, there's no practical way 
of fitting a quart into a pint pot. A 
floppy disk will inevitably fill up at 
some stage and you appear, 
unfortunately, to have reached that 
limit. Smaller images and less 
colours will help, but if you need to 
run off floppy disk there's little else I 
can suggest. Any better suggestions 
gratefully received. QW 

ALARMING PEST 
In the May 1992 
issue of Amiga 
Shopper a DOS batch 
file was printed 

called 'The Pest'. Is there any way 
of setting the alarm on the clock 
program to coincide with the time 
shown In the reminder diary? By the 
way, the AmlgaDOS section of the 
mag is really cool. 

Simon Eastop 
Mi I ford Haven 

Pembrokeshire 

Unfortunately, there is no way that 
you could set the alarm on the clock 
externally, but it would be possible to 
write a program that works similarly 
to the Workbench clock, running in 
the background. This program could 
monitor the system time until it 
meets a certain point and then a 
shell window would open to tell you 
that it's time for your favourite 
television programme! WR 

FAT LOT OF GOOD? 
y jPl a) For some time new 
V 1 have been using a 

chunk of memory as 
w^r .^1 I a recoverable RAM 

drive but recently I carried cut the 
modification in your magazine to 
allow Fatter Agnus to access the 
full 1Mb Chip. Although this 
modification solved many problems, 
my recoverable RAM drive no longer 
boots I Is this just a matter of 
modifying my startup-sequence? 

b) My brother has an Apple Mac 
Plus and would like to make use of 
Amiga graphic flies, I am looking for 
a way of reacting or writing to Apple 
Mac disks and also converting IFF 
flies to Mac format. 1 don't need to 
run any Mac programs, just transfer 
the flies. 

Jonathan Jewell 
Frettenham 

Norfolk 

a) The problem is this: RAD a la 1.3 
does not expect to find 1Mb of Chip, 
so when you reset the machine it 
falls over. The solution is to modify 
the first line in your startup-sequence 
to read: 

SETPATCH >NIL: -R 

The -R switch patches the 
system to expect to find 1Mb of Chip 
memory. That should fix your 
problems, although in my experience 
this fix either works or it doesn't - 
e'est !a vie! 

b) That's simple enough - we do 
it all the time. There are several 
ways around this problem and the 
most obvious is to buy a specialised 
piece of software to write to Mac 
disks - a costly and unnecessary 
expense. Better still, get your hands 
on a copy of the PD utility MuitiDOS 
(or something similar) to read and 
write PC disks. 

Now get your brother to format 
some disks to 720K MS-DOS format 
on his Mac using Apple Fiie 
Exchange (an Apple freebie supplied 
with most systems), You must not 
use the high-density (1.44Mb) 

floppies - they're marked HO and 
have an extra hole in the case - 
since your Amiga cannot read them. 

What you do next is up to you. 
You can either convert the Amiga 
IFFs to a GIF format using something 
like TurhoGif or just save the raw IFF 
to PC disk. Your brother can read the 
IFF file on his Mac using Appie Fiie 
Exchange (default translation) and 
convert to a Mac PICT format using 
something like the PD program 
XLateGrafor from a GIF file using 
Giffer or Gif Converter. All this 
software is readily available from PD 
libraries or the BBS system CIX. 

One word of caution here. Most 
Mac software - like XLateGraf- 
needs a special 'file creator' header. 
An all-encompassing one, MDOS, is 
created automatically by Appie Fiie 
Exchange. Certain PD programs 
assume If the file creator is not 'IFFf 
(note the extra 'F) then the file is 
likewise, not IFF. Your brother will be 
able to fix this using something like 
Norton Utilities, DiskTop or ResEdit 
to name but three, Gif Converter is 
not affected by this problem since it 
can interrogate the file directly, but It 
is shareware and requires around 
3Mb of memory. MS 

WHAT A GREY DAY! 
I enclose two 
pictures obtained 
using the Golden 
Image hand scanner 

on a black-and-white photo. The 
printer used In both cases was the 
Hewlett Packard DeskJet 500, with 
the HP_Deskjet driver. 

I find that no matter what 
adjustments I make, the picture 
printed with Word worth {and 
ProWrlte) nowhere equals that from 
Pen Pal. I Imagine that I could 
improve things and remove the 
banding by using the Turboprlnt 
Professional program, but I have 
had no luck to date. 

Can you throw some light on 
this problem? 

SW Waldron 
Newport 

Gwent 

Pen Paf loads the picture and 
creates a screen image for document 
formatting purposes, but when it 
comes to printing time it reads the 
picture file from disk again in order 
to print it in the original colours, or 
shades of grey. Wordworth 1,1, on 
the other hand, loads the picture and 
then converts it to the number of 
colours of the current screen mode. 
When it prints the picture, it prints 
exactly what Is on the screen, so if 
you loaded it into the document while 
working In four colours, only black, 
white and two shades of grey are 
printed, instead of the full 16. 

The Wordworth output you sent 
me looks like it has either been 
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printed while in two-colour mode, or 
that you selected B&W output 
instead of Grey. 

If you want Wordworth to print 
better grayscales, then you must 
load the picture into the document 
while in 16-colour mode (selecting 
'Use Pic's Palette') and also print the 
document using the Grey setting (not 
B&W) while in 16-colour mode. JW 

BECOMING BILINGUAL 
I recently started 
programming In 
68000 Assembler 
and I am very 

interested in graphic applications. 
Could you tell me any good machine 
code books to buy? 

Would it be possible to show 
me, with a piece of code, how to 
load files from DPaint 3 for display 
on the screen? 

I currently own the Abacus 
Machine Language book and have 
been following the tutorials in 
Amiga Format, 

Simon Wareham 
Bradley Stoke North 

Bristol 

I am afraid that there aren't many 
really good assembly language books 
for the Amiga that I am currently 
aware of. The real problem stems 
from the fact that to program the 
Amiga well, you also ought to have 
some knowledge of C. The books for 
you are the ROM Kernel Manuals, or 
RKMs. This is where you need your C 
knowledge, as you'll find that most 
of the examples and discussions in 
these books are C-related. 

Programming the Amiga badly is 
very easy to do. The problem with 
just working through a programmer's 
guide-type book is that you can pick 
up a lot of bad programming 
techniques which will cause serious 
incompatibility problems on faster 
processors, and on machines with 
the AGA chipset Programming the 
Amiga well is a lot harder, but it is 
worth the effort. You do not need to 
become an expert on C - you just 
need a basic knowledge. This way 
you will be able to understand the 
Amiga Libraries Reference RKMt 
which will tell you all you need for 
loading up pictures. I'm afraid there 
isn't enough space to print a 
program to do what you require, but 
this is something that's sure to 
come up in the forthcoming Amiga 
Shopper articles on assembler, Have 
a look rn on the C columns too. 75 

INDIRECT ADDRESSING 
in the September 
issue of Amiga 
Shoppers music 
article mentioned 

'Hands-On MIDI Software' but only 
provided a telephone number rather 
than a full address, I wish to write 

to them because my English Is not 
good enough to talk to them by 
phone so I wonder If you could 
provide the address for me. I think 
that all your overseas readers would 
appreciate that, if you give a 
telephone number for your English 
readers, you would also give the full 
address for the rest of us - thanks. 

Jos Van Gasse 
Meaksem 

Belgium 

Point taken, the full address you 
want is: Hands On Midi Software Ltd, 
3 Bell Road, Cosham, Portsmouth, 
Hampshire P06 3NX, England. 

As luck would have it, the 
company's telephone number was 
actually printed wrongly in the 
September issue - the correct 
number is 0705 221162. PAO 

LOST DRAWERS 
As a latecomer to 
video, and a senior 
citizen to bootf I 
sometimes feel that I 

could do with a 'Hot LineT to 
someone who can help me solve my 
video editing problems with my 
Amiga 500 and VideoPiiet VU.0 
editing system. It's probably a very 
simple problem, but for the life of 
me I can't crack ft. 

As it is necessary to save the 
equipment configuration to disk, I 
have followed the instructions, 
formatted a disk and created three 
drawers called Con fig. Edit and 
Black. These are on a disk I have 
called USA 92 

Everything works OK until I 
choose 'Save' from the pull-down 
menu and, even after the reassuring 
sounds of disk activity, a message 
appears saying "Ccnflg not saved", 
or something similar. 

I've enclosed a photograph of 
the screen (which shows a fairly 
standard file requester-GW) to help 
you diagnose my problems. In the 
requester I would type 'Config', 
Edit' or 'Black' as required for the 

drawer name and "USA 92 (1)' for 

the file name. Am I doing this right? 
Also, where does the 'parent' bit 
come In? Also, does 'Directories' 
mean 'Drawers' in this case, or am I 
missing something? 

Fortunately, the last edit Is 
always saved to a file called 
'screen' for safety, but I'm afraid 
this isn't sufficient. Please help] 

I also suggest that Gary 
Whiteley tests the EMR VideoPilot - 
it is an amazing outfit- 

Joe Derrick 
Bristol 

Avon 

It sounds like the nub of your 
problem is in distinguishing between 
drawers, files and disk names. What 
you should be typing in the Drawer 
requester is something like USA 92 
(l):Config and in the File requester 
the name which you want the file to 
be called - FirstCut.config, say. 

To clarify this a tittle - the first 
commands refer to your disk USA 92 
(1) and its drawer, Conflg. Be careful 
with disk names - one with spaces 
in it like this could cause trouble with 
some operations. It is often best to 
use 'J between words If you need to 
separate them. Incidentally, you are 
correct in thinking that 'Drawer' is 
synonymous with 'Directory'. 

Thanks for your suggestion about 
me checking out the VideoPHot, Joe, 
But I already did - in AS Issue 71 GW 

WALKING ON WATER 
I have a printer driver 
for my Star LC 200 
dot matrix that was 
recommended by 

your magazine. My problem is that 
when I print a picture the detail is 
not very good. 

Is there a hotter driver, or some 
other sort of software that will give 
me better quality pictures? And Is 
there a converter that is able to 
change HAM pictures into 64, 32, 
16 or 8 colours? 

Paul Burke 
Sheffield 

W Midlands 

MORE CHIPS PLEASE 

I have just Inserted a ROM sharer with V1.3 and V2.04 
Kick starts. I also put in an 8372B Agnus. Can I remove the 
0.5Mb on-board Chip RAM and replace it with 1Mb? If I get 
a Supra RX expansion will any of this be configured to Chip 

memory? All I want is as much Chip RAM as possible - I am experienced in 
soldering so board modifications are no problem! 

Finally, is my Agnus the super-fat one giving 2Mb Chip? 
Philip Clagle, Mo ret on, Mersey side 

To use 2Mb Chip RAM in your Amiga you will need more than just a simple 
board alteration, You will need to add the DKB MegaChip board. This has a 
socket to take your 8372B Agnus chip (so make sure you order one without 
the Agnus chip), and provides the extra 1Mb of Chip RAM you require. 
There is no way to make RAM in external expansions (like the Supra RX) 
work as Chip RAM on the Amiga, and yes, your 8372B Agnus is the 2Mb 
Agnus chip from the Amiga 3000. JR 

From your second question IYn 
guessing that you are trying to print 
digitised or Oelicately shaded 4096- 
colour HAM pictures on your 9-pin 
colour printer, and you're expecting 
them to come out looking like they 
do on the screen. 

It's not going to happen, Paul, 
you're asking for miracles. {And I'm 
afraid the time of year for them has 
just passed!) Your idea for converting 
them down to fewer colours is along 
the right lines, but of course the 
fewer colours you use, the worse the 
picture is going to look. Considering 
your 2Mb setup, Deluxe Paint /Vis 
probably your best bet for converting 
the pictures. First run Deluxe Paint 
and set the screen up to the 
resolution and number of colours you 
require, then load the picture and 
answer 'No' when asked if you want 
to change to the picture's screen 
mode. You will be asked whether you 
want the picture dithered or not. Your 
answer to this will depend on the 
picture - you'li have to experiment to 
see what looks best. 

To get better colour output you 
should consider buying either 
Hexidump, Turboprint Professional or 
TtvePrint/24, all programs which will 
allow you to play with colour 
correction and dither patterns to get 
the colours that are printed to look 
more like those on the screen. But 
remember that your 9-pin printer is 
fairly low resolution, and this is 
always going to be the main reason 
that the detail is not very good. JW 

VGC GVP FOR PC 
I have an Amiga 500 
and 1Mb of memory. 
I am thinking of 
buying a GVP 52Mb 

hard drive, 4Mb RAM and the GVP 
286 Emulator. 1 have recently read 
in another magazine that it would 
be best to combine the GVP HD8 
with the GVP 286. But, would it be 
correct to assume that the GVP 286 
could be used with the RocTec hard 
drive to the same standard? As this 
option is around £70-100 cheaper, 
please give me your honest opinion: 
is the GVP 286 worth buying in the 
terms of extra speed and 
acceptability of PC disks? 

Mr PN Reynard 
Otley 

West Yorkshire 

The GVP PC-286 Emulator is only 
compatible with the GVP HDS and 
the GVP A530 Turbo, as these are 
the only products to feature the GVP 
'mini-slot', which the GVP 286 
Emulator plugs into. 

In my honest opinion regarding 
the best accelerator buy for the 
A500, it is almost a draw between 
the KCS Power board and the GVP 
286, The GVP 286 is definitely the 
faster of the two, but the KCS now 
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features Sound-Blaster Emulation, 
and a higrvdensity drive adapter 
should soon be available for reading 
i.44Mb disks. 

These options are sadly not 
available for the GVP PC card, 
although it makes up for it by being 
at least three times faster. It all 
depends on what you need! WR 

OFF TO A GOOD START 
V I have Kickstart 1.3, 

V    abou* upgrading to 
I   version 2.04 or 2.05. 

I have a few questions to ask about 
this upgrade: 

a) What is the difference 
between 2.04 and 2.05? 

b) I have a revision 5 PCS and 
have read that a special ROM 
sharer has to be used - is this true? 
Also, in the December 1992 issue, 
there is an article on a DIY sharer. 
Would I be able to use this method, 
and what modifications would I 
need to make to be able to use it? 

c) Is Workbench 3 compatible 
with Kickstart 2.04/2.05, or will I 
be forced to upgrade yet again? 

d) I am thinking about 
upgrading to a 1Mb Agnus chip, or 
the 2Mb Chip board. Is the revision 
5 PCB suitable for either of these - 
In other words can it handle more 
than 0.5Mb of Chip RAM? Also, will 
these programs work properly with 
more than 512K of Chip RAM and 
only 0.5Mb of Fast RAM? 

X-CAD 2000 Version l.JL 
Pen Pal Version 1.3 
Deluxe Paint 4 

Will any of those programs run 
better with 2.04T and will any of 
them not work? 

e) If I bought an accelerator, 
would the Fatter Agnus or Mega- 
Chip board become redundant? 

f) Would any of the above 
programs take advantage of the 
accelerator and 32-bit memory? 

Alex Workman 
Enfield 

Middlesex 

a) Nothing! Well, nothing to speak of. 
2,05 contains a number of small 
bug-fixes P and support for the 
PCMCIA card slot. There is no 
specific advantage in going for one 
over the other. 

b) Kickstart 2,04 ROM expansion 
kits from Commodore come with a 
flying wire for some older revision 
boards t and complete instructions on 
how to perform the upgrade. With 
any third-party expander, it's always 
best to check with the supplier. 

c) No. Workbench 3 is a whole 
new concept, and requires new 
Kickstart ROMs. However, 
Workbench 2.1, which offers most of 
the features of 3.0, will work with 
Kickstart 2,04/2.05. It is not 
available yet but should be shortly. 

MAKING A DATE 

When 1 type list dfl:' In the shell on my A500 I get a 
correct statement of today's date, then a list of all 
directories and files on the disk En my external drive, Beside 
each item there are some numbers and a date. Gould you 

please tell me what decides the date quoted? Sometimes It seems to be 
the date a disk was formattedr regardless of the subsequent dates on 
which files were saved. 

Sometimes it seems to be the date given to a previous file saved some 
time earlier. Sometimes it Is the date a file was last modified, is there 
anything * can do to ensure that the date given is the one on which I saved 
or last modified the file? The clock in my Amiga always shows the correct 
time and date when booting up with workbench, 

AS Fan, Tyne and Wear 

Date-stamping of files actually occurs whenever there is a direct re-writing of 
the file involved. The date stamped onto that file is the current date and 
time, if you were just to modify the protection flags of that file then the date- 
stamp would not be altered. When using the CUP the date stamp of the 
parent directory is altered to the current time when something is copied into 
it You must also make sure that the system clock is loaded while file 
handling else date stamping will be very inaccurate. WR 

d) Workbench Applications such 
as DPaint will benefit extensively 
from additional Chip RAM. 2.04 adds 
little in the way of features to any of 
these products, but is a much more 
powerful and stable version of the 
operating system. As far as the Chip 
RAM expansion goes, how easy it WJJJ 
be rather depends on which version 
of the Fat Agnus you have. It's 
probably best to take the whole 
machine to your dealer. 

e) No, it would not An 
accelerator simply makes your 
computer go faster, it will not make 
any Chip RAM upgrades redundant. 

f) Yes. Basically any Workbench- 
based application software package 
will benefit from having a faster 
processor and 32-bit RAM. TS 

PERSONAL STATIONERY 
I own a Yamaha PSS- 
480 music station 
and am interested in 
getting started with 

music on the Amiga. Is there any 
way I can connect the PSS-480 to 
my set-up? 

G Owland 
Cyprus 

It's been a long time since I have 
actually seen a PSS-480 but it has 
MIDI connections so it should be 
easy enough to get it to work with an 
Amiga sequencer program, You'll 
need a MIDI interface and a few MIDI 
leads and, since I believe that the 
PSS-480 can operate in two different 
modes (one where the tone 
generator circuitry acts separately), a 
little experimentation may also be 
called for Some Yamaha synths 
have the annoying habit of echoing 
all MIDI data that comes into the 
MIDI IN terminal, and this can 
occasionally cause difficulties once 
you get into muJti-track sequencing. 
Some sequencers, Gajit's Sequencer 

Ah 

One Plus, for example, provide 
selective channel filter fixes for this 
'echo' problem. PAO 

BOOTING WITH CDS 
r~I      II I have an Amiga 500 

with Supra 500 hard 
drive, and an Amiga 
A570 CD-ROM drive. 

I am only able to boot from floppy or 
CD with the CD on. not from the 
hard disk. Is there any way of 
reconfiguring so I can boot from the 
hard disk and access CDs, or will I 
have to wait for hard disks and RAM 
expansions for the A570 so that it 
uses the in-built priority to boot 
from hard disk if no CD is present? I 
know it's a bit early for CD-ROM 
questions, but please help] 

Chris Busby 
Crawley 

W Sussex 

There isn t a way of directly booting 
from the hard disk with the A570 
turned on. To be honest, knowing 
how the Supra hard disk works, it's 
surprising it works at all with the 
A570. Your best option is to boot 
from floppy and transfer control to a 
RAD: disk to mount your hard drive 
after reset. With a SCSI hard drive 
attached via the CDTV SCSI Interface 
to the A570 this problem does not 
occur, and you can use hard drives, 
floppy drives and CDs as you would 
expect. And dont worry about it 
being too early for CD questions, I 
was using the Supra-A570 
combination over six months ago! JR 

EXPANSION DILEMMA 
I currently own an 
A500 and I'm in a bit 
of a dilemma (who 
Isn t?). I'd tike to 

F1 

expand my system to include a hard 
drive with a view to using a PC 
emulator in the very near future. 

I'm wondering whether It would 
be a better idea to sell my A500 
and buy an Amiga 1500. The price 
of expansion devices such as hard 
drives seem to be cheaper for the 
A1500. Would this be a good move? 

I remember a while back a 
company that sold a case 
conversion kit that allowed the 
ASOO's innards to be stripped out 
and installed inside a PC-like 
casing. Is this still available and, If 
so, would this be a better bet? 

Alan Cheung 
Bradford 

If you're not interested in the Amiga 
A1200t then I'd personally 
recommend that you hang on to your 
machine for a couple more months. 
Word has it that a new mid-range 
A2000 replacement is to be released 
early next year for under £1000. 
Rumoured to be based around a 
68030 with a 68881 maths co- 
processor in an A4000-like box with 
a separate keyboard, the new 
machine also has the new AGAr chip 
set. Several US-based developers 
claim to have seen the machine, so I 
think we can safely assume that it is 
more than just pure speculation. 
Mark my words - the A2400 will 
soon be with us. JH 

CUB TROUBLE 
I own a completely 
bog-standard A500 
Plus. Is it possible to 
connect this to a 

Microvitec Cub colour monitor? The 
only form of Input to the monitor is 
a DIN socket marked TTL INPUT. If 
it is possible could you please tell 
me the pin connections and if it 
isn't possible, can you tell me why? 
I'd really like to get this sorted out 
as trying to word process using a TV 
is terrible! 

Glenn Hargreaves 
Treloggan 

Cornwall 

It is possible, but some internal 
modifications are required to convert 
the monitor from TTL to Amiga and 
you'll need more detail than 1 can 
supply here. Mark Smiddy ran a 
tutorial on the subject way back in 
Amiga Shopper Issue 3, or you may 
want to get in touch with Meedmore 
Ltd    051 521 2202) who can do 
the job for you if you dont fancy 
doing a little surgery yourself. GW 

WHO, WHAT, WHERE? 
I have bought 
PageSetter It, which 
lives up to 
expectations except 

for one or two snags I am having. 
With PageSetter 1.2 \ could 

remove all the boxes and move the 
script around at leisure, which made 
lining up very easy, I can't seem to 
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do this with PageSetter it. Neither 
can I get reverse printing - white on 
black that is. 

Except for the Compugraphic 
fonts, which are excellent, all the 
other fonts supplied are rubbish, so 
I treated myself to a set of outline 
fonts. But as much as I have tried, I 
cannot get them to load. Can you 
please advise? 

W Gazzard 
Bristol 

Avon 

Sorry, Mr Gazzard, but your letter is a 
classic case of not enough 
information and poorly expressed 
problems, "I cannot get them to 
load'' means nothing. Exactly what 
have you done? Exactly what 
happens? Exactly what Es the name 
of the outline fonts package you 
bought and exactly where did you get 
it from? 

Sadlyt neither can I make head 
or tail of "\ could remove all the 
boxes and move the script around at 
leisure, which made lining up very 
easy". Remove what boxes exactly? 
Lining up what? 

But I can help with the white-on- 
black problem, The solution is simply 
to drag a block over the text 
concerned and then give it a white 
solid fill colour, and then give the box 
that contains the text a black solid 
colour. You do this by first selecting 
the 'Frame1 tool in the 'Active Box7 

requester and then choosing a fill 
colour for it from the menu, You may 
need to adjust that particular box's 
margins to bring the text down and to 
the right a bit, allowing some black 
above and to the left of the text, JW 

THE HALL OF FAME 
Please could you 
explain how to go 
about writing a high- 
score table routine 

for a game I Intend to write In 
assembly language. Also, how can I 
get a DPalnt file onto the screen as 
graphics data? 

Bill Chessell 
Hants 

There are almost as many ways of 
doing this as there are score tables. 
Let's suppose you want to always 
store and display the top ten scores 
in ascending order. You'll need 
routines to write and read the data- 
file that will hold player names and 
scores. There are low-level 
AmigaDOS file functions that can 
handle this easily enough and you 
open and use the DOS library just as 
you would any other Amiga run-time 
library. You will also need to knock 
up a routine to display the contents 
of the high-score file on the screen - 
this could easily be done using 
Intuition-based PrintlTextQ calls to 
display the appropriate data on the 

screen, If you are going to collect the 
data and then update the score table 
you'll need another routine that does 
the necessary updating whenever the 
final score is higher than the current 
iowest stored score. You might for 
instance, open an Intuition requester 
so that you can prompt the user for 
their name before placing the new 
score-name pair in the appropriate 
file position. 

Having updated the high-score 
file you could then use your general 
table display routine to re-display the 
updated contents. I'm sorry I can't 
be more specific about this but there 
really are a hundred and one ways to 
do this sort of thing and much 
depends on exactly on how, graphics- 
wise, you envisage your high-score 
table operating. 

Programs like PowerWindows can 
take files stored as DPalnt IFF 
brushes and convert them into 
Intuition Image format, and so 
produce the equivalent 68000 
assembler data statements. This 
allows you to display the data using 
Intuition's Draw!mage() library 
function or to use it as part of other 
image-related graphics functions. The 
bitplane data can also be treated as 
raw screen data and pumped directly 
into bitplane memory, which is also 
useful at times. PAO 

TOP TEN SUPPLIERS 
Following your article 
on accelerators In 
the December edition 
of Amiga Shopper, 

could you please advise me of a 
supplier of 68010 chips? 

Andy Evans 
Langton Green 

Runbrldge Wells 

Most major electronic component 
suppliers have them. RSt or to be 
more precise, the company's private 

purchase section, 'ElectroMail', has 
the chips at £18,70 for the 8Mhz 
version, a more than good enough 
Motorola build with a chip name of 
MC68010P8. RS can be reached on 
* 0536 204555 or by post at 
ElectroMail, PO Box 33, Corby, 
Northbants NN17 9EL. 

If you shop around you should be 
able to get 68010s for as little as 
£lf>12. TS 

SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT 
There are several 
things I would like to 
be able to do with 
Icons - I hope you 

will be able to explain how to: 
a) Add assigns to an icon* 
b) Ask for input of a filename In 

a script or from an icon. 
c) Change the pointer but not 

the main Prefs settings. 
I do have some other questions. 

First, what Is the point of using 
diskcopy or even copy from the CL1? 

Also, do you agree that most 
coverdisksT PD disks and such like, 
should not have a full Workbench on 
them all the time? When I buy a 
disk like this, I always feel that I 
have been conned or that my 
intelligence has been Insulted. 

And finally, how's about some 
tips and tweaks for Sid and Opus 
users? Vou could ask for user's tips, 
and list the errors they get - for 
instance, why do I keep getting 
"Object in use", which means I 
can't delete? 

Des Handley 
Barking 

Itford 

Unfortunately, Dest your questions 
were rather difficult to read, so lfm 
afraid I will have to improvise a little 
where necessary. 

a) To add assigns to an icon, 
simply create a script file, using Ed, 

JARGON BUSTING ♦ JARGON BUSTING 

Accelerator board - a device which either includes a central processor like 
the Amiga's, or a more advanced one in the same range, but operating 
at a higher speed, An accelerator is useful for calculation-intensive 
applications, such as 3-D rendering. 

MIDI - Musical Instrument Digital Interface is a standard devised by 
electronic instrument manufacturers, allowing a number of synthesisers 
to be controlled by a single keyboard or sequencer. 

ROM - Read Only Memory is used to store essential programs, such as 
Kickstart and many of the library routines. These do not have to be re- 
loaded each time the Amiga is switched on because ROM retains its 
contents without power. No new information can be written to ROM, 
hence the name Read Only, 

Script - a meta-AmigaDOS command built from other AmigaDOS 
commands. More usually referred to as a batch file on other systems. 

Sequencer - a piece of software which stores musical scores and transmits 
this information in real time via MIDI to synthesisers which will then 
play It. 

for instance, saying Assign CGfonts: 
dhO:ProPage/CGfonts. Place this 
file in the directory where you want 
its icon to be. Next, create a project 
icon for it, and using 'Information1 

from the menu^ add CilconX to its 
default Too I type. 

b) This all depends on the 
particular context you are referring 
to. I presume you would like to input 
and store filenames as variables, so 
they can be processed by another 
command later on. 

In the case of the following 
example, the script asks you for a 
the name of a file, which it later 
displays on the screen: 

.key file 

if 'T<file>" EQ ■"■ 
skip aekfile 
endif 

if exists <file> 
type <file> 
quit 
else 
echo "File does not exist J11 

quit 
endif 

Lab Askfile 
echo "Please Enter Filename*" 
echo "file;11 noline 
execute >nil: J 
sys:scripts/fileEntry ? 

This short AmigaDOS script 
works by setting up a key variable for 
the filename. The first time the script 
is executed, a prompt appears for 
the input of the filename as no 
arguments are specified. The whole 
program is executed again, this time 
with the 7 parameter, which asks for 
arguments to be passed into the 
script. After entering the file name, 
which is the key variable <file>, this 
is acted upon by 'typing' the file. An 
error detection facility is incorporated 
which finds out whether the file 
exists or not. 

c) Changing the pointer without 
changing the main Prefs settings is 
done by loading ' pointer\ You can 
change the pointer as you wish and 
then exit to the main Prefs menu and 
save. No changes are made to the 
other settings. 

Good uses for Diskcopy function 
may not be immediately obvious, but 
you'll find that it is handy from the 
CLS when you want to enter the FFS 
(Fast file system) option or just do a 
Quick format without Trashcan icons. 

Workbench is placed on most PD 
disks so that those without hard 
disks can easily access the contents 
without having to load up their own 
copy of Workbench, It is also often 
necessary to execute various 
commands in the startup-sequence 
that are related to the software 
contained on the disk, WR 
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SCAN BY YOUR MAN 

In your PD section, I have noticed that you are giving an 
increasing amount of coverage to disk magazines. I would 
like to make one of these myself which I could hand out to 
my friends. Would CanDo handle the job or Is there a PD 

program available designed specifically for this task? 
Also, I am thinking of buying a black and white hand scanner. Which 

would you recommend? I understand that the Power Computing hand 
scanner Is worth considering, 

Mark Reeves, Slade Green, Kent 

CanDo will do the job, but you're probably better off with a ve^impressive 
PD disk magazine authoring system called Magnetic Pages. It's geared 
entirely towards the task of producing disk magazines, so you'll probably find 
it much easier to work with. It' s on Fish disk 684, 

As for the hand scanner, the one that I personally recommend (and I 
know that our DTP Editor, Jeff Walker, would agree with me on this) is the 
Power Scanner from Power Computing - see page 64 of this issue for a 
review of the very latest colour version. JH 

I'D THINK TWICE 
HI am now a happy 

ownor of a new 
Amiga 600HD, but I 
have a serious 

problem 1 My old 500 Plus had a 
SCSI disk of 105Mb and now they 
say I can't connect a second hard 
drive. Commodore say that 
theoretically it can have two IDE 
drives but you need to open the 
machine and have a connection lead 
outside the case somehow, 

Can this be done? If so, how? 
By the way, how do you connect a 
second SCSI drive? The reason I ask 
Is because SCSI drives how have 
removable cartridges which I think 
is pretty neat - but IDE drives seem 
lacking In this area. 

Freyr Njardvlk 
Egilstadir 

Iceland 

Connecting two IDE drives to any 
computer is a painful and often 
pointless exercise, SCSI drives are 
relatively compatible - you can link 
up to seven different devices to one 
controller, but with IDE you have all 
sorts of weird jumper settings to set 
on each drive, and some drives won't 
work with drives from a different 
manufacturer. 

The other problem with the 
Amiga 600HD IDE is that it is a 2.5- 
inch IDE connector, which is not the 
same as the standard 3.5-inch IDE 
connector found on most 3,5-inch 
IDE drives. So, adding a second 
external IDE drive to an Amiga 
600HD is extremely difficult 

Adding extra drives to a SCSI 
controller is simple. You just set the 
SCSI device number on the new 
device and link the device to the 
external SCSI port on your computer. 
There are IDE removable cartridge 
drives, including an IDE version of 
the popular Syquest 44Mb and 
88Mb cartridge drives, although 
again these will be difficult to link to 
an Amiga 600HD. JR 

32-BIT BOPPER 
I am currently 
considering the 
purchase of an Amiga 
A1200 and I would 

be grateful if you could clarity some 
areas of Its specification and 
expansion capabilities. 

a) From your article in the 
December issue, I understand that 
the A1200 runs approximately four 
times faster than an A500. What 
exactly are the practical 
advantages of this, bearing in mind 
that the A1200 has a more 
demanding operating system? 

b) Since the A1200 Is based on 
a 32-bit processor and full 32-bit 
architecture, will ft require 
expensive 32-bit RAM chips? The 
current PCMCIA RAM expansions 
for the A600 seem rather expensive 
so It would be nice if the A1200 
could accept Internal RAM ones. 

c) I understand the A1200 has 
2 Mb of RAM as standard. Does this 
mean it has 1Mb of Fast RAM and 
1Mb of Chip RAM? 

d) What capacity floppy drive 
does the A1200 have? Does it use a 
standard 880K unit or the far 
superior 1.76Mb units to be found 
in the A4000? 

e) Is the A1200 compatible with 
hard drives for the A600? 

f) If I buy an A600 IDE drive 
separately, will I receive all the 
necessary software that I will need 
to format the drive? 

g) Could you please tell me 
about Deluxe Paint 5? 

David Lambert 
Garrowhill 

Glasgow 

a) Having a faster computer is like 
having a faster car - you get where 
you want to go faster or, in the case 
of the A1200, you get what you want 
faster. The A1200's faster processor 
and 32-bit architecture speeds up 
virtually every aspect of the Amiga 
including the Workbench. Once 

you've used an accelerated Amiga, 
you'll never want to go back to a 
68000-based one. 

b) To get the A1200 to run at full 
speed, you will need 32-bit RAM 
chips, though it can also use 16-bit 
RAM in the shape of a PCMCIA RAM 
card. I don't see how you can claim 
that a PCMCIA RAM card is 
expensive - a 4Mb PCM card can be 
bought for under £200! 

c) The A1200 has 2Mb of Chip 
RAM. However, any more RAM that 
you add to the machine will be 
treated as Fast RAM, 

d) Unfortunately, the A1200 still 
uses the same 880K disk drives that 
you'll find in the A500 and A600. 
Commodore had planned to fit the 
machine with a high density disk 
drive, but this would have bumped 
the price up quite substantially. 

ej The best way to answer this 
one is to direct you to this month's 
cover feature on IDE drives, which 
you can find by turning back to page 
14. However, I will make the point 
that, when they appear, you'll also 
be able to use A600 hard drives that 
connect to the machine via the 
PCMCIA slot, 

f) Not usually, although you could 
try asking the supplier for the 
necessary software when you buy the 
drive. Once again, this month's cover 
feature has a lot of further details on 
this topic, and you'll also be 
interested En the news story on 
AmigaDOS Release 2.1 on page 7. 

g) As far as I'm aware, there's no 
such thing as Deluxe Paint 5, What 
you are probably referring to is 
Deluxe Paint 4.2 AGA which provides 
direct support for the new AGA chip 
set. Electronic Arts demonstrated 
this to us lucky journos at the recent 
launch of the A1200 and from what 
I've seen, it's one hell of a program. 
Boasting a proper Workbench 3.0 
user interface and full support for the 
A1200's new screen modes, it 
should be available by the time you 
read this. Keep your eyes peeled for 
a full review soon... JH 

THE WAY TO DTV 
For some time I've 

I |  been involved in 
I I home video 

Mwfl  production - 
holidays, weddings, anniversaries, 
and so on - and compiled my own 
captions and titles using Letraset, 
stencils, cutouts and the like. Now I 
want to go the whole semi-pro hog 
and use a computer to assemble 
editing, captions, titles and 
animations. I would like to be able 
to wipe, dissolve and fade these 
over live video. 

However, trying to obtain 
information on 'Desktop Video' from 
local retailers is like trying to get 
someone to explain how to make a 
hydrogen bomb! So I'm hoping that 

you will be able to point me in the 
right direction In the following 
areas, bearing In mind that I have a 
budget of £1000 to £1500 and a 
Sony V70O camcorder, Panasonic 
NV-FS88B S-VHS recorder, Sony 
KV2532 S-VHS TV and audio 
dubbing mixer for video equipment. 
My questions are as follows: 

a) Which computer should I buy 
- an Amiga 600, Amiga 600HD, the 
new A1200 or something else? 

b) What sort of genlock (If any) 
do I need? 

c) What else do I need for 
assemble editing? 

d) What software should I buy 
for painting and graphics? 

e) I also have a Sony 14-inch 
TV, Will this be OK for use with the 
Amiga or will I need a specific 
monitor instead? 

Being a complete novice I have 
probably left out some items which 
you may consider essential, so feel 
free to correct me. 

I am also concerned that if I buy 
from a mail order company I may be 
sold 'grey import' equipment which 
is not genuine and has doubtful 
warranty cover. But it does appear 
that buying computers and software 
is much cheaper by mall - so will I 
be safe? 

Mr G White 
Coventry 

rd tend to go for the new A1200 for 
a number of reasons - the new 
screen modes for one, the latest 
operating system for another. You'll 
probably want to add a hard drive at 
some stage but until you are 
proficient with your computer you 
couJd possibly wait. Mind you, hard 
drives are extremely useful, and if 
you do decide on buying one go for 
the biggest you can afford - and 
definitely larger than 40Mb. Howevert 
1 would recommend adding at least 
2Mb of extra memory Immediately. If 
you don't have a hard drive you will 
find a second floppy drive handy, but 
not necessarily essential. 

A genlock will definitely be 
indispensable if you wish to overlay 
titles and graphics onto video. You'll 
need one with S-VHS capability and 
at this stage f 'd recommend the 
Electronic Design Y-C genlock (as 
reviewed in Amiga Shopper Issue 9). 
Another possibility is the new G-Lock 
from GVP, which was being 
demonstrated at the Future 
Entertainment Show at the end of 
last year and looked pretty good, 
though I've not had chance to take a 
close look at one yet. Both these 
geniocks also have composite 
inputs, among other features, 

There are several editing 
systems available, including Gold 
Disk's Video Director, EMR's 
VideoPllot and Syntrontc's Edit Man. 
All work differently and cover a range 
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of prices. Perhaps the Video Director 
may be a good choice for you, but 
check first that it will work with your 
equipment Jess ops sell the Video 
Director and, as luck would have it, 
have a branch in Coventry, so 
perhaps that might be a good place 
to start. 

The first choice has to be Deluxe 
Paint iV. For graphics, animations 
and titles it's hard to beat for all- 
round performance and should suit 
most of your needs well. For scrolling 
captions there is Big Alternative 
Scroller- a new version of which has 
just been released- These programs 
will provide a fine start and you may 
later consider something like 
Broadcast Titler 2 (though you should 
wait until it works with the new AGA 
chips in the A1200), 

Yes, your Sony will probably do 
fine as long as it has at least a 
composite video input, and 
especially if it has a SCART input for 
RGB or will take S-VHS video. 
However, a dedicated RGB monitor 
will provide crisper graphics images, 
so perhaps you should consider a 
Philips 8833, Commodore 1084S (or 
simitar) monitor. 

That's about it, so you'll be 
pleased to see that you weren't too 
far off the mark yourself. 

In answer to your last point, if 
you are really concerned about being 
fobbed off with a grey import (which 
is pretty unlikely if you use a 
reputable company) make sure that 
the firm you buy from is a member of 
the Mai! Order Protection Scheme 
(MOPS) and, if possible, pay by credit 
card to gain some insurance and 
refund cover. You'll find more 
information on ordering goods in the 
back of every Amiga Shopper (page 
136 in this issue)- GW 

1200 COMPATIBILITY 
Please could you 
print this, because I 
am a desperate man! 
I have three 

questions to ask: 
a) Is It possible to connect my 

120Mb A530 to an Amiga 1200 in 
any way? I have read that someone 
will be bringing out a SCSI II 
PCMCIA card, so will a lead go from 
this to the SCSI port on the GVP? 

b) If that works r would the 
A1200 be able to detect the RAM In 
the A530? 

c) Lastly, if none of that works, 
is there a way of linking the A500 
Plus to the A1200 so that the 
A1200 can store flies on the GVP 
A530? I have asked the following 
questions because I don't want to 
sell the A530, and I was about to 
buy a DCTV for all those colours, 
but why bother when the Amiga 
1200 has them already and is the 
same price? 

Mr CM Read, 
Woodlands Vale 

Scarborough 

a) No. Well, not really. Sort of. You 
could connect the drive if the A1200 
had a SCSI port, which it currently 
does not, If someone bought out a 
PCMCIA SCSI card, you could attach 
the drive, but not the entire A530. 

b) You cannot use the 68030 in 
the A530, and the RAM is useless 
unless someone comes out with an 
A1200 memory expansion board that 
takes the same RAM modules. Your 
best bet, to be honest, Sf you really 
want a A1200 (and it's a wonderful 
machine) is to sell the A53G, and get 
the A1200. You will suffer some loss 
of speed, and you will be forced to 
buy an IDE hard drive which is slower 

EXCELLENT - NOT! 

Armed with my student loan and a list of items your 
magazine had reviewed, I headed for a computer show and 
saved a lot of money. 

I bought a Power Scanner, Excellence 2 and a Canon 
BJ-lOex printer. Some five days later my IBM-owning friend was green with 
envy when I showed him my aerospace assignment on-screen. 

But when I attempted to print it... disaster! The page numbers I had 
inserted into the footer of each page would not appear, and at times the 
last four sentences were missing, even after checking that the assignment 
was aligned perfectly on the screen. 

As a last resort I had to pencil in the page numbers. Apart from being 
tacky, this cost me In overall presentation grades In my four assignments. 

Ay men Mussad, London 

The BJ-10ext like many cut sheet printers, insists on keeping half-an-inch at 
the top of each page and haff-an^nch at the bottom for itself, so that it can 
feed the paper in and out of the printer. Things are going missing and getting 
out of step because after the printer feeds out the paper {which it has 
automatically recognised as being half-an-inch from the bottom) it has to 
print the remaining text on thatHscreen1 page on the next sheet of paper. 

Reduce your page stze in Excellence by an inch (six lines), and keep in 
mind when setting top and bottom margins that there will already be half- 
and-inch at the top and bottom to start with* So if you want an inch top 
margin, set it to half-an-inch in Excellence. JW 

than SCSL Alternatively, wait for a 
few months and see what 
peripherals everyone comes out with 
for the A1200 - this may make the 
transition from your A500 Plus to the 
A1200 slightly more attractive. 

c) You could link the two using 
some PD software calied ParNet, 
which involves construction of a 
strange cable that connects two 
Amigas together using the parallel 
port. It is reasonably fast, and can 
be quite useful- TS 

PROWRITE CRASHES 
After creating a 
document with 
Pro Write I select 
Print from the Project 

menu. That requester appears, then 
the program crashes with the 
following message: "Program failed. 
Waft for disk activity to finish. 
Suspend or Reboot." 

Rebooting is a real pain as my 
document is lost, unless I remember 
to save It. 

The same error happens if I 
select Page Set-up from the menu. 
Sometimes the program doesn't 
crash - one out of three times 
perhaps. Is ProWrlte V3.0.1 not 
compatible with the Amiga 500 Plus 
and Workbench 2? And what is the 
Suspend option for in the Program 
Failed requester? 

Peter H Smith 
Chorley 

Lanes 

That version of ProWrlte is quite oJd. 
In our word processor round-up way 
back in Issue 6 we were using 
V3.1*l+ ProWrite is now much 
enhanced, and up to version 3.3.1 
suggest that upgrading to this latest 
version will get rid of your problem. 

The Suspend' button suspends 
the task that has crashed but allows 
you to continue using the Amiga 
without having to re-boot. This is 
useful if you1 re multitasking with a lot 
of memory and want to finish off 
some work you are doing in another 
program before hitting [GtrlJ- 
[AmigaHAmiga]. JW 

STARTING WITH C 
I've just started to 
program in C and 
when using the 
NCBoot disk that you 

showed us how to create I always 
run out of disk space. How can I 
save programs to another disk? 
How can I add Icons to programs so 
that the programs work when \ click 
on the icon? How can 1 make a 
program execute automatically, 
when my Amiga boots up7 

Amiga Shopper Reader 
Tyne and Wear 

Sounds as though you are creating 
files on the NCBoot disk itself. If you 

type 'cd ram:', so that you can edit 
and compiEe all your programs in 
RAM, then your "disk full" problem 
should disappear and you will be 
able to copy those RAM files 
anywhere you wish. If, say, you place 
a disk in drive dfl: and type: 

copy ram: to dfl: 

then youhU copy ail of your RAM files 
over to the disk you've placed in 
drive dfl:. 

To make a program runnable 
from the Workbench you need to link 
it with a piece of code called a 
'startup module'. This takes care of 
the somewhat tricky message- 
handling operations that have to be 
carried out by Workbench programs 
before they run. C startup code 
usually does a few other things as 
well such as opening the DOS library 
and setting up the standard input 
and output streams (the so called 
input/output handles). You'll find 
NorthC s startup module crtO.o in 
the libs directory but you should note 
that depending on a program's I/O 
requirements, it may not always able 
to run from the Workbench. Programs 
which run from the Workbench do not 
have valid stdin/stout handles and 
so a program which, say, uses the 
prlntf() statement, could crash the 
operating system if run from the 
Workbench- Some startup code 
modules open a CLI/Shell window 
and set up stdin/stdout handles 
automatically to protect against this 
type of program failure, 

When the Amiga boots up it 
automatically executes a set of the 
commands specified by a file known 
as the startup-sequence'. To make 
your own program start automatically 
all you need to do is add the 
program s name to the list of 
commands given in your startup- 
sequence. PAD 

MAKING LIGHT WORK 
Occasionally when 
switching en the 
computer, without a 
disk In the Internal 

drive, the drive light comes on and 
the drive starts working. On other 
occasions the drive dees not check 
when a disk is Inserted, and nothing 
happens. The same happens with all 
peripherals disconnected. 60% of 
the time the drive works normally. 
Is there a fault In the Internal drive 
or Is the problem more serious? 

H Osborne 
Stynechale 

Coventry 

It sounds like the switch on the disk 
insert line on your floppy drive is 
faulty, This will probably require 
replacement of the drive unit. JR 

This month'* Code Clinic appears on page 50 
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ead just about any article 
on programming in Amiga 
Shopper and you'll find a 

t recommendation for 
Addison Wesley's ROM Kernel 
Reference Manuals (often 
abbreviated to RKM). The reason is 
simple: they contain all the 
information you need to know In 
order to program the Amiga 
properly. Let's take a look at the 
latest editions j updated to take 
account of Workbench 2, 

AMIGA ROM KERNEL 
REFERENCE MANUAL - 
INCLUDES & AUTODOCS 
This volume contains details of all of 
the Amiga's include flies and function 
autodocs. It also contains a host of 
other useful items. 

are organised alphabetically, library 
by library, with an alphabetical 
function Index making it easy to find 
your way around. 

Afterwards comes the devices 
section, containing summaries of the 
device calls and so on. This is 
followed by the disk/cia/potgo and 
miscellaneous resource summaries, 
after which comes the very hefty C 
and assembly language 'include' file 
listings. This volume also includes 
the source code for a sample library. 

Plenty of reference charts are 
provided, giving details of the 
libraries and their function offsets, 
assembler include file structure 
prefixes, and structure offset 
reference details. There's also a 
hardware register map and a C 
include file cross-reference table. 

The first section provides the 
library summaries and it must be 
said at the outset that this material 
is essential for the serious Amiga 
user, because it contains details and 
usage instructions for every routine 
in every library. Function descriptions 

AMIGA ROM KERNEL 
REFERENCE MANUAL- 
LIBRARIES 
This begins by providing a massive 
introduction to Intuition, the library 
which provides the Amiga's high-level 
programming interface. It covers the 

JARGON BUSTING • JARGON BUSTING 

Function - This is a C orientated term used to describe a subroutine! ike 
piece of code, 

Include file - Files of predefined constants, data block definitions, macros, 
and so on, that may be Included' at the front of a source code file 
using a special directive. When the program is complied these 
additional files are read in and used just as if they had been written as 
part of the source code itself. 

I/O - An abbreviation for Input/output' and can involve absolutely anything 
which is concerned with getting data into, and out of, a computer. 

LVO - This expression stands for Library Vector Offset. Basically these are 
index values which allow you to specify a particular function within an 
Amiga library. 

RKM - An abbreviation for 'ROM Kerne! Manual' 

Structures - These are C language complex variables which are frequently 
used by the Amiga programmer to define of blocks of data (the Amiga 
system include files contain many pre-defined structures}. 

use of screens, windows, gadgets, 
menus and so on from the 
programmer's viewpoint. Because 
Intuition has changed so much with 
Workbench 2F there is a lot of new 
material to be found here (including 
the use of public screens, the object- 
orientated BOOPSI Intuition 
extensions, GadTools and the ASL 
file requester). 

As wefl as these major system 
additions you1 II find details of the 
other system changes that have 
occurred, As some of you may 
already know, a lot of the Intuition 
structures and flag definitions used 
in earlier versions of the operating 
system have now changed, and 
consequently a wealth of detail 
concerning the new extensions has 
been provided. 

Overview-style discussions of 
how Commodore has attempted to 
make many of the extensions 
transparent to 1.3-based 
programmers are given together with 
a lot of useful guidelines for 

concepts this stuff is still, as it has 
always been, hard work when first 
encountered (even for experienced 
programmers). 

Libraries is also the volume in 
which you can get authoritative 
details of the Amiga's superb 
graphics facilities. As well as general 
introductions you'll find accounts of 
such things as the Amiga's display 
modes, image formation, viewport 
creation, and so on, and very 
detailed accounts of sprite handling, 
Bobs, and the use of the system's 
animation facilities. 

Although the Intuition, Exec and 
graphics material constitute a large 
proportion of this volume the other 
libraries are not forgotten. As well as 
providing details of all the libraries 
carried over from 1.3 (layers, 
translator, maths libraries and so on) 
there are new chapters on the 
Commodities Exchange library (used 
to create standardised custom input 
handlers), the IFFParse library and 
the Utility library which houses a 

— L variety of functions (such 

Jfiprt 

programmers that need to work with 
both the old and new Amiga 
operating systems (which at the 
moment of course means the 
majority of us). 

It s worth mentioning that, from 
the point of view of the applications 
programmer, Intuition is actually one 
of the simpler components of the 
Amiga system to get to grips with. 
There are plenty of examples 
supplied in this volume (mainly in C) 
and the material is, in general, 
relatively straightforward to 
understand - this makes the early 
chapters of the Libraries volume 
some of the most accessible to the 
serious Amiga newcomer. 

Hidden beneath the Amiga's 
intuition interface lies some very 
complex software components. One 
such component which both merits, 
and gets, special attention is the 
multi-tasking Exec' system. Topics 
covered include the use of Exec 
fu nctio n s, I istst I i brary o rgan i s ati on, 
message passing, interrupts, and 
Exec's I/O techniques. Most of the 
Exec material is of course based on 
that found in earlier editions, but 
there is now a very good introductory 
section which includes discussions 
of the amiga.lib stub routine 
mechanism, expanded explanations 
of library layouts and LVO values and 
so on. All of the main Exec topics are 
carefully dealt with but because 
many of the issues involve difficult 

as Tag List operations and callback 
hooks) that don't quite fit in 
anywhere else. 

This manual certainly provides an 
immense amount of up-tc^date, 
useful material but it is also obvious 
that the documentation itself is 
maturing nicely: improved layouts, 
better examples, more notes about 
what programmers should and 
should not do, snippets of inside 
information1, and in general far more 
help, There even seems, in some 
places at least, to be an attempt to 
Soften1 the style slightly - this might 
just be the effect of the passage of 
time on the core documentation or it 
might be a deliberate attempt to 
make some of the material more 
accessible to newcomers. Either way 
it is a very welcome change) It was 
nice also to read the odd notes 
about some 1,3 bugs which have 
come to light (and how they've been 
fixed) and I particularly liked the 
Release 2 compatibility notes that 
have been provided - these include 
details of some of the tricks used by 
1.3 programmers that are now 
causing some programs to break 
under version 2. 

AMIGA ROM KERNEL 
REFERENCE MANUAL - 
DEVICES 
This is another area of the 
documentation where the material 
has both grown and matured relative 
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to earlier publications. The manual 
starts with a good general 
introduction to the Amiga's devices 
and their communications methods 
and this Es followed by separate 
chapters which document the use of 
those all-important Amiga devices, 
namely the audio, clipboard, console, 
gameport, input, keyboard, narrator, 
parallel, printer, SCSI, serial, timer . 
and trackdisk devices. There is a 1 
chapter on the low-level hardware 
control functions and on the 
Interchange File Format (IFF), The IFF 
sections are now quite 
comprehensive and include useful 
introductory notes on the EA IFF 85 
document, and details of Form 
specifications. The graphics, 
music/sound-sampling, and all the 
other IFF areas are well covered as 
are many third-party registered Form 
definitions and there are good 
selections of code examples and 
good levels of tutorial-style help. 

The good thing about the 
Amiga's device concept is that it 
aims to make the whole job of I/O as 

playfield hardware and its 
relationship to the Amiga's display 
facilities. The Amiga's sprite 
hardware, audio hardware, and the 
now famous Jblitter' chip all get a 
similar detailed treatment with the 
last two chapters being used to 

Intuition style and consistency 
together with notes on Workbench, 
Shell, ARexxt the clipboard IFF data 
sharing scheme and related issues. 
It's a subject area which is probably 
of most interest to commercial 
developers who wish to ensure that 

AMIGA 

of the matter 

'device independent' as is possible. 
Now, given the widely differing 
characteristics of most typical 
physical devices (printers,disk drives 
and so on) these ideas can only be 
taken so far but there's no doubt 
that, despite the fact that each 
device will have its own special 
characteristics, a lot of common 
ground exists with all of the Amiga's 
devices. This means that this is 
another of those Amiga areas where, 
with a little dedication, it is relatively 
easy to make rapid progress. 

AMIGA HARDWARE 
REFERENCE MANUAL 
After a brief introduction this volume 
dives straight in with a look at the 
Amiga's co-processor unit, its 
instruction set, and its use. This sets 
the scene for a discussion of the 

Paul Overaa takes a look at the 

official documentation for the 

Amiga system. Read on,.. 

describe the remaining aspects of 
the Amiga's system control and 
interface hardware. 

If you like to get your hands dirty, 
if in other words you have to 
understand and program the Amiga 
at a low level, or if you want to know 
how to achieve things like smooth 
scrolling, then the Hardware Manual 
is the place to look. 

AMIGA USER STYLE 
INTERFACE GUIDE 
This volume is more about user 
interface issues than coding. The 
volume provides basic advice on 

YOU CAN'T RUN AWAY FROM C 

The majority of serious Amiga programming books, Including the Addison 
Wesley RKM manuals, have been written with the C programmer in mind 
and even where topics have involved 68000 assembler you'll usually find 
some dependence on C-style explanations. The bottom line is that without 
some exposure to the C language, 95% of the wisdom of books such as 
the RKM manuals will pass you by. 

The solution? Mo matter what language you really want to program your 
Amiga with... you must also learn some C just to come to terms with the 
technical documentation! 

their products follow established 
guidelines, although there's no doubt 
that all Amiga programmers would 
benefit by knowing something about 
these style-related issues. 

FINAL CHAPTER 
It is obvious that a tremendous 
amount of effort has gone into this 
new documentation, and equally 
clear that any programmers working 
with Workbench 2 are going to find 
these new volumes absolutely 
essentia L 

The new manuals still contain a 
lot of information relative to the 1.3 
operating system release but I 
suspect that many serious users, 
irrespective of whether they buy the 
new manuals or not, are still going to 
hang on to their old 1.3 editions as 
well simply because the relevant 1,3- 
orientated information is going to be 
easier to find in the old manuals. 
Having said that I ought to point out 
that the Includes & Autodocs 
function descriptions clearly specify 
which functions are relevant to which 
versions of particular libraries 
Similarly, it is apparent that a special 
effort has been made with the other 
volumes to minimise any potential 

confusion in these two operating 
system areas. 

The technical documentation 
available for the Amiga nowadays is 
massive, but while many good 
tutorial introductions to various areas 
of the Amiga programming are readily 
available, the Addison Wesley 
manuals are particularly important. 

Firstly, they constitute the official 
documentation. Secondly, they 
provide the most complete 
descriptions of the Amiga software 
system generally available. This is 
not to say that other good Amiga 
programming books do not exist, 
because they do, but there's no 
doubt that at the end of the day it is 
the Addison Wesley manuals that 
provide the most authoritative and 
complete accounts of this complex 
system. If you're serious about 
programming, you need them. O 

CHECKOUT 

AMIGA REFERENCE MANUALS 

Ease of Use        • • • O O 
Topics are well covered and well indexed 
but obviously a lot of material requires the 
programmer to have a good computing 
background. Newcomers to the Amiga will 
find these manuals rather daunting in 
places, 
Features # • • * O 
They're authoritative, and very 
comprehensive. No other Amiga books 
contain anything like the amount of 
system information that these official 
manuals contain. 

Price Value • • • • O 
Despite the fact that these volumes are 
expensive they really do contain an 
immense amount of useful material. 
Overall rating ••••o 
Serious Amiga programmers simply cannot 
do without them. 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

Amiga ROM Kernel  £34,95 
Reference Manual - Libraries 
ISBN: 0-201 56774 1 
Amiga ROM Kernel £25.95 
Reference Manual - Devices 
ISBN: 0-201-5677 5-X 
Amiga ROM Kernel .£34.95 
Reference Manual - Includes & 
Autodocs 
ISBN: 0-201-56773-3 
Amiga Hardware „...£25.9S 
Reference Manual 
ISBN: 0-201 56776 B 
Amiga User interface £19,95 
Style Guide 
ISBN: 0-201-57757-7 
All books ore by Commodore-Amiga Inc 
and published by V"- 

Addison-Wesley 
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Award winning innovative products from 

A2000 Hard Cards 

GVP Series 2 HD 
■ Up to 8MB SIMM RAM on-board 
M Supports external SCSI devices 
■14MHz SCSI controller 

Bare £129 
40QMB0MB £24 9 80QMB0MB £349 
40QMB 2MB £2 9 9 80QMB 2MB £399 
40QMB 4MB £349 80QMB 4MB £449 
40QMB 8MB £429 80QMB 8MB £539 

Nexus Hard Card 

■Upto 8MB RAM on board 

Bare , £129 
40QMB0MB £249 80QMB0MB £349 
40QMB 2MB £299 80QMB 2MB £399 
40QMB 4MB ,£349 80QMB 4MB £449 
40QMB 8MB ,£429 80QMB 8MB £539 

Bare SCSI Hard Drive 

40 Quantum ..£17 9 80 Quantum ,.£229 

(Suitable lor GVP G-Force, GVP HD or Nexus HC) 
Other sizes of HD available, please call 

RAM Expansion 
■Aries A15OO/A2OO0 RAM 

2MB £129 6MB ..£209 
4MB £169 8MB .... £249 

Macintosh Emulator 

"This really is the best emula- 
tor we've seen for the Amiga, it 
behaves just as if you realty 
were using a Mac" 
Amiga Format Sept 1992 

A M a x -11 Plus 
■Amiga 1500 and above /f~\ 
■ Runs Mac software Wjw 
■Runs System 7 
■Full support for all SCSI Mac 

peripherals and the ability to read Mac 
disks in your drives 

■68020/68030 compatible 
■AppleTalk emulation 
■Can use Amiga ECS 
■ Easy to install 

AMax-ll Plus £229 
|Mac ROM chips required) 

24-Bit Colour 

Opal Vision 
■ 24-bit graphic card 
■16.8 million colours available 
■ Operates in all standard Amiga 

resolutions 
■VLSI Microcode graphics co processor 
■ Double buffered 24-bit and 15-bit 

animation is available in all resolutions 
■ Talatte-mappcd" design updates screen 

colours in real-time. Fade pictures En and 
out and change their palettes 

■ Equipped with 1.5MB of display RAM 
■ Auto-config for NTSC or PAL 
■Available for all Amigas 

Software included 

OpalPaint 
■24-bitpainting and image processing 

Opal Presents 
■ Presentation program 
■ Control QpalVision images, Amiga 

graphics and live video 
■ Includes fades, effects etc. 
■ Many more features 

King of Karate 
»24-bit computer game 
■ Exciting karate competition 
■ Demonstrates QpalVision capabilities 

QpalVision , £699 

More information available 
OpalVision roaster chip available soon 

Auto ROM Sharer 
- Kick-off is the latest Amiga add-on from 

Power 
1 One of the most advanced kickstart 

ROM sharers available 
■ A clever design on a small reliable 

board 
■Fits A500, A5QQ+,A1500 
■ Kickstart ROM can be selected from the 

keyboard 
■ No messing about with switches 
■ No "CIA adaptor" or other trailing wires 
■Jumper to select which ROM boots on 

switches 
■ Compatible with old Amiga board 

revisions 
■ Simple internal fitting* 
* Kick-off requires tfie !id to be removed from the Amiga. 
This may invalidate your warranty. 

ROM Share „ £17.95 
ROM Share inc. kickstartv2.04 £55 
ROM Share inc. kickstart vl.3 £39 
ROM Share forAfiOO £29 

■ Manufactured by Power Computing 
■128MB on one optical disk 
■ Read and write optical disks 
■40ms running speed 
■Built-in power supply 
■High power cooling fan 
■ 25-way and 50-way SCSI ports 
■Thru'port built-in 
■SCSI ID switch 
■ Compatible with major SCSI controllers 

128MB optical drive (Internal) £729 
128MB optical drive (Externa!) £999 
128MB 3.5" optical disk  £39.95 each 
SCSI controller card 
forA1500/A2000 £129 
(Compatible with Amiga, PC, and Mac. A SCSI 
controller is required on the Amiga and PC) 

Commodore A1SOO 

■1MB of RAM 
■Two 3.5 interna] disk drives 
■ Fully expandable, accepting all A2000 

peripherals 
■ Keyboard and mouse 
■ Software included 

The Works Platinum Edition 
Delux Paint III 
Home Accounts 
Puzznic game 
Toki game 
Elf game 

A1500 ..£599 

Accelerator 

GVP G-Forco 
■ 68030 accelerator board 
■ 68882 Maths co-processor 
■ DMA SCSI controller on-board 
■ 68000 fall-back mode 
■ Only CPU slot is used 
■ Internal and external SCSI connector 
■ Converts to hard card with Hard Drive 

mount kit 
■ 32-bit RAM as standard 

25MHz 1MB RAM  .....£529 
40MHz 4MB RAM £759 
50MHz 4MB RAM £1249 
Hard drive mount kit £35 

Power Computing, France, 15 Bid Voltiare 75011, Paris, France. Tel {1} 43336206 (6 lines)   Fax (1) 43380028 



Power Computing Ltd ■ Tel 0234 843388 

Scanners 
"If your in the market for a 
hand scanner then forget the 
rest and get Powerscan" 
Amiga Format July 1992 

Power Scanner v3.0 

■100-400 DPI scanning resolutions 
■64greyscales 
■Thm'portfor printer 
■Award winning editing, image manipu- 

lation & scanning software 

Power Scanner v3.0 £99 
Power Scanner Colour £239 

Epson GT-6500 

■600 DPI Colourflatbed scanner 
■24-bit colour 
■Software included 
GT-6500 inc. Powerscan v3.0 .....£799 
GT-6500 inc. ASDG Software £899 
Transparency Adaptor Unit £499 
Document Feeder , £399 

Epson GT-SOOO 
■800 DPI colourflatbed scanner 
■24-bit colour 
■A4 reading area 
■Software included 
■Amazing scan quality 
Epson GT-8000 £1199 

Upgrade Offers 
If you consider your scanner system to 
be inferior to the Power Scanner, we will 
happily upgrade your software and inter- 
face. (Power Scanner is compatible with 
most scanning heads) 
v3.0 Upgrade (inc. interface) £49.96 
v3.0 Software upgrade for PowerScanner 
users (send SAE) £15 
The Amiga can only display 16 grayscale5 

Floppy Drives 
"This drive contains more gad- 
gets than Batman's utility belt" 
Amiga Computing Feb1992 

PC88OB Power Drive 

RAM Expansions 

AGOO Memory Cards 

■Award winning drive manufactured by 
Power Computing 

■Super slim design 
■Anti-click (Cures that annoying click) 
■Virus blocker (Prevents viruses) 
■ Built-in backup hardware 

PC380B with Blitz Amiga £60 
PC880B with Blitz & XCopy . £75 
PC880B (Cyclone compatible)* „„„„£65 
PC880B in black case £65 
*This drive is only available to registered owners of XCopy 
Professional. You must provide proof of purchase of XCopy 
Professional 

Power Drives 
PC880E Economy drive £49.95 
PC881 A500 Interna! drive £40.00 
PC8B2 A2000 Internal drive £45,00 

Dual Drive 
■Two high quality disk drives built into 

one compact unit 
•Same features as PC880B 

Dual drive, £125 

Blitz Amiga 
■ Backup disks at lightning speeds 
■Stops all external drives from clicking 
■ Contains anti-virus from being written 

into the bootblocker 

Blitz Amiga „ £20 

Floptical Disk Drive 

■Stores 20MB on one 3%" disk 
■ Cost effective mass storage unit 
■Can be used as a 1.44MB floppy with 

Amiga DOS and AMAX 
■AMAX compatible with DM] Mac driver 
■ Packs an entire back-up onto one 

floppy 
■Additional disks available 
■ Internal version for A1500/2000/3000 
■ External version for A500 
■SCSI Interface required 
Internal A2000 kit £289 
Internal A3000 kit £289 
External A500 kit £389 

1MB RAM with ctock £39.95 
1MB RAM without clock £34,95 

PC501+ RAM Card 
Our RAM board is designed especially 
for the A500+ computer and comes with 
1MB of BAM on board to expand your 
memory to 2MB of chip RAM. Plug-in and 
go operation (Fits into the trapdoor) 

PC501+ RAM card  . ,....£35.95 

8MB for any A500 
■ Plugs into side slot fully auto config, full 
thru'port Expand 2MB-8MB 

2MB £109 4MB £169 8MB £289 
1 x 4ZIP chips £14.95 

2MB for any A500 
■ Economy 2MB RAM externally cased 
- 16-chip (1 xl DIP) 
■No thru'port 

2MB RAM   £79 

1.5MB RAM Board 
■Fully supports 1MB of chip RAM 
■ Fully compatible with Fatter Agnus 
[Kiclkstarl 1.3 and abovo. noi compatible with A50C+} 
(Your Amiga needs to be opened, this may effectyt-ur warranty) 

1 5MB RAM board .,,,.£75 

1MB with Thru'port 
■ Expand your A500's memory up to a 
total of 2MB without disposing of your 
existing 512K upgrade 

■Works with 1MB of Chip RAM 
(512K RAM must be 4 chip type or not exceeding 9cm in length) 
(Your Amiga needs to be opened, this may effect your Warranty] 

1MB with thru'port £45 

ASOO RAM Card 
■ 512K RAM expansion with clock & free 

software (A5DQ+ compatible) 

512K RAM (4 chip) . £29 
512K RAM without clock  £24 
512K RAM (16 chip) with clock ... £24 
512K RAM (16 ch[p( without clock £19 

Distributor for Power Computing in Italy, D.R.R. SRL OQ142, Roma. Via Duccio Di Buoninsegna Tel (06) 5193431/432 Fax 5040666 



Program Name: timers 
Language: 68000 Assembly Language 
Problem: Measuring time accurately 
Author: M Saunders, Doncaster 

In this month's code clinic, I'm 
going to fix a few problems in 
a short routine which 
measures time, and in doing 

so, totally re-write it from scratch. 
The program uses the vertical blank 
timer to count in 50/ths of a second, 
waiting until a specific amount has 
been counted- It takes the form of a 
routine called 'waittime' and takes 
one parameter, in the 68000's 
register DO, which is the number of 
50th s of a second to wait- The way 
it does this is a little dodgy, which 
brings us to the the bug In the 
program: it does not work reliably. 
The author has even had disk 
corruptions as a result of using it 
and is confused as to why. 

The root of the problem is in the 
first few lines of the routine: 

waittime; 
movent. Id0-d7/a0-a6, - (sp) 
lea.       levels, aO 
move.l a0,$6c 
move.w #8020,$dff09a 

Quite why this works at all is beyond 
me, The Amiga operating system 
(OS) is extremely complicated, and 

relies on the interrupt system to 
operate correctly. What this code 
does is remove one of the OS's vital 
blood vessels, wait a white, plug it in 
again and expect it to still be alive. 
This will not work. You must ask the 
OS for access to the VerticalBlanking 
interrupt, by calling a special 
exec.library routine called 
AddlntServer - this will add a routine 
of your specification to the interrupt 
chain. You can have the top priority if 
you wish, and then your routine will 
be called every 50th of a second. 
This way, the rest of the OS also 
continues to operate. 

A far preferable solution is to use 
the timer.device in the Amiga to wait 
for times, as in this month's listing. 
This co-operates with the OS in every 
way, and will measure times far more 
accurately than the interrupt system. 
The timer device is multi-tasking, and 
can be asked to "get on with the 
timing while I do something else, and 
let me know when my time's up". 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 
1. You have accessed the interrupt 
system with: 

move*! aO,$6c 

This is very naughty, for two reasons. 
The first is that you should never 
access any of the 68000's vectors, 
ever. The only memory location 
you're legally allowed to touch in the 
Amiga other than the custom chips 
(and only then if you've asked the 
OS) is $0004, the ExecBase, and 
you're only allowed to read from it. 
Accessing the vector tables will 
cause unreliable system operation, 
and possibly crashes and data loss* 

The second is that from the 
68010 and above, the vector table 
can be moved with the new VBR 
register, A lovely side-effect of this is 
that the entire table can be moved to 
32-bit Fast RAM. Well, it could in 
theory, but Commodore have been 
unable to do this because too much 
software crashed because ft 
accessed fixed locations as in the 
above example. If you must use 
interrupts, AddlntServer/Handler 
and RemlntServer/Handler will allow 
access to them. 

2. You push lots more registers 
to the stack man you actually use: 

movem►1 d0-d7/a0-a6, -(sp) 

Your entire routine uses aO, al, dO 
and dl to operate. Pushing data to 
the stack is a slow process - for fast 
efficient code, it's best to only push 
registers you are going to use. 

3, In terms of general technique, 
there are a coupie of things you 
could have done to make your code 
quicker and more compact. Although 
I would recommend you look closely 
at the replacement example below, 
you might like to bear in mind that if 
your leas are closer than 32K, you 
can use PC relative addressing to 
make the instruction shorter: 

lea level3, aO 

could be replaced with: 

lea. Ievel3{pc),a0 

Both do the same thing, but the 
latter takes up less bytes. If you are 
moving immediate data values less 
than 128 into data registers, you can 
use moveq (move quick). This is 
much faster, and effects all 32 bits 
of a data register. This instruction: 

moveq     #$00,dO 

is faster thanr 

clr.l do 

- the official method according to the 
68000 instruction timings! 

Although you dtd not fall into the 
most dangerous trap with timing, this 
sort of code is common: 

£mall_Delay: 
move«     #ffff ,30 

waitabit: 
dbra      dO, wa it_a_bi t 
rts 

This routine will simply wait for a 
while. Unfortunately, on faster 
processors, this routine does not 
wait quite so long. In fact, it returns 
pretty much instantaneously on 
anything faster than a 68020 
because of the caches. So, you 
should never use software delays 
like the above three-line example. 
Eventually, you'll probably get a 
better Amiga, and you'd be pretty 
upset if none of the programs you so 
painstakingly wrote on your earlier 
machine worked! TS CB 

TIMER LISTING: THE SOURCE CODE 

Code Clinic, tinier .device example. 
By Toby Simpson, 

This code is not perfectf it's been optimised so that it ia not too long. 
It waits for one second and quite♦ 

tflt.l 
bsgj.s 
rooveq 
rta 

do 
Timer_Qpened 
#$00,dO 

; Opened OK. 
; Return. 

Set up our reply pert ,.„ 
incdir "include:" Timer_Openedl: lea Tisner_IO,al 
include "exec/exec. i" lea Timer_Port,aO 
include ■exec/funcdef„£■ ;  3 You may not need this line I move.1 a D t MN_REPIiYPORT ^ a 1)                      This is our reply 
include " exec/exec.l ib. i11 

include "devices/timer.i" i - How poet our request end wait .... 
include ™exec/io.i" lea Timer_IOfal include " exec /port s. I '* move.w 

move.J 
#TK-ADD(FLEQUEET, IO_COMMAHD fa1) 
#$01H I0TV_TIME+-TV_SEC3(al)   ;   Set up seconds 

equ move.l 
SYS 

#5 0 0 TIQTV TXME+ TV,MICRO(al)j And mic ro seconds 
DoXO 

macro 
move,1 _EXECBASE,a6 ; - How quit 
jar 
endm 

; Call exec.library TiiBer_Quit', lea 
SYS 
moveg 

Tiraer_IO,al 
CloseDevice             ; Close timer device. 
#$00,dO 

section tinier_demo,, code moverw 
rts 

*$£ff,$df£1*0 
BLLba . 1 al,al j Quick way of clearing Addr reg. 
SYS FindTaak i Get our task ID. ;   - Our data 
lea Timer Port,aO section timer .data,data 
move -1 dO,MP_£IGTASK{a0> j Set task to signal. 

Timer Name: dc.b "timer.device",0 
lea Timer_Name r a.0 caop 0,4 
moveq #UNXT VBLAHK, do Timer_iQt iorv_sizE 
lea Timer_lGH al Timer Port: dc.b MP.SIEE 
moveq #$00,dl 7 
srs QpenDevice f Try to open timer device. end 
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ISMAIL BYTE 

Orders & Enquiries: 081 974 6767 

AMIGA Software 
Phone for prices on our huge range 

of Amiga leisure, business & 
creative software. 

AMIGA Hardware 
Amiga 500+ 
Amiga 600 
Amiga 600HD 
Amiga 1200 
Amiga 1500 

iXall 
£Call 
£Call 
£Catl 
£Call 

Colour Monitors 
Commodore 1084SD2 
Philips CM8833 Mkll 

£197 
£197 

Memory Products 
512 Exp + Clock 
512 Exp 
1MbSimms(70N$) 
4Mb Simms (70Ns) 
A600 1Mb Exp + Clock 
A500+ 1Mb Exp 

£29.99 
£2499 
£99.99 

£110,00 
£44.99 
£36-99 

GVP Hard Drives 
Call for the now even lower prices on 

Great Valley Products1 Hard Drives, 
Accelerators & Video Boards. 

Accessories 
Auto M / J Switch £1249 
Amiga to Philips Mkll £5.99 
Amiga to Sony Scart £8,99 
Amiga to Scart £7.99 
Parallel Printer £3.99 
All Serial Cables £6.99 
Citizen Swift Stand £24.99 
Mouse Mat £2,75 
TecnoPlus Mouse £1099 
Amiga 500 Soft Cover £3.25 
Amiga 600 Soft Cover £4 25 
Zipstick Autofire(BEST!) £999 

Discs & Boxes 
H/ihesl Qua ilv Bulk Discs 

50x 3.5" Bulk Discs £23.50 
100x3.5" Bulk Discs £45,25 
200x3,5" Bulk Discs £89,50 
500x 3.5" Bulk Discs £178.25 
1000x3.5" Bulk Discs £356,75 
80 Cap Disc Box £499 
Posso150 Cap Box £19 99 

Bubble Jet Printers 
Canon BJ10ex £215,0C 
10ex Sheet Feed £58.99 
Canon BJ20Q NEW £Cal 
Canon BJ300 £359,00 
Canon BJ330 £469.00 

Remember all our prices include 2-3 clay delivery. 
Add £4.50 for Next Day Courier Service 

Orders by Fax: 081 974 6102 or Orders by Mail: 
3 Enterprise Way, Teddlngton, London TW11 

Reach the top with 

LCL Self-Tuition Courses 
■fci 

World leaders • Hons graduate/teacher authors # In educational 
software charts. • Excellent reviews, (e.^Definitely a first class 
package1 AMIGA SHOPPER) • £5 off totalfor 2, £10 off for 3. 
INCREDIBLE VALUE: 24-PROGRAM COURSES . 
WITH A BOOK & MANUAL FOR ONLY £24 EACH 
(Micro Series have outstandingly good graphics & music for that level) 
Totally comprehensive courses with far too many features v \ , 
& topics to list, but some examples are: 

MICR^CIENC^^ear^CSE^ 

Physics & Chemistry practical experiments • Biology demonstrations 
Graphics adventure game (1 Mb required) 
MICRO MATHS (II years - GCSE) 

Algebra • Geometry • Trigonometry * Statistics * Arithmetic 
MICRO FRENCH (Beginners - GCSE) 

Real speech * Graphics adventure game * Talking cartoon 
MICRO GERMAN (Beginners - GCSE & Business) | 

Real speech • Graphics adventure game • Business letter generator 
MICRO ENGLISH (8 years GCSE) 
Spelling * Punctuation • Grammar * Literature ^PftM4ki 
PRIMARY MATHS COURSE (3-12 years) 

Tables * + - X -5- • HTU • Long & short multiplication • Fractions 

READING WRITING COURSE (3-12 years) | 
Alphabet • Handwriting ■ Creative writing * Reading • Spelling 

MEGA MATHS (A level course) 
AIX AM IGAs 
EVEN A1200 

Calculus • Algebra ■ Geometry • Full-screen graphs * or equivalent 
(*All appropriate LCL Course arc National Curriculum compatible & run on most computers.) 
Send chcques/RO.s (+99p P&P) or phone orders, or requests for free colour 
poster/catalogues to: 
LCL (DEFT AS), THAMES HOUSE, 73 BIANDY ROAD, HENLEY-ON-THAMES, QXON RG91QB 

E 
or ring 0491 579345 (24 hrs) 

Remember this 

EPSON won an Amiga press Gold A 

Award for its GT6000 colour scanner - 
it became the tirst sub £1000 full A4 
flatbed scanner for the Amiga and ■ 
offered scan rates of upto 300dpi in 
both 24 bit colour and 256 grey ^ 
scale monochrome. Now EPSON 
have done it again. They have 
launched the GT6500 and ... 
prices start at £799, 

then SCAN THIS !!! 

With glorious 24bitJ 

16,7m ill ion colour tech- 
nology, the new Epson GT- 
6500 and GT-8000 flatbed 
scanners produce high 
definition, professional 
colour images. rA quality colour 

Kirf white one^ 
Do you prefer him in 
colour or black & white? 

Yet they also handle line art 
and 256 greyscale images 
(for monoDTP, optical 
character recognition and 
computer aided design) with 
equal clarity and verve. 

"isn't colour wonderful?. 

Output resolutions of upto 
600dpi* are available on 
the GT6500 and 800dpi* 
on the GT8000. 

Transparencies as well! 

With the optional trans- 
parency adaptor and 
automatic document 
feeder, these scanners are 
almost too accommodating 
for words. 

* sub scan logic doubles the standard 300dpi/400dpi 
maximums and working in 200% zoom mode in tine 
mode can offer 1200dpi/1600dpi when used in 
conjunction with certain software hardware 
configurations. 

EPSON   Available from your local Epson scanner dealer 
(where you see this Epson Scanner sign) 

Distributed by: 
HB Marketing Ltd, Unit 3, Poyie 14, 
Newlands Drive, Colnbrook, Berks., SL3 0DX. 

SCANNER 
DEALER  Tel: 0753 686000 Fax: 0753 680343 



EDUCATION 

The crowd who put together 
your favourite Amiga mag 
are a good bunch of sorts, 
clued-up to the eyeballs on 

all of the latest releases, and 
whizzos with air the most recent 
technokit. Truth is, I'm old enough 
to be the father of most of them, 
and of course, when we get 
together, you can Imagine how lTm 
sometimes the brunt of 'old man' 
jokes. Well, that may be the case, 
but sometimes it takes an old timer 
to put the youngsters right, which 
nicely brings us to the reason for all 
this ranting and raving. You see, I 
often wonder if we overlook what 
we already have, In the headlong 
rush for what Is Just around the 
comer. So, for the vast majority of 
Amiga users, who don't have 
hundreds of pounds to spend on the 
very latest programs, I'm going to 
show how taking a pragmatic 
attitude to older programs can be a 
highly rewarding experience. 

HORSES FOR COURSES 
Creating animations is one of the 
most exciting things you can do with 
an Amiga, and there are numerous 
packages specifically designed for 
this purpose. The range of options is 
enormous, from simple kentry-level' 
systems to the very sophisticated. 
The right choice for your particular 
needs is not always obvious, as it is 
always difficult to make sure that you 
have seen the full potential of all the 
candidates. So, in my column this 
month, Tm going to look at two likely 
contenders, each of which offer 
different facilities, but, in their own 
right, are giants. It is usually the 
case that the DPaint programs 
(version III onwards) are assumed to 
be the ultimate in animation 

packages, but this is not always true. 
The programs I have chosen here 
have been used time and time again 
in my school, and can now be picked 
up at bargain basement prices if you 
shop around. 

HUNGRY FOR MEMORY 
It is important to remember that 
graphical applications of any nature, 
on any computer, make considerable 
demands on available memory, Even 
though there are specific circuits 
within your Amiga to enable it to 
perform complex graphical 
calculations, carrying out lengthy 
animations demands intensive 
memory reserves, and on a basic 
512K machine will necessitate some 
degree of compromise or trade-off. 
The price of memory expansions has 
fallen dramatically in recent 
months, so if you wish to use your 
Amiga for this kind of thing, then 
increasing the size of its 
memory must be your number 
one priority. 

GETTING FRAMED 
For those of you just 
beginning to get to grips 
with using your Amiga 
(particularly if it arrived 
via Santa!), I'll now 
briefly explain the 
simple principle 
behind all 
animation 
packages. 

Creating 
an animation on a 
computer is very similar to creating 

one on film, Frames are 
constructed one at a time, 

I and the speed at which the 
: finished sequence of 

frames is presented 

gives the impression that the object 
or image is moving. So each of the 
animation packages offers frame 
creating and editing facilities, and 
some offer even more, allowing your 
Disney ambitions to go even further. 

FANTAVISION, THE 
FORGOTTEN FAVOURITE 
Some of you Amiga veterans out 
there will remember this program 
from the past - maybe you gave up 
using it as more cartoon-dedicated 
packages came along, and as the 
new arrival DPaint IV showed its 
wares. Well, perhaps itfs time to 
dust off the old disk, and ask 
yourself if you really exploited the full 
potential of this excellent package, I 
use Fantavision constantly at work, 

and still discover new 
facilities and uses for 
it almost every week. 
What I like about this 
software is the fact 
that, unlike some of 
the subject-specific 

Amiga graphics, and are looking for 
the right program for your needs, you 
should give this one a test drive. 

GOING DOTTY 
The simplest way to think of 
Fantavision in use is to conjure up an 
image of those 'join the dots' 
drawings which are a stock favourite 
of childrens' drawing books. Using 
vectors, the program allows the user 
to create complex shapes, and then 
move them around the screen. Each 
time you 'clone1 an object, you can 
then alter itT and Fantavision will 
calculate the in-between frames 
necessary to create an animation. 
This particular trick is known as 
'tweening\ and it works very well. 

Any kind of IFF file, including 
HAM, can be loaded as a 
background, and subsequent 
animations developed on top of it. 

SOUNDS UNLIMITED 
The most endearing (and often 
amusing) facility this package offers 

moving 

packages, it does 
not restrict the type 

i of animations that 
you can create - 

I Fantavision is 
V totally open- 

ended, and jam- 
packed with useful facilities. The 
price is ridiculously low, and the 
quality of effects quite stunning. So, 
if you are just entering the world of 

is the ability to add sounds to your 
animations - or 'movies', as 
Fantavision calls them - and 
synchronise them with specific 
frames in the action. Any 8SVX IFF 
sound sample can be used, so if you 
own your own sound sampler, you 
can generate your own sound effects 
and add them to any movie you 
make. This particular feature of the 
package makes it quite unique, in 

Fantavision's bottom right-hand menu has loads 
of features which you'll find handy. The gEobe 
icon allows you to make global changes to any 
object, so for any change you make on a given 
frame (editing the shape, or changing the colour, 
for instance), simply click on this icon, and the 
changes are carried out throughout the movie. 
The two overlapping squares are used to create 
'overlays'. Should you wish to add additional 
frames to a movie, you can use this icon to keep 

certain images visible, in order to facilitate 
continuity of editing. The mountain icon allows 
objects to be fused with the background. 

The lightning mode, symbolised by a stylised 
flash, creates flashing effects, and the trace 
mode, shown as a decreasing series of solid 
circles, creates a colourful stroboscope effect. 
As mentioned in the caption below, the bitmap 
icon is repeated again here, and this is to 
enable you to load and save bitmaps. The 

Shown on the left is the main Fantavision work-screen. Along the left-hand side is a collection of 
Icons for generating specific effects. These are associated with drawing, entering text, rotating, 
zooming, deleting, squashing, flipping and turning the 'objects', which are the building blocks of 
Fantavision's moviemaking abilities. The icon in the form of a square containing a circle 
containing a cross has a particularly Important function - It allows the user to convert a 
background Into a bitmap Image. This function relates to another Icon In the lower right-hand 
comer, which is described in the main text (above). 

The lower left-hand menu Is associated with generating colours and patterns within your 
animation. The up and down arrow on the left-hand edge allows the user to flip through patterns 
which can be used for solids or lines. The arrows to the right of the menu determine whether you 
wish to draw an outline, filled Item, or background. The colours may be changed on-screen by 
using one of the options in the pull down menus, which presents a visual colour selector, and RGB 
slider bars to make your own choice, A further sub-menu lets you adjust the overall brightness - 
care must be taken here, otherwise you can end up blanking out your whole screen! 
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that adding sound to any other 
animation package is no easy task. 
Sadly 1 cannot demonstrate this in 
the magazine, but the Ferrari in the 
illustration on the bottom left moves 
across the screen sounding just like 
a galloping horse, and hits the wall 
at the end with a sound resembling a 
squashed tomato. 

The graphic editing facilities also 
offer a vast array of possibilities. In 
our example, as the wall is hit, the 
bricks fly off at assorted angles, and 
the front of the Ferrari becomes 
somewhat distorted. Individual 
picture elements can be picked up 
as vectors, and scaled, rotated, 
coloured, leaned over at an angle, or 
sent to the front or back. 

Along with the software comes a 
'Movie Player' which eliminates the 
need to keep loading the package 
each time you wish to view your 
work. All in alt, if you are on a tight 
budget, and want a really useful 
animation packaget then Fantavision 
is one to seriously consider. C5 

CHECKOUT 

FANTAVISION 

speed • • • • • 
Really quick, with variable frame rate. 
Functions • • • • O 
Versatile in lots of areas. Nice effects. 
Ease of use # • • • • 
A doddle to operate. 
Overall rating • • • • • 

Brilliant value for money. 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

Fantavision.  £40.85 
By DomarWOBl 780 2222 
Moviesetter £39.95 
Available From Diamond 
^071 580 4399 

experience 

Animation programs open up a 

world of possibilities - and they 

needn't cost the earth, Wilf Rees 

presents some golden oldies that^ 

still offer a piece of the action 

original, or your current colour 
map can be selected, and a 
mask can be selected if you 
need to draw one around your 
Image- A series of four tools is 
also provided for changing the 
dimensions of objects, 
allowing solid, dimension, 
line and dot size to be 
adjusted as required. 

This screen picture illustrates Just one 
highly effective aspect of Fantavision. Shown here is my 
sound sample directory. Any selection from this directory can be imported 
and modified to suit the particular need of the movie- Facilities are 
available to alter volume, balance, echo, pitch, duration and sustain. 

Just behind this requester is the main film window (also visible In the 
top-right of our first Fantavision picture)- Here, each box offers access to 
further features. 'Info' provides details on number of objects, total frame 
number, overall speed, and so on. Clicking 'Sound' brings up the window 
illustrated, and controls all of the audio parameters. 'Blank1 allows the 
Insertion of a blank frame at any point, while 'Clone' makes an exact copy 
of the current frame. And once you have completed all your painstaking 
frame-making, and wish to examine the outcomeF the final act Is to click 
on 'Go!', and your movie will play Itself back to you. 

MOVIESETTER AND WYSIWYG 

Some years ago, Gold Disk 
introduced Moviesetter, a program 
for creating cartoons. To this end, 
the package offers very powerful 
facilities for editing the 
'productions1, as Gold Disk calls the 
outcomes. A freely-distributable 
MoviePlayer is included, which 
enables you to transfer your 
productions onto video tape. 

Moviesetter works by using two 
principal requesters. One controls 
the motion in a similar way to a tape 
recorder, while the other controls 
the track editing. To support these, 
there are pull-down menus which 
give the usual access to 
loading/saving, and other features, 

Similarly, Moviesetter uses two 
working environments: the 'Set 
Creator/Editor', and the 'Scene 
Creator/Editor'. All Moviesetter 
productions begin with IFF pictures. 
These can take two forms in the 
program: 'backgrounds', and 
'faces1. Backgrounds are just that, 
and can be scrolled vertically or 
horizontally, independent of other 
elements in the scene. A face, on 
the other hand, is a single image of 
an animated object. A setT is a 
collection of related faces in a 
logical order - say, the sequence of 
frames required to make a figure 
walk. Moviesetter is WYSIWYG: 

What You See Is What You Get. So, 
the Images you produce on the 
screen are exactly the outcomes you 
see when the image is animated. 

Operating Moviesetter is simply 
a case of developing the faces, and 
then pasting them onto the 
background in the right sequence 
and at the appropriate location. The 
final results are quite stunning, and 
as good a cartoon representation as 
I have seen anywhere. 

The biggest limitation you may 
run into with Moviesetter is the 
amount of available memory. If you 
only have 512K, then screen colours 
are restricted, so a memory upgrade 
is necessary In order to really make 
the package work, 

CHECKOUT 

MOVIESETTER 

Speed • • • • O 
WYSIWYG makes producing animations 
extremely quick and easy. 

Functions •••00 
Limited, as this is dedicated software. 
Ease of use        • • • O O 
More complex to use than Fantavision, but 
once mastered, not too difficult. 
Overall rating • • • • o 

Loses a mark for lack of versatility. 

^^^^jgjpy*^ \ \ Here we see Moviesetter s main 
33@^Sv5^-^i \ scene editor, complete with a 

\ picture of a Porsche imported 
\ into the heart of the package. 

*V*3***Trv™      \ Using the track editor (which 
■|n|\ \ «k      \ has a comprehensive range of 
V» \ I & A V«      \ f ac i (it I es f o r cutt i n g, pasti ngT 
H \ and manipulating images), I 

% \ can now set about tracing a 
^^^^^^ \ sequence of 'faces', to 

^^^^f^^^^^jl^B \ show the path of the car 
^^^^^^^^^^T^^""^"'"7^"''""^ i across the screen, 

^fl K   .'-^T"^\^ "M   " U s i n g t h e pi aye r control window. 
Bjj^i****^^     which has controls similar to an audio tape 

recorder, i can then view the outcome, forwards, 
backwards, fast or slow motion, or solely at the intended speed- It 

just goes to show: Moviesetter really is a smashing package. 

The Set editor in use. This Porsche 
was actually captured from 
Fantavision7 and brought over to 
Moviesetter. There are several 
examples of clip-art on the second 
disk in the Moviesetter package, 
and these are classic cartoon- 
style images. The version of the 
Porsche shown here has 
received detailed editing (usmg 
the various drawing tools on 
the right-hand side), and is now 
ready to be transferred into 
the main program. 
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DIY REPAIRS 

Owning your own 
computer can bo a 
source of enormous 
pleas ure, and the 

knowledge and understanding It 
brings Is without doubt beneficial. 
That Is, until something goes wrong. 
Repairs to computers can cost a 
small fortune, while the nature of 
the fault may often be minor. In this 
series of articles, I have teamed up 
with Dave Cooper, an electronics 
engineer who has spent over six 
years In the business of home 
computer repairs. Together we'll 
show that all you need to repair 
many Amiga faults are confidence, 
close attention to detail, and a bit 
of patience and care. 

The repairs I am going to 
describe go well beyond simple 
everyday checks, so before we go 
any further, there is one thing that I 
want to establish firmly in your mind. 
Always remember that we are dealing 
with electricity, which is a killer, and 
with components that can be 
temperamental. Correct precautions 
and procedures are absolutely 
essential if we are to ensure safe 
and effective maintenance. Some 
aspects of equipment repair are 
beyond the capabilities of even the 
most ambitious or talented amateur, 
and in those cases you should 
always leave well alone. But don't 
worry - these particular cases will be 
clearly pointed out as we proceed 
through the series, 

GETTING THE RIGHT KIT 
No matter how skilled you are, there 
are still some basic tools and 
equipment you will need in order to 
carry out any repair job correctly. 
These items are as follows: 

L A set of good screwdrivers, with 
both Philips and plain heads, in a 
wide range of sizes. 

2. Pliers, snout nosed and standard, 
in at least two sizes. 

3* A simple test meter or continuity 
tester, You don't have to spend a lot 
of money on one of these - later, 
we'll be showing you how to make 
one cheaply yourself. 

4.1 so propyl alcohol and cotton buds. 

5. An electrical soldering iron, solder, 
and a de-soldering tool. 

6. Spare fuses and wire strippers, 

This article will mainly address 
repairs to the Amiga 500. However, 
many of the tests and repairs will be 
applicable to other Amigas in the 
range, and indeed to other makes of 
computers. Throughout the articles, I 
will refer to components by their 
correct names. Occasionally I may 

mention the more common names, 
as for example with the custom 
chips, which are called things like 
Denise' and 'Agnus', but the master 

diagram of the A500 motherboard 
(on page 60} should be your 
reference for identifying each specific 
component. So, it's probably a good 
idea to keep this page handy at all 
times, ready for whenever you need 
to tackle a problem. 

The range of repairs will vary 
from the blindlngly obvious, through 
the slightly more technicalf to the 
sophisticated modification of major 
components. Remember, this 
information is based on the many 
years1 experience of an expert 
repairer - you might 
well be surprised at ^^^^^^^^m 
some of the faults 
Dave has seen, so 
don't be sarcastic if 
you think some of 
the suggestions 
sound patronising. 
Remember that 
there is a logical 
progression through 
the fault-finding 
stages, and this process is essential 
if correct diagnostic assumptions are 
to be made, 

THE POWER SUPPLY 
Amiga 500 power supplies come in 
two forms: the heavyweight 
tra n sfo rme r- based ty pe (w h i c h we' 11 
refer to as 'type one'), and the 
lightweight thyristor-based version 
('type two'}. In accordance with the 
operating requirements of the Amiga, 
both types of supply provide output 
voltages of 12V and 5V. However, 
they are fundamentally different in 
design. Identifying which one you 

"40% of repairs to 

the Amiga 500 

involve power 

supply problems 

have is quite simple: pick it up and 
feel the weight. Type one is about 
the same weight as a household 
brick, while type two is much lighter, 
about the same as a large orange. 

There is one simple check that 
can be carried out on both types of 
power supplies, and this involves 
examining the plug to ensure that 
the fuse is intact, and that the 
screws are tightened down firmly In 
the terminals. Occasionally, one of 
the wires in the cable clamp Inside 
the plug can become broken - 
stripping back the cable can cure 
this problem. If you own the 
lightweight power supply, and it is 
not functioning, then this is as far as 

domestic repairs 
should go. The 
reason for this is 
that the lightweight 
version is of the 
non-isolated 
variety, with a 
rectified charge in 
excess of 300 
volts stored in the 
capacitor. Were you 
to attempt a repair, 

there would always be a risk of a 
hefty shock from the capacitor, even 
after switching off. So, this piece of 
equipment is best left alone - the 
only recourse is to take it to your 
dealer, The heavyweight variety, on 
the other hand, does offer a lot more 
scope for investigation. 

I'M GOING IN 
Rule number one is: always remove 
the plug from the mains before 
dismantling anything - you know it 
makes sense. If you look on the 
bottom of the power supply, it may 
have one of two possible securing 

COMMUNICATION DIFFICULTIES 

The innards of the 
mouse revealed. Be 
careful when you 
separate the two 
halves of the 
mouse. First, 
remove the ball 
retaining plate and 
the operating ball. 
The two self-tapping 
screws on the base 
are next, and then 
carefully pull the top 
section forward to 
separate the two 
lugs located In the 
slots on the base 
plate. Two black self-tapping screws hold the targe black moulding onto the 
mouse circuit-board, and when removed, they will simplify access to the rollers, 

You can easily remove the accumulated dirt from the rollers, as well as 
from the mouse ball Check the cable contacts at the circuit-board connector, 
as well as the single blue cable which Is soldered directly to the board. Finally, 
you can replace faulty micro-switches with a little careful soldering. 

| j 

  ^ 

systems. The first simply requires 
the removal of the four securing 
cross-head screws which hold the 
two halves of the casing together. 
The power supply should now come 
apart quite easily. On the other 
variety, there are four white plastic 
plugs which cover the securing 
screws, These need to be pulled out 
first - you can do this by sticking a 
sharp instrument, such as a darning 
needle, down the edge, then pulling 
up and sideways. The plug should 
then come away with no trouble at 
all, I suggest that you then chuck the 
plugs away, as they are nothing but a 
nuisance, and serve no purpose 
other than as a mild deterrent. 

Inside the power supply there are 
several components which can be 
serviced, The first thing to check is 
that you have continuity along the 
length of the cable. Remove the 
cover from the plug, and test each of 
the three cores of the mains cable 
up to the circuit board solder points. 
A common fault here is the cable 
breaking just inside the power supply 
at the cable clamp. Next, examine 
the points at which each core of the 
cable joins the circuit board. Ensure 
that the soldered joints are secure, 
and cleanly attached, If not, strip 
back a length of the core, clean the 
circuit board hole, and re-solder the 
cable into the board, Examine all of 
the soldered joints on the circuit 
board to ensure firm connections. If 
you find that you are getting 
intermittent power to your Amiga, 
then this is often the reason why. 

eON,FUSE,D? 
The next item to inspect is the 
400mA (milliAmp) fuse. You will find 
this located in a small silver fuse- 

Trie two commonest (and most often 
recommended) means of 
communicating with your Amiga are 
using the keyboard, and using the 
mouse. Repairs to the keyboard are 
rather limited. Sticking or 
Inoperative keys are usually a 
symptom of outside contamination, 
and the commonest culprit Is coffee. 

As a general rule, you should 
bear in mind that drinks and 
computers simply do not mix. The 
residue from evaporated coffee Is a 
lovely sticky brown sludge which 
couldn't be better designed as a 
keyboard contaminant. If you do spill 
a hot drink over your keyboard, the 
first action must be to switch off the 
power. Each of the keys need to be 
wiped off, and the surfaces 
underneath cleaned to remove as 
much liquid as possible. 

I have had conflicting advice on 
the appropriate course of action to 
take in this instance, but Dave 
Cooper suggests removing the 
keyboard from the A500, and simply 
flooding the entire mechanism with 
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The other test we can carry out is 
to check the soldering of the 
secondary windings into the circuit 
board. Ensure that these are clean 
and securely fixed, and if not, re- 
solder them, re assemble the casing, 
and test. If you have not succeeded 
in repairing the power supply after 
these checks, then I'm afraid youII 

Is your Amiga poorly? Worry not, 

because help is at hand - month 

by month, Wilf Rees is here to 

show flow you can service and 

repair your computer yourself 

holder on the circuit board. Test it 
with a meter or continuity tester to 
see if it is still intact. It may be that 
it is still clean, but broken, in which 
case you should replace it with a 
fuse of the same rating. Then re- 
assemble the power supply, and see 
if it works any better than before. 

if the fuse is blackened, or 
maybe even has the glass broken, 
then you need to look at the two 
large diodes on the circuit board. 
These are in fact rectifiers, and are 
cylindrical in shape, with a stripe 
running around them, near to one 
end of the component. The diodes 
are a common source of faults in the 
power supply, and can be tested in 
the following way: a diode only allows 
current to flow in one direction. So, 
remembering that the end of the 
component with the stripe is called 
the 'cathode', connect a meter or 
continuity tester across the two 
ends. Anode to cathode should 
produce zero resistance and register 
a current, while cathode to anode 
should give infinite resistance, and 
register no current. 

TRANSFORMER TRAUMA 
Both diodes should work in this 
manner. If you find that current can 
pass both ways through either of the 
components, then remove them and 
solder replacements of the same 
value onto the board, If you do 
replace the diodes, make sure that 
you have the cathode at the correct 
end. Once replaced, re-assemble and 
test the power supply. There's 
another important rule here: you 
should never test the power supply 
until it has been re-assembled. 

The only other power supply 
component which can be 

WD40. Afterwards the surfaces 
should be wiped as clean as possible 
using dry lint-free cotton. Sticking 
keys can be treated in much the 
same way. 

The reasons for mouse 
malfunctions can be broadly divided 
into two categories: either the mouse 
is faulty, or the Amiga is. First of ail, 
you should try using a malfunctioning 
mouse with someone else's Amiga. If 
it still misbehaves, then the fault 
must be with the mouse. If it works 
with your friend's machine, then your 
Amiga is faulty, and we will look at 
that option later. 

There are several mouse repairs 
you can carry out yourself. The 
mouse is driven by a round rubber 
ball, which runs on three nylon 
rollers. The commonest fault with the 
mouse is a build-up of grime and dirt 
on the ball and the rollers. To solve 
this, first remove the two self-tapping 
screws on the base of the mouse, 
and separate the two halves. Two 
small bfack seff-tapping screws hold 
the ball mechanism onto the circuit 

investigated is the transformer. This 
is the largest component In the 
power supply, and as such is easily 
identifiable, It is roughly cube- 
shaped, and has several wires 
coming out of it which are then 
soldered to the board, 

We can only perform two tests on 
the transformer. Firstly, we can test 
for continuity on the primary winding, 
which is the input to the power 
supply on the circuit board, where 
the negative and positive wires from 
the mains plug are soldered. You 
should find that electricity can flow 
here. If you don't, then I'm afraid 
that it's not worth repairing, and 
you'll have to go out and get a new 
power supply. 

board. Remove these, then lift the 
mechanism clear of the circuit board. 

ALCOHOL IN 
MODERATION 
You will see the rollers clearly, each 
with a ring of black dirt around the 
centre - brought on by hours of use. 
Do not buy any of the proprietary 
fancy brands of mouse-cleaners, but 
instead pop down to your local 
chemist's, and ask for a bottle of 
11 so propyl Alcohol'. Soak a cotton bud 
in the alcohol, and work it over the 
surface of the rollers. The grime will 
come off with very little effort. Place 
the operating ball in a square of 
scrap cotton, and clean the ball with 
a few more drops of the alcohol. Re- 
assemble and test the mouse - you 
should notice far smoother 
movement of the pointer. 

The cable from the mouse is 
attached to the mouse circuit board 
via a push-on connector and a 
separate soldered cable, Other than 
to check the wires are still intact at 
the connector, there is little more you 

can do here. However, it is not 
uncommon for the two micro-switches 
to develop faults, Once these start to 
misbehavet they can sometimes be 
resuscitated with a quick squirt of 
WD40, but often this is a short-lived 
measure, while getting an 
appropriately-sized replacement is 
not always easy, You could, of course 
ask your local dealer if he has a dead 
Commodore mouse lying around that 
you could buy cheaply, in which case 
this can be a source of several bits. 
But remember, with used 
merchandise, you do tend to get what 
you pay for... 

If you are of the same persuasion 
as myself, and never throw anything 
away, you'll stick your duff mouse in 
a drawer for when your new one gets 
poorly. And finally, there's just one 
last mouse-fixing tip I should pass 
on: if you fail to repair your mouse 
yourself, it's probably not worth 
taking it to your deafer to pay for 
'proper' repairs - mice are so cheap 
today, it's far more economic a f to buy 
a new one, 

probably have to pay out and buy 
another one. 

While we're on the subject of 
buying power supplies, you should 
take Dave Cooper's advice and 
spend a little more on one of the 
higher power versions available. 40% 
of repairs to the Amiga 500 involve 
power supply problems, and the one 
supplied is not really up to the task 
of powering all the additional 
hardware that you lot are bunging 
into one port or another! 

A FRIEND IN NEED*** 
One of the advantages of being in 
the electronics trade is being abie to 
replace most components from 
stock, and then try out the repair 
straight away. Unfortunately, not 
having a huge selection of spare 
parts to hand causes problems for 
the average punter, so this is where 
the buddy system can come into 
play- Often the only way you can 
detect whether a component is faulty 
or not is to try another, and that's 
when you find out who your real 
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AMIGA 1200 DELUXE MONITOR STATION; / CONTROL CENTRE £49,99 
Comprises colour matched steel stand for monitor/tv; shelf 
under for PBU & external drive etc? House £ Joystick port 
extenoion cables; mouse holder; mouse mat i Large duot cover 

t   Mvsra monitor £ computerr J 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 
SALES:    0274 - 691115 

CITIZEN SWIFT 9COLOUR ONLY E184.99 9pJ_n; 192cpe draft, 48cps HLO printing speed. 4 built-in ffjnte.. Friction i tractor feeds. Paper park. Low cost ribbons. 2 y#ni  Wai entity.  EpuOtl k   [RH Prop* ifit.Ht  rail! flt.italu .  Ixnr rmLtii: 1«V*L. 32K RAM UPGRADE (13.99 
CITIZEN 
CITIZEN 

SWIFT 
SWIFT 

240C COLOUR 
240 MONO 

£2 84 
£249 . 

24 pinj 240cp* draft t 80 opt tatter quality print epeed, 9 fontsP 2 scalable fonts. Paper parting, push i pull tractor f**}, friction f**d. Epson LO570, NEC P20 i IBM emulations, Ultra law noise level, + quiet ttxlo lot im*tn Iw.i munr. J 
v<Mr warranty. 1?BR RAH EXPANSION t <2-S9 

#TAJtTEJt PACK tVITH ALL CITIZEN PRINTERS* INCLUDES PRINTER CABLE} AMIGA DRIVER  DISK i 
250 (appro %) SSEETs OF 

PAPER 

ASTOUNDING SPEC: 
68020 32BIT Cpu 

SPEED 
FREE ON 

SITE 
WARRANTY 

14.19MHz CLOCK 
2 MEG RAM 
3.5" FLOPPY DRIVE 
16MILLION COLOUR CAPABILITY 
BUILT-IN TV MODULATOR 
WORKBENCH 3r MOUSE £ PSU 
32 BIT EXPANSION PORT 

PHONE FOR LATEST LOW PRICE 

NOW ALSO AVAILABLE 

WITH HARD DRIVES 

FAST 
YOUR 

20MEG: 
40MEG: 
60MEG 
80MEG 

INSTALLED 

HARD DRIVES FOR 
AMIGA 600 & 1200. 

PRICES 
FROM 
UNDER 

£120 

BOOTS OP 
IK LESS 
THAN 10 
SECONDS 

CITIXEH SWIFT 200 SUPERB MODEL A ONLY £209.99 
CITIIEN SWIFT 200 COLOUR £244.99 
24 pin; ?4Qcps draft * 80 cpa letter nual.ity print speeds Kin* letter quality fonts, 2 scalable letter quality fonts. Paper parking, push L pull tractor feed, friction feed. Epson LQ57Qj NEC F2D t IBH Proprinter24xe emulations r 2 year warranty. 

12PK RAM EXPANSION   £ J 2.^9 
CITIZEN PHODOT 34 PROFESSIONAL PRINTER £259.96 
24Pin BO Column; 5 font?; Epfton, Ifow & MAC svujlatiouei 160x340 dpi graphics printing; l&F buffer*  Colour vsriion      £299-99 
CmZEN PRO JET INKJET     LASER QUALITY PRINT £399. W 
30Odpl Laser quality 50 nozzle   I MR jet printer. Past I very quiet. IGOcpe draft £ 240 cps letter quality print speed.Three letter quality fonts + optional font cards. HF Deskjet Plus Ovulation. Optional 1281c i 256k ran cards. 100 sheet automatic 

Ink cartridges - £13,99 
BUDGET 4PPM LASER PRINTER ■ SEIKOSMA OP 104 tSSG.W 
Four paqe per minute] HP Laserjet IIP emulation; J00x300 DPI? Jyr on sits warranty,  Potticript Twriion wit* 2wmq rim Et49r91 

■ Prices include drive cable* 
(Cabin alma aval Labi* ««pnrat*ly for £9.99> * Formatted ready to UB*+ * Easy to fit - installs in eecond - attach to internal driv* boy bracket Etcmut included] * pluq-in the cable - that'* all there la to it. Fitting charge £15.00. Send youi 1200 by registered post, enclosing £5,50 extra for tr:t.Lim can iaqe - don't foiget the Extended warranty iC required - £42.99 extra- highly recommended. 

SPEED UP TOUR 120O 
Adding one of our   32bit FAST RAH cards will give from 2 to 10 times speed increase over a standard 1200 (from € to 70 tiJmM (After than a A500 - Largest increases are for ;ths intensive ApplioatiofM, making u** of the G8881/S£3&2 coprocessors on the Rom cards ■ , 

TRILOGICy OPEW SUNDAY 
10-4PK 

SfiE OPPOSITE PAGE KR 'HOW TO CEDCR' 
NO AMIGA REPAIR HILLS PGR 2 or 3 YEARS 

WHRTt YOfJ TARE OUT AN EXTETCCD WARAANTY WITH OS. 

AC^TUFWTS can happen to anyone i they aren' t ooTwrsd by th« mwtuf pcturari warrsnty. AM) once this has expired, you can bat things will start to go wrung. With the average minimum Amiga repair costing £49.99 it DOBS make sense for a enn-of t payment, to know you vill never have UW n^mii bills t.o pay for 2 or 3 VEAKS, This Extended Warranty/1 nauranoe policy must be taken out within 30do~VB of pgruhaue.    Full details on request, COMPUTERS UFTCO £600 IH VALUE - Zyro JyrP E45^<) COMPVTBRS OTTO £999 IN VALUE - 2yra £32,59 3yrs £67.99 
Also available for prtnln & monitors etc. POA. 

IT'S BACK! 

AMIGA 500 PLUS 

CARTOON CLASSICS 

> BUILT-IN 3.5 
DISK DRIVE 

> LUES RAH 
> MOUSE 
> TV MODULATOR 
> WORKBENCH 2 
NEW LOW 

04 
PRICE 

> CAPTAIN PLANET 
> THE SIMPSONS 
> DELUXE PAINT 3 

2Mag version 
Add just £42.59 

PHILIPS CMaS3 3mk2 
99 £224 

> 14* SCREEN 
> STEREO SOUND 
> RGB & COMPOSFTE INPUTS 
>ON SITE WARRANTY 
> LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 
> OFFICIALUK MODEL 
> DUST COVER ES.99 s-CONNECTING LEAD £^ 9^ 
?■ OR BOTH FOH £8 B9 

COMMODORE 
I084S 

£199.99 
> 14' SCREEN > STEHEO SOUND 
> HGR & CVBS INPUTS 
> SUPERB PICTURE 
> DUST COVER £6.99 

HI-RES 14" 
COLOUR HOHITOR 

£229.99 
> 14' ANTIGLARE SCREEN 
> 0.29mm DOT PITCH 
> 1024x768 P0CELS 
> ANALOGUE RGB INPUT 
> TILT/SWIVEL BASE 

1.3 AMIGAS WITH 1HEG RAM. 
PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS 

ROCLITE RF382av 3.5" 
EXTERNAL DRIVE £67.99 

WITH ANTIVIRUS & ANT! CUCK FEATURES. RRP £79 99 
OR WITH HEW XCOPY FRO £99,99 
CUHANA CAX354 £56.99 

ORY UPGRAB1 
AMIGA SCO «   500 FLUB 

AS00 / 500+ 1/2»eq upgrade without clock i?4-99 AS00 f S0O+ l/2Beq   with clock 4 battery £29,99 
Jut t pi u$d in i t*Q solderi ng- ttarrsn ty una ffected. A^-DQ-i- lUff.C (IK3?ADft  £<^.99 ].5 KS AS00 UFOUDe fully populated £69,99 (Rcijuiies gary chip removal t invalidates varrantyj 
500/500+ EXTERNAL UPGRADE iFVC Zmeq U49-9$ 

> CONNECTING LEADa free  > Unsuifabte for tow r<* 
(1S,GKHE)modfti. 

COMMODORE 1960 HI RES 14 
MULTISYNC COLOUR MONITOR. 

HDRKS IH ALL A1Z00 NODES Lnc low res. (15. tXHz sod- 
£439.99 inc leads. 

Productivity t**iti Adaptor £14.99 extra if required. 

CCMpAtible Vlth ALL 0       AMTGAft t PCS 

AMI OA 600 .WlfJi bOD liw.i|    ufKjr^di: + <:)ix:k  (unpopul] £27.99 
JiHIGA 60D ltmfsj upgrade + clock - now   only £44.99 Just plugs in, Ho solderi,tg."t'arranty unaffected. AG00 PCMCIA   2 MEG KBIT FAST RAH £149 .99 AG00 PCMCIA C 4MEG 1SBIT FAST RAH £221*99 

AMIGA  1200  FAST RAH CARDS A6QQ PCMCIA   I MEG UPIT FAST RAH il49r99 AG00 PCMCIA C 4HEG lbBIT FAST RAH £221.99 HTCflCBCfTTCS 25KHz inc 0 neq J2blt fast ram £129.99 
HlCRCWarica 14MHz inc 1 vg J2bit fast ram £199,99 MTCROOOTICS 14MH? inc 2 aeq 32hit fast raa £225.99 MfCROrvrn" res 14MKz lnc 4 oeq 32bit fast raa £159.99 
These include? 68991 co-processor on board I fit in the underside trapd<x>r- ffarrajity it; ujiaffcctcdi Add f50 for 25MTfz version witfl fitfffffj 

SUPERB GVP HARD DRIVES 
CVP HD8 FDR A500 t 500+ - HO DRIVE CVP SERIES II HDS+ 42 Heq for ASOO GV? SERIES II H0ft+ 80 Heq for AS00 GVp SERIES II HDS+ 12u»eq for ASOO 
GVP SERIES II HDflf  HOwq    Eor ASOO 

only 
now only The TOE striea II can accept either 1 or 2 or 4, Oft two f 4 meq sins. GVP SERIES II    HC8    for A1500/2000    - KJ DRIVE GVP 5BRIEE II HC9 + 42wq    for Al500/2000 GVP SERIES II HC8 t 80*eg    for A150O/2OOO 

GVP SERIES 11 HCS + IZOMNJ for A150D/2DOO - now only GVP SERIES II HCS + 210M4 for A150O/20OQ - now only 

£104.99 £329.99 £419.9$ £499.99 
£669,99 H} a Limii! 
£119.99 £J09.99 £J74,99 

449*99 609+99 The HC B Series II can accept upto 9t Imsg x9 firwns in 2 meg steps t ASJO 42Heq   Hard drive i 69030 Accelerator for ASOO £719,99 A3 JO B/OHeg   Hard drive I GflDJO Accelerator for AS00 £819.99 
AS JO 120Heq   Hard drive b 69030 Accelerator f or ASOO £899*99 ASJO 210Ksj   Hard drive £ 6B030 Accelerator for ASOO £1049,99 
The AS JO Combos feature 4 69030 iGm* cpu,  1 meg rajs expandable to Onega, 6BSB2 jmtns co-processor socket, power supplyt cooling ton, mini- expansion slot, SCSI hard disk controller i hard disk as specified above* The A530 run at 12MIPS compared to standard Anioa's v+9?MIPS> GVP 688B2 HATKS Ct>-PROCM&SOR KIT for A5J0 CCHBO £214.99 1MEG SUMS FDR GVP DRIVES .. 132,99 4MRC x9 SUMS FDR GVP DRIVE'S £129.99 4MFC J2S1T SIJWS FOR A530 .. £169.99 GVP IMPACT   EXTERNAL TWIN 51/4" HARD DRIVE CASK £174.99 

COMMODORE A500 HARD DRIVE UPGRADES 
A590 40 muq SCSI upgrade - easy to fit £214.99 AS90 120MKJ SCSI upgrade - easy to fit £349.99 AS90 MEMORY CHIPS   ».....*... E32-39/PEG All upgrade* are wvy to fit yourself, or ye will tit for your 

. tax £15-00. 

PC CARDS  fr EKLTLATORS 
RCS PCHER PC CARD V4H5 FOR AMIGA 500 £ 500 HJ0$ KS Dos4 if r«gui»d . U49.99 tJ4.9» 

16?*9S i£4+99 £219.99 
KCS POWER PC EMULATOR CARD FOR AMIGA 600 AMIGA 1500/2000 KCS ADAPTOR VORTF.l AT ONCF PUIS 296 PC RMUTATOR FOR A500 GVP PC286 PC EMDUiTOR CARD FDR SERIES II HARD DRIVES E1S9.99 GOLDEN GATE 196SX PC CARD FOR Al500/2000 £199.99 
GOLDEN GATE 486SX PC CARD   FOR A1500/?000 £749-9? OPTIONAL DRIVE CONTROLLER CHIP FOR GOLDEN GATE £34,99 

ACCELERATORS 
HLISZARD TURBO/    HKHDRY BOARD FOR ASOO /&00+ £209+99 
Clock dovbho1 C&DOOcpu; Smog ram capacity - upgradable from imeg 
{2r3,4.5,€r3mvg stops) Fully autoconfigvnnn. With only i meg onboard - gives 
200% speed ineraasa over standard Amiga. 2yr warranty. 

GVP S-FORCE ACCELERATORS FOR Al 500/2000 G-FORCE 030/2 5MHz othem I nf»L« - poa £479.99 
FAST INTERNAL HARD DRIVES FOR YOUR 

AMIGA 600 & 1200," 
POT^S4 * Frioea include drive cable. rKJ-*-J5E* * Formatted ready to use. 

FROH    * Easy to fit - installs in second - attach to internal drive bay bracket {screws UNDER   included) i plug-in the cable - that's all there is to it. £ 1 20     * PITTING CHARGE £15.00 
EXTENDED WARRANTIES - COVERS If OUR AMIGA t DRIVE - FROM £26,99 FDR 2YELARS. J year cover also available. "Fitting a hard drive invalidates Conodore's warranty - we highly VCO:<li»C net you take out a Extended Warranty which also covers accidental dance* 

AMI OA 1500 L 2000 HEHDRT CARDS 
DKB HEGACHIP BOARD FOR A15OD/H00 inc 2neg   £194-99 GVP   AMIGA 1500/2000 S MEG CARD iunpop) £99<99 
•HEG x9 SIPKS  EACH £32,99 t  4W.C. X9 SIHHS EACH £129.99 - V     GVP 4MEG 31 32B1T SlHHS EACH £169.99X 

AHPl 1,8a PARALLEL PRINTER LEAD £9.99 AMP2 3a     PARALLEL PRINTER IJAD £12.99 AMP J 5m     PARALLEL PRINTER LEAD £16.99 2 PIECE UNIVERSAL PLASTIC PRINTER STAND £5.99 UNIVERSAL WF.TAI.   PRIWTER STAND    t PAPER HOLDER E10,99 1ACROSS a/bdhaaive LABELS approK 3.5-xlr5~1000 for £7,99 CONTINUOUS 6DH^a PAPER 11"X9J*"    box of 2000for £21-99 RTRBCW RE-INKING 5PHAY - Jet black      Savon   EEtr. EU.^'J 
MDNC RIBBONS for aost Citizen, Panasonicf Star £4.99 COLOUR RIBBONS - LC2Q0/24-20O £ SWTFT9/224/24/240 £15.99 CITIZEN PROJET INK CARTRIDGE  (BLACK} £13.99 TAILORED PVC PRINTER DUST COVERS IS.99 For popular Citizen 4 Star printers 
Whan ordering*  

pluse state printer 

C TK9IODIC It* 1. 1-kOI    rrio«i    vbmrymA mc* tbcai 
ORDER4 FROM LOCAL OOVERHHEHT i 

puexvet       thm 4mf V4U   «rd«r   - 440* 1 t9**l IT , i»« sUojt • lth«j 
EDUCATIOKAL  ESTABLISHMENTS WELCOME. 

MONITOR 4 TV/HO HI TOR LEADS 
AL1 POR TVs WITH SCART SOCKET (Mot for VCRsJ £13<99 incl Sony, Philips, Ferguson, Hitachi, Toshiba, Mltaubifthi 
AL2 for Ferguson HcOl/HcOJ/He05with G pin Pin sockt £12.99 AL4 for Hitachi/Granada sets with 7pin Din RGB input £12.99 ALb for ABB trad CPC464/&12B mjt\ Uor (with no sound) £12.99 AL6B for new Awtrad CPC etereo ■onitot £13,99 
AL? for 1004s monitor with 6 pin Din socket El 4 #99 AL?P for lOeJ/lQaJs/flBH with 9pin D socket 114-95 ALU with 9 pin □ plug far Multisync Monitors £12 ..99 ALL7 with 15 pin 3row socket far Multisync Monitors £13.99 AL13 with 15pin J row plug for multisync Monitors £11.99 FLICKER FTHER LEAD - 9 plug to 15wey 3 row plug 12,99 
MODULATOR EXTENSION LEAD eliminates overhang I]u.rJV DELUXE MONITOR STATION fits over Amiga 500 b 5Q0v £49.99 
includes monitor/computer 1 piece PVC dust cover, Mouse Mat Has cut out for hard drive. MOUSE 4 JOYSTICK EXTENSION KIT FOR PLINTH 1 i 2.lpair £7,99 MONITOR TILT/SWIVEL BASE for Up to 14" Monitors or TVs £10,99 

L    HEAVY DUTT SWIVEL BASE FOR OPTO 17" TVs £12,99 , 
10-1-93 



Odbal Top 
City centra 

TRILOGIC> 

Callers w#Lco»* Open Hon Fri San-Spn,  Sat Bam - 4pm. SUN 10-4 put NOW OPEN SUNDAY 10-4PM, We're easy to find,  just 1.5rilee from the   H62. Easy parking. Leave K62 at junction Stf, take A6 3 9 to Bradford, uphill, after about   1.5 miles 4 juct past the park, turn left onto New Works Rd,  just over a railway bridge* We're on the left 40 0yds further on oppoaita a PO mail box. 
I 

AS38 Bradford: 
£06 

MS2 Hull 
A59 LHdl 

A63B DwHsbury 

233 RH WORKS RDf BRADFORD, UK, 
BD12 OQF 

ACCESS, VISA, 
SWITCHf DELTA 

CONNECT 
AMERICAN 
EXPRESS 

FAST MAILORDER SERVICE. SAHEDAY DESPATCH* 
OHDERWQISEASV 11 Order by phone Ltaing your credit, charge, or debit card. 2) Order by Hail - Bending, 

cheque ban-fcere draft or poatal erderft pa yoble to TRXLOGIC. J) Please odd part postage I packing of £1,00 to oaall orders under £100 or £2.00 to Hull order* over £100* Large/ heavy it ran Bent overnight only - £5*50 Overnight carrier £5 +50 extra. Uk Mainland only. Scottish Highlands £7.50 extra* Saturday delivery   - add £12,00 Goods reaain our property until paid Cor in Cull. 
EXPORT ORDERS WEUCOME none EC countries - deduct IC

JI. add carriage. For EC Countries - UK vat poet be onargad from 1-1-93+ Please contact us for carriage charges. 
SERVICE  - it ID EXTRA COST Our policy la I ha* been for the lost 8 yeorej tot 1) Send orders within 24hrs subject to goods being in atock. 2) Endeavour to keep at least 

50* oC advertised itew in stock. 
3} Cnly charge prices diEfsrent trop those advertised due to unavoidable Manufacturers price increases 4 to inform you of any change at the tine oC ordering. 

AHCER5 
ROCGEH PLUS WOW OHLT £139.99 
A superb value Genlock with overlay i Coder controls * RGB pass thru* 
HJUIDT SCAWfER £5*. 99 
In our experience, this is by far the best B/W hand scanner in this priae bracket. 400dpi, £4 level grey Scale 4- excel lent Datoscan Frofeseienal 2 sOttame. 

HOC KXT Carou keying unit £26».»9 'Pie ideal partner for the RocGen Plus. This add-on 'Keying,' Unit enafcles profesBional effects such as Chroma keying, lutaa keyhnij, FK>- thiT>urjhr Gii-.fjn^n overlay j hey window etc   
VIEI 12  ,» 192.99   NEW Colour frame gralober/digiLiser, U9.99    VIDEO i AUDIO DIG in SEP. IK OWE 4509.99   Frauft gr«tt>er, Colour digitiser t genlock* €*ns,39    Pri—r grjibber i colour digitiser in one unit. fi«02 4ZILOCX m$-»»   Low cost hi-spec budget genlock* SUPER 8*02 SVH& ..... £*93.99    Seminrof efisional   SVHS Genlock - excellent va lue. Foreground i background modes ? Super VHS input & output;    Compos ite video input i output 'r hardware controlled f ades; cross fade Amiga to v idee; fade to black} several powerful 'wipes'. VERY GOOD VAT .UK FOR WW V PCTV  ■nnfiii 13 99.J    External graphics enhancer for al I Aaigas. 
KEOIASTATTOIf ................ £122,»   Comprises DIGIVIEW   GOLD video digitiser (Lne best for use with a camera)     t DIGIPAINT 3 * BLAH PERFORMER.    MfflE LL7.QD PLBCKES rm VH» 2 ........ 1229.99 Fits inside your A500,500f 1500 or 2000 4 eliminates annoying flicker. Latest improved version. Requires VGA or Multisync monitor. Compatible with ALL Amiga video modes. Overscan capability for full screen display.    Wo visible scan lines. 
FLICKER FIXER FOR AH ISA 1500/2000    {204 . 99    WITH Bill LT IH STEREO AMPLIFIER 
E9S0V <7T 6000 COLOUR BCAHPEK 1879.99     mtcE DOWN   Profftflfl i twui 1 quality Flat bed colour scanner capable of resalving    16.7 Million Colour*; Or 256 level grey scale    at JOOi^i rraL"l,ut,iun, include* Cree  Amiga driver. 

SUPERSI 2 STEREO SYSTEM - HI FI QUALITY [ ~| 
We've Looked high a low Cor a POWttRPUL, TOP QUALITr Stereo speaker system Cor use With BO*t Computer*, keyboards, Stereo VCRB, Satellite Systems i Walkmans, How we've found one - it is a 20 watt per channel, directly main* powered, 3 way speaker system. It he* Bass, treble 1 volume Control* i corns* with connecting leads. Frequency response: 32Hi - 20KH2. OULT €54.99 
ALSO AVAILABLE - ITPi SDCREO 8T0TBC - latest Bedel onlj £52,99 

AMIGA    ROM SWITCH SIMPLE TO FIT    Only £27 .99 Our Keyboard operated Two way Rem switch enable* you to U*e either Ol 2 Workbench roms. To switch over, just hold down ControlfAmiga/Amiga key* until you hear a bleep, (Release them before the bleep to   'wan •tart1 with the current rot* Fit* AS00/SOO+/!500/2000. Fitting invalidate* computer warranty unless fitted by us. Fitting charge £15.00 Flea** Stat* which you have Amiga when Ordering. 
ROM SWITCH 4. 1.3 ROM only £54.99 ROM SWITCH & 2.04 ROM only £64 99 

5 PORT PRO-MIDI, fUTERTACE €24.99 Our unique 5 port Midi interface has In, Out IThru sockets plus two additional awitenable Our. or Ttiru socket* for ingenious versatility. Bo you can have 1 In, 1 out i 3 thru, or J in, J thru t 3 out, or 2in, 2 outs i 2 thru / 
Fully ccwpatibJe with all Amiga Midi soft ware, i must keyboards. Extra Midi leads 1.2m ■ £1.99 3m ■ £2.99 

STEREO SAMPLER 2    NOW ONLY E3499 
Cur Superb sounding STEREO KAKELER 2 uses an expensive state of the art A/D chip which samples so fast, it captures awry 
detail of the sound* Easily adjusted level con trol, connecting lead Supplied. Fully compatible with all popular sampling software. 

JOT STICK 
Euperb low COSt smooth action Analogue joystick, with fire button on the end, plus preattabLe 3f 4 Y trimmers,, Hicroswitch fire buttons; autofire (not all games support autofire]. Ideal for flight simulators etc (Hot all games support analogue joysticks) 
MOUSE / JOTftTICX PORT SWITCH 

£12.99 ■    HAS sockets for mouse £ joystick. 
* Push button selects mouse or joystick * Uses no power unlike other types. * Saves wear t tear on mouse port. 

NAKSHA   HOUSE + EKATTQB STEALTH     OHM PRICE Ifyclud** Kouid mat * held** 
BtirXXT REPLACEMENT HOUSE £14.99 SOt)J (DC MOUSE  PYTHON JOYSTICK  t'i TOPSTAR JOYSTICK   119.95 
DELTA 3A ANALOGUE JOVSTICK .* tU,99 PRO 5000 KJNI - BLACK ....... £10,99 IIPSTICK AUTOFIRE ........... El 2,99 SPfi EDf. I KG AUTOFIRE .......... £11.99 
&PEEDHIHC AHALOGIS  U1.99 OPTICAL MOUSE  EJ7.99 HOUSE HAT   £3,99 HOUSE HOLDER  El.99 
JOYSTICK EXTENSION LEAD [3m) £2.49 PC ANALOG JOYSTICK CONVERTER €7.99 

AMIGA PRINTER PORT EXPANDERS FOR UBE WITH mEERB, BAMFLEKS, VTDHD DTHrnffiRSH SCAKKS ETC These compact fully Switched Expansion boxes enable you to connect upto four peripherals to your ooeputei:. The connector* on the unit* are the same type as the computer's printer connector co your periperale just plug straight in. A connecting lead worth £10.99 - 2m for use with printers only,   or 300mm long if    used with Digitisers, scanners £ samplers {state which reg'd } is supplied free, to link the Expander to the computer. All 25 connections are switched, ensuring isolation of   connected devices. 2W*y - £24.99 3way - C27.9Q 4way - £20.93 
THD HAT 6CART  SWITCH E17,S>9 
This compact switch box converts most Tvs I TV muni torn to DUAL SCART INPUT. Thus you ean ei>nnr;c.-t. y<Hjr A-Lgjj t ytnjr VCR. to the one scart socket on your Tv A push buLtun BwkLch eelectv input one or input two - is VCR or RGB, Audio t Vidw inputs are switched. 

bLAMK DSVUD 3.5" DISKS (TDK OR DVSAN) 
IN BOXES OF 10 WITH LABELS f7.9* 

2 l»xf i for OJL00;   5 for £10;   10 for 155 
i.S' DISK BOX FOR 40/SD DISKS E^.?9 2.5" DISK BOX FOR BO DISKS , ET.99 2.5" DRIVE HEAD CLEANER .... £1,99 
FATTER AGNUS «72A ......... £19,99 SUPER DEMISE    £39.99 GARY    £39.99 I/O CHIP  £15.99 1WG x 9 SIHMS  ............. £29.99 4NEG x 9 SIMMS  £99-99 
256KX4 DRAMS   for A590    lseg £32,99 AMIGA INTERNAL   DRIVE  £59.99 MAINS SUPPRESSOR BLOCK 4MAY £12.99 
UPRATED A50D POWER PACK  .... £44.99 A590 REPLACEMENT PSO   £94.99 

LGVP REPLACEMENT PSU   EM 
VEXTERNAL DRIVE PSU  £29-99 

HISC ITEMS 
UPGRADE  TOUR AMIGA. 

OFFICIAL 11 UPGRADE KIT INC 104 
ROM WORKBENCH DISKS & FULL RING 

BOUND MANUALS -179,99 
KICK5TART 1,2 ROM (29.99 KICBSTART 2.04 ROM £29.99 
fAMIGA SERVICE DEFT 
AMIGA 500 REPAIR £49-99 JncJudes parts fi labour, ftvcJude* pau disk drive t keyboard fault*. AS20 H0DULATOR REPAIR ....... 119.99 REPLACE TNTERKAI. DRIVE  C69.99 
A500 PSO REPAIR ............. 129.99 Add SI0 lor saneday turnaround (by prior arrangement only) Cal! In or send by registered p:«ir enclosing £5.50 for return carr. 

amfmdnrP UTILITIES 
XCOPVPRO £34. W Latest version -     eosplets with MEW Hk 2 Automatic Cyclone external drive adaptor. Highly successful. 

Mkl CYCLONE AOAPTOH £12,99 
AMJ SUPERCARD EMM'" 

{Require* an external drrve) 

DISH INCLUDED WITH THESP- BOOKS AMIGA FOR BEGINNERS ..... AMIGA BASTC INSIDE L GOT C FOR BECIWERS   
DISK DRIVES INSIDE i OUT DOS INSIDE i OUT ........ DESKTOP VIDEO   

£14.99 121.99 117.95 
127.95 t22.95 £21.95 OLAFHICS INSIDE t OUT   131.95 

IMAGINE COMPANION  .......... £24,95* LITTLE BLUB HKBENCH BE . HAKIM MUSIC OH THE AHIGA USING AREXX OH THE AHIGA USING DELUXE PAINT   £19.95 □DDE RETAKING    I HAGUE USER INTERFACE HANOAL , HARDWARE REP HANOAL  . .. 
ROH KERNEL REP MANUALS - EACH E Z B.95 , VIDIA PAGESTREAM GUIDE  ..... 14.95 

i'.k 13CE SMITH BOOKS > HASTE RING AMIGA DOS VOL1 £21.95 
HASTERING AMIGA DOS VOL 2 ... £19,95 MASTERING WORKBENCH 2 ....... £19.95 MASTERING AMIGA C  £19.35 MASTERING AMIGA PRINTERS .... £19.95 
HASTE RING AHIGA ASSEMBLER ... £24.95" MASTERING AHIGA SYSTEM  £29,95" MASTERING AMIGA AMOS .  £19,95 MASTERING AHIGA AREXX   £?POA 
MASTERING AHIGA - BEGINNERS . £19.95 A600 INSIDER GUIDE £14,95 

£14.95  BEGINNERS AMIGA VIDEO fflfe 114.99 
Cowers: Workbench 2; Icons, Screensr £26.99   Harkbahch    annua;     diu kf nrsaLt innj J. duplicating;   Uainq   Praferencea; Adding £24.95" u&ntity f Adding peripherals - digitizers, £19.99 genlocks; Using CLI; Changing the Startup 
Bequence etc etc - SOains lonuj. Excellent; 

AIXMAIN AMIOA MAGAZINES IN STOCK 
PLUS SOME BACK ISSUES. J 

KEYBOARD SKZE. 

Waterproof i moulded ED fit snugly ever each key, but flexible enough tc type thru. AMIOA 50-0.  K»+,COO,   1200, 1500 State which whan ordering   .. £10,99 
ANTISTATIC DUST COVERS 
AHIGA SOU t 500 Plus   ... 11.99 AMIGA GOO/6OOHTJ/12O0  0.99 AMIGA 1500/2000 2PIECE   £12.99 AMIGA 1500/2000 KEYBOARD   ... EJ.99 2,5" EXTERNAL DRIVE ..... 12.99 
8B33 /im HC3H1TW  El3.?9 SWIFT B, LC200 PRINTER £6.99 t SHIFT 24/LC24-200 ........... £6.99 

OTB3I DISK TJTTLTTIE9 ACTION REPLAY 3 FOR A500 ... £S«.99 ACTIGH REPLAlf 1 FOR 150U/2000£64.99 
NB. Hfiklng backups without the permisiion of the copyright holder is illegal, 
4| EDUCATIO: 
API EMGLISH £ MATHS £18.99 ANSWERBACK QUI3ZEIS ......... £14.99 BETTER HATHS (12-16)  ....... £19.99 BETTER SPELLING        J   £19,99 UATAWQfm    E14.99 DINOSAUR DISCOVERY KIT   £19.99 FIRST SHAPES (3-6)  . .... £12,99 
FIRST LETERS t WORDS (2-8) . £12.99 FUN SCHOOL4   RANGE ......... 119.99 PUN SCHOOL SPECIALS  ., £19,99 FRENCH HI STRESS      NEW  £16,99 
GERMAN MASTER  £16,99 ITALIAN TUTOR  lift,99 JUHTOR TYPIST (5-12} £19.99 KID'S TYPE  117.99 KID TALK. , 112,99 LETS SPEIX SERIES   £16.99 LTNKWORD LAHCUAGES  £21.99 HACIC STORY BCCK   flS.99 
MATHS TALE {5-11YRSJ ....... £19^99 MATHS TALK FRACTLONS  £19.99 MATHS MANIA  £19.99 MATHS ADVENTURE , .  £19.99 
MICRO MATHS  £19.99 MICRO FRENCH  119.99 MICRO ENGLISH   119.99 MICRO GERMAN  £19.99 MEGA MATHS  , £19.99 HCMSY HATTERS {4-7YRS) £14.99 NODDY'S PLAYTIME  , 119.99 PICTURE BOOK  116.99 
PU11LE BOOKS 1 1 2 ......... €16.99 READING WRITING COURSE ..... £19-99 RHYMING WOTF.n/XTE   £12.99 
SPELL BOOK .. £19-99 SPANISH TUTOR  116.99 TARGET MATHS (4+}  C16.99 THTMGS TO DO WTTH..   SERIES . £17.99 VOYAGER 1.1,  . .  £54.99 
WEATHER WATCHER ... ......... £17.99 WORLD ATLAS ................ £41.99 

SPECIAL QFTEK FJHX2ATTOHAL COHPEMDIUH 4   ... £29.99 
EKceilerll Value boxed set con pisiny:- 

• WORDS t HUHBERS     * KID'S TYPE - GAME SET 1 HATCH   • WEATHER WATCHER * WHAT IS IT WHERE   * CALENDAR OUT* IS IT 7 
MIRACLE MUSIC KEYBOARD SYSTEM 

The Piano that teache* you how to 
piay" 

Include* 4 OClaY6 FULL SlffE Keyboard,  10Q In*tr\x**nt sounds i effects.   'Artificial intelligence' software for the Amiga which customises the lessons to each Individual, 
Our price £279.99 aaVC £20,00 

P 50 GAMES 
A)2* AIRBUS £26.99 ASSASIH ......   £18.99 ARCHER MACLEANS POOL   ....... £1B.99 BIRDS OF PREY    £25.99 BC KID .  . £18.99 CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGERS   £18.99 CAMPAIGN  £24.99 
CXASAR . ,,    £21.99 CIVILISATION  ............... £24.99 COOL WORLD  ................. £19.99 CRA1V CARS III   ............. £18.99 CURSE OF EHCHAHTIA  ■  £25,99 CYTRON  £22.99 DARK SEED  £26.99 EYE OF THE BEHOLDER II   £26.99 
FINAL FLIGHT ,. £18,99 FIRE £ ICE   £18,99 FORMDLA 1 GRAND PR IX   ...  £25.99 F15 STRIKE EAGLE II   ........ £25.99 
GRAHAM TAYLORS SOCCER  ...... £18.99 GOBLIIIHS  £18.99 HACAR THE HORRIBLE  ......... £18.99 HEAD TO HEAD  . £ HUMANS  £21.99 TNTERMATL SPORTS CHALL   £21.99 ISHAR  £19.99 INDIANA JONES t FATE OF ATLAN£16.99 
INDIANA JONES -ADVANCED  .... £26.99 JIMMY WHITE'S SNOOKER  ...... £21.99 KNIGHTS OF THE SO  .... £26.99 
LETHA WEAPON  £18.99 LEGEND OF KYRANDTA  £25.99 
LEEDS UNITED CHAMPIONS  ..... £19.99 LINKS ....................... £24.99 LINKS COURSES  £12.99 LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS   £21.99 JAGUAR XJ220  , ., £19.99 JOHN BARNES FOOTBALL  £19.99 LOTUS TURBO J   (IS .99 
MONKEY ISLAND 2   ........**>, £26.99 NIGEL MANSELIS WORLD CHAMP  , 121.99 PGA TOUR GOLF + £21.99 FINSALL DREAMS  ............. £18,99 PIHBALL FANTASIES   E21.99 
PCPDTJOUS 2  £19.99 POPULOUS 2 PLUS  ■ 125-99 PREMIERE MANAC33R   LIB.99 PROJECT X    . . £18.99 PUSHOVER   £1S.99 PUTTY  llfl.99 RAMPART,.  ....... £18.99 RAVING HAD   £18.99 
RED ZONE .................... £18.99 ROAD RASH   .................. £18.99 
ROB05P0PT  »1|f,Mi.»M«tMM in,')'}   £18.99 
SENSIBLE SOCCER 9Z/9J   ...... £18.99 

DISCOUNT 

AMIGA 

SOFTWARE 
SOFTWARE UK VEKSTOK \   £67.99 ' AOORAGE AMI ALIGNMENT ....... ... £42.99 AMI BACK . . £44.99 AHAS 2  £69.99 AMOS  £34,99 AMOS - EASY ................. £22.99 AMOS 3D ..................... £2*.99 AMOS COMPILER  £20.99 AMOS PROFESS IOHAL - tfFW £45.99 AREXK V) ,1 £34.99 

ART DBPT PRO   save £25  £124.99 ART EXPRESSIONS NPW ...,..„. £154.99 AUDITION 4  -. £37.99 ADDI0MASTER 4 £59.99 AUDIO ENGINEER   2    ......... £165-99 BARS i PIPES £109.99 BARS i PIPBS PROFESSIONAL ... E224.99 BROADCAST TITLER 2    £169.99 CAN DO V2   NEW VERSION ...... £99.99 CASHBOOK CONTRLR/FINAL A/CS . £54.99 CROSS DOS V5 inc PC ewuLator £22-99 DAY BY DAY .................. £22.99 DELUXE PAINT 4.12 DOWN ...... £64.99 DELUXE MUSIC ................ £49,99 DELUXE VIDEO 3 £69.99 DEVPAC 3 - rtev version ...... £51.99 DG CALC . £29.99 
DIRECTORY OPUS £29-99 DISK MASTER. ................ £29.99 DISK MASTER 2  £49.99 DOS TO DOS  E29.99 
E   TYPE  £24-99 EXPERT DRAW ................. £49-99 EXPERT 40 JNR ............... £35-99 EASY AMOS . - - £22.99 EXCELLENCE 2 £59.99 EXOTIC CARS FOR IMAGINE   £34.99 FINAL COPY 2 LATEST TO^ON ■ £71.99 FLOW   v3.0  . ... £59.99 
Gfl ROUTE PLUS - PRICE DOWN .. £42.99 GALLERY - NEW DATABASE £59.99 GOLD DISK OFFICE     2 NEW 194.99 
GOLD DISK OfFlGE fONT I* £34-99 HIGH SPEED PASCAL   £69.99 HISOFT BASIC ■  .. £44.99 HI SOFT BASIC EXTENSIONS .... £19.M 
HOME ACCOUNTS 2 £29.99 HOMEBASt  , £24.99 HOTLIKKS .................... £49.99 HOTLIHKS EDITIONS   MM  £69.99 HYFERBOOK £44.99 IMAGINE 2   £199,99 
IMAGINE OBJECTS DISK ........ £94,99 IMACEHASTER - N?V   PRICE ... £124-99 IHTROCAD PLUS ............ KIHDWORDS 2 PBTO DCm .., 
LATTiCB    C V6 /SA5 C NEW . MACRO 6BD00 ASSEHBlJ!R £39.99 MAIIAHOT FLOS £37.99 MASTERSOUND £34.99 
MAXIPLAN V4 ................. £99.?9 MEDIA SNOW £51.99 HEGAMIX   MASTER      NEW ...... £29.99 MINI OFFICE - BARGAIN  £39,99 MORFH PLUS  £149.99 MUSIC X  , £36. 93 ORGANISE . £46.99 ON LINE PIJLTINLH . .. £34.99 

' FAGE5TEAM 2.2  £125.99 PACESETTER 3  £34.99 
PAGESTREAH FONT PACKS ....... £41,99 PAGESTREAM BUSINESS FORMS ... £34.99 
PERSONAL TAX PLANNER . . . PERSONAL FINANCE MANG+ ■ PERFECT SOUND .......... PROFESSIONAL CALC ........... £139.99 PRORATA 1.2 EG9.99 PROFESSIONAL PAGE 3 ,..£179.99 .110 FONTS FOR PROPAGE ... £109.99 
PROTEXT 5.52 £59.99 1  PROWR1TK v 3.3 - NEW VERSION £59,99 QUARTERBACK 5 £44.99 QUARTERBACK TOOLS   £49.99 QUARTET , £37.99 
SCALA 500 ,  £74.99 SCALA PROFESSIONAL  £199.99 SCULPT 3DXL. ....  £109.99 SCULP ANIMATE 4D JNR £94,99 
SONIX ....................... £34.99 SOUNDMASTFR  £99.99 STEREO MASTER  £29.99 SUPERJAH V2 NEW  £74.99 SUPERBASE PROP 4 LOW PRICE .. £155.99 SDFERFI.AN £69.99 SYSTEM 3a £57.99 
TAKE 2 ...................... £29.99 TECHNDSOUND ..... .... £29.99 TURaOPRTWT PRO V2      NOW ONLY £15.99 
VIDEOMASTER ................. £59.99 WORDWORTH 2    - NEW VERSION .. £84.99 KCAD 2000 £109.99 SPECIAL OFFERS. GFA BASIC £9.99 KCOPY PRO - PREVIOUS VERSION INC HKl CYCLONE ADAPTOR - .. £27.99 
MORE AHIGA GAMES. . . 
SILENT SERVICE 2 ............ £25, SHADOW OF THE BEAST III ..... £21 STREET FIGHTER II £18, 

. £74,J9 £39,?9 
., £209.99 

, £29.99 . £39.^9 
. £57,99 

STRIKER  £19.99 SHUTTLE ..................... £22.99 SWORD OF HONOUR ,. . £18,99 
THE MANAGER  £18.99 TRODDLERS E1B.99 VIKINGS  £25,99 WISKlD   . . E1B.99 WING COMMANDER  £26.99 WWF WRESTLEHAHLA £16.99 
WWF 2  ............. £18.99 XCOL £19.99 BOOL 1200 ................... £18.99 COMPILATIONS 
BIG BOX 2-10 GAMES ....... £22.99 CARTOON COLLECTION ......... £17.99 COMBAT CLASSICS  ............ £21.99 DREAM TEAM  ■-- ........... £19-99 FANTASTIC WORLDS  £26 .99 FLIGHT COMMAND  .»..»..,  £18.99 FOOTBALL CRAZY   £18.99 TNTELLICEHT STRATEGY GAMES 
LEMMINGS THIN PACK ........ MEGA SPORTS  QUEST i GLORY  
SUPERFIGHTER .............. SOOL PACK  i  

US.99 £22.99 £1S.99 £22.99 
£18.99 £29.99 

TOP SEGA HEGAPPTVE GAMES ALSO STOCKED AS DISCOUVT PRICKS 



DIY REPAIRS 

friends are. The best way to move 
forward is to make an 
arrangement with a pal, 
allowing each of you to 
try out components from 
the other's machine in 
the event of problems. 

Now there are snags 
to this ploy. Firstly, there 
is the issue of warranties. 
If either your own or your 
mate's Amiga is still under 
warranty, then the only 
recourse Is to take it back to 
your dealer, Remember, if 
the silver seals which wrap 
around the seams of the front 
and rear of your Amiga are 
broken, then the warranty is 
void. Secondly, you may have come 
to the conclusion, that, say, the 
68000 CPU is blown, so you decide 
to try your mate's chip in your 
machine. It could be that your 68000 
CPU 3s blown, but the reason for that 
could be a short on the external edge 
connector, with the result, on power- 
up, of two blown 68000s. The moral 
of this story is to always be very sure 
of what you are doing, or be prepared 
to fork out hard-earned shekels. The 
other warning we should make at 
this point refers to the handling of 
CMOS or TTL chips. 

You have probably heard before 
about the need to exert care when 
dealing with these delicate 
components, but familiarity breeds 
contempt. So, to reiterate - 
integrated circuits (or Xs1) are 
sensitive to two particular things; 
static electricity, and rough handling. 

BURNT CHIPS 
As you move about doing your own 
thing, you gradually accumulate 
static electricity in your body. This 
phenomenon is particularly 
noticeable if you choose to wear 
synthetic-soled shoes, and have 
nylon carpets. No doubt you will have 
felt the occasional 'shock', when you 
touch something that earths the 
charge. Cars can accumulate the 
same static charge, and often take 
to disposing of itT via you, when you 
take hoid of the handle. This 
explains those really naff dangly 
things that some motorists hang 
from the rear bumper of their cars, 
only to find that after about twenty 
miles the daft thing has worn away, 
and doesn't reach the road. 

Static electricity, when built up in 
your body, is desperately seeking 
some way to escape, and the pins of 

KNOW YOUR ENEMY 

The guts of the Amiga power supply. Remember to test Its weight: If it's as 
heavy as a household brick, then we can attempt some repairs - but If It's 
fairly lightweight, then keep out. And always ensure everything is 
disconnected from mains when examining the power supply. 

Just to the left of where the cables from the on/off switch join the circuit- 
board, is the Internal fuse. The two large diodes can be seen In the centre of 
this picture. 

To re-assemble the unit, take care to ensure the component parts are 
replaced in exactly the way you found them. There are moulded slots and 
bosses inside the power supply case which hold the components In place - 
check to ensure these are correctly aligned before tightening the four 
screws. If the power supply does not appear to be going together 
smoothly and snugly, do not force It together by continuing to tighten the 
screws. If It won't go easily, take it apart and check again that 
everything is intact. 

Here is an A500 motherboard, Identifying the key components. The ICs have 
been removed to show the socket holders clearly. The components often have 
nicknames, but for purchasing from suppliers, it Is best to quote the correct 
reference as given in the official service manual. Along with the name of each 
part, I have given a brief description of its function In the Amiga. 

an IC are a favourite escape route. 
The difficulty here is that the pin in 
question may be designed to 
respond to very low voltage 
fluctuations, so up to 20,000 volts 
of static can (if you'll excuse the 
pun) come as a bit of a shock. The 
result: a wrecked IC. The simple 
precaution is to earth yourself prior 
to carrying out any work on electronic 
components. This can easily be 
achieved by grabbing a tap or 
radiator En the house, thus releasing 
the charge to ground. Electronics 
workers in the industry have straps 
running from their wrists and leading 
directly to an earth. 

Rough handling is the second 
biggest cause of damage to ICs. The 
pins are very easily bent or broken, 
and extreme care must be used 
when removing or replacing them. 
Nearly all of the ICs in the 500 are of 
the two-sided variety, and removing 
an IC is not difficult - providing you 
follow this procedure: 

JL RGB monitor connector. Used to 
connect your Amiga directly to a 
monitor offering RGB analogue input. 

2. Parallel port. Used to connect 
several devices, especially printers. 
The parallel port is a female socket, 
and an important characteristic of 
this port is that pin 14 (bottom left) 
supplies +5V, 

3. Serial port. Also used to connect 
printers, as well as other devices. 
Pins 9 and 10 carry +12V and -12V 
respectively. 

4. External disk drive connector. 
One of the commonest upgrades 
available for the A500 - an external 
disk drive - uses this port. It has no 
other uses other than as a 
combined source of both +5V (pin 
12) and +12V (pin 23). 

5. Left and right stereo sound 
output. The phono connectors 
deiiver left and right audio output. 
These can be plugged into a 
monitor, or alternatively, into the Aux 
or Tape input of a hi-fi system, to 
give excellent sound quality, 

6. Joystick port. Another way of 
communicating with the Amiga, via a 
9-pin 'Dl connector. This port is also 

1. Discharge any static In your body 
to earth, as described in the 
preceding section. 

2. With a fiatbladed screwdriver, 
carefully push the blade under one 
end, and gently lever the iC against 
its holder, so that the pins move 
about a millimetre out of the socket, 

3. Repeat at the other end of the IC. 

4. Carry on with Steps 2 and 3 until 
the IC is free of the holder. 

5. Making sure that all pins are 
clear, pick the IC up with thumb and 
middle finger, lifting ft vertically away 
from the holder. 

6. Place the IC in a safe place - 
preferably stuck into the special 
black foam used for this purpose. 
Failing that, gently push the IC into a 
piece of soft polystyrene: a ceiling 
tile, for instance. 

referred to as [Joy 2\ 

7. As 6, except this port is known as 
'Joy i\ and is primarily used for the 
mouse. Also suitable for a light-pen. 

8. Power Input. The Amiga receives 
12 and 5 volts from the external 
power supply via this port, these 
being the voltages required to drive 
the system. 

9. Internal floppy connector. A 34- 
pin connector which receives data 
from the internal floppy drive. A 
short ribbon cable connects this and 
the drive itself. 

10. Odd CIA 8520 I/O. This is one 
of the major components in your 
Amiga, along with Item 12 which is 
the Even CIA. These two chips 
account for 60% of Amiga repai rs, 
because they deal with the parallel 
port connector, joystick/mouse 
connectors, front panel LED, internal 
control lines, keyboard, serial port, 
floppy drives, and internal timing. 

H. Denlse 8362. Denise is the 
custom graphics chip which controls 
resolutions, colours, sprites, text 
and TV/monitor software. Unique to 
the Amiga, Denise has been 
superseded by the Super Denise 
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DIY REPAIRS 

REPLACING AN 
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
When you buy a new IC, it is not 
really ready for immediate placement 
in your computer. There are a couple 
of things you need to do first; 

1. Discharge yourself to earth before 
touching the IC. 

2. Holding the chip between thumb 
and middle finger, carefully press all 
of the pins on each side down 
against a hard surface. This 
procedure ensures that the pins are 
pointing downwards at right angles to 
the body of the IC. You will find this 
makes the insertion into the holder 
much easier, as the legs of ICs are 
slightly splayed when new, and will 
not fit comfortably into the holder. 

Now check the correct 
orientation of the IC with the socket. 
On all of the sockets on the A500 

which offers extended graphics 
capabilities, 

12. Even CIA 8502. See item 10. 

13. 86-pin connector (edge 
connector). Accessed by the 
removal of the cHp-off protective 
cover. The favourite expansion port 
of third-party developers. 

14. Paula 8364. The sound 
controller chip, with four voices 
(configured in stereo), nine octaves, 
I/O controls for disk data and ports. 

15. Gary US. Gary handles the 
keyboard reset control, (hence the 
wire for keyboard control of ROM 
sharers) bus control signals, 
decodes address signals, and 
contributes to floppy circuitry and 
68000 signalling, 

16. Motherboard revision data. 
Specific information about the 
particular version of the A500 you 
have, plus, on some machines, a 
daft reference to a 'Rock Lobster*! 

17. 68000 CPU Ul. The Central 
Processing Unit - the heart of your 
machine. This can be upgraded by 
fitting accelerator daughter-boards, 
holding the 68020T 68030 and 

Removing an IC from the holder 
Is an exercise requiring a great 
deal of care- Antistatic pre- 
cautions need to be adhered 
to before commencing, and 
the process of removal 
should be carried out in a 
systematic and gentle way. 
Avoid any violent actions, 
or heavy forcing, and allow 
the pins to exit the holder 
in as near a vertical 
direction as possible. 

motherboard, there is a semi-circle 
cut out of the rectangular print on the 
motherboard at one end of the IC 
location. This corresponds with a 
similar notch on the IC itself. Ensure 
you have these two correctly aligned. 

Once you have done this you 
must carefully align the pins of the IC 
directly above their sockets. Gently 
place the chip on top of the holder, 
checking that all the pins are in 
place, and, with even pressure over 
the whole surface of the IC, push it 
into place. Check that all pins are 
correctly located in their 'home1 

sockets before giving the chip a final 
firm press with both thumbs, once 
again, spreading the pressure 
equally across the top surface. 

READY FOR ACTION 
Most of the details I have described 
here will enable you to start checking 
upon some of the components that 
make up the Amiga. Some of them 
are simply background material for 
repairs which will appear in the 
forthcoming articles, when we go 

68040 Motorola CPUs. 

18. Agnus 8370: Fat, Fatter, or 
Superfat. The animator, generator of 
the system clock, and generator of 
control signals for video RAM and 
expansion RAM card. Agnus takes 
over from the CPU for controlling 
graphics, allowing the 68000 to 
concentrate on other tasks. 

19. Data path. These four ICs act as 
buffers for information as tt is being 
processed from the custom chips. 
Rarely a source of problems. 

20. ROM Klckstart U500. This is 
what gets the show on the road. It 
can be upgraded to the next version, 
or fitted with a daughter-board to 
share more than one version. 

21. RAM chips. 16 surface-mounted 
memory chips providing 512K of 
RAM, 32K each. 

22. Internal expansion connector. 
Intended initially as a memory and 
real-time clock expansion port, but 
developed into a 56-pin connector 
for all manner of add-ons. Again, the 
facility is provided for taking voltage 
output: pins i and 2, and 51 and 52 
carry +5V. Pin 55 carries +12V. 

inside the Amiga, and start poking 
around its internal workings. So, you 
should keep all these articles as a 
complete reference, as we will refer 
to particular operations in the future, 
but not necessarily repeat all the 
detarls of the procedures* 

There's just two more points to 
make. Firstly, remember all I have 
said about safety. Any attempts you 
make to carry out repairs are entirely 
at your own risk, and Amiga Shopper 
cannot be held responsible if 
(heaven forbid) your Amiga ends up 

as a melted heap of smouldering 
plastic. As regards your own personal 
safety, you should always ensure 
that mains electricity and humans 
are kept well apart when 
investigating faults. 

And secondly (on a somewhat 
related topic), try to work in a well-lit 
and clean environment when you 
start mucking around with your 
precious kit, and not in some dim, 
mucky corner of the garage. Good 
luck, happy fault finding, and see you 
next time! £Q 

CHECKING YOUR CONTACTS 

You may already 
possess a test meter 
(and understand the 
basic principles of using 
it), but most people 
have not, In which case 
this simple continuity 
tester will prove 
invaluable for checking 
both wiring ami 
components, 

Construction is fairly 
simple, requiring just a 
few components, all of 
which can be bought for 
about £2 at a shop like 
Tandy, or any similar 
electronics retailer. You 
will need the following: 

1.5 v la rip 
and \ 

holder J 

1.5u 
BATTERY 

BATTERY 
HOLDER 

test probes 

A DESIGN FOR A SIMPLE 
CONTINUITY TESTER 

• A standard 1.5V torch 
battery, 

• A similar battery holder. 
9 A 'batten1 lamp holder 
• A 1.5V screw-in bulb. 
• About lm of single core wire- 
• Two rigid probes, or a miniature 

crocodile clip plus a large needle, 

MAKING CONNECTIONS 
Cut a short length (about 10cm) of 
cable. Solder one end. of this to the 
positive end of the battery holder, 
and the other end to one of the 
terminals on the bulb holder. 

Divide the remaining cabfe into 
two equal lengths. Solder one end 
of one length to the negative 
terminal of the battery holder. 
Solder one end of the other length 
to the second terminal of the lamp 
holder (as in the picture, above). 

Screw the bulb into the lamp 
holder, and place the battery in the 
battery holder. Touch the two 
remaining ends together, The bulb 
should light* If it does not, go back 
over each of the above instructions 
and check each stage. 

If you don't have 'proper' 
probes, attach a miniature 
crocodile clip to one of the free 
ends (this is usually a screw fitting, 
but may require soldering), and a 

When ft comes to electrical 
circuits, you can't get them much 
simpler than this one! 

darning needle to the other. A 
needle makes a useful probe, as 
the core of the wire can be passed 
through the hole in the needle, and 
soldered. Alternatively, you can 
simply fix a needle to each end. 

Using the combination of 
needle and crocodile clip allows you 
to attach the crocodile clip to any 
end of a circuit being tested, 
freeing one hand for other actions. 
If you want to improve the tester 
further, you could strip some old 
single core cable, and sleeve' the 
soldered joints at the probes. This 
reduces the chance of you 
accidentally measuring the wrong 
part of the circuit. 

THE TESTER IN USE 
Many tests can be earned out using 
this simple device, By clipping the 
crocodile clip to one end of a cable, 
and touching the other end with the 
other probe, current should flow 
along the cable, and the bulb will 
light. Any breaks in the circuit will 
prevent the bulb from working. 
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••"Wastes 

The best Irade-in allowance, extra for peripherals end 
accessaries. Trade in your old machine for □ brand new 
A600/ Al 500/1200/3 000/40 00/CDTV or even PC. 

A limited number of refurbished A5Q0/1 500/3QOQs ore 
available, complete with 3 months warranty, 

ASOOs FROM £179 
Al 500$ FROM £299 

A600 1 MB (mint) 219 1500 HDfConrroUers  
I A60020HD (mint) 219 

A3000S FROM 899 
CDTV FROM 249 

IA590 20/40MB ,99/129 
I Flicker Fixer 1500 . 79 

40MB., FROM 199 
120MB .. .FROM 379 
Action Replay .39 
XT B Board 79 
AT B Board 149 

OTHER ACCESSORIES - PLEASE ASK. 

AMIGA 500+ 

£229*95 
LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE - PHONE! 

12 MONTH ON-SITE MAINTENANCE 
Latest version, 68030 25MHz, 3.5" BOOK FD + spare drive bay 
(or 4 spare bays on Tower),512K 32 bit ROM, 4 Zorro III, slots 
with 2PC AT slots {or (CPU, 7 Zorro III, 2 PC AT an Tower), bard | 
drive and memory as below: 

DESKTOP 52MB 120MB 
1MB video + 1MB Post Ram      1199 1289 
2MB video + 4MB Fast Ram     1349 1439 
2MB video + 8MB Fast Rom      1489 1579 

WITH FREE AMIGA VISION 
With extra 4MB Fust RAM (.'Mod if required)ADD £169,99 
With Philips SVGA 28dpi inc. lilt & swivel ADD £259.00 

AMIGA 4000 

New AGA Chip Set + blistering 68040 processor. 256,000 colours from 
16.6 million, son doubling for flicker Tree display. 25 MHz, Mouse, Ami 
3.5"/J 76 MB 3,5" drive Plus Cross DOS for transfer of files between 
Amiga DOS +MS DOS, 2 rear + 2 from 15" hays, 1 x 5.25" bay, Hard 
Drive as below, Amiga DQA 3.0 system and utilities. Geld Service Warranty 
FULL 68040        ALONE M 
120MB HD 2 +4MB £2089 inc. VAT   TRADf Jffr 
120MB HD 2 + 8MB £2259 inc. VAI  AVAIL**1 | 
240MB HO 2 +8MB £2399 inc. VAT 
With Kago M/Sync SVGA low radiation high-res 28 dot pitch coL 
monitor inc tilt and swivel, a El 4000 modes ^QQ £400 

NO OTHER DEALER CAN BEAT 
OUR CREDENTIALS 

* fl+year? experience in Commodore product rand here to stay 
» Commodore trained staff ore friendly and helpful ond are 

parents, multimedia, educational names, programming or 
technical specialists (usually more man ORE!) 

■ Open 9-6 pro Monday la Saturday and 10.00 cm 1o 4,30 pm 
Sundays for convenient shopping, 

■ Callers welcome for advice end demonstration of our 1600+ sq 
ft High 5r, Town Centre brandies 

* Some day despatch for most orders received by 5.30 pm; express 
am and Saturday services available 

* Hardware carefully bandied and delivered safely and re lia bly 
by (aged, insured, lop name courier service 

* Pre-despatch testing on Amiga systems 
* Free 30 day, next day courier collection and delivery of NEW 

replacomerrl.texcept product with on-site maintenance) 
* Hotline support and in-house engineers 
* Upgrade and trade in offers to keep you up ta date 
* Exceptional after sales service 
* &FP0 and Export welcome 

HOWTOUIIniw 

V MM   V/a„t m A&0"Hfeihfnm package fijs 

«* i> fat yZ
1 s V' r»»l' 

fou order your KoXS™i"JV ".''wire Kdr 

AMIGA 600 
#j» oeiCE A&00 ^ 12 month on-site warranty, 

rPfljgirhADP £1'  Interface Mouse and Manuals 
WITH 8833/CBM 

ALONE      1084 + ON-SITE 
A6Q0 249.00 439.00 
A600 20MB HD 339.00** 519.00** 
A600 40JVIBHD 399.00** 589.00** 
A600 80MS*       469.00** 649.00** 

2MB VERSION ADD £39.95 
* Top quality 3rd party drives, covered by full 11 mouth return- 

to-base warrant 

^IAB^MIGA 1200 
1200 2MB SD 369 1200 2MB 80M6 HD 595 
1200 2MB 20MB HD 499 1200 2MB 120MB HD ..735 
1200 2MB 40MB HD 549 1200 6MB 80MB HD +68881. 
1200 2MB 60MB HD... 569 .. . ..875 
Install disc and full 11 months r&turn-to-bose warranty on oil HO models. 
With Zwl, Striker, Pintail Dreams and Transmits ADD £19^ 

1 OR SEE NEW AGA GG PACK BELOW 

CURRENT TITLES VARY - INCLUDES: 
Hunt for Red October 
Blinky's Story School (under 12) 

Paperboy II 
Colossus Chess 
Challenge Golf 
N cig h bnu rs licence to Kill- Bond Gome 
Frankenstein Silkworm Helicopter peep mission 93% (U 
Edd the Duck (underl 2)  Continentol Circus - 8 Inrl race circuits Tl% M 
Master Blazer - 3 D sports Xenon - C+VG Gome of the Month 
Onslaught - Format G 90% Tnumierstrike ■ Fighter Flight Sirn 
+ IOTS WORE - AT LEAST 25 TIRES TO CHOOSE FROM! 

AGA GG PACK 
JGRAPHICS + GAMES) 

>R A1200, 4000 ETC. 
VAiUE/RRF| 

Personal Point AGA - lop reviews, impressive DP IV clone with additional 
fealures inc. imago processing, paints in any screen mode 69.99 
Your choke of ■      Wing Commander AGA 

or ZootA&A 
or Sensible Soccer AGA 34,99 

S "Hoi 1st' games {AGA compatible) individually boxed 174.9 5 
Microswitched Joystick 9.99 
Mouse Mat + Dust Cover 9,98 
10 Blank Discs + BO [opacity lockable disc box 16.9* 
Virus Killer 4-99 

TOTAL VALUE 321,87 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 89.99 
SEPARATELY 109.99 

STARTER PACK 
MAX VALUE/RRP | 

Microswitched Joystick 9.99 
80 cap. lockable disc box PLUS 10 blank discs 16,98 
4 great boxed gomes ■ See HOT LIST 15196 
Phone for current choice OR OPaint III +700 Clip Art Res/graphics 

• Mouse Mai ond Dusl Cover 9.98 1 16 Days Free Hole! Accomodation in UK, Ireland or 
France * you pay only for meals 
TOTAL VALUE 196.91 

when 

WE WANT TO 

BEAT ALL PRICES! 
CALL US!! 

AMIGA 1500 int. on-site 
1 fa\\ UK spec, wrlh 1WS RAM, moose, expansion as 2000, leads, manuals. New 

including Kickslarl £ Workbench 2.05. Hard disc configuration inc. the high 
performance GVPII controller cord, 
EXPANDABLE TO 8MB. 
Ouol Drive 469,00 
DDf GVP+52MB HO 732.00 
DDfGVP+SOMB HD 799.00 
DB+GVP+120MBHD 872.00 
With 8833/10845 ADD 1/9,99 
With 7CM + M/V/ FF ADD 379,99 
Per extra 2MB fitted lo GVP 
AkowifhKickstortl.3 + ROM Sharer 
Also with Citizen 200 24 pin Col Printer + Starter Pack 

1500 SPECIALS 
1/2 PRICE 1500 S/W PACK EXTRA Only with 
1500,1500 Pack Extra at only .€24,99 
1500 HD + ON-SITE, 8833/1084S, CITIZEN 
200 24 pin col printer, 1500 Extra software pack, 
Slarter Pack + AmigaVision 
52MB £1149.00 120MB £1329,00 

ADD £60.00 
ADD £39.90 

ADD £199.00 

CDTV 
1MB, with Disc Caddy Welcome CD + tutorial + remote control unit. 

AS ABOVE    WITH MATCHING DRIVE 
KEYBOARD, MOUSE + WB 1,3 

Asdrcve £349* £435 
mnnitor + remote control 

, Extra RAM £POA 
Plus rlirtdiinsons Encyclopaedia + Lemmings 

See below/across for software packs 
'RICES! 

THE HOTTEST LOT PACK 
VALUE/RRP 

* All as Starter Pack 203.90 
PLUS: 

* Another 10 GREAT mdividunlly packaged games, BETTER 2*9.82 
THAN THE REST previous RRPs up to 39.99 each, phone to 
choose from HOI LIST, or leave it lo us! Children's games available. 

* 80 Prog. Hobbyte PD Greats Pack II - Includes lop games like 
BattlecarSj Star Trek, Computer Conflict, Megabollr dozens of arcade 
classics, board classics ana shool-em-ups", DPaint clip art, Utilities. 
Word Processor, Spreadsheet Database 4 Desktop Publisher and llie 
ultimate virus k ill ers - a must for eve r y new Amiga owne r! 39*99 

TOTAL VALUE SI 3.71 
WITH AMIGA 49.99 
SEPARATELY 69.99 

SPECIAL: ALSO 10 extra 'Hot List1 games    ADD 25,00 

WWW EXTRA PACK 
VALUE/RRP 

SilEy Putty 
Formula 1 Grand Prix 

DPaint III wilh animation 
700 clip arl pics/graphics for D Point III 
3 disc Rome Pack incl. W Processor, Dbase, Spreodsheel 
Virus Killer 

TOTAL VALUE 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 
SEPARATELY 

25.99 
25.99 
25,99 
79,99 
9.99 
9,99 
4,99 

182.93 
49,99 
59.99 

PACK EXTRA 
Heeds 1 MB and Hard Drive    VALUE/RRP 

Epic Pack:       trivial Pursuit, language Lab, Amiga text 29.99 
Epkj Rome, Myth 

DPaint m with animation 
700 clip art pics/graphics for DPaint III 
3 disc Home Pack incl. W Processor, Dbase, Spreadsheet 

Vitus Kilter 
TOTAL VALUE 
WFTH AMIGA/CDTV 
SEPARATELY 

77.97 
79,99 

9,99 
9.99 
4.99 

212.92 
29.99 
39,99 

WITH AMIGA/CDTV 
SEPARATELY 

19,99 
29,99 

SEGA AND NINTENDO 

BEST PRICES - PHONE! 



PROFESSIONAL 
FAMILY PACK 
(1MB REQUIRED) 

"VflUE/RRP 
• Cartoon Classic Games: Lemmings OR Zool     ' 25*99 

The Simpsons Striker 24.99 
Captain Plonel Pinball Dream 25.99 

• Dduxe Painl III with animal™ + 700 Clip Art pics 89*99 
■ Gold disc Office -WF + HK "ques* spelling/ checker, 

spreadsheet database, graphics + desktop publishing 169.99 
• Edd the Dade 29.99 

OR Round Ihe Bend OR Digita Home Accounts 
• Virus Killtr Disk 4,99 
• 80 Prog. Hobbyte PD Grants Pack - see 'Hottest Lai Pack'39.99 
■ 4 dist DPMtk inc. Fonts, tip Art and Disc Tulor 9.99 
• Hobbyle Primarary (specify) or Secondary 

Educational Pack 19,99 
• 10 Blank Disc +■ 80 Capacity lockable disc tax 26,98 
• Mouse Mat +■ Dusi Cover ana Joystick 19,97 

TOTAL VALUE 488.85 
WITH AMICA/COTV 79,99 
SEPARATELY 99.99 

SPECIAL Also wild Citizen 200 24 PIN 
Colour Printer and Starrer Pack ADD 199,00 

+ SCHOOL PACK 
• Zool - Number 1 Chartbusler 25,99 
• Striker 94UU Amiga 25.99 
• Pinball Dreams - 94X AW 25.99 1 
• Transwrite UK WP fSpelfchecker 49,99 | 
• AD I French, Moths or English {1115, specify age) 

AD I ihe bvabl e extra terrestrial gifted leather, guides you 
through National Curriculum, Ideally compliments school work. 
From ihe award winning Fun School team 25.99 | 

OR ADI Junior (under 5's) 
OR 6 HOT LIST Gomes 209.941 
• Hobbyle 80 Programme PD Greats Pack - 'See Hottest Lor' 39.99 

Hobbyle Secondary Edutalional Pork 19.99 
Microswrlthed quality joystick 9,99 

TOTAL VALUE 407.87 
WITH AMIGA/QTV 49.99 
SEPARATELY 69.99 

ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS 
PACK 3-13 YEARS 

VALUE/RRP 
Your choke from: 
Fun 5r.hoal % 3 Dr 4 (for 3-9 yrs - specify age, 9 diff. 25.99 
versions available) Up to 6 stunning UK educational gomes in codi 
Enek age, with beautiful pictures, exciting animation 4 music thai 

elps la develop numbers, word f other skills. Up to 6 levels of 
Mil difficully, Conforms with National Curriculum. 

- Merlin's Malhs (far 7-11 yrs) from ihe award winning 
Fun School" stable, 6 engrossing games to leadh essential maths 

skills,, in a way children will lave. 
- Spelling Fair [for 1 13 yrs) al I the fun af the fair on 6 levels mak es 

learning spelling addictive and fun, includes 6 names plus 30DO word 
dictionary + special selection of wards for needs af dyslexic children 
+ parenls can creale awn dictionary of words requir ing special 
attention. 

* Edd the Duck {7 yrs] OR Elf (7+ yrs) OR Round the Bend 25.99 
* Hobbyte Primorary (specify) Educational Pack, featuring   up to 

12 ' Lea rn while you play' games 19.99 
■ Hobbyte 30 Easy Childrens Games, 10 .pack disc including Train 

Set aarf other lop entertaining PD titles 19.99 
* SpriliPoint +■ 700 dip Art pics 89.99 

inc. children, Fairytale +Legend characters, Sport, Cartoons ek, 
■ Joystick + 10 blank discs 15,98 

TOTAL VALUE 197,92 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 39,99 
SEPARATELY 59.99 
SPECIAL Eocb extra title from first 
s election add just 15,0 0 

SPECIALISE 
• Extra RAM • Accelerator 

• 24 bit colour card • 24 bit dour real time digitizer 
• 24 bit 3D Art + animation s/w 

• Fitting and Free 1/2 day customised training 

TELEPHONE if WITH AMIGA/CDTV 
SEPARATELY 

74.97 
29.99 

429.82 
49.99 
69.99 

if 

TRAMPY'S, THOMAS'S 
OR NODDY'S PACK 

2-8 YEARS 
AT LEAST 57 EDUCATIOHAL/FUN FILLED GAMES! H    1 f 

MAX VALUE/RRP 1 

• HIE Shoe People - 6 colourful ond entertaining games 29.99 
featuring Tram ay and friends lo encourape earfy number reading and 
pre reading skills. Wilh Shoe People musrc 

OR Thomas the Tank Engine's Fun with Words ■ 6 separate easy la use 
learning programmes wilh animation and sound. 

OR Noddy's Playtime (to 7 years) B magical learning games at 3 levels, 
PIUS Junior Art package inc. Colouring, electronic 'Fuzzy Felt1, FREE Toy 
Town map, Keyboard overlay and wobbler. 

• Shapes and Colours ■ Bobby Ihe Clown entertains and lays down the 
foundation for molhs and writing in 6 colourful animated games. 

OR Fun School 2 (for 3-9 years - specify age) 9.99 
• Fun School 3 or 4 - ihe 'Fun School" suite have won just about every 

award going. 5 or 6 wonderful animated games. 24.99 
OR Picture Book: 4 colourful and amusina games from ex 'Fun School' 

design manager will delight young children 
• SpritiPainl + 700 Clip Art pics 89,99 

inc. children, Fairytale + Legend characters, Sport, Cartoons, 
• Hobbyle Primarary Educational PD Pock, containing 10' 19.99 

fun while yau learn acmes 
• Hobbyle 30 Easy Children's Games Pack 19,99 

10 Blank Discs, Joystick, Mouse Mat 26.96 
TOTAL VALUE 221.90 
WITH AMIGA/CDTV 59.99 
SEPARATELY 79.99 
SPECIAL: Each extra title from first 
selection odd just 1S.99 

, 1500PACK EXTRA 
(ALSO FOB AS00,A500+, A600 

CDTV, 3000)      VALUE/RRP 
* The Works Platinum, word processor,, spreadsheet, 

database or 0 ffice - see Prof. Family Pa clc 169.9 5 
* DduxePaiFrilHwito animation 79.99 
* Get the most out of your Amiga book 9.9 S 
»  80 Prog. Hobbyle PD Greats Pack - see 'Holiest Lot Pack' 39.99 
* 4dk700GipAjtpks/graph[csforDPaintni 9.99 
* Punnic, Toki, Elf 

OR Zool, Striker, Penball 
* Digito Nome Accounts 

TOTAL VALUE 

ACCESSORIES 
A500 Deluxe control centre .44.99 Alien/Botnnn/F2 Joystick.. 10.99 

A600 Control Centre 29.90 Aug Joystick 11.99 
A520 Modulator 29.99 CDTV Keyboard 54.99 

Amslrad SM 2400 Modem.. 
MODEMS 

.11199 
74.95 

..48.95 

Supra Fax 2400 + 5 year warranty  
FLOPPY DRIVES 

Zydet 3,5 external drive, doisychain + on/off  
Cumano CAX 354 3.5 external drive, beige 52.99 
CDTV external 3.5 drive, black 110 blank discs 49.99 
PC 880 B with anti click 4 Blitz bock up and virus protector 65.00 
PC 880 B as above, Cyclone compatible, 7E.99 
Dual drive as PCflBOB 125.00 
Replacement A500 drive 34.95 

d+2 C8M 10&4ST including tilt 4 swivef+2 games, ...199.95 
CBM 10B4SD moaitar 4 leads + 2 great "Hot List' games 189.00 
Philips UK 8833 MKII man.4leads4 Turbo Challenge 4 on-site 219.99 
Tilt 4 swivel stand for Philips 8B33 12.99 
CBM I960 High res monitor.... _ ,359,99 
KAGA14" Mulli Sync for 1200/4000 „ 429.00 
KAGA KT Mulli Sync for 1200/4000,, H. 1549,00 
Philips 7CM Hi res SVGA .28dp inc. Hit & swivel .259.99 
NEC4FG MultiSync... , 544.99 
Microway Flicker Fixer mm 124.99 
ICD Flicker Free Video 2 A500 197.90 
Elec. Des Fix _ 196.99 

SCANNERS & DIGITISERS 
Epson GT &000r 600dpi 24 bil A4 ..7S9.Q0 
Epson &TB000,B00dpi 24 bilA4 1192.99 
Power Hand Scanner, 400 dpi, 64 Grayscale, Powerscan software ftfc.99 
Power Hand Scanner as abave, V3 for 1200/4000... .104.99 
Power Colour Hand Scanner   m 219.49 
Sharp JX 100 A6 Scanner + scanlab s/w up to 18 brt 469.99 
Sharp JX320A6 Scanner + s/w up to 24 bil 898.99 
Vldi Amiga 12 _ 74,99 
Sumrna Sketch II A4 Tablet Digifiser 319.99 
Summu Sketch IT A3 Tablel Digitiser 529.99 

EMULATION 
KCS Powerboard.. 146.50 G Gale 3B6sx 25MHz 43S.99 
KCS Powerboard wilh DOS ..188.49 GGale4fl6SX ., 795.99 
KCS adaptor 59.99 GVP 286 for GVPII4530 . ..216.99 
ATBridgeboardfor 1500 T99.W AT Once .„. 214.99 
3S6 Bridgeboard fori 500 ...299.99 GVP 40/4 for 1500 .945.99 

DISCS 
10 Blaak DS/DD discs in box .4,99   50 Blank 0S/D0 discs 17.99 
10 Blank DS/HD discs 6.99   50 Blank DS/KD disc 27.99 

ACCELERATORS/HD A500/600 
A5301MB J20MB.™„--_.„m99 A590 20MB „..259.99 
A530 1MB 240MB 908.99 A570 k 2.04 1MB 500 309.99 
A530 68882 203.99 20MB HD upgrade fi00/1200 149.00 
GVP HDB 42MB 339.99 60MB KD upgrode 400/1200... 199.00 
GVP HDB B5MB 439.99 BOMB HD upgrade 600/1200 .229.00 
GVP HDB 120MB .....499.99 120MI HD upgrade 600/1200.359.00 
IVS Trumpcard 42MB HD..279.99 Microootics VXL30 2SMHz 219.99 
Extra 2MB fitted to obwe . 62.99 2MB Burst RAM lor above  179.99 

ACCELERATORS/ 
HD Al 500/2000/3000 

GVP Series H 40MB 309.99 G Force 030 5WJIHZ 4MB 1099.99 

24 BIT 

GVP Series I! BOMB ™ 379.99 G Farce 040 33MHZ 2Mfi POA 
Rog Zfus 01) 2SWKZ 4MB. 1739.99 
f^^0402BMHZ(3000J1349,99 
Sysqt^removoUeHDBAMB.549.95 
Extra 2MB fltied to any olwve ....62.99 

GVP Series II120MB.. 409.99 
GVP Series II420MB 1033.99 
& F™ 030 25MHZ1M8 543^.99 
G Force 03Q40MHZ4MS ......783.99 

EXPANSION 
A500 5121c Ram Exp4tkk... 19.90 A1200 32 brt 2MB exp POA 
A5004 1MB exp 28.99 Al 200 32 brt 4MB468881 ....279.00 
A5004 2MBr exp. lo 8MB ...149.99 A1200 32 bit 4MB+6HM2 ... 349.00 
CBM 2.04 upgrade kit ...........7199 Al 200 32 bit 8MB468882 .. .549.00 
A600 1 MB exp frliipl 39.99 A500 Rom Sharer 1.3 39.95 
A600/1200 2MB exp (fast) 117.99 A500 Rom Sharer 2.04 38.95 
AfjQQ/1200 4MB exp tbt) 179.99 A600 Rom Sharer 41.3.... 49.95 
Chip fitting and board upgrade available, by 
our qualified engineers or D1Y kit   POA 

GENLOCKS 
CBM Rendale 8802 [500/600/1 ZOO compalrble) 139.99 
OMRencyeflS02SVHS. 529.99 UdnNalv3» 994.94 
EkDesNGedock „...329.99 BecDesYCGedocV 496.49 

Citizen 12B+D„ .......110.99 
StarLC20 113.49 
Star LC100 9 pin col 146.49 
Star LC200 cot. 164.49 
(rfaen Swift 9*.., 163.49 
Star ii 2420 173.49 
SterLC 24-100 24 pin...... 163.49 
Star LC 24-200 ...,197.25 
Star Lt 24 200 col..,, 236.49 
Citizen 1240 176.99 
Epson LQ 100 189.99 
Citizen 520024* 179.99 
CitaS20D24«T 194,99 
Citizen S240 24 col" 249.99 
Citizen S24x caP 296.99 

ALONE STARTER 
PACK 

HP Deskjet 500  .334.99 
HP Deskjet COP , 424.99 
HP Deskjet 550C...._ 544.99 
HP Deskjet Portables 339.99 
HPPainljetS 639.99 
BliOex Bubblejet port....204.9 9 
BJ 20 304.99 
B J 200 329.99 
BJ 330 A3.... .469.99 
BJ300 338.99 
Star SJ 48 205.99 
OKI 400 loser.. 399.99 
OKI 410 + , 649.99 
HP Laserjet IIP + 649,99 
QMS InkJet col A4 4999.95 

WITH 
STARTER 

HUB 

A Video 24 with TV Paint far 500 . 588.90 
Art Dept. Pro 2.1 A  129.99 
DOV.....  403.99 
Firecracker POA 
GVPIV + VIU-S 1389.99 
GVP fV + VIU CT 1759.99 
Harlequin 4000 24 bit card.... POA 

Image Master 1069.00 
Opal Vision 24 bit board + Opal Paint, Opal 
Presents (Karate 24 bit s/w, 629.99 
Rembrandt 24 bit board 2489.99 
V lab 24 bil real fimedigitiser ... 289.99 
V Lob 1200/4000 324.99 

GRAPHICS/CAD 
AmiaaViSMfl .47JO 
Deluxe PainllV 53.99 
Deluxe Point AGA ....POA 
Expert 4D iunior„,36.99 
Expert Drow ..48.99 
Imagine v2 109.49 
Prnaraw4AGA ...POA 
Real 3D Beg 1.4 ...83.99 
ReaE 3D 
Turbo Pro 1,4 ...229.50 

ScolaSOO 68.99 
Scale MM200 434.99 
Scale Pro L13 .173.50 
Sculpl Anim.4D... 198.99 
Specira Colour 57.99 
KCA020O0 89.50 
X CAD 3000 .205.99 
Essence..... 34.99 
Aladin4D ,,,.213,99 
VIDEO PRODUCTION/ 
TITLING 
Adorage 59.49 
AmigaVision 39.90 

SOFTWARE 
Pro Video Plus . 137.99 
IV Show Pro 51.39 
TV Text Pro 68.99 
Video Director 106.99 
EDUCATIONAL 
AnyRjnSchool3or414.99 
Any ADI.... 17.50 
Spelling Fair 16.99 
Point & Creale 16.99 
Merlin's Maths...... 16.99 
See also software packs 
UTILITIES/ 
LANGUAGES 
AM II Plus 249.99 
Amos 3D ..21.49 
Amos the Creator . 30.95 
Amos Compiler 19.49 
Amos Prof, 44.50 
Easy Amos ,.,22.49 
Cross DosvS 22.75 
Disk Master 11 43.75 
GFA Basic 17.99 
Lattice C 6 219.99 
Quarter back 30.50 
Quarter back Tools 44.99 
XcopyPro 34.95 
APPLICATION 
Arena Account 89.50 
Excellence 3 88.99 

Final Copy II 66.99 
Kind Words 111 35.99 
Maxiplaa Plus v4 ,,34.50 
Mini Office 43.99 
Page5tream2.2..l43.99 
Pegesetler II 42.49 
Pen Pall .4 52,50 
Personal Finance 

Manager Plus 31,99 
Pro.Page4AGA POA 
Saxon Publisher . 177.95 
Suaerbose Pro 4 148,99 
Wordsworth V2 .....73.99 
Works Platinum ... 43-99 
MUSIC 
AD 1012 Studio 16 

Sampler 349.95 
Aadio Engineer 

Plus 2 Sampler. 188.99 
Aadio Master 4 44.49 
Bars & Pipes 
Prol.OE 162.99 

GVP Digital 
Sound Studio 48.99 

Midi Interface...... J 9.95 
RomboMegamix...23.99 

1 1 

r 

1 1 

I 1 

§Turho Print Pro driver/utjl s/w highly recommended ADD £39,95 

Tiller II 148.99 
Deluxe Phololab 51.49 
Morph4 ....,129.99 

TELESALES NOt WW%7\ 56005 
Same c-ay desportli rpr Swtch w «edit cord piders pieced before- 5pm subject ro availability. Alr«rnafivefy senrj th&que, pcsiol 
order,, bankers draft or atfical order (PLCs, EdixaHw and Gawnment bodies onfy) to; Dept. AS, Hoebyte Conwcrter Centre, 10 
Mwket Pbce St. Albans, rterts AL3 SDG. Please allow 7 working days tor cheque clMrowo. Subject to availability, rtespotth is 
normally withiii 24 hours of wte-^l d deiirei: povnenr. (-"rices m correct at time <$ grwng to press, howe-rtr, we are sometimes 
forced lo change itiem. either up er rtown. Ffec&e dreck before ordering. Additional services ono different podoges mav be offered 
in our showrooms, and prices may vary from Wail Order prices. t*er«nal colleis m asked to quote ibis ad to ensure Mad Qrdei 
packages are offered. 

UK MAINLAND {NOT HIGHLANDS) 
Small cojiMimables £ Despatched by post, please check 
software items charges when ordering 
Other items, except lasers Next day courier service, £ 10 per box 
Offshore and Hipands PfeasB enquire 
IN ADDITION WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING EXPRESS SEMES: 
ScEurday delfvenes Hgrmol rote piits £ 15 + VAT pet box 

I Am next day Normal una plus £8 4 VAT per tax 

NO DEPOSIT 
CREDIT FACILITIES 
Credit terms a 134,8% APR (variobfe) can 

be arranged for purchases over £ 150 tubjetl 
lo slaltis. Competitive leasing schemes ore 

alia available (or businesses, including sols 
if nd«r\ and partnerships. Jusi telephone fcx 

written aelaik end applkotion foim. 



DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

| 've got to admit that I'm still in 
I two minds about the 
I PowerScan Colour. One half of 

^1 me is saying that £239 Is a 
small price to pay for the ability to 
scan in colour. But the other half is 
putting that price Into perspective 
by reminding me that for the same 
money I could go out and buy, for 
instance, a colour TV, or a CD 
player, or a video recorder. 

My gut feeling is that a scanner 
like this has to be pretty impressive 
to justify this sort of outlay. And even 
then I think it's fair to say that it's 
only worth the money if you have a 
real use for the product. 

So, what would you use it for? 
Well* probably the most obvious 
reason why you might want to 
transfer a colour image from paper 
onto the screen would be for 
muttimedia purposes - anything from 
a simple floppy disk slideshow 
presentation, right up to a full-blown 
CD-ROM multimedia application put 
together with an authoring system. 

The images you intend to scan 
might be photographs containing 
many colours and subtle shades, or 
they might be illustrations or 
cartoons containing just a handful of 
colours, Sn either case, you will want 
the colours in the screen image to 
closely match those of the paper 
picture. So, for screen work the 
requirements of a colour hand 
scanner are simply stated - in 
essence, you want the picture on the 
screen to look exactly the same as 
the picture on paper, always allowing 
for a certain loss of resolution and 
slight differences in colour due to the 
limitations of the screen display. 

THE CAMERA NEVER LIES? 
You will almost certainly need to 
'process' the image once scanned. It 
is likely to be too big or the wrong 
shape, so scaling and cropping 
facilities are required. You may need 
to brighten or darken the image, 
adjust the contrast, alter the RGB 
values, enhance its appearance by 
applying a dither pattern, reduce or 
increase the number of colours being 
used - all these things, and many 
more, will be important to the 
'multimedia artist'. Should you 
expect the scanning software to 
provide these facilities, or is it more 
sensible to buy some dedicated 
image processing software? The 
correct answer is probably the 
second of those two options, but if 
the scanning software is able to do a 
certain amount of image processing, 
so much the better. Provided it 
makes a decent job of it, of course. 

Another use for a colour scanner 
is desktop publishing. It can be 
argued that a colour hand scanner 
requires fewer features for DTP than 
for screen work. Essentially all you 
really want for DTP is to be able to 

scan a coloured image and then 
save the file, with all the colour 
information, in a format that can be 
imported by your desktop publishing 
program. What happens after that - 
image manipulation and output 
quality, for example - is the 
responsibility of either the DTP 
program, the Amiga, the printer 
driver, the printer, or any 
combination of the four, 

A BIT ABOUT BITS 
Now you may have read in news 
reports or adverts that PowerScan 

The height, width, resolution and 
scan mode are specified in the 
uncluttered Scan Settings requester 

Colour scans in 4T096 colours* And 
you may know that the Amiga's HAM 
screen mode can display 4,096 
colours. But despite the numbers 
being the same, the 4,096 colours 
the PowerScan Colour creates are 
not the same as the 4,096 colours 
HAM can display. Before I get down 
to actually describing the kit, I think 
it would be be best if I explained 
about these 4,096 colours. 

PowerScan Colour is a J 12-bit' 
scanner, Now, there's no need to 
wince and worry that I'm getting too 
technical for you. All '12-bit' means 
is that the number that defines the 
colour of each 

colours being colours that you can 
define for yourself - and that's 
because (leaving the new AA chipset 
aside for a moment) the Amiga holds 
the value of each HAM colour in four 
bits of memory, and 2 to the power 4 
(2x2x2x2) equals 16. HAM is 
able to display more colours by some 
special wizardry called "Hold And 
Modify'. In a nutshell this means that 
the colour of each individual pixel is 
calculated from the colour of the 
pixel to the left of it, and the 
information which tells the Amiga 
how to modify the colour for the new 

pixel is stored in 
two further bits 
of memory, which 
comes to six bits 
in total. 

What the 
Amiga community 
has called simply 
'HAM' for several 
years is now 
being called 
HAIVI-6', the 6' 

meaning that it 
uses six bits to 
hold the colour of 

each pixel. The new AA chipset (in 
the Amiga 1200 and 4000) is able to 
use eight bits of memory for each 
HAM pixel - six bits to store the 
colour number (so 64 true colours, 2 
to the power 6), plus two more bits 
to store the 'modifications'. This new 
HAM-8' screen mode is capable of 

displaying hundreds of thousands of 
colours on the screen at once - 
hence the 256,000 number you may 
have read about. Strictly speaking 
this is a severe underestimate 
because each pixel on a HAM-S 
screen can (in theory) be a different 
coiour, so on a Super-HiRes 
interlaced screen (1280 by 512 
pixels) more than 650,000 colours 
are possible. 

pixel on the 
screen is held in 
12 bits or 'binary 
digits* of 
computer 
memory. 
Because 
memory is binary 
- a 'base 2r 

numbering 
system as 
opposed to our 
normal 'base 
101 numbering 
system - the 
biggest number 
that can be held in 12 binary digits 
(bits) Is 2 to the power 12, or to put 
it another way, 2x2x2x2x2x2x 
2x2x2x2x2x2, which works 
out as 4h096. 

HAM screen mode, which 
professes to be able to display 
4,096 colours, can actually only 
display 16 true colours - true1 

Images containing only a few 
colours can be converted to 16 
colours and displayed an a HiRes 
interlaced screen, where they look 
pretty impressive- Note the Adjust 
RGB requester that allows you to 
experiment to your heart's desire 
with the colour components, the 
brightness and the contrast 

Most images, even scanned 
photographs, don't contain anywhere 
near this number of colours, so the 
fact that the PowerScan Colour is a 
12-bit (4,096-colour) scanner is not 
as much of a handicap as it may at 
first appear. 

OK, so we've established that 
the PowerScan Colour scans in 
4t096 true colours, but the Amiga 
cannot display 4,096 true colours. 

Pre-AA chipset Amigas (Kickstart 
1.x, 2,x) can display up to 32 true 
colours in LoRes and 16 true colours 
in HiRes. (AA chipset Amigas can 
display up to 256 true colours in any 
resolution.) To display the scan on 
the screen PowerScan converts the 
1 2 bit colour data :nia a HAM-6 
screen image, although it retains the 
12-bit data in memory so that any 
actions you perform on the image are 
calculated from the original data 
rather than the screen image. 

The reason I've explained about 
12-bit and HAM is so that you 
understand that the picture you see 
on the screen after scanning 
something with PowerScan Colour is 
not exactly what is in memory - what 
you are seeing is the image after it 
has been converted to fewer colours. 
However you can save and use the 
12-bit data, but more on that later. 
Let's now look at the package itself. 

THE POWER OF TWO 
PowerScan Colour comes in two 
models. The interface for the Amiga 
500 and 500 Plus connects to the 
expansion port on the left-hand side 
of the machine. It has a through port 
so that anything else you want to 
plug into the expansion port can be 
used at the same time, such as 
extra memory or a hard drive. 

Despite Power Microsystems 
assuring me that "it will all be sorted 
out ", it would be wrong of me not to 
tell you that there were design 
problems with the interface that was 
sent to me to review. The plate which 
covered the through port could only 
be removed by unscrewing the 
interface cover, unscrewing the 
printed circuit board {or PCBr) and 
unscrewing two tiny nuts. This is 
both fiddlyt and potentially 
dangerous because the slightest slip 
could end up in a damaged PCS. 
Power says that the design has now 
been changed so that the through 
port cover can be removed by 
unscrewing two screws on the 
outside of the interface. 

A more worrying design fault is 
the fact that the PC8 is held in the 
interface by two diagonally-opposite 
screws on two raised bushes. Very 
slight pressure on one of the 
'unfixed' corners caused the bushes 
to shear away from the case of my 
review model. After reporting this to 
Power, the manufacturers were 
contacted. They tried the same 
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After scanning in colour at 200 dots per lnchf the image you first see on the screen may look a little 
rough and ready (above left). But If you run the Image through some image processing software and 
rescafe it (above centre), you can get some fairly photographic-looking images, even in HAM. 
PowerScan itself can rescale the image (above far right) but the results are generally not as good as 
using dedicated Image processing software like Art Department Professional 

experiment and got the same result. 
Power says the bushes have now 
been strengthened, but a number of 
interfaces with this design fault have 
already been sold, so if you've got a 
PowerScan Colour and find one day 
that the edge connector is wobbling 
about in the case, don't panic, it's 
not your fault - just phone Power and 
ask for a new one. 

The scanner head lead plugs into 
a socket which is thoughtfully 
situated on the front of the interface. 

The interface for the Amiga 
1500/2000/3000/4000 is on a 
half-length card and fits into any 
available Zorro slot, A bracket is 
supplied that replaces the slot cover 
at the rear of the machine, and the 
scanner head lead plugs into a 
socket in this bracket. The only slight 
problem I've experienced with this 
Zorro card interface is that the 
bracket is not that strong, so it tends 
to bend inwards a bit when you try to 
push the scanner lead into its 
socket. But then the odds are that 
once the scanner head is connected 
youTI leave it connected, just as you 
might do with a printer in the parallel 
port, for example. So, as I said, it's 
only a slight problem. 

Here ends the differences 
between the two models. Neither of 
the interfaces will fit the Amiga 600 
or 1200, but a PCMCIA (smart card) 
version is planned. But it will be a 
while yet, so don't hold your breath. 

HEADS YOU WIN 
The scanner head is the common T 
or 'hammerhead' shaped unit, with a 
slightly raised lip at the rear which 
gives you something to pull on. (If 
you look at the scanner head's 
profile it looks just like a Le Mans 
racing car,) The lead is a generous 
6ft long, so there's plenty of freedom 
even if it has to stretch round the 
back of a 2000, 3000 or 4000. The 
head has a really solid, well-built feel 
to it, and seems much more sturdy 
than a monochrome hand scanner 

Colour me 

The scanner itself is quite a 
sophisticated device which can 
operate in four modes. The one you'll 
probably be using the most is CG 
mode (Colour Grey), which is the 12- 
bit mode that scans in 4,096 
colours. But there's also MG mode 
(Mono Grey) which scans in 64 true 
greys (6-bit). 

The third mode, labelled D/T on 
the scanner (for Dithered/Text}, is 
actually two modes depending on 
which halftone (dither pattern) mode 
you have selected. If you set the 
halftone switch to the 'square' 
position, it scans in 1-bit 
monochrome (black-and-white) - and 
this is known as the Text' mode. But 
ff you set it to any of the three 
'circle' positions it creates an image 
that contains just eight colours, but 
dithers the image to give the 
appearance of up to 4,096 colours. 
This Dithering mode might be 
extremely useful if you are printing 
the images on a printer that uses 
seven inks, because the colours on 
the screen will be the same as the 
colours in the printer - black, red, 
green, yellow, blue, magenta, cyan* 
The eighth colour is white, which is 
actually 'no coiour\ and will (usually) 
be the colour of the paper you are 
printing on. 

The advantage of this is that 
what you see on the screen will look 
very much like what you get printed. 
But 7-colour printers are expensive 
and most of you who own colour 
printers will have 4-eolour ones, so 
this mode is of limited use, But it's 
there if you need it. 

The Scan Mode and Halftone 
switches are on the left-band side of 
the scanner; on the right-hand side 

Long-awaited and much- 

advertised, the new Power hand 

scanner offers more than 4,000 

colours for less than £300, Jeff 

Walker asks: can a scanner this 

cheap really deliver the goods? 

PowerScan handled this subtly- 
shaded cartoon and converted it to 
16 colours quite successfully. OK, it 
needs a bit of cleaning up, but 
that's a piece of cake compared 
with drawing the cartoon from 
scratch in a painting package 

are the brightness wheel 
and the resolution switch. 
Monochrome hand 
scanners normally have 
four settings marked for 
100, 200, 300 and 400 
dots per inch ('dpi'), but 
because of the different 
scanning modes supported 
by this colour scanner, the 
switch is marked 1/4, 
1/2, 3/4,1-quarter, 
half, three-quarters, and 
maximum size. In Colour 
Grey mode these settings 
correspond to resolutions 
of 50,100,150 and 200 
dpi; in the other three 
modes (Mono Grey, 
Dithered, Text) the 
resolutions are 100, 200, 
300 and 400 dpi. 

The scanner is 
operated by a toggle 
button on top of the head. 

After setting the software to scan, 
the scanning light illuminates, but 
the scanner won't start reading data 
until you press the scanning button. 
You press it once to start reading 
data (a red light shows that the 
button is on), and press it again to 
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stop reading data - you don't need 
to hold it down while scanning as you 
do with some other systems. 

The scan continues as you slowly 
pull the head over the original image, 
until either the specified scanning 
height is reached, or (if you want to 
stop the scan earlier) you hit the left 
mouse button. There1 s no light on 
the scan head to inform you that you 
are in danger of pulling too quickly, 
but after a few attempts you soon 
get to team what a slow, even pull 
feels like, 

THE BIG PICTURE 
The PowerScan Professional 3 
software is a development from the 
earlier version supplied with Power's 
monochrome hand scanner. This one 
piece of software now serves both 
the colour and monochrome 
scanners, automatically recognising 
which model you have attached and 
appropriately altering the options 
available to you. 

The first important point you 
need to understand about 
PowerScan Colour is that 12-bit 
graphics data eats up a lot of 
memory, and so does the HAM 
screen image. The default scan size 
- 104mm by 64mm (about 4in by 
2.Sin) - requires more than 600k of 
memory when scanning in colour at 
the maximum 200 dpi. A 4in square 
scan area requires about 1Mb. 
The Scan Settings 

matter of course, and the screen it 
opens will use a bit of graphics 
memory, thus taking the largest 
chunk from each type of memory. 

The point I'd like to make here is 
that although the advertising says 
that the minimum requirement is 

If your main use for PowerScan 
Colour will be to create 640 by 512 {- 
ish) screen-size images for 
multimedia work (which is 
approximately what the default scan 
size of 104mm by 64mm produces 
at 200 dpi), then you'll just about get 

PowerScan can t be blamed; it's 
having to convert something like 3Mb 
of 12-bit data into a HAM image, and 
this takes time. Only a faster 
processor can speed it up. 

In Dithered and Text modes you 
get a 'real time' scan - as you pull 

Due to only the new machines having the AA chip set, the convert to 256,128 and 64 colours options will only be 
available if PowerScan is running on an Amiga 1200 or 4000. On any other Amiga you get the option to convert to 
32 colours or fewer. Nevertheless, on pre-A A chipset machines you can still get some pretty good on-screen 
results by converting to 16 colours, scaling and displaying In Hi Res Interlaced mode 

512KT a more realistic minimum 
requirement - the amount of memory 
you will need to do anything other 
than scan tiny 

requester gives you this information, 
as well as a Max Size figure in 
kilobytes so that you can quickly see 
what you can and cannot do. 

Although PowerScan will happily 
scan to expansion ('Fast') memory if 
you have some fitted, it requires a 
contiguous area of memory in which 
to hold the data. So if, for example, 
you have 1Mb of graphics ('Chip ) 
memory and 1Mb of expansion 
memory, the largest contiguous 
chunk of memory will be a portion of 
one of these two 1Mb banks1 of 
memory, In this hypothetical memory 
situation, the PowerScan program 
will load into expansion memory as a 

Here's 
a good PowerScan 

application idea: the beginnings of 
a pictorial postage stamp database 

postage stamp size pictures - is 
either 2Mb of graphics memory, or a 
smaller amount of graphics memory 
and 1.5Mb of expansion memory. I 
used PowerScan on a 512K graphics 
memory Amiga 500 with 2Mb of 
expansion memory, and ft was a little 
frustrating having to keep clicking the 
"Not enough memory" requesters. 
After increasing the expansion 
memory to 3Mb, it felt a lot more 
comfortable and I was able to scan 
some decentsized images. Andt to 
top it all, on a 9Mb Amiga I was able 
to scan a 4in by 24in strip of the 
Year Planner that hangs on the wall 
next to my workstation, 

away with 1Mb of contiguous free 
memory after PowerScan has loaded. 
But memory will fragment very quickly 
indeed, and you'll find that you'll 
almost certainly have to reboot the 
Amiga every time you want to do 
another 104mm by 64mm scan. 

So you need a fair amount of 
memory. And, unless you are running 
an accelerated Amiga, you will also 
need a fair amount of time. 

WORTH THE WAIT? 
it takes ages for the 12-bit data to 
be converted to a HAM screen 
display, about six minutes for an 
image of the default scan size on a 
standard Amiga 500. And because 
you are working on a HAM screen 
(LoRes by default), menus and 
requesters are slow to appear and 
sluggish to operate. Naturally, on a 
faster Amiga you don't notice so 
much, but if you've used any HAM 
painting package on a standard 
Amiga 500 you1 II know exactly what I 
mean by sluggish. There's nothing 
that can be done about it, so 
PowerScan cannot be blamed. 

In Colour Grey and Mono Grey 
modes the screen display remains 
blank while you do the scan, after 
which the PowerScan screen 
reappears and you are, ermt 
'entertained' by an animated 
stopwatch pointer for a while. Exactly 
how long the 'entertainment' 
continues depends on how big the 
scan was. If the scan was A4 length, 
there's plenty of time to walk down 
the shops, buy some coffee, walk 
home, make the coffee, drink it, 
wash up, walk the dog, read the 
manual, and have forty winks. Again, 

the scanner over the image the data 
is transferred directly to the screen - 
and there is no wait after scanning. 

SCREEN MODES 
PowerScan will work in any screen 
mode which is supported by the 
monitor and particular version of the 
operating system you are using, 

The HAM screen images it 
produces look best in Hi Res 
Interlaced (640 by 512), especially 
scans of photographs, but this 
screen mode is available only to 
Amiga 4000 owners [the PowerScan 
hardware doesn't currently fit the 
1200). Photographic images 
generally look fairly naff in LoRes 
(320 by 256), but an awful lot better 
in LoRes Interlaced (320 by 512), 
Selecting this screen mode alters 
the shape of the screen pixels, giving 
the image a squashed appearance, 
so you need to scale horizontally by 
50 per cent to compensate. 
PowerScan is able to do this, and 
the results are quite good. 

But if the 12-bit data is saved 
(as an IFF24 file), imported into Art 
Department Professional, rendered 
as HAM on a LoRes Interlaced 
screen and scaled horizontally by 50 
per cent, the resulting image is far 
better than the one created by 
PowerScan. The image is still about 
twice the size of the original, so it 
may appear a bit blurry, but scaling 
again by 50 per cent in both 
directions will sharpen it up and 
produce screen images that are 
surprisingly faithful to the originals. 
This "scale and scale again" 
technique does not work very well in 
the version of PowerScan I am 
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reviewing (3.15), but the developers 
are working on an image smoothing 
option that does the same as Art 
Department and other dedicated 
image processing software. 

Scanned images can be 
converted from HAM to any other 
number of colours supported by your 
hardware. For ordinary mortals this 
means 2, 4, 8, 16, or 32 colours - 
Amiga 4000 owners can also convert 
to 64, 128 or 256 colours, 

The screen images can be saved 
in the standard IFF graphics format, 
or the full 12-bit data can be saved 
as an 1FF24' file, which is really just 
a 12-bitplane standard IFF-ILBIVL 
PageStream 2,2 imports these 
without problem, as does Soft- 
Logik's BME bitmap editor and 
ASDG's Art Department Professional. 
Professional Page 3 imports them 
but doesn't understand that they are 
12 bitplanes, and so creates a bit of 
a mish-mash on the screen and 
printer. The developers are currently 
adding an option to PowerScan to 
save the data as proper 24-bit files 
which Professional Page should not 
have any problems with. 

You can also save the image in 
TIFF or GIF format, TIFF preserves the 
full 4,096 colour information, while 
GIF is a 256-colour file format. Tve 
had little success with either of 
these two file formats as exported by 
PowerScan. PageStream loads the 
TIFFs but the image is of a very poor 
quality; load the TIFF into BME and 
you get a pretty awful 16-greys 
representation that suggests the 
colour information is not correct. 
ADPro loads PowerScan fs TIFFs, but 
when you render them you get 
garbage for some reason, 

ADPro refuses to load 
PowerScan-exported GIFs, 
complaining of an error early in the 
file, PageStream loads them, but 
they appear to be corrupted. BME 
gets part way through the load and 
then goes to sleep. A PD GIF viewer 
also suggested that PowerScan's GIF 
files "may be corrupted ", and judging 
by what it displayed on the screen, 
there's certainly something wrong 
with them. 

Needless to say the developers 
have been informed of this minor 
problem and are working on it, 

PROCESS THAT IMAGE 
PowerScan'$ image editing and 
processing facilities are fairly 
rudimentary. There is a bunch of 
drawing tools which let you create 
lines and shapes on the screen, in 
any colour of the current palette, 
filled if you like with a solid colour or 
a selection of patterns. If you don't 
own a HAM painting package then I 
suppose these tools might be useful, 
but you'd be better off loading the 
Images into Deluxe Paint 4 and 
working on them there, 

Part of the image can be cut out 
as a brush and stamped down 
elsewhere, or saved in IFF-ILBM 
format for later use. 

Images and the contents of the 
clipboard (the current brush) can be 
scaled by 50 per cent in either 
filter 

PowerScan is able to re scale the 
image to fit a specified size (in 
pixels), either keeping or Ignoring 
the original aspect ratio 
direction, and you can also flip them, 
rotate them by any angle and skew 
them. Currently there's no way to 
rotate or skew to a specific angle - 
you have to do it by eye by looking at 
the rotated box PowerScan shows 
you on the screen. This is something 
else that the developers say will be 
improved in a later version, 

For black-and-white line art 
images there are Darken, Lighten 
and Cleanup (remove isolated pixels) 
options. These also work on colour 
images, but produce unusual results. 
The only real image processing 
feature for colour images is the 
Correct RGB' requester that allows 

you to adjust the amount of red, 
green or blue in the image. There are 
also sliders for Brightness and 
Contrast control. These processing 
tools don't work too well on HAM 
images (on the whole you have to 
wait quite a long time to find out that 
your fiddling has only made things 
worse). But they are fairly useful on 
images that have been converted to 
fewer colours because they work in 
real time - as you slide the sliders, 
so the colours on the screen change. 

You don't always need to 
process a colour scan, as often they 
look fine as they are. But if you do 
need to enhance an image, you'll 
need software that is far more 
powerful than PowerScan - say, 
ADPro or ImageMaster- and the 
memory to be able to work with 24- 
bit data (I'd say that 4Mb is a 
realistic absolute minimum for this)* 

HALF A MO„. 
As with the earlier monochrome 
version of PowerScan, wider scans 
can be achieved by scanning the left 
half of the image onto the screen, 
and then the right half into the 
clipboard. There it becomes a brush 
attached to the mouse pointer and 
can be positioned and stamped 
down next to the left half. 

Naturally this requires more 
memory, and also the patience of a 
saint because it is possibly the most 
fiddly, frustrating and time- 
consuming operation ever invented. 
It can be done, but don't expect the 
two halves to ever match perfectly. 

it seems a 
bit pointless 
talking about 
grey scales in a 
colour scanner 
review, but Pd 
better point out 
that in Mono 
Grey mode this 
scanner can 
operate at up 
to 400 dpi and 
can save all six 

bftplanes, which is 64 true greys - 
these can be displayed in all their 
glory on AA chipset machines. The 
64-greyscale PowerScan^exported 
images were imported by every DTP 
application I tried - PageStream, 
Professional Page, PageSetter it, 
ADPro, BME, Touch-Up - but they all 
decoded them incorrectly, spattering 
little white dots over the image. 
PowerScan re-imports these 64 
greyscale images and displays them 
perfectly in 16 colours, 

HUE AND CRY 
Is it PowerScan exporting (and 
therefore importing) them 
incorrectly? Or is PowerScan doing it 
right and has everyone else got it 
wrong? Either way it s a problem, but 
only a small one, because the J16 
greys' images PowerScan Colour 
produces are far superior to those 
produced with any of the 
monochrome hand scanners, 
including Power's own monochrome 
hand scanner, This is because it 
scans in true1 greys rather than 
black-and-white dither patterns that 
have to be converted to grey - this 
results in larger, sharper images. 

The'colour images are superb 
considering the price of the kit and 
the factithat it is restricted to only 
12 bits of colour data. You should 
keep in mind that an 18 bit hand 
scanner will cost you twice the price 
and require more memory; a 24-bit 
flatbed scanner will cost three times 
the price and require even more 
memory. But it has to be said that, 
for screen work, better results are 
obtained after loading the 12-bit data 
into some image processing software 
and rendering it into HAM or 256 
colours (or whatever) that way, rather 
than using PowerScan's conversions. 

This, like a number of other 
features, may change in later 
versions. And there's the rub. The 
software is still a little buggy - it has 
crashed on me several times - and a 
number of features have been poorly 
implemented. I've spoken to the 
developers and I know that a fair 

number of things are going to get 
better - in fact during one week I 
saw three software upgrades. Power 
has a good track record for supplying 
free software upgrades to those who 
ask for them, This doesn't excuse 
the company from selling buggy 
software, but at least you won't have 
to pay extra for the 'fixed' version. 

PowerScan Colour works well 
enough to be useful in my DTP office, 
and there is currently no cheaper way 
to transfer coloured images from 
paper to the computer. It isn't as 
good as a 24-bit flatbed scanner, of 
course, and it would be unfair to 
compare it against one, In fact 
there 's no other Amiga scanner that 
it can be objectively compared with. 
But for those who have a need for 
colour scanning and can't afford a 
flatbed, PowerScan Colour is a less 
expensive option, f^t 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

PowerScan Colour £239 
By: Power Microsystems Ltd 
Unit 8, Railron Road 
Wo burn Rood industrial Estate 
Kempston V 
Bedford MK42 7PN 
* 0234 843388 

CHECKOUT 

POWERSCAN COLOUR V3.15 

Ease of Use •••• 
The most difficult part to team is the self- 
discipline to pull the scanner head over 
the image slowly and evenly. 

Features • • O O O 
The image processing facilities are not 
good enough, and a number of features 
like cropping, rotating and slanting are 
cumbersome. 

Speed •••CO 
There's a lot of data to read In and 
convert to HAM, so it takes a while for an 
image to render on 6S0G0-based Amigas. 
It runs at an acceptable speed on 68030- 
based machines. 

Documentation    • • • Q C 
A slim manual, but it adequately describes 
how to set up and use the hardware and 
software. It could do with a large section 
or supplement manual that goes into 
detail about colour image processing. 

Price Value tttOO 
Equivalent systems for the PC cost about 
the same. 

Overall rating litoo 

Both the interface and the software have a 
look and feel about them that suggest this 
product has been rushed onto the market. 
HoweverJ'm sure it'll become more 
polished in time. 
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OFFERS FROM BCS LTD 

AM I GAS !   AM I GAS !   AM I GAS ! 

r 
PACK 1 

NIW AMIGA 600 

THE WILD, THE WEIRD, THE WICKED PACK 

A600 1MB FDD 
DELUXE PAINT III 
MICROPROSE GRAND PRIX 
SILLY PUTTY 
PUSHOVER 
SUPERBASE PERSONAL 
MOUSE ETC 
ON-SITE WARRANTY 

ONLY £299.99 

PACK 4 
BCS STARTER PACK 

10 3.5 DS/DD DISKS 
DISK BOX 
MOUSE MAT 
TAILORED DUST COVER 
MICROSWITCH JOY5TICK 
3.5 CLEANING KIT 

ONLY £17.00 
WHEN PURCHASED WITH PACK 1, 2 OR 6 

NEW I00L PACK INCLUDING: 
ZOOL 
STRIKER 
PINBALL DREAM 
TRANS WRITE WP 

ONLY £19.99 WHEN PURCHASED WITH 
AN AMIGA. OTHERWISE £29,99 

GVP SERIES II HARD DRIVES 
& ACCELERATORS FOR A500 

GVP 42MB  HD8 II , „ £325 
GVP 80MB HD8 II „~ .£359 
GVP 120MB HUB II , ..£409 
GVP 240MB HDS II £649 
GVP A530 COMBO 40 MHz +80MB £629 
GVP A530 COMBO 40MHz + 120MB £719 
GVP A530 COMBO 40MHz + 240MB. £949 

CALL NOW FOR PRICES ON RAM UPGRADES 
^ FOR GVP DRIVES  
s  

STAR/CITIZEN PRINTERS 
CITIZEN 120D 9PIN MONO £129 
CITIZEN SWIFT9PIN COLOUR.., £179 
CITIZEN 240 MONO ,.£245 
CITIZEN 240 COLOUR „...,. £264,99 
STAR LC-200 COLOUR ..£199 
STAR LC-24 200 COLOUR £259 
SEICOSHA SL-90 MONO 24 PIN £185 

ALL PRINTERS COME WITH LEAD & DUST COVER 
CITIZEN PRINTERS HAVE 2 YEAR WARRANTY 

PACK 2 

NEW AMIGA 1200 

PLUS 85MB 

INTERNAL 

GVP HARD DRIVE 

ONLY £654,99 
LIMITED STOCK 

(add £25 If you require hard drive fitted) 

PACK 5 

PHILIPS CM8833 MK II 

COLOUR STEREO MONITOR 

LOTUS TURBO CHALLENGE 

ON-SITE WARRANTY 

UK SPEC" 

CONNECTING LEAD 

DUST COVER 

ONLY 225.99 
^ ,  > _^ 

GVP SERIES II HCa HARD DRIVES 
FOR A1500/2000 

GVP 42MB HC8 II .« £313.99 
GVP BOMB HC8 II £379.99 
GVP 120MB HC8 II . £456.99 
GVP 213MB HC8 II £615 

CALL NOW FOR PRICES ON RAM 
UPGRADES FOR GVP DRIVES 

ACCESSORIES/JOYSTICKS 
1000 COLOURED LABELS £8.00 
1000 TRACTOR LABELS (WHITE) £10.00 
MOUSE MAT .. , £2,75 
MOUSE HOLDER ....£2.50 
14" MONITOR STAND ...£10.00 
PR! N TE R STAN D   £6.00 
3.5" CLEANING KIT £2.75 
CHEETAH BUG..,. ,.£12.99 
PARALLEL LEAD £8.00 
ZIPSTICK £11.50 
QS PYTHON III .£9.50 
CH E ETAH 125+ £8.00 
KONIX NAVIGATOR £12.99 

PACK 3 
c 

s 
NEW AMIGA 600 BCS PACK 

A600 1MB FDD 
SUPERBASE PERSONAL SOFTWARE 
MOUSE ETC. 
ON-SITE WARRANTY 
10 3.5" DS/DD DISKS 
DISK BOX 
MOUSE MAT 
TAILORED DUST COVER 
MICROSWITCH JOYSTICK 

ONLY £294.99 
LIMITED STOCK 

r 

PACK 6 

NEW AMIGA If 00 

• 68020 PROCESSOR RUNNING AT 
14.19MHZ 

# 2MB CHIP RAM 
• 16 MILLION COLOURS 

• AA CHIP SET 
* NUMERIC KEYPAD 

• ON-SITE WARRANTY 

ONLY £379.99 
OR £395.99 with 
zool pack 
^ Limited stock - Call for latest price 

AMIGA BIT'S 'N1 BOBS 
A500 1MB UPGRADE £34,00 
A600 1MB UPGRADE £42.99 
A600 2MB UPGRADE .£123.00 
A600 4MB UPGRADE ...£193.00 
3,5 CUMANA DISK DRIVE £54.99 
INTERNAL REPLACEMENT 
A500 DISK DRIVE. ,...£54.95 

DUST COVERS 
A50O £3,50 
A600 ..£3.50 
A1200   £3.50 
STAR LC200 £3.50 
STAR LC-24 200 £3.50 
CITIZEN 9... ..,.£3.50 
CITIZEN 24 £3.50 
PHILIPS MKI/II ...£3.50 
ATARI £3.50 
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WHY ORDER FROM BCS? 
Established for over 3 years BCS is well known for the quality of its products and services. 

WE HAVE THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS ACROSS THE UK. 
Fast and efficient delivery service provided. All products sold carry 1 year minimum guarantee. All products 

UK Spec only, All prices include VAT. DONT DELAY ORDER TODAY. CALL IN OR SEND CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS TO 

BCS LTD 

349 DITCHLING ROAD, BRIGHTON, EAST SUSSEX BN1 611 
ADD £4 P&P UNLESS STATED. ADD £10 FOR NEXT DAY DELIVERY (MON-FRI) (UK MAINLAND ONLY) 

ORDER HOTLINE 0273 506269/0831 279084 
All offers subject to availability. E&OE. Prices/pack details may change without notice. c 

Access 

Due to currency fluctuations, all prices may change without notice - Please call for latest prices* 



CRAZY SPRING 

LOOKING FOR DISKS & BOXES?? 

LOOK   NO FURTHER 
REMEMBER ALL DISKS SOLD BY BCS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED 

DISKS ! DISKS ! DISKS ! 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 

PLUS FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 
50 3.5" DS/DD £23.99 

100 3.5" DS/DD £41.99 
150 3.5" DS/DD £58.99 
200 3.5" DS/DD £76.99 
300 3.5" DS/DD £114.99 
400 3.5" DS/DD £152.99 
500 3.5" DS/DD £183.99 

1000 3.5" DS/DD CALL FOR LATEST PRICE 

All prices include VAT/free labels. 
REMEMBER, THESE PRICES INCLUDE FREE DELIVERY 

PLEAS!- PHONb FOR LATEST PRICES DUE TO POSSIBLE INTRODUCTION OF EC TASiFFS OS DISKS 

DISKS + 100 CAP LOCKABLE BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 

PLUS FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 
50 3,5" DS/DD + 100 cap box.. £26,99 

100 3.5" DS/DD + 100 cap box ......„£44.99 
150 3.5" DS/DD + 100 cap box,,... £61.99 
200 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 100 cap boxes £82.99 
300 3.5" DS/DD + 3 x 100 cap boxes.. £123.99 
400 3.5" DS/DD + 4x100cap boxes £164.99 
500 3.5" DS/DD + 5 x 100 cap boxes ..£195.99 

1000 3Sf DS/DD + 10 x 100 cap boxes £ call 

All prices include VAT/free labels 
REMEMBER THESE PRICES INCLUDE FREE DELIVERY 

PHASE PHONE FOR tATEST PRICES DUE TO POSSIBLE INTRODUCTION OF EC TARIFFS ON DISKS 

DISKS + 80 CAP BANX BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

50 3.5" DS/DD * 80 Cap Banx Box... , £33.99 
100 3.5" DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box .„.. .,£49,99 
150 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes £77.99 
200 3,5" DS/DD + 2 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes........ £95.99 
300 3.5" DS/DD + 4 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes ...,£152.99 
400 3.5" DS/DD + 5x80 Cap Banx Boxes ....£197.99 
500 3.5" DS/DD + 6 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes ,..£237.99 

All prices include VAT/ free labels & free delivery 
V  Pl£ASE PHONE FOR lATEST PRICES DUE TO POSSIBLE INTRQD'JC!(_)?■; OF EC TARIFFS ON DISKS J 

3.5 DELUXE STORAGE BOXES 
10 Capacity   ..,£1.00 
40 Capacity (Lockable) . , , £4,10 
100 Capacity (Lockable)  „ .,,,.,.,£4,50 

DISKS + 150 CAP POSSO BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

50 3.5" DS/DD + 150 Cap Posso Box ,,£37,99 
100 3.5" DS/DD + 150 Cap Posso Box.,.. .....£55,99 
150 33" DS/DD + 150 Cap Posso Box. £73.99 
200 3,5" DS/DD + 2 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes ...£106.99 
300 3.5M DS/DD + 2 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes . ...£144.99 
400 3.5" DS/DD + 3 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes £196.99 
500 3.5" DS/DD + 4 x 150 Cap Posso Boxes., ..,,£241.99 

All prices include VAT/ free labels & free delivery 
PLEASE PHONE FOR LATEST PRICES DUE TO POSSIBLE INTRODUCTION OF EC TARIFFS ON DISKS 

5*25 STORAGE BOXES 
10 Capacity , „. £1.00 
50 Capacity (Lockable) ,.„„ ...£5.10 
100 Capacity (Lockable) , £5,90 

STACKABLE BOXES 
3.5" 80 Cap Banx Lockable Box.. .„,. .........£10.95 
3.5" 150 Cap Posso Box .„„ „ £15,50 

^5.25" 70 Cap Posso Box  £16,50 

100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 
5,25" DS/DD Disks 21 p each 
5,25" DS/HD Disks,..,,,,,   39p each 

33" HIGH DENSITY DISKS 
100% ERROR FREE / FREE COLOUR CODED LABELS 

60 P EACH £61 ForlOOinclddivery/labels^AT 

BRANDED 3.5" DISKS (KAO/TDK) 
10 3.5 
10 3.5 

DS/DD 
DS/HD 

► £6,50 
XI 0,50 

BOX OF PAPER 11X 9.5,406MS MICROPERF 2,000 SHEULC11.7)    BOX OF A4 PAPER, 70GMS MICROPERF 9,000 SHEETS..X19.95 

LIMITED CPPEP 

AJCC PLUS 

CARTCCN CLASSIC 

PACP £239.99 

t 

z 

GVP SSHP A6CCVA12CC 

INTERNAL LAPP' PRIVE 

f               PRINTER RIBBON S 
PRINTER BLACK RIBBONS COLOUR RIBBONS 

Citizen 120 D 
BRANDED COMPATIBLE BRANDED 
OM 

Citizen Swift 9 £340 £2.70 £15.30 
Citizen Swift S4/24E/224 £4,70 £2.70 £15.30 
Panasonic 1124 £8,50 £3.58 N/A 
StarLC-10 £4.47 £3.06 £6.70 
StarLC-20 £4,47 £3.06 N/A 
Star LC200 £6,11 £4.70 £12.30 
StarLC24lO/15 £558 £3.53 N/A 

y^Star LCS4-200 £5.58 £3.53 £13.25 J 

INKJET CARTRIDGES & REFILLS 
HP Deskjet Black Ink Cartridge........ £14.98 
HP DesKjet Black Dual Capacity Ink Cartridge £23,95 
HP Deskjet 500C Colour Ink Cartridge £26,96 
Canon BJ10e/ex Black Ink Cartridge.,,.,,,,,,,,., , £19.98 
Black Twin Refill Kit .£14.98 
Colour Twin Refill kit „ £14.98 
500C Colour Refill Kit, £14.98 
Amiga Colour Separation Software £39,95 



MS 

System Requirements: 
DOS version 
Minimum memory 
Accelerator 

Morph* (vl.0.0} 
2.0 mini mum 
4Mb Fast, 1Mb Chip 
Recommended 

CtaeMofph (vl.Oi) 
1.3 Minimum 
2Mb Fast, 512K Chip 
Recommended 

Both programs require adequate storage hit the flies produced. Floppy disks will do, but images can oa 
mora than 1Mb HI uncofnppessed 24M form, so a hard drive Is virtually essentia! for both- 

Features: Morph* CineMorph 
Single warping Yes Yes 
Sequence warping Yes No 
Dual image morphing Yes Yes 
Sequence morph log Yes Yes 
Auto tweening Yes Yes 
Magnification Yes No 
'Onion-skinning1 Yes No 
Scalable windows No Yes 
ARexx support Yes - extensive No 
On-line help No Yes 
File types loaded Colour and grey-scale All IFF formats, 

directly, others including 24-bit and 
after conversion 8-bit except HAM-8, 
with Morph Plus. plus JPEG/JFIF directly. 

Rle types saved All IFF formats, including Alt IFF formats except 
HAM-8, plus ANIM OPS, JPEG HAMS. ANIM OPS 
and HAM-E, though most are supported directly, plus 
only via Morph Plus* HAM-E and DCTV. 

Output size User definable User definable 

' hile It's probably true to say that morphing 
isn't ever going to be as popular as sliced bread. It's 
certainly been causing a stir among the public and media 
alike. Recent blockbuster movies such as Terminator 2 have 

exposed the technique to huge audiences, and objects undergoing 
miraculous transformations are now all the rage in TV ads too. Morphing has 
thus become the latest 'must-have1 In the film and video business, and 
software producers have taken the opportunity to cater for the many studios 
(and hobbyists) who want to use morphing effects, but haven't got 
Hollywood-sized budgets. 

The two morphing programs under scrutiny this month - ASDG's Morph 
(which is part of the Morph Plus package) and GVP's CineMorph - are both 
recently-released products, but the honours for the first Amiga-based morphing 
software have already gone to Black Belt's imagemaster (which I reviewed in 
Amiga Shopper 18). Both packages do morphing and warping on still images 
and sequences, but Morph Pius also does a lot more - as both its pricing and 
name reflect. 

* Morph la part of the larger Morph Ftus suite, which lias extensive image processing and eompo&ttlng 
features and a wide range of load/save fwmfrts and many other Important features* 

In many respects CineMorph is the 
simpler of these two packages, not 
ieast because it consists of just one 
program (in contrast to the modular 
approach of Morph Plus), dedicated 
solely to morphing operations. 

In common with other morphing 
software, CineMorph uses vectors 

WHAT IS MORPHING? 

Though morphing programs may 
appear to differ in the way that they 
work, the methodology behind each 
is actually very similar So similar, 
In fact, that it seems suitable to 
explain It all In one place, rather 
than describe each program's 
techniques separately. 

Put simply, morphing is a 
process for transmuting one image 
into another. This might be a black 
face changing to a white one (as in 
Michael Jackson's Biack Or White 
video), or the T1000 in Terminator 2 
shifting to and from its human form. 
So long as the images can be 
imported into a computer system (by 
scanning, digitising from video, or 
whatever) they can be morphed. But 

video sequences cannot yet be 
morphed in real-time on the Amiga - 
the processing power required is far 
too great - so let's nip that spurious 
notion in the bud right away. 

The morphing process involves a 
combination of shape-changing and 
crass-fading. Warping transforms the 
source image into the shape of the 
destination image and is controlled 
by using pairs of points (or vectors) 
which describe the start and end 
positions for specific locations on 
the images. Over a defined number 
of frames the vectors move towards 
their end positions, distorting one 
shape into another. For this reason 
warping is often likened to stretching 
a sheet of rubber with an image 

printed on it. Control can usually be 
applied to individual points or to all 
of them, so as to slow down or 
hasten their actions during 
morphing. 

Cross-fading (or dissolving} 
between selected frames of the 
morphing series facilitates the 
smooth transition from one warped 
image to the next, a process which 
cannot be performed by warping 
alone. For extra control it is usually 
possible to specify just how much 
cross-fading takes place in each 
frame of the series. 

This warp-dissolve process can 
also be applied to sequences of 
moving images, enabling one object 
to be turned Into another while both 

(points) to determine how images are 
warped (see the box on JWhat is 
Morphing?1 for a full description of 
the process). And, like the others, 
CineMorph has its own unique way of 
manipulating these vectors. 

In this case, a mesh of points is 
pulled around to control the warping. 

are in motion. The example I have 
provided simply morphs a rotating 
cow into a rotating car. The original 
sequences were produced with 
imagine 2 and I made sure that both 
car and cow were in simitar positions 
throughout each sequence so as to 
ease the morphing process. 

"With some 

imagination, 

morphing can also 

he used to do 

special effects. 

It isn't necessary to manipulate 
the vectors for every single frame in 
a sequence, as a series of key' 
frames can be defined and the 
intermediate frames (the 'tweens') 
will be generated automatically. 
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This system presents no real 
obstacles when warping similar 
images, such as faces, but can 
produce big problems when 
attempting a reasonably complex 
warp, such as the cow-to-car 
sequence I used as a test, Because 
CineMorph restricts how points move 
in relation to each other - 
with no mesh overlapping 
allowed - a lot of fiddling is 
required to set up the 
warping points correctly, 
something which is difficult 
enough when working on a 
dual-image morph, but a real 
headache when a sequence 
morph is desired- The 
problems are further 
compounded by the visually 
simple, but rather inflexible, 
split-screen display and 
CineMorph's unfortunate lack of both 
decent magnification and an 'onion- 
skin' facility. 

CineMorph uses two levels of 
complexity when defining warps - 
lines and splines. Lines warp faster 
but splines produce smoother 
results, Splines are aEso rather more 
difficult to manipulate, but not overly 
so, If more or less points are 

saving a large amount of time, The 
result - in my case - was a lOframe 
animation of Bossy the cow morphing 
anti-clockwise into a Camaro car. 

Morphlng can be very flexible, 
Cross-fading is perhaps its simplest 
form, dissolving between two images 
while keeping all the vectors static, 
but with some imagination morphing 
can also be used to do special 
effects such as warping from one 
screen to another. Simple warps can 
be carried out with relatively few 
vectors, while complex warps may 
require hundreds - or sometimes 
thousands - to achieve the required 
degree of accuracy. 

SLOW TIME 
It should go some way to illustrating 
the learning curve involved in 
morphing when I tell you that it took 
me the best part of two days to 
achieve my little animation. Two days 
in which I was continually frustrated 
by the rubbish appearing on my 
Amiga screen. Two days of hard slog 
to produce a few images. I'm just 

ime for a 

You won't believe your eyes when 
you see some of the crazy things 
which morphing can dol 
required in the mesh, extra columns 
and rows can be added or deleted at 
will and multiple points can easily be 
selected for bulk movement. 

Unlike Morph, CineMorph can 
load images directlyt having no need 
for a separate load/save program. It 

glad that I've got a pretty 
quick Amiga with plenty of 
memory and storage space, 
because otherwise I'd 
probably still be 
experimenting while you 
wonder what happened to 
the Video column in this 
month's Amiga Shopper. 

Serious morphing isn't 
for the faint-hearted or the 
shallow-pocketed.To 
achieve any kind of sensible 
throughput, especially at 
24-bit quality, the host 
Amiga really has to be 
stacked with memory, 
storage, graphics hardware 
and a fast processor. Even 
then morphing only a few 
seconds of broadcast 
quality images could take 
several days to set up and produce 
Lower quality and lower resolutions 
obviously render faster and save 
space, so if quality isn't of 
paramount concern it is possible 
increase output but there is little 

'Morphing' one object into 

another is the latest craze in video 

special effects - and now you can 

do it at home, Gary Whiteley sees 

how two new transformation 

packages shape up 

handled all the IFF formats I tried, 
including 24-bit, 8-bit and JPEG files, 
without complaint, except for the new 
H.AM-8 modo. which wasn't 
supported in the version I had for 
review (version 1.01). As with other 
morphing products, the images are 
displayed as grey-scales to reduce 
memory overheads, and CineMorph's 
scalable image windows also help 
when memory is tight 

NOT ALL THERE 
I found CineMorph to be much more 
awkward to use than Morph because 
the interface lacks the flexibility 
required for quickly comparing start 
and end points and accurately 
placing them on detailed images. 
The lack of any simple way of test- 
animating the points is also irritating, 
as the only way to test the warping 
structure is to render it as a mesh 

n/i] Source ;  q^i. JFB <^S6x48B | ESljgl 

As you can see, the user interfaces of Morph Plus (left) and CineMorph (right) are 
markedly different. Morph Plus adopts an all-in-one approach which is flexible enough 
to allow fast and accurate setting of the warping points, while CineMorph adopts a 
simpler, less memory-intensive, but somewhat less responsive format 

benefit in skimping on either memory 
or speed, 

In any caseT by morphing on an 
Amiga the cost savings are 
substantial. The equivalent of last 
year's £30,000 hardware and 

software is now available for under 
£5000 - including a very high- 
specification Amiga - which serious 
video producers should recognise as 
a bargain, even if it is a tittle beyond 
the budgets of most home users. 
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overlaid on the output images. This 
works, but isn't ideal. 

I was also very disappointed 
with the file requesters - trying to 
select a file before a listing was 
complete inevitably resulted in a 
terminal visit to the Guru, usually 
with disastrous consequences. This 
is blamed on faults in Commodore's 
DOS requesters and should be 
resolved in later versions of the 
CineMorph software. 

But the worst problems occurred 
during sequence morphing. All 
seemed to be going smoothly until I 
began checking the auto-tweened 
frames between my designated key 
frames. Then the surprises started. 
The most regular problem was that 
the mesh had mysteriously 
elongated, so that much of it had 
disappeared from view and was no 
longer available for manipulation, as 
well as bearing little resemblance to 
either of its key frame parents. Try as 
I might, I found no adequate solution 
and, after just one too many crashes, 
I abandoned trying to sequence- 
morph with CineMorph altogether* 

Obviously, this is a poor situation 
for such a program to be in and when 

I contacted the programmers in the 
USA they candidly (and bravely) 
admitted that they were aware of all 
the problems I described and had 
already fixed most of them, as well 

as working on new features for later 
release. However, enquiries with the 
UK distributor, Silica Systems, drew 
a blank as to when (and under what 
conditions) any upgrades would be 
forthcoming in the UK, 

CHECKOUT 

CINEMORPH 

Manual • • • • O 
Adequate but could be more lucid. 

Features IftOO 
OK, but I would have liked 'onion-skinning' 
and magnification included. 

Quality •••tO 
Dependent on chosen output, of course, 
but can be excellent in 24*it. 

Ease of use • • • O O 
CineMorph could be more user-friendly - 
although it is very easy to get started with, 

Speed • • • • • 
Quick when rendering but setting up the 
morph oan be excruciatingly slow. 

Price • • • O O 
Fa In though I would be happier if it was 
more rounded and less buggy. 

Overall rating ••••o 

Though it has many excellent ideas and 
features, my impression was that it wasn't 
quite finished. For budget morphing this 
could be the program but not until the next 
version (at least) has been released. 

MORPH PLUS 

Morph Pius is an apt 
name for ASDGs offering, 
as morphing is just part 
of the far more 
comprehensive suite of 
programs provided. 

Morph Plus is very 
closely related to ASDG's 
Art Department 
Professional. So closely 
related, in fact, that 
owners of ADPro v2.l (or 
later) can add the new 
Morph Pius loaders, savers and 
operators to ADPro and use them 
from there, effectively discarding the 
Morph Pius user interface. What's 
more, Morph Pius also has two 
additional programs: Morph, which is 
the actual morphing program, and 
FRED, a tool for compositing 
sequences of images together - 
which is very useful if you can't write 
ARexx scripts. 

First, an overview of how Morph 
Plus works. Generally speaking, an 
image is loaded into memory (using 
a Loader module] as a 24-bit file, 
regardless of its initial format Then 
it can be manipulated, composited 
with other images, tweaked, altered, 
processed or otherwise doctored by 

Many of the Morph Plus operators 
have their own interfaces where 
Images are manipulated. This is the 
one for the Perspective operator 

using one or more of the Morph Plus 
Operator modules, then finally saved 
through the services of a Morph Pius 
Saver module. However, Morph Plus 
is far more flexible, though some- 
times it can be a tough nut to crack. 

For instance, with the new ANIM 
functions it is possible to compress 
a sequence of frames into an 
animation file or, conversely, extract 
frames from an existing animation. 
But before you can construct an 
animation it might be necessary to 
force all the frames into the same 
image format. Because Morph Pius 

has an ARexx interface it is possible 
to write a script which can automate 
the whole process, rather than 
having to tediously convert and 
compile each frame by hand, Since 
all aspects of Morph Pius can be 
addressed it is possible to do some 
very complex image manipulations 
and animate the results. But you 
shouldn't expect too much help from 
the manual beyond descriptions of 
the ARexx commands and a few 
cursory examples. 

All this is in addition to scaling, 
dithering, colour balancing, cropping 
and a number of other indispensable 
tricks and treats, many of which have 
their own user interfaces. Morph Pius 
isn't as comprehensive in some 
areas as ADPro, though it 
complements it well without too 
much duplication. By the way, image 
quality produced from Morph Pius is 
on the whole excellent, especially if 
24-bit is the name of your game, 

THE GREAT MORPHO 
Welt, we've finally arrived at the 
reason we Ye here - the Morph 
program itself. It isn't completely 
independent, as it needs Morph Pius 
to be running to do the actual image 
manipulation, but otherwise it works 
as if it were a separate program, 

The first time you use Morph 
you'll probably hate the default 
colour scheme which, coupled with 
the hi-res interlace, doesn't make for 
a comforting visual experience. But 
not to worry, the colours can be 
changed to suit your taste. 

From then on it's simply a matter 
of choosing your operation - from 
moving morph, still morph, moving 
warp and still warp - and telling 
Morph what images it is to use, what 
size to output them at, how many 
frames are required, and which of 
the many options to use. These 
options are difficult to explain in 
such a short article but give Morph a 
lot of ftexibility. 

The fun part is the vectoring. 
'Hot keys' make it quite easy to add 
vectors at the click of a mouse and 
then you just drag their start and end 
points around the images as 
required. It is also possible to add 
points which won't move, effectively 
1 pinning downh parts of the image 
and preventing unwanted distortion. 
And to make life even easier it isn't 
strictly necessary to use loads of 
vectors or points, as joining them 
together with the Edge command 
adds 'invisible1 points between 
existing ones. These help to smooth 
out any potential problems. 

if you are working on a morph 
involving two source images, Morph 
makes it quite simple to see both 
images simultaneously. Using the 
'onion-skin' facility you can see a 
fully-adjustable mix of the two 
pictures, which makes vector 

placement very easy. 
When the vectors and points are 

to your liking, it is possible to do a 
quick preview of just the vectors to 
ensure that all is well. The resulting 
wireframe animation can be played in 
a variety of speeds and directions to 
make accurate checking easier, 

The next thing to do is to 
render the frames, which can be 
time- and memory-consuming 
depending upon the size chosen for 
the output. So take a break, have a 
cup of tea or forty winks and then 
return to check out your handiwork. 
All that remains to be done is to put 
the frames together and see how you 
did. But that's another story for 
another day,,, 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

Morph Plus £179.99 
by ASDG 
From: Mlcro-PACE UK Ltd, Unit 10, 
Perth Trading Estate, Perth Avenue, 
Slough, Berkshire SL1 4XX 
= 0753551888 

Cinemorph  £99.95 
byGVP 
Distributed by: Silica Systems, 
1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, 
Sidcup, Kent DAI 4 4DX 
*QB1 309 11 11 

CHECKOUT 

MORPH PLUS 

Manual • • • • O 
Well presented and full of information, but 
lacks clear Instructions on ARexx usage, 
full details on the use of FRED and so on. 

Features # • • • • 
Contains excellent and wide-ranging 
features. 
Ease of use IftOO 
Some aspects of Morph Plus are very easy 
to use whilst others are very difficult. 

Quality • • • m m 
High quality output and effects throughout. 

Speed 
Not quite as nippy as CineMorph, but still 
very good, everything considered. 

Price • • • • O 
Expensive if you already have ADPro 2,1, 
but compared with the cost of the Amiga- 
video system you need to get the best 
from this type of package, the price 
seems rather inconsequential. 

Overall rating • •'• • o 
A flexible, and usable package with 
valuable functions in addition to its 
excellent morphing features, though 
marred by the manual, 

All things considered, the only real 
choice of this pair has to be Morph Plus. 
CineMorph tries hard but hasn't quite 
made the grade - yet. 
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U OF MORPH 

Although we are mainly comparing morphing facilities this 
month, Morph Plus has many more strings to its picture- 
processing bow. The following images should give you a 
taster of some of its other attractions. Don't forget that all 
these effects can be controlled with ARexx and animated too! 

1 

mm 
§0* 

1. You can easily add life-like 
rippling to an image, or animate a sequence 2. ...or make 

it look like it is actually underwater 3. This is a composite of the effects 
of Negative, Twirl and Perspective operations 

ore's a quick preview of a 
brand new piece of 
Roc Tec kit - the PIP 
View. For around £100, 

RocTec has just launched a sleek 
black box which operates as a 
remote-controlled TV tuner which 
can also do picture-in-picture tricks. 
Why? Well, obviously RocTec thinks 
it will sell to folks who don't have a 
TV with remote channel selection or 
who want to use one TV to watch 
two pictures at once. 

INSIDE INFORMATION 
For instance, say you have an Amiga 
with a 1084 monitor and you want to 
keep an eye on the big match while 
you blast some meanies - but the 
telly is downstairs and your other half 
is watching Coronation Street 
anyway. Enter PIP View. By plugging 
in an RF aerial feed and a composite 
output from your Amiga you can have 
the footie in a shrunken screen 
about one-ninth full size inserted 
over your normal Amiga screen. 

Simply by hitting a button on the 
nifty infra-red remote control 
provided, the pictures can be 
reversed - if you wish to see that 
own goal in its full hair-wrenching 
glory. With three input sources to 
choose from you could also be 
monitoring Baby Jane while she 
dozes under the nursery surveillance 
camera - and still convince yourself 
that you iove Big Brother, 

A CLEAN IMAGE 
The picture quality of the PIP View's 
tuner is extremely good - at least 
equal to what my domestic VCR can 
manage. Colour is good and the 
remote control and tuning operations 
are no more difficult to operate than 
a norma! TV or video controller, 
though the layout of its buttons coutd 
be rearranged to make it less prone 

Fish-eye and 
other 
spherical 
effects are 
simple with 
the Sphere 
operator 

n w 

H 
ft* 

\    5      - I \ 

on th 

Wor 

PIP View can 
show two video signals on the same 
screen at the same time - all under 

remote control 

to accidental re programming. There 
is also a volume/muting control for 
the main sound and a mini-jack 
socket on the rear of the unit for 
monitoring the sub-picture' sound - 
the sound from the miniature image, 
The sub-picture itself can be placed 
in any of the four corners of the 
screen and, while small, it is 
certainly watchable* 

LOGIC PROBLEMS 
PIP View has a few quirks. There's 
no on/off switch - which means the 
unit is either on standby or just on - 
and a two-pin, American-style, mains 
plug on the transformer And there's 
no pass-through for the aerial input 
so the PIP View had better be the 
last item in your chain. 

Then there are the Phono 
connectors - twelve of them in fact. 

With PH*Viewyou can watch TV 

on your Ahiiga-screen. Gary 

Whiteley puts you in the picture 

Three for composite video inputs, six 
for audio inputs, and three more for 
video and audio outputs, The lack of 
RF output and, indeed, SCART 
sockets, means that the TV or 
monitor you are using with PIP View 
must have a composite input - either 
SCART or dedicated - a situation 
which is not all that common on 
many domestic TVs, especially older 
ones. Sot I think RocTec's logic that 
people will buy PIP View as a means 
to upgrade their old manual TV sets 
to remote control doesn't hold water, 

COMPOSE YOURSELF 
However, if the PIP View could also 
work between the various TV 
channels as well as external inputs, 
if a Teletext decoder was included 

and if there was a full PIP View RF 
(aerial socket) output then I think 
Roctec would be on to a winner. 

If you want to use an Amiga 
with PIP View then it will need a 
colour composite output. This is 
fine if you have an Amiga 600 or 
1200, but other models will require 
an RGB to composite converter, 
such as a modulator or genlock. 
And don't forget that if you are used 
to crisp RGB output you'll be 
disappointed by the PIP View's 
composite-only output. 

PIP View is an interesting 
approach to solving a specific 
problem, but I really wouldn't like to 
say how well it will sell in its present 
form. It is available from any of the 
usual RocTec dealers. £0 
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If you've just received 
AMOS for Christmas, or 
if you bought the 
Christmas issue of 
Amiga Format then 
AMOS Action Is for 
you. Every month it's 
packed full of news, 
tips and techniques 
about the Amiga's 
greatest ever 
programming 
language 

snobbish attitude that many 
programmers have towards AMOS is 
totally unfounded. I have to admit 
that \ shared this opinion when 
Euro press original fy launched AMOS 
- having become more accustomed 
to the likes of C and assembler, the 
idea of going back to BASIC 
programming didn't 
really appeal to me t^^mm^^^m 
at all. But, after 
little more than a 
few weeks playing 
with AMOS, I 
became a convert. 
Now that AMOS 
Pro has been 
released onto the 
market, AMOS is mmmm&m^—^^ 
without doubt a 
truly professional programming 
environment 

READ ALL ABOUT IT 
Those very nice people at Bruce 
Smith Books have finally turned their 
attention to AMOS with the launch of 

"offer little more 

than a few weeks 

playing with AMOS, 

I became a convert" 

»A CWH» 

Jason Holborn continues his five- 

year mission to explore the wild 

world of AMOS. This month: a 

new book, hidden secret 

messages, and much, much more! 

Mastering Amiga AMOS, the latest 
volume in their successful Mastering 
Amiga series of reference books. 
Written by my old friend Phil South, a 
fellow AMOS enthusiast, the book is 
designed with beginners in mind. 

The book starts with a general 
overview of the history of the system 

and then moves on 
1 to AMOS itself, with 

a fairly 
comprehensive and 
very readable 
chapter on the 
AMOS editor. It 
explains how the 
editor works in 
quite some detail, 

_ _ with individual 
sections on most of 

the more powerful functions. It then 
expands the subject matter still 
further with a look at the extensions 
that can be added to AMOS, 
including the usual AMOS Compiler 
and 3D extensions. 

Quite a sizable chunk of the book 
is dedicated to AMOS Basic, where 
the principles behind good 
programming are expEatned, All this 
is pretty generic stuff though, so 
even the greenest AMOS 
programmers will probably find the 
subject matter somewhat obvious. 
Phil then moves onto the rather dull 
subject of the AMOS Math functions, 
which rapidly sent me off to sleep. 

With all this theory behind us, 
the book then moves on to AMOS' 
own particular talents, with a look at 

At the time of writing this 
column, the latest issue 
of Amiga Format has hit 
the streets - complete 

with AMOS on its front cover. As 
many of you also read this very good 
publication, I'm sure that many of 
you have also started reading AMOS 
Action for the first time. Together 
with those of you who were lucky 
enough to And an Amiga and AMOS 
lurking at the bottom of your 
Christmas stocking (all I found in 
mine was a pair of socks and some 
aftershave!); I'm very pleased to say 
that more and more Amiga users 
are now discovering the joys of 
AMOS programming. 

It's also good to see that many 
of our regular readers have upgraded 
to AMOS Professional, the latest and 
greatest release of AMOS, If you 
haven't already moved up, then why 
not spend some of that Christmas 
cash that you received from your 

long-lost Auntie Gertie on the 
upgrade? As anyone who owns 
AMOS Pro will tell you, you certainly 
won't be wasting your money, AMOS 
Pro is a considerably friendlier and 
more powerful release of AMOS that 
truly pushes the Amiga to its limits. 
And when Euro press finally gets 
around to releasing an AGA- 
compatible version of AMOS (to take 
advantage of the new A1200 chip 
set- see last month's issue for 
details), AMOS will finally establish 
itself as the programming language 
for the Amiga. 

Ifs surprising that many Amiga 
programmers still look on AMOS with 
a certain amount of scorn. I guess 
it's probably got something to do 
with the fact that AMOS is based 
around BASIC, but this doesn't 
actually affect the power of AMOS . 
In the corporate computing market, 
BASIC is still regarded as a very good 
programming language, so the rather 

ANSWERS 

If AMOS is giving you grief, then 

Jason Holborn is the man to put 

you out of your misery 

PARALLEL PROCESSING 
Is there a way of reading the parallel 
port from within AMOS? I want to be 
able to use a four-way adaptor, 
allowing up to four players to play 
against each other within a game 
that I'm writing. 

Ian N orris 
Newcastle 

I have to admit that I've never tried to 
address a four-play adaptor from 
within AMOS, so I don't know how 

the Amiga communicates with this 
particular device. I guess the best 
way to find this out is to write a little 
program that monitors any 
information received through the 
parallel port. AMOS does provide the 
commands you need in the shape of 
the 'Parallel Open', 'Parallel Send' 
and 'Parallel lnput$r commands. 

COMPILER QUERY 
I have recently upgraded from AMOS 
1.34 to AMOS Professional directly 
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Mastering Amiga AMOS from Bruce 
Smith Books - could this be the 
guide that AMOS programmers 
have been waiting for? 

screens, sprites, bobs and AMAL. 
Although all three of these sections 
start well, I have to admit that I think 
that the book is rather brief in its 
descriptions. The chapter on 
screens, for example, describes the 
task of opening screens, but doesn't 
even show you how to open HAM 
screens, while the options that are 
discussed aren't covered in enough 
detail, Considering that the book is 
aimed at complete beginners, this 
sort of lack of detail is inexcusable. 

Far more space should have 
been dedicated to the basics of 
AMOS programming, rather than 
covering extensions such as 
CText, AMOS Tome and the 
SpriteX editor, 

I'd love to give Phil's book a 
rave review, simply because I 
consider him a friend and fellow 
journalist, but Tm afraid that my 
conscience could never take the 
strain. Past Amiga releases 
from both Phil and Bruce 
Smith Books have been very 
good indeed, but Mastering 
Amiga AMOS is just too sketchy 
to be of any great use. Et's a 
great shame - I still feel that the 
ultimate AMOS book still hasn't 
been written. When it does 
arrive, I'm sure that it will 
literally clean up, 

PUDSIE'S HELP SCANDAL 
It's amazing what sort of things you 
can find when flicking through a 
program's system 
files. As well as a ^mm^^^mm 
few interesting 
routines, you can 
also find more 
frivolous items, 
such as secret 
messages 
embedded by the 
programmers as 
an 1n-joke\ 
Probably the best- 
known examples of this are the 
secret messages that were 

"recent Amiga users 

won't have come 

across these 

infamous surprises" 

embedded 
into Workbench 1.2* 
More recent Amiga users won t 
have come across these infamous 
'surprises' - there were even a 
couple of messages in there (from 
the developers of the Amiga's 
systems software) that didn't exactly 
com pi i ment Commodore on its 
handling of the early Amigas. 

Secret messages are still 
popular amongst programmers and 

the creators of 
AMOS Pro are 
certainly no 
exception. Only the 
other day 1 was 
poking my nose into 
areas of AMOS Pro 
that Eurepress 
would probably 
prefer us users to 
stay well clear of, 
only to find secret 

messages embedded in AMOS Pro, 
Although none of them coutd be 

You too can 
discover the secret lives 
of Richard Vanner and the rest of 
the Euro press team. It's all to be 
found In AMOS Pro's Help menus 

called scandalous, they do give you 
an insight into the sort of people that 
brought us the world s greatest 
programming language. 

The messages in question are 
embedded into AMOS Pro's On-line 
Help system. To access them, load 
up AMOS Pro and enter one of the 
following names into the AMOS Pro 
editor, enclosing each one within 
speech marks. Then move the cursor 
over the first character of each name 
and press the [Help] key to see the 
text. Try these for size: VANNER, 
LIONET, PUDSIE, DAISY, CARRINE, 
MEL, STEPHEN and DITHEL 

from Europress Software. I most 
sincerely think that It Is worth the 
praise that you heap upon it. 
However, I am Interested In knowing 
the following things; 

a) In the help menu there is a 
'Latest News' section that mentions 
the AMOS Pro compiler. According 
to this help menu, the compiler 
should he available by the end of 
October* Then In the AMOS column 
In Amiga Shopper Issue 20, 
Charlotte 

Hemrnings said ''Europress have 
assured me that a compiler for 
AMOS Pro will be released during 
February of next year". Which Is 
more accurate? 

b) I also have the AMOS Tome 
extension {the compiler version). 
Will this extension over be upgraded 
for AMOS Pro? 

Jason Redway 
Basil don, Essex 

of*- 

Europress 
hopes to have an AMOS 

Professional Compiler on the 
market some time in February 

a) Europress had 
original fy hoped to have 
both AMOS Pro and the 
AMOS Pro Oompiter 
finished in time for 
Christmas, but 
unfortunately only 
AMOS Pro actually 
made it. In this 
respect, 
Charlotte's 
comments are 

^indeed true. 
Europress is 

still hoping that the 
compiler will hit the streets some 

time In February. Rest assured that 
II be bringing you a full review as 

soon as I get my hands on it. 
b) Aaron Fothergill (the author of 

Tome) has recently released Tome 

version 4, which \ am assured is fully 
compatible with AMOS Professional. 
Contact the AMOS Club to obtain 
your upgrade. 

WHERE'S RAMOS? 
I've recently upgraded to AMOS 
Professional which, on the whole, 
I'm very, very pleased with. 
However, try as I might, I cannot 
find an AMOS Pro version of the 
AMOS RAMOS Runtime system. 
Considering that Europress still 
haven't launched an AMOS Pro 
compiler, how can I distribute my 
AMOS Pro programs without 
infringing Europress copyright? 

J Jones 
Dundee 

You're right, AMOS Pro doesrVt have 
its own version of RAMOS. Instead, 
Europress opted for a far more 
elegant solution to the task of 
running programs independently of 
the main interpreter. 

AMOS Pro is structured so that 
the editor actually consists of three 
entirely separate elements - the 
editor program, the interpreter and 
the monitor. When you load the 
interpreter, it automatically loads up 
both the editor and the monitor. 

However, it is possible to run AMOS 
Pro programs independently of the 
main AMOS package simply by 
copying the entire AMOS Pro System 
disk and then deleting the following 
files from the APSystem drawer: 

AMQSPro.Editor 
AMOSPro, Bditor_Coiif ig 
AMOSPro-Monitor 
AMOSPro»HOEii torjConf ig 

You can then install your program 
on the stripped AMOS Pro system 
disk and run it by typing AMOSPro 
<Fllename.AM05> from the CLI. As 
the editor and monitor program files 
don't exist, the interpreter will simply 
load and run your program. If your CLI 
knowledge isn't too hot, simply copy 
your program onto the disk under the 
name 1 Autoexec,AMOS' and AMOS 
Pro will automatically load and run it. 

If you plan to distribute your 
programs, do always ensure that the 
four files listed above are deleted 
before you hand out copies of your 
AMOS Pro program. If you distribute 
a disk that has these files intact, you 
will essentially be handing out 
pirated versions of AMOS Pro. And if 
you do this, expect a visit from the 
local constabulary. 
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Protext is Unbeatable Value! 

Protext 5.5 

"If you need a professional word processor 
Protext is perfect"    AMIGA COMPUTING 

Amiga Format and ST Format Gold A wards 

1Mb required (Amiga or ST). Free demo disk available. 
Upgrade from any earlier version on same computer just £40. 

previc i \ 75 

Just 
£80 

previously £99,1 

just 
£40 

Prodata 

*, reliable, easy to use and excellent value1 

AMIGA COMPUTING 

Database manager. 1Mb required (Amiga or ST). 

Exfile 
6 Is 

The magazine for Protext users. Packed with information to 
help you make the most of Protext including mail merge 
and macros, printing solutions and tutorials. 

for 

A nnrw inninri I onrat anew easy"t0"use !ransfer solution for sending 
I 11 IU UI 1W 111 y   L O jJ \jf O l   ... files between different types of computer. 

La peat was designed for ihe NC100, Amstrad's new Notepad Computer. To make file transfer easy something new 
was needed; the difficulties in sending files via the serial port are well known - the problems of different 
connectors, different types of leads, baud rates and the software at the other end. Lapcat is a combined 
software/hardware package that transfers files quickly via the parallel port. 

The Lapcat software is built into the Amstrad NC100. The standard package consists of the Lapcat lead plus 
software on disk for the computer of your choice. This will enable you to transfer files between an NC100 and your 
chosen computer, Lapcat is not just for NC100 owners because you can buy software to transfer between any two 
of the supported computers. No technical knowledge is needed. 

Lapcat prices: (Please state clearly the type of computer you are using - PC, Atari, Amiga). 

With software for one computer £40 Software for extra computers £10 EACH 

—— 

Amor Ltd (AS), 611 Lincoln Road, Peterborough PE1 3HA. Teh (0733) 68909 Fax (0733) 67299 
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GAMES 

PROGRAMMING 

AMOS FOR 

BEGINNERS 
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Last month we took 
a brief took at how 
movement Id 
controlled around 
the various 
locations within an 
adventure game. 
Obviously this is 
the most important 
aspect of the game. 
After all, It would 
hardly be much of 
an 'adventure' if 
the player's alter 
ego were to stand 
in the same place. 
Even on an 
unexpanded 512K 
Amiga 500, itTs possible to create 
some really quite substantial game 
maps that the player can wander 
around and explore. 

But before you sit down and start 
coding your latest tnfocom-killer, it's 
well worth taking time out to design 
the game map. This is very important 
indeed, as you need some form of 
reference material to feed in all the 
information that the movement 
routine will use. The size of the game 
map is entirely up to you, but bear in 
mind that each and every location 
needs its own textual description 
which must be fed in by hand, along 
with all the various movement 
attributes that will be needed. 

So, what do you need to get 
started? First of all you II need to 
draw up a map, similar to the one 
shown on this page. Every single 
square within the map is a location 
that the player can move to via one 
or more of six different directions - 
north, south, east, west, up and 
down. To make things somewhat 
more complicated, you can also 
control the movement by making 
certain paths (a path is the imaginary 
line that joins two locations) either 
one way or 'restricted entry', in which 
case the player must have a certain 
key or object to travel along that 
particular path. The paths 
themselves will be completely 
transparent to the player - they're 
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Movement around our adventure 
map (shown above) is controlled via 
a two-dimensional array 
simply there to serve as a reference 
when keying in all the location data. 

DIMMING SWITCH 
Now that we have our path, we need 
to key all the map data into the 
computer. You'll need to create a 
dimensional array that holds all the 
map's path data using a command 
such as DIM Paths(100,6). This will 
create a 100 by 6 two-dimensional 
array. The first part of the array 
definition dictates how many 
locations are in the game - in this 
case, we've opted for 100. The 
second part of the array definition 
holds the six movement attributes 
that will be assigned to each location 
- one for north, one for south; one 
for east, and so on. 

Each of these movement 
attributes acts as a sort of pointer, 
telling the adventure game parser 
which location the player would move 
to if they opted to move in a 
particular direction. Say, for example, 
the player was currently at location 
10 and a movement to the north 
would take them to location 12. The 
movement attribute that holds the 
north direction for location 10 would 
therefore hold a value of 12. 
Similarly, the opposite would also be 
true - the attribute that holds the 

ESSING 

ILL1 SCREENS 

When you're writing programs in 
AMOS, it's often handy to be able 
to store all the graphics that the 
program needs as part of the 
program itself. This removes the 
need to load in graphics from disk 
each and every time the program 
is run. Say, for example, you were 
writing a game in AMOS. If you 
were to load in the game's title 
screen every time the player 
finished a game, this would not 
only be rather tiresome, but it 
would also allow others to gain 
access to your graphics. If you've 
been slaving over DPaint for hours 
to produce a beautiful title screen, 
you might not want this at all. 

However, there's only one 
small problem - graphics require 
large amounts of memory. Even a 
low resolution screen with just 16 
colours will eat up over 20K. So, 
maybe a single picture is hardly 
going to cause problems, but 
imagine what would happen if you 
only had a 512K machine and you 
tried to store 20 different pictures 
- this would use over 400KI Once 
again, though, AMOS has the 
answer with its very clever built-in 
screen compaction routines that 
can crunch any screen down to a 
fraction of its original size. The 
crunched images are then placed 
into a permanent memory bank. 
You can then display them on your 
Amiga's monitor using the AMOS 
decompaction routines. 

CODE CORNER 
So how do you go about pulling 
graphics into your program in the 
first place? Well, this is very easy 
indeed. The first thing that you 
need to do Is to open a screen that 
can be used to display the image, 
tike this: 

Screen Open J 
0,320,256,32,Lowres 
Flash Off 

The Screen Open command 
above opens up a low resolution 

screen with 32 colours. At this 
point, nothing will be displayed, 
simply because all that AMOS has 
done is to create a screen for you 
to work with. Note the Hash Off 
command too - this is used to turn 
off AMOS' automatic colour cycling 
facility, If we were to leave colour 
cycling on, we'd get a rather 
strange effect when the image was 
loaded in. Next, we load in the 
image that we want to display 
using the Load IFF command: 

Load IFF "PlCS:MyPicture" 

This very powerful command is 
used to load in and display the 
image My Picture stored on a disk 
(or logical device) called PICS:. 
Obviously the filename used will 
have to be changed when you use 
this command so that it correctly 
finds and loads a picture file that 
you have on disk. I use the logical 
assignment PICS: simply because 
that's where t store pictures on my 
hard disk. If you wanted to load a 
picture called 'Harold' that was 
stored on a disk in the internal 
drive, you would therefore change 
this to Load IFF "DFQiHarold". 

LEADER OF THE PACK 
Now that we have the picture 
loaded inT we need to pack it and 
store it in a permanent memory 
bank. Under AMOS 1.34, 16 of 
these banks can be used, but 
there's no limit under AMOS 
Professional (well, you are limited 
to 65,536 different banks, but I 
doubt that you'll ever use them 
all!). What we need to do next is 
tell AMOS that the image displayed 
in a specified screen Is to be 
packed and stored into a memory 
bank, Because the image has been 
loaded into screen 0, we therefore 
add the following line: 

Spack 0 to 1 

When we run the program, a 
screen will appear and, after a 
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south direction for location 12 would 
contain a value of 10, it's important 
to remember which movement 
attribute holds the information for a 
particular direction - reading the 
value for the north attribute when the 
player actually wants to move south 
could be disastrous] 

If you're not too sure about two- 
dimensional arrays, then it may be 
worth splitting the array up into six 
individual arrays named "North1, 

_MOVE procedure. The procedure 
starts by converting the string into 
the appropriate path attribute - 0 for 
north, 1 for south, and so forth. If 
the direction of movement is not 
understood (for instance, if the 
player entered something like +G0 
WABBLE') r then the error message 
'Go where?1 Is displayed. Once this 
has been done, the routine then 
checks the PATHS array to see if 
movement in the direction that the 

HELP! I NEED A HOLBORN! 
Every month our resident AMOS genius (who, me? - Jason) answers your 
AMOS-reJated problematic prose within these very pages. If there's an 
aspect of AMOS that is troubling you, then send your letters to Jason 
Holborm Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon 8A1 2BW. 

'South, 'East' , and so on. However, 
this will make the movement code 
somewhat more complicated, simply 
because you'll have to write six 
separate routines to handle 
movement in the six different 
directions. By using a single array 
that holds all the movement data, a 
single routine can be used instead. 

Anyway, let s take a look at the 
movement routine. It's a little 
primitive, but it does the job. The 
routine itself is called after the 
command that the user enters has 
been parsed. (This is done using the 
SCANF[] routine published last 
month.) You must then interpret the 
string array returned by that routine 
and - if the player wants to move - 
the direction of movement (north, n, 
south, or whatever) is passed to the 

player has requested is allowed. If it 
ist then the LOCATION variable 
(which holds the player's current 
position within the game map) is 
updated by copying the pointer held 
in the PATHS array into the 
LOCATION variable. 

A general purpose routine called 
D1SPLAYTEXT is then passed the 
value held within the LOCATION 
variable. This routine simply displays 
the location text that is associated 
with the new location. How you do 
this is entirely up to you. I personally 
prefer to hold the location text on 
disk as a random access file which 
is accessed using the LOCATION 
variable as an index pointer, But you 
could simply build up a huge string 
array that holds all the map text as a 
series of strings. CD 

LISTING • LISTING • LISTING • LISTING 

_MOVE - General Purpose Movement Routine * #** 
i *## 
' *** Variables: DRCTIOtf = Holds direction as a value 
' *** DRCTS - Direction as a string 
f *** DR$ = Direction m a string 
' *** LOCATION = Current Location muriber 
i *** pATHSO = Path data 

Procedure _MDVE[DRCT$] 
DRCTION^-I 
For 00 To 5 
Head DR$ 
If DR$-UpperS{Left$(DRCT$,l)) 
DRCTION=C 
End If 
Next C 
If DRCTIQMo-1 
If PATHS (LOCATION, DRCTION) o-l 
LOCATION=PATHS (LOCATION", DRCTION) 
_DI E3PLAYTEXT [LOCATION] 
Else 
Print "Sorry. You cannot move in that direction" 
End If 
Else 
Print "Hove where?" 
End If 
Data "R", nSM, "E", "W" t "U", "D" 
End Proc 

second or so, the program will have 
finished; AMOS will drop out to 
direct mode, and we'll be left with 
our image displayed on the screen. 
However, a lot more has happened 
here than you may actually realise* 
Instead of simply displaying a 
picture on the screen, AMOS has 
taken the image that is currently 
being displayed on screen 0, 
packed it down to a more 
manageable size and then stored it 
in memory bank 1. We now have 
the image stored in a memory 
bank. If you don't believe me, go 
into direct mode and enter the 
following command (ignore the 
'AM0S>' bitT it's just there to show 
that we're in direct mode): 

AMOS> List Bank 

In the direct mode window, you 
should see something like the 
following (though don't worry if it s 
not exactly the same): 

1 - Pac.Pic. S: $003FBAA8 L: 
37192 

Th is is AMOS' way of telling us that 
a packed picture (hence the 
Pac.Pic, hit) is stored in memory 
bank i. The S: and L: extensions 
tell you where in memory the bank 
can be found (just ignore this 
unless you're an advanced 
programmer!) and the total size of 
the bank in bytes, respectively. 
However, it's worth noting that the 
L: value doesn't always denote the 
bank s length - if you have loaded 
in any sprites or icons, the L: value 
will tell you how many sprites or 
icons are in the bank. OK, it's 
rather confusing, but just bear this 
in mind and you won t go far wrong. 

BRINGING IT BACK 
Right, so we now have our image 
safely stored in memory. Mow we 
just need to extract it when the 
program is run. This is very simple 
indeed, All you need to do is to 
open up the screen using Screen 
Open and then just issue the 
following command: 

Unpack 1 to 0 

The Unpack command needs 
two arguments - the number of the 
memory bank that holds the 
packed image data and the number 
of the screen that the image data 
is to be displayed in. fn the case of 
the example above, image data 
stored in memory bank 1 is to be 
extracted, decompacted and then 
displayed in screen 0. Note that 
screen 0 must have been opened 
first. However, it's not necessary to 
set up the palette for the image 

before extracting it using Unpack - 
AMOS automatically stores all the 
palette, image and even screen 
position and size information as 
part of the bank. You don't even 
need to issue the Rash Off 
command if the original image had 
this turned off when It was packed 
the first time. 

Because the image data is not 
being loaded from disk, we 
obviously no longer need to use the 
Load IFF command. Even when you 
save your program off to disk and 
then load it up a few days later, the 
image bank will still be there simply 
because AMOS saves all its 
permanent banks as part of the 
program code. Youfll notice a large 
increase in the size of your 
programs when you start using 
memory banks for this very reason. 
For example, I'm currently working 
on a project that uses a lot of 
packed screens. Although the 
source code itself is no larger than 
30K, the actual program file is 
around 200K - that extra 170K is 
taken up by packed images! 

Anyway, here's two versions of 
the same program - one that uses 
screen compaction and another 
that uses the standard Load IFF 
command. Note that the screen 
compaction program won't work as 
ft stands unless you first foad in an 
image and pack it into memory 
using Spack. You can use these 
programs as templates showing 
how to load in images stored in 
memory banks: 

Rem *** Example 1 *** 

Screen Open J 
0,320,256,32,Lowres 
Flash Off 
Load IFF "PICSi&yPicture" 

Rem *** Example 2 *** 

Screen Open J 
0,320,256,32,110^1:63 
Unpack 1 to 0 

COMING 

NEXT MONTH 

Would-be games programmers ■ 
should definitely tune into the 
next issue of AMOS Action.Over 
the past few weeks, I've been 
playing around with dual playfield 
displays and next issue I'll be 
showing you how you can use this 
powerful facility to add parallax 
scrolling effects to your games, 
It's all rn next month's Amiga 
Shopper - can you wait that long? 
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MUSIC 

It's not only the best TV soaps and lagers that come from down under - 
there's a thriving Amiga music scene there too. In fact, this month's 
Music pages have a distinctly Australian flavour because, courtesy of 
BlltSoft Products, I've been able to get my hands on the first batch of 

Black Knight Peripherals music products to arrive In the UK. 
There are two items are on this month s agenda: a sound sampler and a 

more specialised SMPTE synchronisation box. 

THE CRYSTAL 

SOUND SAMPLER 

8-bit Amiga sound sampling has 
attracted a great deal of interest, 
especially since It's an area which 
anyone can get into. You can get 
hold of perfectly adequate sampling 
hardware from £20 upwards, while 
for around £40 a complete 
'hardware plus sample-editing 
software1 package can be obtained. 

However, the units available at 
the iow end of the market tend to cut 
costs by not having things like gain 
controls and printer pass-through 
facilities. This can make a big 

The Crystal Sound sampler - poised 
to attack the top end of the 8-bit 
sampler marketplace! 

difference - although it has been 
proved time and time again that it is 
possible to get good results with 
many of the cheaper sampling units 
around, you do need to provide 
decent quality input signals at the 
proper sound level. You II find that 
those who do get excellent results 
with budget samplers tend (at the 
very least) to have access to a 
reasonable quality audio mixer for 
level control. 

Of course, many Amiga users 
haven t got banks of audio 
equipment lying around, and in these 
cases it s worth spending a bit more 
on a sampler that allows you to 
adjust the level of the input signal. 
On top of this, it s also convenient to 
have a printer pass-through socket. 
This means that you can keep the 
sampler connected to the Amiga's 
parallel port all the time and switch 
between using the sampler and 
printer without having to keep 
unplugging and swapping leads* 

These extra goodies, coupled 
with more sophisticated sample- 
editing software, are the types of 
features provided by more up-market 
sampling packages, The 
acknowledged top of the range' 8-bit 
sampling unit is of course the 
package now known as Audio 
Engineer Plus, which has stood 
virtually unchallenged since the day it 
arrived on the Amiga scene. 

Nowadays we regularly see 
additional budget sampler units 
appearing on the scene, but recently 

a product has arrived 
which has set its sights 
on the very top end of 
the sound sampling 
marketplace. This 
product is Black Knight 
Peripherals' Crystal 
Sound sampler, and 
(as you probably 
gathered from last 
month's issue) I've 
spent the last few 
weeks putting it 
through its paces. 

THE HARDWARE 
The thing that immediately strikes 
you about the Crystal Sound sampler 
is that the construction quality is 
extremely good. The back panel 
contains two standard DB25 
connectors: one of these is used to 
link the Crystal Sound hardware to 
the Amiga's parallel port, while the 
other is a pass-through port which 
can be used to connect your printer. 
A standard DB25 male/female cable 
is needed to make the Amiga-to- 
Crystal Sound 
connection, but the bad 
news here is that a 
suitable connecting lead 
is not supplied with the 
package. So, the first 
thing most users will 
have to do is go out and 
buy one. 

Internally Crystal 
Sound uses twin, ultra- 
fast low-noise A/D 
(analogue to digital) 
converters which can 
sample at over 70KHz in stereo on 

an A3000, and at just under 40KHz 
in stereo on an unaccelerated A500 
(which rises to about 44KHz when 
mono sampling), The 'teenies' 
among you might also like to know 
that conversions are 'crystal locked' 
and that there are 'double pole 
active audio filters' on all inputs! 

The main Crystal Sound controls 
appear on the front panel. There are 
two rotary gain controls (for left and 
right channels), two RCA phono 
socket line-level inputs (270mv 
sensitivity peak-to-peak), and two 
6.5mm standard jack microphone- 
level inputs (microphone gain 40dB). 
On the far right of the front panel lies 
a toggle switch which allows you to 
bypass the sampling circuitry and 
use a printer without having to 
unplug anything. 

THE SOFTWARE 
Crystal Sound's main claim to fame 
is fts hardware - unlike most such 
units, it does not come with a 
sample editing program. However, a 
'Sampler Tool' is provided for 
collecting samples. The Sampler Tool 
display is rather basic but 
nevertheless it does provide all the 
usual rate, sample size, trigger level, 
monitor save and play facilities you 
might need, It actually performs 

extremely well and 
will happily 

co-exist 
/ >v with 
/ \      all of 

WW 

popular sample editing packages 
that are available. The Crystal Sound 
hardware has been designed to be 
compatible with any software that 
can use Perfect Sound modes 1 and 
2 - for instance, the software 
provided with Audio Engineerworks 
extremely well with Crystal Sound. 
More to the point, there are a 
number of other sample-editor 
programs that will be particularly 
suitable because they can be 

Wizur 

purchased individually (in other 
words, without hardware), 
AudioMaster IV being perhaps the 
most obvious example. 

The Crystal Sound disk also 
provides some other support' 
software as well. Firstly, here are 
some details of the programs: 

TimeCode: controls Black Knight's 
SAM, SMPTET and MIDI interface, 
allowing you to "stripe' audio and 
video tape with time codes. 

RexxTime: lets you synchronise 
AREXX scripts to MIDI time code. 
Potentially this has all sorts of uses, 
including exciting multi-media stuff 
involving more than one computer, 

PLAY IT 

AGAIN, SAM 

SAM Is another product from the 
Black Knight Peripherals company 
that has recently hit our shores. It's 
slightly larger than the Crystal 
Sound unit (measuring 14cm by 
15cm by 6cm), but the construction 

SAM- the combined SMPTE and 
MIDI interface from Black Knight 

quality and general appearance is 
similar - save for the fact that the 
front panel is flat because touch 
controls are used, it combines a 
five-port MIDI Interface (one MIDI IN 
and four MIDI OUTs) with a time 
code converter unit which can 
generate and convert time code 
signals. The back panel contains 
two DB25 connectors (one for the 
Amiga and one for printer pass- 
through), the five MIDI connectors 
and, of course, the two 6.5mm jack 
SMPTE in/out terminals. 

The unit is typical of the sync 
units that you'll find discussed over 
the page in this month's introduction 
to SMPTE and MTC. Basically SAM 
will convert SMPTE time code audio 
signals to Mi Dl time code and then 
merge those messages with 
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but it does of course require a MIDI 
time code source, 

AnimBeat: plays IFF animations in 
time with MIDI time code - in other 
words, this will synchronise 
animations to music on tape. 

BurnOSDMG. E prom DMO, and 
HWConfig: the first two of these 
programs control Black Knight 
EPROM burners and the third the 

anything to do with sampling at alL In 
fact they are actually for use with 
SAM - the other Black Knight product 
I'm looking at this month. 

However, in addition to the above 
offerings, you do get a number of 
public domain programs. These 
include: a voice-controlled C LI/She 11 
interface (which is really only of 
experimental interest), a frequency- 
to-colour spectrogram plotter, a 
Mac-file to raw converter, and a 

ds from OZ 

A high quality sampler and a 

MIDI synchronisation unit are 

two new products from 

Australian company Black 

Knight Peripherals. Paul 

Overaa puts them to the test 

company's 'No More Switches Card", 
which in turn controls the KickMagic 
and TopChip 2Mb Chip RAM boards. 

This is all very interesting but you 
may have noticed one minor snag: 
none of these programs have 

whatever else is passing through the 
unit s MIDI IN terminal. It can read 
and write SMPTE code in both 
forward and reverse directions, and, 
providing you are using it with 
suitable software, will enable you to 
lock your Amiga and any MIDI gear to 
a multi-track tape or video unit, 

SERIAL KILLER 
SAM needs access to the Amiga's 
serial port and so it is quite possible 
that compatibility problems may 
occur with some types of MIDI 
sequencing software, depending on 
the particular sequencer you are 
using, if, for instance, your 
sequencer takes over the Amiga's 
serial port for exclusive use, then the 
SAM software is not going to be able 
to function. Bars & Pipes users have 
apparently had difficulties with SAM, 
and Black Knight now provides an 
updated MTC tool which has solved 
these initial problems. 

Software-wise SAM fares much 
better than the Crystal Sound 
sampler. In fact most of the items 
supplied with Crystal Sound are 
actually S4/Vk)rientated, and were 
clearly designed to work with the 
SMPTE/MTC sync box! Among the 

couple of direct record-to-disk and 
play-from-disk programs. I've got to 
be honest here-taken together, the 
programs on the disk come across 
more as a 'public domain 
hotchpotch' rather than a 
commercial offering. This is made all 

software provided there is the 
TimeCode tool which allows SAM to 
be remotely controlled from the 
Amiga (making it possible to switch 
modes, change time code formats, 
do time reversals, and activate the 
MIDi/echo option). It is also possible 
to remotely switch the sync mode so 
that the Amiga's video frame rate is 
used instead of SAMs own internal 
crystal-locked time {which is actually 
much more stable than the Amiga's 
video timebase)- Other utilities 
include RexxTime which allows 
SMPTE-style (hour, minute, second 
and frame) time messages to be 
sent to other programs. 

TIMING IS MONEY 
SAM costs £149.95 and, relative to 
other units, this is quite a 
competitive price. For instance, the 
excellent Dr T's Phantom SMPTE 
interface, which is supported by 
heavyweight sequencers like Blue 
Ribbon Soundwork's Bars & Pipes 
Professional and Dr T's own KCSf 
costs £249 (the Phantom unit 
actually provides direct sequencer- 
SMPTE links). 

As with the Crystal Sound 
sampler, SAM is an extremely well- 

the more noticeable by the absence 
of a decent sample editor. 

THE BOTTOM LINE 
The Crystal Sound unit 
costs £94,95 and the 
hardware is absolutely 
brilliant The package is let 
down badly by the software 
on offer, but given a 
decent editor, Crystal 
Sound is head and 
shoulders above all other 
Amiga samplers on the 
market bar one - Audio 
Engineer Plus. Both 
hardware units have specs 
that far exceed the 
Amiga's own sampling capabilities, 
in fact using them with an Amiga it 
has proved virtually impossible to tell 
the units apart, 

If you already own editing 
software that you are happy with and 
are just looking to upgrade your 
sampling hardware, then Crystal 
Sound looks to be an extremely 
attractive offering. If, however, you 
are looking towards building a 
complete sampling package based 
on Crysiai Sound ttorn scratch, then 
the scenario is rather different. From 
a practical viewpoint let's assume 
you spend £94,95 on a Crystal 
Sound unit. To that you1 II need to 
add another £10 for a lead, and say 
£70 for AudioMaster ^ (there's no 
point in having good hardware if you 
don't go for a good editor as well). 
That total, if I've done my sums 
correctly, is five pence short of one 

made unit and it could certainly win 
friends among the Amiga musicians 
who need this type of SMPTE/MTC 
time syncing facilities, 

CHECKOUT 

SAM 

Ease of Use •••CO 
Simple enough to use If you are into 
SMPTE/MTC applications. But you will 
need to check that your sequencing 
software supports MIDI time code! 

Features • • • # O 
This is another Black Knight unit which, 
hardware-wise, scores very highly indeed. 
But, on this occasion, a lot of useful 
software is provided. 

Documentation    • • • • O 
Again the manual is relatively slim but it is 
still quite adequate! 

Price Value • • • • 
Incidentally, you do have to supply your 
own lead to connect the SAM unit to the 
Amiga's serial port. 

Overall rating • • • • o 

Another well-constructed piece of Black 
Knight kitE 

hundred and seventy five quid! That's 
certainly not cheap and, although the 
complete Audio Engineer Plus 
package is even more expensive (it 

_5*Mft£IWTEj _TPJ66Efl LEWELj _J>H*LEJEE | 
»l pn? M *\  [^  M »1 I 1*1 

FMT|QUCT| TBH-] [ fLT 
KJC I       HWi |      PLfiV!      SRVtl 0P£H| 

Crystal Sound's Sampling Tool Is 
primitive, but has most of the basic 
operations you might require 
currently costs just over £200) r I 
suspect that, given Audio Engineer's 
established reputation and software 
support record, that it still has the 
edge over this latest competition - 
but only just. Especially considering 
the current economic climate, if the 
Black Knight Crystal Sound package 
could be offered at a slightly lower 
price it would almost certainly tip the 
scales in favour of this new offering! 

CHECKOUT 

CRYSTAL SOUND 

Ease of Use • • • • • 
Learning how to use Crystal Sound 
couldn't be easier. 

Features • • • O O 
Hardware-wise Crystal Sound scores very 
highly indeed. But as a complete package 
the lack of a sample editor is a major 
concern - it's a pity that Crystal Sound 
isn't bundled with an editor like 
AudioMaster IV. 

Documentation    • • • • O 
Slim but perfectly adequate! 

Price Value •••GO 
You have to supply your own lead to 
connect the Crystal Sound hardware to the 
Amiga's parallel port and you'll need a 
decent sample editor. 

Overall rating • • • • o 

Mot cheap, but there's no doubt at all that 
this well constructed and reliable piece of 
sampling kit could well end up giving Audio 
Engineer a good run for its money! 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 

Crystal Sound Sampler 
SAJVL,   
Available from: 
BKlSofl 
-a- 0908 666265 

£94,95 
£149.95 
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THAT 

SYNCING 

FEELING 

To get your instruments playing in 

time, you'll need synchronisation. 

Paul Overaa reveals the SMPTE- 

MIDl time code connection 

STATUS BYTE 

Fl hex 

system common 

DATA BYTE 

Onnn dddd 
h it A 

a 4-blt data value 

MTC Message type 

This bit is ALWAYS zero 
In a MIDI data byte 

Figure 1: Internal layout of a quarter frame MIDI time code message 

SMPTE Is the Sound Motion Picture 
and Television Engineers standard 
for an audio signal used to encode 
timing information. Time stamps are 
represented In terms of a time of 
day (hours, minutes, seconds and 
'frames') which can be recorded 
onto an audio or video tape and 
then used to synchronise other 
devices, or, in other words, to Mock' 
them to that same time frame. 
SMPTE can keep other units in sync 
with tape devices even if there are 
minor fluctuations in tape speed, 
and, since it can be read both 
forwards and backwards, Jt Is an 
Ideal way of synchronising computer 
MIDI sequencing equipment to tape. 

"on ideal way of 

synchronising 

computer MIDL„ 

to tape" 

Units which write SMPTE data 
produce an. audio-type signal which 
can be recorded on one track of a 
multi-track tape recording machine. 
During playback, fast forward or 
rewind operations the track 
containing the 'SMPTE stripe* will be 
read by the SMPTE sync unit, 
enabling the tape position to be 
identified either during or after any 
amount of tape movement. 

So far, this is all well and good. 

You have the SMPTE unit sitting 
between your MIDI/computer gear 
and the tape-recorder generating and 
reading the appropriate SMPTE info 

to be given that same time stamp 
information. There are two basic 
approaches to this. One is to providc 
direct computer-to-sync box hardware 
links (this is done with units like Dr 
T's Phantom interface). Another way 
to lock computerised MIDI gear into 
this SMPTE time frame is to use 
MIDI time code (MTC). 

QUARTER TIME 
MIDI time code is the MIDI message 
equivalent of the SMPTE time frame 
standard. There are actually three 
message variants, but the one that 
Is most important 
from the real-time ^^^^^^^^m 

SMPTE user's 
viewpoint is called 
the quarter frame 
message1. This is a 
2-byte System 
Common MIDI 
message which 
adopts the format 
shown here on the 
left in Figure 1. 

The quarter frame message can 
hold eight different types of time 
information. As you can see, the 
seven bits of data held in a quarter 
frame MTC message are split into 
two parts. The first three bits identify 
the type of time data contained in 
the message, using the encoding 
scheme shown directly below in 
Figure 2. 

"MFC requires less 

than 8% of the 

MIDI bandwidth for 

its data" 

Value of 'nnrT: Message type: 
0 Frame count least significant four bits 
1 Frame count most significant four bits 
2 Seconds count least significant four bits 
3 Seconds count most significant four bits 
4 Minutes count least significant four bits 
5 Minutes count most significant four bits 
6 Hours count least significant four bits 
7 Hours count most significant four bits 

Figure 2: The value of nnn' shows what sort of time data Is being sent 

but this will only provide the tape-to- 
sync box communications 
connection. The sequencer (or 
whatever package is running) needs 

To send a complete SMPTE time 
data description all eight of these 
message subtypes need to be 
transmitted, and so these MTC 

COMPUTER 

't Midi Time Code- SYNC UNIT SMPTE TAPE MACHINE 

MIDI EQUIPMENT 

Figure 3: The SMPTE-MTC time frame communication scheme 

messages should really be thought 
of as occurring in groups of eight. 
When a SMPTE sync box is reading 
time code data and generating MTC 
messages at normal playing speed it 
will be transmitting this type of 
information continuously. However, 
during fast-forward or rewind what 
usually happens is that the sync unit 
will wait until the tape stops and 
then transmit a message giving the 
final SMPTE position. 

The computer-tape connection is - 
therefore built up of two parts, both 
of which rely on the SMPTE time 

stamp standard. 
Reat SMPTE code 
handles the tape- 
to-SMPTE sync unit 
part of the story, 
MIDI time code 
handles the SMPTE 
sync unit to 
computer link, and 
nowadays it usually 
all fits together 
quite well. There 

are four variants of SMPTE code but 
even the fastest real-time data 
(which time stamps at 30 frames per 
second) is easrty handled - in fact 
MTC requires Jess than 8% of the 
MIDI bandwidth for its data, in other 
words, its use produces a loading of 
less than 8% of the full capacity of a 
MIDI fine when sending messages at 
the maximum rate possible. 

Having said that, I'd be less than 
honest if I said that MTC-related MIDI 
problems do not exist. There is 
actually an awful lot more to the 
SMPTE/MTC story and programming- 
wise it becomes quite complicated. 
Variations in interpretations of the 
MIDI standard, and in the extent (or 
the lack) of MTC support will 
obviously directly affect the success 
of such applications program 
SMPTE/MTC links. To be frank it is 
usually best to see any SMPTE/MTC 
unit actually running with your 
chosen MIDI software before buying! 

OTHER MESSAGES 
Although the quarter frame 
messages handle the bulk of the 
real-time work they are not always 
suitable. In cases where a lot of fast- 
forwarding, rewinding and cueing 
operations are being carried out, the 
MIDI standard provides a special 
"Full time code' message that can be 
sandwiched inside a conventional 
system-exclusive message. 

Another sysex-orientated MTC 
message, which is intended mainly 
for professional users, allows for 
special 'User Bit' information. User 
Bit data consists of 32 bits of 
application-specific data. The SMPTE 
standard enables this additional 
information to be used for encoding 
things like tape-reel numbers and 
other hardware- or device-specific 
header data. 
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H he change from Amiga DOS 
1.3 to 2.04 was a giant 
leap forward - and the 

^1   unexpected release of 
version 3 came as quite a shock, 
with more new features, subtly 
updated commands and plenty more 
besides. In this feature I'm 
concentrating on the startup- 
sequence, a classic source of 
confusion, and letting you into two 
secret commands that crept in with 
this release. 

If you're lucky enough to own an 
Amiga 1200, or 
are one of the 
chosen few to 
have an A4000, 
your startup- 
sequence will look 
something like the 
one shown in 
Listing 1. (The 
version number 
and release date - 
line 1 - will give 
you a better clue.) This startup- 
sequence is similar whether your 
machine is hard or floppy disk based 
- the changes are noted in the text. 
Here's how it works: 

1. This is the script's version string. 
The   at the start of the line tells 
the AmigaDOS script interpreter to 
ignore the line: programmers would 
call this a remark' or 'comment' 

line. In AmigaDOS 3, however, there 
is more to this than meets the eye: 
the VERSION command has been 
updated (again) and can now read a 
version string directly from a script! If 
you haven't tried this command 
before, then now is a good time to 
start. Here are a couple of examples 
to get you going: 

VERSION S:Startup-Sequence J 
FULL 
SPAT VERSION S:#? 

"two secret 

commands* 

crept in with this 

The command 
looks for a special 
four-part string in 
the first line of the 
text file, like this: 

$VR R: Sc r iptName 
Version Date 

release" The first three 
parts must be 

~~ present for the 
version string to be valid, and the 
date will only be printed when the 
FULL switch is present on the 
command line. 

2. Patches late-breaking bugs in the 
system software. (Since I was using 
a beta-release ROM, it is not 
possible to say exactly what the 
latest fixes are.) The QUIET switch is 
a new option and replaces 

[In the second^art of thh 

imigaDO&^special, Mark 

Srhiddy exnjenns th^mysteries 

ip-sequence of the 

redirection to NIL: as found in earlier 
versions. It is important to note that 
Commodore has realised AmigaDOS 
reads commands faster if the path is 
specified rather than implied - so all 
external commands, like SETPATCH 

in this case, begin with 
'C:'. In 

earlier releases of the software the 
startup-sequence relied on the 
default path setting and searched 
the current directory first. The speed 
increase, while not vast, is apparent. 

3. This reads the current system 
variables for Workbench and 
Kickstart and stores them in two 

BY POPULAR REQUEST 

There was a time when the only way 
to get a confirmation in a script file 
was to use the ASK command. But 
this is both tedious and limited. 
Now, wouldn't it have been much 
nicer if you could just pop up a little 
alert requester which asked the 
user to click on the right button? 

With AmigaDOS 3r this has finally 
been made possible, with the 
inclusion of REQUESTCHOICE. All you 
have to do is give the window a title, 
some text and some gadget text and 
AmigaDOS does the rest. Here's 
what the command looks like in full: 

Synopsis: REQUESTCHOICE: 
<TITLE> <BODY> < GADGETS. ..> 
[ PUBSCBEEN=Screen] 
Template: 
TITLE/A, BODY/A, GADGETS /M, 
PUBSCKEEN/K 

This command is a breeze to 
use, as this fragment demonstrates: 

REQUESTCHOICE >ENV:Answer J 
"Subs" "Want to Subscribe?" J 
"YES"  "NO" "CANCEL" 
IF $Answer EQ "0" 
echo "Why didn't yon J 

answer my question?" 
ENDIF 
IF $Answer EQ "1" 
echo "What a good idea" 

ENDIF 
IF $ Answer EQ "2" 
echo "Better reserve a J 

copy at your newsagent then" 
ENDIF 

There is no need to enclose all 
the arguments in quotes as shown 
here, but this does make the 
meaning clearer and avoids some 
embarrassing requesters where part 
of the question becomes the 
gadgets. The number of buttons is 
limited by the width of the screen, so 
unless you are working on a known 
public screen, it is best to keep the 
width to the minimum. The buttons 
are numbered from 1 upwards from 
left-to-right, with the exception of the 
extreme right-hand button: this 
always returns 0 and should be kept 
as a CANCEL (take no action) gadget. 

FINDING A FILE 
Another new command added to 
AmigaDOS 3 is REQUESTFILE. This 
produces a file requester which can 

 F5 l i  
1  

Do it again? 
jflHHHHHHH- 

YES | 

be used to select files - just as you 
might from an application program. 
Such things, though possible in 
earlier versions, have never been so 
easy. A quick look at this command 
is all space allows this month (just 
check out its synopsis!) but I wilt give 
it more coverage at a later date. The 
example script fragment provided 
here should get you started: 

Synopsis:   [DRAWER] 
[ FILE-name ]   [ FATT£RN=pat ] 
[TITLE^title] [POSITIVE=pos] 
[NEGATIVE=neg] 
[ ACCEPTPATTERK^pat] 

1. As you can see, REQUESTFILE is 
an incredibly handy command that 
offers full control of the Amiga's 
standard file requester 
2. This is a simple, two-button 
REQUESTCHOICE - taken from the 
REQUESTFILE example 
3. A more complex requester using 
REQUESTFILE. Note that the 
CANCEL button should always be 
the extreme right-hand selection 

[RE JECTPATTERN=:pat ] 
[SAVEMODE] [MULTI5ELECT] 
[DRAWERSONLY]   [NOICONS] 
[PUBSCREEN-screen] 

EXAMPLE SCRIPT 

LAB start 
REQUESTFILE >ENV: FileName J 
TITLE="Te st ing 1-2-3" 
ECHO You chose $Filename 
REQUESTCHOICE >ENV: YesNo l,n J 
"Do it again?" "YES" "MO11 

IF $Yestfo EQ "1" 
SKIP start BACK 

ENDIF 
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local environmental variables: 
WORKBENCH and KICKSTART. This 
command does not have a QUIET 
switch so re-direction to NIL: is used 
to suppress the output, Screen 
display at any point during startup 
will force Intuition to open a default 
screen and window - this is 
something we don't want, as it 
should be handled by fPREFS, 

4. Allocates about 7K of cache buffer 
to the internal drive. Re-direction to 
NIL: prevents the command from 
generating output If you have 
sufficient memory, this value can be 
increased to between 20 and 25, 
Second external drives can also be 
buffered here. 

5. Raises the failure level to 21, 
above the fatal error stage. This 

prevents commands such as COPY 
and MAKEDIR from bringing the 
script to an unexpected (and 
undesirable) halt before the screen 
becomes visible in Step 36. 

6. Creates the following directories 
using MAKEDIR1 s new multiple 
argument parser (present in versions 
from 2,04 onwards): 

RAM:T (for temporary files) 
RAM:Clipboards (clipboard unit files) 
RAM:ENV (global environmental 
variables) 
RAM:ENV/Sys [System-wide 
environmental - Prefs - settings) 

7. Copies the contents of the 
environmental variable archive 
(ENVARC;) to the RAM disk, ENVARC: 
is an automatic assignment created 

LISTING 1: THE AMIGADOS 3.0 STARTUP-SEQUENCE 

; $VER: Startup-se<jueiice 39.9 (9.8.92) 
Cr Set Patch. QUIET 
C: Vers ion >NTL: 
CiAddBuffers >NIL: DFO: 15 
FailAt 21 
CsMakeDir RAM;T RAM:Clipboards RAM:EW RAM:ENV/Sys 
C:Copy >NIL: ENVARC: RAM:ENV ALL NOREQ 
Resident >NIL: C: Assign PURE 

C:Execute PURE 
ENV:  RAM:ENV 
T: SAM;T 
CLIPS: RAM:Clipboards 
REXX: S: 
PRINTERSr DEVS: Printers 
KEYMAPS: DEVS: Keymaps 
LOCALE: SYS:Locale 
LIBS: SYS:Classes ADD 
HELP:  LOGAIiE:Help DEFER 

IF NOT EXISTS SYS:Fonts 
Assign FONTS: 

EndlF 
BindDrivers 
C:Mount >NIL; DEVS: DOSDrivers/~ (#?, info) 
IF EXISTS DEVS:Monitors 
IF EXISTS DEVS:Monitors/VGAOnly 

DEVS:Moni tors/VGAOnly 
EndlF 
C:List >NIL: DEVS rMonitors/ ~ {#?. info I VGAOnly) TO T:M J 

1, 
2. 
3, 
4. 
5, 
6. 
7. 
8, 
9. Resident >NIL 
10* Assign >NIL: 
11* Assign >NIL: 
12. Assign >NTL: 
13. Assign >NIL: 
14. Assign >NIL: 
15. Assign >NIL: 
16. Assign >NIL: 
17. Assign >NIL: 
18. Assign >N1L: 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25* 
26. 
27. 
28, 
LFORMAT "DEVSiMonitors/^s" 

T:M 
Execute T:M 
C:Delete >NIL: 

EndlF 
SetEnv Workbench $Workbench 
SetEnv Kickstart $Kickstart 
UnSet Workbench 
UnSet Kickstart 
C:iPrefs 
C:ConClip 
Path >NIL: RAM: C: SYS:Utilities SYSiRexxc SYS:System J 

S: SYS:Prefs SYSiWBStartup SYS:Tools SYS:Tools/Commodities 
39. IF EXISTS S:User-Startup 

Execute S:User-Startup 
EndlF 
Resident Execute REMOVE 
Resident Assign REMOVE 
C:LoadWB 
EndCLI >KTLL: 45 

when the machine is booted - a 
feature introduced for 2.04. 

8-9, Make ASSIGN and EXECUTE 
resident. The PURE switch is used in 
case the flag has been cleared for 
some reason. Redirection to MIL: is 
used to suppress 
error output 
("PURE bit not 
set", for instance) 
if this does occur, 

10. Creates the 
ENV: assignment 
(logical directory). 
This directory is 
automatically 
temporary since 
it's held in RAM and Is used for a 
variety of user and system variables. 

11. Re-assigns the temporary 
directory to the RAM disk (T 
directory) for speed. 

12. Creates the CLIPS: assignment 
and points it to the RAM disk's 
Clipboards directory. Large 
clipboards such as IFF files are 
stored here, 

13. Creates the REXX; program 
assignment and points it to the 
scripts directory, S:. The S: 
assignment is made automatically 
when the machine is booted with a 
Workbench disk. REXX: can be 
assigned 
anywhere - you H^^^MMB^M 
may even wish to 
create a separate 
directory for ARexx 
programs. 

"This directory 

makes access to 

printer drivers 

much simpler^ 

hard disk systems, This tells the 
system software where to look. 

17. This line may not appear or may 
be different on floppy disk 
installations* This ADDs classes to 
the available libraries, Classes are 

translations for a 
variety of software 
interpreters - as we 
discussed in more 
detail last month. 

IS, Creates a late- 
binding assignment 
(HELP:) to 
LOCALE: Help. This 
is hidden in the 
system assignment 

list until something tries to access it 
- for instance, a command like: 

DIE HELP; 

At this point, AmigaDOS will 
search the LOCALE: assignment (a 
separate disk on a floppy-based 
Installation} and lock 'help* to the 
help sub-directory it finds there. This 
Is primarily used by developers and 
the system and so is actually of little 
consequence to end users, 

19-21. Be careful! These lines may 
not appear or may be different on 
floppy disk installations. 

19. 

14. Makes the 
long-awaited 
PRINTERS: 
assignment. This 
logical directory, 
which for downward compatibility 
should remain where it is, makes 
access to printer drivers much 
simpler. For instance, you can check 
which printers are installed by 
entering: 

DIB PRINTERS: 

as opposed to: 

DIR DEVSiPrinters 

15. Does for keymap drivers what 
PRINTERS: did for printer drivers. 
Once again, for downward 
compatibility this assignment must 
be left alone, 

16. Be careful f This line may not 
appear or may be different on floppy 
disk installations. Locale (the country 
localisation drivers and translators) 
are housed on a separate volume for 
floppy systems and in a directory on 

"a real surprise... 

MOUNT has been 

given pattern 

matching!" 

Tests if a Fonts directory exists 
on the current 

^^HHM system (boot) disk, 
If the directory is 
found then control 
jumps down to Step 
21, otherwise it 
simply continues at 
Step 20. 

20. Removes the 
automatic FONTS: 
ass ign me nt. Th i s 

prevents the machine asking for a 
volume called FONTS whenever fonts 
are accessed. 

21. Closes the IF...ENDIF construct 
opened at Step 19. 

22. Attaches any software expansion 
drivers to the system. Thlsh I 
suspect, has been retained for 
ancient compatibility. 

23. This one is a real surprise... 
MOUNT has been given pattern 
matching! This means there is no 
longer any need to explicitly mount 
devices such as RAD and PIPE - 
instead these are copied from the 
Storage disk into the 
Devs/Dos Drivers drawer (using 
Workbench if you prefer) and 
mounted automatically during 
startup. Each device driver has an 
accompanying '.Info' file which 
explains the need for the l~(#?.info)1 
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ARTWORKS CLIP ART 
Each disk contains between 115 and 270 original, high quality., images for use with Amiga Art and 

□TP programs - Deluxe Painth Pagesettor, Pro Page, Pagesiream, Word worth, Penpal etc 
1. Pets     2. Castles, cottages and churches     3, Trees 

4 Signs & symbols      s. Wild animals      6. Prehistoric life 
7. Signs & symbols II      s. Weddings & family occasions 

£6,99 each - Buy 3 or more for only £6 each - Over 1400 Images for only £48 
Incusive of 1st Class P&P. 

JE 
AMIGA COMPUTING - "Besl Buy" 

CU AMIGA awarded       +     AMIGA FORMAT85 % 
Please make cheques/PO's payable to ARTWORKS 

(Dept ASh) 1 r pond View, Wootton, Ulceby, S.Humbersfde. DN39 6SF tr 0469 58813B 

6A 

GRAPHICS ASSEMBLY LIMITED 

HURST TERRACE LONDON EH Mf. 

* 800 Dpi Scanning from our Scanner 

* We can accept disks to run out from ail Maf 
Amiga Desktop Pubtf$h\ng <fe Paint Program 

* Documents can be output at high res 
to Film or Bromide from our Lino 

Tel: 071 275 7134 

SELECTAFONT COMPANY 

UNIQUE 24HR 
CUSTOMER 
HELP LINE 

UNIQUE 
PICnMIX 
SERVICE 

UltraBIack 

Miami 

Over 650 Scalcable Fonts available for the 
Amiga in both Compugraphic Style and 

Adobe Types, Each Disk ordered will be 
made up individually to your requirements. ( 
Fonts are also available on "ready made" 

Disks at 20% Discount. i£4ach forest 
ItitOtt LA SLR 

REftVOUS 
EXPORT 

PICnMIX 
CG Fonts 3Op each 

Adobe Fonts 25p each 

Please send a large S.A.E. with 36p 
Postage for a Print-Out of all Fonts. Also 
stale which Programs you will be using. 

(DEPT AS J, 84 Thorpe Road, 
Hawkwell, 

Nr Hockley, Essex, S55 4JT 

CrJ? NTERPRISES 

A-i L1ECTEOMIIC SEWHCIES 

PROFESSIONAL 

AMIGA REPAIRS 
Got problems that no one else can sort out? 

Send them to us. 
Motherboard "beyond economical repair"? 

Don't believe them. 
Broken add-onsf monitors etc? 

Just call us. 
We specialise in repairs that other companies will not even attempt. 

Ocean Yard, Suffling Road, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk, NR30 3QP 
Phone/Fax: 0493 332462 

******************** 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 

Price Busters!! 
Graphics & General 

AmigaVision 44.99 
* AntiA 24.99 
* Art Department Pro 2 129.99 
JU   Big Alternative Scroller 34.99 

Big Alternative Scroller 2 54.99 
* Broadcast Titler 2 149.99 
* Charts & Graphs,.,.. 59.99 
* Expert Draw 49.99 
JL   Expert 4D Jr ,,9.99 

Font Grabber ,.19.99 
* Gallery - NEW! 39.99 
* Hotlinks 49.99 
JL   Imagine 2.0 169.99 

Hardware 
Data Switch , 19.99 
Kick Back with 1.3 ROM 39.99 * 
Colourburst .....249.99 * 
1.5Mb RAM with Clock 82.99 JL 

Invision Plus/Live 399.99 
Flicker Fixer 2 A500 199.99 * 
Optical Mouse ,,...29.99 * 
IBM Bus, Mouse Adaptor 13.99 * 
Analogue J<]ys1ick Interface.... 13.99 - 
Rendaje8802inc Ext Cable 149.9G X 

RocGen Gentock 84.99 * 
RocGen Plus 129.99 * 
RocLite Drive 54.99 JL 

Maxiplan 4.0  39.99    RocKeV -249-99 

**   Morph Plus - NEW!,., 129,99 
* Personal Rnanoe Manager Plus 19,99 
£   Personal Font Maker 29,99 
JL   Presentation Master 149.99 

Real Things - Dogs 19.99 
* ScataSOQ... 64.99 
* Take 2..,.,. 34.99 
JL   Vidi Amiga 12 84.99 

Vista Pro 2..,.. ,.49 99 
* XCAD 2000.... 89.99 
* XCAD 3000 279.99 
£ Deluxe Paint 4 AGA Version69.99 
£   Video Master 49.99 

* Educational 
- Compendium 6 24,99 
* Distant Suns 4.1 , 39.99 
* Fun School 4 Series 15.99 
* GB Route Plus ,.. 29.99 
JL   Micro Series , 16,99 

Tekno Amiga 59.99 
* Noddy's Playtime 16.99 

* Development & Utilities 
* AMOS 3D 22.99 
£   AMOS Compiler.... 19.99 
£   Easy AMOS 22,99 

Amos Professional ,....44,99 
* Cross DOS Plus 5.0 .....24.99 
* Blitz Basic. 39.99 
yw   Can Do V1.6 .64.99 

Can Do V2-NEW!  99.99 
* Dev Pac 3.0 49.99 
* Directory Opus V4 .,.49.99 
£   Hi Speed Pascal .........64.99 
- Home Accounts 2 36.99 

Quarterback 5.0 39,99 
* SASCV6 ,..199,99 
* Turbo Print Pro 2.0 ...39,99 
^   AMAX 2 + Emulator 249.99 

* 

* 
* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

* 
* 
* 

* 
******************** 

RocTecPIP ...„ 99.99 * 
Podscat Graphics Tablet 179.99 * 
Touch Screen tor Amiga 229,99 JL 
3 Button Track Ball 34,99 - 
Zydec Trackball ....29.99 * 
Zydec Amiga Drive 49.99 * 
ZydecA50Q 1Mb RAM Card 44.99 * 
Zydec A6001Mb RAM Card 4499 ^ 
Sharp JX100 Mono Scanner, 349,99 
JX735 Colour Printer. 1066,00 * 
Epson GT6530 799.99 * 
PIP VIEW. 11459 * 

* 

Music & Sound * 
AD1012/Studio 16 Card 399.99 * 
Aegis Sound Master 89.99 . 
Audio Engineer Plus 2 149.99 
Music X 1.1 , 49.99 * 
Pro Midi Interface 19,99 * 
Stereo Master........ 29,99 JL 

Techno Sound Turbo ,...29.99 
Clarity 16 99.99 * 
AD516 Sampler 1080.00 * 

* 

DTP & Wordprocessing * 
Excellence 3.0,,.. .39.99 * 
Final Copy 2 - NEW!.... 64.99 * 
Kindwords 3.0 34,99 . 
Mini Office 39.99 
Page Stream 2.2,., 129.99 * 
Pen Pal ,  
The Publisher-NEW!. 
Protext V5.5 , 99.99 
Wordworth 2.0 - NEW! 79,99 

,.34.99 * 
..39.99 JL 

* 

Works Platinum .34.99 * 
* 

* 

* 
Post & Packing £1.50 - Securicor £5-00 ^ 

48 hour despatch - Cheques 7 days ^ 
Access and Visa accepted 

(Cheques should be made payable 
to Softstore) 

SOFTSTORE, PO Box 1720, 

Slough SL3 0YX 

0753 683336 
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pattern - meaning everything but 
'.info'. This has the side-effect that 
there is no longer a single mountlist 
for all devices, but in the event that 
is probably a good thing. Third-party 
mountlists can be placed in this 
Dos Drivers drawer/directory to make 
the device active on startup; 
alternatively you may alter the User- 
Startup file. 

24. Tests for the existence of the 
Monitors directory 
in DEVS:. If one is 
found; execution 
continues at Step 
25, otherwise it 
skips to Step 31. 

25. Checks for the 
file 'VGAOnly' in 
the DEVS: Monitors 
directory. If found, 
execution 
continues at Step 26, otherwise it 
jumps to Step 27. 

26. Runs the VGAOnly monitor driver 
- there seems to be little rhyme or 
reason to this strategy, and I have 
been unable to test for its purpose. 

27. Terminates the IR..ENDIF 
construct opened at 26. 

28. Creates a script file in RAM: T 
containing a list of available 
monitors, like this: 

DEVS;2024 
DEVS:Multiscan 

"there is no 

longer a single 

mountlist for all 

devices" 

The actual contents of the file 
will vary depending on the contents 
of the DEVS:Monitors directory. You 
will find extra monitor drivers on your 
storage disk. A3000 owners with 
Multiscan monitors (for instance the 
CBM 1950} can use this feature to 
access the Productivity mode easily. 

29, Runs the script file created in 
Step 28 and makes the monitors 
available. The main change here is 

that each monitor 
^^^^^^^^m file is an 

executable module 
in its own right, 
thus rendering the 
2.04 system 
commands 
ADDMONITOR and 
BINDMONITOR 
redundant. 

30. Removes the 
temporary script created in Step 28 
and cleans up the T: assignment 

31. Closes the IF...ENDIF construct 
opened at 24. 

32. Sets the global environmental 
variable Workbench to the contents 
of the variable Workbench - the 
version number. These version 
numbers are generated by VERSION 
in Step 3, 

33. As Step 32T but for Kickstart. 

34. Clears the local environmental 
variable Workbench... 

35. ...and does exactly the same 
again for Kickstart. 

36. Runs IPREFS - which in turn sets 
the user preferences for the 
machine. The screen appears at this 
point, and not before - unless 
something has reported an error to 
screen. This will not normally happen 
since all commands capable of 
reporting something have their 
output sunk to the NIL: device. 

37. Makes the clipboard active, 

38. Sets the paths for Workbench, 
These allow you to access any part 
of the Workbench from the shell 
without needing to know where the 
actual command is - FORMAT Is a 
good example of this. 

39. Tests for the presence of a User 
startup script. If one is found 
execution continues at Step 401 
otherwise it resumes at Step 41. 

40. Runs the User-Startup sequence. 
This is the only bit you should touch 
until you really know your way around 
the machine, 

41. Closes the IF...ENDIF construct 
opened at 39. 

42-43. Remove EXECUTE and 
ASSIGN from the resident list and 
free some extra memory, 

44. Activates the Workbench. 
Remember, this command only 

launches Workbench - it is not the 
complete Workbench program. 

45. Closes the initial shell window 
and allows you to get started with 
the machine. 

in spite of the apparent length of this 
startup-sequence, the whole thing 
executes in a few seconds - well, far 
less time than the original 1.3 
startup took. Next month, well be 
taking a look at some fun scripts 
including one to time hard-boiled 
eggs to perfection. Who was it who 
said computers were boring? O 

As a special treat, this month's 
Amiga Shopper cover disk features 
AmigaDOS scripts from this and 
previous editions of Cracking the 
Shell - including Compress, Error, 
Fail, Hexify, Istoo. Uncompress and 
Warn. Turn to page 22 straight 
away for more details, 

MANY HAPPY RETURNS 

J J J j 

Because of trie width of the 
columns in Amiga Shopper, we 
occasionally have to break a 
command across two lines. 
Where this has happened, we use 
the J symbol to indicate that 
you should not press the [Return! 
key at the end of the first line - 
just continue typing the second. 

I'M WARNING YOU 

Many AmigaDOS programs can 
return a status message to indicate 
when something has gone wrong. If 
the error condition is higher than a 
certain level (nine by default) 
AmigaDOS will stop a script. Now, 
the AmigaDOS command IF can be 
used to test for these conditions in 
scripts, hut debugging a complex 
script with lots of tests can be a 
nightmare. It would therefore be 
easier if it were possible to trigger 
an error condition at any particular 
point when required and the force 
AmigaDOS to follow these routes. 

Take this contrived script 
fragment as an example: 

IF WARN 
echo "Something went wrong" 

ELSE 
echo "Everything went to J 

plan" 
ENDIF 

The whole meaning of this test 
can be negated by adding the NOT 

switch. This would then give you a 
script looking something like this: 

IF NOT WARN 
echo "Everything was OK" 

Debugging this can be a bind if 
you are not sure what return code a 
command is generating in any given 
situation. Just such a problem gave 
rise to these four little programs 
which force the following specific 
return codes: 

OK      0   Exit with no problem. 
WARN 5   Non-fatal error/warning. 
ERROR 10 Serious error. 
FAIL    20 Very serious error 

So when would these be useful? 
Let s say that you have a script which 
looks like this: 

SEARCH HAM;Test "Internal" 
IF WREN 

Both instances can be tested 
using these programs, like this: 

Check what happens after 
WARN*.. 

SEARCH RAM:Test "Internal" 
WARN 
IF WARN 

Check what happens after an 
all-clear... 

SEARCH RAM:Test "Internal" 
OK 
IF WARN 

HOW THEY WORK 
AmigaDOS commands pass their 
return in the 68000 data register DO, 
so, as an example, here is the 
assembly code source for WARN: 

err EQ 5 
MOVEQ     #err,DO 
RTS 

Three lines - that's it! in fact this 
tiny program generates quite a targe 
piece of code because of the 

required header information, 
Assembler programmers have an 
easy time of it here because they 
only have to change the value for the 
error EQuate to 0, 10 or 20 and 
assemble to disk with the 
appropriate name. If you don't have 
an assembler, the four programs are 
listed befow ready to be processed 
by a program like UnHex or Hex2Bin 
(see Amiga Shopper issue 20). Since 
only one byte (two characters) and 
the checksum change, only 'OK' has 
been listed in full - you can just 
replace line three with the 
appropriate version and re-compile. 

'OK' 
1. 000003F3 00000000 J 
00000001 00000000 07B4 
2. 00000000 00000001 J 
000003E9 00000001 10FA 
3. 70004E75 00GQQ3P2 1FED 

'WARN' 
3, 70054E75 OOO0O3F2 2001 

'ERROR' 
3, 700A4E75 OO00O3F2 2015 

* FAIL1 

3. 70144E75 000003F2 203D 
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Access^ 

AMIGA REPAIRS 

JUST £44.95 inc. 

* Commodore registered. 
* Over 10 years experience with Commodore computers. 
if Up to 20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal. 
if We will undertake to repair your Amiga 500 computer for just £44.95 including 

parts, labour, VAT and post & packing. 
* Some computers should be repaired within 24 hours of booking in, 
if Prices include full service checkj overhaul^ soak-test and replacement of power 

supply unit if necessary* 
* Repairs to keyboard and disk drive also included (£25 extra if these units are 

unrepairable and require complete replacements). 
if All repairs covered by a 90 day warranty, 

Upgrade your Amiga from 512K to 1Mb of memory 

SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER: 
If you submit your computer to ourselves for repair, enclosing this 

advert aiong with just an additional £16,00, we will supply and fit a 512K 
memory expansion at no extra cost. 

Mow to take advantage of this exceptional offer: simply send or hand 
deliver your machine to the workshop address detailed right, enclosing 
payment and this advert and we will do the rest, (If possible please 
include a daytime telephone number and fault description). 
* If you require 24 hour courier to your door, please add £5 else your 
computer will be sent bach by contract parcel post 

WIS ELECTRONICS LTD 
STUDIO MASTER HOUSE 

CHAUL END LANE 
LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ 

Telephone (0582) 491949 - (6 lines) 
WTS reserve ifoe right to refuse machines that in cur opinion are beyond reasonable repair. Normal charge applies, 

WE ARE OPEN ALL HOURS 9am 0pm MonSa' 10am-6pm Sun 

HARDWARE 
A600 + Joystick + Mouse Mat,.£294.00 
A600 £289,00 
A1500 & Software £565.00 
10845 Monitor £199.00 
GW seiies % Hard drive 52 Meg ..,..£350.00 
1 Meg sims , £24.00 

Phone for 2000 & 3000 prices. 

ACCESSORIES 
Amisa Int drive  
Cumana Ext drive  
Zydec Ext drive  
512K upgrade with dock..,. .... 
512K upgrade no clock ,  
1.5 Meg upgrade with dock.,..  
1 Meg Amiga plus upgrade  
8 Meg fast ram, 4 Meg populated 

....£49.00 

....£54.00 

....£51.00 

. ..££3.50 

...£17.00 

.,..£79.00 

....£37,00 

..£169.00 

PRINTERS 
Star LC-20  
StarLC 24-10  
STAR LO00 Colour "NEW". 
Star LC200 Colour.,..,.  

I Star LC-24-200 Colour ........ 

..£133.00 

..£199.00 

.£169.00 
£194.00 
.£274.00J 

JOYSTICKS 
Quickshot U £6.50 
fMhon Micro Switched , .£8.00 
Speedking Autofire £10.50 
Competition Pro Extra £12.50 
Mini Competition Pro , £13.50 
Maverick Autofire £12.95 
Zipstick Autofire £12.95 
Intruder £21.50 
Aviator Flight Sim £23.50 

yjet Fighter . ..£12 99 

DISKS with labels 
Unbranded Bulk 100% Certified 

3.5" DSDD 37p each 
3.5" Rainbow 44p each 
3.5" DSHD 55p each 
5.25' DSDD 28p each 

Branded Disks 
3.5- DSDD 50p each 
3.5" Labels per roll of 1,000 £6.50 
3.5' Tractor feed per 1,000 £8.50 

^ Please phone for bulk purchase discounts 

STORAGE BOXES 
10 capacity £0.95 
NEW 200 Cap box stackable/lockable £16.50 
50 capacity fockable £3.95 
100 capacity lockable £4.50 
80 cap Banx stackable/lockable £8.99 
150 cap Posso stackable/lockable £15.00 
950 cap stackable/lockable £18.99 

Most of the above available in 3.5" and 5.25" 

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! 
TRACTOR FEED DISK LABELS 

500 plain white labels & software to print 
your own professional labels 

Only £9.95 
SPECIAL OFFER 

1000 labels with software £13.50 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Mousehouse £1.60 
Mouse Mat £2.50 
Disk Drive Cleaner £180 
Amisa Dust Cover .,..£3.50 
Mon i tor Dust Cover  .£3.50 
Mouse/Joystick Auto Shift £12.50 
Amiga Light Pen & Software £32,00 
Optical Mouse £32.00 
Squik Mouse . £12,99 
Naksha Mouse & Accessories £22.00 
Zy-Fi Amplifier & Speakers .£37.95 
Thumb & Firmer Trackerball £19.99 
Crystal Trackball £32,00 
Action Replay Mark III £57.00 
Techno Sound Turbo Sampler.......... ,,.£32.00 
2 Piece Printer Stand with tray £5.70 
Midi Master £26.00 
Wordworth1.1 £77.50 
Tilt/Turn Monitor Stand , £8.50 

Orders by phone or post to: 

DIRECT COMPUTER SUPPLIES 
0782-311471 Anytime 
0782 - 642497     9am - 5.30pm week 
0630 - 653193 Evening/Weekend 

54 Spring Road, 

Longton, 

Stoke-on-Trent, 

Staffs ST3 2PX 

Prices include VAT 

Postage please add £3.30 

We accept cheques/ 
P.O.'s/Visa/Access 



C H A OS 

The story so far: in last 
month's issue of Amiga 
Shopper, we saw how 
interesting and versatile the 

Mandelbrot set can be- However, 
after years of publicity (both good 
and bad), the Mandelbrot set has 
gone somewhat out of fashion in the 
eyes of jaded chaos enthusiasts. 
And in its place, observers of 
mathematical trends have identified 
a suite of similar fractals, known as 
Julia sets, now steadily taking over 
the Mandelbrot's role as the 'fractal 
for the masses'. 

Remarkably, Julia sets are 
plotted using exactly the same 
equations as the Mandelbrot set - 
the difference between them lies in 
the way the equations are applied. 
This close link between the two 
fractals means that Julia sets 
provide just as much scope for 
experimentation as their more 
famous counterpart. Zooming inf 
adding internal structure and 
rendering in three dimensions are all 
possible. Furthermore, while the 
Mandelbrot is a single fractal, there 
are an infinite number of Julia sets 
to explore, 

4 INTO 2 WONT GO 
Earlier in this series we met the 
Lorenz attractor, which was based on 
three equations containing three 
variables: x, y and z. At the time, we 
noticed that the system could he 
treated as being three dimensional, 
because it had three variables, In the 
first article about the Mandelbrot set 
we found that the Mandelbrot 
equations involved the four variables 
a, b, p and q. Following the theory of 
the Lorenz equations we now see 

displaying a four-dimensional object 
is practscaffy impossible. To 
overcome this problem only two 
variables from the Mandelbrot 
equation are used to plot the set. 
These are a and b which are used to 
position each point - p and q are 
used In the calculations but are later 

to 2. Apart from this small difference 
the process in the circle works in 
exactly the same way as for the 
Mandelbrot set. 

It is easy to write an Amiga 
BASIC program to ptot the path of 
the point in the circle, based on the 
Mandelbrot circle program given 

LISTING !• LISTING !• LISTING 1 

DEFDBL a,brp,q, x,y,pnewf qnew 
DEFINT iteration 

REM Set constants (easily editable for any set) 
a-0.32 
b=0.G4 

REM Plot set 
FOR X--2 TO 2 STEP ,01 

FOR y=-2 TO 2 STEP .02 
p=x 
q=y 
iteration=G 
WHILE (p*p+q*q<4) AND {iteration<32> 

pnew=sp*p - ia*q:+a 
qnew^2*p*q;+b 
p-pnew 
q=qnew 
i terat i on=i teration+1 

WEND 
IF iteration<32 THEN 

P5ET(32Q+x*100,100-y*5G) 
END IF 

NEXT y 
NEXT x 

2' 

 H 
-2l    . 0 

V <a,b) 

-2 

2 

discarded, By concentrating on the 
(p,q) variable pair instead of the 
(aTb) paar we can produce Julia sets. 

THE JULIA PROCESS 
The first part of the process is 

almost identical to 
the Mandelbrot 
process, and even 
takes place in the 
same old Mandelbrot 
circle (shown on the 
left). Inside the circle 
there is a single point 
which starts off at the 
position (a,b) - that 
is, a in the horizontal 
direction and b in the 
vertical direction. The 
Mandelbrot equations 
(shown below) are 
then repeatedly 
applied to make the 
point move around in 
the circle. 

The familiar Mandelbrot circle, with 
initial point [a,b). For Julia sets, 
(aTb) is chosen at the start of the 
program and then stays constant 
throughout the process 

that the Mandelbrot set can be 
treated as a four-dimensionai object. 

While it is challenging enough to 
represent three-dimensional objects 
on the Amiga's flat screen. 

pnew ■ p*p - q*q +■ a 
qnew ■ 2*p*q + b 
p = pnew 
q - qnew 

In the Mandelbrot process, both 
p and q were set to zero before the 
first iteration was performed. In the 
Julia process any initial values of p 
and q can be used, in the range -2 

earlier in this series. We can still use 
the Pythagoras theorem to detect 
when the point breaches the circle - 
so, if p*p+q*q>4 then we know that 
the point has left the circle, 

The key to generating a Julia set 
is to determine the behaviour of all 
possible sets of initial values of p 
and q and put them into one of the 
following categories: 

1. Those whose paths accelerate 
to Infinity 

2. Those whose paths never leave 
the circle 

The assumption that if a point 
breaches the boundary of the 
Mandelbrot circle it will eventually 
reach infinity is employed to 
categorise the "category one' points. 
As in the Mandelbrot processt we 
assume that the point is of 'category 
two' if it has not left the circle after a 
given number of iterations (known as 
the iteration ceiling'). Atypical Julia 
iteration ceiling is 32. 

By plotting all the category one 
points on the screen at their relevant 
positions we get a Julia set similar to 
the lower one shown on the facing 
page. Of course we donst check every 
possible pair of initial values for p 
and qP as there are an infinite 
number of them, instead we take 

regularly spaced samples to get an 
approximation of the Julia set. 

INTO INFINITY 
Note that the initial position (arb) is 
kept constant throughout the drawing 
of the set It is this constant which 
determines which Julia set is drawn. 
And because there are an infinite 
number of possible values for a and 
b within the range -2 to 2 there are 
an infinite variety of sets which can 
be produced using the Julia process, 
each with a unique initial position 
constant (afb). In most chaos 
literature this constant is expressed 
in the form a+bl, because of links 
between the original Julia process 
and complex numbers. 

The Amiga BASIC program In 
Listing I draws the Julia set with 
constants a=0.32 and b=0.04 (which 
would be 0.32+0.04r when 
expressed in 'complex' form). To 
produce a different sett just change 
the lines which set the values of a 
and b. Some interesting values are 
shown below: 

a b 
-1.16 -0.25 
0.32 0.04 

-1.25 -0.01 
0,00 -1.00 

In many respects this program is 
similar to the equivalent Mandelbrot 
example given earlier in the series. 
Because the Julia plane extends 
from -2 to 2 in both directions, as in 
the Mandelbrot set, even the scaling 
is the same. The main differences 
are that a and b are set as constants 
at the start of the program and p and 
qr instead of being set to zero at the 
start of the circle process, are given 

Fracta 

The programs given in this series 
have been designed to be as short 
and easy-to-understand as possible. 
However, this has been at the cost 
of speed and user-friendliness. If you 
want to really experiment with 
fractals such as the Mandelbrot and 
Julia sets, then you need to get hold 
of a 'fractal explorer1 program. 

Many of these are public domain, 
so they shouldn't cost you the earth. 
They are usually written in optimised 
C or assembler code, and so allow 
you to plot and manipulate fractals 
very quickly. Although there is no 
need for any mathematical or 
programming skills, many explorers 
include source code and detailed 
documentation, so if you want you 
can learn about the optimisation 
techniques used and even incorporate 
your own routines into the program. 
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CHAOS 

values (x and y) derived from the 
nested FOR...NEXT loops. 

ADDING CONTOURS 
Contours can be added to Julia sets 
via the same method which we used 
for the Mandelbrot set. The contours 
are created by colouring points 
depending on the ease with which 
they left the circle. The relevant 16- 
colour replacement fines for the 
IF...END IF section of the program 
are as follows: 

COLOR iteration MOD 16 J 
'Set colour 
P£ET{32O+x*lQQ,lOO-y*50> J 
'Plot point 

In order for this replacement to work, 
it is necessary to open a 16-colour 
window by inserting the following 
lines at the start of Listing i: 

SCREEN 1,640,200,4,2 
WINDOW 2,"Colour Julia J 
Set",(0,0)- J 
(617,180),15,1 

ZOOMING IN 
As with the Mandelbrot 
setT there is a lot to be 
gained by zooming into 
Julia sets and examining 
them in more detail, The 
zooming method is very 
similar to that used for 
the Mandelbrot set last 
month, As a reminder, the 

by the same proportion to 
preserve the aspect ratio {the ratio 
of width to height). 

• Alter the x and y FOR...NEXT lines 
to incorporate the new ranges of p 
and q. 

• Reduce the STEP sizes of the 
FOR,,,NEXT lines by an amount 
corresponding to the change in the 
ranges of p and q. 

> Edit the multiplication 
factors and offsets in 
the PSET line to make 
the region fill as much 
of the screen as 
possible - again, be 
sure to preserve the 
aspect ratio. 

steps are: 

> Choose an area to enlarge. 

► Work out the range of p and q 
associated with this region - make 
sure that both ranges are reduced Listing 1 produces this Julia set 

Explorers 

The most common type of fractal 
explorer is the Mandelbrot generator. 
Examples include Quick Mandelbrot 
(QMan)r Turbo Mandei, Mandei 
Mountains, SMan, MandAnim, 
Mandelbrot Adventure Kit (MAK), 
Slicer, Fracgen and MandelPAUG, All 
of these include Intuition interfaces, 
dtsk filing facilities, and a selection 
of other features such as three- 
dimensional plotting, colour cycling 
and animation. These programs are 
all very fast, often using optimised 
assembler or C code. By way of 
example, MandePAUG will plot the 
whole Mandelbrot set in a couple of 
minutes on a standard Amiga 500. 

In order to make their Mandelbrot 
generators stand out from the crowd 
programmers have been adding more 
and more features. For example 
MandelPAUG and Slicer can both be 

used to plot Julia sets. In addition, 
Sficer calculates and stores the 
whole set in memory, allowing it to 
be rendered in a number of ways 
without the need for time-consuming 
recalculation, SMan's gimmick is 
support for a maths co-processor, 
which allows it to handle 
magnification factors of 1019. 

Other programs which are 
relevant to this series of articles 
include Fractal Construction Set 
(FCS) which can plot among other 
thingst the Sierpinski triangle. 
Another program, FractafLab, allows 
you to investigate self-similar curves 
(which we touch on next month). 

Fractal landscapes (which we will 
also meet later in the series) are 
quite well supported, although 
Fracscape is the only noteworthy PD 
offering. Commercial programs like 

You may have to increase the 
iteration ceiling (in the WHILE line) 
from 32 to show more detail, so the 
set may take longer to be drawn. 

INTERNAL STRUCTURE 
The inside of Julia sets are 
traditionally coloured black. However, 

it is possible 
to add 

internal contours to the set, just as 
we did last month with the 
Mandelbrot set. A suggested 
replacement for the colour setting 
section is given below, but you can 
really try any method you like. 

IF iterations 2 THEN J 
'If outside set... 

COLOR iteration MOD 16 J 
■select colour normally 

A Julia set with internal structure 

The Mandelbrot set may well be 

infinite - but most of it looks the 

same! Conrad Bessant puts the 

variety back into your fractals by 

introducing the versatile (and far 

more fashionable) Julia sets 

Vista and Genesis make it easy to 
render high quality landscapes with 
trees, lakes and snow. A 
demonstration version of Genesis is 
available in the public domain. 

WRITING YOUR OWN 
Writing a fractal explorer program, 
whether for yourself or for distribution 
in the public domain, is interesting, 
educational and rewarding. It's best 
to write the buik of the program in a 
high-level compiled language such as 
GFA BASIC or C and, if you can, write 
the actuai fractal plotting routine in 
assembler for speed. 

If you want your program to be a 
success in the public domain then 
you should make it stand out from 
the crowd - add extra features such 
as quasi-Mandefbrot and internal 
structure options, or forget the 
Mandelbrot set altogether and 
concentrate on another type of 
fractal. Remember that an Intuition 
interface, zooming in, changing 
colours and load/save options are 
now considered standard features. 

ELSE 'Otherwise*.. 
COLOR IHT(5*ABS(LGG J 

(p*p+q*q)) ) MOD 16 J 
'use internal method 
END IF 

Julia sets provide by far the 
largest scope for further 
experimentation out of all the 
fractals which we will meet in this 
series. With an almost infinite 
number of Julia sets to explore, and 
so many variations, the possibilities 
are virtually boundless. 

NATURAL INGREDIENTS 
So far, we've used the Amiga to 
generate a host of popular, but 
abstract, fractals which demonstrate 
the basics of chaos theory. In the 
next couple of installments we" 11 
move on to the role of chaos theory 
in imitating nature, kicking off next 
month with an introduction to the 
principles of fractal plant generation. 

The Chaos Hating is on this month's 
cover disk - see page 22! 
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GDIs  THE eEiHaTKE ©IF TEC 

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD, CHAUL END LANE, LUTC 

Amiga 600 Pack 
• UK specification 
• 1 MB system RAM 
• Mouse 
• Full workbench disks, manuals St leads 
• Free game included in pack 
• Deluxe Paint III or Photon Paint III 
• Two Python joysticks 
• 100 capacity lockable disk box £295 

Amiga 600 HD Pack 
• Plus internal 20MB hard drive £395 
• Plus internal 40MB hard drive £475 

Amiga 1500/2000 Pac 
• 1MB System RAW 
• Workbench 2.04 
• Twin Floppy 
• Mouse 
• Works {Platinum addition) 
• Deluxe Paint III 
• Home Accounts 
• Elf game * Toki game • Puzznic game 
• Two Python joysticks 
• 100 capacity lockabie disk box 

• Amiga 1500/2000 Pack £489 
• A1500/2000 with 52MB HD £759 
• With 2MB Chip Memory add £129 

Wierd, Wild & A600 A1200 Pack Philips 8833 MKII Monitor Star Printers 

•Game players paradise 
■ Push Over game 
* Formula 1 Grand Prix game 
* Putty Game 
■ Extra free game 
» Deluxe Paint III 
* 2 Python joysticks 
* 100 Capacity disk box 

*A6QQ Pack £329 

' A600 Pack & 20MB hard drive £429 

»A600 Pack & 40MB hard drive £509 

• 32-bit 68020 Full power 
• Super Hi-Res graphics 
• 2MB Chip memory 
• PCMCIA Technology 
• Aipha numerical keypad 
• Two Python joysticks 
• Free game 
■ 100 Capacity disk box 

•A1200 Pack 

• A1200 with 20MB hard drive 

• A1200 with 40MB hard drive 

£385 

£485 

£585 

• 14 inch high resolution colour 

display 

• High clarity stereo sound output 

• Full RGB and composite inputs 

• Free 1.5 metre long RGB cable 

• Full UK warranty 

• 3 Free games 

• Philips 8833 MKII Monitor   £199 

• When purchased with       £ 189 

an Amiga 

Star LC20 Mono 
• 180 characters per second, NLQ mode, 

multi Font, 9 pin head £139 
Star LC200 Colour 
• 225 characters per second, NLQ moder 

multi font 9 pin head £199 
Star LC24-100 Mono 
• 204 characters per second, LQ mode, 

10 fonts, 24 pin head £194 
Star LC24-200 Colour 
•222 characters per second, LQ mode, 

10 fonts, 24 pin head £284 
Star SJ48 Bubble Jet 
• Quality comparable with a laser printer, 

very quiet and portable. Mains and bat 
tery powered, adaptor supplied £224 

Workstations Peripherals Scanners Music 

• Economically sound 
• Facilitates up to three external floppy 

drives 
• Made in the UK 
• Strong and robust 
• Aesthetically pleasing 
• Keep your desk neat and tidy 
• Supplied complete and assembled with 

free mouse mat 

• AS00 Workstation 

• A600 Workstation 

1 Swivel and tilt monitor stand 
for the above 

£36 

£36 

£5 

• 100 Capacity lockable disk box £4.99 
• Squick mouse £13.99 
•Mouse mat £1.99 
• TDK hqn quality DSD (10) disks £9,99 
• 1000 colour disk labels £12 
• LC20 printer ribbon £3.49 
• Jet Fighter joystick £13.99 
• Apache joystick £6.99 
• Python joystick £9,99 
•Zipstick joystick £14,99 

• Vast range of leads for many 
applications- Please call 

• Allows image processing in a useful and 
unique fashion 

•Comes complete with operation 
manual and the latest version of 
processing software 

• One of the fastest growing applications 
for home and professional users 

• High specification coupled with cost 
effective pricing 

• Power Hand Scanner 
• 64 grayscales 100-400 DPI 
• Thru port to printer 
• Fully compatible with Delux Paint 4, etc. 

• Power Hand Scanner £93.99 

• Highest quality stereo sound 
sampling 

• Compatible with A500, 
A1 500/2000, A3 000 

• GVP Digital Sound Studio £49 

• Screen Beat Speaker System £25 
(Adds amplified stereo sound to the Amiga) 

• Megamix Master 

• Stereo Master 

£37 

£34 
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J, BEDS, LU4 8EZ TEL (0582) 491949 (6 LINES) m 

Est since 1984 

Pro Agnus 2MB 
• Provides a "full 2MB of Chip Memory for the 
Amiga 500 and A1500/2000 • Designed and 
built in England • Supplied with 8375 Obese 
Agnus • Includes 2Mb Memory on board in 
the form of low power Zips • Allows the pro- 
cessing of elaborate animation and sound 
sampling • Provides the same max, chjpmem 
as the A3000/A600 8.500+ • Increases 
addressable memory space from 9M8 to 
10MB • Complete with full instructions • 
British made 
• Pro Agnus 2MB 
• Fitted 

£139 
£159 

Memory Expansions 
A500 Pro-RAM 0.5 Meg. Upgrade 

• Chip memory compatible • British made 
• Without clock £16 ■ With clock £19 

A500 Pro-RAM 1.5MB Memory Upgrade 
• Gives a full 2MB of internal memory £74 

A50D+ 1 MB Memory upgrade £29.95 

Supra RX500 (2MB-8MB) 
• 2MB £138 • 4MB £194 • 8MB £299 

A600 1MB Memory upgrade £38 
10MB Memory upgrade A500 £408 

High Current Power Supply     Cumana 3.5" External Drive Supra Modems 

* Allows the addition of peripherals 
without damage to computer or power 
supply 

* Why risk damaging your expensive kit 
when one simple investment will ensure 
total peace of mind now and for the 
future 

* Switch mode design 
* Full crow bar projection 
* A5Q0, A500+ and A600 compatible 
* British Made 

* A500 Power supply unit £44.95 

• A590 Power su p ply u n it       £44.9 5 

•High Quality 
• Renowned and proven reliability 
•Top notch specification 
• An ti-dick 
•Long moulded cable 
• Slimline design 
• High impact plastic 

• Cumana external drive 
• Cumana external drive 

+ 100 capacity disk box 
• Cumana external drive 

+ 100 disk box + 20 blank disks 
• A500/A500+ 

Internal replacement disk drive 

£54 

£57 

£63 

£39 

• Utilise hundreds of PD Bulletin Boards 
• Communicate with fellow computer 

users 
• Cuts down on telephone bills by using 

fast efficient baud rates 
• 100% Hayes compatible 
• Tone pulse, Auto Dial/Auto Answer 
•Standard RS232 Interface 
• Programmable number storage 
• Free Corns software 
• Supra 2400 £84 
•Supra 2400+ £129 
• Supra Fax Plus (0-9600 BPS) £148 
• Supra v.3.2 (Fax Modem) £199 
• Supra v.32 BIS (Fax Modem) £258 

and Spares 

• WTS have sole distribution rights from 
Americas biggest Commodore chip 
distributor 

•Workbench 2.04 Kit £78 
(Includes manuals, disks & chip) 

• Kickstart 2.04 £32 
•Kickstart 1.3 £24 
• Kickstart ROM Swapper £18 

(Swap tetween kickstarts) 
• Fatter Agnus 8372 £32 
• Obese Agnus 8375 £48 
• High Res Denise £29 
• 1 MB x 9 Simms £22 
• 1MB x 4 Zips £16 
• 8520 CIA £8 

D SALES HOTLINE 0582 491 949 (6 LINES) OR 0480 471117 

Credit Card ordering by phone is easy. Simply phone our sales hotline quoting your credit card number., expiry date, name and address and 
the products you wish to order and well do the rest. Alternatively write the above details on your letter when ordering by post. 

When ordering by post in cheque form please write your cheque card guarantee number on the reverse of the cheque and send along with 
your order. Postal Orders are also accepted. 

NO DELIVERY CHARGES TO UK MAINLAND. NO MINIMUM ORDER AMOUNT, 
Should you wish your order to be sent by Group 4 Security service please add £5. This method is normally faster than the postal service. 

WARRANTY: One year return to base (excluding chips), 
ONE YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY: Available on all products (excluding chips) at 10% of purchase price when ordering. 

WHERE TO FIND US! 

Head Office Computer Mall Bedford       Computer Mall St. Neots        Computer Mall Hertford       Computer Mall Dunstable 
WTS Electronic Ltd No.16 Downstairs No.6 49 Railway St. 84 High Street North 

Chaul End Lane The Harpur Centre        Priory Mall Shopping Centre Hertford Dunstable 
AcoV'io^o Bedford St. Neots 0992 503606 Bedfordshire 
0582 491949 0234 218228 0480 471117 0582 475747 

All prices quoted or products stocked are subject to stocking levels and availability. WTS cannot be held liable for force majeure, or items, which are out of stock due to demand or low 
stock at its suppliers WTS reserve the right to amend prices or revise packs or specifications without prior notice at any time without liability upon itself. 

onal Sale * Seasonal Sale - Seasonal Sale * Seasonal Sate • Seasonal Sale ■ Seasonal Sale • Seasonal Sale • Seasonal Sale • Seasonal 



COMMS 

LITTLE 

To get into comms, you need a modem, some 

suitable software - and what else? Smiling Dave 

Winder recommends some handy utilities to make 

life on-line easier 

E 

veryone has a favourite 
comms utility program, and 

I am no exception- This 
month, I'm going to be 

looking at just a few that I have 
found invaluable at one time or 
another over the years. All the 
following programs are either PD or 
shareware, and one of them Is 
provided for you on this month's 
cover disk. You should be able to 
download the rest from your local 
bulletin board's file area - If it 
keeps things up to date. They are 
also available from the Amiga 
conference on CIX. 

If you have a comms utility that 
you could not live without, or if you 
have written one of your own, why 
not let me (and thousands of 
readers) know about it? Contact me 
at Amiga Shopper or via CIX, and 
perhaps your favourite will find its 
way into print. But, for the meantime, 
here's my personal "fab four'! 

THE BAUD BANDIT 
This program is really aimed at those 
of you who have a very high speed 
modem, it is a replacement for the 
standard 'serial.device1 that comes 
with your Amiga. When the 
serial.device was written, 
Commodore did not know of the 
advances that would come with high 
speed modems. As a results your 
system can stow down significantly 
when transferring a file at a high 
speed. Baud Bandit solves that 
problem, claiming to provide a speed 
increase of some 500% over the 
standard serial.device - a claim that 
I am certainly not going to refute, 
What this means in real terms is that 
I can now let my Amiga get on with 
doing other things while ft is 
downloading a 1Mb file at a speed of 
14,400 bps, without the system 
slowing down to a halt, 

Workbench H ore en 

kbench 

Earn Disk 

lotai 

Baud Bandit 
will allow you to 
drive your serial 
port at baud 
rates up to 
115,200 on a 
standard 68000 
Amiga with full 
multitasking. It is 
simple to install - 
all you have to do 
is copy it to the 
Devs directory 
and then 
reconfigure your 
terminal software 
so that it uses 
the new ^^^^^^^^^ 
1 BaudSandit.deviceh instead of the 
usual serial.device. 

Earlier versions of Baud Bandit 
were public domain programs, but 
the latest release (version 1.4c) has 
become shareware. This means that 

DHO 

Ph one Bill Calculator...by James McG 
^8152 

Continue<y/n>IH 

pence 
0X52 pence 

BUtCalc works out the costs of your 
calls - to within an accuracy of Bp 

if you use it you have to pay for it, 
and, as it is from a German author, 
you will need to send him 20 
Deutsche Marks. Many people worry 

READ ALL ABOUT IT 
I am often asked what the best 
way Is to find out a little about the 
exciting world of comma, before 
actually taking the plunge and 
buying that modem. Well, apart 
from recommending this column 
(of course), the answer I give Is to 
get a copy of Hugo Cornwall's 
New Hacker's Handbook. 

Don't be fooled by the title into 
thinking it is only of interest to 
those wishing to do illegal things 
via a modem, because it isn't. The 
information contained within is 
written in such a way as to be 
useful to anyone who is already a 
committed comms enthusiast, or is 
just dipping their toes in the water 
and thinking of buying a modem. 

about sending foreign money to what 
is just a name in a '.doc1 file, but my 
experiences with this sort of 
arrangement have been very good. I 
have always received a registered 
{and usually considerably improved) 
version of the program within a few 
weeks of sending the cash. 

BILLCALC 
BittCalc is a very simple program 
indeed, but incredibly useful none 
the less. All it does is calculate the 
cost of your phone calls. You just 
type the answer to a series of 
questions regarding your call and 
BiiiCaic will respond with the total 
charge incurred, 

The results are accurate to within 
5p, which is good enough for most 
people, and, believe me, it is handy 
to see how much all those long 

(-: WHEN YOU'RE SMILING:-) 

The small and simple text messages that you II see 
on most bulletin boards or conferencing systems are 
Ideal for exchanging factual Information. But If you 
give It a bit of thought, you will soon realise that It 
can be very hard to get any Indication of emotion 
across using them. For example, the message "Get 
outta herer could be interpreted as a sign of 
disbelief, or as marching orders. 

It is precisely this sort of misunderstanding that 
leads to most of the abusive messages (also known 
as 'flames') that get sent on these text-based 
systems. So how can you make your message that bit 
clearer? Ml tell you how - using 'smileys' (or 'Emote 
Icons', as our friends across the big pond call them}. 

FACING THE TRUTH 
In its simplest form, the smiley looks like this :-) (you 
will need to turn the page sideways to see it in all its 

glory), it is a very simple text-formed graphic, which 
you add to your writing to express emotion. These 
smffeys have become so popular in the last few years 
that rt is now almost impossible to find a bulletin 
board message that doesn't have a smiley of one sort 
or another attached to it. 

I like them so much that I have even started 
including them on written letters I send to people. 
Once the recipient realises what they mean, I find that 
they too start replying using liberal doses of 'emote 
icons' (sometimes shortened to 'emoticons'). Maybe 
1993 will be ihe year of the smiley? What do you 
think? Anyway, to help you along, I've put together a 
small guide to some of the most popular smtleys 
being used at the moment, which you'll find in the box 
on the facing page. And, if you are a real smiley fan, 
you'll be pleased to hear that you can talk to like- 
minded folk in the 'smiley1 conference on CIX. 
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COMMS 

HISTORY TODAY 
The history of computer-to-computer 
com muni cations is covered in some 
depth in Chapter Two of the 
handbook, As well as being a 
fascinating read, this also 
introduces the beginner to the whole 
spectrum of comms terminology in 
an accessible way. Other chapters 
cover the equipment you need, 
networks, and the like. 

The chapters that are aimed 
squarely at the 'hacker' have titles 
such as 'Targets' and 'Intelligence', 
and are also full of little gems of 
information for the enthusiast or 
beginner. They are useful for 
knowing what sort of information is 
out there, where to find it, how to 
navigate around different computer 
systems, and so on. 

There are also some fascinating 
anecdotes and reports on the 
history of hacking, and while I 
cannot condone such illegal 

activities, they do make incredibly 
interesting reading. 

However, there is one criticism 1 
feel I should make: 1 found it a little 
annoying that many of the examples 
are illustrated by simulated 
screenshots, so the text looks the 
same as it would appear on a cheap 
printer or terminal screen. While this 
does, I assume, attempt to make 
the reader feel that they are 
participating in the on-line 
experience, it also makes the text 
very difficult on the eye and 
therefore does not aid the reading 
process at all. 

Some of the best parts of the 
New Hacker's Handbook, however, 
are the appendices at the back. 
These cover modem probferns 
trouble shooting, a comms glossary, 
explanations of those ubiquitous 'V 
numbers, and file transfer protocols 
- there's even a section on viruses. 
I use the glossary myself quite 

regularly, as it is amazing how often 
a new or unfamiliar term crops up 
and you realise you don't know 
exactly what it means. 

A SOUND FOUNDATION 
Although the last reprint of this book 
that I know of was in 1990, don't let 
that put you off. Even allowing for 
the fact that the technology has 
advanced a long way in those few 
years, this book still covers the 
groundwork in a way that no other 
can match. If you are a comms 
enthusiast, thinking about becoming 
one, or even just fancy a darned 
good read, I would recommend this 
book without hesitation. 

However, I should also give you 
a brief word of warning. The New 
Hacker's Handbook isn t aimed at 
the computer novice - you need to 
have a basic understanding of 
computers to make the best sense 
of it all, although, as I have already 

said, the glossary is very good, it 
must also be pointed out that the 
book is all about comms and is not 
machine specific, which means that 
you will find nothing about the Amiga 
here. However, the Amiga isn't really 
the important part of your comms 
system, so don't worry too much 
about that - most of the information 
contained in this book will be of as 
much use to an Amiga user as to 
anyone else. Pester your local library 
to order it for you, or try around 
specialist bookshops. 

ooooooooo 

SHOPPING LIST 
The Hew Hacker's Hondbook...£9.99 

By Hugo Cornwall 
Published by Steve Gold 

ISBN 0-7126-3454-1 

THE AMIGA SHOPPER SMILEY GUIDE 

Happy. Denotes H Seriously miffed Another sticking 
humourous smiley. tongue out 
intent. B-) Smiley wearing smiley. 

H Unhappy. glasses. Denotes 
Denotes :-)))) A very happy indifference. 
displeasure, smiley. 'A Denotes foot in 

f) Winking smiley. :-(((( A very unhappy mouth. 
Denotes smiley. :-0 Laughing out 
message not to A crying smiley. loud smiley. 
be taken Denotes :-X My lips are 
seriously. extreme sealed smiley. 

■S) Denotes nose sadness. 0:-) Saint Smiley, 
out of joint (can Tongue-tied Denotes total 
be happy or smiley. Denotes innocence. 
sad). "1 know what 1 -> Keeping an eye 

:-* Kissing smiley, mean". out for 
M Drunken smiley. Boggle-eyed something. 

Denotes smiley. Denotes {» Bald smiley. 
condition of shock. il Left handed 
writer. :-Q Cigarette- smiley. 
Tongue sticking smoking smiley. >/ Sceptical 
out (or tongue in Gagged smiley - smiley. 
cheek). trying not to say H Very tired 
Shocked smiley. something. smiley. 

distance calls are costing youl 
The author of the program, 

James McCarthy, is British and 
readily admits that this is his 
first machine code project. 
BillCaic isn't perfect, but it is 
usefui and, since it is freeware, 
it won't cost you a penny. 

SHOWSTD 
Out of all the little comms 
programs, this is one of my real 
favourites. Quite often when you 
are on-line, you will see a 
reference to an interesting- 
sounding bulletin board, with no 
mention of where in the UK it is 

Track down that elusive BBS, with 
the handy ShowSTD utility 

Regular use of a good anti-virus program will keep your files infection-free 

based. This is where ShowSTD 
comes in. You just type in the STD 
code of the bulletin board, and 
ShowSTD not only tells you the 
corresponding area of the country but 
also shows you where it is on a 
small map of the UK. 

OK, so there are other programs 
that give STD code areas, but this 
one is so nice and twee that is has 
to be included here. ShowSTD is 
freeware, and has a British author, 
Andrew Harrison. Andrew wrote the 
program because, as a newcomer to 
the comms scene, he found the lists 
of BBS numbers quite daunting - 
another example of how the comms 
community benefits from the work of 
its members. Well done Andrew. 

VIRUS CHECKER 
Finally, always remember to have a 
virus checker active. This is 
especially true when downloading 
files from- bulletin boards. Now, the 

SysOp will do his or her best to 
ensure that all files on the Board are 
free from viruses - for example, I 
always download and check all files 
before making them available to 
members of the Amiga conference on 
CIX. However, it is always possible 
that one may slip through at some 
time. Indeed, it has been known for a 
a fake version of a virus checker to 
be a virus spreading device itself, so 
always be alert. 

The best of the current virus 
checkers was included on the cover 
disk of Amiga Shopper Issue 21. 
Virus Checker by John Veldthuis is 
not oniy comprehensive and secure, 
but is updated very often as well. 
Indeed, in the short space of time 
since we brought you the cover disk 
in December, Virus Checker has 
been updated to version 6.20. So, 
where can you get hold of this very 
latest version? Why, on this month's 
cover disk, of course! © 
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Dhnnft us for details, 

AMIGA® 

FLOPPYS 

acknowledged experts 

DISK DRIVE VERSION 

Available as either... 

Pack with Deluxe Paint III 

and a MYSTERY game 

But only whilst stocks last 

at just 
£279' 

FLOPPY 
DISK DRIVE VERSION 

WITH A NEW... 

WIMUll SOFTWARE 

PUSHOVER 

•SILLY PUTTY- 

PROSE GRAND PRIX 

•DELUXE PAINT III* 

at only 

319! 

AMIGA® 
OA UADn W 

HARD DRIVE VERSION 

WITH A NEW... 

SOFTWARE EPIC 

EPiC -MYTH- ROME 
■DELUXE PAlNT 111- 
TRiVlAL PURSUIT TRIPLE LANGUAGE VERSION [Fnnch, G»rmsnr EngliiW 

IVI V L I I LANGUAGE 
•DICTIONARY- 

AMIGATEXT WORD 
PROCESSOR 

at only. If you want a 
DIFFERENT SIZE 
hard drive simply 
ask for the price! £459 

10 

We'll never try to disguise *e total yo«l W °* dd esse(ltia|S 

hardware prices and 'hen*ri
he"0?°V'Jft« sales service... all 1 such as cables, delivery snd laproper atier s ^ 

at EXTRA COST! When .^9."^ J^dtoVoss attractive 
serv,ce,checVoutWhatthe Extras, re^ ^ 

EXCLUSIVE! 

m 

SPECIAL EDITION 
ADD our great 
POWERPLAY  PACK t 

your order for only. 
you get;A Superb High Quality 
Micros witched Competition Pro 
5000 Joystick * 10 Essential 3,5" 
Blank Disks'Disk Storage Box* 
Tailored A6Q0 Dust Cover and a High Qualityi 
Mat to enhance accuracy & protect your mouse \ 
PLUS THE NEW MEGA-RE LEASE GAME..,ZOOL! , 
and a FANTASTIC selection of TWENTY more great games: 

THESE TITLES ARE NOT PD BUT FULL PROFESSIONALGAMES WHICH J 
ORIGINALLY SOLD FOR PRICES OF BETWEEN E20 TO £30!!! . 

Xenon 2 Megaolas: Pnsall Dreams TV Sports Football 
Hostages • Jumping Jackson • Striker * Bubble Plus -TinTin on ■ 
the Moon1 Bloodwych ■ Stir Crazy ■ Krypton Egg * Skychase ■ 
Eliminator ■ Purple Saturn Day Safari Guns Lombard RAC> 
Rally Captain Blood * Strike Force Harrier Lancaster ' Sky Fox II ^ 

AND...Trans write - Word Processor for the Amiga ( 

With ALL THIS you won't need to buy anything more for ages! 

why not buy your Amiga A600 with 
a FULL 2Mb, for just £39.95 extra 

AMIGA i 

32 BIT-2H 
0 20 PROCESSOR 

UFIRST NEW 
■EAMIGA FOR 5 YEARS 

^AVAILABLE NOW! 

*\> 
ThenewA1200 

^jS is the Amiga of the 
r     BO's and the first true 

advancement to the akeady 
^ powerful Amiga range 

*****   Operating at 14MHz this is 
a revolution in power for the 
home market. With the new 

AGA Graphics chip set you 
have a truly remarkable colour 

^ palette of some16,8 million 
32 colours allowing up to 

266000 colours at any one 
time and... it runs the 

majority of existing 
^>   software] JUST THINK 
f) .    OF THE IMMENSE 

POSSIBILITIES! 

TheA1200    4 C/\ 
I is supplied with v/ 
2Mb RAM and has\^ 
a full one years on ^\ 
site maintenance 

| warranty FREE! ^ 

o 
Available at Harwoods — 
with an optional hard 

[disk drive of 80Mb! ^ 

Floppy Drive Version ifc 
ONLY,,. ^ 

£3791 ° 

OR 
80Mb Hard Drive Drive 

Version ONLY.., 

£679! 

e Facilities Available, 
please contact us for your personal information pack. 
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1500 TWIN FLOPPY DRIVES 

^LATEST 

^workbench 
E R S I 0 N 

2 OPERATING! 
But more than an 
ordinary 1500... 

THE SPECIFICATION: 

Fitted with a 120Mb. 
GVP Hard Drive 

Twin 3.5" Floppies 

3Mb RAM INSTALLED 

PLUS SOME GREAT 
SOFTWARE... 

|*To k t-  -Elf* *P u z z n ic* 
•Home Accounts* 

■Deluxe Paint III' 
■The Works* 

and the book 
GET THE MOST 
OUT OF YOUR 

A M i G A 1992 
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15"Monitor/Television i 

m 
o 

Superb definition Philips Monitor TV! 
Ideal for Amiga/CDTV Users giving for the 
first time true 80 column text Monitor Quality 
from a fully featured Teletext television set at 
a really AFFORDABLE once: 
Just look at the extensive fetures... 
ik 2000 Character High Definition FST Tube #/) 

for Superb Text Quality & Graphics Displays 
ft Direct SCART connector for Amiga/CDTV/VCR or Satellite 
& RGB/AD, Composite Video and direct Audio Input sockets 
* Full FastText Teletext Facilities [using external aerial socket] 
£r Headphone Jack Socket iV Infra-Red Remote Controller 
A Supplied complete with integral Loop Aerial for indoor use 
ft Free SCART cable for direct audio and RGB connections 

£239~ .2000 
1 IIC

B 

VAT 

Includes a FREE 
cable to your 
AMIGA 

ronnors 
11     [ 14* stereo , 

~~ic 0 L 0 U R 
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Qcyand dust 1 
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Add a CM 8833/11 
monitor or Monitor/ 

T\/when buyirtg your 
Amiga and pay the 
low PHILIPS GOLD 

DISCOUNT prices to 
save even morel 

['only when purchased 
with an Amiga*} 

iiormors 

GOLD 
monitor TV s 
DISCOUNT 

CM8833/N 
£214.95* 
MONITOR/TV 
£229,95* 

AMIGADO 

3000 

Latest Workbench 2 

25MHz. - 2Mb. RAM 

52Mb. Hard Drive 

3.5U Floppy Drive 
Including... 

FINAL COPY II 

and AMIGA VISION 

£1349 

£1529 1*11 

<y> 
52" 
Mb. 

105 
Mb. 

free on site maintenance 

.28' dot pitch 

vDtVi 1 vV« 

Muitiscar 
.28* dot pitch 

:0LOUR SVGA 

£26595 

£4299S 

AMIGA 

Latest 25MHz 68040 CPU, 
32 Bit architecture, 

IBuilt-in Maths Co-Processor, 
|2Mb Chip RAM, 4Mb Fast RAM, 

Amiga DOS Version 3, 
| New AGA Graphics chip set, 

40 or 120Mb Hard Drives. 
Including FREE... 

FINAL COPY II 

|and 1 Years on site warranty 

£2099 

£2129 

{cn 
40" 
Mc. 
if* 
120 
Mb. 

UPGRADES 
 AM I GAS  
A500 1/2Mb £29.95    A500+ 1Mb £39.95 

A600 1Mb £4495 
All RAM expansions inc. Battery Backed Real Time Clock 
 SIMMS FOR GVP'S  
HC8 & HDB Drives add RAM in 2Mb. increments 
IMbSimm £27.95     4MbSimm £99.95 
32-Bit SIMM for GVP Accelerators [min. 2Mb. increments] 
1Mb x 32Btt £52.95   4Mb x32Bit £152,95 

m 
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VATAT175% 



the extensive 

range of 

peripherals and Software 

EXPAND your system...   
 *»fl3 

<3 PRINTERS 
DOT MATRIX 
NKJETS AND 

.   A   S   E   R S 
All our printers are supplied 
for immediate use including 
a cable, paper and labels 

FREE OF CHARGE. 
Dot matrix models come 

with a tailored dust cover. 
We also include our specific 

Amiga driver disks for 
Citizens, Stars and Canons, 

[ALL Citizens have a 2Year Warranty| 
Please call For prices on any models not listed 

INTERS 

STAR LC 20 MONO £134.95 
NEW STAR LC100 COLOUR £164.95 
STAR LC 200 COLOUR £194.95 
CITIZEN 120D+ MONO £124.95 
CITIZEN SWIFT9 COLOUR£179.95 

INTERS 

STAR 
LC 24/200 COLOUR £269.95 
XB 24/200 COLOUR £369.95 
CITIZEN 
SWIFT 200 MONO £209.95 
SWIFT 200 COLOUR £239.95 
SWIFT 240 MONO £249.95 
SWIFT 240 COLOUR £269.95 

INTERS 

STAR SJ4S INKJET £209.95 
CANON BJIOex INKJET £224.95 
CANON BJ20ex INKJET including 
automatic sheet feeder £319.95 
HP DESKJET 
500 MONO £369.95 
HP DESKJET 
550 COLOUR...NEW £649.95 
HP PAINTJET COLOUR £679.95 
STAR LASERS FROM... £749.95 

and get MORE from your AMIGA 

If you've got an Amiga why not 

get THE MOST from it.... 
because it's so easy to attach our add-ons and use some great software, 
you can quickly get to grips with anything, From Graphic Design, Desk 
Top Publishing, Video Mixing and Music Composition to many useful 
business programs such as Word Processors, Accounts, Spreadsheets, 

Databases etc. You can add advanced technology such as fast Hard 
Disk Drives for quick access to data, Genlocks & Video Digitisen, 

to import and manipulate images, Sound Samplers to hehu^rtvUh 
your musical talents and Printers to enable u 

creations'. With a whole lot more 

EXPAND YOfefttAMIG 

PRINTER 

ACCESS0RIE 

| PRINTER PRINTER BLACK SLACK ROBOT COLOUR COLOURS iiHltJ 1 TVPE RIBBON 'SIX PACK1 RIBBON SIX PACK" 1 
CTOEN120O+ BLACK ONLY £4.75 NM N/A 
CITIZEN 114 BUCKOW £4.75 £22,95 N/A N/A 
CITIZEN' SWIFTS BLACK/COLOUR £4.75 £22.95 £94.95 
SWIFT 24/24C/224 BUCK/COiOUft £4.75 £22.95 £1646 £94.95 
STAR LCHWZO/1W BIACK/COCOOR £4.45 £23.95 £5.95 £34.95 
ST Aft BLACK/'COLOUR £5.35 7XB £32,95 2X9 £12,45 una £64.95 ZMCL 
STAR imm BLACK/CCiOUR £6.95 72* £39 95 Z24 £12.96 X24CL £69.95 Kjw, 
STAR KG RANGE BLACK/COLOUR £3-95 Z24 £49,95 ZM £14.95xi*ct. £74.95 XZ4L"L 
STAR SJ4S INK CARTRIDGE BLACK ONLY AltO cttrnpn ■ndCa tibhf wfth AppFe nan BJID»K tiuh StyiBwrit»r £l5.95aa. 

Hewlett Packard Original Consumables 
DESKJET 500... 
Black Ink Cartridge £21.95 
[Double Life] 
Colour Ink Cartridge [Std] £25.95 
PAINTJET... 
Black Ink Cartridge £22.95 
Colour Ink Cartridge £24.95 
Single Sheet Paper £20.95 
Z-Fold Paper £1B.95 
Transparency Film: £52,96 
[Pack of 50 Sheets] 

Please phone for items not listed 

Citizen Accessories: 
80 Column 024 Pin £37.15 
Printer Colour Kit [ALL models 
except the Citizen 124 model] 
32K RAM Expansion £13.95 
[24Pin Citizens except 200/240] 
32K RAM Expansion £19.95 
[Citizen 200/240] 
128K RAM Expansion £32.95 
[Citizen 200/240] 

AUTOMATIC SHEET FEEDERS: 
ALL Star & Citizen 80CoJumn models 

Only...£69.95 
[please state model when ordering] 

IGA£> 

HARD© 

DRIVES ■ 
600HD Owners, trade up 

Only... £199.95 
Only... £299.95 
Only,.. £349.95 

20Mb. 
60Mb. 
80Mb. 
Prices include courier collection & 
return of your Amiga, installation 

& a full 12month Warranty 
for both your drive and Amiga, 

our 20Mb. Hard Drive! Phone for details. 

HARDO 

DISK< 

dS i m p I y 
plug in 
to the 
Amiga 
s ideport 

HD8 Hard Drives 

LO 

< PLUS 

RAM 
0Mb. 
2Mb. 
4Mb. 
8Mb. 

80Mb. 
£369.95 
£419.95 
£469.95 
£569.95 

120Mb. 
£429.95 
£479,95 
£529.95 
£629.95 

A 5 3 0 Combined 
Hard Drive and 
68030 Accelerator 

RAM 
1Mb. 
2Mb. 
4Mb. 
8Mb. 

80Mb. 
£649.95 
£699.95 
£799.95 
£949.95 

120Mb. 
£719.95 
£779.95 
£879.95 

£1009.95 

688 
floa 
unit 

82 Maths J? 
ting point — 
for A530's £3 
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HC8 Hard Drives 

RAM 80Mb. 120Mb. 
0Mb. £329.95 £399.95 
2Mb. £379.95 £449.95 
4Mb. £429.95 £499.95 
8Mb. £529.95 £599.95 

NBIII Hard drives fitted with memory may 
fluctuate in price due to the $/£ exchange 

CUMANAI 
with free disk head cleaner] 

■LONG CONNECTING- i 
|CABLE -THROUGHP0BT ■ , 

£54.95 

3.5" 
^XTEi^AL I 

CD 

^Finance Facilities Available, 
please contact us for your personal information pack. 



AMIGA' 

software 
Listed below is a sample from our vast range 

of software at competitive prices. If you need \ 
product not listed simply phone us and we will 

be delighted to quote for your requirements. 

word processors/pubfishingM    animation and graphics 
Pen Pal VI.4 £49,95 
Final Copy II V2.0 £99.95 
Kindwords 3 £39.95 
Wordworth VI, 1 £109.95 
Transwrite £29.95 
Prowrite 3.3 £79.95 
Pagestream V2.2 £129.95 
Professional PagaV3.0 £129.95 
Pagesetter II £44.95 
SoftClips Clip Art.,. 
Classic Clip Art £29.99 
People Clip Art £29.95 
Collectors Clip Art £29,95 
Animal Clip Art £29.95 
Electric Thesaurus £23,95 

integrated titles 
Mini Office 
Gold Disk Office 

£39,95 
£59.95 

d a t a b a s e S 
Horn abase £19.95 
Superbase 2 Personal     £29 .95 
Gallery Pictorial Slide Show/OB £39.95 

CAD & structured drawing | 
Intro CAD Plus 
X-CAD 3000 
Professional Draw 

£79.95 
€269 96 

3 £89/95 
vide 0 

Scala 500 
Scala Professional 
Broadcast Titler 2 
Pro Video Post 
Video Studio V3 

£79 95 
£199.95 
£179.95 
£169.95 
£119 95 

Deluxe Paint 4 £64.95 
Real 3D Professional 
Turbo £249.95 
Art Department 
Professional V2 £144,95 
DCTV Composite Video 
24-Bit Graphics 
System (PALI £379,95 
imagine 2.0 £139,98 

utilities & development 
Disk Master V2 £44.95 
Quarterback V5 £44.95 
Quarterback Tools £54.95 
Dos-2-Dos £29,95 
Easy Amos £24.95 
Amos The Creator £36,95 
Amos Compiler £23,95 
Amos 3D £25,95 
Amos Professional £49.95 
New SAS Lattice C V6 £219.95 
Devpac 3 £54.95 
Directory Opus £27.95 

miscellaneous 
GB Route Plus £39.95 
Professional Calc£124.95 

games & entertainment 
Phone for access to our massive 
competitively priced range i 

AMIGA + x 
ADI titles 11 tol2: 

3UI easy le8rn.  engiish £15.95 
FOR EDUCATION r% eu.«5 
micro maths - to GCSE standards £18.35 # franch £18.95 
micro anglish - to GCSE standards    £18,95     ADI tit,ts 12to*3 

to GCSE standards £18 95 
french 

first shapes 
puzzle story book 

micro french 
micro german to GCSE standards £18,95 
primary maths - 3to12's       £18,95 30 
mega maths - A level      £19.95 eft" 
reading and writing " P 
course - over 3's   £18.95       ' dinosaur discovery kit - not 
compendium six   £29.95 N   first letters and words ■ 3to8 
fun school 4 software:    C>   NEW.,,Childs Play Activity Centre 
choose - under 5's, 5to7's /? f & Word Processor with SPEECH, 2tot2yrs 
Of 7tolVs, only,..£19.95 each *° GOS P ' A 1 aandafuS 

£18.95 
£1895 
£18.95 
£12.95 
£1995 
£19.95 
£12.95 
£2435 

op 

mm. 

Amiga for Beginners £12.96 
Getting the most from your Amiga £13.95 
Amiga Machine Language £14.95 
Amiga DOS inside and out £21,95 
Amiga Hardware reference manual £21.95 
Amiga C for beginners £13,95 
Other Books; ..callus with your requirements 

■ 

£579.95 
^jRombo Vidi 12 £39.95 

Am as 2 Sound Sampler & Midi 
— Interface inc. Micro phone £79.95 

ITB^ Audio Engineer Plus 
§ o So u n d Sam pier        £179.95 
o—Tech nosound Turbo 

Sound Sampler £29.95 
f% Miracle keyboard music teaching 

system for the Amiga £299,95 
^™ Music X full version 1,1 £24,95 
t£\ Midi interface 5 port complete 

with cable £24.95 
^5 Super JAM £84.95 

Bars 8t Pipes Professional £219.95 
ZYFI Stereo Speakers with 
a separate power supply £39,95 

1Power Mono Hand 
i Held Scanner £98.95 

Power Colour Hand 
: Held Scanner £239,95 

 j Sharp JX100 Colour 
| cyD Flatbed [AS Paper size] £549.95 

ProGen - Perfect high quality 
LE Jj* entry level true video signal 
few genlock £64.95 

Rocgen Plus £119,95 
=-S Multi connection cable kit for 
5>   all genlocks £14,95 

Naksha Microswitched mouse 
» \ with Mat Bt Holder £21,95 
55. THE SUPERB ALFA DATA RANGE... 
J3E HQ Microswitched mouse £13.95 

HQ Microswitched mouse inc. 
Mouse Mat Si Holder £19.95 
High Quality microswitched 
Optical mouse £28.95 
HQ Microswitched Trackball£29,95 
Automatic Mouse and Joystick 
Switcher £17.95 

S2 KCS Powerboard Plus 512K RAM 
P fPtease state A5Q0 or plus when 
m ordering- not A6QQ compatible} 
^ Now supports most hard drives! 
55 supplied without DOS £184.95 

<J> supplied with DOS 4.01 £214.95 
Q_ 1500/2000/3000 adaptor £69,35 

GVP 286 PC emulator card for 
gp; A500 HD^/530 (no DOS). Simply 
53 plugs into your GVP drive £189.95 
^^Pramiar Control Centred Monitor 

§ Plinth with shelf: 
§^For Amiga A500 £39.95 
£   For Amiga A600 £34,96 
JSZipstickautofire £11.95 

aa_SS Competition Pro-Star autofire, 
^<J> burstfire & slow motion £13,95 

Full range of Quickjoy and other 
makes stocked - ceil for prices 

BUNK 10 Sony 3.5flDSDD £8.95 
T^T 50 Sony 3.5" DS DD £34.95 
V# Certified Bulk Disks with labels: 

10 with library case £6,95 
Wm 50 Disks ■ only.,. £24.95 

250 Disks-only... £89.95 
Q- 3.5" Disk Head Cleaner essential 

for reliable loading £ 

VISIT OUR SPACIOUS SHOWROOM; 
Why not take a trip out to visit us and see our full advertised 
and more, available ai the SAME COMPETITIVE PRICES, 
see opening times) There's plenty of FREE parting nearby to 

How to find us.,. 

JUST 5 MINUTES E Ml JUNCTION 23 off (h* A33 iow»rdt D*rby] 

e 

L;. OPENING TIMES 
*   9.00 until 5,00 Monday to Saturday 

Wednesdays - 9,00 until 1.00 

Finance Facilities Available' 
'Mf;pl)v«<' us far your persmfui ttpf-i•■<.&•• <!t . your perMmi up;- 

)00 1 

GORDON HARWOOD COMPUTEI 
DEPARTMENT ,/H4, NEW STREI 
ALFRETON,   DERBYSHIRE.   DE5 7 

TEL: 0773 836781        FAX: 0773 831C 

ALL PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF 

VA T A T 175% 
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New to the world 
of databases and 
data storage? Don't worry - all the 
moat common questions are 
answered below! 

Question: What's a database? 
Answer; Quite simply, it is a 
collection of related information. In 
most texts, a database is 
analogous to a list of items - the 
names and addresses in a 
telephone book, for instance. In 
fact, the entire UK telephone 
directory is nothing more than a 
huge database! 

Question: So, how do records and 
fields fit into this? 
Answer: Records are just sub- 
divisions of the database - the 
collection point where a set of 
related data is collected together. 

For instance, in the phone 
directory, a person's name, address 
and telephone number constitute 
one record. Each item is stored in a 
single field. 

Question: I've also heard of indexes 
-what do they do? 
Answer: Most modem databases 
(including some flat file ones) 
recognise the need to index data in 
some fashion. Indexes work like the 
index in a book - each record has 
an entry tn the index which points to 
its position in the database. 
Indexes serve two purposes: to 
maintain the data in a pre- 
determined order, and to increase 
the data access speed. The original 
approach was to sort the entire 
database record-by-record, but in 
today's world that is much too 
processor- and storage-intensive. 
Relational databases use indexes 
to link common (related) records in 
two or more database files. A 
record's index number is also 
referred to as a 'key'. 

Question: Could you explain the 
difference between unique and non- 
unique indexes? 
Answer: Generally speaking, an 
index is a code number generated 
by the contents of one or more 
■fields. Simple indexes are (usually) 
calculated from the contents of a 
single field, while complex ones are 
generated from several fields. 
Unique indexes are only useful in 
relational databases where a record 
must occur just once in the data, If 
a unique index is generated on one 
field - as will usually be the case - 
then that field's contents must be 
unique to every record in the 
database. Many applications use 
the record number to generate the 

contents of such 
a field. 

Non-unique {or common) 
indexes are generated from any 
field or group of fields where the 
data may be the same. A typical 
example of this might be an index 
based on a person's surname or 
forename and surname together. 
There may well not be more than 
one Mark Smiddy in the database, 
but there are certainly plenty of 
John Smiths around. 

Question: What are complex 
indexes for? 
Answer: Some systems provide 
what is called a 5key search', This 
allows you to locate data according 
to its index key. For instance, the 
name Smith generates a different 
key value to Ramshaw. However, 
since Smith is a very common 
name, the simple index will only 
point to the first Smith in the key 
list. However, if a complex index is 
used it is possible to generate keys 
based on a person's full name (for 
instance). Therefore, "Alan Smith* 
could be tracked down as easily as 
"Zena Smith", merely by entering 
their name. 

Question: And finally, what's the 
difference between a fiat-file and a 
relational database? 
Answer: Relational databases are 
just extensions of the original flat- 
file concept; therefore, a relational 
application can be used for flat-file 
(or 'simple') databases but not vice- 
versa, tn a flat file database every 
record is a single entry In its own 
right, unattached to anything else. 
This is directly analogous to a 
conventional filing system using a 
Rolodex, file cards and so on - 
which explains why folk find flat-files 
easy to follow. Relational databases 
on the other hand, group and 
collate records like people do in the 
real world. For instance: 

• The accounts department handle 
customers by a reference number. 
(In database terms, this is one 
data file'.) 

• Credit control hold a file of 
customer's names, addresses and 
their account number. (This is a 
second data file.} 

At the end of any month, the 
overdue account numbers are sent 
to credit control and the addresses 
of guilty parties can be retrieved by 
locating the appropriate account 
numbers in the customer file, One 
frat-file has been related to another 
- and that's all there is to itf 

H    s far as the Amiga is 
concerned, database 

^^^A applications are rare 
^^^^fc beasts and the relational 
variants are about as common as 
flying pigs. There is a good reason 
for this: Superbase. The Superbase 
series of programs are so good, 
most developers have erred on the 
side of caution rather than attempt 
to re-Invent the wheel. In designing 
Superbase Amiga, the folks at 
Precision did not just adapt the 
proverbial wheel, they added 
pneumatic tyres and a self- 
lubricating hub Into the bargain. 

suggested it was not remotely good 
enough to waste editorial space on. 

The latest version promised a lot 
more at a lower cost, so here at last 
I can report on the only readily 
available relational database for the 
Amiga - with the notable exception 
of Superbase, of course. 

STARTING ORDER 
The first thing that becomes 
apparent when Order is first started, 
is its refusal to conform to accepted 
standards. Order opens on an NTSC 
(200-line) custom screen with one of 
the most unreadable palettes 1 have 

HELP : 

A scroll format screen is limited to just 80 characters wide,, 

But Superbase is past history: a 
classic in its own era, now wholly 
owned by Oxxi-Aegis. 

South Hams walked where 
others feared to tread by releasing 
Order, a new relational database 
targeted directly at a market already 
dominated by another product, If size 
were to be taken into account this is 
the equivalent of Morgan cars taking 
on the might of Ford or General 
Motors. Nevertheless, encouraged by 
David s success in giving Goliath a 
serious headache, 
South Hams has 
prepared to take 
on the big guns. 
But the real 
problem with 
legend Is things 
tend to get 
somewhat far- 
fetched or at least 
a tittle 
exaggerated. In 
the real world David wouldn't even 
have achieved his Scouts badge In 
knot-tying, never mind made a siing 
out of an old bit of cloth and knocked 
out a giant with one measly stone. 
No, things don't happen like that in 
the real world. 

Nor do they in the computer 
industry, where an unknown name 
and no track record isn't going to get 
you anywhere - unless you have a lot 
of luck and an exceptionally good 
piece of software. Let the truth be 
told: when the first version of Order 
arrived at Amiga Shopper, five 
minutes of mucking around with it 

"...an unknown 

name and no track 

record isn't going to 

get you anywhere/' 

used - though you should see the 
box on the next page for details of 
how to change this. 

Similarly, the manual supplied is 
home-grown and distinctly 
amateurish - I have seen better 
attempts describing more complex 
applications from shareware authors. 
The author seems incapable of 
grasping the rudiments of limited 
capitalisation as an aid to 
readability. "FOR MORE 
INFORMATION," it bellows in one 

memorable section, 
HMH "LOOKUP'KEY 

FIELDS' AND 
RELATIONSHIPS - 

ONE TOO MANY" IN 
THE INDEX AND 
TURN TO THE 
RELEVANT 
SECTION". Reading 
a tutorial structured 
like this brought 
back memorjes of 

an old English teacher pointing out 
"My eyes aren't deaf, boy!". 

First impressions last - and it 
was some time before I could face 
up to the arduous task of giving 
Order a grilling that would be 
thorough and accurate enough to 
report upon in these pages. 

Order breaks the rules because 
its design is based on a PC 
application, Omnis 5 - admittedly, 
not a system I am intimately familiar 
with. (This ancestry could also 
explain - but not forgive - the choice 
of screen colours.) 

Unlike Superbase, Order 
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considers a database application to 
be a 'project'. That is to say, where 
Superbase can act upon any one or 
more database files at any time, 
Order gathers all those files together 
under one 'project' banner. Where 
Superbase allows unlimited access 
to many databases at once, Order 
considers each project file to be a 
receptacle containing one or more 
database files. 

In the hierarchical scheme of 
things this places Order one level 
higher than Superbase f and so 
makes it easier for beginners to 
manage. There are pros and cons to 

SETTING UP 
As I have already outlined, Order 
considers a database project to be 
constructed from many data flies. 
Once the project has been created 
and named, each database has to 
be similarly defined. Assuming they 
can overcome the manual's 
shortcomings, beginners will love 
this. Very little has been catered for: 
only 14 fields and three field types 
are possible: Character, Numeric and 
Date. There are no facilities for case 
a Ite ratio n, input val i d ati on, exte rn a I 
files, currency, time, mathematical 
functions or anything like that. Even 

alter the displayed field width and Et 
doesn't scroll vertically. 'Fixed' 
format (one record to a page) is 
better - but not by much. In either 
case, it is quite possible to paint one 
field over another without Order 
batting a computerised eyelid. 
There's something else worth 
mentioning here too: although it is 
possible to alter the field names, St 
is not possible to add text to the 
form, save a short header. 

CLOSE RELATIONS 
If there's one thing you need in 
any relational 

definition so that remains constant 
and unchangeable. 

To make all this a little clearer, 
let's consider the following 
{somewhat contrived) example: 

Take three databases for a 
project on video. The first (parent) 
database contains the main video 
data: title, running time, 
classification categories, and so on. 
The second database - level two - 
contains a short explanation 
of the 

mis is a scroti rornat report Page 1 
Category Video Nunber TifcU Year 
Hj 
PG 

veeai teenage Mutant Hinja Turtles 1 Mr Destiny 1991 1988 
18 
18 mm mn 

The Running Hen 
Total Recall 

1989 
1988 

mm GrenUns 2 - the new Batch 1988 
n Batwan 2 1991 

& r&corcUs) retrieved,   [Press flnw Key] 
Reports can break a defined number of lines according to the sort key 

Requesters 
have a very *PC-likeT look 

and feel to them - but can you see the 
CANCEL gadget? There's one in there somewhere! 

either method, but where ease of 
use is most important, Overdoes 
have the edge- 

BASIC INSTINCTS 
That sadly, is where things start to 
fall apart at the seams, and Order's 
initially promising approach yet 
unprofessional nature shows 
through. Perhaps the major failing of 
the first release - and a main reason 
why the earlier version did not get 
featured - was the way even trivial 
operations required disk access. 
This, thankfully, has been fixed. Even 
so, Order is still a little slow on the 
uptake. This could be because ft has 
been written in, dare I say it, BASIC, 

There's nothing wrong with 
HiSoft BASIC - as compilers go it's 
one of the better ones and at least it 
doesn't fall apart under Workbench 
31 But, f wonder, could this be the 
reason Order doesn't like to multi- 
task? Unlike any well-behaved Amiga 
application, Order grabs the system 
for itself and the custom screen sits 
there steadfastly refusing to be 
either depth-arranged or moved. 

A simple keypress is all that's 
required to get Workbench back 
again, but even while Order is idle, 
things slow to a crawl. This would 
suggest that Order is running a 
processor-hungry main loop waiting 
for something to happen - but, 
whatever the reason is, it is stilt not 
good enough. Even my trusty 
Workbench 3 screen blanker couldn't 
get a took-in long enough to display 
some pretty patterns. 

Relative values 

the numeric fields are restricted to 
signed integers and dates to a 
simplistic DD-MM-YY! 

At this stage I was left 
wondering, what can Order actually 
do with such a limited choice? Very 
basic database applications can get 
away with such a minimal choice of 
field types - but surely these could 
easily be satisfied with a Hat-file1 

system? Well, this isn't entirely true, 
as South Hams points out in the 
tutorial which contained one of the 
few applications where relational ity 
could be of use: a video database, in 
which relational links join common 
data - classification and leading 
roles, for instance, 

THE ART OF 
MAKING AN ENTRANCE 
So what about that most arduous of 
tasks - getting the data in. I 
assumed that Order would have at 
least a default input screen. There is 
nothing of the sort. If you want to put 
something into Order you have to 
create a data entry screen first. 

There's a choice between Fixed 
or Scroll format, but the 'Scroll' (one 
record to a line) option is limited to 
80 characters stretched across the 
page- This is therefore unsuitable for 
most applications, since you can't 

Mark Smiddy tests Order 2.03, a 

budget-priced relational database 

aimed at the home and semi- 

professional market 

database system, it's indexes. It 
doesn't really matter for most jobs 
whether the indexes are 'unique' or 
'common', but they are essential to 
the workings of the thing. Order does 
not provide facilities to generate 
indexes - instead it does the work 
internally (or at least it appears to), 
This is limiting, as it removes the 
option to perform a key search on a 
field: something I consider essential 
in any professional database. 

So how does South Hams get 
away with describing Prefer as a 
relational database? ft works like 
this: every form you create can have 
up to three levels', organised as a 
top-down tree. Records in the form 
on the second level can be 
relationally-linked (or 'related') to the 
records on the first; records in the 
third level can be related to records 
in the second. The key (or linked') 
fieid is determined in the form 

classification letters (U: Universal) 
and the third - level three - a 
longhand description [Universal: 
Suitable for all). All three levels are 
linked by this common field - a film 
classification letter. 

This is called a 'Many-to-One' 
relationship, in which many records 
(films, in this case) access one 
record in the detailed database. 
Reversing this gives you a One-to- 
Many' relationship. By arranging the 
form so that level one is the film 
classification level two could list all 
the films with that classification. So, 
you could select all the films in a 
collection that are certified 'PG'. (Of 
course, these examples would work 
as well with two levels, as the data 
In levels two and three is constant.) 

In th is area Order does score a 
point over Superbase Personal, 

continued on page 102 
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NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY* lEvesham Micros] 

JOINT WINNER OF 
COMPUTER £HOPPE$iS 

eBest£iistotner^\ 

6ervid& I 

■AWARD FOR Wim.r> 

PRICES INC.DELIVERY & VAT @ 17.5% 

HERE TODAY ~ HERE TO STAY 
Evesham Micros First. First lor chaice, prices and service. Established 
for over nine years, wilh o strong linancFal slalus and secure luture. 
Our Computerised Telesales Order Processing Investment means fast, efficient service. Well appointed Retail Shaw rooms, wilft targe product range on dispffiy. Our riugc Customer database, high percentage af 
repeat custom and personsl relerrals underlines our popularity. 
REMEMBER - whetl yOLf need US, we win still be here. Our extensive 
expansion program means we could eventually bo thoro as well... 

HOW TO ORDI 

Call us now on 

0386 765500 

TELESALES OPENING TIMES : 
9am - 7prn Monday-Friday 

9am - 5.30pm Saturday 

Send Cheque, Postal Order or 
ACCESS/VISA card details to; 

Evesham Micros Ltd. 
Unit 9, St Richards Road 

Evesham, Worcs. WR11 6XJ 

ACCESS / SWITCH / VISA 
Cards Welcome 

% Q 
5§& 

Government, Educallon fi, PLC orders welcome 
Same day despatch whenever possible 

Express Courier delivery f JK Mainland only) £6.50 extra 
Please note that 5 banking days must be allowed (of cheque clearance. 

Immediate clearance on Bank Drafts, 
Credit card orders: We do not charge Ihe card until the goods are despatched 

Mailorder Fox: 0386-765354 

RETAIL SHOWROOMS 
Normal Opening times: Monday-Saturday, 9.00-5.30 

Late Night Opening Until 7pm Wednesday-Friday 

EVESHAM 
Unit 9 St Richards Kd, 

Evesham 
WorcsWRll 6XJ 
S 0386 •765180 

fax ; 0386 765354 

CAMBRIDGE 
5 Glisson Road, 

Cambridge 
CB1 2HA 

^0223*323898 
fax: 0223 322883 

BIRMINGHAM 
251-255 MoseleyRd, 

Highgate 
Birmingham 812 OEA 
U 02! •446 5050 

fax: 021 446 5010 

MILTON KEYNES 
320 Witan Gate, 

Milton Keynes 
MK92HP 

^0908-230898 
fox: 0906 230665 

V 0386-40303 
Monday to Friday, 10,00-5,00 

I   1 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL GOODS 
~        Details correct a t fime of going to press * Alt goods svhfecl to awlabitity 

I Dkjila Wordworth...  MR Backup £29.96 I Kind Words 3 £49.95 AMOS £37.50 I PrcrtBKt V5.5  £ 120.00 HiSott Latllcs C £ 139.0O I Home Accounts V2 ....£ 49.00 GFA BASIC Compiler £ 24.95 I HUHUTO Ptiim 4 £ 79 99 Devpac 2.1 •o £ <J4.96 | Deluxe Video 3, ., £64.95 Workbench Management. ...£ 9.9s 

AT LAST,,, the chance to buy Quality, 
High Capacity Hard Disk Systems for the 

Amiga 500 at realistically law prices! 
vr SCSI HARD DISK MECHANISMS for optimum performance, last 

Access Time & Auloparking 
■?( Includes lis own DEDICATED PSU. CBM recommends againsl use of 

Hard Disks witboul Independent power supply, 
ft Option, lor up to 4MB additional easy HAM EXPANSION, using "SIMMS' 
X COOL— ay popular demand, we have filled a Cooling Fant 
ft GAME SWITCH allows Games to be loaded wittiout disconnection 

Induttes SCSI THROUGHPORT at rear lor further expansion 
U High quality metal casing, colour a.nri sjylemaJched 1o ihe Amiga 500 
Cr Includes "MRBACKJP PRO' as well as Cnnfiguratipra'Fnrmat software 

40Mb MODEL ONLY £ 229 

100Mb MODEL ONLY £329 
1Mb RAM Version: ADD £60 • 4Mb RAM Version: ADD £130 

AMIGA 500 SOLDERLESS RAM UPGRADES 

Vi-WIV §MC. VAT AND DELIVERY 

UPGRADE 

ALSO WITHOUT CLOCK 
FOR ONLY: 

£ 1 6.99 
ft CONVENIENT ON / OFF MEMORY SWITCH v'r AUTO-RECHARGIMG 

BATTERY SACKED REAL-TIME CLOCK > COMPACT, ULTRA NEAT DESIGN 

A500 PLUS' 

1MB RAM 

UPGRADE 

THE FASTEST AND EASIEST WAY TO 
UPGRADE YOUR A500+ TO 2MB RAM ! 

Simply PIIHJB into trapdoor expansion area -V     ^ ^ _ jfc _ J 
Increases total RAM capacity to 2Mb Chip RAM" 

I ft RAM On/Off Switch > Compact unit size vV 
Only 8 low power RAM IC's $ High reliability 

ONLY £37.95 aiaaaiiniaiiimj-mLiTj-isi . 

1.5MB RAM BOARD 
^ONLY**,F0H ^ Fully populated board increases total RAM In A500 to 2Mb \ * Plugs 

«LY £62.99 f r—*  into trapdoor area, & connects to GARY chip vr Includes Battery- H_t! 
}^\J\h^ Backed Real-Time Clock > Socketed RAM ICs on 512K / 1Mb Versions 

Unpopulated RAM board with clock £ 34.95 
With 15Mb FASTRAM installed £ 62 99 

N.B.; The expansion board requires Kickfitart 1.3 to 
operale - Klckstart 1.3 upgrade 

available Irom us for £29.95 

1 

'MEGABOARD' 
With our MEGABOARD, you can further 

expand your ASOO's memory to a total of 
2MB without disposing of your existing 

512K upgrade (must be 4 x RAM-chip type, 
or not exceeding 9cm in length). 

ONLY £42.99 

CONNICTS TO YOUR 

512K RAM UPGRADE 

TO GIVE 1.5MB 
MEGABOARD needs Kickslarl 1.3lo operate 
(Kichstart 1.3 upgrade available from us lor 

C29.95). Installation requires connection to Ihe 
GARY chip. Easy to follow JnstruclJon& provided. 

A500 EXTERNAL RAM UNIT 

,Y Through port for further expansion 
fir Very low power consumption 
& Style matched to the A500 
> RAM access LED 
$ RAM test/run switch 
k Available fitted with 2Mb, 4Mb, 

or fully populated with 8Mb 
vr Optional PSU (allows Amiga to power 

other devices) 

Incorporating the latest 'ZIP' DRAM 
technology, our new External Memory Upgrade 
allows the A500 / A500+ to be upgraded by up 
to a further 8Mb of auto-configuring FASTRAM. 

With 2MB fitted...E112.99   with 4MB...£159.99   with 8MB...C259.99 
PARTlAll Y POPULA TED UNITS EXPAND TO 8MB WITH 2MB MODULES, A VAJLABLE SEPARATE!. Y ATONLY £89.99 PER 2MB * OPTIONAL POWER SUPPLY £14.95 

N.B. Any memory fitted to this unit ra in 
addition to that on your machine already, 

to a maximum of 8Mb on the axtemat unit. 

NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY 



• NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY 

EEEJJfSL %\AMIGA 60(mmAMIGA 600 Prices Include VAT, Delivery 
and Connection Cable 

Til 

STANDARD PAO 
With 12 months on-site maintenance 

lEvesham Micros] 

ALL EVESHAM MICROS STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE 
12 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY 

Star LC 20 Successor to LC 10, 4 fonts, l80/44cps E 129.99 
NEW! Star LC 100 Entry level 9-Pm Colour, 4 touts E 166.03 
Star LC 200 9-Pin Colour. 4 fonts, 180/45cps C 198,58 
NEWl Star LC 24-100 24 Pin. 5 fonts, 192/64cps £ 196,23 
Star LC 24-200C Superb 24-Pin Colour, 5 fonts. 2Q0/67cps ....£ 278.13 
Automatic Sheet Feeder for 10" LC printers (pis slate model)...C 64,95 
Slar X824-200 COLOUR 24-pin. B0 col. power primer £405-38 
Star X824250 132 column version of XB24-200 £ 492,33 
Citizen 240 COLOUR printer El 299.99 Hewlett-Packard DeskJet 500 C 351.33 
Hewlett-Packard DeskJet 500C (Colour) E 445.33 NEW! Hewlett-Packard DeskJet 550 Colour £ 562.83 
Canon BJ-10EX Inkjet Printer £ 222 0© 
NEW! Canon BJ 200 InkJet Printer 360dpi, upto 2400pSF B 1onls, 80-shaet feeder, IBM and Epson emulation £ 351.33 
Epson LX400 budget 10" carriage 9-pin 180/25cps £ 139.00 Epson LQ100 24-pin 1 SO/BCLps. Bk buffer   £ 205,00 
Panasonic KXP1124I uprated 24-pin model 300/1 aOcpe- £ 279.00 
Panasonic KXP2123 good value 24-pin colour model C 269.0B 

TOP VALUE 400dpi 
HANDY SCANKER 

QUALITY SCANNING 
AT THE RIGHT PRICE ! 
At a genuine 400cpi scanning resolution, ihis 
warmer produces truly supert) quality scans. 
Has a kill 105mm scanning width, variable 
brightness oqrttrgl anrj 1001 £00 '300 / 40Odpl 
resolution. Daatoscan Professional Version 3- 
scanning and editing software allows real- 
time scanning in either line art or in up to 64 
simulated gray scales. Provides powerful 
editing features and excellent compatibility wltfi 
most L>1P and Pamt Packages, sg. Deluxe Pain: 
Touch-Up. Also supplied is Trie Publisher DeskTop 
Publsrimg package, ideal for incorporating your 
scanned images into flyers and new 

STILL 0 

r nrlfi;. ^ 

INLY £99.99 

TRU EMOUSE 
WE GUARANTEE that this is the 
smoothest, most res po n s iv e and 
accurate replacement mouse you 
can buy for the Amiga. Excellent 
performance, now with a 300dpi 
resolution. Amazing new price! 

£14 99 Si GUARANTEED 

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE Amiga/ST compatible - 
excellent travel+accuracy assured. NEW LOW PRICE!., E 29.00 

TRACKBALL 
High pariormance trackball, directly compatible to any Amiga or Atari ST. Plugs into mousa or |oystn* port. Supar-smooth and accurate - ycu 
L      probably won't want 10 use a mouse again alter using 1his Trackball! Fun one-handed 

control, Top quality opto-mechanical design, 
grvmg tiigh speed and accuracy every time, 

Mo driver software needed ! 

ONLY £29.95 

NEW! A500 ROM SWITCHER 
SWITCHING BETWEEN VERSIONS OF KICKSTART ON 

YOUR A500 fS EASY WITH OUR NEW ROM SWITCHER! 
You carr improve software compatibility on your ASM Plus!-By lilting our ROM switcher, 
you tan alternate between lha Kjfifcstart 2 alraedy resident and another version trf 
KiCkstari ROM chip, giving you the freedom of choice. 
Fitting is vary simple indeed, and requires no saSdaringoi 
special technical knowledge. Filling allows two methods 
ol swltcMng: either by keyboard reset, of by an ertlarrwJ 
toggle switch. N.B. Ktakstert ROM not supplied. ASM 

ONLY 

£24.95 
Klckatart 1 .S ROM supplied separately... 
Kickttbrt 2.0 ROM supplied separately.. 

...only £29.95 

...only E 39.95 
A500 Revision 6A PCB Circuit Modtllcation Service C 29.95 

TV^CI Amplified Stereo 
^ f "ri Speakers 

REALISE THE TRUE SOUND 
OFYOUR 
AMIGA WITH 
THIS PAIR OF 
FULL RANGE 
SPEAKERS! 
Your Amiga produces line quality rii-ri stereo sound. Enjoy quality stereo sound reproduction to tha Mr1 with 
Ihis new design twin speaker systeml Incorporates a built-in amplifier wilh separate adjustable volume 
controls for each speaker unit. Runs from PSU (supplied} or Irom batteries (not included). 

Speaker Dimensions i$Qx9$x}Q$mm (HxWxD) 

POTENTIAL 

ONLY 

£39.95 

ONLY £279.99 
2MB RAM/CLOCK VERSiON £314.99 

EPIC PACK 
Commodore's 20Mb Hard Disk version 

* Built-in TV 
Modulator * Built-in 

IDE Hard Disk Controller * Kickstart 2 * 
1Mb ChipRAM * Accepts Memory Cards 

WILD WEIRD 

WIQCBVPAQK 

Features: Push-over ■ Grand Prix 
* Putty * Delux Paint III • 12 months 

on-site maintenance 

ONLY £324.99 
2MB RAM/CLOCK VER&ON £ 359.99 

ONLY £449.99 
2MB RAM/CLOCK VERSION £4*4.99 

I^TfllFTTTiTI^Tra SPECIAL HARD DISK UPGRADED MODELS 
We are now able to supply Amlgs    rtsasa note tne nana owe .,.„       .„ ,          ,     '    ' ,      *        msinStnlian is na: covarttd A600 ? with larger hard dJsJtS, We         ty on-stte warranty 

take a s ing'E drive ABM and Install p 
a high qua Ifty Th" IDE hard drive.    $lA WAKD VA GS 
AFI models are avail able wil h 2Mb tl/U/U/Pafifc' RAH-pleaseadd t35.0u               Wi W W i MWs 

60Mb 120Mb 
4MB RAM CARD £479.99 

£524.99 
£599.99 
£644.99 For any A600 £149.00 

AMIGA 1200 | 
KickStart/Workbench 3.0 ■ Fast 68020 processor ■ AG A chipset   V3t?VA* W• T* ■ 

• CPU/DMA expansion porl ■ PCMCIA expansion slot ^^AEHXfl 

UPGRADE YOUR OWN 

A600 TO HARD DISK 

Bring the benefits of a Hard Disk     60Mb £229.00 
installation to your existing Amiga 
600 with our easy to fit upgrades.   120Mb £359-00 

NEW FROM 
A600 1MB RAM/CLOCK UPGRADE 

UPGRADE YOUR NEW A6O0TO 2Mb WITH 
THIS SIMPLE PLUG-IN MEMORY UPGRADE! 

Simply Plugs into the A600's 
trapdoor expansion area 
Increases total RAM capacity of 
A600 to 2Mb ChipRAM* 
RAM Enable / Disable Switch 
Battery-Backed Real-Time Clock 

ONLY 

£39.99 

ROCGEN GENLOCKS 
OFFERING EXCEPTIONAL 
VALUE FOR MONEY, the 

Rocgen Genlocks offer levels of 
quality, function and 

sop histication not norma Fly 
available in this price category. 

SPECIAL OFFER' ROCGEti MK.tt INCLUDES -HOME TITLEfr SOFTWARE FOB A500 
Genlock Plus 

GENLOCK MK.II 
ONLY £79.99 

GENLOCK PLUS 
ONLY £119.99 

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR 
With Its dedicated monitor input, this mods! camelries 

I-IH advantages ol a high quality medium resolution 
colour monitor with the convenience of remote 
control Teletext TV-at an excellent lew pnee I 

Features dark glass screen tor improved contrast. 
plus full range 3-.VHY anf^Ksr snjnd output, 

£269 00 lrtcluci*n9 
delivery & cable 

Philips CM8833 Mk.1l Monitor (Genuine UK version}; 
includes cable, 1 Vear on-site maintenance 
and lotus Esprit Turbo 2' game £ 229.00 

ACCESSORIES 
Add-on hard drive tor A59Q ualcma oasod unit win power supply 40Mb ,..,£ 249.00 100MO £ 399.00 MIDI Interface connects to serial port £ 19.95 Vlrua Protector Cits to las! driva in SyStom. prOteclflQ. all drwes £ 6,95 VIOI-12 Amiga video digitiser package inc. VIDl-Chrome  , ..£ 110.00 Amiga 500 Duet Cover £ 4.95 Amiga 500 Dust Cover £    4.95 | 

Fixed rate repair service, includes disk drive faults £ 54.95] 
Pleass contact us on 0386-446441 

Please note that we reserve the right to refuse any 
machine which is beyond economic repair 

REPLACEMENT POWER SUPPLIES 

PROFESSIONAL AMIGA REPAIRS 

Genuine Commodore Amiga A5001 
type replacement Power Supply I 
Unit. Good quality switch mode' [ 

type. Super low price 11 

ONLY £39.95 
[ Replacement Power Supply for A590 Hard Disk E 49.95 

3V2" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES 

AMAZING LOW PRICE! 

£47.99 
including VAT St delivery 

• Very quiet 
• Slim line design 
• Suits any Amiga 
• Cooling vents 
• Sleek, high quality 

metal casing 

• Quality Citizen/Sony drive 
mechanism 

• Enable / Disable switch 
• Full 880K Formatted Capacity 
• Long reach connection cable 
• Throughport facility for 

addition of further drives 

REPLACEMENT A500 
INTERNAL 3.5" 

DRIVE KIT 

Fully compatible, with 1 Mb 
unformatted capacity 

Straightforward installation 
procedure. Kit includes full 

fitting instructions. 

ONLY 

£39.99 

• NEW LATE NIGHT SHOWROOM OPENING UNTIL 7PM, WEDNESDAY TO FRIDAY 



lit '■ ?i 
As you can see, Order's 

field types and options are very limited 

CHANGING THOSE COLOURS 

If you don't like the palette provided, you can change it using COLORS 

Many applications have a feature 
which allows users to change the 
screen colours (or 'palette') to 
suit their own needs. 

For applications like Order, 
Commodore provides a simple 
utility (called 'Colors') so you can 
change the palette on the front- 
most screen. 

With most applications, all you 
need fo do Is drag the application 
window out of the way, double 
click 'Colors' and pull the screen 
back Into view. Colors opens a 
small window to set the current 
display colours, although these 
cannot be saved. 

WHERE THERE'S A WILL 
Order makes things harder than 
usuai, because it prevents normal 
WIMP access to the Workbench 
screen. However, where there's a 
will, there's a way. There are two 
ways around this problem. The 
more permanent method is to 
create a script which can be 
executed from an icon, and I'll 
cover that in a minute. The quick 
and dirty method is to use 
AmigaDOS. like this: 

1>RUK WAIT 2 SECS + 
COLORS 

You will need to open a Shell 
window first and you may need to 
adjust the delay time slightly too - 
this gives you just over two 
seconds to move Order's screen 
back to the front of the current 
display. Fast typists can reduce the 
delay, beginners may need to 
lengthen it. A more permanent 
method is to save the command as 
a 'script1 fife, 

To do this, just enter the two 
lines above into your favourite text 
editor and save it on your 
Workbench disk. If your preferred 
application can create icons, make 
sure this option is turned 'on1 - 
otherwise you will need to create 
an icon for the file yourself. Note 
that the icon's type must be 
PROJECT. Change the icon's 
DEFAULT TOOL to C:ICONX and 
save it. All you have to do now is 
double click the icon and, hey 
presto, you get a short delay before 
Colors starts - giving you more 
than enough time to arrange the 
screens to your satisfaction, 

continued from page 99 

because relationships can be 
accessed at edit-time and not just 
during reporting. Also, as far as 
beginners are concerned, it is a lot 
simpler to get to grips with. This, 
however, is not enough to give Order 
a big advantage over its competitor. 

The question remains: 
how do you recover data? 
Order has limited reporting 
facilities, but the search 
system is primitive - with 
only limited pattern 
matching* It appears 
that South Hams either 
did not know about 
input key searching or 
did not bother to 
implement it The 
nearest Order gets 
to a key search is 
when a query is 
requested from 
an input screen 
attached at a tower 
level. In this case the Key Field is 
automatically selected - In practice 
though, this is far too constraining. 

However, I want to be able to 
create my own indexes - and set 
them up the way I want to. If Order 
does index files then it's very shy to 
say how - although tests prove that 
the program does not support either 
unique or complex indexes. Anyway, 
why isn't it possible to have some 
basic mathematics functions or to 
paint extra text on report screens - 
things I would expect to find in all but 
the most basic of databases? My 
wish list for Order is extensive - but I 
am not here to tell South Hams how 
to do its job, but instead to tell you 
what it got right andT more 
importantly, what it didn't. 

Reporting facilities are important 
in any database - even if you can't 
get the odd record up on screen, it is 
important to be able to design a 
report where some or all of the 
records are output according to a set 
of criteria. Order supplies a basic 
reporting facility similar to the rather 
cludgy Form editor. Some useful 
additions have been made here: for 
instance it is possible to break on 
sort fields. This is similar to the 
GROUP function in Superbase 
Personal queries, but here too, Order 
has the edge on ease of use. 

CONCLUSION 
Order is a nice idea, poorly 
implemented. Perhaps my opinion is 
tarnished by a mind spoilt by 
Superbase - but like it or not, 
Superbase remains the only reliable, 
graphical relational database for the 
Amiga. No application should place 
unnecessary restraints on the user, 
and Order's true 14-field limit is a 
serious [imitation - such things are 
programmed hindrances that never 

should see a public release. 
The manufacturer promises 

moret but in its present form, Order 
is far too limited. 

in summing up I should add that 
I hate to make adverse comments, 
and writing a review such as this 
brings me little pleasure. I am not 
some sadistic theatre critic who 
would like to see the West End 
demolished to make way for a new 

shopping mall - but I have 
to be honest, 

Orders 
summary screen. It's 
nice, but what exactly does It do? 

A lot could be done to improve Order, 
although much of that would require 
a ground-level re-write and I doubt 
that South Hams Software has the 
manpower to do it. Go on guys, prove 
me wrong. 

SHOPPING LIST 

Order 2.03  £29,95 
By: South Hams Software, Rose Cottage, 
Ford Rood, Torre, 
Yealmpton 
Plymouth 
South Hams PLE2NA 
* 0752 880906 

CHECKOUT 

ORDER 2.03 

Flexibility iOOOO 
A foot-thick steel girder comes to mind,.. 

Power liOOO 
Records only limited by disk space but 
little else. 

Ease of use IIOOO 
But it isn't powerful enough to be 
complicated! 

Value IOOOO 
It's just not good enough to justify the 
outlay. 

Overall rating toooo 

South Hams Software must try harder. 
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Now£ your chance 

to take advantage 

of all the bargains 

weVe lined up for 

you at special 

prices, a chance you 

can't afford to miss Order direct from Amiga Shopper 

TTT 
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3 
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MtACCOWIS 
when you order Digita Wordworth Di9'fD Wordworth 

GASTEINER OPTICAL MOUSE 

DIGITA WORDWORTH 
Dfgita's acclaimed Wordworth word 
processing package was first reviewed In 
issue 4, when Jeff Walker said: "Heavens, 
there's so much to the package." Since 
then it has been further improved. It comes 
with a spell checker, a thesaurus, an on-line 
help facility, and one of the best manuals 
we've ever seen Jt also has a whole load of attractive fonts and, of 
course, excellent facilities for incorporating graphics into documents. 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 

ONLY 

£89.95 

£89.95 

PRICE ORDER 

£24.99 SHRAM 

SHWORD 

Order using 

the form on 

page 106 or 

use our credit 

card hotline on 

0458 74011 

SAVE SAVE SA 
n 

DESCRIPTION 

SAVE £6 
This mouse solves all 
of those sticking 
trackball problems - It 
doesn't have one. 

| Instead it uses solid 
state technology for 
trouble-free operation. 
PRICE ORDER 

Gasteiner £29.95 MOUSE 
Optical Mouse 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
Connections Interdial 
M5024 modem 
This handy little modem will get 
you Into the world of comms 
with a whizz. With MNP4 error 
corrections and MNP5 data 
compression, it will provide data 
transfer speeds of up to 4,800 bits 
per second. 

£299.95   CONN INT 

DESCRIPTION 

WTS RAM Upgrade 

SAVE £6 
This excellent 
expansion for the 
A500 will take your 
computer up to 
1Mb. It has a 
battery backed-up 
clock and follows Commodore's guidelines. 

RAM UPGRADE WITH CLOCK 

HYUNDAI MODEM 
The Hyundai modem is an 
excellent item for the beginner In 
comms. It has data transfer rates 
of up to 2,400 bits per second 
and supports the V21, V22 and 
V22bis protocols. You'If also need serial cable 
and comms software to get started. 

HOME ACCOUNTS 2 

SAVE £10 
Keep complete track of your 
accounts with your Amiga 
and Home Accounts Z With 
Digita's unique Human 
I nte rface P rotocol, f i n a n ce 
control couldn't be easier. 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
Digita Home Accounts £44.99 SHACCOU 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
Technosound Turbo £29.95 SHTECH 

INTERDIAL M5024 MODEM 

DESCRIPTION 
Hyundai HMD240I 
modem 

.PRICE ORDER 
£99.95 HYUNDAI 

SAVE £10 
Yo - sample the actlonl 
Technosound Turbo provides 
everything you need to sample 
the delights of Amiga audio. 
Plug it into your printer port, 
grab sounds, edit them and 
add amazing effects. 

TECHNOSOUND TURBO 



AMIGA SHOPPER SPECIAL OFFER 

MIDI 

INTERFACE 

CLARIT 

Unleash the full power of computer music with Micro deal's 
Pro MID! Interface. With it you can connect your Amiga to a 
wide variety of synthesisers, drum machines and effects 
units. The result is absolute control over sound, enabling you 
to produce the music you want to 
hear, without any special skills. The 
Pro MIDI interface comes with a 
MIDI-IN and a MIDI-THRU port, and 
two MIDI-OUT ports. A complete user 
manual is also included. 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 

SAVE 

£££$ 

Clarity 16 produces Incredible CD quality sound on your 
Amiga. Microdeal's hardware/software package enables 
you to sample and play back sounds at an incredible 16- 
bit resolution. Frequencies of up to 44.1KHz can be 
sampled. Full editing facilities, including special effects, 
are provided with Clarity 16's software. 

MIDI INTERFACE £22.95    SHOP 26 
DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
CLARITY 16 £129.95 SH0P25 

ORDER BY CRIDIT CARD - RING 0458 74011 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 

MASTERING AMIGADOS 2 VOLUME 1 £19.95 SHMAD1 

MASTERING AMIGADOS 2 VOLUME 2 £17.95 SHMAD 2 

MASTERING AMIGA SYSTEM £27.95 SHSYST 

MASTERING AMIGA PRINTERS £17.95 SHPRINT 

MASTERING AMIGADOS 2 VOLUME 1 BY MARK SM1DDY AND BRUCE SMITH - BRUCE 
SMITH BOOKS 
This Is the essential book for the beginner to AmigaOOS. it explains step by 
step everything from the rudiments of opening a Shell and copying a disk to the 
advanced use of scripts. 
MASTERING AMIGADOS 2 VOLUME 2 BY MARK SMIDDY - BRUCE SMITH BOOKS 
The second volume in the Mastering AmigaDOS range will rapidly become one 
of your most valuable reference works. It contains an explanation of every 
single AmigaDOS command, from version 1.2 right up to the new version 2.04. 
MASTERING AMIGA SYSTEM BY PAUL OVERAA - BRUCE SMITH BOOKS 
Paul Overaa, programming expert and computer journalist, explains In detail 
how to make use of the Amiga's operating system In your own programs. 
Learn how to create efficient, operating system-legal code and to utilise the full 
power of Intuition. 
MASTERING AMIGA PRINTERS BY ROBIN BURTON - BRUCE SMITH BOOKS 
Just about everyone has problems with printers and the Amiga. But now, no 
matter what your set-up - dot matrix, bubble jet or laser - you'll learn how to get 
the hardcopy results you want with Mastering Amiga Printers, 

SAVE £2 PLUS FREE DISK 

X ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT, POSTAGE AND PACKi 

mm OFFICE 

1ESCRIPTI0N YjS 
AINI OFFICE 

Get your accounts in 

order w/f h Europress 

Software's Mini Office 

- a uniques all-in-one 

package for the small 

business person 
rM Office has everything the up and coming 
itrepreneur needs to keep ahead In the busy world 

of business. It includes a word processor, 
missspreadsheet database, graph plotting facilities and a 

collection of disk utilities, all presented with an 
attractive, easy to use interface. 

Make your own movies with VideoMaster. It's a package 
that incorporates both video and sound digitising at an 
incredible price. In addition, frame by frame editing facilities 
are included, giving you full control over your multimedia 
productions. V«teoMaster will record monochrome quarter 
screen images in real time at up to 30 frames/second. 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
VIDEO MASTER £64.95 SHOP24 



AMOS, AMOS COMPILER AND AMOS 3D UNDLE  

verything you need to create 

stunning programs - games or 

applications - is included in this 

amazing bundle. 

AMOS is one of the best implementations of 
Basic available for the Amiga. With it 
incredible visual and audio effects are 
achievable, And when used in conjunction with 
the Compiler and AMOS 3D the possibilities 
are limitless! 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
AMOS BUNDLE £89.95 AMOSBUND 

EASY AMOS 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
EASY AMOS £29.99 SHEASYAM 

Delve with confidence 

into the world of 

programming with 

Europress' Easy Amos. 

Easy Amos retains all the features that have made AMOS so popular - easy support for graphics, sound and 
so on - but makes the task of programming so much easier for the beginner with on-line help, tutorials plus 
much more. 

ORDER EASY AMOS AND SAVE £5 NOW 

TURN YOUR AMIGA MO A ? 

WITH THE KCS POWERBOARD 

Take advantage of the wealth of 

business software for the PC, 

without changing your computer! 

The KCS Power PC Board plugs 

into the Amiga to provide almost 

100% PC XT compatibility 

The KCS emulator is available as a trapdoor expansion for the A500 and 
A500 Plus, or with a plug-In card for the A1500/A2000/A3000 series. It 
comes with 1Mb of extra memory, too 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
KCS POWERBOARD PC £179.95 EXCLUDING DOS SHPCONLY 

£199.95 INCLUDING DOS SHPCDOS 

SLOTS IHTO ANYA500 FOR COMPLETE PC COMPATIBILITY 

POWER PC BOARD 

ADAPTOR FOR 1500/2000 

You need this adaptor to plug a Power PC Board into 
your A1500/A2000. Look with envy no longer at A500 
owners - now you too can explore the benefits of the IBM 
PC compatible world. 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 
Power PC Board £65.00 
adaptor (or 1500/2000 

SHPCADAP 



AMIGA SHOPPER SPECIAL OFFER 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 

AMOS £35.95 SHAMOS AMOS COMPILER 
AMOS 

£21.95 SHAMCOM DEVPAC 3 

A s^^.^ Run Test        Indffit   Slocks Menu Search H«i« 
■ " HuaOtttr Edit Otter Overgilt roliflirftljJUge jasgpt 

I   L-132   C-i   Text-26MB ChiH634536B Edit; sebistiansro.iH 
For X=l To 3 OB 

For Y=l ID 5 
If LEASrWARXUlWT 

If B«WD<X1Y):DiPTy 

BOAHEKX,Y>=£H?T¥ 

LEAST SOFARrParari fl 
Lfttl If If 

End If II 
End If II 

Next Y ■ 
Next X 
RESULT-LEAS ISOFAR 

Ind If d 
End FrocUtESIILn 1 
Procedure BESTHDVEllUHN] i Shared BQAKS(^><BE$I,™?rEkPTY 1 
If FararcTtue £J 
_ XBEST-fl : YBE5I-B , 2 

AMOS is one of the best 
implementations of Basic available 
for the Amiga. With it, users can 
quickly create stunning graphical and 
audio effects. It's no slouch when it 
comes to writing serious programs, 
either. 

AMOS COMPILER 
AMOS programs are pretty fast, but 
If you feel the need for even more 
speed, then the AMOS Compiler Is 
for you. Your prograrms will become 
stand-alone applications, independent 
of the AMOS interpreter. 

HIS oft's Devpac 3 is 
probably the most 
advanced assembly 
language programming 
system you can buy 
for your Amiga. Not 
only does it come 
with a fully-featured 
assembler with 
macro support, 
but it also 
includes 
HiSoft's editor 
and debugging 
program MonAm 
Commodore's header files are 
supplied, so you can create Amiga 
applications immediately. 

AMOS COMPILER 
DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 

DESCRIPTION PRICE ORDER 

INTUITION: A PRACTICAL AMIGA PROGRAMMERS GUIDE £14.95 INTUIT 

PROGRAM DESIGN TECHNIQUES FOR THE AMIGA £14.95 DESIGN 

MARK SMIDDY'S LITTLE BLUE WORKBENCH 2.0 BOOK £12.95 LITTLE 

ORDER FORM 

Name 

Address 

Post code 

Telephone No 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 
Amiga Shopper, 
Future Publishing Ltd, 
Somerton, 
Somerset, TA11 7BR 

Do not send cash through the 
post with your mail orders 

Please make all cheques 
payable to Future Publishing 

Description Price Order No 

Total Order 

Machine (please circle) A500 • A50D+ • 

Method of payment {please circle} Access m Visa • Cheque • PO • 

INTUITION: A PRACTICAL AMIGA PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE 
BY MIKE NELSON - KUMA PUBLICATIONS 
Use of Intuition, the Amiga's graphical interface, Is 
essential for giving your programs that professional look 
and maintaining compatibility across different versions of 
the operating system. This book shows you how, with 
sections on screens and windows, communications, menus, 
gadgets and requesters. 
PROGRAM DESIGN TECHNIQUES FOR THE AMIGA BY PAUL 
OVERAA - KUMA PUBLICATIONS 
If you've ever written reams of code only to find that it 
doesn't work and you can't find the bugs, then this book is 
for you, It shows you how to design your programs before 
typing them in, ensuring more reliable and efficient code. 
MARK SMIDDY'S LITTLE BLUE WORKBENCH 2.0 BOOK - 
KUMA PUBLICATIONS 
Mark Smiddy, probably one of the most knowledgeable 
Workbench gurus, brings you this guide to the Amiga's 
operating system. Handy tips include how to make a boot 
disk, how to set up a printer with the right driver, and how to 
customise your startup-sequence, with extensive examples. 

HISOF PASCAL 
At last there's a version of this 
popular programming language 
for the Amiga! Pascal is 
popular throughout the 
academic world for its clarity 
and precision, so much so 
that it has been taken up by J 
large portions of the 
commercial sector. Find 
out why it has done so 
well with HiSoft's 
blindingly fast version, 
Highspeed Pascal. A 
full set of files are included for 
accessing the Amiga1 s operating system, 
as well as an integrated editor and a debugger 

DESCRIPTION PRICE 

®®® 

®@® 

©® 

©© 

®®®@© 
©©©© 

ORDER 

HISOFT PASCAL £89.95 HISOFT P 

Credit Card No, Expiry Dote Signature. 



500 

CARTOON 
CLASSICS 

PACK INCLUDES: 
• 1Mb AMIGA 500 PLUS... £399.99 
• BUILT-IN 1* DRIVE  FREE 
• A520 TV MODULATOR FREE 
• THE SIMPSONS  £24.99 
• CAPTAIN PLANET & 

THE PLANETEERS   £25,99 
• LEMMINGS  £25.* 
• DELUXE PAINT tl , £79,99 
PLUS! FREE FROM SILICA; 
• ZOOL PACK  £127,92 
• PHOTON PAINT v2.0  £89.95 
• GFA BASIC v3.5  £50.00 

PACK VALUE: £844.82 
PACK SAVING: £575.62 

Vfrf/jfrf       SILICA PRICE: £249.00 

SALE! 
We are pleased to offer the original 1Mb 
Amiga 500 Plus (Ktckstart/Workbench 
v2.04), including a built-in 18-key numeric 
keypad and Cartoon Classics software at 
a new iow sale price of only £249, The 
Amiga 500 Plus can be upgraded, using 
any of Xhe hundreds of peripherals that 
are now available, which include the 
award winning GVP range. In addition to 
the 1MU version of the Cartoon Classics 
pack at only £249, we are pleased to offer 
a specially upgraded version with 2Mb 
RAM for only £279. And, when you buy 
an Amiga 500 Cartoon Classics Pack 
from Silica (1Mb or 2Mb version), we will 
give you a ZOOL PACK plus GFA BASIC 
and PHOTON PAINT It worth over £267, 
absolutely FREE! 

1Mb A500 PLUS CARTOON CLASSICS 

£249 
INC VAT - Ref: AMC 0592 

2Mb{?n^ £279 
INC VAT 

AMC 0592 

vor^Srs.Ss NEW 64PAGE AMIGA CATALOGUE! 

VCDTV 

• Easy lb uw heme enlertainmart ayslem 
• Infrared Remote Control 
» Slaek biacK design 
■ Keyboard, disk drive and mouse included 
• based on the best selling Amiga computer 
• Plays CD audio discs 
• Compatible with CD+G & CD+MIDI formate 
• Cver 100 CDTV titles available 
• Compatible with 100s ol Amiga 

MULTIMEDIA 
SYSTEM AMIGA v""v vCDTV AMIGA A570 ADD-ON 

FOR AMIGA 500 OWNERS 

SALE! 
, \£1G0 OFF RRP! 

E50 OF VOUCHERS! 
FREE SIM CITY 

* Fred Fish CDPD is a 'colledion" ol 660 disks of public domain software. I< Incudes utilities, applications, games and toots, 

A complete CDTV anvironment. With 
keyboard and dish drive II Is fully software 
compat&le wit the Amiga 500, and able to 
run all Amiga games and application software, 
£50 of CDTV software vouchers PLUS Sim 
City (worth £29.99} are included FREE ntt 
every CDTV Multimedia System from Silica. 
CDTV Player £$99.99 
CDTV Keyboard  £49,99 
CDTV Dish Drive  £99.99 
Fred Fish CDPO  £19.99 
Sim City  £29.99 
Software Vouchers  £50.00 

Total Pack Value: £649-95 
Less Pack Saving: £150,95 

Silica Price: £499 00 

£499 Ref: CCD 1250 

Most software companies have already announced 
plans to release CD versions of Iheir software I 
The sheer storage size of a CD (€00 disks) means that 
using CD software is faster, graphics are enhanced 
and game play is increased with bigger levels, more 
complex problems to solve and larger areas to 
explorel And, being compatible with audio CDs, the 
sound quality from CO games is unrivalled! S rn City 
for Instance has over 10Mb of dala for its graphics 
alone and has music recorded in a studio! Silica's 
special safe price oi £249 means that there is no 
better time to buy the A570 andj> with the award 

winning Sim Cily included FREE with every A570 In    3 I ca Systems, there s no better place to buy it from! 

• Enables your Amiga to run CDTV software 
• Plays normal audio CD discs 
• Storage capacity equal to 600 floppy disks 
• Internal RAM expansion option 
• Internal hard drive option I Coring Stunt 
• Compatible with CO + G and CD + MIDf 

formats 
• Transfer time 153 Kb/second 
• Compatible with CD-ROM industry 

standard ISO9660 
• Comes with Fred Fish CDPD collection 

+ Sim City FREE from Silica 
Note: 1»of Chip RAM/FAT Agnus ts required (or lull compatibility witn 

ell CDTV software, Silica offor an upgrade service. Plaaea call 
and quote PEA 1QQQ. 

SAVE £100! HTP K 

£249 
Ref: CCD 058B 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU ) 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY; On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPUNE; Team of technical experts at your service. 
• PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis. 
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales. 
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER (with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable. 
• BUSINESS + EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 0B1-30B 0B88. 
• SHOWROOMS; Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches. 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier. 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers + software and peripheral details, 
• PA YMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms. 
Before you decide when lo buy your now Amiga computer, wa suggest you think very carefully about WHERE you buy it, Consider what it will be like a few months after buying your Amiga, when you may 
require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, will the 
company you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you 
will have nothing to worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled 
experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an understanding 
which is second to none. But don't just lake our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our 
latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "SHIca Systems Service". 

MAIL ORDER' 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Ken*,       4DX Tel: 0B1-3D9 1111 Order Lines Open: Mon-Sal 9 Qflam-B QOpm No Lag Mag Opening Fax m QB1-30fl «0B 
L0ND0H SHOP: Opening Hnura:     Manual 9 M)arp-6 GOp-p 52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA No tale Night Opening Tel: 071-580 4000 FHK NO; 071-323 473? 
LONDON SHOP: Self ridges (isi Fioori. Oxford Street, London. W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234 Opening Hcurs:     Mpn-Fn 9.30fttn-7.00pin (Sat si DM S-JOpml Lain Night: Thursday - 3pm Extension: 3flH 
SIDCUP SHOP: Opening Hours:     Mon-Sal ftOO«T>-5,30ftTi 1-4 ThB Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX M 081-302 6611   Lala Night Friday - 7pm Fax No: Dfl1-3fl9 QOt? 
ESSEX SHOP:      Keddies tod floor) High Street. Sourhend-on-Sea, Essex, SS11LA Tel: 0702 468D39  g»n*1g Hours:     McnrFri &,3QinV5,3Qpni [5gt aOOant-e.rJCEm) No- Late Night Opening fax No: 0702 4fiS3$3 

SILICA 

SYSTEMS 

To: Silica Systems, AMSHP-0393-1Q0. 1-4 The Maws, Hatherley Rd, Sidcupr Kent, DA14 ADx\ 
PLEASE SEND A 64 PAGE AMIGA COLOUR CATALOGUE 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms: Initials: ...,r Surname: 
Company Name (if applicable): 
Address: ,.„,.  

  Postcode: ,  
Tef (Home):   Tel (Work):  
WHICH computers), if any, do you own? ... ,.. .... 100A 

EfiCHE - AdwarHswJ price* and apeftlicallijra msy change - PIMH r«lum 1he coupon For tna latealIN Jm&lKQn, "™~" " 

r MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

U?- 081-309 1111 
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P 
Stupendous! 

omplete £50 package 

The AMIGA Collection 
1 FORMAT J 

TProi/atal 

you realise just hqw/_J_ 
useful a database can be? l\ 
not, you soon will, when 
you start using this 
powerful complete package 

> Ever-popular 
cartoon star 
introduces a 
great way to 
fearn in this 
enchanting 

Bart's back/ 
And this time 

he's having 
more fun than 

ever in this 
amazing 

piayable demo 
from Accolade! 



H(2] Education proas for ihe under 7s " jJ* V546 KIDS PAlNT A uaihhiy Mpragram designed for children. ■Includes various colours & speech. mi JX V584 FASTFACTS- Everything yoy ■ever needed to know oboul the solar ^syslen* WOR1DMAP induces cfrfenenl KscrrsofVoDS PLANETS Instant locations | JX V?37 ENGINES A se" of Annsgfens 3vrfc ch nves tne bciic Engnc kioviledoe (3} Ij JX V776 AMOS LESSON 1 "he best ■i Amos Tutorial program !APD' 5 H ■ JK vm KIDS GAMES Includes ■Geography, Mailt, S«cer<e and Word jGanves. Also contains Whee' of 'ortune. m JX V793 AMIGA BEGINNER You ■ed tor it! A hjrorio lor the beginner on fusing yaur Amiga! Covers CU S VYB. I; JJf V824 ELEMENT v3 0 Nsfe nl-iu- ^te display ol the Periodc TaWe u< Elements I; JX V825 WORLD DATA BANK v2 2 ■jusirg a aalotase tfc«r.;Snotes ol keCI A's jil plr/s world map's in cf1indnco or spherical ■prctetB, wriwi degrees of rragwfoaliart ■ j JX V843 DESERT STORM Yau can Mselecl Mop's, and all information ■surrounding fhe Desert Slorrn Attack. 3 JJf V649 LANGUAGE TVTOR vl.O 'Spanish, French, German & Italian. JX VftSl SECOND WORLD WAR ExceHeri Information production. JX V90B DELUXE PAINT TUTOR Do you had DPaint. Then learn ta use it. JX V927 CLI TUTOR Hp'pfull program io understand how to use CuVShell JX V933 OESE MATHS Maths prog 1o help wnh ihe G£$E maths course. JXLP10 WORD FACTORY c program 10 hefo kids teorr to spell. £4.99 JX LP29 BIG TOP FUN A progs to help children with wards & pictures. £4.99 JX LP37 ROCKET MATHS Times Tables. Takeaway, Add up Dwae. €4.99 JX LP45 MUSIC BOX Excellent lo 
:nrroduce music, ages 7+ £4.99 JX LPS? PREHISTORIC FUN Who !ikes Dinosaurs tour excellent pods £4.99 JX IP113 UNDERSTANDING AMOS 2 12} Help to leorn how io program in Amos. Special Price EB.99 A selection of utilities wilh various excellent Printer Oliver Generalors. JXY549 DUNGEON MASTER MAPPER vl.l Creates maps ol rJ.jrLjsons ar d lownS lor AD&O use. 

/6A vjnsri pannumrusi U5 i<r\ JX ^71 WHOM Ft v2.Q2 i2 \ Gives 

VIDEO PRODUCTION 
ji JX V4fi TV £ VIDEO GRAPHICS' |S) CfflV ■tans bxkflr&jrd screens for your mr>pn- IdiJtrions.'iWiyivf^orpraphK styles Peel ntes an FF Pic 5 pees n icwi fne screen 

JX V4« VIDEO SCREENS s 1 Bulk 
JJf V517 VnCO Dfi Program for keep- ing trac* on your video tope collections. JX V518 IMAGE LAB This program is alike a mini Art DEPT. Tools On fop jOoes todes, cotourbors & gray bar j JX VS19 VIDEO: STUSTORE Used lio create over the Shoulder graphic Imserls like Ihe 9'0 clot* news. Ux V636 SHADES & FADES AMM jFADER, A uriliry 10 fade screens in & jaul TUSBOTITIE. Create subliiles. I JJf V077 ANDROIDS VIDEO BACK [GROUNDS Selactwn of EVG Pictures. !jX V6B7 VFDEO WIPES i llFF Brushs & bockground graphic effects. JX V693 HARLEQUIN "VIDEO ART & FONT DISKS A video production with jexcellent backgrounds & Fonis <3) j JJf vaia NSCRIPT vl.l c^uce video Jiiti«. Features y^lude fully edrioble text jtinlry, IF: »cs as backgrounds. Unlimited Inurnber ol fonts loaded, oulline sjjppod If^'BZ.O^I, tec sNes & Qctoj all rescRjtwa. | JX V829 VIDEO PlfflDUCTION 3-4 iTnis is Ihe Imp^t colieclion of 1he New ivdeo reloled utilities. Excellent [2) JX VBS1VEDEO PRODUCTION 5FONTS (S) txcenlly produced wdeo fonts Ifor use with ycur own produciions JX V868 COMPUTER GENETATED .[ART TOOLS An excellent collection of (bac< grOuno piclures in IF Fomnort j JX V874 VrO€0 TlTlER PRODUCTlDM I Utilities far oenerohng video TiHes. i J* L27 VIDEO TEXTURES Like iilack [marWe. Brickwork. Raughlce, Marble, [Tites. Water ripples & Wood. £3 JO JX LP7S VIDEO LAB vt 0 Simple lo [use video tilling patkaoe. Genlock is I not required RRI Twr> Drives £4.99 JX FFPTO FLETCHER FONTS A three oisk pock of SO - TOO point 16 colour Video Fonis. ncludes lerrvpiales £9 • 
JX VltHSHTANltSlMApiOGmii that sim.jlote$ on oquarium JX V109 PPJNT STUDIO Excelleni for printing graphic pidures or just text. | JX V19> MASTER VIRUS KILLER Virus [Checker & Killer. With Excelled oplions. JX V194 M R.BACKUP HD Herd disk brxk up program with compression J  V21S D1SKMASTER v3,2 Copies fries rfrom one disklo another. DDK SALV Correct?; A repairs bad tracks JX V262 DUPLICATION & BACKUP Super Duper,7urbo copy, Sanity copy & PCopy. Four new disk copiers. JX V277 FORTRAN-77 VTSC Com- piler, linker & run lime support libs JX VS79 CROSSWORD CREATOR Creoles crosswords UPDATED Vtf&OK JX V2B4 MCAD PROGRAM The Objact Drawing Proqram. ie CA D. JX VZ9S HMfTWCiiU £3) C. anguage / Am^a Enciuden a!' files required JX VlOl EYE OF THE BEHOLDER ;HINT BOOK Inc lirroduclionr 8aci; IgrcHjnd, Waps, Stralegy & Solulten. JX V323 ANALTICALC SPREAD SHEET (2) The best spread sheet. JX V332 AMIGA PUNT PROGRAM Predict which hrxse will win Ihe race [JX V339 SPECTRUM EMULATOR bata Disk 1. The Adventure Classics QX V350 BUSINESS CARD MAKER Cesian your own Business cords. ; JX V36A 600 BUSINESS LETTERS bver 600 Siondord Business letters 
JX V390 DESK TOP PUBLISHING tidro features.Text & Graphics Ed lors »JX V392 AMI CASH BANK1N The best jntjn program that I have ever used the Amiga. Very easy controls 

Program that draws molecules using ihe calotte model. Ltpdateo Ihis Monlh JX V401 W1NDOWBENCH v1,0 (2) An excelleni kVorkbench 7 replace- 

Telephone or Fax Hotline (0702) 466933 

PD Soft {AS23| 1 Bryant Ave, Southend-on-Sea, ESSEX, SST 2YD 
r^d^an^oJOwrrh^aTT^E^T^ JX V394 CHEMESTFTICS v2.(Jfi     I JX V6« RACE IWTEfivU Program for | JX VBTt EJJXTROCAD v1,42 & people who wont info about horse races. JX V096POSTV1.7 Pos&irpt interpreter wh^iJnflfemenlstleA:: :    ;< •;. OX V*^3 AeRAPHv2.0 Brings the 

WRrlnnn     o co^edbn of unties with the Wortfcench theme. |2| JX V417 SUPERBENCH & EXTRAS (2} An excellent replacement disk than the original J  V420 CURSOR BASIC COMPILER Compile any Amiga Bask program JX V424 ANTI-FUCKER idd ;C S'fio the llicker in High Res mode during some Amiga program operations. JX V431IMPLODER v4.fi Reduces ;ile si;e V sloraae on hard drrves JX V433 ANIMATION STUDIO Make vcur own litlte animtnions. JX V444 PRINTER DRIVER DISK IV Now contains instructions on how to install them, includes over 90 JX V479 CHESS & CHESS UTILITIES A comedian ol chess reloled Puziles J  V4B4 ADVENTURE SOLUTIONS |2] SoJutions lor various games. JX V4B9 AWIIBASE PROFESSIONAL ¥2.0 Latest version of Ihe exceMeni Dalabase progam. NEW f EATURE5 jx V490 MESSY SID v2.0 will read WiS-Dos disks, "ransfer any text files 10 £■ rrcTi |he pC So you COM do work On on J0M or an Amiga & swap texl JX V521 PLOTTING & GRAPHICS PLOTXY, A powerful lull toured plottrng prog. PLANS A computer aided draHing prog. Requires ARP JX VS22 ARP VI 3 : Conrmiri vT3t Makes many improvemenls to Dos. Includes -u I developers guide. JX VS23 DICE C COMPILER |2f Matthew DMotu Tull Feaiurecl power- ful C compiler & envi.'onmenl syslem JX VS3* CATALOGUE UTIUTIES A roller'n :n :r ..In lies used to Calalog disk/ Video &, Tope collecttons [2) J VSrSO DUPLICATION & 8ACKUP IIA collection of copiers like Amiga Copy. Coder com, Pcopy, RaMlecopy J   V547 PRINTER DRIVER GENERATOR 

/ Upgrade for all W6 vl .3 users, world a cheap draw Bar, Line, Area & P*e jx V413 WORKSTAnott . % ducltW presentalion program. 1 JXV700 PERM CHECK Designed IpJgke oSare wl pi checking plars for wining lines JX V70T STRATA vt O Is a landscape generating prog Allows printing from any ongle, position or r:>ugnificalion. JX V7D2 EASV RAMOS FOR EASY AMOS Update tor Easy Amos user's '" V703 AMOS UPOATER DISK vl.34 A mojer update to Ihe software, Directly update AMOS installed on o hard disc JX V704 AMOS COMPILER vl.34 Second AMOS Compiler Update JX V70S MED V3.21 Excefcnl update to the fbmous music program Med JX V7T0 AREXXTUTORlftL nbudes sweral sample Arexx scrcls & sample progs ARexx comes rree on a-11MB vS.04+ disfa JX V7T1 UNIX Corlaira a working demo of Mwiix, A Unix workalifce MlrWx Is system coll camparoote, Jjf V712 PfiOTEUS SfiS Stad vour '   Requires a modem J«V713 COMUORAPHIC FONTS Contelns 2 chpurt style fonts & 4 actool 
IVT^-'JLH:. 'pr use wilh W 2 0$+ DTP □* V71S THE COMPUTTE BIBLE Wt\ the entire texl of the New Testament & Toroh lOld Testament). 1Mb (3) JX V71JJ SPECTRUM EMULATOR vT.4 Which is NOW!! 3 limes lasler Requires a spectrum computer once. JX V7T9 FREECOPY wl.B Removes prelected games copy protecflon so Ihol the user can install them cm HD JX V720 DISKPHNT v3,31 AUbd database wrvd> printers & stoes disk labels, combined database & pmi utility lor c sw. VJorks line with every porter V723 BOOT INTRO CONSTRUCT ION SET Creole excelleni Bool mtros Jjf V724 PRINTER DRIVERS v4 This is on updated Drivers disk - Canon PR., r.anon P,:t)b!e ier s & Star 9 pin. JX V72S THE SUPER KILLERS v2 6: BOOT Xv4,5Q This Ls Ihe best vims killer disk to date, kills over 262 virus & may be more Includes many others JX V727 ART OF MED 2 A another excellent select of Med tunes. V730 ICON MANIA An excelleni 

JJf V573 FILE & HD r.-qarv. JR. ' MANAGEMENT 
SeJediOn of Icon clip Art lor your W& Disk JX V731AMOSBROT vl Jo Mare fractal types which include Logistk .       - ; . t2f:HDCLlCKv2.0JProgmm selector [quaiion, Coastines&Irees fo make Hard disk Menus. Starts with uaduH-i FILE WIINOER, :rs ™0 --lairir.g liles&Oirecrories fXJSCONTROL, f ern- /■•■lions of manv separate tools. JX V5 75 HOME BUSINESS PACK Eacellenl selec*on of pities based on wo-'d processing. Data Manag-ement, Spread Sheels, Accounts & Priming ti) JX V583 ICONEOfTOR III v2.Qr Cnn create Icons uplo 540x200 pixels. ico"!S, £dn i Create ony Amiga icon JX V537 GELK3NTTE FONTS (2) A se ft hor ol ;prls lor use whh any DTP Pockoge or Dpoim deks V407 PRO TRACKER v2.2 Written by Lars Zap Homre. Anolher uptkfle lo rr* Ultimate soynd moking program JX VelQ GOLF SCORES VT.B4 H wil record each round you playr Store it, make up ar eclectic score NEi'V' JX V611 FOOTBALL LEAGUE EDITOR vl.l Want to update your leoms league position as 1he results come in. JX V620 AS PICE V3.2 Circuit A-xiyss A full feolured program for ewrr c circuii JX V621 EDWORD vZ.2 -s a f. v feolured tope-oiitmrjl Word Drocessor J V624 Nlfi COPIER v2.0 M CDPV AmigoDos, Irdex Noble modes, search mode & special parameter copy JX V625 NCOMM v2.0 Contains. IHATCV2.0.LHATCQV1.O2 Z00mv5 40, Df^iS vl DS .HA vl 11, LHASFXvl 11 JJf V627 DPAINT FONTS No's 1-3 [3) The latest seleclion Fonis lew use with any IFF Palnring / DTP Praaram J  Vi3S IBeM EMULATOR vl.OS i a CGA Colour IEV/.-PC Emulalor writter) 1o run on aw Amiga Shareware version JX V547 HACKS A selection of WB Hoc'<s thai have beer revewed in CU V54B TTTANICS CRUNCHER vl.O Cruncher wilh help S. various protect modes tnckides s::eHd changes JJf V$49 WP & SPELL CHECKING A Collection of utilities lo help with your word p-'cces^ng needs. Spelkhetkers JX V^59 COWPUTER DIACNOSTKS v9\l Is there a problem with youf computer! Then whal Is rt. JX V660 HOME MANAGER This is a great all m one address book with an n-.-cr lory dulabuse  To-do list JJf Vo*l VERTEX A -OAS you to creale 3d obrects wilh-eu: using ihe K V S Z views. Loads Sculpl M:ll &       :: ,>-• J   V6A2 DCOPY w3.0 PRO You CO'    JX V787 PROGRAMMER TOOLS seied the speed of flie disk drive. Copy modes. Das, Nibcopy, Ver * safecopy JX V666 MODEUJNGOBJECTS\2\ DOS20t-snewlea_hjres' Ao:jRcgTcc'ii Contains o^er 2fJ vector objects in Jmage format. Perfect wilh Disk V661 JX V473 DRAW MAP v4,l \T: You can generate world nnapsindeloil. JX ?Mi:. JXl.?Mb or JX 1Mb J V650 DISK OPTIMIZER vi.o Re- creates Disks for faster Loading. JX Vfifll GAME TAMER v2.2 Ge> a hold of lhar extra hard game & Cheat. V6B3 SUPER LOCK vTOT Scot your disks / Hard drives tor yaur eye's only. Protects with o Password JX V684 FONT CHARACTER EDTTOR vlr0, Also contains oiher ulililies. JX V&8S ASTRO PRO ASTROLOGY Best Aslrplpgy prog on Ihe Amiga bv 'O' JX V666 MULTfDOS v112 Alter ":is program has been 'nsiolled your Amiga ririv^s (.in then read 72C* IBM Disks JX V688 MAGNETIC PAGES vl.30 Creates disit based mogoznes wilh graphics, rs I jaV690WBv2.rj4UlllJ7E5(2|l-,s^l pi 

V732 WORKBENCH V2.04+ jUTlLtTlES 3 LJCopv. BLIOI menu wriler, F-Pic, Scenery, Huge, QED. , JJf V733 SOFTWARE USTEft vl,6 this program is designed to keep o track of your Software collection JX V735 MEMORY MANAGER vl.t Select ony amauni of Chip / fast ram JX V742 ONLINE vl.4 Prograrr.wl olow ypu to find cheats within gomes V743 TERM v2.S Best Ccmmgnico- tions progrom for use with V«v2 0^+12] JX Fri91 THE PROFESSIONAL C MANUAL v3.0 Ths s Ihe larQeslcotechm ol *mjrienls. arampb A irtlilHs m C fcr he Amiga. It consists ol six monuols, wWi mere than 40 diocre's. 75 fulv exculoble ejoam- pie£ complete with source codes IS} JX V757 AMKTADEX vl.il Creotes / converts your Amiga iito a card Dulabose syslem Very v/ell done. JX V7SS TEXTPLUS v;4.0« Another update af this excellent Ward pro- cessor program. Needs Uncrunchln JX V759 TEXT ENGINE v3.4 .: :■: ed version of the Word processor wih AZSPELL.: J© V760 BOOTX vS.03 An easylo use boot, tile and link virus killer Has lots of oplions to delect & kill Amiga Viruses. JX V7&\ A-GENE v4.1Blhc ktBSi version oFlhe papular genealogy dalo- base progrom. By AVke Simpsoa JX V7d2 BBASE vS.S Sii-ipledolo- bOBO will extra Features like last searches, moiling label supporl. and besl o: all it's easy to use. Max 9 Fields JX V770 ACCOUNT MASTER vl.02 LxceHent Amos wirten Account program M0Y773 WBV2.04 WlNOOWBENCH v2.0 Ex<ellent Workbench replace- menl lor all WB v2 04+ ftom Users (2] JX V777 VOICE CU vSX Tha idea is to control the OJ/Stief with your own voice JJf V776 RAYSHADE v4,0 Complex Ray tracing packoge.2Mb (3) JX V782 FORMS Creole, Edil. Draw Coiaur 4 prinl your own forms JXV783 PROGRAMMING TOOLBOX Vtrtf progrnrnsto help in your develop- menr efforts Innosl C but some in basic) V784 AREXX |2) Two disks which contain Arexx programs & exomptes "" V766 PASCAL This disk contaia everything needed lo program in Pascal. Includes n68k 6B000 assembler & more. 
GadToals to design your user interface 10 your own programs using oil ol Amiga 
JX V790 ANIMATION U71S Includes CyroUhlsfor spfflSng. combining, ond crec rq c-' marc^s Irom IFF lilp.s JX V7"91 DIRECTORY ULTS includes the most powerful ana highly recommended prcgrams which are designed la moke CU & Shell tasks virtuoty obsolete. JX V7P4 GRINDER A complete graphic coaversian package 1har supporls Off. JPeg, Atari S1 INeochrome / Degas). PCX. forgo, TIFF, Ham-f and IFF Formal pics JX V797 EASY AMOS PROGS \1) Conton source code For use w* Easy Amqe. 
JX V799 ADVENCED umu 5erNef& PorNef, Conrwd 2 Amiga fl, share resour- ces vio the serial! Paralel ports Mymew Puis menus on your Workbench screen. 
JX V600 ARCHIVE RS n this OM is Mucked wilh 'he alesl Arc-vers in cole J*V$06 WBV2.04 UTEUTES [2) This the our second doudle diskcalleclion W   0i> uiliSes thd lakeadvantaae csrsjins Ihe programs (bat should ^a<;c teen  il tf-e NEW mochines capabilities 

PROTOYPER Another Updated on lie cod Eleckonics drawing F^ogranrs. JX V812 CANON This disk contains Prritef Drivers i Conon Sludio. Ljives belter prirrl outpui for any 9 pr printer JX VB14 PC TASK irl.ll rS o software I6M-FC f mutator. Allows you 1O run the nrwjonty of IBM software with NO oddil- kjnnl hardw,^re. CGA Colour «W UPDATE JX VS1S FILE & HD MANAGEMENT 2 iDicWork vl 62 Rla copta MuoO Another NEW Update on an exceflent File copier tike the NEW FXsk Masier Pro H in its Operations. .Also contoins loads of other programs to help out |2J J V817 ASM PLUS EMULATOR As il sounds will let vl 3 / vl.2 owners run WB v2.04+ software with oul any nead n: pi. ■ i huse to WB v2 0+ ch ips CM V819 KOf^LtTHOR vl 0 A replace- mert Tor lconEdil2 D It en trqnsform f F images or brushes into resized 2-EHrPlone brushes or ocon hies ihol match Ihe Wfl v2.04+ colours. Help available. And More JXVB20BBaBSv5.7 fed Bondil bjlleiin ?cord System Fiures nclude up to 99 Die IHyories ir:*rface la exlro devices JX VS21 SNOOPDOS vVS Monitors AmigoDos colls & allows you lo see what library, devices, lontsare required. J© V822 ABACKUP v3.77 Ahord drive backup program (had features, mu*' drive support, fui backup, cctmefessiofi JX v«3 H?WEI«AVn«a.O Very power- M user 1 system friendly module player n ^ honde rear)^ ol modide lorrnors con read PP modules 4 comes w|h it's own cruicher. JX VQ26 AHDM v3.4 Hard Drive When pbced in '|four sfartup- seqwence, offers a 16 page menu, each page having uplo 10 possible actions. JX VB27 REPAIR-IT; New^ V3.3. ■■■ null seder lie editing system. FtfOUK <flX Recovers as mo:h as possible tram □ dele- rJn disk OtSKSALVE V14J, Cieafes g r*w Fte system strudLre an another device, wtfi as much dalo salvaged from Ihe origsio d^vp Jx VS28 STA>CAT v2 .0 An excellent program ta create lists ol your software JX V841MOOUA-2 Contains modula-2 language on ifve Amiga, JX VB42 SID v2.S RLE MANAOER Sid can be used For various operations. The best file copier on Ihe Amiga. JX V844 DEUTRACISR vl.3 Powerful & syslem Friendly music player. Will play over 40 difference types of modules JX VB4S QJVU vS.31 ft 'I gc-no'C'c julia sets & complex Quolernion Julia slices Displays mandefbrots JX VB46 5COP10U5 MAPPER An awrjJrVarri iHungeon mapping program JX VB47 MONEY MANAGEMENT vlQl The home account package which allows yau lo keep hack of Upto 12 accounts simultaneously JX VB4B SUDESHOW GENERATOR v&l Creates sideshows of piclures in various formats tot the amkra. JX VSSO FRAC vl.l is a graphical Role ptoying game creator. JX VBSA PICTURE TOOLS Converls Piclures to other formats and styles. JX VB57 PMTSCRIPTERS Down toads PostsaIpl fonts for prinling on standard DPI matrix printers. JX VSSE MUSIC MAKERS A selechon of programs to produce excellent music productions. Make your own music JJf VB59 AUDO TOOLS <2| Scjrd and Audio production irlllMles. JX Vflfil 3d DESIGNER Various 3d graphic production ulililies tndudingj □jghr, DKBTrace and Surf. JX VS42 AQUARUIM : ,- .: . v : lion of all ihe Freol Fish Disks bam 1 to 740. JX V36S IMAGE PROCESSORS Camains Toob to perform a wide widely ol Image Techniques [FFI JX Vi-66 MAN u El EXPLORER [2} The best calleciion ol FractoJ Generating sorfware on 1he Amiga Jx V849 ANIMATION ASST ii) Thisdi* viil solve many cf you? arimaior problems. Includes ABridge. Flayers, OA & AnimToak JX VB71 3d HELPER Are skirflngout wih 3dgrapnr.i. TNsdistisiuslv^olvcHjneed. JX V872 ICON TOOL KTT Just about ever^ tool you could possibly imagine J)f YB73 UGfC vl.l Utilities lhal will help you kanslafe between Amiga Graphics and olher computers. JX VB7S SPACE Here ore uAIMesfo hdp you> 5ludY rd^ntity the Stars & celestkM ctofects JX V676 SYSTEM v4 1 Checks, test and repods on your computers Memory JX VB79 BEAT DIS MODULES far use wilh OctoMED includes a Player JX VS82 MAGNUM vl.4 Another excellent Disk Magazine Creator. JX VSS3 CO FONTS 2-6 The next in our series of fonts for use wilh Work- bench v2.04+ or DTP Packages. (S) JX VBBB TRONI CAD vl,0 the best Cad f Orawning program for your Amiga Various power functions. JJf VSS9 WINDOW OPERATED MANUALS vl Qld Ashott manual for specified commands on the Amigo. JX V890 PAGESTREAM FONTS 11- 15 Another Jvo .ICY O sii;. JI '-:>•• ;H |5| J&V896 TQOLMANAGER v2.0 |nckl*S Ihe abliff to add menu items to ihe 1 x Tods meriu add 'rYB kans or dock WHKJDWS. JX V897 OCTAMED v4.fj 5ove cfcabled version a4 the tut featured OctoMED Fro Ihe commercial product JJf V899 ABACKUP v2.0 A Powerhjl backup dility lha' may be used For Hard Drive backup & Fte Archiving. JCV900 BOOTJOfl vl.O ricyde Funcligms to store, nskiH, view or exeaite any bccrffclrxk. Can save Bfl as executable files. J©V901 HM vl.Q SrrlroMaker to Creole you own lnlro5. features IFF import J©V902 JCGRAPH VU Demo version ti the shareware Irle Can show drjta as bar, toe, planes, stack, bbcls, 26 and 3d ect. Outputs In EPS, 3d Qeu, Aea'sDraw grri IF, JX V903 UEOfT v4.rj (3) Word Processor wilh learn modes, Online Help, A teach Mode, copy & posle This is Now Ihe Complete program JX V920 FLETCHER FONTS PREV Contain ihe full seledion erf Fonts 

eacti Video production Type Face. JX V921 COMFliGRAPHIC FONTS 'A'^'-r. IbnlS vwll workwtlh DPaintv4 1. FmPnge, Pngestream, Pagesefler and Workbench v£.04+. Ahout 30 Fonis (B JX V924 PLOT MAPvO.85 An extra tot use With draw mop v4.D of v4.l JX V925 SLAUGHTER CHEATS Anolher Seleclion af Hacks S. Cheats JX V928 THE UTTLE OFFICE One ol the best disks at the present time JX V93fi LETTERS & BOILERPLATE MoreSlandard tetters for you to use as your awn or cut & pause JJf V939 ANIM PB vl.2 Will show long sequences of animations or piclures fromn memory or disk 
REGISTERED VERSIONS JX THE COMPLETE AM PACKAGE v2.0 lATrth interface & Full Comerical software. Transfers disks from your original 64 drive. This is a Full regersl- ed version of ihe. Software £44.99/ 

ERIC 5CHWARTS 
JX 1700 ANT!- LEMMINS |2] 2Mb JX 2133 GULF WAR CONFLICT JiVih JX 2307 AMV AT THE MOVIES II |4f JX 2311 AMY vs WALKER 11 (2] 3Mb JX 2394 AMY AT THE 8EACH (2] 1Mb JX 2477 AMYWALKS JX 2478 UNSPORTING 2Mb JX 2500 THE SKY DRIVE h 

1073 TETR1S ORlG1NAL~his is the closest gome to 1he original lelris JX 1420 OTRtS IF you want al or 2 player Tetris thrs has ta be 1 ol them JX 1541 TRTTWtS Contains l player. 2 player & 3 Flayer game opiians. j JX 1735 ASTERIODS THE ORIGINAL' A"oiher old cassic. Original ciosslc J  1747 LLAMATRON GAME 20O1 Hy lefl Minler &on arcellenr production JX 1749 SCRAMBLE 'Tne Original' Remember ihul old ciosslc game JX 1870 PATIENCE'S Play rettw Icomputer or another human player JX 1977 POM POM GUNNER Shoot (fawn the incoming world wor II air planes in this Operolinn Waif gome □ 2018 JET MAN Another Spectrum classic convened to the omiga, if s JelPakwiib all 1he original sounds JX 2022 SEA LANCE The firsi Si!en> Servtce type sub war gome on PO JX 2054 ATK ATAC A rendilion ol ihe game from rhe origlnol Spectrum JX 2162 BATTLE OF SRJTIAN WAR GAME 2 Slrategy war games. _JX 2164 DUNGEON ON NADROJ This is the best Dungeons & Dragons Public domarn type game. Load Wb JX 2199 PARACHUTE JOUST You are fafcvg down 1o earth. 4 must take the Parochule from the other prayer JX 2220 STRATEGIC GAMES Eternal Rome, Lords of Hosts, In Mcjonshtne. An Excelleni caflection.ol games JX 2221 MIND GAMES 21 of ihe best Mind games 1O challenge your ' ind not your shooling skills. 2224 SWORD OF THE WARLOCK A Bonis rales t Eye of ihe Beholder advert lure game pocked on three disks. Ths is Shareware [3) 1Mb il Drivw) JX 2272 SLACK JACK LAB P tff nl lie popular versions of Pontoon JX 2278 CARD SHARP A very professionally presented selection of solitaire type card games, Excellent JJf 2279 SUB ATTACK vl.D 0:.,rlml the torpedoes & sink the enemy ships asihey sail past. LANDMINE. JX 22BO DIPLOMACY Oassk slrotegygome loosely based on Worid War 1.2Mb lor computer player JJf 2313 REVENGE OF THE MUTANT CAMELS By ieff Mirrler The ride ol a life lime with mutant cornels JX 2396 PETERS QUEST This is truly j an excellenr platform game. JX 2411 TOTAL WAR The Owd game RISK as reviewed ri AF. JX 2432 GOLDEN OLOIES Gokjga. Galaxians, Space invaders. Aster- :ods. fiarry & Missle Command JX 2436 DRAGON TILES v2.5 Moh|orig is o oncienl cbesegome where you must remove coloured ties JX 2447 CCHNDROPA Frui Macine simulator with various gamble modes □ 2448 CRAZY SUE Another first rate cute school girl platform gome. 

|J  2450 SMASH TV - THE R3P OFF Simulartoihe original arcade machine. With neat grcrpgics& sound JX 2480 AMOS FRUIT MACHINE II As near as passible ta If fl fnjir machine found in Pubs & Arcades. JX 2482 DESCENDER Is 0 Lior e u; 

ihe classic arcade game Tempest complete with_vectoriied arapnics. aMurtrlevel JX 2483 INTRUDER is iiiv ::>:;rk clone wilh smooth qrnphirs JX 24B4 CATACOMB vl ■ ' adventure game set on osmdl islur-c >• p-e m ddle of ihe iond ol EXOUSIA. NEW JX 2485 IRON CLADS i '• W.b\ Updoteto IfM excelleni Straleqic War Game [2) JX 2491 LEGEND" OF LOTHIAN vlrOZ is an advenluregame in Ihe vein of tie Ultima game series JX 2494 HUNCHBACK This is a conversion ot ihe old classic game. JX 2496 AMOS CRICKET Fxceller-1 arcade crickei simulalor wilh gracrncs. JX 2511 DOQOY A cross between Bouble Etobble & Monic minor. JX 2534 BATTLE CARS II Gel behind .the wheel P! O hearty crmed cor as you race round courses.! players wrth the computer Irk JX 2535 SUPER PACK MAN 92 This is Ihe best Pack man to dote with super smooth scrolling & excelleni graphics. JX 2613 DUAL £ V plnyer oame where vou co^rol armoured ranks & lockers JX 26M TETREN is a : jr 2 player TelTis game. 2 player is Head 2 Head JX 2615 WAR Sfcrjiggy war gume in which yoa control a Heel oF space craft JX 26T7 GOLDEN 0U3IES 2 ; Croak, Excellent 1 or I player version & Frogger. MouthMan, v^vc- :)| pa: kMnn Bi- ffiisis the most addihve games 

JJf 2643 ROTON This reguies 2 players but is very oditive far people you liked this a Ihrust. JX 2851 AMERICAN FOOTBALL COACH ■ Managemenl game Tor Arner-car Fonlbnll Fans JX 28S4 SPACE INVAIOERS II A campHlv revis- ed version of Ihol old classw: Space Invaders JX 285S OaUJtE PACKMAN A conversion / revision of Puckfviar. i-eoiures some rpn oddilions 
All The Clip Ar1 pr]r5cs are 99-10.1% Full & OffJV feature a sideshow opt>on & Workbench friendly JX CAl |5J 5pur1S, Flags, Animals Lartoons, Humorous, Xmas, Jewisfi. borders. Hatlaween, valeot nes. eyes, alphabet '^ar :i.;.r-odtoc.cars. JX CA215) Men, woman, :lumina-ed AtoZ, arrows, slars.explosions, hjrrorojs. codoons. pointing hands JX CA3 |5) Fnjf, Herts. Meal, AJTOAS. ^io- dtassons, Vege\]bies.Xi1CtienUlericisXLpS,GlaisAr1 Deep, flreatfasls JX CAS |5) Chnsimas Port over a & 20th century ■from father Christmas 1O bofders lo <rees i borders JX CA6 \2\ Mythological Monsters on excellent pack ot creatures Irom all over the wartd Japnn, Europe. India. North America, S.Americo ect. JX CA7 [2| Pichjres of the most popular llowers, plus arrangemls,silohueltes,fJaweis in vases JX CA8 (5] Chu-ch's & Weddings JX CA9 (3] Animals     JX CA10 43] Animals 1 JX V707 SCALEASLE CUP ART Completely new scaleable Clip picves Tor Pre Zvzn Wi> 'prrrai JX V419 VIZ JX V421 GARflELD :JX V497 BEATRIX PHTTFR JJf V6B9 'WALT DISNEY JX V864 PRO DRAW    JX VB9S DENEY CdH.0L« 

we have played here 2 player on!v Trail- Blazer, CMfl W floss C. ScamWt JX 2620 DR.MARIO A Strange Telns like gome where you move coloured pills down 1he screen. 3 in a row go's JX 2621 ETERNAL ROME -lad the rorron Empire ;-o'ri Y>ZZ tiuid Heel?, armies & serxJ them into bortte JX 2622 CLASSIC GAMES 3; Don toy Kong An excellent ptalForm game In whtcn yau most rescue Ihe g rJ Frantic Freddie & Mad Bomber JX 2*74 NTERP10 In Ihe Arlic ice you conlrol o lank on a mission lo rescue hostages in this superb Amiga or;c o-al JX 2*76 AMI MOR1A vS".4 Loaas of few lealures oue'ler t;-cphics. rjrgnr dun-gonsr Cm screen updates, overview ol thedungon's mop & Loads more. JX 2710 CLASH OF THE EMPIRES v2.1 Slrategical War Gome ByT.A.Seor from Shoebury'swar Coming Club. Thrs Is ihe second & final version (2) JX 2712 ACT OF WAR Simular In st>'le to ihe classic gome Loser Squad You corlrol a ?ean of specol IroopS. JX 2715 TANK ATTACK Tnis.S 01-4 player version of Ihe Classic Codrdgt gore Combat 4 Joysticks con be used. JX 2716 RESCUE Space ship game simular to Scrampe Exce enr ciroc>«cs J  2721 E-TYPE1 Aslenuds adventure where you ief oround coleding weapons JX 2723 SOUTAIRE Pqpu ar core game on rhe am:ga Excelleni version. JX 2724 NEIGHBOURS "his is Ine besr graphical odvemure gome [2j JX 273 2 CYBEHNET1X i^^OV / Star Coto sr'r1- gamewWi super last scrolling. JX 273 3 Al R TRAFFIC CONTfiOL You have 1o try & guide upto 100 planes In this AirFon Simulalor. JJf 277S ROULETE ROYAL Gomle ot Ihe cosio wirh this exceftem game. JX 2778 SOCCER CARD Very simple Football Management game. JX 2B02 CARD-O-RAMA Cone" -<5 Sea heven, Crib Waster, Klondike, Hock jack Spades, Slree) & Alleys & Poker. Jjf 2S03 PUZZIE-O-RAMA Conkurs Gold, ^"toei fy rw, Cobra, Bunny. Gel My Goat. Worahai, Rmyca & Rahb1. JX 2BOB LADY BUG Another of Ihe old classic games convened for ihe amigo compute- Fxcellenl li.n for oi 
JX 2*09 o 8ERT it's the Atori dasslc with all the characters from theorigioa! JX 2811 WIZZ WAR    shool ?m wilh fireballs fioi hre power Take frie wizard through various Unknown Lands 
JX 2814 BULL RUN vi,3 This is one d the classic stratergy games. Very popular JX 2818 GHOST Is a 3d graphical iadveniure simular to some of M's come/led brothers. Excelleni [21 JX 2823 GRAND PRIX MANAGER It's ihe First type o* Grooo Prw Monagem- enf on Amiga PD. Great or What. IJX 2B2S ALL ROUNDER Cnckel gome simutolion with graphics. JX 2826 TALISMAN Chattel Miniatures dwarfs in o shock horror game done in the besl possoie laste. (2) JX 2842 CRAZY SUE II Seqi,o I to the all lime best selling PD Game. 

jX AT05 KUNGON 07   Prey Scout hrp In atloctt ""' frettoipedoesftfne JX 1060 STAR TREK ~; TNG H is game is by Terry A. Mc Inlosh. vl.47 JX 1081 THE UTLTIMATE STAR TREK ft Gome by labias Richler. Now with English mslructtons 

possng twJCC-»*4 JX AT10 ENTERPRICES Leaves rhe Star slanon dock NCC 1781-AThe classic original Anim JX &T22 APPROACHING VESSELS, Animation. Di- Cir .- JX 2222 STAR TREK Flight Wireframe THE NEXT GENERATION JX AT23 STAR TREK    This is Ihe laAetf quu gome FLEET MANEUVER NCC   DC 5ed on **K THG f2f 1940 Fly over j 250t STAR TREK |2[ 
JX AT33 THE PROBE II Game t Jimbo fiarbef BRlD OF PREY A/ne-'it nn version 1Mb JX AT34 LEAVING SPACE JX 2503 STAR TREK 
OFFICE, DOCKING, Game by Enc Gustoifsan ATTACK MODE, ?ird 0?  US Inpod 1Mb & 131 
Jx J»35 T-TECDRAW The besJ Drawing program wilh it's fiekl. recommerid Bv PD-Soft JX LP42 X-STTTCH Create t Design patterns tor use whh knitting Updosd versqr, a«nlcole lor £14.99 JX LP44 FORMULA ONE The t:*sl Formula are manocjmeint game on Ihe Amiao. BtST SELLING JX LP47 DIRTY CASH vl.06 HLs L-en hailed OS 1he besl fruit Machine SimL..ln1or ovo l.b e JX LP93 STAR LC-200 This c s< conM-.s Srar printer dnvers and a se<eclion of loots lor the pcier JX LP9B POWERTEXTVery good WP wilh a bui! in spell checker. Disk conlo?ns iijUl insirudions. JX LP101 MORSE COSE TUTOR ii yo.j want lo Mcxse code this program Ls o must JX LP102 DISTANCE ESTIMATOR This is on amateur radio utility which calculate distances JX LP104 MONEY MONITOR A -or* accsuMs i-Afif than con keep track pi upa 3 seporole bonk accounts. JX LP107 EGO An exceiientgome m which your IHlle character must assemble pclures to comolele a :sevel. JX LP108 FAMILY HISTORY DATABASE v2 .0 The iproveri version wi'h o conversion program V people ore shll using the previous version JX LP111 STOCK CONTROL vl.O Tins program waswriflen wilh use* friendliness in mind JX LP112 INVOfCEyORDER MANAGER Print invoices w*h your awo lehe^eads V.A Tcoiered fcf JX LP11S ROOTS Ancr-«r iam k- HiS^ry program buf different from Fomity Hisfory because d the Fomih Sheet option where most of the data & ncres ore stored JX LP)18 MOM ; you require a Menu System lot your herd drive Ifcen 'his is r l{) selechons per menu and you car. have as may mervrs os you wont 

TOP DEMO DISK CHART 
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USTS 3, UPDATES Pleose -ush be Ihe 
follovnng Free of charge Printed lisls. 
J DEJA VU   J A64 Package 42 Pagesl. J More 
UliMies & Gomes 14 Pages) J The Latest Fred Fish 
Update J lELM PDSoftwara. JI have includes 3 Blank 
disks, W«sesendrrigyo\jr cptotogue disks 1-3 

ORDERING BY POST " ^ 5e - v -,e zo^os lo ir* left of Ihe COUJXTTNG DISKS You can now collet I anv disks at our 
awtnwribefswilha coined pea Hi-bght^ or just ouHine 1he disl; fsi olf ice address 6-E1 Durham Road Unit 2 Southend-On-Seo yau wool to order. AHer select rg yo^orderpleasefihinycurPersonc! ESS£X, SSI 2YO Orders are qusker if yau ring in advance details on the order >r ;v. ■ .-.riod C JT 31"... EEC ORDERS vVhenorderina from . -. EEC ORDERS VWienorderino frorr wirhir' a ELiriipear, c-o - c " 'o 'he Address above. Hand written orders ore oteo acepled. counlry remember thotlhere is a rnin nrdeFof 5 disks aid oil orders Cheques £ PosloJ orders should be made payable 10: PD-SOR- If you senl by AIRMAIL Free ot charge Eurocheques ore acepled Noo hove ordered before please hcklhe Account Number bo* or jusl Ml io EEC orders please add 10% al me total cosls Win £i 00I y^r Account n^erwhich wos on vo y pre: c.. i delivery nole. [NTERNATrON ORDERS   A > oi do- s ui..- ,c ■ •! t ■ v /• r Mail Please 
TELEPHONE ORDERS      c redit Card orders conbeoccepied odd 20% io vour order's laial i^n £2 001 Cover any postage on our Telephone / Fax HdlUne during normal working hours, costs Cheques must be drawn on a u K Bunk 
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Sometimes It's worth taking 
stock and counting your 
blessings. There's no 
denying that ARexx 

provides us with a comprehensive 
selection of built-in functions that 
allow us to perform all sorts of 
jiggery-pokery In our ARexx scripts. 
There are functions to format 
strings, read and write characters 
from files and much more besides. 
But while the selection of functions 
on offer is pretty comprehensive 
(especially when compared to 
lesser languages!), you may 
eventually feel that some extra 
functions would have been nice. 

So what do you do when this 
happens? It may not be too much of 
a problem if you only ever intend to 
use the function that you need once, 
but wouldn't it be great to be able to 
add extra functions to the ARexx 
command set? Well, you can achieve 
this, simply by defining your own. 
What's more, user-definable 
functions can be written in such a 
way that they can be used over and 
over again. And as an added bonus, 
ARexx also provides direct support 
for powerful 'Procedures', which are 
completely independent of all 
surrounding code* 

' myfu ncti on:') an d the 4 retu rn' 
instruction. The label marks the 
position of the user function within 
the script and also tells ARexx that 
all the code that follows the label 
belongs to a function. The end of the 
function is defined by the 'return' 
instruction, which can also be used 
to pass a value back to the piece of 
code that called the function* 

In the case of our example 
program here, the value passed back 
by the 'return' instruction is 
automatically stored in an ARexx 
variable called number1* This is 
achieved using the instruction 
'number = myfunctionO'. This not 
only calls the function called 
' myfunctionO'T but also tells ARexx 
that any values passed back by that 
function are to be stored in a 
variable called 'number'* If this were 
to be omitted, the function would be 
pretty useless. 

You could, however, 
automatically display the value 
returned by the function using a fine 
such as 'say myfunctionO'. Then, 
because two functions have been 
combined, the value returned by 
'myfunctionO' would be passed to 
the 'say1 function. Good eh? 

dh2;func.r-exx 

^unen^ £ = f or 
.^unent § = flt\ 

jn   of arguments 

►per 

STARTING SMALL 
Anyway, let's start by taking a look at 
a very simple function. Ail this 
function does is to pass the value 
'12' back to a variable called 
'number'. Here's the code in all it's 
glory - type it in and run it to see the 
code working: 

/• Function demo 1 */ 

number = myfunction{) 
say number 
exit 

myfunction: 
return 12 

Sure, it's hardly very exciting* but 
it does serve as a perfect example of 
ARexx functions in action. The 
important ingredients here are the 
label name (in this case, 

Doing their own thing: the variables 
used by a procedure are completely 
independent of the main script 

ARexx functions do have one 
slight peculiarity that you need to 
know about. Unless you specifically 
tell ARexx otherwise* it will 
automatically expect your function to 
return a value. If it doesn't (ifT for 
instance, the function ends with just 
'return') then ARexx will display an 
error message* 

To get around this* you can call 
such a function using the ARexx 'call1 

command. The call instruction 
doesn't actually do very much - its 
role in life is to tell ARexx that the 
function which is being called will not 
return a value. Here's a 
demonstration of this in action: 

/* Function demo 2 */ 

call myfunctionO 
exit 

my function: 
say "Hello there 1" 
return 

ARGONAUTS AHOY! 
So far we've hardly produced 
anything worth writing home about 
so let s take a look at a more 
advanced user function - such as 
the one shown in Listing 1. This 

use the same function over and over 
again within different scripts. Say, for 
example, you wrote a script that held 
a customer's name in a variable 
called Hcn'. If this variable was also 
used by the function for another 
purpose, the value originally stored 
in *cnr would be overwritten. 

BOOKS FOR BOFFINS 
Several of you have written to me 
asking whether any good books on 
ARexx programming are available. 
Although this column is designed to 
teach you everything you need to 
know about ARexx* I do realise that 
there are those among you who 
would like to take our ARexx tutorials 

that bit further. 
Unfortunately, ARexx isn't yet 

supported with many decent 
reference books. At the time of 
writing, the only ARexx book available 
is Abacus' brilliant Using ARexx On 
The Amiga written by Nick Sullivan 
and Chris Zamarar two of Abacus' 
most prolific authors. I've never really 
been a fan of Abacus publications, 
but this is one book that no self 
respecting ARexx coder should be 

one uses the largO' function (as 
discussed in last month's column) to 
pass values to a user function. 

To be perfectly honest, there's 
very little difference between this 
function and the first function that 
we discussed. The only reat 
difference is that we're passing 
values to the function by enclosing 
them within brackets when the 
function is first called. In this 
particular demonstration, we've 
passed three different types of 
parameters - strings ("ARexx", for 
example), numbers (1*2*3) and even 
the variable 'as' that we defined at 
the start of the script 

In fact, though, we don't 
technically need to pass parameters 
to a function and then use arg{) to 
read them. 
Although this 
makes our code 
considerably tidier 
and easier to read, 
ARexx functions 
have one big 
disadvantage that 
makes them 
somewhat less 
useful than they 
might have been. 
Because the function is treated as 
simply an extension of the main 
program* all variables are what are 
called 'global1 rather than 'local'. 
That is to say* any variable defined 
within a function can be addressed 
from within either another function* 
or indeed the main program itself. 

Although this isn't too much of a 
problem when the function is only 
being used within a single script, it 
could create problems if you were to 

"Procedures 

are completely 

independent of all 

surrounding code" 

The answer to this problem lies 
in ARexx1s powerful 'Procedures' 
facility. Procedures offer the same 
neatness of code that functions give, 
but, as far as we are concerned, 
their big advantage is that any 
variables defined within a procedure 
remain completely independent of 
the rest of your code. To 
demonstrate procedures in action, 
let's recede the last example 
program so that a procedure is used 
instead of a function. The resulting 
script appears in Listing 2. 

RECOMMENDED 
PROCEDURES 
So what's the difference? After all, 
they both look the same (apart from 
the obvious name change). Look 

closely, though, 
^^^^^^^^^ and you'll notice 

the addition of the 
'procedure' 
instruction next to 
the function labeL 
Obviously it isn't a 
function label 
anymore - because 
we added the 
J procedure' 
instruction, the 

label now defines a procedure. As 
you can see. apart from this 
addition, very little else has changed. 

The only real problem with this 
example is that it doesn't really 
demonstrate how variables used by a 
procedure are independent of the 
main program (and vice versa). Let's 
take a look at another example that 
serves these purposes better: 

/* Procedure Demo 2 */ 
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varl ■ "Amiga Shopper" 
var2 = "ARexx For All" 

call myproc0 

say "VARl=" varl "VAIte^" var2 

exit 

myproc; procedure 

without. Not only does it cover the 
ARexx command set, but it also 
provides very good coverage of some 
of the more major applications that 
support ARexx. It's available from 
most good bookstores. 

Still in the pipeline is Amiga 
Shopper contributor Paul Overaa's 
new ARexx tome, which is to be 
published by Bruce Smith Books. 
Entitled Mastering Amiga ARexx, the 
book claims to offer pretty much the 
same sort of coverage as the Abacus 
book, but with more up to date 
information on ARexx-compatible 
applications. Rest assured that as 
soon as it Is released, Ml be bringing 
you a full review within these pages. 

varl = "Every month" 
var2 = "AMDS Action" 

say "VAR1=" varl "VAR2=" J 
var2 

return 

(Don't type the 'J' symbol - it's 
just there to show where the 
command goes onto the next line). 
As you can see from the code above, 
the script starts by defining two 
ARexx variables - 'varl' and Jvar2h - 
and the strings "Amiga Shopper' and 
'ARexx For Air are written into them. 
The script then transfers control to 
our procedure 'myfunctiorV which 
then creates its own variables using 
exactly the same names. These are 
then displayed and the procedure 
passes control back to the main 
program. Then, just to prove that the 
original varl and var2 haven't been 
affected by the procedure defining its 

own versions of these two variablest 
their contents are then displayed on 
screen. If all went well, you should 
see something like this appear: 

VAR1= Every month VAR2= AMOS Action 
VAR1- Amiga Shopper VAR2= ARexx For All 

However, there is a catch - 
procedures do create another 
problem. Say, for example, that you 
did want a variable to be shared 
between a procedure and the section 
of code that called it. At the moment 
the only way to do this would be to 
pass the variable to the procedure 
using argO', and then pass it back 
using the 'return' instruction. 
Although this would do the job, it's a 
lot of hassle. But the good news is 
that there is a way of getting around 
this limitation - by means of ARexx's 
'expose1 instruction- 

THE CORRECT EXPOSURE 
'Expose' is basically the ARexx 
equivalent of AmigaBASIC's 
'SHARED' instruction and AMOS1 

'GLOBAL' instruction. What it does is 
tell ARexx that certain variables are 
to be treated as global' variables. 
That is, they can be addressed by 
both the main program and the 
procedure that you're interested in. 
In time-honoured tradition, let's take 
a look at another example script that 
makes use of this feature: 

/* Expose demo */ 

varl = "Amiga Shopper" 

call myproc(J 

say "VARl=" varl 
exit 

myproc: procedure expose varl 
varl - "Every month" 
return 

As you can see from this script, 
the 'expose' instruction is placed 
after the 'procedure' definition, 
followed by the name of the variable 

LISTING 1 • LISTING 1 • LISTING 1 

/* Function demo 3 */ 

as = "Amiga Shopper" 
numargs ■ myfunction{"ARexx", "For", ■Al 1", 1,2,3,as) 
say "Number of arguments =" numargs 
exit 

myfunction: 
numargs = arg(} 

do count = 1 to numargs 
say "Argument" count "=" arg(count) 
end 

return count 

NEXT MONTH • NEXT MONTH 

We've covered a substantial amount of ground over the East few months of 
ARexx For Aft. Next month we'll be diving head-first into the subject of 
string manipulation within ARexx. With these functions under our belts, 
we'll be ready to start playing around with disk-based files. See you then! 

that we wish to get at. Although 
we're only exposing a single variable 
in this particular example, there's no 
reason why you couldn't expose a 
whole list of different ones. To 
demonstrate that the variable has 
indeed been exposed, the script 
starts by storing 'Amiga Shopper' 
into the variable Varl'. The 
procedure 'myprocQ7 is then called. 
All this does is change the value 
stored to 'Every month'. The 
procedure then passes control back 
to the main program and the value of 
varl is displayed. If we hadn't 
defined varl as a global variable, 
then it would still contain 'Amiga 

Shopper' but, because it is now 
global, changing its value within the 
procedure results in 'Every month' 
being displayed, 

Well, that's about it for 
procedures and functions. As you 
can see, they're actually very simple 
to use. Despite this simplicity, 
they're one of the most powerful 
aspects of the ARexx command set. 
If you want to make your ARexx code 
as readable as you can, then try to 
use them as much as possible. If 
you do, you'll know that your ARexx 
scripts will be considerably easier to 
amend at a later date, should the 
need arise. €B 

It's do-it-yourself time! Jason 

Holborn explains how writing 

your own functions and 

procedures makes your ARexx 

code much more readable 

LISTING 2 • LISTING 2 • LISTING 2 

/* Procedure demo 1 */ 

as - "Amiga Shopper" 
numargs = myproc ( "ARexx" , "ForM, "All" 11, 2f 3, as) 
say "Number of arguments =" numargs 
exit 

myproct procedure 
numargs = arg(} 

do count - 1 to numargs 
say "Argument" count "=" arg(count) 
end 

return count 
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READER ADS 

Reader Ads 

... Or how you can reach 50,000 

fellow Amiga owners for only a fiver 

WANTED 
Help! Is anyone out there Belting a 
SoundQuest editor librarian for 
Ensnniq SQSO? *r 010 322 252 0570 
or write to Nielsen, Marktstr 2, 1800 
Vilvoorde, Belgium, Thanks 

FOR SALE 

Amiga 1500 Workbench 1,3 with 
Action Replay Mk III with 20 games 
and Deluxe Paint II. Complete with 
mouse, manuals and fully boxed. 
£399 ono » Oxbridge 0895 252905 

Amiga 1500 1084S monitor, MIDI 
interface, Sequencer One, bundled 
software, many games, loads of 
magazines with coverdisks. Cost me 
£1200+, accept £500 ono. Buyer 
collects, v Steve: Leads 0532 
480365 

B5000 25Mhz with 2 Megs 32-bit 
super fast RAMt Worth £££,. Offers: «r 
071 435 5946 ask for Philippe, Also 
A590 20 Meg H-Drive with 2 Meg 
RAM. Any offers? Also Master Sound 
t.tt. 

Accelerator card for A500 by SSL. 
6802 + 68381 + 4 Megs 32-bit RAM 
£100 * Cox 0642 815914 
KCS Power Board with MS-DOS 4.01 
for A500 £130. 8Mb RAM card for 
A2000 2Mb populated £75 * 0403 
273269 eves West Sussex 
Amiga 500+ 2Mb WB2.0 Cartoon 
Classics pack boxed £290 GVP 52Mb 
hard dish guaranteed, boxed £300 
CSA-MMR 68030/25, 512K SRAM. 
2Mb DRAM accelerator card for 

A2O0O/15O0/5O0 £530 Pro-Page 3 
£95 v 0846 651257 
Amiga A5Q0 vl.3r 2Mb RAM (ICD Ad- 
RAM 540 board), AMOS, DPaint II, 
Batman, Starray, NZ Story etc. VGC, 
all boxed with manuals, offers around 
£250 • (0703) 576777 
Amiga 500 (1Mb) with joystick, 
mouse and 20 games afl in great 
condition with manuals and boxes 
£250 ■ Thomas Greenwood on 0785 
81537S 

Amiga Software Sculpt 4 D £100 Real 
3D £60 All in good condition with 
manuals. Also AMOS Creator. AMOS 
3D 9 0469 5764S7 after 7 pm South 
Humberside 
Amiga 500 Pius Cartoon Classics 
includes DPaint III, animation 
program, joysticks. As new £300 with 
extra games « 0273 202618 
evenings 
A1500 lor sale GVP Series 2 52Mb 
hard card with 4Mb RAM, Also 
Commodore display enhancer board 
2320 Wb2 and ECS £650 « 0224 
740795 
Hewlett Packard 7440A 8-pen colour 
plotter A4 size, immaculate condition, 
with manual. A must for CAD and 
presentations £290 ■ OSl 395 2525 

Rom bo Vldl Amiga digitise r with RGB 
splitter and Vidichrome software, ideal 
for making Xmas cards with your 
picture on! Can use SVHS. Perfect 
condition with manual £105 *» 081 
395 2525 
Seagate 94221/190 5 25" half- 
height SCSI drive. 190Mb unformatted 

capacity. In external case with PSU 
and fan. Complete with workshop 
manual and cable. Perfect!! Absolute 
bargain £380 ■ 081 395 2525 

Amiga A60OHD (20 Mb) computer 
with 1Mb Chip RAM and three-year 
warranty £400. Star 24-pin printer 
(LC24-200) with eight LQ fonts and 
new Star drivers £140. * Alan 0324 
562 722 
CSA Megja Midget Racer accelerator 
for ASOO. A1500, A2O0O, 25Mhz 
68030. MMUr copro. 512K SRAM. 
4Mb 32 bit DRAM. See F-18 
interceptor fly with this baby It Superb 
£520 * 081 395 2525 
Amiga 1500 WB2.04, GVP 52Mb HO, 
plus 2Mb installed, £200 worth of 
software, all 7 months old or less 
£870 Star LC-10 printer £79 (VGC). 
1084S monitor £165 » 0222 
615459 
Amiga 500 vl.3, Fatter Agnus, 1Mb 
Chip, 2Mb Fast, new 52Mb GVP HD+, 
PSU, mouse, £250 of software (boxed 
with manuals). All for £600. * Jon 
081 868 9033 eves 

Hard drive lor Amiga 500, Supra 
50OXP with Quantum 52 Meg, 11ms 
access, 2 Meg RAM and power supply 
£290 ono ™ Mark Ismail day 051443 
2276 evening 051 734 2633 

Bargain package Amiga CDTV, 
keyboard, tracker ball, 4 CDs, As new, 
one month old. All boxed for gifts 
£400 ono 9 0223 842123 
KCS Power board with MSOOS 4.01 
boxed £130 ADRAW 2080 for B2000 
etc bargain £75 with 2 Megs RAM 
DOS 2 DOS and Quarterback tools 

£30. Both boxed, swaps possible » 
0403 273269 
Wordworth v.l.l£50 Quartet music 
software £20 Cruise for a Corpse 
game £15 * 0455 233354 evenings 
only 
KCS Power PC board tor Amiga ASOO 
1.3. Latest version which supports 
VGA and most hard disks. Includes 
MS-DOS v4.0l £120 * Jonathan 
0204 852773 after 5pm 
Supra 500RX RAM expansion 2 Meg 
installed, manuals, software, mint 
condition £90 ono. Will swap for 
Digiview, Rombo W.H.Y? » Nick 071 
377 2090 Central London 
Syquest SQ555 44 Mb SCSI hard drive 
with one removable cartridge. Only 
£200, would cost £400. * Ken 
HoFEand 0929 463945 after 6pm 

20Mb external SCSI hard drive with 
case, PSU and cables. Full of dips 
and fonts. Ideal 2nd (data?) drive for 
A590 etc. 9 Ken Holland 0929 
463945 after 6 pm (Dorset) 
Kinky sex got your attention ASOO 1 
MegP Epson EX1000 printer, DPaint, 
W/P, many games. All in mint 
condition, bargain £299 9 John after 
7.00pm please on 081 660 8331 
Free! A20B8 IBM-XT bndgeboard with 
5.25" drive when buying GVP HL8+ 
105Mb Quantum 2Mb RAM board v4 
£450. Free Supra 24O0Zi+ modem 
with A1500 WB2 £450. * 051 426 
0138 

A50O WB!33/2.04 3 Meg RAM (1 
Chip, 2 Fast) ICD AdSpeed 14Mhi 
(same as new A120O) + 52 Meg HD + 

It's only £5 to soil your used Hardware and software in Amiga Shopper 
Sell your excess hardware and software with Amiga Shopper Reader 
Adverts. Just fill in the form and send it to us along with a cheque 
(made payable to Future Publishing) or postal order for £5. But BE 
WARNED. This magazine is not a forum for selling pirate software or 
other illegal goods. Software must include all issue disks, manuals and 

a signed statement that all other copies have been destroyed. Please 
advise us if you are offered pirate or copied software by advertisers. All 
ads are accepted in good faith. The editor reserves the right to refuse 
or amend ads. We accept no responsible for typographical errors or 
losses arising from the use of this service. 

Trade ads will not be accepted, including anyone advertising the sale of PD software. 

Name...  

Address (not for publication) 

Issue 23 

Postcode. 

Date  

Tel.  

Tick one box to 
show required 

section heading 
For sale □ 

Wanted □ 

Personal. J 

Fanzines □ 

Use one space for each word. Only the words in this section will be printed. Return with your 

cheque to: 
Reader Ads, 

Amiga Shopper, 

30 Monmouth 
Street, 
Bath, 

Avon BA1 2BW 

Unfortunately we cannot guarantee insertion in a particular issue. 
I have read and understood the conditions for the inclusion of my ad. 

Signature. 

all documents, instructions, receipts, 
boxes. PenPal 1,3 VGC £600 ono. 
Very stable environment, games and 
PD TT 0609 778622 

1BM Philips 'Cube' R/C Teletext 
TV/monitor. Mint condition, one 
month old. Upgrading forces sale. 
Gold review in Amiga Format 38. Cost 
£280, sell for £200 9 Maidstone 
0622 39958 

A600HD Computer with 20Mb hard 
drive 1Mb and colour TV (on screen 
display), few games only £550. 9 
Medway 0634 684933 evenings only 

Supra RAM 2999 Sup board for 
1500/2000 in orig pack + test 
software for 2 Meg £75* 0494 
713775 
ICO SCSI hard drive controller, 3 
months old, cost £150f selling for 
£100. Home Accounts 2 selling for 
£30. 9 0202 604104 

ASOO 2.5Mb (1Mb Chip), 2.04/1.3 
(ROM switch installed), external drive. 
28 games, AMOS. DPaint, plenty of 
PD and utilities. VGCr all boxed with 
manuals £299, xt Ian 0532 576733 
weekends 
Amiga A15O0 4Mb, 63020 
accelerator, software, one year old 
£700- 9 Gary Moon, Chingford. 
London, 081 529 5801 
Ashcom Addax AX5GG external RAM 
expansion for A500/A500+ 2Mb 
populated £70- * Terry 0734 788683 
evenings 
Amiga 500 24-pin printer and colour 
monitor £550 ovno, £530 for cash * 
Rick Lu on 061 796 0213- Genuine 
reason for sale, cost £800+. 
Complete with 1 Meg upgrade, disks 
and games 
A1500+ 4Mb RAM (2Mb Chip), 52Mb 
hard drive, triple ROM switch, 25MHz 
accelerator card, 6852 monitor, 
modem, sound sampler, £1300, Mark 
Smith, 117 St Owen Street, Hereford 
GVP 52Mb hard drive + 2Mb RAM, 1 
year old £270 ono. Panasonic 
KXP1124 24-pin printer £100 ono. 
Cash only * 081 977 7465 
CDTV as new with 6 disks includes 
Fred Fish collection £300 and lots of 
Amiga games for sale most games a 
fivertl Silent Service, Lemmings, 
Populus 9 Paul 0908 674687 

GVP H08+ for A500/+ 52 Meg 
Quantum 4 Meg RAM immaculate 
boxed complete as new. A giveaway at 
£300 9 Wigan 0942 201541 

Graphics Tablet 12" by 12" £35. Pro 
Page 3.0 £75. Imagine £60. Scala 
£45. Video Titler 3D £35. DPaint N 
£25. GFx bundle: (Digipaint 3 Video 
Scape 3D etc) £35. All boxed. 9 
0298 22862 
Datafllef 105Mb hard drive fitted with 
Quantum SCSI drive less than 1 yr old 
A1200 forces sale £300 9 0843 
822759 

FANZINES 

Trajan Phazer users! You must get 
'Marksman' now. includes free game. 
£1.50 disk from David Green, 67 
Thicket Drive, Maltby. Rotheram, 
South Vorks S66 7LB 
Totally Amiga! 3-disk magazine 
created using Can Do, packed with 
articles, reviews, news, games, music 
and the latest utilities. Send £3.50 to 
R Wild, 3 Cranleigh Place, Whitley Bay 
NE25 9UD 
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ORMATSPEC 

KNOWLEDGE 

IS POWER... 

A 

SO BECOME 

POWERFUL 

The first week of March 1993 sees something very, very special coming 

from the makers of Amiga Format the world's best-selling magazine for 

the Amiga... The Encyclopaedia of the Amiga is jam-packed with facts, 

details and inside info about your machine. We will tell you about the 

history of the Amiga/ about the companies that support the machine, 

and about the software and hardware that makes the Amiga the best 

home computer ever. And we'll tell you much more than that too. It all 

comes down to more power to you, so don't miss it... 

THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF THE AMIGA WILL BE ON SALE FRO 

THURSDAY MARCH 4 PRICED AT £3.95 



C PROGRAMMING 

hrough 

Our series of programming 

tutorials continues with a look at 

how C uses strings, arrays and 

functions, Toby Simpson is here to 

give you a few pointers 

Last month we discussed 
arrays and strings, and 
discovered that a string Is 
actually an array of 

characters with a zero at the end. 
This time around, we're going to 
talk about the most difficult 
concept used for programming In C 
- the pointer. 

This will let us start to use 
Amiga-specific functions for slightly 
more interesting tasks than just 
printing strings on the screen! 

So, what is a pointer? Well, its 
name gives it away, A 'pointer in C 
is something that points to 
something else. Just as we can have 
variables that are integers, 
characters or other goodies, we can 
also have variables that are pointers. 
Lost yet? Let's use a small example 
to explain what is going on here: 

int *age; 

You should recognise this as a 
declaration for the integer variable 
age. The asterisk (or 'star' character) 
means that rather than age holding 
an integer value, it actually holds a 
pointer to where an integer value is 
stored. In computing terms, it holds 
the address of a memory location. 
Let's try another example: 

#include <&tring,h> 
#include <stdio.h> 

void main{void) 
{ 

char full_naine[12a] ? 
char *point©r_tp_name; 

point er_to_naine = J 
&full_name[Q]; 

♦pointer_to_name = 'a'; 
pointer_to__name++ ; 
*pointer_to_naine * 0; 

printf("String wag* J 
'%B'\n'\ full_name) j 
} 

This looks quite complicated, so 
don't worry if you're not quite sure 
what's going on yet. First, let's 
examine the variable declarations at 
the start. Initially, we have declared 
an array of up to 128 characters in 
the same way as we did last month, 
ready to put a string of some sort 
into it. Underneath, we have created 
the variable polnter_to_name, which 
is a "pointer to a variable of type 
char". The next line introduces a new 
operator, the 'ampersand', which 

looks like this:     You should read 
this as meaning "the address of/ 
Translating this line into English 
gives us something tike: 

pointer_to_name becomes the 
address of the first element in the 
full_name array of characters". 

Following all this so far? Good, it 
doesn't get much worse - honest. If 
you're not too sure about it, read the 
above paragraph once more, and 
perhaps try typing in the program. We 
have now obtained the actual 
memory address of the first 
character in full_nanrce. 

So, if we convert the line after 
that into English, we get: 

"put the character a' into the 
address held in polnter_to_name\ 

This writes the character 'a' into 
the address held in our pointer. The 
line after that uses post increment to 

LISTING 1 • LISTING 1 

/* Program to flash workbench screen */ 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <exec/types.h> 
iinclude <exec/exec,h> 
#±nclude < intuit ion/intuition.h> 

#include <clib/execjjrotoe.h> 
tinclude <clib/intuition_protos.b> 

/* pointer to struct Library *IntuitionBaBe/ 
intuition, library */ 

void main {void) 
{ 

/* Qpen the intuition Library, and find its address */ 
IntuitionBase = QpenLibrary<"intuition.library", 33); 

if {IntuitionBaee 0) 

/* Result was zero, so it failed to open */ 
printf("Error: Couldn't open Intuition Library\nn)* 
/* Quit *'/ 
return; 
} 

Displayfieep(NULL); 

CloseLibrarytIntuitionBase); 

add one to the address, with the 
result that Polnter_to_name now 
points to (or, in other words, stores 
the address of) full_name[l]. We 
then write a zero into this new 
address. So, all this code has the 
same effect as the single line: 

char full_nama[128] = "a"; 

You might wonder why on earth 
we've gone to so much trouble over 
something that is as obviously 
straightforward as putting the string 
"a" into a character array. Well, 

pointers are one of C's most 
powerful features, as we shall soon 
see. But, on the other hand, it is 
astonishingly easy to get very 

JARGON BUSTERS • 

GUI - Graphical User interface. This is 
what you actually see on your 
screen when you are using your 
Amiga. On the IBM PCs and 
compatibles, the GUI is Microsoft 
Windows. On the Amiga the GUI 
used is called Intuition, 

Gadget - On the Amiga, this is 
something you click on to do 
something, such as a button, or 
a box to enter a number or a 
string, or a check-box for example. 

Pointer - in C a pointer is a 

muddled up when using them - 
unless you're entirely clear about 
how they work. Once you have set up 
a pointer, the computer is unable to 
tell you if you are adding silly values 
to it, or if you have not set it up 
correctly. This makes it all too easy 
to write into the wrong part of 
memory, causing crashes which are 
very difficult to track down. If you're 
stifl not sure about pointers, then do 
read the above section again. 
Otherwise you may well go 
prematurely bald, after pulling all 
your hair out while looking for elusive 
pointer programming bugs, 

Just about everything in C relies 
on pointers. For instance, let's write 
a small program that returns the 
length of a string, All you have to do 
is pass it a pointer to one: 

#include <stdio.tt> 

int strlenfchar *string); 

void main (void) 
I 

char test [128] = "Hello J 
world" ; 

printf("^ldVn", J 
strleai(&test [l}))f 
) 

int strlen(char *string) 
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int length 

length = 0; 
while(*string++ J= T\0') J 

length++; 

return length; 
} 

So, how does all this work? First, 
we have our main program which 
simply creates a string called test 
This contains that world-famous pair 
of words: "Hello world". We then call 
our strien function with "the address 
of the second character in the string 
test". This is obtained using 
&testEl| - remember that arrays are 

ready to put some of this learning 
into action and write a listing that 
actually does something impressive. 
In fact, it's going to be a big program 
that does next to nothing, but, once 
again, it'll be great for showing how 
things work. 

VISITING THE LIBRARY 
At the risk of adding to the (hopefully 
mild) confusion so far, let's talk 
about Libraries' for a whi te - and I 
don't mean the ones with books In 
them. The Amiga has an advanced 
'pre-emptive multi-tasking operating 
system' built in, but you knew that 
already of course! If your Amiga has 
Workbench 2 or 3, you have 512K of 
ROM inside your Amiga, a whole half- 

'Aha!", you will probably exclaim 
at this point, if you've been following 
everything carefully so far. "Toby's 
caught himself out this time - how 
can you use a routine in the 
exec.library to open a library, as that 
would mean there was no way of 
opening the exec.library in the first 
place?" Well, it's a good question, 
but the answer is simple: the 
exec .library is always open, and you 
can always call routines from it. 

FLASH OF INSPIRATION 
In our next example we're going to 
use two libraries, In order to call one 
simple routine in the Intuition.library 
that flashes the Workbench screen- 
We're going to expand this program 
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variable type which points to 
something in memory. 

Pre-emptive - The Amiga has a pre- 
emptive multi-tasking operating 
system. To explain briefly: there 
is an overall system controller 
program (called the 'executive') 
which gives each program 
running a fair chunk of available 
processing time depending on its 
priority. It's called pre-emptive 
because the executive will stop 
the currently running task without 
asking it and pass control to the 

next, This results in smooth 
m u It i -tasking. 

Co-operative - This is a different, 
and far inferior way of multi- 
task\ng. M icrosoft Windows 
operates in this way, as does 
Risc-OS on the Acorn 
Archimedes. With co-operative 
multi-tasking each program has 
to say Tve finished for now" 
before the next one can get 
some time. The result of this Is 
that if any individual program 
takes more time than it needs, 

or fails to say that it's finished, 
all of the other tasks stop. The 
Amiga does not suffer this 
burden because it uses a 
different form of multi-tasking. 

RKM - Rom Kernel Manual. The 
RKMs are the official 
Co mm od ore ref ere nee manuals, 
describing every routine inside 
the Amiga, There are six books; 
Libraries, Devices, Includes and 
Autodocs, Style Guide, Hardware 
Reference Manual and finally the 
DOS Reference Manuai. 

always numbered from zero. So, this 
will be a pointer to the 'e1 of " Hello 
world" rather than the AH'. 

Our function strien takes one % 
parameter, and that Is a pointer to 
characters. In this routine, we clear a 
counter (length), and while "the 
character held in the pointer called 
string is not zero, add one to length. 
At the same time, also increment the 
pointer each time to point to the next 
character." Put like this it's not so 
hard after all! Finally, we return the 
contents of the length variable. 

You may be wondering what the 
instruction just before the void 
maln(vold) line is. Well, this is a 
'function prototype'. It tells the 
compiler what parameters our 
function takes, and thus allows it to 
check to see if we're calling it 
properly. If we pass It the wrong sort 
of value, it will point this out as a 
warning when we are compiling. 

In reality we never have to write 
routines as simple as strien, as they 
are already provided for us, along 
with all sorts of other handy 
functions for dealing with strings. 
Strien was used to show that 
pointers are both useful and 
versatile. A considerable quantity of 
the Amiga operating system calls 
take pointers to one thing or another. 

So, now that we're familiar with 
the basic Idea of pointers, we're 

Megabyte storing the Kickstart. This 
Kickstart ROM contains all of the 
routines and programs that make 
your Amiga work: the Workbench, the 
windows, screens, disk drive drivers, 
and so on. All of these routines are 
grouped into functional blocks called 
'Libraries' or 'Devices1, and given 
names. This gets much more 
complicated very 
rapidly, so rather MM^^^^^M 
than getting bogged 
down in details, weTll 
use a quick example 
to explain the 
concept better. Well 
pick on one 
particular library, the 
Intuition library. This 
is responsible for 
the Amiga GUI, 
which is what you see on the screen 
when you use Workbench. Intuition 
controls all of the Amiga's windows, 
screens, gadgets and much more. 

In order to use the library, we 
first have to 'open' it. Because of the 
multi-tasking nature of the Amiga, we 
have to ask before we can use 
Intuition, The operating system tells 
us if it is available, and if so, where 
it is. This then enables us to call its 
routines. When we have finished 
using the library* we must close it 
The opening and closing routines can 
be found in the exec.library. 

later, so it's a good idea to type it in. 
The full program appears in the box 
marked 'Listing 1'. 

Now, some of this may look 
unfamiliar to you, but don't worry - 
all will be explained. For a start, 
we've Included lots of strange files. 
In fact, what we've done here is 
included the definitions for the 

exec.library and 
Intuition, library, 
and also the 
prototypes for all 
of the functions in 
them. You should 
recall what a 
prototype is from 
our strien 
example above. It 
ensures that the 
C compiler knows 

about all of the routines we are 
about to call. Another stranger to us 
is the program line: 

struct Library J 
*Intui tionBase; 

By now, you should recognise the 
* symbol as meaning 'pointer'. 
Struct, however, is a new one which 
will be dealt with in more detail in 
next month's tutorial. For now, Til 
provide a brief explanation, as it's 
not too important just yet. Struct is a 
structure. You can think of It in 

pointers are one 

ofC's most 

powerful features, 

as we shall see" 

simple terms as an array, but each 
element could be a different type, For 
example, a structure might contain 
several I NTs, some CHARs, some 
pointers perhaps, and so on, One 
such structure is called a 'Library 
structure', and It is defined in the 
exec.h include fife. When we call 
Open Library, it returns a pointer to a 
Library structure which belongs to 
Intuition. By storing this information, 
we are then able to use the library. 
The compiler will ensure that every 
time we call an Intuition routine, that 
this number is quoted. If you like, it's 
our access card - without it we can't 
get to anything useful in Intuition. 

The first thing we do in Listing 1 
is to open the Intuition library. The 
routine Open Library is in the 
exec, library, and takes two 
parameters. One is a pointer to a 
nut I-terminated string which is the 
name of the library we wish to use. 
The other is the minimum version of 
this library which we are able to use. 
This is quite important if, for 
instance, you are going to use 
Workbench 2 functions - you will 
have to ensure your program will 
stop gracefully on a Workbench 1,3 
machine without crashing when it 
tries to use a routine that does not 
exist. We are using version 33, which 
is Workbench 1.2, as nothing we are 
doing requires anything higher. 

Assuming that the required 
version of the library is available, it 
will then be opened. If, for some 
reason, It did not open (due to a mis- 
spelt name, wrong version, library 
not available, or whatever) then 
Open Library will return a zero. We 
then test for this and quit the 
program if it failed. 

Otherwise, we call the 
IntultlonJIbrary routine DIsplayBeep, 
which flashes a screen. You pass it a 
pointer to the screen you wish to 
flash, or zero ('null'] to flash the 
default screen (in most cases, this is 
the Workbench screen). Having done 
this, we close the library and quit. 

If you have the Libraries RKM, or 
better still, the includes and 
Autodocs one, it's worth looking up 
the Display Beep function to see 
what they say about it. 

LOOKING FORWARD 
It's got a bit complicated this month, 
and we've introduced lots of new 
things to learn. Next month we'll take 
a little step backwards, and discuss 
structures, pointers and functions in 
more detail. This will help us call 
more powerful functions in the 
Intuition.library and help us towards 
the eventual goal of opening a 
window with some control buttons on 
it. In the meanwhile, have a play 
around with string pointers! CD 

This month's C listings are on the 
cover disk - see page 22 for details! 
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PHILIPS 8833 MKII 
EX-DEMO 

REFURBISHED AS NEW 

This price includes cable, delivery and VAT. 

AMIGA A600 / A1200 

HARD DISK DRIVES 
Internal 2.5" IDE interface 

20 Meg £99.00 

60 Meg £205.00 

is price includes cable, delivery and V.A. 

TEL. 081 330 7533 

FAX. 081 330 4838 

COMMONSIDE LTD 

Unit 13,193 Garth Road, Morden, Surrey SM4 4LZ 

DISCOUNT MAIL ORDER COMPUTER SUPPLIES 
THIS IS ONLY A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR STOCK - SO IF 

YOU CANT FIND WHAT YOU WANT BELOW - PHONE 
Amiga 600/1 MMfctae Paint 3/Lemmings  .1279    B5000 68030/68^62 33MHz/4Mb RAM £489 
Ami^a 600/1 Mh/20Mb internal IDE Had Driw .....,..,£439 
SpaceAcer Kick Off 2, Pipe Mama, Populous Add £15 
Zool, Strike Pinball Dreams. Trarwwrite .Add £15 
Amiga 500 Plus/1 Mb/Cartoon dawks £245 
CDIVMa'Ed remoierWorltbench 1.3 & Manuals £369 
COTV Mvltimedia/Keyboajd/FDO/Fred Fsh £4S9 
Amiga 120Q/2Mb/14rVtHi/AGA Graphics/WB 3 £375 
Amiga 1500/1 Mb/WB 2/rtw Vfcrbflfetae Paint 3/ 

Home Acaiuflfetf ff/Ti>ki/Puz2rtic £429 
Amiga 300Q/25MHz/52Mb HD/1 Mb RAM £1375 
Amiga 300O/25MHz/105Mb HD/1Mb RAM „..£1S?S 
Amiga 4000/25MH2/AGA GrapjiiC3/40Mb HD £1989 
Amiga 40O0/25MHtfAGAGr^ks/12GMb HD £2089 
Amiga 40O0/25MH2/AGA Grapfrits/MMb HD £2479 
# Many ottiif 3O00/4CO0 Configurations available 

VIDEO DKITTSERS AND ENHANCEMENTS 
Opaivis'on 24 Bh Graphics card & video system £625 
OpaWsion frame grabber/Gwikxi module PHONE 
Opalviston Roaster ,, PHONE 
OpaWskw Scan Rale Converter jDe-lrvteHacer) PHONE 
OpaMifon Quad input production switcher PHONE 
Scala Presentation system software £t59 
GVP impact Vision 24 Bit Colour , , £1539 
Harlequin VLAB Real Time YUV Digrtis#r £259 
Hariequin MS^3400/Genlock/Decoder/Encodw/Mdti- 

standad/Lirear plus digital keyer (1?" rede).., £21)49 
Harlequin TV Paim 32 Bit Graphics Package £729 
Harlequin 1500 Framebuffer 11149 
Harfaquin3000 FfamebufTer £1299 

ACCELERATORS 
SOLID STATE LEISURE (A5OG/A15OG/A2O0O); 
A5000 68020/68881 !6MHz/1 Mb RAM £179 
A5CO0 68020/68851 t6MHi/2Mb RAM £205 
85000 68030/68882 25MHi/1 Mb RAM , £Phone 
B50QG ASO30ftB3B2 25Mrfc/4Mb RAM £405 
85000 63030/68882 25MHi/BMb RAM £545 
G5CO0 68030/68882 33MHi/1Mb RAM £Phqrve 

BS0OD 68030/63382 33MH*/fiMb RAM £629 
GVP G-force 68030EC6SBS2 25MHz/f Mb RAM £539 
GVP GeForce 68030EO68882 40MHz/4Mb RAM £779 
GVP G-Force 68030/6SB82 5CMHz/4Mb RAM £1099 
GVP G-force 68040 33MHz/2Mb RAM £T149 
GVP A530 Combo 63030EC 40MHz/1Mb/52MB HD..E629 
GVP AS30 Combo 6803DEC 40MHz/1Mb/80MB HD,.£649 
GVPA530Comiffl6^C^C4CrNmi/1Mb/l20^lB HD™£725 
FUSION 6B04Q/2flMHz/4Mb RAM.... £1149 
A262014MHz/2Mb 68020 CA1S00/2QO0} £189 

HARD CARPS 
GVP IMPACT Series 2 HC8+ No Hard Drive £119 
GVP IMPACT Series 2 HC8+/42 Mb Hard Drive £229 
GVP EM PACT Series 2 HCS+/80 Mb Hard Drive £325 
GVP IMPACT Series 2 HC8+/120 Mb Hard Drive £385 
GVP IMPACT Series 2 HC8+/213 Mb Hard Drive........£625 

HARD DRIVES 
GVP Series 2 HD8+/42Mb Hard Drive (A500) £269 
GVP Series 2 HD8+/80Mb Hard Drive (A500) £359 
GVP Series 2 HD8+/120Mb Hard Drive <A500> £399 
GVP Series 1 KD8+/2l3Mb Hard Drive (ASO0) £625 
QUANTUM 120Mb Hard Drive (No Controller) 1309 
MAXTOR 213Mb Hard Drive (No Controller) i479 
tCD Ad SCSI Frama (1500/2000) « ~ £75 
MSCROBOTICS Hard Frame Card (1500/2000) it29 
ROCTEC Rocmate external Hard Drwa case £89 
A570 CD Rom Driw  „ £319 
ZAPPO 40Mb Hard Drive/OMb RAM £279 
ZAPPO 60Mb Hard Drive/OMb RAM ,....£339 

RAM EXPANSION BOARDS/SIMMS 
GVP Series 2 RAMS/OMb Populated £95 
GVP Series 2 RAM8/2Mb Populated £139 
SIMM 32-1Mb 60ns SAM upgrade (A530/GF430) £65 
SIMM 324Mb 60ns RAM upgrade (A530/GF-03Q) £169 
SIMM 32-tMb 40ns RAM upgrade (G-Force 040) £149 
SIMM 9 BittfMb SOns (HC8+/HD8+/RAM8) £45 
SIMM9Bit/4Mb80n5 (HD8+J £129 

All prices include VAT and full warranty. Postage £8 {up to 6 items). 
Credit/Debit Card Orders 081-546-4522, 9am - 8pm 7 days, 

Cheque/Postal Orders to: 

Millenium Micros, 30 Fernhill Gardens, 
Kingston, Surrey KT2 5DL 

PREMIUMBULK3.5"DS/DDDISKS 

25 10.99 

50 20.50 

100 36.99 

250 34.99 

500 164.99 

ALL DISKS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED 
AND ARE COMPLETE WITH LA3ELS 

3.5" SUPERIOR L0CKABLE DISK BOXES 

100 Capacity 
120 Capacity 

4A9 
6.49 

3.5" PREMIUM DISKS WITH OUR BOXES 

100 Cap- box + 50 3.5" DS/DP 24.49 
120 Cap. box +100 3.5" DS/OO 4239 
90 Ca p. 3a nk box + 50 3.5" PS/PD 29A9 

3.5"BANKB0X-90CAPACITY 

A 5UFEK3 FRQDUCTWHICHtS BOTH 
L0CKA5LEAN0 5TACKA5LB 

ONE 9,95 
TWO 13,95 
THREE 26,95 

SUPPLIES LTD 

0703 0 

457111 

r 
Full Mark Brand 

RIBBONS' POSTFREE 

2off 4off 
mCEEACh 

Citizen 120D/124D Swift 24     2*75 235 
Citizen Swift 24 Colour (Compat) 1295* 
Panasonic KXP1050/1123/1124 3,25 3,05 
Starl_C10/LC20 260 2.4G 
Star LC10-4 Colour 5.90 5.70 
StarLC24-10, 2.95 2.75 
Star LC24-10 Colour (Compat) 9.95* 
StarLC200 3,00 230 
Star LC20Q Colour (Compat) 995* 
StarLC24-200 2,95 2.75 
Star LC24-200 Colour (Compat) 9.95* 
Ribbon re-ink 12.95 

Minimum order - 2 ribbons, except those 
marked with an asterisk * 

ACCESS0RIES-P0STFREE 

Amiga External Drive 49.99 
A500 VfeMBuparade with clock 23.99 
A500 &M& upgrade without clock 2199 
Mouse Mat 2.99 
Mouse Holder 299 
Roll lOOO 3.5 Pisk Labels 3.99 
Amiga A500 du&t cover 3.50 
Phillips monitor cover 3,99 
Star LC10, Star LC20 covers 
Star LC24-10, Star LC24-200 covers 3,99 

Alt products are subject to availability-All prices Include VAT, 
Please add £3.50 p+p for disks and boxes. E&OE. 

SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD Fax: 0703 457222 
Unit 16, The Sidings, Hound Rd, Netley Abbey, Southampton S03 5OA 



USER GROUPS 

Find your local group 

1520 Plotter Group fICPUG) John Bentley * 
06286 65932 

16-32 Micro Programming AMOS, bimonthly 
fanzine, PDr (Fish->590) Membership 100FT 
or £10. For more information contact F 
Moreau, 132 rue Jean Foil air, 50000 Saint- 
Lo, France » 31 52 20 02 

Action Replay Users Club For help, tips, lists 
of pokes. Free. For more details contact 
Gordon Hagan, 66 Muirside Avenue, 
Kirkintilloch, Glasgow G66 3PR 

All bit Computer Club General hints and tips, 
advice, competitions, draws, shop. Entrance 
fee £1.50. Contact Mick, 170 Claughton Ave, 
Crewe, Cheshire CW2 6ET 

Amiga Addicts Newsletter and open nights 
For info SAE to A Minnock, Clonkelly, Binn, Co 
Offaly, Ireland 

Amiga Artists Club 34 Round hay Mount, 
Leeds LS8 4DW. For Amiga artists, musicians 
and coders. Pirates not welcome. Free. » 
Kam on 0532 493942, 5-8pm 

Amiga Athens club PD swaps, tips, cheats 
etc. Free membership, just new PD or tips in 
exchange for our services. Contact Stefanos 
Papamichael, 9 Derfeld Rd, Patisia, 11144 
Athens, Greece. " 01/2027973 

AmigeBASIC club Free bi monthly disk, help 
for beginners and experts. Membership £10 
per year. Contact Conran Ahmad, 15 
Weybndge Rd, Thornton Heath, Surrey CR7 
7LN * 081 689 9102 

Amiga Beginners' Club 110 Whitehill Park, 
Limavidy, Co. Londonderry BT49 QQG> Club to 
help newcomers. Bi-monthly club disk, and a 
small PD library; Membership £2 for a single 
disk, or £20 for every issue 

Amiga Graphics Club I want to set one up[ 
But to do so, 1 need your help. If enough of 
you reply, your graphics can only benefit. For 
details you should write to Jonathan McBrien , 
16 Drumbawn, Enniskilfen, Fermangh BT74 
6NF 

Amiga Helpline Contact Gordon Keen an, 21 
Skirsa Place, Glasgow G23 5EE. 
Software/hardware help service, free PD, DTP 
problems sorted, plus general Amiga chit- 
chat. Send a stamp for full details. 
Membership £15 per year 

Amiga Mania Bi-monthly publication (23+ 
pages). Public domain, license ware, bargains, 
classifieds, free advice, free gifts, free disks. 
Annual membership £12. Contact D Cryer, 88 
Blackball Rd, Folkestone, Kent CT19 5QX 

Amiga Maniacs Help Graphics, sound, 
Workbench, programming, help on any topic. 
Beginners welcome. Free membership (by 
post). Contact Johnny, S Tan-y-Grais, 
Caernarfon Rd, Bangor LL57 4SD 

Amiga Musicians Club Membership gets you 
a disk with 50 IFF samples a month for 12 
months. Also sample service. Membership 
£30. Contact Gavin Wylie, Guthrie Street, 
Carnoustie, Angus 

Amiga Navigation Contact Dave Thomas 4a, 
Allister St, Neath, W Glamorgan. PD, advice, 
even smalt repairs and social evenings. Weds 
7 - 9pm. Membership £10 per year 

Amiga Network International 2 monthly club 
disk, reviews, advice. For info contact Phil or 
Steve: 434 Den by Dale Rd East, Wakefield, W 
Yorks WF4 3AE 

Amiga PD Exchange at 27 Spa Rd, Preston, 
Lancashire, PR1 SSL. Chance to exchange 
PD, shareware, Fish and Tbag disks. £1 for 
disk and membership 

Amiga Users Klub, Windsor House, 19 Castle 
St, Bodmin, Cornwall PL31 2DX. Meets every 
Friday from 6.30-9pm, to expand members' 

If your group isn't mentioned, fill 

in the form at the bottom of the 

page to let us know about you 

knowledge of Amiga and to help solve 
people's problems. Contact Jack Tailing 

Amiga User Group - Fylde Contact Andy 
Wilkinson » 0253 724607 25 Glen Eidon Rd, 
Lytham St Annes, Lancashire FY8 2AX, 
Meetings twice a month, newsdisk, tuition, 
technical support, Amiga advice Membership 
£15 per year 

Amiga Users Club Contact Edward Metcalfe 
* 021 7441430 49 Burman Rd. Shirley, 
Solihull, W Midlands B90 2BG PD swapping, 
games swapping (not copying), competitions, 
free membership 

Amiga Video Producers1 Group Meets 
quarterly in Swindon. For info SAE to J 
Strutton, S Rochford CI, Grange Park, 
Swindon, Wilts SN5 SAB * 0793 S70SS7 

Amiga Wlthem Users' Group 85 Highfielefs 
Rd, Witham, Essex CMS 1LW, Tips and Basic 
programs. K Anderson » 0376 518271 

Amiga holies Club Disk magazine covers PD, 
programming, music, art, DTP, and rnone. 
Free membership. Contact Kevin Bryan, 49 
Courts House, Charlton, London SE7 7AS * 
071-580 2000 Ext 240 

AmlgaSoc PD, tips, cheats, MIDI, 
programming, disk magazine, all welcome. 
Free membership. Contact Neil Cartwright, 17 
St Winefrldes Ave, Manor Park, London E12 
6HQ « 018 553 5434 

Amtgos PD Large PD library - £1 for 
catalogue disk. For more details contact 
Roland Arnold, 16 Mayfair Ave, llford, Essex 
IG1 3DL w 081-554 5160 

AMOS Programmer Club Free membership, 
swap AMOS programs and PD, disk magazine 
and help for new users. Contact Gareth 
Downes-Powell, 6 Brassey Avenue, 
Broadstairs, Kent CT10 2DS 

AMOS Programmers Exchange Free 
membership. Swapping software and ideas. 
Help available, J taring, 7 Majestic Rd, Hatch 
Warren, Basingstoke, Hants RG22 4XD 

AMOS Programmers Group John Mullen at 
62 Lonssdale St, Workington, Cumbria CA14 
2YD. Hints, tips, tutorials too, SAE for info. 
£10 membership for bi-monthly disk mag 

Angus Amiga CDTV club Contact J 
Robertson, 22a High St, Brechin, Angus DD9 
6ER » 0356 623072. Review software, 
discuss anything Amiga. Free membership 

Asia Amiga Association Newsletter, PD, 
information, advice, ideas, exchanges. 
Membership HKS250 per annum. For more 
info contact Pete Alex, Room lie. Fortune 
Court, 4-6 Tak Hlng St. Kowloon. Hong Kong. 
« 7245196 

Astro PD Send SAE and blank disk for 
catalogue. Help and advice also available. 
Contact D Benson, 3 Skiddaw Court, 
Nunthorpe, Middlesbrough, Cleveland TS7 
ORD 

Avon Micro Computer Club Graphics and 
animation, business and the chance to speak 
to professional users. £3 per annum. Contact 
Roger: 95 Downend Rd, Horfield, Bristol « 
0272 513224 

Basic Programmers' Group 68 Queen 
Elizabeth Dr, Normanton, West Yorks WF6 
1JF, Encourages the use of Basic, exchanges 
ideas and assists beginners to the language. 
Free newsletter Mark Blackall « 0924 
892106 

Beaconsfield and District CO Contact Philip 
Lishman » 0494 782298 27 Russell Court, 
Che sham, Bucks. Meetings at St Michaels 
Hall, St Michaels Green, Beaconsfield 7.45 - 
9.45pm. Programming, gaming swapping PD, 
having fun. Membership £10 for 6 months 

Bloomfield Video and Computing Beginners, 
video techniques. Meetings at Bloomfield 
Community Centre, Narberth, 7.30pm 
alternate Tuesdays. Membership £5. Contact 
Mrs Beryl Hughes, Nashville, 50 Glynderi, 
Carmarthen, Dyfed SA31 2EX * 0267 
237522 

Bournemouth Amiga Club Problems, fun, 
social beginners welcome. Free. Contact P 
Chamberlain, 35 Homeoaks, 30 Wtmbome 
Road, Bournemouth, Dorset BH2 6QA » 
0202 296714 

BR & CJ Computer Club B Robinson at 23 
Fairway Rd, Shepshed, Loughborough, 
Leicestershire, LE12 90S * 0392 72889 or 
03922 841296. Regular disk mag packed 
with tips, reviews of games and serious 
software, game cheats database, demos and 
utils, very large PD library. Membership fee 
£1,25 

Bus Stop PD from 40 to 75p per disk, 
cheats, classifieds and gossip, plus 
competition every 2 weeks. Send SAE and 
50p for catalogue. Lisa Tyree, 5 Westboume 
Rd, Marsh, Huddersfield HD1 4LQ 

Cacophony (Unlimited) Aims to create quality 
PD with AMOS and others. Help given. Mark 
Wickson, 49 Perrott Close, North Leigh, 
Witney, Oxon OXB 6RU 

Camberley User Group Lectures, 
competitions, advice, meetings, free 
membership. For more info contact F 

We 11 be l ove * 0252 871 545 

Champion PD Club PD at 30p, newsletters, 
advice, help and more. Membership £10. 
Contact Steve Pickett, 31 Somerset Close, 
Catterick, N Yorkshire, DL9 3HE 

Cheapo PD Club Non-profit making postal PD, 
newsletters, advice. Membership £5. Contact 
Jason Meachen, Ivy Cottage, Chapel Road, 
Beaumont, Clacton, Essex C016 OAR 

ChesteMe-Street 16-Bit Computer Club 
Ground floor function suite, The Civic Centre, 
Newcastle Rd, Chesterle-Street. Meets 
Mondays from 7.30^ 9.30pm. Exchange 
advice and swap tips. » Peter Mears 091 
385 2939 

CDTV Users Club Technical support, news, 
compiling compatible software list. Free 
membership - just send SAE. Contact Julian 
Lavanini. 113 Fouracres Rd, Newall Green, 
Manchester M23 SES 

Chic Computer Club Full details with an SAE 
to STAMP, Chic Computer Club, PC Box 121, 
Gerrards Cross, Bucks. For info contact Steve 
Winter * 0753 884473 

Club 68000 Competitions, programming, 
music. Meets Harrogate Leisure Centre, 
Mondays 6.15pm 10pm. SAE to Chris 
Hughes, 59 Walton Park, Pannal, Harrogate, 
N Yorks, HG3 1FJ « 0423 891910 

Club Amiga £10 a year for PD and a 24-hr 
helpline {091 385 2627). For more info send 
SAE to Chris Longley. 5 Bowes Lea, Shiney 
Row, Houghton Le Spring, Tyne and Wear 

Club Futura Advice to programmers and 
beginners. Send SAE for info to G Holland, 16 
Hermiston, Monkseaton, Whitley Bay, Tyne & 
Wear NE25 9AN 

Comp-U-Pal Australian group for users in the 
outback. Newsletter, helpline. PD library. 
Membership AS24. Comp-U-Pal. c/o MDA, PO 
Box 29, Knoxfieid 3180, Victoria, Australia 

Computeque Steve Lai ley at Insklp Meeting 

GET YOURSELF LISTED 

If you run a user group which isn't listed on this page, fill in the 
form below for your free entry. Send It to Amiga Shopper User 
Groups List, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. We reserve the 
right to refuse entries. 

AS23 

Group name  

Contact name  

Contact telephone number. 

Contact address  

Place of meetings  ! 

Time of meetings. 

Type of activities ....  ! 

Membership fee 
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USER GROUPS 

Hall, Ashurst, Skelmersdale, Lanes on 0695 
31378 7,45pm - 10.30 pm every Tuesday. 
From beginner to advanced user. Half year 
membership £2.50 children, £3 adults 

Computer Club 16 Laton Rd, Hastings, East 
Sussex IT 0424 421480. A 16-bit club 
dedicated to being computer enthusiasts 
Membership costs £15 per year 

Darlington Commodore Users Club News, 
discounts, cheap PD, advice, newsletter and 
more. Annual membership £5. For further info 
contact S Wheatley, 1 Ruby St, Darlington, 
County Durham 0L3 OEN 

Deluxe Cheats Disk User Group Steven Frew 
at 96 Campden Green, Solihull, West 
Midlands, B92 8HG. Software advice. 
Updates every 2 months! £4 for disk £2 for 
updates 

Edinburgh Amiga Group Membership £5t 
includes free advice and PD. Contact Neil 
McRea, 37 Kingsknowe Road North, 
Edinburgh EH 14 2DE with SAE 

Enfield Amiga club For info contact Sean 
Clifton » 081 8042867 32a Hoe Lane, 
Enfield, Middx Meetr swap, competitions, 
helping new users with problems 

Enterprise PD 'Free' PD if you supply disks 
and postage. Membership £25 per year, £5 
per month. T McLoughlin, 229 Barking Road, 
East Ham. London E6 1LB * 081 472 0434 

Eureka PD Small library with friendly service. 
70p per disk. Contact Liam Allen, 5 Hartwell 
Close, Northampton NN2 8TT 

Exeter 16 Bit User Group Andrew Deeley or 
Phil Treby at 25A Gloucestershire Rd, Exwick, 
Exeter, EX4 2EF. Meeting every Wednesday 
7pm. Programming £6 per annum 

Fylde Computer Club All aspects of 
computing. Meets 7pm, Lostock Gardens 
Community Centre, 2nd and 4th Wednesday 
of month. £15 per year, 50p on door. Contact 
Colin Biss, 90 The Esplanade, Fleetwood, 
Lanes FY7 7BQ * 0253 772502 

Galactik PD Swaps and sells PD. Contact E 
Newsome, 10 Crugan Ave, Kinmel Bay. Clwyd 
LL18 5DG. Demos, music, utilities, games, 
99p for catalogue disk 

Game Swap Club Swap original software and 
hardware. Membership £3. Contact Ade 
Ajidahun, St Andrews House, 125 North 
Road, St Andrews. Bristol BS6 5AH w 0272 
240399 

Gamer-Link International pen-pal club for 
gamers. Free swap service, advice on tips 
and cheats. Life membership £5. Contact 
Stu, 28 Churchfield, Ware, Herts SG12 OEP. 

GFA Basic Forum Contact J Findlay 
* 0788 891197 or send SAE to 52 Church 
Rd, Braunston, Nr Daventry Northants NN11 
7HQ, Free advice on programming in GFA. 
Also tutorial disk for sale. Beginners and 
advanced users welcome. Free membership 

Gibraltar Amiga Users Club PD library, 
monthly newsletter, disk magazine, 
com pet i lion s, regular meetings (in the John 
Macintosh Hail). Membership from £6 per 
year. Contact David Winder, 7 Lime Tree 
Lodge. Montagu Gardens, Gibraltar « 01O 
350 79918 

Guru Masters PD demos etc, contact the 
Sheriff, 111 Sherboume Rd. Banbury, 
Wolverhampton, WV10 9EU » 0902 782277 

Hampshire PD Club Mike Galiienne at 79, 
Cartess CI, Rownes, Gosport, Hants, P013 
9PW on 0705 585323. Pubiic Domain Disks 
at 35p. Monthly competitions. SAE for more 
info to the above address. £10 a year 

Harleys PD Swapaiama Public domain 
swapping by mail. Contact G Varney, 140 
Weston Drive. Otely, West Yorks LS21 2DJ « 
0943 466896 

Hereford Amiga Group Membership freer 
help, exchange of PD and shareware. Lotus 
Turbo 2 Quad PJayer Championship. Contact 
John Macdonald, Alma Cottage, Allensmore, 
Hereford HR2 OAT * 0981 21414 

Hermit Computer Club Hardware help and 
information, program swapping. Meetings 7- 
10pm, Mondays. Membership £3 per term, 
50p per night. Contact John Maynard, Hermit 
Centre, Shenfleld Road, Brentwood, Essex 
CM 15 SAG « 0277 218897 

Homesoft PD Over 2000 Amiga PD from 2Op 
to 69p, Send SAE for free disk catalogue. 
Contact Chris Home 23 Stanwell CI, 
Wincobank, Sheffield S9 1PZ 

HTS (Malta) Free membership. Contact K 
Cassar, Block 1 Flat, 6 H E Hal-Tmiem, Zejlun 
ZTN07 Malta » 674023 

Hyndburn Amiga Users Club Tuition, advice, 
PD, and more. Meets Mondays, 7pm, at the 
Canine Club, Acchngton (f 1 on the doc). 
Contact Nigel Rigby, 7 Brecon Avenue, 
Oswaldtwistle. Lancashire BBS 4QS » 0254 
395289 

In Touch Amiga Penpals, contacts, PD, 
swaps £2.50 per year. For more Information 
contact P Allen, 0342 835530, PO Box 21, 
Lingfield, Surrey RH7 6YJ 

Independent Commodore Products Users' 
Group Free PD software. 100 page journal, 
technical helplines and discounts, Contact 
the Membership Secretary, PO Box 1309T 
London N3 2UT * 081 346 0050 after 6pm, 
or your nearest local branch; 

JJC Amiga correspondence course £50 per 
year. Contact PO Box 19, High Wycombe, 
Bucks HP11 1UF. tr 0494 983347 

Kent Youth Computer Group Contact Jim 
Fanning * 0233 629804 North Youth Centre, 
Essella Rd. Ashford, Kent. Meetings at the 
North Youth Centre, Thursdays 7 - 10pm 
computer fair visits, video and DTP work, 
monthly newsletter Membership 40p per 
month 

Lothian Amiga Users Group Contact Andrew 
Mackie * 0506 630509 52 Birniehill Ave, 
Bathgate, W Lothian EH4S 2RR Advice and 
help in buying hardware, software etcr group 
buying, dealers' circulars welcome. 
Membership free 

Maritime Amiga Club Maritime computing, 
interact with seafarers ashore on Amigas. 
Contact CDR K Osei, GN Ships Refit Office, 
51 Rue de la Bretonniere, 50105 Cherbourg, 
France, tr 33 33225447 

Marksman [Trojan Phaser user group) Contact 
David Green, S7 Thicket Drive, Maltby, 
Rotherham, S Yorkshire 866 7LB Promotes 
use of the Trojan Phazer, swaps PD and own 
programs, disk magazine 

Masters of Raster AMOS coding, DPaint, 
tutorials, ray tracing, open to other 
suggestions. Meets Bournemouth Grammar 
School, Weds evenings, Sunday pm. Free 
membership. Contact Chris James, 10 Mavis 
Road, Charminster, Bournemouth, Dorset« 
0202 510161 

Mystery Game Swapping Send a game and 
receive a mystery one back. Deborah Tully, 08 
Lime Court, Pendleton, Salford, Gtr 
Manchester M6 BEG 

N Ireland Amiga User Contact Stephen 
Hamer, 98 Crebilly Rd, Ballymena, Co Antrim 
BT42 4DS. Disk based mag £2.50 per issue. 
Free PD, SAE for further info 

New Hall Amiga Users Club Games, graphics, 
music. Workbench programming. Meets 7pm 
every Tuesday, New Hall Social Club, 104 
Bury Rd, Dawtenstall. Membership £5 per 
year, under 16s not allowed. Contact Bill 

Grundy, 115 Stanley St, Accrington, 
Lancashire w 0254 385365 

Numero Uno PD, swapping, competitions, pen 
pals. £3.50 per annum. Contact Dillon Eyre. 
21 Burstall Hill, Bridlington, N Humberside 
Y016 5NP 

Pascal Programmers Group Disk-based 
newsletter for Highspeed Pascal users. Free 
membership. Contact Colin Yarn all, 93 
Manchester Rd, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 2JQ 

Pennine Amiga Club 26 Spencer Street, 
Keighley, West Yorkshire BD21 2BU. Free 
membership, free advice and a newsletter. 
Contact Neville Armstrong for more info • 
0535 609263 

■   Perth and District Amateur Computer 
Society For further information contact 
Alastair MacPherson 137 Glasgow Rd, Perth. 
Meetings third Tuesday in every month, 8pm. 
General advice, talks, Amiga PD. Membership 
£6 or free for under 16s 

Pete's PD PD from only £1 per disk. Send 
50p for disk catalogue to Peter Garrett, 
Chestnut Cottage, White Lion Road. 
Amersham, Bucks HP7 9JR 

Public Domain Exchange Demos, music, 
utilities, animation. Annual fee £8 Contact D 
McLeish, 26 Taunton Ave, Leigh, Lanes WN7 
5PT 

Public Domain User Group Swaps PD, 
provides advice. SAE to 12 Oxford Rd, 
Guildford, Surrey 

PUG Contact S Jackson « 0446 772331 
Whitebeam Cottage, Trerhyngyll, Cowbridge, S 
Glamorgan Cheap PD library, swap hints, 
reviews, articles etc. Send an SAE for further 
details 

Quality Amiga PD Only £1,20 per disk. Send 
SAE for free catalogue to John MacLeod, 4 
Worcester Avenue, Grimsby, South 
Humberside DN34 5EY 

Redbum Computer User Group Contact Paul 
Armstrong * 0294 56003, 12 Highfieid St, 
Kilwinning, Ayrshire KA13 7BN. Meetings at 
the Redbum Community Centre, Dickson 
Drive, Irvine, Group meets every second 
Wednesday from 5 Aug 92, 6.45 - 9.30pm. 
Help, ideas, PD and shareware, graphics and 
business. Membership 75p per meeting; £7 
per year 

Rye Computer Club Swap/meet at the Rye 
Community Centre. For info contact Oliver 
Campion, 71 The Mint, Rye, L Sussex TN31 
7DP*Q797 222876 

Serious Amiga Users Membership £5, £1 
admission. Contact J Kucak for more: » 0706 
290387. Fortnightly meetings 7.30-11 at the 
High Crompton Conservative Ctub 

Shieldsoft PD at Wilmar Lodge, 13 Churton 
Rd, Rhyl, CLwyd.LLlS 31MB, Write for more 
information. Basic programming help. Advice 
on the CLI and AMOS, Disks from only 50p to 
80p. Membership free « 0745 343044 

Sherlock PD Quarterly disk mag, help and 
advice for beginners. 5Qp per disk. A Doyle, 
44 Milton Street, Warrenpoint, Co Down, N 
Ireland 

Shropshire Amiga Link Advice, monthly disk 
mag, PD. Membership fee £15 per year. 
Contact N Cockayne, 2 Dodmoor Grange, 
Randlay, Telford, Shropshire TF3 2AW « 
0952 591376 

Slim Agnus. 115 Brocks Drive, North Cheam, 
Sutton. Surrey SM3 9UW, Group meets the 
last Thursday of every month. PD library, BBS, 
advice from Amiga experts. Contact Philip 
Worrel. 

Software City Swapping, competitions, club 
magazine. Membership £8. Contact N 
Richards, 9 Hollis Cfose. Manor Estate Farm, 
Rawmarsh, Rotherham, S Yorks S62 7LX or * 
0709 526092 

Software Exchange Club Free help and 
advice. Contact Michael Lacey, Fern's Post 
Office, Enniscorthy, County Wexford, Republic 
of Ireland 

Software Exchange Service 13 Bournvi lie 
Lane, Stirchley, Birmingham, West Midlands 
B30 2JY. For more info » Michael Pun 021- 
459 7576 

South 16 Bimonthly mag and disk, also PD 
library. £10 per year. Send SAE to Bruce, PO 
Box 16, Southampton SOS 7AU 

Southend Team Music, PD, Free membership. 
Contact Scotty, 52 Prince Avenue, Southend- 
on-Sea, Essex SS2 6NN v 0702 333974 

South port Amiga Users Advice, friendly 
evenings Mondays at Spm. No charge, 
discounts from local store. For info contact 
Michael Mite ham, 5 Easdale Drive, Ainsdale, 
Southport, Merseyside * 0704 79936 

South Wales Club Newsletter, PD library, free 
newsletter, programs, help and advice. For 
more Info contact D Allen 53 West Avenue, 
Trecenydd, Caerphilly CF8 2SF 

Steel PD, cheats, ideas, music, art, 
programming, hardware mods. Free 
membership {postal only). Contact James 
Whitehead, 33 Middle Cliffe, Drive Crowedge. 
Sheffield S30 5HB 

The Amiga Studio Friendly, helpful advice for 
serious users of the Amiga. Monthly 
newsletter, PD library, free loan of equipment 
to members, bar. Meets 7pm Thursdays, 
Mitchells Club, Scotia Road, Tunstall. Contact 
Dave Rose « 0782 815589 

Twilight Advice on hardware and 
software.Fred Fish PD, Free membership, 
disks 50p each. Contact 13 Mavis Court, 
Ravens Close, London NW9 5BH 

UK Subs The Hanger BBS, trading post for PD 
files, swapping. Free membership. Contact 
Diddy / Arklight » 0525 875518 

Unique Styles Derek at 15 Montgomery Rd, 
High brooms, Tun bridge Wells, Kent * 0892 
518319. By post only. For Amiga artists, 
programmers/musicians. Free membership 

Video Editing Club Invites DTV users for 
titling and editing. Quarterly magazine, send 
SAE for details to Danny Fisher,3A 
Thombridge Road, Iver Heath, Bucks SLO OPU 

Video Visuals Exclusively for video producers, 
PD library, genlocking, digitising, Quarterly 
disk magazine. Membership £10 per year. 
Contact Chris Brown, 4 Lavender Close, 
Witham, Essex CMS 2YG 

Wardray Hern Consortium User group for 
Amiga and possibly ethers, Membership fees 
to he discussed and incurred. PD library to be 
set up. Also Hem connection - worldwide 
contacts wanted. SAE and disk to WardCon 
info, (AS) Warren Hardy, 21 Stockfield Ave, 
Fen ham, Newcastle upon Tyne N€5 2DX 

Warpdrlve Help-line, PD library, bi-monthly 
disk mag, free drinks, competitions and 
infosheet. £15 per year. Contact B Scales 
110 Burton Ave, Balby, Doncaster DN4 8BB 
* 0302 859715 

WCSPSAf Help available. PD disk of your 
choice and newsletter every month. PD at £1. 
Membership £25. For further info contact A 
Jamie son « 0749 577609 

WMfow PD Free advice, disks only 90p each. 
Free membership. Contact Willow PD, 2 
Longbridge Close, Sherfield-on-Loddon, 
Basingstoke, Hants RG27 ODQ w 0256 
882654 

Wrexham District Computer Club PD, library, 
equipment loan. lOp to join, 50p to get in. 
Meetings at the Memorial Hall, Wrexham 
every Thursday, 7-lOpm. Contact Paul Evans, 
3 Ffordd FJfed, Rhosnesi, Wrexham, Clwyd 
LL12 7LU 

Your Amiga Club Helplines, PD, social 
evenings, classes, club mag. Fee: £12, family 
£15, Contact P Higgins « 0424 892269. The 
Old Chapel, Church Rd, Catsfield Battle, 
Sussex TN33 9DP 

Zymurgy General Amiga computing. Free 
membership. For further info contact A Carr, 
39 Sewlkirk Rd, Ipswich, Suffolk IP4 3JB * 
0473 725241 

Chelmsford * D Elliott 0245 460189 
Coventry « W Light 0203 413511 
Dublin » G Reeves 010 353 1 288 3863 
Macclesfield «■ P Richardson 0298 23644 
Mid Thames » M Hatt 0753 645728 
Solent n A Dimmer 0705 254969 
South Coast w Brian Wise 0903 787559 
South East ^ J Bickerstaff 081 651 5436 
South Wales tr | Kelly 0222 513815 
South West tr p Miles 0297 60339 
Stevenage u B Grainger 0438 727925 
Watford " B Rigty 0923 264510 
West Riding » K Morton 0532 537318 
Wigan " B Caswell 0942 213402 
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HBUJM«AiN 

COMMODORE 

WINDOWS.. _ 
Now your Amiga can display a silly picture while it's loading.. 

SOFTWARE 

for 

We're getting straight 
down to some fishy 
business this month, 
with Fred Fish disks 

7Si to 769, courtesy of Anglia PD, 
which is doing a great Job of 
sending me the latest releases 
every month. But that's not all - 
there's plenty of other good stuff 
about at the moment and, as 
always, well be checking out the 
best of the bunch. 

BOOTLOGO 
Fish disk 754 

Let's start off with something 
completely pointless - but quite 
amusing nonetheless. BootLogo was 
written by Markus lllenseer, and 
simply displays an image on the 
screen as your Amiga boots up from 
hard (or even floppy) disk. He found 

that because his hard disk is virtually 
silent, he wasn't sure that the Amiga 
was actually doing anything - and 
putting a picture on the screen at 
least shows that the beast is alive. 
As you'll see from the accompanying 
illustration, the picture is a familiar 
one to anyone who uses a certain 
product from Microsoft - although it 
has been modified a tad from its 
original appearance. 

To use BootLogo, just RUN it 
somewhere at the beginning of your 
startup-sequence. It will close 
automatically when it's no longer the 
frontmost window - which will 
normally be when the Workbench 
screen appears. Its only limitation is 
that it requires Amiga DOS 2.0 to run. 

And that's itr really. Job done. 
Mickey taken. On to the next thing. 

Program rating 7/10 

PL 
"£Llck" nenus 
Show single nenu 
Center nenujLtens 

:h qua L If ler 
:h&ut qualifier 

Hotkey jcontrol alt p 

Kill | Hide | 

Pop-up nenus 
 I uitl 

13 "if 

PopUpMenus (reviewed over the page) is a utility which pops up a window's 
menu Items anywhere on the screen when you hit the right mouse button 

Whether you're looking for 

utilities, demos, or useful 

applications, there's plenty of Fish 

disks in the public domain. But 

only the best are good enough for 

Captain Wrigley's table! 

What is PD? 

BEGINNERS 

START HERB 

PD is a general 
term which many people 
incorrectly use to refer to all freely- 
distributable software. In fact, PD 
(which stands for Public Domain) 
software is only one branch of this 
area; the other main one is 
shareware. 

Essentially, PD software may 
be copied and used by anyone, 
although some authors place 
restrictions such as not allowing a 
PD library to charge more than a 
certain amount for the disk. 

Shareware, on the other hand, 
should be treated more like 
commercial software. Although 
you are allowed to copy and pass 
around shareware programs, if you 
like one then you should pay the 
requested fee to the author - It's 
normally around £15 or less, and 
often entitles you to an upgraded 
version or a printed manual Paying 
your shareware fees encourages 
software authors to write more 
programs - and if they don't, the 
Amiga scene will be a poorer 
place. Don't think that you're 
paying money for nothing, either - 
often hundreds or even thousands 
of hours of work have gone into 
creating a program, and it's only 
right that the programmer receives 
some reward for his or her work. 

The third branch of software 
that we cover here is called 

licenseware. 
This is a form of 

shareware which is licensed to one 
(or more) PD libraries. In essence, 
when you buy a licenseware 
program you are buying shareware 
and paying the license fee at the 
same time. For this reason, you 
should treat any licenseware that 
you buy exactly as you would treat 
a piece of full-price commercial 
software - don't pass it around to 
your friends. You've only bought 
the right to use it yourself* 

Can f pass other people copies? 

Yes - that's the way that PD 
reaches a wider audience. Just 
make sure that you have followed 
the author's requirements for 
distribution. These are normally 
things Ilka not charging more than 
a certain amount for the disk, or 
that you make sure that all the 
original documentation is included 
on the disk. 

You can also pass on 
shareware - but not any registered 
copies of programs. If, when you 
pay your shareware fee, the author 
sends you an improved version of 
the program, then be careful not to 
give that out. Only pass on 
unregistered shareware. 

You should not, of course, pass 
on licenseware - it should be 
treated in the same way as 
registered shareware. 

RATING THE PROGRAMS 

Just to be awkward, I rate the software that I review In two different ways, 
depending on what it Is. Disk magazines, collections of clip art and the 
like are given a 'value for money' rating, since you're essentially paying for 
one thing, or group of things, on the disk. 

Single programs which appear in a collection of others, or programs 
which I've downloaded from bulletin boards, are given a 'program rating', 
which reflects how good 1 think they are, taking into account usability, 
bug-proofness, my own particular (or should that be peculiar?) tastes and 
so on. Both ratings are out of a maximum possible 10. 
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WBU^MMAIN 

POPUPMENU 
Fish disk 756 
PopUpMenu is a public domain 
program from Martin Adrian which 
allows you to select a window's 
menu items without ^^^^^^ 
having to move the 
cursor up to the top 
of the screen every 
time. Clicking the 
right mouse button 
anywhere on the 
screen produces a 
pop-up menu 
containing all the 
window's menu _ 
titles. Selecting one 
of these produces the menu items 
as sub-menus. It sounds more 
complicated than it is - in fact, 
PopUpMenus is a very simple idea, 
which has been elegantly 
implemented. 

The program is launched either 
from the CLI or WorkBench - so you 
can either edit your startup-sequence 
or just put the program in the 
WBStartup drawer. Once it's running, 
double-clicking the icon again 
produces a window with various 
configuration options - there's no 
messing about with a separate 
Preferences program. 

With a mouse-intensive program, 
such as an art or DTP package, 
PopUpMenu is a godsend - 
especially if you've slowed down the 
mouse's tracking speed for accuracy, 
so it normally takes you a couple of 
drags to get the cursor to the top of 
the screen. As a final 
recommendation: it's a program 
which has already found its home in 
my WBStartup drawer. 

Program rating 8/10 

CMDEMO 
Fish disk 757 

"With a mouse- 

intensive program • 

PopUpMenu is a 

godsend1 

Just one screen from the animation 
demo of CineMorph, which can be 
found on Fish disk 757 

Normally demos don't get a look-in 
on these pages, but I just couldn't 
let the CineMorph animations go 
unmentioned. They are 
demonstration animations for the 

B-^^^—Great Valley 
Products (GVP) 
company's 
CineMorph 
program (reviewed 
in full on page 70), 
which allows you 
to morph between 
two or more 
images, and even 

_between moving 
sequences of 

images. Apparently the product 
supports a variety of formats 
including HAM-E and DCTV, and will 
generate Op-5 ANIMs. Certainly, if 
you've never seen what morphing 
actually is, or you want to know what 
CineMorph is capable of, these two 
short animations are well worth 
checking out. 

Program rating 5/10 

GEOTIME 
Fish disk 758 

You know, I sometimes wonder why 
people bother. I mean, surely there 
are some things that you write as 

i 

• It doesn't work properly. The globe 
version of the program, 
Geotime_g, doesn't update its 
menus properly to show the size of 
the window. 

• The display is hideous. Turn on 
the names of cities and their clock 
times, and things overlap in a 
most unpleasant way. 

• It's no bloody use whatsoever. 

Apparently Distant Suns, an 
astronomy simulation by this guy, 
won the 1988 Consumer Electronics 
Show award for Most Innovative 
Educational Program, and the 1991 
Commodore Developer's Choice 
Award. All I can say is that it must be 
a damned sight better than Geotime. 
The only reason that this program 
gets a rating of 2/10 is that at least 
it (sort of) works. 

Program rating 2/10 

ABACKUP 
Fish disk 759 

This is a $10 shareware backup 
package written by Denis Gounelle. 
As the name suggests, it's designed 
to let you take a backup of your vital 
data - before you suffer the disk 

mmmmmmmammmammmmommm 

• ffoSCW 17: Mi 

mm 

Geotime: an intriguing idea for a package, perhaps - I'm afraid that what 
really lets it down is the fact that the programs are complete garbage 
programming exercises but never 
inflict on the general public? And 
even if you did, surely you wouldn't 
have the gall to actually ask for 
money for them? Well, the author of 
AmigaTrek and Distant Suns, Mike 
Smithwick, has done just this in the 
shape of GeoTime. This is a 
collection of three programs which 
variously claim to show a 2-D earth 
map with day and night sides 
shaded, and the earth as a globe - 
again, with shading showing which 
bits of the planet are in sun at any 
given time. For these gems of 
programming expertise, Mr 
Smithwick asks that we send him a 
shareware donation of $20. 

Now, I would be in favour of this, 
except for just a few reasons: 

• It's slow. The display takes a good 
five seconds to initially appear. 
And after you've changed options 
the program takes a few seconds 
to reflect these on the screen. 

this as a positive point - incremental 
backups are fine until you realise 
that you've lost the original set of 
disks - but in reality it's something 
of a restriction. 

Still, this apart, the program 
seems to work perfectly well. The 
user interface is clear and easy to 
use, and there are user options to 
let you decide whether to verify data 
after it's been written, whether to 
compress the data as it's saved to 
floppy disk (compressed data takes 
less space, but the compression 
process can take some time), and so 
on and so forth. 

You can select the files to back 
up by clicking on them, by name, by 
date created, or whatever. In fact, 
you could implement some form of 
incremental backup manually, since 
you could back up just those files 
which didn't have their archive bit 
set, but this is rather cumbersome 
and prone to errors. If you back up to 
floppy disks - rather than a disk file 
on a hard drive - they are written in a 
special format, so you shouldn't 
format them first. 

The program has some neat 
functions; for example, if you specify 
the disk drive combination 'df0:,dfl' 
as your backup units, the first chunk 
will be written to a disk in dfO:, the 
second to dfl:. the third to dfO: and 
so on - all without disk requesters, 
so you can just sit there mindlessly 
swapping disks with no worries. 

If all you want is a simple backup 
program, you could do far worse than 
ABackup. And those with more 
specialised needs may find that its 
support for things like selecting files 
according to flag settings, and the 
ability to create a data file with 
selection criteria already specified, 
will come in handy. 

ABackup is (surprise, surprise) a backup utility with a reasonable range of 
functions - although incremental backups aren't catered for 
crash that's inevitable the minute 
you complete a really important piece 
of work. 

CDTV-PLAYER 
Fish disk 759 

Unlike BackUp (reviewed a 
couple of issues ago - the most 
recent version of that program is 
available on Fish disk 767), ABackup 
doesn't allow you to create 
incremental backups - that is, only 
saving data which has changed since 
the last time. Some people will see 

I haven't been able to test this 
program, by Daniel Amor, since I 
don't own either a CD-ROM drive or a 
CDTV. However, I thought that I 
should mention it for those of you 
that do own one of these devices. 

continued on page 125 
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CITIZEN PRINTERS 
FROM SILICA SYSTEMS 

• FREE DELIVERY 
Next Day • Anywher« in the UK mainland • WINDOWS 3.1 Free Window 3.1 driver with Starter Kit 

• FREE STARTER KIT • FREE HELPLINE 
Worth ES7.S8 • With Citizen dot matrix Technical support helpline open during 
printers Irwn Silica office hours 

• 2 YEAR WARRANTY •FREE COLOUR KIT I Including the dot main* printer head) With every Swift 9 

FREE STARTER KIT INCLUDES: 
• T/T Disk with Amiga Print 

Manager (see right) 
• STDItk with Windows 3.1 Driver 

1.8 Metre Parallel Printer Cable 
• 200 Sheets of Continuous Papor 

100 Continuous Tractor Food 
Address LaMs 

• 5 Continuous Envelopes on 
Tractor Feed 

AMIGA PRINT MANAGER V2.01 Fta km pMq Im fee tadm do. team earn uri mi -car- man, kneaat am of ctege n peri ol tM Sica Pnntv SMv KJL 
• t"^»ed Inaot Smwhng • GarnrnwColourCoiTfckon • kiapiScrfng • Coto J Sopantion 

VALUE £49 

STAND OFFER 

c.rnzFX PRINTER 
STAND 

For Swift 9,24, 24e, 200, 
240 and 224 Printers • Helps keep pace with Citizen 

Printer's powerful paper handling 
• Robust 4 Durable Construction 
• Saves space and protects 

continuous stationery from dust and 
• Compatible with bottom and rear 

<eed Optntftafl 

£19 -VAT. £22 33 • PRA 1242 

SHEET FEEDERS 
PRA 1200 1200   £7138 
PRA 1215 124LV224/Swtft $24 £88.70 
PRA 1228 124D/224/Swltt9/24 £42.00 

SERIAL INTERFACES PRA 1189 120D+  £56 45 
PRA 1209 Swift 9/9x/124D/224  £3225 
PRA 1709 Swift 24/24x/24e .       £26 33 

32K MEMORY EXPN 
PRA 1753 1240/224/Swift 24 £1310 

PRINTER STAND 
PRA 1242 1240/224/Swift 9tf 4 £22 33 
PRA 1274 Swift 9X/24X £3066 

ORIGINAL RIBBONS 
RIB 3520 1200 Swift 9 Black £2 91 
RIB 3949 Swift 9x Black £7 15 
RIB 3924 124D.'Swift 24 Black £470 
RIB 3936 224vSwitt 9,-24 Colour     £15 63 
RIB 3248 PN48 Single Strike £3 61 
RIB 3348 PN48 Multi Strike  £3 6' 

COLOUR KITS PRA 1236 224/Swrft 9/24e/20a240.. £35 25 
PRA 1240 Swift 9x/24x_ £35 25 

PN48 ACCESSORIES PRA 1148 PWS Battery £46.70 
PRA 1155 PN48CableExtn ..£29 37 
PRA 1162 PN48 Car Adaptor £16 80 

• Cteon Swift24x-24 pin-136 col 
• 192cps Draft, 64cps NLQ 
e 8K Printer Butter * 4 Fonts 
• Parallel Interface 
• Graphics Resolution; 360 x 360dpi 
• Epson, IBM and NEC P6 Emulation 
• Colour Option Available 
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 
SILICA STARTED KIT _£4t 

TOTAL miX 03» SAVING £239 
SHICA met on £299 13 • Pill tSH 

CITIZEN PRINTERS 
WITH 2 YEAR WARRANTY 

RETURN THE COUPON FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF SILICA S 

NEW CITIZEN CATALOGUE 

PERIPHERALS & ACCESSORIES 

• Citizen Swift 200 - 24 pin- 80 column 
• 270cps SDpm 216 cps Draft, 72cps LQ 
• 8K Printer Buffer <wmxi 4 6 LQ Fonts 
• Parallel Interface 
• Graphics Resolution: 360 x 360 dpi 
• Epson, IBM, & NEC P20 Emulations 
• Quarter Printing and Auto Set Facility 
• Ultra Quiet Mode- 4368(A) 
• Colour Option Available 
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 

SWIFT 200 
RRP £269 SIUCA STARTER KIT _E49 

TOTAL VALUE: £318 SAVING £139 
SILICA PRICE: £171 

£179 
WAT=£210.33-PRI2490 

• Citizen 1200* - 9 pin 
• 144cps Draft, 30cps NLQ 
• 4K Printer Buffer * 2 Fonts 
• Parallel or Serial Interlace 
• Graphics Resolution: 240 x 240dpi 
• Epson and IBM Emulation 
• Pull tractor & bottom feed 
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 

CITIZEN 120D+ 
RRP £1N SILICA STARTER KIT _J49 

TOTAL VALUE: £248 lllWfc £133 
SILICA PHICE: £115 

Tfte Citizen 120D printer comes supplied with a] parallel interface as standard If you require a serial interlace instead, please state ret: PRl 2125 when placing your order with Si'ica £115 ♦VAT.E13S.13-PRl 2120 

• Ctkm Swift 24V240C -24 pm-80 col • aOOasSDdSwi, 240 cps Drift, SOcos LQ • 8K Prmter Bufftr ■ 40K maximum • 9L0Fonts*2 Scalar Fonts f|.«**; • Font CartnOge Slot -torptogm sty* fonts • RMM MMW • GnpfiKS Resolution: 360 x 360dpi • EMon. m NEC P2QICEL Emulations • Quarter Printing FacMy • Auto Set Facility - MMM VF. Auto Emulation Demon • Command Vue IV Front Control Panel • Ultra Quiet Mode -43dBlAi • Colour Printing Standard - Swift 240c, Colour Printing Optional • Swtit240 • FREE Silica Prmter Starter KM 

SWIFT 240 MONO 
STARTER KIT . _MB 
TOTAL VALUt CSM SAVWG N4« £239 ♦VATr£2»63-Pfl!2S60 

SWIFT 240C COLOUR 
STARTER KIT. £41 
TOTAL VALUt E4M SAVING. £149 
tax* met: C2M £259 WAT.O04.33-PRl 257! 

• Citizen Swift 9 - 9 pin • 80 col 
• 192cps Draft, 48cps NLQ 
• 8K Printer Buffer 
• 3 Fonts 
• Parallel Interface 
• Graphics Res: 240 x 240dpi 
• Epson and IBM Emulation 
• Proportional Spacing 
• FREE Colour Kit 
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit 

SWIFT 9 
RRP £199 COLOUR KIT £38 SILICA STARTER KIT _£49 

TOTAL VALUE: £288 
SAVm £127 

SILICA PWCE: £159 

£159 ♦VAT«£18683-PRI2209 

• Citizen PN48 Notebook Printer 
• Non-impact Printing on Plain Paper 
• 53cps LQ ■ 4K Buffer # 2 Fonts 
• Rear and Bottom Paper Loading 
• Parallel Interface 
• Graphics Res: 360 x 360dpi 
• Epson, m NECP6 & QKw? Emulation 
• Power. Mams. Battery or Car Adaptor 

TOTAL VALUt: EMS SAVtltG gtj 
SILICA met: MM £199 -WT.E233H-PRl 2100 

• Crtuen Profet • mk/et - 80 col 
• 360cps Draft, tZOcps NLQ 
• 50 Noote Head • Whisper Quiet470(A) 
• 8K Printer Buffer * 3 Fonts 
• Optional HP Compatible Font cards] 
• Parallel Interface 
• Graphics Res 300x300dpi 
• HP Deskjet plus emulation 

m TOTAL VALUt: t4M SAVT*I6 £151 SAKA met: CMS £345] 
L»VAT«C4Q6 3t - PP K9?J 

SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
tt'EH V. On an hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland. 

LPUNE: Team of technical experts at your service, 
match competitors on a 'Same product • Same price" basis. 

Proven track record in professional computer sales. 
' )Q stoU): Solid, reliable and profitable. 

{'ERNMENTi Volume discounts available 081-308 0888. 
raining facilities at our London & Sidcup branches. 

All of your requirements from one supplier, 
t FREE CATALOGUES: WW be mailed to you with offers ♦ software and peripheral detaris. 
• PAYMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms. 
Before you deck* «rheo to^buy vour new printer, we suggest you think very carefuRy about WHERE you buy it. Consider what it wrti be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may require additional peripherals and accessories, or help and advice. And, wtfl the company you buy from 
contact you wtth details of new products? At SlHca Systems, we ensure that you wIM have nothing to 
worry about. We have been established for almost 14 years and. with our unrivalled experience and 
expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an understanding which is 
Mpond to none. But dont just take our word for rt Complete and return the coupon now for our latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "SWca Systems Service". 

MAIL ORDER M The Mews, Hatherley Rd. Sidcup. Kent, DA14 4DX Ord* Urnn Optv MooSl O-OCam-SOOpm   No l*m Mtfit Optmg 
LONDON SHOP Op4rtoQ Houw:    Mon-S* 9^C«me.0Qp>w 52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P 06A 

LJU ta0t optfiwg 

Til: 081-309 1111 feat Not Oat-SOS 0008 

LONDON SHOP: Seifridges (i« ROOT). Oxford Street London. W1A 1AB Qpwwo How    Mwvfri 9*0M»7at*tnQ*4miXaaQ U* >Sght TrM«»y - Spwi 

Tel: 071*511 4000 Fax Wo: 071.383 4737 

SIDCUP SHOP Opuirfl Hours     MwvSl S.00am-SS0pm 1-4 The Mews. Hathertey Rd. Sidcup. Kent, DA14 40X BWW ■ 7pm 

Tel: 071-S211234 r3914 

ESSEX SHOP:       Keddies <2mt ROOT). High Street; Southend-on-Sea, Essex. SS11 LA OpaHriQ Hcxn     Mcn-Fn 9 30»TV4 SOpffl fSrt S00«^O0pm) Wo Utt NgW Opwiwg  

UN: 061-312 Nil 
HA Wtt 081-809 0017 
IM: 0702468039 Ft* No 0702482389 

Ho: Silica Systems, AMSHP-0393-55, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX .Pi 

SILICA 

SYSTEMS 

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE CITIZEN RANGE 
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:         Initials:  Surname: 
Company Name (if applicable):   
Address:   

  Postcode:  
Tel (Home):   Tel (Work):   

JrVhich computer(s). if any, do you own? 55N 
ESOE - Advrtt—d prtoandipec8fcallommaychir^ "™™ 



Hissing the complete set? - well get your back issues NOW while you can 

Buying a paint package plus reviews of Pagestream, Coiourpic, Sequencer 1, KCS Powerboard, and Scala.     Accelerating the Amiga plus 
reviews of Bars & Pipes, Daatascan, ATOnce, DynaCADO and BASIC languages.      Buying a printer plus reviews of Pro-24, Real 3D, Wordwortht TEX, Imagine 
and Superbase 4     r?&ff%l^^ A hardware and add-on buyer's guide special, tons of lips for Professional Page and the1 

HAM-E colour system     The definitive guide to the A500 Plus, down-loading satellite imges, choosing sequencng video and ProPage 2       Special graphics 
issue plus reviews of Audition 4, Sound Enhancer and Showmaker       Insight Into CDTV, a complete guide to printer preferences, 24-btt graphics, Genesis, Turbo 
Print and Sereo Master   V? "S'OJ.p .OtJT       FREE Tracey pfus special animation tutorial, Roc Tec's new hard disk, Amiga CD, Pixel 3D and Superbase 

Round up of best hand scanners, 5-page special on RAM boards, Artificial Intelligence, 3D animation and preview of Easy AMOS       PD special - including PD 
postscripts plus reviews of ImageMaster, SaxonScript and SuperJam       200 Top Tips of essential Amiga advice, a guide to setting up your own bulletin board, 
programming a neural network plus reviews of Hotlinks, Hit Kit and Professional Calc       DTP Special - the best package, highland DTP hardware and typography 
tutorial plus reviews of Visionary and Mini Office       Amiga Answers special - identify the source of any Amiga problem plus tmagemaster, MIDI coding and 3D 
graphics programming Ray Tracing - step-by-step guide, a round-up of the best accelerators, plus reviews on Opalvlsion 24-btt board, Pro 
Draw 3, and Home Office 2       FREE Disk -12 great utilities for the serious Amiga enthusiast plus inside, The Amiga Shopper Awards of 1992, plus reviews of 
Imagine 2, Wordworth 2 and the Vortex 486 PC emulator     Which Printer? - a round-up of the latest printers plus a beginners' guide to hassie-free computing and 
reviews of the Colourpic Plus, and Vidl-Amiga digitisers 



..but better still, book up for the year ahead - and never miss out agaii 
I 

worth £4.91 

If YOU SUBSCRIBE H 

You get all these benefits when you subscribe: 

• You save time Subscribe now to ensure your copy 

• You save trouble each month. For just £17.95 you 

• You guarantee your copy will get the next 12 issues 

O You get it delivered delivered direct to your home. 

PLUS A FREE BINDER WITH EVERY SUBSCRIPTION 

SAVE! 

► on2-yeai 

F subscripts 

Keep your copies of Amiga Shopper safe and protected right from the very start! 

or free with every subscription 

<yrJp £4.95 
FILL IN THE COUPONS BELOW OR CALL OUR CREDIT CARD HOTLINE ON 0458 7401 

YES, YES, YES! I WISH TO SUBSCRIBE TO AMIGA SHOPPER 

Please tick the subscription you require 12 issues 

□ UK £17.95 □ EUROPE £37.95 (Airmail) 

□ REST OF WORLD £60.95 (Airmail)    □ WORLD £37.95 (Surface) 

24 issues 

□ UK £33.95 □ EUROPE £69.95 (Airmail) 

□ REST OF WORLD £109.95 (Airmoil)  □ WORLD £69.95 (Surface) 

Total amount payable £ EH EH " D ED 

YES, YES, YES! I WISH TO PURCHASE THE FOLLOWING BACK ISSUES 

OF AMIGA SHOPPER AND/OR BINDER Please tick the issues you require 

BACKISSUES □ 2 □ S □ 4 OS □ 9 □ 10 □ 11 □ 13 

□ 14 □ 15 □ 16 □ 17 □ 18C 20 

□ 21 (£3.00 WITH DISK) □ 22 

□ BINDER £4.95 

Total amount payable £□□'□□ 

NAME 

HUM jnUiTLix 



S* 0*. 
Software 

i Expressions 

PUBLIC DOMAIN AND SHAREWARE 

AT ITS VERY BEST 

+ x Plus/A600 Compatible 

UTILITIES 
+U001 ....A-Gene (1 meg) Trace your ancestors 
+U006 ...Amigazer For those astrologists 
+U015 ....Bank N Accounting Disk 
■fU016....Biorhythms (1 meg) Chart your feelings 

U017 ...Business pack (3 disks) D/base, s/sheet, w/p 
+U033 ....Education 1 Learn German 
♦U035 ....Education 3 Weather 
+U036 ....Education 4 Evolution 
+U040 ....Fonts (4 Disks) Loads of fonts for D-Paint 
+U052 ...Business Card Maker Simple, but useful 
+U084 ....Wordwright For all you dizlecksicks1 

+U089 ...Journal Very good account-handler 
+U092 ....Cartoon Brushes Lots of famous characters 
+U098 ....Database Master Comprehensive AMOS database 

U104 ....Golf Recorder (1 meg) Excellent disk with pictures 
+U117....NComm Easy-To-Use Modem Utility 
+U118 ....Amiga Fox DTP. Package 
+U123....IQ Tester How thick are you? 
+U124 ....Chess Tutor The quest to become a Grand Master 
♦U128....Viz Clip Art Roger Mony in D Paint 
+U130 ....Label designer Various label printers 
+U134 ... Ami Cash Best accounts package around 
♦U137 ....600 Business tetters Pre-written letters to print 
+U140 ....Text Engine High quality word-processor 
+U142 ....Super Fonts More fonts for printing 
♦U143 ....Scene Generator Graphics Enhancer 
+U144 ....Sound Tracker Samples (4 disks) Excellent sounds, 

particularly drumbeats 
U145   Landbuild 3.2 Create more stunning pictures. Good 

+U146....Edword Excellent text editor 
+U147....Mobed II Moveable object editor 
+U149....The Main Event Fiie event editor 

U150 ....Languages Spanish, German, Italian + French dictionary 
+U151 ....Imploder v4.0 File compressor 
♦U152 ....PC Task Emulates IBM + PC programs 
+U153 ....File-a-fax As it sounds 
♦U154 ....QED Beginners word processor 
+U160 ....Deluxe Paint Tutor Highly recommended 
+U161 ....Electronic Cad Circuit Electrocad Update. Good 
+U162 ....Complete Bible (4 disks) Bible on disk! 
♦U164 ....World Data Bank Plots world maps. Excellent! 
+U165 ....A-Graph Graph-plotting disk 

U166 ....The Activator Banner, Alert and Graphic Hacks 
+U170 ....BBase User-friendly database 
+U171 ....Understanding Amos Tutorial of language 
+U173 ....Pools Tools Aid and Abett Football coupons 
♦U175 ....Text Plus V4.0 Best wordprocessor version yet! 
+U176 ....Super Duper Very fast disk copier 
+U178 ....(2 disks) Analyticalc Best Spreadsheet available 
+U179 ....Calorie Base Workout your daily calories intake 
+U180....GCSE Maths Excellent Revision disk 
+U182 ....Cursor V1.0 Basic Compiler 
+U183 ....Mega Colour Graphics Utils inc Slide Show Creator 
+U184 ....Turbo Titler Subtitles Video Animations 
+U185 .. .Astronomy Calculates positions of planets + zodiacs 
+U189 ....Magnetic Pages Create your own disk magazine 
+U192 ...JR Comm Excellent Modem package 

+U195 ....Home Manager  
+U206 ....ABC Adventure Creator 

. Address Book on disk +G044 

 AMOS program +G049 

DEMOS 

+D015. 
+D020. 
+D058. 
+D075. 
+D114. 

D146. 
+D148. 
+D162. 
+D166. 
+D177. 
+D225. 

D226. 
+D251. 
+D253. 

D254. 
+D260, 
+D270 
♦D271 

+D272 

♦M006.. 
+M016.. 
+M032.. 
+M057.. 
+M059.. 
+M062.. 
+M080.. 
+M081.. 

M085.. 
M087.. 

+M090.. 
M092.. 

+M094.. 
+M096.. 

+G005. 
+G011. 
+G014 

+G019. 
+G023. 
♦G043. 

..Agatron Star Wars (1 meg/2 disks) Captivating graphics 

..Bowie Demo David Bowie of old 

..Enterprise Leaving Dock Famous animation 

. .Girls of Sport Pretty shots of talented girts 

..Mike Tyson anim Well compiled 

..Red Sector megademo (2 disks) RSI's classic 

..The Run (1 meg) T. Richter's car-chase animation. Good 

..Stealthy Manoeuvres (1 meg) Excellent demo 

..Star Trek Animations Anims. of USS Enterprise 

..Star Trek Animations..Agatron no. 17. More like above. Good 

..Reincarnation of Sgt. Pepper (2 disks, 1 meg).Beatles classic 

..Virtual World Best demo of year?! 

..Debbie Harry (2 disks) Sideshow Blondie 

..WWF Wrestlers Hogan & more 

..Ray of Hope Acidic Demo 
.Earth's Sorrows Good music and graphics 

..Shuttlecock Anim Amusing Schwartz animation 

..Odyssey (5 disks) Absolutely brilliant space adventure. 
Best everl! 

..ATF Agility Superb Schwartz animation 

MUSIC 

.Batdance remix Really good disk. Catchy stuff 

.Depeche Mode 8 tracks of reasonable quality 

.Godbrain loves the world Great acid-house musak 
Powerpack 3 (1 meg) Includes Vanilla Ice track 

.Powerpacfc 5 (1meg) 4 classy house tracks 
Random Access ....Art of Noise and more. Startling acid track 
.Pet Shop Boys Manic mix 
.Miami Vice Theme music remix 
James Bond Remix Catchy Stuff 
.Iron Maiden The Ides of March 
.Led Zeppelin Stairway to Heaven etc. 
.Deadbeat Volume One Good original music 
.Guns 'N' Roses Quality Sample 
.Enigma (2 disks) Long-running musical treat. Good 

GAMES 

.Ail New Star Trek (2 disks) ..USS Enterprise classic. Best one 

.Blizzard Horizontal shoot-em up. High quality 
Adventure Solutions (2 disks) ...loads of hints of commercial 
games. Good 

..Dungeon Derver (2 disks) Difficult adventure quest 

..Electronic Train Set (1 meg) Construct own train set 
.Learn and Play 1 ....Good for the kids. Blackboard maths, etc. 

+G061. 

+G065. 
+G071. 
+G072. 
+G081. 
+G086. 

G099. 
+G102. 
+G103. 
G108. 

♦G109. 
G115. 
G117. 

+G124. 
+G143. 
+G149, 
+G151 
+G153 
+G155 
+G157 
+G165 
+G170 
+G171 
+G175 
+G176 
+G180 

G181 
+G196 
+G197 
+G200 
+G201 
+G202 
+G204 

G205 
♦G209 

G211 
+G214 
♦G215 
+G217 

G222 
+G224 
+G225 
+G227 
+G226 

...Learn and Play 2 More fun for the kids 

...Megaball (1 meg) Excellent game. 
Improved version of Breakout 

...Pick up a puzzle (1 meg/2 disks) Fit the pieces. Good for 
the kids 

...Pixie Kingdom (2 disks) Tricky adventure game. Good 

...Return to Earth (1 meg) Space adventure 

...Star Trek: Next generation Not as good as G005 

...Trek Trivia Test your Star Trek knowledge 

...Wraithed One Good general knowledge quiz 

...Cabaret Asteroids Best version yet. Recommended 

...Simulation 1 (1 meg)Recommended. 5 games including Metro 

...Mental Image One Gridrunner, Rebound, Rollerpede 

...Llamatron Geoff Minters shoot-'em-up 

...Wheel of Fortune TV Quiz, computerized 

...Survivor Role-play an alien! Excellent 

...Midnight Thief Addictive text adventure 

...Napoleonic Warfare High-quality simulation 

...Card Shop Well presented card games 

...Raphaels Revenge Difficult platform adventure 

...Hmmmm That's not on the Syllabus AMOS adventure 

...Growth Destroy an expanding brain 

...Mission X Quality shoot-'em-up 

...Quadrix Excellent tile puzzle 

...Super Skoda Challenge Car racing game 

...Amos Cricket 'Owzat 

...Top Secret Quality platform game 

.. .Whizz Wall NEW Wizard shooting game 

...White Knight NEW Excellent shoot-' em up game 

...Tank Attack New! WW2 based shoot-em-up 

...Quick N Sirva   Platform game 

...Assassins 20 Coin Drop, Microbes, Hollywood Trivia 

...All Rounder Simplistic Cricket Game 

...Assassins 21 Zeus and Tetrix 

...Assassins 22 Lemmingoids and duel 

...Assassins 23 Quickmoney. BIP, Interferon 

...Super League Manager Good soccer management game 

...Games Bonanza 22 games on one disk 

...Game Galore 10 14 games on 1 disk 

...Croak Excellent Frogger clone 

...Parachute Joust Battle with parachute for Survival 

...Battlements Hunchback platform game 

...Act of War Excellent strategic game 
....(2 disks) Neighbours Adventure Stop Paul Robinson! 
...Strategic Games 3 Excellent games 
....Addams Family Quiz With Digitized graphics + sounds 
....Tetren 1 or 2 player Tetris variant 
...Dual 2 player game controlling armoured tanks. 

Blank disks 

10 for £4.99 

or 52p each 

CATALOGUE 

DISK 

75p each 

POSTAGE 

UK orders 70p 

Europe £1.25 

World £2.50 

PRICES 

PD £1.25 per disk 

or 

£1.00 each for 15 or more 

Send cheques or postal orders made payable to: 
SOFTWARE EXPRESSIONS, 

Unit 4, 44 Beauley Road, ^!SF 
Southville, Bristol BS3 1PY 
We accept all major credit cards. 

Tel: (0272) 639593 
9-5 Mon-Fri only 

PACKS 

CLIP-ART PACK 
6 DISKS FOR ALL OCCASIONS 

£5.99 
SPORTS PACK 

4 DISKS OF TENNIS, CRICKET, 
SOCCER MANAGEMENT AND 
BILLIARDS FOR ONLY £3.99 

BUSINESS RACK 
(6 DISKS) 
+ COMRAT 

£5.50 



arg(l) =8 arg<1> = % det6 = 4 argd) = 6 arg(1) ■ 8 argd) * 8 argd) = 8 argd) = 8 argd) = 8 

Balanced equat ion: 
l8NaCI + 8H_2S0_4 ♦ 4«n0_2 = 4Na_2S0_4 + 4HnS0_4 ♦ 8H.20 + 4C1.2 

Reduced equation: 
NaCl ♦ 2H_2S0_4 ♦ Mn0_2 = Na_2S0_4 ♦ MnS0_4 ♦ 2H.20 ♦ Cl_2 

olut ion is verif ied. 

Input unbalanced equation.. 
 > 

Your chemistry homework could get a lot easier with ChemBalances help 

continued from page 120 

Essentially, this program will let 
you play audio CDs on your CD-ROM 
player while using the computer for 
other stuff at the same time - in 
other words, it multitasks. Controls 
include all the normal shuttle 
commands - rewind, fast forward 
and so on, as well as displaying 
things like track time played/left and 
overall time played/left. If it works, it 
will no doubt rapidly find its way onto 
the hard disks of all CD-ROM users. 

Program rating N/A 

CHEMBALANCE 
Fish disk 759 

Boy, do I wish I'd had this program 
when I was doing A-Level chemistry. 
It's an ARexx script which balances 
unbalanced chemical equations. (If 
you've no idea what one of these is, 
move on to the next review - you 
don't need this program.) To run it, 
just copy it to RAM: and enter 'rx 
ramxhembalance' from the Shell. 
You are asked for your equation, and 
the program goes off and does the 
work. Entering the equations is 
simple - subscripts are preceded by 
a *J so water, for instance, is H_20. 
Dead easy. 

Because this is an ARexx script, 
it can take some time - a few 
minutes if the equation is at all 
complex. But even so. it's likely to be 
faster than most people at doing the 
job - and getting the Amiga to do the 
work means that you can get on with 
other stuff. As it's processing the 
equation, you get cryptic messages 
like *det6 = 8' which let you know 
that things are chugging away, and 
eventually the solution appears. 
Solving the equation NaCl + 
H_2SO_4 + Mn0_2 = Na_2S0_4 + 
MnS0_4 + H_20 + Cl_2 took about 
five minutes to produce the solution 
on an Amiga 500 Plus. (The solution, 
by the way, is 2NaCI + 2H_2SO_4 + 
MnO_2 = Na_2SO_4 + MnS0_4 + 
2H_20 + CL20 

ChemBalance 1.0 is freely 
distributable, and was written by 

Patrick Reany. It essentially reduces 
the problem to a series of linear 
equations and then solves them. 
Because of this it can't deal with 
problems like '0_2 + 0_2 = 0_3', 
but it should still prove useful to 
anyone struggling with the basic 
concepts of balancing equations. At 
the very least, you can use it to 
check your homework! 

Program rating 7/10 

ARESTAURE 
Fish disk 760 

Jean-Yves Proux has written a 
program which could just be the 
most useful utility you put on your 
Amiga. It's a PD program that allows 
you to recover files that you've 
accidentally deleted, either from the 
Shell or the Workbench. It will work 
with Old Filing System (OFS) and Fast 
Filing System (FFS) disks only - so if 
you've got an MS-DOS partition or 
whatever on your hard disk, that 
won't appear. 

Before you get too excited, you 
should realise that the program is 
only likely to be able to recover 
recently-deleted files - and it may not 
even be able to do that, depending 
on how full your disk is, how 
fragmented it is, and the current 
phase of the moon. Essentially, 
when you delete a file, the Amiga 
marks the sectors of the disk that 
previously contained the file as free, 
so that they can be used to store 
■:l:^/HIJMimiMJP^iTTTr—— 

other things. However, unless data 
has actually been written to those 
sectors, the file should still be there, 
intact. I say 'should be' and, indeed, 
it often is. So, recovery is basically a 
matter of looking for 
files that have been 
marked as deleted, 
and allowing you to 
'undelete* them. 

ARestaure is 
multi-lingual: its 
simple user interface 
is presented in 
English, French or 
German, depending ^^—^__ 
on your selection. To 
search for files, just hit the button 
corresponding to whichever drive you 
want to examine, and the program 
will go off and do its thing. This can 
take some time - searching a 40Mb 
hard drive with 18Mb in use took 
getting on for five minutes. When the 
search is complete, a file requester 
appears with the names of all the 
deleted files that the program has 
found. Click on the ones you want to 
recover, hit the button and they are 
placed in the T: directory (which is, 
by default, in RAM:). Note that it's 
not a good idea to recover files to 
the same directory from where they 
were lost. So, if you define T: as 
being your hard disk in your startup- 
sequence, you'd do well to change it 
to another drive or to RAM: before 
you start. Otherwise, you could find 
that recovering one file makes 
another irretrievable. 

During my tests, the program 
worked pretty well. It didn't find stuff 
that I'd thrown away weeks ago, but 
most things trashed today were 
recovered without a hitch. 

The real motto, of course, is to 
double- and triple check before you 
delete a file to make sure that it 
really isn't needed. But if even those 
safety measures fail, ARestaure 
might just save your bacon. 

Program rating 9/10 

BOOTJOB 
Fish disk 760 
This 10DM shareware program, 
written by Michael Bialas, requires 

AmigaDOS 2.0. It lets you store, 
copy, install, view, execute, or save 
as executable, any disk bootblock. 

The most powerful feature is the 
'save as executable' option. In 

essence, this 

"mosf things 

trashed today were 

recovered without 

a hitch" 

Francai«| 
Deutsch | 

| English 

ARestaure 
Jeh«n-yv*s prwx 

4CkbM Attentat r-7»0OPO»S5Y FfUMCC-ClMM 

Quit 

on 
HS1 MSt 
DH8 DF§ 
0H1 DH2 

means that you 
should be able to 
run any boot-utility, 
virus checker, 
game loader or 
whatever from the 
CLI. This also 
means that you 
can load another 

_______ program (a screen 
grabber, for 

instance) before you run a disk which 
formerly needed to be booted in 
order to work. As a test, I saved the 
Lemmings bootblock as an 
executable file and - what do you 
know - I can now run Lemmings by 
just typing its name from the CLI. (Of 
course, you still need the floppy disk 
in the drive, but at least now you 
don't need to re-boot the machine.) 

Bootlob's user interface is 
extremely simple - it's a small 
window with eight buttons and a tiny 

Ol BOOTJOB V1.BB |Cfh| 
H»IJII;U1HIH;<»WW 

READ B00T->BUFFER 

COPY BUFFER->B00T 

SAVE BUFFER->FILE 

LORD FILE->BUFFER 

SAVE BUFFER->PRQG 

EXECUTE <> BUFFER 

RSCII-DUMP BUFFER 

[ 
*>RB0UT B00TJ0B<* 

1 

Restore accidentally-deleted files with ARestaure, by Jean-Yves Proux 

Now you can save floppy disk 
bootblocks as files which are 
executable from the CLI. thanks to 
BootJob from Michael Bialas 

space for status messages. The 
buttons are. in order: read boot block 
to buffer: copy buffer to boot block; 
save buffer as a file; load a file into 
the buffer; save the buffer as an 
executable program; execute the 
bootblock in the buffer; produce an 
ASCII dump of the contents of the 
buffer; and produce a copyright 
message for BootJob itself. The 
program only works on DFO: - 
although that isn't really a restriction 
in any practical sense. 

The program comes with 33 
bootblocks saved as files, so you 
can play around and experiment to 
your heart's content. The 
possibilities for this program are 
endless: you may find that you can 
screen-grab games (although that's 
fairly unlikely, since they tend not to 
be friendly to screen grabbing 
programs); you may be able to give 
yourself infinite lives; you can easily 
put bootblock virus checkers onto 
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your own disks; and more. I'm 
certainly happy - I should now be 
able to get screen grabs from far 
more programs than before. 

Program rating 9/10 

JCGRAPH DEMO 
Fish disk 760 

In JcGraph, Jean-Cristophe Clement 
has created an extremely powerful 
business graph creation package, 
which will save the images in a 
variety of formats - 
including EPS 
(Encapsulated 
PostScript), IFF 
ILBM, Geo 3D and 
AegisDraw 2000. 
The program takes 
data from a plain 
ASCII text file and 
creates 2D and 3D 
graphs in formats 
such as pie charts, 
line, bar and stack charts and so on. 
The resulting graphs can be rotated 
about all three axes, and the 
perspective can be changed. It 
doesn't provide for titling, graduated 
backgrounds or that sort of thing - 
the thinking behind the product is 
that these can be added in other 
drawing packages after the hard work 
of actually creating the graph has 
been completed. 

The package is shareware, and 
costs $47 Canadian. The demo 

"an extremely 

powerful business 

graph creation 

package" 

version on Fish disk 760 is limited In 
that it limits data to 3 by 3 values, 
and will not save the graphs. Other 
than that, all the functions are 
implemented. It works on an 
interlaced, NTSC-sized screen, so 
you'll really need a monitor, rather 
than a TV, to use the program. 

When you've loaded a graph type 
(loads are available) and some data, 
you will have three windows on- 
screen: a preview window, a 
line-image of the graph and a data 
entry window from which you can 

select rotation and 
perspective 
parameters. This 
can be done either 
by typing in values, 
or by moving the 
slider gadgets - as 
you do this, the line 
drawing of the 
graph moves at the 

  same time, so you 
can see exactly 

what it will look like. When you think 
you're satisfied, hit the Render' 
button and the output window will 
contain a full-coloured version of the 
graph. If you find that this is too 
small, re-size the window and hit 
Render again to get a bigger version. 
The colours used can easily be 
changed, and it's no hassle to try out 
a different graph styfe. 

The range of output options 
means that virtually every page 
layout and graphics program around 

Qjfcd?   I a»dO 
> ir 

P»r>p«it ivtl 

_ 
Fish disk 760 contains an impressive demonstration version of Jean-Cristophe 
Clement's JcGraph - a powerful shareware graphing package 

should be able to import the image 
for final manipulation and printing. 

This really is a powerful program. 
It's a shame that, according to Jean- 
Cristophe, not many peopte have 
registered and obtained the full 
working version, I'd have thought 
that, to anyone who needs to 
produce business graphics on their 
Amiga, $47 would be a small price to 
pay - when you consider that a 
comparable commercial package (if 
there is one) would cost far more 
than that. Jean-Cristophe has taken 
what I think is a sensible route to 
distributing the program: it shows its 
flexibility, but is limited enough that 
you1 re likely to want the real thing, 

Program rating 9/10 

document. It uses text compression 
when that would reduce the file size, 
taking into account the size of the 
decompression code which has to be 
added to the executable file. 

Unfortunately, though, any actual 
stand-alone document is so awkward 
and un intuitive to use that I don't 
think anyone will be interested in 
using S-Text. For instance, every time 
the text is scrolled, even by one line, 
the whole screen redraws. And the 
keys used to scroll the text are 
ridiculous: 1 for page up, 2 for page 
down, 3 for line up, 4 for line down, 
5 for top of document and 6 for end 
of document Chas says in his 
documentation that he was going to 
use the relevant keys on the numeric 
keypad until the A600 came along. 

OTSTT^P-UF 2-P~4tttth 3»L-up 4*L-do»n 5°T_q>>*End .Esc«q_u i t S=SaMe -a-rari : tu\ j g]j 
19 viw the text treat the file just Like any other executable; 

fit a CLI type the nane, use RUM if you wish. Fron Workbench double-click the icon. 
When called an S-Text file will open a window Matching your current screen and display the first page of text (to avoid lines scrolling off it assumes that a LACEd screen will be using a font of the size of Topazl1>.     It uas originally intended to use the naned keys of the nuneric pad, hut the arrival of the Rmga 608, which has no nuneric pad, killed that, and the ordinary nunber keys are used instead. 

1 Page 3 Line 5   Top ( J File 
page gown Line Down End of File 

To save the text in its o "Txta uill be opened in RRN; original uncompressed forn press S or s. R file 

To quit press Esc, 

S-Text is Freeware.    It nay be copied and distributed freely and used without charge for non-connerc1 a I purposes,    Authority for connercial use shoutd be obtained frofi the author below. 
S-Text Is a stand-alone text viewer, but any advantages it may offer are 
outweighed by one major consideration: It's a dog to read text Inl 

The plot thickens: a sample 3-dimensional graph produced by JcGraph 

S-TEXT 
Fish disk 760 

This is an admirable idea, which 
unfortunately loses rather a lot in the 
implementation. STexf is a program 
for producing stand-alone text 
documents, which can be viewed 
directly from the CLI by typing their 
name, or from the Workbench by 
double-clicking - there's no need for 
a text viewer such as More or 
MuchMore to be present on the disk, 

The idea is a good one - and the 
author, Chas Wyndham, has clearly 
thought hard about the 
requirements. SJext produces files 
which are, in the worst case, only IK 
larger than the original text 

But what's wrong with using the 
standard cursor keys? 

The need for something like S- 
Text is certainly there - those who 
pack their disks to the limit with data 
would welcome a good 
implementation. Unfortunately, this 
isn t it. 

Program rating .4/10 

STOCK CONTROL 1,0 
Deja Vu disk L/1X1 
This is a license ware program fit 
costs £3.99 pEus 50p postage & 
packing) written by MA Sewell using 
Can Do. ft does exactly what the 

continued on page 12ft 

,1"? 
Product 

Product Unoi" 
infornart ion 

Manufacturer [Europress 
KreatoF~ 

ail Price £34,99 

Stock Levels 
Sold RT 
Bought IT 
Current j5~ 
MINIMUM J5T 

Gperation 
HELP 

 SEARCH j 
SEARCH KEXT 1 
 1 

DELETE | 

Comments and Further Information 
Basic programming wide support with 

Product List 
language or source code ftnos Compiler An inated Brushes Animated Brushes Blank Disks 3H Inagine 2 

r 

Supplier B pr Ed»s 
Supplier B fR.B.DT 

Supplier Detai is 
I Price| 

 1 Price 
Supplier C J Priced 

□ Order N* fT 
J Order N2 

PRINT Stock Rlert List   I      Dispose Current Data ? BUTO SB*?E 

Stock control on your Amiga, with Stock Control 1.0 from Deja Vu 
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INKJET REFILLS 

FREE PD SOFTWARE For HP Deskjet, Canon, Star printers. 

Refill your cartridges at less than half price. 

From only £12.95 for 2 refills 

Full colour printing kit £24.00 

Over 24 exciting colours to choose from 

Write or phone for free information pack to: 

nil ACM IY 104 Skipton Road',lk,ey'West Yorks LS29 9HE 

ccoiircc TEL: <0943> 607256 

J L K YI V.L J All prices fully inclusive UK mainland 

Amiga - PC - All Commodore 

Call (081) 346 0050 

or 

Write to P.O. Box 1309 London N3 2UT 

Independent Commodore Products Users Group 

Amiga-64-Link 

• Links C64 peripherals to Amiga parallel port     • C64 HQI required 

Connects C64 printers to the Amiga 

• Supports MPS, DPS, VIC, Star, Brother, Seikosha & Citizen printers 
• Graphics output on dot-matrix printers      • Works with all software 

Transfers C64 disk files to the Amiga 

• File transfer programs      • Read/Write text, binary & program files 

Standard "Ami-64-Link" £35.25 Prices inc/ude VAT and delivery 
Budget   "Ami-64-Link" £23.50   Budget stops mufti-taskingduringprinting 

York Electronic Research (0904) 610722 __ 
The Paddocks, Jockey Lane, Huntington, York Y03 9NE mjh~M 

1. Protracker V2 3a I'P) (New Update) 2. Hard Drive Utilities (2) (P) 3. Opticom V2.2 (NCom V2 etc) (P) 4 Sid V2 (P) 5 Messysid V2 (P) 6. Cheat Library V1.2 (P) 7 Power Packer V3.lb (NP) 8 Astronomy Pack 1 (4) (P) 9. Term V2.4 (2) (WB2+) 10. Amateur Radio 1-25 (25) (P) 11. C Manuals V3 (12) (P) 12 North C V1.3 (2) (Pj_ 13. Perm Check plus (P) 14. Free Copy VI.8 (P) 15. D Copy V3 (NP) 16. Rattle Copy V5 Pro (P) 17. Pacman Copier (P) 18. Virus Checker V6.20 (P) 19 Sysinfo V3 71 (P) (Latest!) 20 Bootx V5.22 (WB2+) 21. Spectrum Emulator 12 Games (P) 22. A64 Emulator V2 (2) (P) 23. A64 Game disk 1 24. Super Kickstarl. A30O0 only' 25. Kick 1.3 Emulator (WB2-0 26. Action Replay V1.5 (P) 27. Rippers Disk (P) 28. Education Pack 1 (5) (P) 29. Dirkwork V1.62 (P) 30 Diskmaster V3.2 (NP) 31. ICPUG Printer Utils (2) (P) 32. Print Master 2 (2) (P) 33. Adlibb V5 (New Update) (P) 34 Textplus V3 (P) 35. 600 Business Letters (P) 36. Diet Aid IP) 37. Learn & Play (2) (P) 38 Story Land 2 (P) 39. Med V3.20 (P) 40. Kids Education (3) (P)  

41 Assassins Meaaboot (P) 42. Assassins Mufti Visions IP) 43. Assassins Handy Tools 3 (P) 44. Battle Cars 2 (Pj 45. Super Pacman 92♦ <P) 46. Deluxe Pacman V1 1a (P) 47. Galga 92+ (P) 48 Doody(P) 49. Card Games (2) (P) 50 Mental Images Games 2 (P) 51 A500+ 21 Games (P) 52. Assassins Games 1-35 (35) (P) 53. Game Galore 1 -9 19) (P) 54 Agatron Program Disk 1 (P) 55. Supor Skoda challenge (P) 56. Lada 2000 (NP) 57. Popeye LCD Games (P) 58. Defender (P) 59. Tennis Game 1 Meg (P) 60. E type 2 (P) 61. Game Disk Alpha (P) 62. Pipeline 2 (P) 63. Grapevine Issue 13 (3) (P) 64. LSD Total Kaos (2) IP) 65. LSD Jesus on E (2) (20) (P) 66. Love & Anarchy (P) 67. Ram Jam Demo (2) (P) 68. E.S. Juggler 3 (2 Meg) (P) 69. Techno Trance 3 (NP) 70. Hardwired Demo (2) (P) 71 Chrome Demo 1 Meg (P) 72 Legend Dance Disk (P) 73 Mack Slideshow 1992 (P) 74 Kefrens Murtimix 2 (P) 75. SCSI Tester VI.1b (P) >lsks(7) (P 

80. Express Catalogue Disk (2) (P) 

77. Last Will & Testament (F 78 Exotic Ripper V1.99 (P) 79. Hackers & Hacking (P) 

"Express $d 

EXPRESS P.O., 47 ABERDALE 
ROAD. WEST KNIGHTON, 

LEICESTER LE2 6GD. 
Ttfc (0533)887061 

All P.D. is 99p per disk. Buy 10* get 1 disk free and      receive free Catalogue    Disk (2). Includes 3 Games, 3 Virus Killers. Chady Music Demo and complete listing of Graphics. Music. Demo Business. Utilities. DIY. T- Bag (1-63). Fred-Fish (1- 750). Amos. Amisus (1-22). 
Please add 60p to order from U.K.. Europe £1.00. rest of world E2 50 for P&P 

All our disks: □ Guaranteed error tree! 0 Complete with own labels! 0 Virus tree!! 0 24 hours despatch!! 

ALL DISKS NOW 
ONLY 

£1.05 EACH! 

All disks work 
with the A1200! 

unless stated 
1 (%) = Magazine review score 

Hnglia 

PD 

(I) = LASER PRINTED 
INSTRUCTIONS 

AVAILABLE! 
JUST ADD 50p! 

(P) = Works on A500, A500 Plus and A600 

Catalogue Disk (P) 
onl\ 70p - Includes ;i 

superb Scenery 
Generator! 

HOME MANAGEMENT PACK 3 DISKS (P)        £3.15 
Calendar, Mortgage, Spreadsheet, Grammar, Mileage, World Time, 
Budget, Cfiequebook, Database, Typing Tutor, Typewriter, 
Grocery, List Maker, Home Banking. 
CLIPART PACKS 1, 2 OR 3 EACH PACK = 5 DISKS £5.25 
3 different packs of 5 disks, all full of the very best clipart for 
DPamtetc (P) 
FONTS PACK 1 OR 2 EACH PACK = 5 DISKS £5.25 
2 different packs of 5 disks, pack 1 contains. Publisher fonts, 
various fonts, fonts disk 9, Cosmopolitan fonts, large fonts (loads 
Of great tots for DPd^t etc | (PI 
ANGUA COLOUR FONTS PACK 1 OR 2 (P) 5 DISKS £5.25 
5 disks Mc^cnginolcokxr fonts produced There 
art 16 colour fonts not cut and paste! They are produced in the 
same way as the chisel font supplied wfthDfiamt and the Kara 
range of commercial fonts! They are typed straight m and work 
wim Dpaint and TV Text 
EDUCATION PACK 1 (P) 5 DISKS £5.25 
German, Globe, Geotime, Drawmap, Evolution, Oouas, Formula, Airfoil. 
Gravity Sim, Weather. Wave Maker and more!! (This pack is one of our 
best sellers and is mcnrabWc valuefor money) 
ASTRONOMY PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4.20 
This superb pack now includes Star Chart, Amigazer, Total 
Concepts, Astronomy, Gravity WeU, 6rav S*m, Orbit. Planet and 
Fast Facts on the solar system 
PRINTER USER PACK 2 (P) (NEW) 4 DISKS £4.20 
A completely new collection of programs to hetpyougetthe best 
out of your printer! includes Diskpnnt V3 5 t (Disk labels), 
MCMaster (Cassette covers). Pnhtfiles. JBSPoof, Ehvprmt 
(Envelopes), New Print (Margins ■Headers Footers etc) and more 
SIMULATIONS PACK (P) 5 DISKS (Not A1200) £5.25 
All the PD Simulations in one pack Metro, King Oil, Nuke, 
Imperum, Seakmce, Truckm, DC10. Conquest, Insiders Club, Air 
Wamor 
DISK EXPERT PACK (P) 5 DISKS £5.25 
Ifyou want to learn more about your Amiga, get this pack!-You'll 
be a disk expert m no time! Includes Power Packer (Easy file 
compacter), SidfBnttiant CLI Replacement TooH), Iconmama 
(Change any Icon m seconds), Frxdtsk, Vvuschecker V53, D-Copy 
(Copies, Repairs, Formats and more), CU Tutorial (Ail you need to 
know) and 902 other utilities® 
X" PROGRAMMERS PACK (P) 6 DISKS £6.30 
A complete 'C language and superb instruction manual provide 
all you need to learn the K' language, includes North C (2 disks) 
and the C Manual (4 drsks) 
MED V3.21 MUSIC PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4.20 
MED is widely recognised as the best music pactage, PD or 
otherwise** This pack contains V321, the htest version complete 
wrtfi loads of digital samples, a disk full of MED music scores and 
mm mmt MB mutfc la toc/jrap j,1 (fan to miut w 

machme is capable of 
500+ CLASSIC GAMES PACK (P) 5 DISKS £5.25 
An incredible coHeetton of superb commercial quality arcade 
games' Hours of fin for both kids and adults Includes Defender, 
Gaiaxians, Scramble, Missile Command. Pac Man. Bt-Ptanes, Drip!, 
Space Invaders, Asteroids, Breakout, Tetns * morel 
CARD + BOARD GAMES 2 (P) 4 DISKS £4.20 
Another outstanding collection! 38 very good 'Thinluns' Games' 
Chess V9, Backgammon. Blackbox. Towers, Pipe, Zerg Maze. 
ConnectA, Dominoes, Draughts, Othello, Go Moku, Dragon Tiles, 
Klondike, Canheid, Mastermind, Wordsearch, Hangman, Pontoon 
and many more 
PUZZLES PACK 3 (P) 3 DISKS £3.15 
6 brand new graphical puzzle games, an brilliantly done, 
guaranteed to keep you piaymgi Ashido.Flag Catcher, RotheHo, 
Quadrrx, Paragon, Technoban 
HARD DISK PACK 2 (P) 3 DISKS £3.15 
Swf cofcenon of the latest hard eta* ofciOe txbOes HCtoWt (mem mater), 
McrrvndtJtdnctoryetcl a backup (superb*! swerkxk (password protect 
every ekive, mouse and keyboaWX ddt cptxwtr, copier, me toiler and 
more1 

SHOOT 'EM UP PACK (P) 5 DISKS . £5 25 
The finest blasting games in PD* Includes Gaiaga 92, Revenge, 
Intruder Alert, Blizzard. Tom Cat, Moonbase and Heilzone 
ANGUA CLIPART PACK (P) (NEW) .5 DISKS    £5 25 
fand nc* Iff opart produced by Anghal Loads of hgh<^ aliased fT 
mages mckxing cats, dogs, beds, witdavnats, oeopie and characters use 
vmthDPart ot any program that accepts IFF gnptxes 
MATHS REFLEX PACK (P) (NEW) 2 DISKS £2.10 
for ages B to ad* A superb *ay to improve basic mathxMudaaddton. 
suotracicn,rriultiplicatm 
memory game 
BEGINNERS BUSINESS PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4.20 

newcomers to business software, tm pack contains a 
dsheet, accourts package axlWoroprocessa(QED) 
lOOMxdsoe^checierayiav^statrsacs 

BEGINNERS BUSINESS MANUAL (P) £2.99 
ted manual conarw^ Mf nsaucftons to- 
te a speoaHy wittm guided tot/ sectron 
turesofeach program and ensures thatyou 
anf SINGLE DISKS AT ONLY £1.05! 

BUSINESS 
B391 (P) (8S%)Armgafox (English Desk Top Publishing) 
B329iP>i 

B342 (P) (New!) Wordpower (( 
crossword and anagrat 

oerbl - Ready to use) 
Tank account manager) 
i greatest word pro) 
n invoices etc. qutckty) 
e Graphs easily!) 

B344 (P) (NEW)The Money Program (Very nice accounts package) 
B346 (P) 0) Account Master V2 (ExceHent home accounts with full 

printing!) 
UTILITIES 
U416 (P) (70%) Cli Tutorial (Learn all about it) 
U437(P)(t)(95%)D-Copy v^(Ncrwanevenbetmdrskcopreri) 
U478(P) Typing Tutor(New!Great features) 
U49S (97%) Viruschecker V6 19 (P) (The latest-For the plus too!) 
U496 (P) (95%) Messystd V2 (Reads and writes PC disks) 
W97(P)(9S%)ASOO+mbes (fcxtheASQXhonfyi) 
U4004 (P)(NEW) Poofs bedictorfts back! 1992 season) 
U4009(P) Amiga Tutorial (A begmners manual on cUsk, superb*) 
U4022 (P) Optxzomms 2 (Includes ncomm V2) 
U409S (P) (94%) PCoAmiga (Transfer files and much more ■ 

superb) 
U4026 (P) Superkiliers 2 (Ail the best wus killers on one disk) 
U4097(P)MEW)lnscnpt(Thefine^ 

incredible features - very professional) 
U4098(P) Printer Drivers (Over 100-Most Star + Citizen 

models including colour and HP500O) 
U4099(P) Degrader (Turn WB9 into WB1.3 - Lets you load those 

problem programs!) 
GAMES 
G6019(P)A500+ Games (21 Games for the Wus'j 
66027 (P) (I) (91%) Lofton Superb utoma type adventure ■ 

great graphics ■ hordes of monsters! (NEW\ 
G603S (P) (NEW) KJaktns (Superb "Columns' game!) 
G6036 (P) (I) (NEW) (92%)Totai War (Perfect version of The Risk 

board game) 
O6042 (P) (NEW) Super Pacman 92 (Easily commercial 

standard!) 
G604S (P) (88%) Amos Cncket (The best PD cricket game) 
G6046 (P)Amos fruit Machine tl (More features than ever*) 
66047(P) Or Mono (The classic console game) 
G6048(P) Act of War (Substantial Arcaoe Adventure ■ Like Laser 

Squad!) 
66049 (P) Neighbours (2 disks (210) Have an adventure m 

Ramsey Street') 
CHILDRENS 
C712 (P) Colour Pad (New colouring book for youngsters) 
C714 (94%) Storyiand tt (Brilliant has game) 
C719 (P) (87%) Total Concepts (2 Drsks) (Astronomy & 

Dinosaur Education Pack - Good!) 
C720(P) Colour the alphabet (Great education for early 

(earners 4ys+) 
C794 (P) (95%) Doody (Lie Mono Bros and very good -NEW?; 
C72S (P) (91%) Mr+ Mrs fPtsftom adventure for 7yrs+ - Its 

got everything!! 
C726 (P) (83%) GCSE Maths (Great revision disk) 
C727(P) (100%) Top Secret (Reviewed as the best platform 

game ever'!) 
C729 (P) (NEW) Counting Fun (For age 4*, Excellent simple 

anthmetK practice) C730(P) Wizzys Quest (Wizard, Damsel * Monsters, great game!) 
C731 (P) (NEW) Wilfymthe Castle (Professional platform game) 

? (P) (NEW) Fractions (Excellent fractions Mori) 
Simply phone your order through or send a cheque/postal order. Please add 60p to cover post and packing. 

DESKTOP VIDEO PACK 2 (P) (100%) 4 DISKS £4.20 
Probably our best pack yet! Provides everything to start you off tn 
Showiz for slideshows with loads of wipes and fades A-Graph for 
business videos Shadow Maker to add shadows and smooth any font 
Video Librarian. Video Tools. Video Tests Loads of fonts ard more** 
DESKTOP VIDEO PACK 2 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL! 11 (P) £2.99 
ASOp^irBMycftonmaoLa/forOA^pac^P Professional^ printed, 
contains instructions for all ttie programs m the pack and a section 
on fonts and how to use them' Also includes a superb guided 
tutord that takes you through the major programs step by step, 
letting you create your own odes as you go! Designed for beginners 
and experienced users, this manual will make desktop video easy! 
FISH DISKS IN STOCK 

350-780 
ONLY £1.05 EACH! 

i»i l\ VU 
"l-LAXEST 
£3.99 EACH! 

HIGH QUALITY HARDWARE 
8mm Hish Quality Mouse Pad £2.99 
Arriba 500/500+ Dust Cover £3.99 
Monitor/TV Dust Cover £4.99 
3 5* Disk Drive Cleanino, Kit  £2 99 
2 Piece Printer Stand (Paper under) £5.60 
ANGLIA PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARY 
(Dept ASH), 115 Ranelag^ Road Fe !:<s;owe. Suffolk. IP11 7HU 

International orders welcome but please add 30p per disk for post & packing. 

PHONE 

0394 

283 
494 
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Check Fornat WKKM 

continued from page 126 

name implies: provides you with a 
stock control system. The author is 
very apologetic about using CanDo - 
in his documentation he keeps 
saying things like "Don't laugh", and 
"It's fine for planks like me". Well, 
actually it's a very professional- 
looking system, so there's really no 
need for him to be embarrassed! 

Of course, for four quid you're 
not going to get the most fully- 
featured package in the world, but on 
the other hand Stock Control seems 
to have just about everything that 
you'd need for a basic stock system. 
Adding a new stock line is easy - 
just hit the 'Add' button and type 
away. There are fields for the current 
and minimum stock levels, and two 
more fields for quantities bought and 
sold - enter a number in either of 
these and the current stock level 
changes automatically. There is 
space on the screen for details like 
manufacturer, model name/number 
and retail price, as well as for up to 
three suppliers, their 
trade price and any ^^■■■■■i 
order reference. A 
scrolling window lists 
all the products, and 
if you have a lot you 
can search for text in 
any of the product, 
model, manufacturer 
and comments fields. 

If your stock level 
drops below the 
minimum, a window appears simply 
saying 'stock alert' - sadly there's 
no more information than that. 
However, if you hit the 'Print Stock 
Alert List' button, details of all 
understocked items will be sent to a 

Superuuper Z.H tej 1**1 s 

SuperDuper - a disk copying and formatting program, and just one of the many utilities on Assassins Handy Tools 3 

kind of program - it saves the data 
at 10-minute intervals if the relevant 
button is ticked. 

There are a couple of raw edges 
to the program, but the most serious 
one is that it's far too easy to delete 
a stock line by mistake - and there's 
no 'Undo' feature to get it back. 

Hitting the Delete 
■"■■■■■IB™"1 button removes 

whatever's on the 
screen - with no 
confirmation 
requester to 
make sure that 
you know what 
you're doing. If 
you do this by 
mistake, and if 
you haven't made 

changes to any other data, you can 
quit the program without saving 
changes and when you launch again 
the data will be back. But if you've 
entered other data, then not saving 
changes will lose this. 

"Stock Control 

seems to have just 

about everything 

that you'd need" 

HRND V-TOOL! 

Fl FILE-MMSTER VI .0        Ctrl*Fi  DISK-SALV  Ml .3 
P2 FILE-EDITOR   Ml .1 Ctrl ♦PS IFFtoFCXII 
F3 FAST-DISK   II Ctrl ♦PS GET SET GO 
F4 DISK-OPTI  Ml.2<S Ctrl*F4 AMEGA-PLAV 4.2 
FS DISK-CRT ' Ctrl*P5 MENU—MASTER 1.0 
F6 DISK-X    M2.0 j ctrl*P© BOOT-X M-*.2 
F"7 FESCUE Crtl*F"7 ZERO-VIRUS III 
FS SUFER-LOCK   Ml.02       Crtl*P8 PIC-SAMER 
FS "IDEO-CAT    Mi ©I crtl*FS PIC-TO-ANSI 
F0 KEPREN   CONVERT   II    crtl + FO DP-SLIDE 
WE WOULD LIKE TO WISH 
RLL OUR CONTACTS OLD 
AND NEW....ALL THE BEST 
FOR 1392 

IAPEKEV = MENU 

This is the menu screen for disk 2 of the Assassin utilities collection. Despite 
the title, there are no telescopic rifles, garrottes or rare poisons to be seen! 

printer. The documentation hints that 
it's possible to list them on the 
screen too. but refers to an icon that 
just doesn't exist! 

The auto-save feature is a useful 
addition not often included in this 

My only other worry is that I once 
seemed to make the program quit 
suddenly and without warning while I 
was using it. But since I couldn't 
reproduce the problem, it's possible 
that it was something stupid I did, 

rather than a bug. Judicious and 
frequent saving of the data would 
mean that this isn't too much of a 
problem anyway. 

Apart from those two concerns, 
though - and I'm sure the Delete 
problem is a change which can easily 
be made - this is a very creditable 
first major programming effort. It 
shows that CanDo can be used to 
create professional-looking 
applications, and looks like it is 
actually a useful program. 

Program rating 7/10 

ASSASSINS 
HANDY 
TOOLS 
Aardvark PD disks 
U/186, U/187, 
U188 
There are three 
disks in this 
collection of 
utilities, and each 
auto-boots to ______ 
provide an attractive 
menu system. I'm not totally 
convinced, personally, that putting a 
menu on a disk of utilities is that 
useful - after all, that means that 
you've got to re-boot your Amiga to 
take full advantage of them (unless 
of course you use the Bootlob 
program described earlier in this 
column). Especially since all the 
programs have been renamed by the 
compilers of the disks and given 
really useful names like '1', '2', '3' 
and so on. Finding the program you 
want from the CLI or Workbench 
(which is even worse, since all the 
icons have been removed) is a real 
pain in the neck. 

Still, if you can live with that 
annoyance, there certainly seems to 
be a reasonable range of utilities on 
these three disks - although not all 
the programs are the very latest 
versions available. 

There's not enough space here 
to list all the programs on each disk, 
but here's a fairly representative 
sample of the selection: 

Disk 1 (U/186) 
• Text Engine - a text processor 
• Typist-a touch typing 

tutorial/testing program 
• Loan Calculator- guess! 
• Last Hope - attempts to recover 

deleted files from Standard File 
System floppy disks, even when 
their headers have been wiped 

• Virus-Check - checks for a range 
of Amiga viruses 

• Calendar Factory - produces text- 
format calendars for use with 
programs such as DTP packages. 

Disk 2 (U/187) 
- a 

"Finding the 

program you 

want,, is a real 

pain in the neck' 

• File-Master - 
file/disk 
organising utility 
(basically 
another 
permutation on 
the SID formula) 

• DiskOpti - copies 
disks so that all 
files are stored 

_____    contiguously, and 
are therefore 

faster to read, because the disk 
drive's heads don"t have to skate 
around the surface of the disk 

• DPSIide - plays slide-shows output 
from DPaint and similar programs 

• Pictsaver- a screen-shot program, 
although not the latest version 

• IFF 2 PCX II-a file conversion 
utility which turns IFF graphics files 
into the IBM PC-standard PCX 
format, so they can be read by 
virtually any PC graphics program 

• RescueSource - attempts to 
retrieve source code created in 
any pure text editor from the 
Amiga's memory if you haven't 
saved it before a crash. It's 
intended for use by programmers, 
but useful if you're using a text 
editor which just produces ASCII. 

Disk 3 (U/188) 
• SuperDuper - a disk copier/ 

formatter which should copy and 
verify a disk in a minute and a half 

• PicBase - a cataloguing program 
which allows you to organise and 
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WHERE TO GET IT 

There are two main ways to get hold of Amiga PD and shareware: from a bulletin 
board or from a PD library. 

The advantage of using a bulletin board is that often the latest software is 
uploaded as soon as it's available. On the down side, you need a modem to 
connect, and you'll have to pay phone charges (and sometimes a connection fee 
to the bulletin board as well). 

There are a growing number of bulletin boards with a wide range of Amiga 
software available for download. Check out 01-for Amiga (071 377 1358} and 
the Cheam Amiga Bulletin Board (081 644 8714). Another good option is 
joining CIX (the Compulink Information exchange), which not only has Amiga 
software but also contains conference and file areas on a wide range of 
subjects. Many of the Amiga Shopper writers have accounts on CIX, so you can 
get first-hand advice on your problems, too. For more details, call CIX on 081 
390 8446 (voice) or 081 390 1255 (modem). 

If you don't want to use a bulletin board, the other way to get PD software 
is from a PD house. Many advertise in Amiga Shopper, and you'll find a 
comprehensive list of names and addresses at the end of this article. Expect to 
pay between 99p and about £2.50 per disk - there's often a discount if you buy 
in bulk, too. As for the difference between the companies which charge 99p and 
those which charge £2.50 - well, try both types. There are brilliant, totally 
professional PD houses which charge less than a quid, and there are totally 
incompetent {disorganisations which charge more than twice that. 

manage any IFF images and 
brushes stored on your hard disk. 
It displays an 8- or 16-greyscale 
image of each tile, with information 
such as the pathname, creation 
date, file size and 
so on 

I Mega-Mon 3.2 - a 
monitor program, 
whose 
documentation is 
all in German 

I MuttiRipper- a 
sound ripper 
program, for 
grabbing tunes 
from other 
peoples' programs 

ft T3E - turns a text file into an 
executable program, so that you 
don't need a text viewer such as 
MuchMore 

ft SnoopDos - prints details of aft 
calls made by any program to load 
libraries, devices, fonts and 
specific files. This is great if you1 re 
not sure why a program isn't 
working, and is also available on 

this month's Amiga Shopper cover 
disk - see page 22. 

The user interface for these three 
disks isn't exactly what you'd call 

consistent - it's 

"these three,., are 

certainly useful 

enough to be worth 

considering" 

interesting to see 
how the menu 
evolves from dtsk 
one to disk three, 
so that by the time 
you reach the third 
one it's far easier 
to use. However, 
all in all, these 
three provide a 
collection of 

utilities which, while not essential, 
are certainly useful enough to be 
worth considering. If you're already a 
power user, you've probably already 
got most of these programs - at 
least, the ones that you will find 
useful. If you're new to the Amiga, 
though, you could do worse than to 
get in an order for them. 

Value for money..... 7/10 

(A 

(A 

o 

Amlganuts United 
169 Dale Valley Road 
Hollybrook 
Southampton 

AMOS PD 
1 Penmynydd Road 
Penlan 
Swansea 
SA5 7 EH 

Anglta PDL 
115 Ranelagh 
Felixstowe 
Suffolk 
[Pll 7HU 
tr 0394 283494 

Blitterchips 
CHffe House 
Primrose Street 
Keighley 
BD21 4NN 
tr 0535 667469 

Crazy Joe's 
145 Effingham Street 
Rotherham 
South Yorks 
S65 1BL 
w 0709 829286 

Deltrax PD 
36 Bodetwyddan Ave 
Old Colwyn 

Clwyd LL29 9NP 
tr 0492 515981 

Deja Vu 
7 Hollmbrook 
Beech Hill 
Wigan WN6 7SG 
* 0942 495261 

Essex Computer Systems 
118 Middle Crockerford 
Basildon 
Essex 
SS16 4JA 
w 0268 553963 

George Thompson Services 
Cucumber Hall Farm 
Cucumber Lane 
Essendon 
Herts 
AL9 6JB 
« 0707 664 654 

ICPUG 
PO Box 1309 
London 
N3 2UT 
tr 081-346 0050 

1 Chain Lane 
Newport 
Isle Of Wight P030 5QA 
tr 0983 529594 

PD Soft 
1 Bryant Ave 
Southend-on-Sea 
Essex 
SSI 2YD 
tr 0702 466933 

Portfire PD 
10a Hag Hill Lane 
Tap low 
Maidenhead 
Berks SL6 OJH 
tr 0628 666641 

Rlverdene PDL 
30a School Road 
Tile hurst 
Reading 
Berkshire RG3 5AN 
tr 0734 452416 

Telescan Computer Services 
Handsworth Road 
Blackpool FY5 1SB 
* 0253 22296 

Sector 16 
160 Hollow Way 
Cowley 
Oxford 
tr 0865 774472 

Seventeen Bit Software 
PO Box 97 
Wakefield 

West Yorks 
WF11XX 
tr 0924 366982 

Software Expressions 
Unit 4 
44 Beauley Road 
Southville 
Bristol BS3 1PY 
tr 0272 639593 

Softvllle 
Unit 5, Stratfield Park 
Elettra Avenue 
Waterlooville 
Hants P07 7X1N 
^ 0705 266509 

Startronlcs 
4 Arnold Drive 
DroyJsden 
Manchester M35 6RE 
ir 061 370 9115 

Vally PD 
PO Box 15 
Peterlee 
Co Durham SR8 1NZ 
tr 091-587 1195 

Virus Free PD 
31 Farringdon Road 
Swindon 
Wiltshire SN1 5AR 
tr 0793 512321 
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What do we mean, Amiga Format is going live? That the worlds best-selling 

Amiga magazine is turning into some kind of Frankensteins monster? 

Well, no. What we mean is that we've arranged a very special event this Spring 

for all Amiga owners. Its going to be a computer show like no other, arranged 

exclusively for Amiga owners and inspired by the people who run Britain's 

favourite computer magazine. 

What will be happening there? Well, first and foremost there will be stall after 

stall overflowing with great Amiga bargains - games, hardware, serious software, 

the lot. Just like in Amiga Format. 

Naturally, because it's a live event that also means you can get advice and see 

products demonstrated by the people who make and sell them. Which makes life 

an awful lot easier. 

And that's as well as taking advantage of some very special prices. 

So its a great place to go shopping, but there's a lot more besides. 

Commodore, the makers of the Amiga, are giving their full backing to the event 

and will be there in style - they may also announce the Amiga of the future, the 

most exciting development since the A1200. If you're lucky. 

The Amiga Format team will be there along with a host of other Amiga 

experts, to have a chat, answer your questions and help you out with any specific 

Amiga problems. 

A special Sound and vision area will concentrate on Amiga graphics and music, 

and how they can be used In making your own videos. 

For gamesplayers, there's the Amiga Power arcade where you can see - as well 

as play - all the latest top game releases. And you can experience virtual reality 

for yourself, too. 

The venue has yet to be confirmed, though it's a prestige central London site, 

and much more has yet to be revealed about what new products will be launched 

at the show, and other special events, so keep an eye on the news pages of your 

favourite Amiga magazine. 

But what's certain is that it's going to be quite an event. If you've got an Amiga, 

you really ought to be there. So make sure to get it arranged right now, and we'll 

see you there! 



I'S 

9 

Tickets can be booked in advance with our credit-card hotline, 051-356 5085, which 

means you get in for a bargain £5.95 and you don't have to queue to get a ticket. 

Entrance on the day costs £7. Opening hours are Friday 7th May and Saturday 8th May 

9.30am to 5pm, Sunday 9th May 9.30am to 4.30pm. See you there.' 

Booking form 

Number of tickets (at £5.95 each) 

Total payment £  

Yes please! I'd like tickets! 

Name 

Address 

Method of payment (please circle) 

Credit card number. 

Expiry date  

Access 

Visa 

Cheque PO 

Postcode 

PJease make all cheques payable to Future Events 

Send this coupon to Amiga Format Uve '93, PO Box 2, 

ENesmere Port, South Wirral L65 3EA. AS03 



PRODUCT LOCATOR 

SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE 
Welcome to the Amiga Shopper Buyer's Guide, your regular guide to what's 
hot and what's not In the Amiga market place. It's designed as a slmple-to- 
use yet comprehensive guide which will help you to make the right buying 
decisions. It may not Include each and every product ever produced for the 
Amiga (that would take up virtually the whole of Amiga Shopped), but rest 

assured that all the major brands are here. 
The Buyer's Guide will run each and every month and as new products are 

released and others discontinued, we'll be updating It accordingly. This 
month we bring you what Is possibly the most comprehensive guide to 
software for the Amiga owner. 

PAINT PROGRAMS 
Product 
My Paint 
The Graphics Studio 
Deluxe Paint3 
Deluxe Paint 4 
Deluxe PhotoLab 
DlgtPalnt 3 
Photon Paint 2 
SpectraColour 
L-Low Res, LI-Low Res 

ANIMATION SOFTWARE 

Supplier Price Screen Modes Max Colours Overscan Animation Rating 
* *# HB Marketing £20 L 12 No No 

Accolade £50 L/M 32 MO No ** * 
Electronic Arts £70 L/LI/M/H 64 Yes Yes 
Electronic Arts £90 L/U/M/H 4096 Yea Yes ***** 
Electronic Arts £130 L/LI/M/H 4096 Yes No * * + 
Silica Systems £80 L/U 4096 Yes No * * * * 
Microlllusions £90 L/LI 4096 Yes Yes * i+ * * * 
HB Marketing £60 L/U 4096 Yes Yes *** 

Product Supplier Price ANIM Compel Onion Skin 
Disney Animation Studio Silica £80 Yes Yes 
Fantavlsion HB Marketing £50 No NO 
MovleSetter Silica £80 No No 
Take-2 Rombo £95 No No 

SOLID MODELLING/RAT TRACING 
Product Supplier Price Ray Tracing 24-bit 
Expert 4D Junior Genisoft £39.95 Yes No 
Real 3D 1.4 Alternative Image £120 Ves Yes 
Imagine Silica £235 Yes Yes 
3D professional Ma ream £260 Yes Yes 
Draw 4D Surface UK £150 No No 
Sculpt 4D Alternative Image £400 Yes Yes 
Imagine 2 Computech £270 Yes Yes 
RayDanee Radiance £100 Yes Yes 

WISC GRAPHICS  
Product Supplier Price Type 
VistaPro HB Marketing £100 Fractal Landscapes 
Genesis Mlcrollluslons £50 Fractal Landscapes 

UM6CHHKESS0BS  
Product Supplier Price 244jit Max Colours 
Image Master Amiga Ctr Scot. £175 Yes 16.7m 
Art Department Silica £100 Yes 16.7 m 
Art Department Pro Silica £200 Yes 16.7 m 
Butcher 2 HB Marketing £50 NO 4096 

PAGE LATOUT SYSTEMS 
Product Supplier Price Outline Fonts Pantone 
PageStream 2,2 Silica £200 Yes No 
ProPage 2.1 Silica £250 Yes Yes 
Saxon Publisher Surface UK £250 Yes No 
PageSetter 2 Silica £100 Yes No 
Shakespeare Cloud hall £100 No No 
CltyDesk Precision £130 No No 
ProPage 3.0 Silica £250 Yes Yes 

STRUCTURED DRAWING PROGRAMS 
Product Supplier Price Bezier Curves Postscript 
Pro Draw 2.1 Silica £132 Yes Yes 
Design Works Silica £100 Yes Yes 
ProDraw 3.0 Silica £132 Yes Yes 
Expert Draw HB Marketing £70 Yes Yes 

CAD PACKAGES 
Product Supplier Price DXF Com pat No. or 

DynaCADD Expre ssWorks £650 Yes 
layers 
256 

X-Sheet 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 

Animation 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 

Sound 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Bump Maps 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 

Textures 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Rating 
* + ** 
**** 
**** 
**** 

Rating 
* * * * 
***** 

*** 
*** 
***** 
**** 
* ** 

***** 
* * * * 

File Formats 
IFF 
Many 
Many 
IFF 

Postscript 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Outline Fonts 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Composition 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Ho 

24-bit Col 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 

Colour Control 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Colour Sep 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 

EPS Gompat 
Yes 
NO 
Yes 
Yes 

Rating 
*** 
***** 
*** 
* ** 
* ** 
** 
***** 

** 
* * * * 
*** 

Vector 
Fonts 
Yes 

PostScript 

Yes 

2 
2 
2 
10 
2 
2 
2 
5 

Issue 
1 
14 
14 
14 

Issue 
21 
4*7,20 
4,7,20 
7 
7 
7 
14 
14 

Rating Issue 
7 
H 

Rating Issue 
***** 
**** 
***** 
* * * 

18 

10 

Issue 
23 
1,17 
17 

17 

Rating Issue 

20 
14 

Rating Issue 
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X-CAD 2000 Digital Multimedia £129 Yes 255 Yes          With utll Included ##** 

X-CAD 3000 Digital MultiMedia £300 Yes 255 Yes          With util included 
UltraDcsign Marcam £200 Yes 128 Yes Yes *** 

WORD PROCESSORS 
Product Supplier Price Spell Checker Thesaurus Picture Import Rating Issue 
Wordworth 2 Digita £129.95 Yes Yes Yes * * * * 21 
Mini Office 2 Euro press £69 Yes NO NO **★* 17 
Scribble! HB Marketing £30 Yes No No *** 6,9 

6,9 Transwrlte HB Marketing £40 Yes No No *** 

Pen Pal Harwoods £80 Yes No Yes * ** * 6,9 
Kind Words 2 HB Marketing £50 Yes No Yes * * 6,9 
Pretext 5,5 Amor £150 Yes Yes No * * * * * 6.9 
Wordworth Digita £130 Yes Yes Yes * * * * 4,6,9 
Excellence 3 HB Marketing £79.95 Yes Yes Yes 
ProWrlte 3.2 Silica £143 Yes Yes Yes *** 12 
Word Perfect Sentinel £230 Yes Yes NO *** 
Final Copy Gordon Harwood £TBA Yes Yes Yes # # # it 15 

DATABASES 
Product Supplier Price Type Programmable dBASE Compatible? Rating Issue 
Mini Office 2 Euro press £69 Card index No NO *** 17 
Infofile HB Marketing £50 Card Index No No *** 9 
ProQata 1.2 Arnor £100 Card Index No Yes **** 9 
Super Base Precision £30 Relational No Yes 9 
SuperSase 2 Precision £100 Relational No Yes * * * * '9,12 
SuperBase Pro 4 Precision £400 Relational Yes Yes *** * + 4,9 
Organize 2 HB Marketing £62 Relational No Yes * * * 

SPREADSHEETS 
Product Supplier Price Lotus Compatibility Graphs Rating Issue 
Mini Office 2 Euro press £69 No Yes l)E l|l jjt 17 
MaxiPlan 4 HB Marketing £130 Yes Yes *** 18 
LP Calc HB Marketing £50 No NO 19 
Analyze! Precision £50 Yes Yes *** 9 
Maxiplan 500 HB Marketing £80 Yes Yes *** 9 
ProCalc Silica £150 Yes Yes ***** 
Advantage Silica £100 Yes Yes * # # * 1,9 
K-Spread 3 Kuma £70 Yes Yes *** 9 
K-Spread 4 Kuma £100 Yes Yes 9 
DGCalc Digita £40 No No ** 

Analyze 2 HB Marketing £50 Yes Yes 

MULTIMEDIA 

Product Supplier Price Interactive External Drivers A Re xx Rating issue 
Presentation Master HB Marketing £350 Yes NO NO **** 9 

6 HyperBook Silica £100 Yes No Yes + + * 

AmigaVision Commodore £BQ Yes Yes Yes ** * * 
CanDo 1.5 Checkmate Digital £130 Yes No Yes * **** 

Viva! MicroDeal £200 Yes Yes No * * 

VIDEO THIERS 
Product Supplier Price Overscan Transitions Amiga Fonts   Horlz Crawl Rating Issue 
Scala MM200 Scala UK £395 Yes Yes Yes Yes 21 
Broadcast Titter 2 HB Marketing £234 Yes Yes No Yes **** 2 
Scala 1.1 Silica £250 Yes Yes Yes No 2 
Scala 500 Silica £100 Yes Yes Yes No **** 
Alternative Scroller Alternative Image £50 Yes No No Yes *** 
Home Titler HB Marketing £40 Yes No No Yes *** 9 
ProTitler HB Marketing £100 Yes Yes Yes Yes * * * 9 
Video Caption Designer Maze £200 Yes No Yes Yes 3 
Video Ease Interactive Tchnlgy £40 Yes Yes Yes Yes ** 11 

DTV UTILITIES 
Product Supplier Price Type Rating Issue 
AntiA Zen £40 Font Enhancer **** 8 
BT2 Font HB £130 Font Enhancer *** 8 
Enhancer Marketing 

# # # 10 ShowMaker Silica £250 Presentation System 
Elan Performer 2 Silica £180 Presentation System * * * * u 
Deluxe Video 3 Electronic Arts £100 Presentation System 
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71 

MIDI SEQUENCERS 
Product 
Sequencer One 
Bara&Plpes Pro 
Pro-24 

KCS 3.5 
Tiger Cub 
Music-X 
Music-X Junior 
Master Tracks 
Trax 
Sequencer One Plus 

MISC MIDI SOFTWARE 

Supplier 
Gajits 
Zone 
Eventode 
HB Marketing 
Zone 
Zone 
Micro!? fusions 
Mlcrolllusions 
MGM 
MCM 
Gajits 

Price 
£90 
£200 
£300 
£50 
£280 
£100 
£150 
£50 
£200 
£70 
£50 

No. of Tracks 
20 
Unlimited 
24 
24 
48 
12 
256 
256 
64 
64/ 
32 

Amiga Smpls 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 

Song Arrange 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Rating Issue 
* *** 
***** 

* * * 
***** 
* * * * 
* * # * 
**** 
*** 
***** 
**** 16 

Product 
DrT Boom Box 

Supplier 
Zone 

Price 
£45 

Type 
Music for morons 

Rating 
** + 

Issue 
21 
6 
6 
6 

X-Or Zone £220 Librarian * ** * 
CMPanion Gajits £100 Patch Editor * * * * 
Caged Artist Zone £100 Patch Editor * * * 
Copyist Apprentice Zone £100 Score Notation * * * * 
Copyist DTP Zone £230 Pro Score Notation **** 
Audition 4 HB Marketing £50 Sample Editor ***** 10 Audio Master 4 HB Marketing £80 Sample Editor ***** 
Audio Sculpture SMG £50 Sample Sequencer * * 12 Quartet MicroDeal £50 Sample Sequencer *** 
Mugician Thalamus £30 Sample Sequencer * * * 
Music Studio HB Marketing £25 Sample Sequencer ** 
TFMX HB Marketing £45 Sample Sequencer *** 
OctaMED 2 AmlgaNuts £20 Sample Sequencer ***** 
SuperJAMf BEue Ribbon Sound. £100 Algorithmic Composition **** 15 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 
Product 
MicroFrench 

Supplier 
LCL 

Price 
£24 

Type 
Language Tutor 

Rating issue 
17 
2 Learn to Read With Prof Prisma £25 Reading *** 

The Three Bears School Software £23 Reading *** 2 Donald's Alphabet Entertainments Int. £25 Reading *** 2 Case 
Let's Spell Softstuff £20 Writing * * * * 2 Things To Do With Words Softstuff £20 Writing *** 2 Kids Type GeniSoft £25 Writing * *** 2 Mickey's Zoo Entertainments Int. £25 Maths *** 2 Game, Set & Match GeniSoft £21 Maths ** 2 Magic Maths School Software £23 Maths *«* 2 Fun School 3 Euro press £25 3 'R's 2 Fun School 4 Europress £25 3 R's ***** 9 

2 Puzzle Book 1 Softstuff £20 3 'R's 
Sesame Street Merit Software £16 Painting * * * 2 Play ft Safe Deja Vu £3.50 General * # * + 2 Pick A Puzzle Deja Vu £2.50 Jigsaw *** 2 Hooray For Henrietta Sketlander £25 Maths «%* 2 Back To Basics HB Marketing £40 Maths *** 9 

9 
3 

Maths Adventure HB Marketing £26 Maths ** * * 
Spell! Europress £9 Writing *** 
Maths Blaster Plus Ablac Computec £40 Maths 3 Maths Mania School Software £23 Maths **** 
Better Spelling School Software £23 Writing **** 3 Answer Back Quiz Kosmos £20 3 'R's **** 3 Weather Watcher GeniSoft £25 Weather * * * 4 What Is It? GeniSoft £20 Geography **** 4 Better Maths School Software £23 Maths 4 French Mistress Kosmos £20 French * * ** 4 Mr Robot's KB Marketing £25 Writing *** 6 Speak&SpeJi 
Early Learning Maths ESP Software £20 Maths *** 6 

6 SpelliCopter ESP Software £20 Writing **** 
Spell Book Softstuff £8 Writing * * ** S Cave Maze Coombe Valley £12 Quiz 7 Maths Dragons Coombe Valley £12 Maths ** * 7 

7 Shapes & Colours Rainbow £8 Basic 
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CT LOCATOR 

First Letters Rainbow £8 Reading 
Reasoning With Trolls Coombe Valley £15 Quiz 
Spellbound Lander Software £26 Writing 
Count & Add Lander Software £26 Maths 
Pepe's Garden Prisma £26 3 'R's 
Picture Book Triple 'R' Education £20 3 *R's 
Money Matters Triple R' Educational £20 Money 
Maths Adventure Kosmos £26 Maths 
Compendium Six HB Marketing £35 Six educational programs 

**★ 
**♦* 
** * * 
**** 
★ *** 
***** 
***** 
♦ ** 
***** 

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES 
Product Supplier Price Language Compiler Rating 
AMOS Professional Europress £69.95 BASIC Separate ***** 

Aegis Visionary Precision £59 Adventure Yes *** 

HiSpeed Pascal HiSoft £100 Pascal Yes **** 

GFA BASIC 3.5 GFA Data Media £50 BASIC Separate **** 

GFA Compiler GFA Data Media £30 Compiler **** 

Blitz Siren Software £70 BASIC Yes ★ ★★ 
AMOS Europress £50 BASIC Separate ***** 

AMOS Compiler Europress £30 Compiler Yes ** * * 

AMOS 3D Europress £30 BASIC Extension ***** 

AMOS Tome Deja Vu £30 BASIC Extension * * * * 

Easy AMOS Europress £35 BASIC No ***** 

HiSoft BASIC HiSoft £50 BASIC Yes **** 

RQ Forth HB Marketing £80 Forth Yes **** 

Lattice C 5 HiSoft £230 C Yes ***** 

Aztec C Precision £130 C Yes **** 

M2 Amiga Real Time £125 Modula-2 Yes **** 

ArgAsm HB Marketing £60 Assembly *** 

Devpac 3 HiSoft £70 Assembly ***** 

UTILITIES 

Product Supplier Price Type Rating 
Essence Apex Software £80 Algorithmic textures for Imagine 2 * * * * 

Home Office 2 Gold Disk £99 Integrated applications software ***** 

Real Things Living Data £29.95 Animated animal brushes for DPaint * * * * 

PowerWaves 3.1 Database £17.95 Create wave-based 3D objects * * * * 

Reverser Alternative Image £10 Animation Utility **** 

Director 2 Alternative Image £100 Video Presentation scripting language * * * 

Ami-Back 1.4 Omega Projects £50 Hard Disk Backup ***** 

QuarterBack HB Marketing £50 Hard Disk Backup **** 

Personal Fonts Maker HB Marketing £70 Bitmap Font Editor *** 

GB Route Plus Complex Computers £80 Journey Planner ***** 

GB Route Plus Edit Complex Computers £30 Editor For GB Route **** 

Flow 3.0 Silica £80 Ideas Processor ★ *★ 
Turbo Print Pro HB Marketing £50 Enhanced Printing **** 

Directory Opus Checkmate Digital £40 Directory Utility ***** 

MapMaster Alternative Image £54 Image Mapping package ♦ *♦♦ 
SurfaceMaster Alternative Image £28 Add on for Imagine **** 

Touch Typist Sector Software £14 Teach yourself touch typing **** 
SaxonScript Surface UK £100 Postscript interpreter ★ * * 

Smooth Talker Zen Computers £140 Video Prompting package **** 

HotLlnks Silica £70 Add on for PageStream 2.2 ** 

Shades Meridian Software £60 Gradient fills for PageStream ** 

Hit Kit! Gajits £25 Sequences for Sequencer One *** 

7 
8 
10 
10 
10 
10 

12 
14 

Issue 
20 
17 
19 
3,9 
3.9 
3,9 
3,9 
5,9 
5J 
11 
12 
9 
9 
3,9 
9 
7,9 
9 
10,12 

20 
20 
20 
21 
17 
19 
9 
5 
7 
10 
10 
10 
11,12 

14 
14 
15 
15 
16 
16 
16 
16 

SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER 

Ablac Computec 0626 331464 Deja Vu 0942 495261 GeniSoft 0753 686000 Meridian 0533 896743 School 010 353 61 45399 
Accolade 071 738 1391 Digita 0395 270273 GFA Data Media 0734 794941 Merit 0101 214 385 2353 Software 
Alternative Image 0533 440041 Digital Multimedia 0702 206165 Harwoods 0773 836781 Software Sentinel 0932 231164 
Amiga Centre 031 557 4242 Electronic Arts 0753 549442 HB Marketing 0753 686000 Microlllusions 0480 496497 Silica 081 309 1111 
Scotland Entertainments Int 0268 541212 HiSoft 0525 718181 Omega Projects 0925 763946 Siren Software 061 724 7572 
Amor 0733 68909 ESP Software 0702 600557 Interactive 0423 501321 Prisma Software 0244 326244 Sketlander 041 357 1659 
Checkmate Digital 0707 664684 Europress 051 357 1275 Technology Radiance 0101 408 270 7420 SMG 0274 562999 
Cloudhall 0604 231211 EvenLode 0993 898484 Kosmos 0525 53942 Rainbow 0392 77369 Softstuff 0732 351234 
Commodore 0628 770088 SoundWorks Kuma 0734 844335 Real Time 081 656 7333 Surface UK 081 566 6677 
Complex Computers 0706 224531 ExpressWorks 0252 726255 Lander Software 041 357 1659 Associates Triple 'R' 0742 780370 
Computech 0702 206165 Gajits Music 061 236 2515 Marcam Ltd 071 258 3454 Rombo Software 
Coombe Valley ' 0626 779695 Software MCM 081 963 0663 Productions 0506 466601 Zone 081 7666564 
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SAFE SHOPPING 

BUYING ADVICE 

FOR SHOPPERS 

Whether buying over the phone or ot a local store, 

here's our advice on how to get what you want 

BUYING IN PERSON 
• Where possible, always test any 
software and hardware in the shop 
before taking it home, to make sure 
that it works properly. 
• Make sure you have all the 
necessary leads, manuals or other 
accessories you need. 
• Don't forget to keep your receipt. 

BUYING BY PHONE 
• Be as clear as possible when 
stating what you want to buy. Make 
sure you confirm all the technical 
details of what you are buying. Some 
things to bear in mind are version 
numbers, memory requirements, 
other required hardware or software 
and compatibility with your particular 
model of Amiga (that is. make sure 
you know which version of Kickstart 
you have). 
• Check the price you are asked to 
pay, and make sure that it's the 
same as the price advertised. 

• Check that what you are ordering 
is actually in stock. 
• Check when and how the article 
will be delivered, and that any extra 
charges are as stated on the advert. 
• Make a note of the date and time 
when you order the product. 

BUYING BY POST 
As with buying by phone, you should 
clearly state exactly what it is you 
are buying, at what price (refer to the 
magazine, page and issue number 
where it's advertised) and give any 
relevant information about your 
system set-up where necessary. You 
should also make sure you keep 
copies of all correspondence both to 
and from the company concerned. 

MAKING RETURNS 
Whichever method you buy by, you 
are entitled to return a product if it 
fails to meet any one of the following 
three criteria: 

A CHECK LIST FOR 

MAIL ORDER BUYING 

1 Make sure you know exactly what you want. Draw up a checklist of the 
specifications you are looking for and what you want it to be able to do. 
Check with the suppliers that their product matches your list. 

2 Will the product you have in mind work with your existing set-up, and 
anything else you are planning to buy? 

3 Can you see a demonstration? Many products are on display at computer 
shows around the country. 

4 Are there any hidden extras? Does it need 1Mb to run, or a hard disk? 

5 What technical support is provided by the supplier? Does the 
manufacturer offer after-sales advice? Check before you buy. 

6 Check the guarantee terms. How long is the free warranty? What does It 
offer? 

7 Draw up a list of these details and make them a condition of your order. 

8 Check the price and delivery details when you order, and make a note of 
them. 

9 Note down when you placed the order and who you spoke to. 

10 When it arrives, check everything carefully, if anything is missing, don't 
use the product at all - contact the supplier. If it doesn't work, make the 
obvious checks such as the fuse. If it still doesn't work don't try to fix It - 
contact the supplier. 

• The goods must be of 
'merchantable quality'. 
• The goods must be 'as described'. 
• The goods must be fit for the 
purpose for which they were sold. 
If they fail to satisfy any or all of the 
criteria, then you are then entitled to: 
• Return them for a refund. 
• Receive compensation for part of 
the value. 
• Get a replacement or free repair. 
When returning anything, ensure that 
you have proof of purchase and that 
you return the item as soon as 
possible after receiving it. For this 
reason it is important that you check 
the hardware or software as soon as 
it is delivered to make sure 
everything you ordered is there and 
works as it is supposed to. 

HOW TO PAY 
Paying by credit card is the most 
sensible way, whether buying in 
person, by post or on the phone, 
because you may be able to claim 
the money from the credit card 
company even if the firm you ordered 
from has gone bust or refuses to 
help sort out your problem. 

Otherwise, you should pay by 
crossed cheque or postal order - 
never send coins or notes through 
the mail. 

GETTING REPAIRS 
Always check the conditions of the 
guarantee, and servicing and 
replacement policy, so that you know 
what level of support to expect. 
Always fill in and return warranty 
cards as soon as possible, and 
make sure that you are aware of all 
the conditions contained in the 
guarantee. 

BUYING PD 
Even though PD software is relatively 
inexpensive, you should still apply 
the guidelines set out above, making 
sure that you confirm all orders as 
clearly as possible. 

Shopping around is still 
important when buying PD because 
different houses charge different 
prices for the same disks. There is 
no set pricing structure for disks, but 
bear in mind that PD houses are. in 
theory, supposed to be non-profit 
making operations, m 

ADVERISERS INDEX 

1st Computer Centre 

(Leeds) 54,55 

16 Bit Centre 28 

Anglia PD 127 

Arnor 76 

Artworks 85 

BCS 68,69 

CC Enterprises 85 

Commonside Hardware 

Services 116 

Delta Pi 32 

Digita International 9 

Digital Creations 140 

Direct Computer Supplies 87 

Evesham Micros 100,101 

Express PD 127 

Grapevine Group 32 

Graphic Assembly 85 

Harwoods 94-97,139 

HB Marketing 51 

Hobbyte 62,63 

ICPUG 127 

Indi 42-45 

Kosmos Software 32 

LCL 51 

Mailbyte 51 

Micro Pace (UK) 27 

Millenium Micros 116 

MJC Supplies 36 

New Horizon Computers 17 

Omega Projects 20 

PD Soft 109 

Phoenix 38,39 

Phoenix Services 127 

Power Computing 2,48,49 

Selectafont 85 

Silica Systems 107,121,137 

Snap Computer Supplies 116 

Softstore 85 

Software Demons 4 

Software Expressions 124 

Trilogic 58,59 

Weserve 6 

WTS Electronics 87,90.91 

York Electronics 127 
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GREAT 
VALLEY 
PRODUCTS 

AMIGA 

PERIPHERALS 

ACCELERATORS 
FOR THE AMIGA 1500/2000/4000 

All GVP G-Force accelerators can be 
turned Into a hand card by adding a Mount 
Kit (GVA 4251 - £34.95). Any 1 ■ SCSI drive 
can   then   be   mounted   on   to the 

k_ 

CO 
rr 030 \ 030 \ 030 \ 

5(W\ 
040 
33M H, 

G3Q30EC eeoaoec mm 
Sp«Ad MIPS 7.4* 12.1 15 ao 
SptedMHz 40 50 

Math co-prac £8332 6S332 Built-in 
SUnctod 32-brt RAM 
Maximum 32-bii RAM 18** 1fc* 16Mb 

Extras SCSI SCSI SCSI SCSI Set/Par 
Code inmi UPG0430 UPG 17*3 

PflKC £499 £799 £1099 £1499 

The Impact II HC8 hand cards are the 
equivalent of the HD8+ hard drive, but for the 
1500 and 2000 models. They are some of the 
fastest hard drives available, and incorporate 
an unpopulated 8* RAM expansion. 

HARD CARDS 
FOR THE AMIGA 1500 & 2000 
• Factory installed Hard Drives 
• 0, 30, 120,213, & 420* 

options 
• Onboard £ta memory sockets 
• Add up to 6 SCSI d&vices 

0 Mb HAR 1300 £129 
40Mb HAR 1340 £299 
80 Mb HAfli&a £349 

1 20Mb HAH 1422 £429 
213Mb HAFMU3 £579 

PLUG-IN HARD DRIVES FROM ONLY 

PLUG-IN HARD DRIVE    AMIGA 500/500™ 
The A500-HD8+ provides the ultimate in hard disk 
performance,   memory   expansion   and future 
expandability for the Amiga 500. It incorporates the 
same VLSI custom chip and FAAAST ROM SCSI driver 
which are used in GVP's Series II SCSI/RAM 
controllers for the A1500/2000, As a result the A50O- 
HDB+ offers unbeatable hard disk performance. Tho 
easy-access Autoboot/Game Switch allows the hard 
disk to be disabled, ensuring compatibility with the few 
games that will not work with a hard disk. 
Every A500-HD8+ incorporates the latest in hard disk 
technology with a factory installed and formatted V 
high, low power, 3!^* SCSI hard disk, offering 
storage capacities up to 213Mb. 
The A500-HD8+ also offers the ultimate in 
expandability. Additional SCSI peripherals can 
be attached to the external SCSI port. Up to 8Mb 
of internal Fast RAM expansion can be 
installed using state-of-the-art SIMM memory 
modules. The unique internal Mini-Slot allows 
for future expansion. Every A500-HD8+ has 
its own dedicated power supply, ensuring 
that the Amiga 500 power supply will not 
be overloaded and an internal fan to 
prevent the unit from overheating. 

WHAT THE PRESS SAY... 
'Svperh build excellent aesthetics and blinding 
speed malts ibis ti\e best A500 hard dm*' _ 

AMIGA SHOPPER 
'GVP daims ibis is the {attest bard dm* lit the 
wa4d and nam aim tests co*M prove that 
wrong - UntoiKhabk WEchoW 

AMIGA SHOPPER 1 

£299 

YEAR t WAMUVTYJ 

Return the coupon now for your 

FREE copy of Silica Systems 

NEW GVP CATALOGUE 

MilHJIif^UUHH VIDEO GENLOCK 

PLUG-IN HARD 1 DRIVE OPTIQNS^^^lta^ / 
MODEL 42 Mb 80Mb 120wb 213Mb 
HD8+ 

HARD DRIVE £299. 
Rsf: HAR Q£+D 

£399* 
Ref: HAR OSBfl £499ffi Rel. HAR Q9Z2 

£599 
Raff: MAR 0933     ^ | 

HD8+ HARD DRIVE 
A530 HD & ACCELERATOR! 

HARD DRIVE 
KU HMO DRIVE to, M mimmvmxm 

PLUG-IN HARD DRIVE 4 ACCELERATOR AMIGA 500/500 >. 

TniN^FniUIIUPTVMDVKM*- 
(*nC RATE OF THE 213Mb HD) 

ACCELERATOR 
OfTrtHAl UUZ MATHS CD PROCESSOR 

FOR ALL AMIGAS 
• 8-bit st&r&o sampler 
• Ftugs into parallel port 
■ MiDl support for song input 
• Extensive editing features 
For the semi-professional and audio 
hobbyist a high quality 8-blt stereo 
sound sampler thai connects into the 
parallel port on any Amiga 500, GOO, 
1500, 2000 or 3000 computer. 
Combined with one of the fastest, most 
powerful and easy-to-use sound and 
music editing programs available. 
Includes 4-track soundtracks file 
compatible sequencer. 

£39.95 
Ret; MUS2500 

FOR ALL AMIGAS 
• 2x Composite Video, 1x S-VHS inputs 
9 RGB Composite video & S-VHS 

outputs available simultaneously 
• Sound mixer, 2 mono inputs and 1 

output 
• Fuii software control via control panel, 

hotkeys and/or ARexx 
GVP's G-lock genlock ts a true 
price/performance breakthrough. The 
G-lock genlock works with all Amiga 
computers and even supports the new 
Chroma Key modes of the ECS/AA chip 
set. It is Ihe only choice for the mid- 
range Amiga video enthusiast. 

Ref; 
VID2500 £349 

KhREmAFtE EWPORT TC MAf OCMSTJURT HTO 32-bit WIM FACT RAM FOR FASTBfl DrtflATMH 
RAM BOARD 

UP HP IMA Of A OR J-bil FiKST FUM 
UP TO m OF JZ-iti WII>I RAM Q^WlDESMflfe-fiuro)  

I TTw GVP A530 incwpwalaa the same 6BD30EC I proowsof found in moat of the new GVP GeForce accelerator range, as woe as using tfta nma VLSI Custom chip and FwST ROM SCSI (ftwar Ihat is. uswd <n GVP'9 Series II SCSb'RAM ccrHrc*ef9 for | SWA1501W000. 
tt   alto   intdrpOfatefi   the   MotcfoU 68030EC processor running al a blistering 4QMH£ and (he litest in h&rd ask technology wlh a laclory installed arid Fonnaned 1' high, low powar 3 '." SCSI hard disk offering slnraga capacitias up to 213Mb.  AcMlional  SCSI  penphorals, can t« attached to the exlemai SCSI pan Up to 6WD of 32-blt wide Fast RAM exparrsion can fc* insialled usiing 5ta1e-cjf-1he-art SIMM memory mgdules (1Mb suppiiod as standard), A 68S82 mains co-processor can alea be added to the urui to boost Iha machine's math oaJcufeiions. Eve<y QVP A530 has its own dedicated powef supply. 
" _ to ih^W qualify h exaSent _ b terns ol pafomontm, jJwi'r amai k    b*ti _ Af# aov/pmtmt a wo/lb mtiy pvtnf. 

94% AMIGA KJHMAT SLW 
PLUG-IN HARD DRIVE & ACCELERATOR OPTIONS 

OTHER FEATURES 
■€UI-«F' FOR tftrr. GAME CDMf JlfflUuTY inn SCSJ CBMTROLLEH FQIHJP TO T DEVICES inn VLSI CUSTOM BMP inn FiaaST ROM SCSI DRIVER inn 
ienrn mm i mm TO TW tm inn 
1UH.THN m TO PREVENT OVtRttEATHH inn (KDICATED POWER SUFfLY inn 
HIM'SLOr FOR FUTURE EXPAHSIOHB         FT 7| ([.i PCEWJL*':^ ] 
REMOVABIE MEDIA SUPPGflT inn DWECT HMMT JtCCEU ^«U| STYLE          1 _ 1 _ 1 FOR ULTIMATE Pt**0*MA»CE                  I I 
E«Y'TIM«tOFTW« inn 2 YEM WARflAH VI inn 

MODEL 42m 80Mb 120Mb 213* 
A530 COMBO HARD OfttVE i 4CCELEHATOH £699* R*r; HAK 0962 £799* K?r HAK U96B £899 H.K' HAK <y,.---\ £999 

PC EMULATOR 
PLUGrIN OPTION FOR HM+ A A53C 
• 16MHirjC2&&pr-3casE.:r 
• 237 Malhs Co- ^rDcesKir socket 
• 512KOIPCFWM plus tfwLBecrfAmi^ RAM 
■ Supports Hercules. C6A, EGA/VGA (rflono- 

chroma.1 and T31CQ vdao mooas 
• Runs MS-DOS (3.2 and upwards} phis thousands r>1 olher PC programs 

Tta po*ert j a* WTtiskx tnocUa 
GVP cf AS30 [m t* fMvtf) fi hat U torn to tt* An^s rasoven and a#c«s 1O HF PC ind Amiga picgam al he same time, DNng you tua DoapiHS ii one. 

£149 ftrt EMU 0500 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 

[   SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your servioe, 
• PRtCE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same pfloe" basis. 
• ESTABLISHED 14 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales, 
• £12 MILLION TURNOVER {with 60 staff): Solid, reliable and profitable. 
• BUSINESS * EDUCATION * GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-30fl 0888. 
• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches. 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier. 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Wll be mailed to you with offers + software and peripheral details. 
• PA YMENT: Major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms. 
Before you decide when to buy your new Amiga products, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE you buy them. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, 
when you may require additional peripherals and software, or help and advice. And, will the company 
you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silrca Sysiems, we ensure that you will have 
nothing to worry about. We have been established lor almost 14 years and, with our unrivalled 
experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an undersianding 
which is second to none. But don't Jusl take our word tor it. Complete and return the coupon now for our 
latest FREE literature and begin to experience the *SiUca Sysiems Service". 

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Order Uow Qpw: Mon-Stf fl,00mv6,0Qpro No UK Np OfgjgB  Tel: 081-309 1111^ H* too: get,3oa. owe 
LONDON SHOP: Opanmg How:     Mpn-Stf D,3Qlffv4.Q0p(Ti 52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OB A N o UH Might Opening Tel: 071-5BD 40DO 

FK MO. 071-323 4737 
LONDON SHOP: Sellridges (i* Floor). Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Opwfcm Hwit:    Mon-Frl 9,3u*ffl-7,mpnHSal daw 6,30pm) Lria NjflhJ: Thurgday ■ 9pm Tel: D 71-629 1234 3814 
SIDCUP SHOP: 1-4 Tne Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kenl, QA14 4PX Opgnhn) HCHT    MwhStf f .OOm^SJOpm Lata NtflU: FrMiy - 7tm Tel: 0B1-3D2 8811 Fan to. Oei-SW 0017 
ESSEX SHOP:        Keddies !2ns Poor). H;gh Street, Southend-on-Sea. Essex. SS1 1 LA. M0fi-Fn 9.30*m.5 30pm <S*19.0Oam-6.D0pm) No Late Nighl Cpwiflfl  Tel: 0702 468039 Fan No: 0-702 462363 J 

To: Silica Systems, AMSHP-0393-68, 1-4 The Mews. Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent. DA1 
PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE GVP RANGE 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:   Initials:  Surname: 
Company Name {if applicable):   
Address:  

4 4D7^ 

SILICA 

SYSTEMS 

  Postcode:   
Tel (Home):   Tel (Work):   

_Whioh cOTiputer^s), il any, tJo you own? ...„.r 68J^ 
EAOE - AtJ'.flfiifieo prices and Bpeerfi«tons may change - Plaau ralum iha coupon for the latest inlamnanon 

r m„~^\ MAIL ORDER HOTLINE 

^081-309 1111 



COMPETITION 

WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN 

Win four copies of 

Morph Plus 

Get into the ever-changing world of 

morphing and produce animation effects you 

wouldn't have believed possible - with 

ASDG's superbly flexible Morph Plus 

There can be few computer 
applications In recent times 
that have captivated the 
public imagination In the 

way that morphing has. 
A morphing package enables you 

to stretch, warp and twist images in 
startling ways, as well as to create 
smooth transitions between two 
completely different images. These 
effects have received quite an airing 
in films such as Terminator 2. And 
you'd be amazed at how quick and 
easy it is to produce similar effects 
with an Amiga, when you're using a 
package such as States-based 
company ASDG's Morph Plus. 

ASDG has very kindly donated 
four copies of Morph Plus, each 

worth £179.99, to give away to you, 
our lucky readers. 

If you need convincing as to just 
how good this product is, then turn 
to page 70 and have a read of Gary 
Whiteley's definitive review. 

Entering couldn't be easier. 
Choose your answers to the three 
remarkably easy questions in the 
panel on the right, jot them down on 
a postcard or the back of a sealed 
envelope, and send it off to: 

Morph Fun For Me 
Amiga Shopper 
29 Monmouth Street 
Bath BA1 2DL 

Oh, and don't forget to include your 
name and address. The closing date 
for entries is March 8. Bear in mind 
that only one entry per household will 
be accepted. (^Q 

If ITAH J 1TJ J miGA SHOPm SELLS 

rririiC&7iVJ ■! LIKE THERE'S N0 

\MiM*^^K*m TOMORROW - DON'T 

MISS OUT: RESERVE IT AT YOUR LOCAL NEWSAGENT NOW! 

Please reserve/deliver me a copy of Amiga Shopper mi) month beginning with the 
April issue which goes on sale on Tuesday, March 2 
Name   

Address 

Phone 

• NOTE TO NEWSAGENT: Amiga Shopper is published by Future Publishing (0225 442244) 
and is available from your local wholesaler, 

i 1 

• PS Oh, yes and if you do have any problems getting hold of your favourite 
Amiga mag, call Kate tlston on 0225 442244 and she'll help you out. 

THE CHALLENGE • THE CHALLENGE 

1. What was the name of the BBC a) The Nine O'clock News 
TV programme that featured a b) Blue Peter 
character with the unlikely name c) Take Hart 
of 'Morph'? 

2. If you were lucky enough to own a) Wear them 
a pair of 'plus fours', what would b) Plug them into your thru-port 
you do with them? c) Eat them 

3. From which ancient language Is a) Latin 
the word 'morph' derived? b) Greek 

c) Hebrew 

THE CHAMPION! 
And the lucky winner of the January issue s 1200th Day Of Christmas 
compo is (cue drum roil)... Mrs P Tuckerman of Leicester. Congratulations 
Mrs Tuckerman - a shiny new A1200 will be winging its way towards you 
real soon now. 

IN NEXT MONTH'S FACT-PACKED ISSUE 

• Memory - we tell you everything you need to know about 
Random Access Memory: whether or not you need more, 
what to look for when buying, and what the differences are 
between the various types. Naturally we have a huge 
review round-up of all the memory expansions you can buy. 

• Professional programmer Toby Simpson solves all your 
programming worries in his Code Clinic. 

• Our series on DIY repairs continues, showing you how to 
save money and fix those common Amiga faults yourself. 

Plus: regular columns on Amiga Answers, public domain, 

video, AmigaDOS, desktop publishing, programming, 

education, music, chaos, comms and much more 

»» On sale Tuesday, March 2 »» 
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HE FINAL WORD 

...in Word Processing with Perfect Printing 

rom the makers of Pen Pal comes a 
i brand new, unique WYSIWYG Word 
I Processing package, that's simply the 
only choice for those who demand the 

| most from their Amiga. 

Final Copy 0 is not only the Amiga's most powerful 
Word Processor with every feature you'd expect 
- plus many more found normally in DTP packages - 
but also the only Word Processor that gives superb 
scaleable outline fonts from any Amiga - even 1.3*s+ 

Imagine outputring to your printers highest resolution, 
with almost Postscript™ laser perfection - no matter 
which printer you may have. Even with a simple 
nine pin dot matrix you'll get perfect 
printing* from Final Copy's 
20 smooth outline typefaces 
that are included! 

0 

With its powerful new features, there's na better Word Processor/Publisher 
for your Amiga, You'll quickly realise tlie benefits which were once the extfuxhv 

presene of the Macintosh and other high mid publishing systems. 

With multiple newspaper 
style columns and integrated 

drawing tools - for boxes, borders, 
I ^ squares, lines at any angle, ovals, circles, 
arrows etc,, plus colour text, along with many 
other fbmiatting tools - your documents will look 
and read just as you want them to. 
Final Copy n includes a 110,000 word British- 
Hndish Collins Proximity Spelling Detector & 
Corrector, to help typing errors become a thing of 
the past, along with an 826,000 synonym 
Thesaurus, for that extra inspiration. 

Final Copy U is so easy to learn and use, that 
I you'll become an accomplished author in no 

time at all - but if you need extra help you're 
not on your own as our support hotline is there 

for all UK version users. Look out for the UK 
logo on the box! 

* printer with normal Word Processor 0 -^tf 

...Final Copy II 

£ Only £99.95 
fE FROM ALL GOOD SOFTW ARE DE 

ompatible with... IM 

Amiga-A5oo/6oo/6ooHD/ 15OO/20 00/3000. Copy II encompasses a whole range of other advanced features, herersjust aselcctior 

FROM ALL GOOD SOFTWARE DLALHRN 

Amiga-A500/60G/600HD/1500/2000/3000. 
System requirements.., inin. of 1Mb. RAM and two Floppies 
or a Had Disk Drive [A600HD requires at least 1.5Mb]. 
*Any WorkkjiL-li supported yniphic prinlcr. alow or mono, 
including... Citizen 120D, L24D, 224, Swift 9/24. 200/2.40; 
Star LC10, 20, 200, 24-200, and XB Series; Canon BJIOex; 
HP Ink/Paintjet; Postscript"11 devices and many more. 

inal Copy II encompasses a whole range of other advanced features, here's just a selection: 

rade Distribution by++, 

♦ Centre soft/IBD ♦ HB Marketing ♦ Lessuresoft ♦ 
♦ Meridian Distribution ♦ SDL/Prodis ♦ 

Dealers... Please call Harwoods for your supply of leaflets 
and inclusion in the list of stockist we provide to customers. 

United Kingdom vemienn imparted A. supported bv... 

GORDON 

(.kmlon Harwood Computers * New Sired * Alfniton 
Dobyshire-DE55 7 BP * Telephone: 0773 836781 

♦ Uses the latest Workbench 2 Style interface on all Amigas ♦ On screen command ribbon controls (format your 
document with (he simple touch of a button) ♦ 25% to 400% editable page reduction and magnification command 
♦ Tide page, master pages & style sheets ♦ Right/left pages with binding offset ♦ Open multiple 
documents ♦ Fast mouse document panning and zoom/un-zoom ♦ External and internal mail *^pprfl 

merging* Cut, copy andpaste ♦ S earchandreplace+ On screen maths* Auto-hyphen ation    ... -^jfoffl3 ^ 
♦ Import resize and crop IFF, HAM and 24Bit JLBM graphics and auto-flow text    ^ c$ 
around them ♦ Text over graphics ♦ Outline fonts on all Amiga screens, and any   ^ / 
non-Postscript™V>rPo.stscript™c^ ^tP^^ C° 
[over 4" high] smooth text printing ♦ Text leading and spacing ^'^0 

controls ♦ Condensed and expanded characters ♦ Positive    ^ rS^^S^ 
and negative obliquing ♦ Background printing, 
allowing simultaneous editing & printing of two   ^ ^ ^ °^ 
or more documents ♦ Fast proof printing    ^*^$^$L 

■A 

facility # Comprehensive range of 
additional attractive font 
volumes available. ^ 
E.&O.E, 



All photographs are of actual DCTV screens, 

The Future Is Herd 

A Paint digitize and dispiay beautiful Mi color composite video images on 

any Amiga.9* 

A Capture an image in 10 seconds from any color video camera. (Also works 

with still video cameras, video disk and still frame capable VCR's.) 

A Convert DCRT images to or from any IFF display format (including HAM 

and 24 bit). 

A Full-featured paint, digitize and conversion software are included, DCTV™ 
is a complete system, right out of the box! 

A Create spectacular 3D images and animations. Compatible with alt popular 

3D programs. 

aitize and process full color composite 
60 images in millions of colors. 

Sophisticated true color video paint, 
digitizing and image processing soft- 
ware are all combined into one easy to 
use package. 

^ 'SHE?.; 

Create beautiful ful color video images 
with oil popular Amiga 3D programs. 

V. 
Animate video quality DCTV images in 
real time using popular Amiga animation 
creation tools, 

DCTV (Digital Composite Television) is a 
revolutionary new compressed video 
display and digitizing system for the 
Amiga. Using the Amiga as a com- 
pressed video buffer, DCTV creates a 
full color composite video display with 
all the color and resolution of television. 

DIGITAL 

Dealer enquiries CREATIONS 

welcome Telephone 916/344 4825  FAX 916/635 0475 
199? Diqifol (rtofoit. ArnMjo in o 1*911 titd Irofonttk ol Umn6w lm«wi> AMIM?I. PQTEHH sppM 


